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Release Notes
The Release Notes contains information about JCLCheck, such as new features and enhancements to existing features.

See the items below to view detailed information about the new features included in this release. To view published fixes,
visit Broadcom Support.

Add Inactive Option Counterpart to Runtime Options

This enhancement adds an inactive option counterpart to 54 JCLCheck runtime options. You can use the NOxxxx option
to turn off an option that has been set as a default.

Alternate User ID

The Alternate User feature allows for JCLCheck validation to be performed under the user ID that the job is run under.
JCLCheck currently supports an alternative user ID by specifying an ID in the JCL being processed, or by specifying the
JCLCheck USER() option. JCLCheck uses the specified user ID to validate the IDs access to a data set. However, the
specified user ID is not used when accessing the contents of a file, for example, when PROCLIBs or control card files are
processed. This feature extends this capability by running under the specified user ID when accessing these files.

NOTE

For more information, search the Alternate User ID Feature.

Control Card Override

The control card override enhancement lets you specify a set of override libraries for control card members of system
utilities. The override libraries are searched before the library specified in the JCL is validated. You can use this
enhancement in invocations of JCLCheck from batch, ISPF, and EDCHEK.

NOTE
System utilities refer to utilities that JCLCheck validates and performs syntax checks using the CTLSCAN
option, and that are present in JCLUPT.

Typically, control card override is used when JCLCheck is called from Endevor (batch or foreground). A control card
member can reside in any one of a list of promotion libraries, for example, QA, development, and production. When you
use this option, JCLCheck searches all promotion levels for the particular control card member. If the member is found
in one of these libraries, that member is used for JCL validation. If not found in any of the promotion libraries, the control
card member referenced in the actual SYSIN DD (or whichever DD statement the $UPT CTL keyword points to) is used
for JCL validation.

DFSORT and ADRDSSU Utility Control Card Support

This section explains the changes made to DFSORT and ADRDSSU Utility Control card support.

Multiple Control Statement Sources
JCLCheck now supports control-card checking from multiple control statement sources (ddnames). For example,
DFSORT accepts control statements from the following ddnames:
SYMNAMES

Optional symbol definition statements
DFSPARM

Control statements
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SYSIN
Control statements

JNF1CNTL
Optional control statements for JOINKEYS applications

JNF2CNTL
Optional control statements for JOINKEYS applications

The $UPT macro that the JCLUPT module uses now supports expanded CTL parameter values. Previously, the single
specified ddname was required when a value was in the CTL parameter. With JCLCheck Version 12.0, the $UPT macro
now supports the following CTL parameter syntax:

 CTL=(ddname1[{-R|-O|-C}][,ddname2[{-R|-O|-C}],...])

 

The CTL parameter accepts multiple ddnames. Also, a ddname suffix is supported allowing the ddname to be coded as
Required, Optional, or Conditional. If no ddname suffix is specified or ‘-R’ is specified, the ddname is required. If ‘-O’ is
specified, the ddname is optional. If ‘-C’ is specified, the ddname is conditional. If one or more conditional ddnames are
specified, at least one of the groups of conditional ddnames must be included in the JCL. For example:

 $UPT CTL=(SYMNAMES-O,DFSPARM-C,SYSIN-C,JNF1CNTL-O,JNF2CNTL-O)

 

In this example, the SYMNAMES, JNF1CNTL, and JNF2CNTL ddnames are optional. If the CTLSCAN option is active,
the control statements are listed and processed for each of the specified ddnames. The DFSPARM and SYSIN ddnames
are conditional. One or both can be specified in the JCL. At least one of them must be specified in the JCL.

DFSORT Control Card Syntax Checking

JCLCheck now supports syntax checking of all DFSORT control statements when DFSORT is invoked using JCL. Syntax
checking of DFSORT control statements is not supported when DFSORT is invoked from another program.

DFSORT performs syntax checking of symbol definitions from SYMNAMES and all DFSORT statements from DFSPARM
and SYSIN. Also, syntax checking of DFSORT statements from JNF1CNTL and JNF2CNTL for JOINKEYS applications is
supported.

Other Sort products that are compatible with DFSORT and use an alias to the sort program name (for example, SORT)
are also supported.

ADRDSSU Utility Control Card Support

JCLCheck now supports the ADRDSSU IBM utility. You can now validate the control cards ADRDSSU uses to see if they
are correct before the job is run.

Extended Address Volume Support

Extended Address Volumes (EAV) expand the number of cylinders a volume can have beyond the previous limit of
65,520. JCLCheck supports EAV with new parameters that allow the data on these volumes to be retrieved using an
expanded work area.

External Variable Resolution

The external variable resolution enhancement enables JCLCheck to validate JCL that contains external variables. This
validation is required when a scheduling product uses variables embedded in its JCL. You can configure JCLCheck to
resolve external variables using the following methods:
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• The JCLCheck EDCHEK ISPF edit feature
• The JCLCheck ISPF panels
• Run JCLCheck in batch

JCLCheck can resolve external variables in the following scheduling products: CA 7, ESP, Control-M, and Tivoli Workload
Scheduler.

NOTE
For more information, search Resolve External Variables.

Installation, Deployment, and Configuration Using CSM

You can now install, deploy, and configure JCLCheck using CSM™ (CSM). After you deploy an installation of JCLCheck,
CSM helps you complete a basic configuration of the deployed product before you start it.

CSM guides you step-by-step through the process of specifying configuration options. For some configurations, CSM
prompts you to perform certain operations manually, outside of CSM.

After you complete the basic configuration, CSM creates the JCLCheck data sets specific to the configuration you
specified. You can further edit the configuration manually.

TIP

The Software Configuration Service (SCS) has been added for CSM Version 4.0. Use this service to configure
Broadcom mainframe products from the software inventory of the driving system to your target enterprise
systems.

The SCS guides you through the configuration creation process, and through the manual steps to implement the
configuration. The SCS also includes an address space communications service running on each targeted z/OS
system.

ISPF List of REXX Rules

JCLCheck allows for REXX programs to be used for standards validation in the JCLCheck feature and for JCL
customization in the JCLNeat feature. This enhancement adds to those features by allowing for the SYSEXEC library
member list to be displayed for easier REXX program selection.

You can now specify an ISPF pattern member name in the existing REXX member fields. The pattern member name can
use the asterisk (*) for multiple character masking and the per cent sign (%) for single character masking. When a pattern
character is found in the REXX member name field, the member list for the SYSEXEC library is displayed. Select the
member that you want to use from the list and it is filled in as the REXX member name field.

JCLNeat Enhancements

This section explains the enhancements made to JCLNeat.

Additional REXX Calls and Variables
JCLCheck supports additional calls to REXX for the following new JCL statements:

• NJB
• IF
• PROC
• JCLLIB
• OUTPUT
• DPROC
• SET
• INCLUDE
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This enhancement adds over one thousand new variables that you can use with these statements. Also, 76 new variables
were added for the existing JOB, EXEC, and DD statements.

This enhancement affects only the JCLNeat supported REXX.

Global String Replacement by Statement Type

JCLNeat provides a Global String Replacement (GSR) feature for any character string in the JCL. JCLNeat accepts
replacement statements in the GSRCNTL DD statement. These statements let you specify strings of characters to search
for in the JCL with a verb specifying the action to be taken when the string is found. For example, you can use verbs
REPL (replace) or DELT (delete).

These statements apply to all the JCL statements in the members being processed. This enhancement allows for a
statement type to be specified on the GSR search string to limit the search to only that type of statement. For example, to
replace the string 'SYSOUT=A' with 'SYSOUT=*' you would code the following GSR statements:

 |SYSOUT=A|REPL|     Find SYSOUT=A and Replace with next line.   

 |SYSOUT=*|      Replacement value.  

 

To limit the change to only DD statements, you can now add a statement type to the end of the search statement:

 |SYSOUT=A|REPL|DD   Find SYSOUT=A on DD statement.  

 |SYSOUT=*|      Replacement with SYSOUT=*.  

 

This enhancement affects only the JCLNeat global string replacement facility.

PACK Option Maximum Keywords Per Line

JCLCheck gives you the option of having each parameter in a JCL statement on a separate line (PACK=N) or packing the
parameters on to as few lines as possible (PACK=Y).

This enhancement changes the JCLNeat PACK option to allow you to specify the maximum number of parameters that
can be placed on a line. For example, PACK=3 means that no more than three parameters can be packed on to a line of
JCL.

For compatibility with earlier releases, PACK=N and PACK=Y are still accepted.

New REXX Variables

JCLCheck supports new REXX variables for JCLNeat. The JOB.ACCT stem variable is a Job Statement variable
for JCLNeat. This enhancement adds two new variables to the JOB.ACCT stem variable: JOB.ACCTNUM and
JOB.ACCTINFO. You can use these new variables to specify an account number separately from the accounting
information, such as, checking the account code of a job and changing it if necessary.

The DD.DSN stem variable is a DD Statement variable for JCLNeat. This enhancement adds 23 new variables to the
DD.DSN stem variable: DD.DSN.0 through DD.DSN.22. You can use these new variables to access individual nodes,
such as, checking the second node of a data set name and changing it if necessary.

This enhancement affects only the JCLNeat supported REXX.

Options by Statement Type

The JCLNeat feature of JCLCheck has many options that affect the formatting of JCL statements. You can set the
following statement formatting options by statement type: Continuation End Column (CEC), Continuation Start Column
(CSC), Inline Comment Start Column (ICSC), Operator Start Column (OPSC), and PACK. These options apply to all
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statements in the JCL. For example, the CSC option specifies the starting column number for the first keyword on each
JCL statement line. You can now set different values for different JCL statement types:

• CSCJ=16
• CSCEX=10
• CSCDD=12

REXX Dynamic Option Changes

You can dynamically change JCLNeat options from a running REXX program with the new JCLNeat feature Dynamic
Option Changes. This feature also allows REXX programs to reset JCLNeat options back to their initial run-time settings.
When JCLNeat options are changed or reset, the change takes effect immediately on the current statement being
processed. The changes remain in effect until changed again, reset, or job termination.

REXX Insert and Delete JCL Statements

You can easily insert and delete JCL statements from REXX with the new JCLNeat feature Dynamic JCL Statement
Insertion and Deletion. This feature provides you with two options that you can use in the REXX program.

The first option is the new REXX variable, $CA.DELFLG. This variable deletes JCL statements. When you change the
default for $CA.DELFLG from N to Y in the REXX program, the current statement is removed from the JCL. This variable
is available on every call to the REXX program.

The second option lets you insert statements by using the REXX data stack. JCL statements can be placed on the
stack by the REXX program. The statements are later retrieved and added to the JCL being processed. Existing REXX
operators are used to place statements on the stack.

This enhancement affects only the JCLNeat supported REXX.

Missing DSN Bypass and Selective RUNTIME Checks

Missing DSN Bypass -- JCLCheck now provides support for a new optional parameter in the OPROCLIB and CNTLOVER
runtime options. You can now specify the suboption 'C' to indicate JCLCheck is to continue validation processing when
a library specified in these runtime options is not found. Before this enhancement, if one of the specified libraries did not
exist on the system where JCLCheck was running, an error occurred and the JCL was not validated. The missing library
statement required removal to correct the error and to continue JCL validation. Now when a specified library does not
exist, the library is bypassed and JCL validation continues. An information message displays to notify you of the library
that was not found.

Selective RUNTIME Checks -- JCLCheck now provides support for the new BYPRUNT runtime option. The BYPRUNT
runtime option has 12 defined suboptions that enable individual runtime checks to be bypassed. Before this enhancement,
there was a single option, NORUNTIM, that disabled all runtime checks. This enhancement lets you select runtime checks
to bypass.

You can use these two enhancements in invocations of JCLCheck from batch, ISPF, and EDCHEK.

REXX Enhancements

JCLCheck supports the following enhancements to JCLNeat REXX:

• You can now use REXX variable DD.DDSTAT for the JCLCheck STDREXX program. DD.DDSTAT is available when
the JCLNeat REXXMEM program is called for a DD statement. The DD.DDSTAT variable has flags that indicate
information about the DD. These values are:
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– x'08' -- Statement is DD DUMMY
– x'04' -- Statement from instream PROC
– x'02' -- Statement is 'DD *'/'DD DATA'
– x'01' -- Statement is unnamed DD

• You can now use REXX in JCLNEAT without FORMAT=Y. This enhancement allows for FORMAT=B (Basic) to be
used to minimize formatting. REXX can now modify the JCL while retaining most of its original formatting. Before this
enhancement, specifying the REXXMEM option in JCLNeat forced the format option to be set on.

• A new variable allows the end of job return code to be set. The $CA.NEATRC variable lets you set a numeric value. On
return from REXX, if the value is not null, the value in the variable is used as a return code for the JCLNeat job step.
$CA.NEATRC is in the list of Miscellaneous Variables.

JCLCheck STDREXX now supports the following variables in EDCHEK and they contain information on the member being
edited when the JCLCheck command is issued:

• $CA.IMEMBER
• $CA.IDSNAME
• $CA.ITYPE

Before this enhancement, these variables had no value when JCLCheck is called from EDCHEK.

Enhancements After GA
Several enhancements and small programming changes have occurred in JCLCheck Workload Automation version 12.0
after it was announced as Generally Available (GA). This topic is a brief summary of these enhancements. Additional
information is found in the ++HOLD doc for each PTF.

These Level Set PTFs enable you to identify the current level of maintenance and features that are installed. A Level Set
PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream. Each Level Set PTF supersedes previous Level
Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance.

Install the Level Set PTF to more easily determine current maintenance levels for your products, as well as apply all
maintenance up to a specific modification level. For more information about the advantages and installation of Level Set
PTFs, see Apply Level Set PTF Maintenance.

PTF SO15687 + SO15688

REXX interface: Expands variable $CA.USERDATA to 64 characters for JCLCheck, and 62 characters for JCLNeat.

Adds new value 'BASE' to variable DD.GDGRGEN if GDG DSN is coded without a generation.

PTF SO15107 + SO15108

REXX interface: Adds dataset name to variable STDREXX.

Syntax: STDREXX(rexxpgm,ddname,dataset)

PTF SO13678 + SO13679

REXX interface: Adds new variable $CA.JCKRC to allow the REXX program to change the termination return code for
JCLCheck.

PTF SO15115

Adds APF authorization to the JCLCheck REST API.
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PTF SO11636 + SO11637

Adds new runtime option INITUSER. This option allows a user ID to be specified for use by JCLCheck at initialization in
situations where the submitting user may not have access to JCL procedure libraries when AUTOPROC is in effect.

PTF SO10027

REXX interface for JCLNEAT: New options FMTRAW=Y, CTLONLY=Y, and value 'CLOS' for $CA.RSTYPE

PTF SO11500

Adds JCLCheck REST API.

PTF SO09004

REXX interface for JCLNEAT: New option USERDATA

PTF SO08779

With z/OS 2.3, an EMAIL= keyword can be specified instead of USER= on the JOB card. Security systems allow this
email to be mapped to a user id. This PTF calls the security interface to retrieve the user id so that it can be used in
JCLCheck's security validation (i.e., runtime option SECURITY). If the JCLCheck runtime option SECURITY is not used,
JCLCheck does not call the security product to map the EMAIL parameter.

This PTF introduces two new messages:

• CAY6611I EMAIL: 'email@address' SUCCESSFULLY MAPPED TO USER: 'user id'
• CAY6612W EMAIL: 'email@address' MAP TO USER FAILED.

SRC/RC/RSN: 'cccc/cccc/cccc'

PTF SO08283

REXX interface: Adds stem variable $CA.EOM to indicate end of member or sequential file, and variable MEMLIMIT to
provide the value of MEMLIMIT specified on the JOB and/or EXEC statement.

PTF SO08274 + SO08275

REXX interface: Adds new $CA.RSTYPE=MISP for statement(s) that get error message CAY6011S MISPLACED
STATEMENT.

PTF SO08034 + SO08135

REXX interface: Adds variable DD.STEPNAME to provide the step name to override a DD statement.

PTF SO07766 + SO07767

REXX interface: Adds new call to the REXX interface before the JCL is read. This call is identified in the RAW processing
routine by a new $CA.RSTYPE= 'OPTS'.

This new call is provided so $CA.USERDATA can be evaluated before JCL processing starts.

PTF SO07522 + SO07523

REXX interface: Expands USERDATA from 8 to 24 bytes.
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PTF SO06612

Adds new RESPARMS parameter USERSUPP for the Control-M Resolve External Variables feature.

When USERSUPP is specified, JCLCheck checks the USER= parameter on the JOB statement and changes to the
caller userid before passing the JCL to Control-M. The original user id will be reset in the JOB statement after Control-M
processing completes.

PTF SO06235 + SO06236

Adds a new cross-reference file to contain references for DSN, PGM, and PROC. Use new runtime options UPDTDD or
UPDTDSN to create this file.

PTF SO05197 + SO05198

Adds new option CNTLOVER to the Remote Validation ChekPlex feature to allow for control card members to be sent to
the remote system.

PTF SO04211 + SO04212

Adds new options LOADOVER and LOADOVDD to specify load libraries to be searched when a module cannot be found
in other libraries (STEPLIB, LINKLIST, etc).

PTF SO01444

JCLCheck no longer requires the libraries containing the DB2 Call Attach Facility routines (programs DSNHLI2 and
DSNALI) to be present in the JOBLIB or STEPLIB of the address space in which JCLCheck was invoked.

As long as the DB2 job being "checked" has access to the DSNHLI2 and DSNALI programs, JCLCheck can locate the
DB2 Call Attach Facility interface routines and validate the DB2 job.

PTF SO01775 + SO01776

Adds a new option REXXMSG(POPulate) to populate the variables for the statement in error with values that have been
processed up to the point the error is issued.

Adds new REXX variable MSG.STMTTYPE which will contain the statement type (JOB, EXEC, etc.) that the message
was issued for.

PTF RO98412

Adds a field to the EJCK and JCKSPF panels where the STDREXX program is specified to allow for a DDNAME to be
used for the REXX library. This allows for the REXX program to be accessed from a DDNAME other than SYSEXEC.

The specified DD must already be allocated to your ISPF session.

PTF RO98663 + RO98664 + RO98778

Adds a new option CTLSCAN(IDCAMSIM) to simulate IDCAMS return codes and support the IF/ELSE/THEN/END logic in
IDCAMS.

PTF RO96157 + RO96158

Adds support for the REGIONX keyword on JOB and EXEC statements, for the CRE sub parameter of the RLS keyword
on DD statements, and for RLSSOURCE and RLSTARGET keywords for various IDCAMS verbs.
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PTF RO96120 + RO96121

Adds new options SETPRP/NOSETPRP.

SETPRP option indicates that return or condition codes from the IDCAMS SET command are to be propagated to end of
step (EOS) or end of job (EOJ), as well as message severity for messages issued by that step or job.

NOSETPRP disables the SET return/condition code propagation. The SET command is parsed and validated, but the
return/condition code from the SET command is not propagated.

The default option is SETPRP.

PTF RO92202 + RO92203

Adds new keyword NOPGMPAT to the SECURITY option to turn off the Program Pathing function.

Example: SECURITY(NOPGMPAT)

PTF RO91664 + RO91665

Adds support for the INCLUDE statement to the REXX programming interface.

There is now an INCL_PROCESSING routine for INCLUDE card processing logic. A new sample REXX program
(CAZ1REXX) is provided, and is stored in the CAZ2CLS0 library.

PTF RO88315

Adds the capability to run JCLNeat against JCL that contains Control-M JCL modification variables and commands.

PTF SO01359

Enhances MCOSYS and MCOUSR to allow limiting the change to only messages that currently have a certain severity.

PTF LU04182 + LU03796

New STDREXX stem variables have been added for symbols defined in the JCL.

SYM.symname, SYM.OK.symname, and SYM.PROC.symname provide information for a specific symbol name.
SYMBOL.COUNT and SYMBOL.NAME.n have lists of all the defined symbols.

PTF LU01663 + LU01662

Support added for IBM’s Feature Registration System.

PTF LU00115

New options for the TWS (IWS) External JCL Resolution feature. INC_WS= and EXC_WS= can be used to include or
exclude jobs in an application that has the specified workstations.

Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from Broadcom Support:
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• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories
• JCLCheck Workload Automation product lifecycle or search for other Product Lifecycle Details
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive
and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to
find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara
Healthcare.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom product maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended Service for z/OS and preventive services

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance and dramatically
reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance
Procedures documentation.

SMP/E FMID

The product installation SYSMODS are:

Required Common Component SYSMODs/FMIDs:
CAZ2C00 - JCLCheck Common Component

Required Component SYSMODs/FMIDs:
CAZ1C00 - JCLCheck Workload Automation Base-level function

Optional Component SYSMODs/FMIDs:
CAZ1C01 – Roscoe RPF support
CD51C00 - General Transaction Server (required for Chekplex feature)
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CAZ1C02 - CA 1 support
CAZ1C03 – TLMS support

Version 12.0 PTFs
This page provides a complete list of all PTFs available for JCLCheck Workload Automation version 12.0. The list includes
both enhancements and defect fixes. For more information about enhancements, see Release Notes.

The PTFs in Enhancements After GA are updated programmatically so you always have access to the current
enhancement PTFs. Due to a change in the packaging naming conventions, all new PTFs now use the LU prefix.
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• LU02604  S0C4 ABEND WITH NO END QUOTE ON JOB CARD EMAIL=
• LU02513  MESSAGE CAY6119E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR IDCAMS "SYSPRINT"
• LU01756  SYSTEM SYMBOLS &SYSJOBNM AND &SYSJOBID ARE NOT RESOLVED
• LU01662  DISPLAY CONTINUOUS DELIVERY LEVEL SET
• LU01663  DISPLAY CONTINUOUS DELIVERY LEVEL SET
• LU01423  SUPPORT FOR FEATURE REGISTRATION SERVICE_(FRS)
• LU01424  SUPPORT FOR FEATURE REGISTRATION SERVICE_(FRS)
• LU00695  S0C4 ABEND IN CAZ1JREX
• LU00696  S0C4 ABEND IN CAZ1JREX
• LU00577  INTERMITTENT S0C1 ABENDS FOR EDCHEK CHEKPLEX
• LU00561  IDCAMSIM LISTCAT CAY6374S MESSAGE IS SEV 12, SHOULD BE 4
• LU00494  INTERMITTENT S0C1 ABENDS FOR EDCHEK CHEKPLEX
• LU00205  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUED MESSAGE CAY6014E
• SO16228  S0C4 ABENDED IN CAZ2XAMS PROCESSING REPRO  
• LU00223  CAY6081E DISP OF CATLG INVALID ON 2ND ENTRY
• SO16128  CAY6010S JOB HAS NO STEPS DUE TO A NULL JCL, RESOLVE CTM
• SO16214  CONTINUOUS DELIVERY LEVEL SET 12.0.00 FOR JCLCHECK
• SO15919  CAY6079E ON IDCAMS DEFINE ALIAS RELATE() FOR CATALOG FILE
• SO15890  JCLCHECK FILE CAZ2DATV NOT AVAILABLE FOR CSM DEPLOYMENT
• SO15891  JCLCHECK FILE CAZ2DATV NOT AVAILABLE FOR CSM DEPLOYMENT
• SO15829  JCLNEAT %INCLUDE WITH NO %ENDINCL-ALL FOLLOWING AS REXX COMM
• SO15687  EXPAND USERDATA TO 60 CHARACTERS IN JCLCHECK/JCLNEAT
• SO15688  EXPAND USERDATA TO 60 CHARACTERS IN JCLCHECK/JCLNEAT  
• SO15549  PROC NOT FULLY EXPANDED, STEP MISSING
• SO15941  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUE MESSAGES CAY6023E
• SO15564  S0C4 IN JCLPROC USING EXPORT SYMLIST=*
• SO15291  USING SYNCSORT AND DFSORT IN SAME JOB ONLY USES ONE
• SO15489  CAY6042E OPERAND "NULLOVRD" IS TOO LONG FOR INSTREAM
• SO15223  CAY6039S PARAMETER 'UPDTDD' IS SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE
• SO15115  JCLCHECK REST API ENHANCED TO SUPPORT APF AUTH OPTIONS
• SO15105  JCLCHECK S0C4/S0C1 PROCESSING SORT STATEMENT
• SO15934  UPDTDD - XRF_PROC_JOBSTEP AND XRF_PROC_PROCSTEP INCORRECT
• SO15107  ENHANCEMENT TO ALLOW STDREXX LIBRARY NAME
• SO15108  ENHANCEMENT TO ALLOW STDREXX LIBRARY NAME
• SO14775  CAY6361 USING JCLCHECK REXX UNDER ENDEVOR/TSO
• SO14776  CAY6361 USING JCLCHECK REXX UNDER ENDEVOR/TSO
• SO14657  INTERMITTENT S0C4-11 IN CAZ2CJCL (CAZ2MCO + X'3A4')
• SO14803  CAY6102W IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR CTL CARD OVERRIDE
• SO14619  JCLNEAT REXX IRX0250E SYSTEM ABEND CODE S0C4
• SO14346  CAY6626E  CNTLOV ERROR: 'BLDL K FILE 02 NOT FOUND
• SO14622  CAY6593E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR IDCAMS REPRO
• SO14342  MESSAGE CAY6048E NOT ISSUE FOR INCORRECT DEVICE NAME
• SO14229  CAY6093 IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR CONCATENATED STEPLIB
• SO14232  CAY6077E IMPROPERLY ISSUES WHEN DISP=(MOD,CATLG)
• SO14069  CAY6488I ISSUED AND PROCEDURE LIBRARY BYPASSED INCORRECTLY
• SO14709  CAY6048E "" IS ILLEGAL OPERAND FOR "R|P,L|KEYWORD"
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• SO12778  CHEKPLEX DOES NOT PREVENT DUPLICATE CNTLOVER MEMBERS
• SO13979  NO MESSAGE IN REPORT 6 FOR UNKNOWN VERB (/*)
• SO14107  CAY6077E IMPROPERLY ISSUES-ESOTERIC GROUP UNIT NAME
• SO13678  JCLCHECK REXX ENHANCEMENT $CA.JCKRC RETURN CODE OVERRIDE
• SO13679  JCLCHECK REXX ENHANCEMENT $CA.JCKRC RETURN CODE OVERRIDE
• SO13735  CAY6096E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR CONCATENATED DSN
• SO13554  CAY6408 MCO/REXX SEVERITY CHANGE NOT REFLECTED IN RUN RC
• SO13714  REPORT 3 HAS HEX CHARS AT THE END OF THE DSN
• SO13464  EJCK CTM FILE ALLOCATION FAILURE IS NOT REPORTED
• SO12683  SYNCSORT:CAY6042S IF LEADING ZEROS SPECIFIED ON NOMATCH
• SO13377  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUING MESSAGE CAY6079E DISP(OLD)
• SO13184  CAY6593E ISSUED ON IDCAMS REPRO WHEN VB LRECL IN > OUT
• SO13147  MISSING CAY6084E MESSAGE ON GDG
• SO12310  CAY6096E IMPROPERLY ISSUED WHEN CONCATENATED GDG NOT FOUND
• SO13092  JCLNEAT BLANK DEST, UNIT, AND SYSOUT DELETED WITH REXX
• SO13534  EXPANSION MESSAGE FOR PROC INCORRECT (EJCL EDCHEL)
• SO13022  INCORRECT CAY6593E MSG WITH IEBGENER/ICEGENER
• SO12683  SYNCSORT:CAY6042S IF LEADING ZEROS SPECIFIED ON NOMATCH
• SO12939  SUPERFLUOUS POSITIONAL JOB PARAMETER NOT FLAGGED AS ERROR
• SO12856  EJCK WITH STDREXX S0C4 FOR CONTROL CARD ONLY MEMBER
• SO13052  IEHPROGM RENAME MEMBER NOT VAILDATED BY JCLCHECK
• SO12723  REXXMSG CALLED WITH MSG.NUMBER NULL FOR CAY6408
• SO12759  JCLNEAT REXX TRUNCATING COND KEYWORD ON EXEC STATEMENT
• SO12778  CHEKPLEX DOES NOT PREVENT DUPLICATE CNTLOVER MEMBERS
• SO12646  REXXMSG AND CAISUPT(10) CAUSED S0C4 IN CAZ1JREX
• SO12779  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUING MESSAGE CAY6089E
• SO12548  BYPRUNT(CTL) DOES NOT BYPASS  UTILITY CONTROL CARD CHECKING
• SO12458  UPDATE TO MACRO $JCLDDT
• SO12576  JCLCHECK NOT FLAGGING SLASH ASTERISK(/*) 
• SO12503  INCORRECT CAY6102W WHEN SAME DSN USED TWICE, ONE WITH VOLSER
• SO12315  EJCK S0C4 WHEN USING PROCXREF    
• SO12265  JCLCHECK COBOL EXIT JCLCXIO DISP BAD VALUE IF MISSING
• SO12252  USING SET COMMAND WITH  "_" IN NAME CAUSES SOC4     
• SO12061  ADMINISTRATIVE - CHANGE LINKAGE OPTIONS FOR CAZ2CJCL    
• SO12043  CAY6374E ERROR - IDCAMS MESSAGE '.......CAZ2CSI:' / S806  
• SO12083  CAY6014E THIS STATEMENT SHOULD HAVE A NAME
• SO12156  CAY6096E  INVALID CONCATENATION
• SO12415  S047 ABEND FOR EJCK/!JCK WHEN EMAIL ON JOB CARD
• SO11870  ERROR(INLINE) SEVERITY IS INCORRECT.  
• SO11795  UPDTDD/UPDTDSN XREF FILE DATA CORRECTIONS
• SO11811  POTENTIAL SORT VALIDATION LOOP    
• SO11786  INVALID DCB NOT FLAGGED AS AN ERROR      
• SO11962  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUE MESSAGE CAY6081E  
• SO11572  JCLNEAT ABEND S0C4 OR SC03 WITH IEC999I MESSAGE  
• SO11569  CORRECTIONS TO UPDTDD/UPDTDSN  SAMPLE JOBS/CLISTS 
• SO11500  ENHANCEMENT: THE JCLCHECK REST API
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• SO11653  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUING MSG CAY6017E 
• SO11276  CAZ2XGBL NOT BEING DELETED IN SOME CASES - MAX USE COUNT
• SO11313  CAY6048E  92X'00'/  IS ILLEGAL OPERAND
• SO11561  UPDTDD FILE DSN RECORD DOES NOT HAVE DISPOSITION
• SO11225  CAY6593E ON REPRO FROM VSAM TO NON-VSAM FILE
• SO11190  CAY6508I ON SECOND JCL MEMBER SCANNED WITH JCLNEAT
• SO11141  SUBCHEK USER ID LIMITED TO 7 CHARS
• SO11042  CAY6305W UNABLE TO FIND SMS "STORCLAS" -ACS REMAP
• SO11636  NEW OPTION INITUSER - ALLOW INITIALIZATION USER ID 
• SO11637  NEW OPTION INITUSER - ALLOW INITIALIZATION USER ID
• SO10953  CAY6509I LOGIC PROCESSING FAULT CAZ1NPAK, DCB= EXEC
• SO11275  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUING MESSAGE CAY6079E 
• SO11191  MISSING CAY6034W WITH DUPLICATE DDNAME IN INCLUDE
• SO11101  CAY6572I GDG RESOLVED NAME INCORRECT
• SO10826  CTM RESOLVE IN EJCK DOESN'T SHOW ERROR IF RC>12 
• SO10811  CAY6500S ABEND S0C4 IN *UNKNOWN, EXECUTION HALTED- ADRDSSU  
• SO10779  JCLNEAT DSN=(NAME) REFORMAT ADDS EXTRA PARENTHESIS   
• SO10797  MESSAGE CAY6072E NOT ISSUED FOR MISSING UNIT NAME      
• SO10701  JCLNEAT ENHANCMENT TO ALLOW CDEL=4 WITH FORMAT=B OR CTM=Y 
• SO10830  NO FUNCTIONAL CHANGES.  ADMINISTRATIVE ONLY.   
• SO10570  CAY6508I JCL PROCESSING ERROR=0011 WHEN CONT PARM PAST 16  
• SO10616  IDCAMS CAY6037E  UNKNOWN KEYWORD FOR CLUSTERPURGE   
• SO10547  AJ6XRSYM XRF_DSN_NAME HAS LENGTH OF 54 BUT SHOULD BE 44   
• SO11211  AJ6XRSYM XRF_DSN_NAME HAS LENGTH OF 54 BUT SHOULD BE 44  
• SO10557  EJCK EDCHEL SYSTERM OVERRIDES OUT OF ORDER   
• SO10558  EJCK EDCHEL SYSTERM OVERRIDES OUT OF ORDER
• SO10491  JCLNEAT EXEC STATEMENT LONG PARM PROCESSING ERRORS  
• SO10522  CAY6020E EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED  
• SO10370  JCLNEAT IMPROPERLY FORMATTING DD STATEMENT SUBSYS  
• SO10350  CAY6079S (RC14 OR RC06) IN IDCAMS DELETE OR LISTC  
• SO10338  IDCAMS DELETE FOR ABSOLUTE GDG ARCIVED DATASET  
• SO10317  JCKLNEAT FORMAT=B & REXX ADDS TO DSN CAUSES BAD FORMAT  
• SO10239  ADD DEFINITIONS OF DIFFRENT LENGTHS FOR XRF_DSN_MEM FIELD  
• SO10167  JCLNEAT CAY6508 WHEN PROCESSING A DD SUBSYS KEYWORD
• SO10131  CAY6042E DEST PARAMETER TOO LONG FOR VALID LENGTH
• SO10094  CAY6509I LOGIC PROCESSING FAULT - GDG DCB PATTERN
• SO10410  CAY6037E ISSUED FOR KEYWORDS APPLCOM AND ENCODING
• SO10034  MISSING CAY6018E UNMATCHED PARENTHESES MESSAGE
• SO09963  CAY6019E ISSUED FOR NULL PROGRAMMER FIELD ON JOB STATMENT
• SO09831  INVALID CAY6042 ISSUED FOR AN 8 BYTE USERID ON NOTIFY   
• SO09908  Z/OS 2.4 DF/SORT FUNCTIONALITY    
• SO09803  CAISUPT 37 CHANGES     
• SO09883  MULTIPLE ERROR MESSAGES WHEN SYMBOLS IN APOSTROPHES
• SO09651  JCLNEAT FORMAT=B REXX MALFORMED DD STATEMENT - DCB
• SO09608  EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF COMMAS ON DD STATEMENT, NO MSG 
• SO10085  MESSAGE CAY6153E  NOT ISSUE FOR UNIT=CART/DISP=OLD  
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• SO09733  MESSAGE CAY6099W IMPROPERLY ISSUED
• SO09513  JCLNEAT EOS FOLLOWS EOJ WITH MULTIPLE JCL MEMBERS
• SO09470  MESSAGE CAY6089 ISSUED FOR TEMP FILE
• SO09375  SORT CAY6046E '395' IS TOO LARGE FOR TRAILER3  
• SO10027  JCLNEAT ENHANCEMENTS: FMTRAW, CTLONLY, AND NEW CLOS RAW   
• SO09360  DATASET CROSS REFERENCE REPORT (XREF) NOT IN DSN ORDER
• SO09361  DATASET CROSS REFERENCE REPORT (XREF) NOT IN DSN ORDER  
• SO09451  JCLNEAT SUPPORT FOR POST-GA ADDED ZOS 2.3 JCL KEYWORDS    
• SO09288  DF/SORT CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD 'NODUMP' SPECIFIED
• SO09275  UNNECESSARY TRAILING TERMINATOR WRITTEN WHEN SXREF(NORPT)    
• SO09260  CAY6042 ISSUED FOR VALID SYNCSORT DATEDIFF    
• SO09220  CAY6042E OPERAND "99999999K" IS TOO LONG FOR "N" PARAMETER     
• SO09207  EDCHEK/JCK NOAUTO ALLOCATED PROCLIBS NOT FREED
• SO09438  MESSAGE CAY6079E IMPROPERLY ISSUED-DISP(SHR,PASS)       
• SO09079  CAY6592E WHEN VALID SYNCSORT COMMENT EXTENDS INTO COLUMN 72   
• SO09004  NEW JCLNEAT OPTION AND REXX KEYWORD FOR USER DATA  
• SO09179  INVALID MESSAGE CAY6019E ISSUED FOR VALID SORT STATEMENT
• SO08927  CAY6084E  DISP INCOMPATIBLE WITH DSNAME  
• SO08876  DB2 VALIDATION FAILING DUE TO S913 ON FILE ACCESS  
• SO08852  JCLNEAT SYSOUT=(,) GETS EXTRA RIGHT PAREN W/ REXX
• SO08827  LOOP PROCESSING VSAM FILE
• SO11121  //*%%GLOBAL CARD BEFORE JOB IN CONTROL-M - JOB NO STEPS
• SO08795  ERROR PROCESSING SORT INSTREAM SYMBOLS
• SO08773  CONTROL-M USERSUPP DOESN'T WORK IF QUOTED BLANK BEFORE
• SO08649  IDCAMS - REPEATED DELETE STATEMENT - NO CAY6079E
• SO08648  ERROR ATTEMPTING TSO LINK IKJEFTSR  
• SO08491  ABEND S0C4 IN CAZ2SYNM AT + X'10E' 
• SO08506  S0C4 ABEND WHEN JCLCHECK SUBCHEK OPTION ACTIVE  
• SO08507  S0C4 ABEND WHEN JCLCHECK SUBCHEK OPTION ACTIVE
• SO08329  PREVEX CAUSES DD STEPNAME TO REFER PREV PGM= STEP
• SO08554  PREVEX CAUSES DD STEPNAME TO REFER PREV PGM= STEP
• SO09191  EJCK EDCHEL SYSTERM OVERRIDES OUT OF ORDER
• SO09192  EJCK EDCHEL SYSTERM OVERRIDES OUT OF ORDER
• SO08283  MEMLIMIT NOT PASSED TO STDREXX/ NEED VARS FOR EOM & EOF
• SO08284  MEMLIMIT NOT PASSED TO STDREXX/ NEED VARS FOR EOM & EOF
• SO08286  COBOL PROGRAM CAZ1OPC2 FAILS TO COMPILE CLEANLY.
• SO08285  ADD SORT TO  SXREF IN JCKSPF PANEL JCK0202  
• SO08274  CAY6011S MISPLACED STATEMENT.. STMT NOT PASSED TO RAW REXX
• SO08275  CAY6011S MISPLACED STATEMENT.. STMT NOT PASSED TO RAW REXX  
• SO08272  CAY6010S  JOB HAS NO STEPS    
• SO08215  JOB STATEMENT COMMENTS USED AS USERID NAME    
• SO08167  ADD SUPPORT FOR POST-GA ADDED ZOS 2.3 JCL KEYWORDS  
• SO08091  MISSING CONTINUATION (-) STATEMENT  
• SO08035  STDREXX DD.DSN NOT RIGHT FOR DD DDNAME= / VOL ALLOC, NO DSN=   
• SO08139  ROSCOE - CAY6079E ISSUE FOR DATASET IN SECOND     
• SO07968  CAY6051E STMT REF BY BACK REF NOT FND - BLANK EXEC STEPNAME     
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• SO07977  CAZ1REXX DD.DSN AND DSNAME > 44 OR 35 FOR GDG NAME   
• SO08034  STDREXX SET $CA.IMEMBER BEFORE JOB /NEW DD.STEPNAME VARIABLE      
• SO08135  STDREXX SET $CA.IMEMBER BEFORE JOB /NEW DD.STEPNAME VARIABLE    
• SO08003  INVALID CAY6006S WHEN SYSLIN DDNAME=SYSIN     
• SO07941  CAY6052E ON GDG NAME IN // DD DUMMY,DCB=(GDG DATASET) 
• SO07943  CAY6552S DEVICE NUMBER LIST TOO SMALL - CONTACT CA  
• SO07922  CAY6042E ISSUED IN ERROR PARSING SYNCSORT STATEMENTS
• SO07917  NO FUNCTIONAL CHANGES.  ADMINISTRATIVE ONLY.  
• SO07271  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUES MESSAGES DLM= INPUT    
• SO07978  IDCAMS ALTER RECEIVE THREE CAY6079E MSGS    
• SO07799  JCLCHEK FLAGGING VALID BIND JOB WITH CAY6037E    
• SO07870  JCLCHECK ERROR RESOLVING INLINE SYMBOLS    
• SO07766  JCLCHECK REXX OPTS TYPE RAW CALL TO CHECK USERDATA  
• SO07767  JCLCHECK REXX OPTS TYPE RAW CALL TO CHECK USERDATA    
• SO07693  CAY6094E BLKSIZE LESS THAN LRECL+4 FOR VB NULLFILE   
• SO07684  CAY6081E DISP OF CATLG INVALID FOR DISP MOD REFBK SAME STEP    
• SO07660  CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD 'CNTL' ON DD WITH CNTL=      
• SO09413  CHEKPLEX DEBUG MODE CHANGE HEX DUMP CHARACTERS
• SO07627  CAY6309E STMT REFD BY UNIT=AFF DOES NOT CONTAIN UNITNAME  
• SO07868  S0C4 ABEND PROCESSING CONTROL STMTS  
• SO07500  IDCAMS SET MAXCC=16 CAUSES DIFFERENT RESULTS  
• SO07608  CAY6017E SYMBOLIC PARAMETER "NN" NOT USED IN PROCEDURE
• SO07522  JCLCHECK REXX - MULTIPLE CORRECTIONS / CHANGES   
• SO07523  JCLCHECK REXX - MULTIPLE CORRECTIONS / CHANGES   
• SO07475  MISSING EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED MESSAGE  
• SO07428  TWS RESOLVE DROPPING LAST LINE OF JCL  
• SO07132  EJCK-LONG SYMBOLIC SUBSTITUTION DOES NOT DISPLAY CORRECTLY
• SO07133  EJCK-LONG SYMBOLIC SUBSTITUTION DOES NOT DISPLAY CORRECTLY  
• SO07256  CAY6061E ISSUED FOR A VALID DATASET ON A LIKE    
• SO07274  SUPPORT IN STDREXX FOR MULTI-LINE // COMMAND STATEMENTS    
• SO06845  JCLCHECK FLAGGING DSN BIND WITH APCOMPARE KEYWORD    
• SO07175  MESSAGE CAY6043E ISSUED FOR A VALID XCOM USERID PARAMETER  
• SO07271  JCLCHECK IMPROPERLY ISSUES MESSAGES DLM= INPUT
• SO06549  CAY6093E PROGRAM NOT FOUND PROCESSING PROC
• SO07140  CAZ2ECB MUST BE REASSEMBLED
• SO07129  JES3 CAY6020E EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED  
• SO07058  ALLOW REXX MESSAGE PROCESSING AFTER SEVERITY CHANGE  
• SO04306  DATASET WITH ALIAS NAME CANNOT BE FOUND    
• SO06845  JCLCHECK FLAGGING DSN BIND WITH APCOMPARE KEYWORD    
• SO07347  ILLEGAL PROCLIB STMT - NO MESSAGE   
• SO06700  INVALID CAY6079 ISSUED FOR PASSED DATASET      
• SO07612  JCLCHECK NOT FLAGGING IDCAMS REPRO ERROR   
• SO06675  CAY6119E DD SYSOUT REQUIRED MESSAGE INVALID    
• SO06515  SUMMARY DATASET XREF REPORT NOT IN DSN ORDER  
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• SO08069  SUMMARY DATASET XREF REPORT NOT IN DSN ORDER    
• SO06484  S0C1/S0C4 ABEND ON // EXPORT SYMLIST=()   
• SO06612  CONTROL-M ALTER USER= BEFORE CALL TO PREVENT SEC ERROR  
• SO06549  CAY6093E PROGRAM NOT FOUND PROCESSING PROC  
• SO06501  INVALID RC=64 WITH COMBINATION #JI AND //     
• SO06395  EJCK CTM RESOLVE CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD/OPERAND OF DELETE    
• SO05367  IDCAMS ALTER NEWNAME SECURITY CHECK ERROR
• SO05368  IDCAMS ALTER NEWNAME SECURITY CHECK ERROR    
• SO06034  CAY6305W UNABLE TO FIND SMS 'MGMTCLAS' AFTER IBM PTF OA52913      
• SO06361  CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD 'HIT' SPECIFIED IN OPERAND IFTHEN  
• SO05869  MESSAGE CAY6089E ISSUED TWICE FOR SAME DATASET/DD  
• SO05856  UPDATES TO MACRO $JCLDDT     
• SO05849  JCLNEAT INCORRECTLY FORMATTING IF STATEMENT    
• SO06021  MISSING CAY6408I MESSAGE ON EJCK EDIT '==MSG>' LINE  
• SO05923  CAY6313E EXCEEDED 15 LEVELS OF NESTING    
• SO05549  CAY6046E ISSUED IN ERROR PARSING SYNCSORT STATEMENTS  
• SO05458  JCLCHECK REXX TRUNCATING DSORG VARIABLE   
• SO05459  JCLCHECK REXX TRUNCATING DSORG VARIABLE   
• SO05641  CAY6093E  PROGRAM 'PGMNAME' NOT FOUND     
• SO05270  CAY6079E ON JOBLIB WITH BYPRUNT(DSE)
• SO06235  NEW CROSS REFERENCE REPORTS
• SO06236  NEW CROSS REFERENCE REPORTS
• SO05205  JCLCHECK MESSAGE CAY6362 ISSUED TWICE FOR SINGLE FILE
• SO05194  MACRO UPDATE FOR $JCLGLBL
• SO05220  CAY6440E "SET" STATEMENT IS INVALID NEAR "024" 
• SO05093  JCLCHECK SCAN ENDS WITH RETURN CODE 08, NO MESSAGE
• SO04982  CAY6034W IMPROPERLY ISSUED WHEN CA7 #JI# CODED
• SO04480  MESSAGE CAY6046E IMPROPERLY ISSUED
• SO04759  CAY6554E ALLOCATION FOR ADRSDSSU "IN" "004" TEMP FILE FAIL   
• SO04806  JCLNEAT REXX RAW CONTROL STATEMENT ADD FAIL    
• SO04805  CAY6018E UNMATCHED PARENTHESES    
• SO04617  TEMP DSN &TEMP AND &&TEMP NOT MATCHED DSN
• SO04589  CAY6300S UNABLE TO ALLOCATE FILE. DAIR CODE '0438' 
• SO03881  JCLNEAT MEMORY LEAK
• SO04619  MESSAGE CAY6083E IMPROPERLY ISSUED  
• SO05197  CHEKPLEX SUPPORT FOR CNTLOVER        
• SO05198  CHEKPLEX SUPPORT FOR CNTLOVER      
• SO04424  MESSAGE CAY6052E IMPROPERLY ISSUED    
• SO04389  CAY6011 MISPLACED SCHDEDULE STATEMENT      
• SO04374  CAY6079 FOR IDCAMS ALTER OF AN EXISTING GDG BASE    
• SO01359  NEW FEATURE OF MCO TO ALLOW SEVERITY       
• SO04306  DATASET WITH ALIAS NAME CANNOT BE FOUND          
• SO04211  NEW OPTION LOADOVER LOADOVDD       
• SO04212  NEW OPTION LOADOVER LOADOVDD       
• SO04119  CAY6079 ISSUED FOR DATASET ON TWO DIFFERENT VOLUMES     
• SO04217  ABEND S0C4 AT JCLCHECK TERMINATION WHEN STDREXX ACTIVE   
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• SO04306  DATASET WITH ALIAS NAME CANNOT BE FOUND    
• SO03962  JCKNSPF EDIT MACRO MISSING $CA.IMEMBER IN REXX     
• SO03881  JCLNEAT MEMORY LEAK    
• SO03870  NEW INFO MESSAGE TO SHOW GDG G0000V00  
• SO01828  MISSING CAY6079 MESSAGES FOR GDG DATASETS
• SO04714  CAY6129W MESSAGE IMPROPERLY ISSUED
• SO03813  CAY6478E MODULE MMM IS INVALID-INVALID PSB: EXECUTABLE PROG
• SO04941  CAY6478E MODULE MMM IS INVALID-INVALID PSB: EXECUTABLE PROG
• SO03601  VSAM CATALOG OPTION IS OBSOLETE, DEFAULT TO CSI
• SO03602  VSAM CATALOG OPTION IS OBSOLETE, DEFAULT TO CSI   
• SO01959  OVERRIDE DD STMTS OUT OF ORDER RTP1 & RPT2    
• SO01775  REXX VARS HAVE PREV STMT VALUES ON MSGS CALL    
• SO01776  REXX VARS HAVE PREV STMT VALUES ON MSGS CALL  
• SO01359  NEW FEATURE OF MCO TO ALLOW SEVERITY
• SO01644  MISSING SLASH ASTERISK STMTS AFTER APAR RO98778    
• SO01545  CAY6074W ERROR ON UNCATALOGED DATASET  
• SO00563  CAY6152 EXTERNAL TAPE MESSAGE - WHEN DSN EXISTS AS DASD
• SO01045  CAY6048E 'ATOE' IS ILLEGAL OPERAND OF 'TRAN' 
• SO00356  MESSAGE CAY6593E IMPROPERLY ISSUED   
• SO01357  JCLNEAT CAY6509I LOGIC PROCESSING FAULT LOCATION 0000026A  
• SO01323  ENDEVOR BACKUP MEMBERS ARE BEING PROCESSED IN JCLNEAT  
• SO01271  CAY6434E XCOM PARAMETER MUST BE FOLLLOWED BY EQUAL SIGN/ DLM
• SO00372  INVALID CAY6102W ON IEBCOPY RENAME (PDSMAN SUPPORT)   
• SO00991  UTILITIES DO NOT SAVE PGM NAME IN APCDOC     
• SO01013  MISSING CAY6081-CAY6084E MESSAGE      
• SO01444  CAY6382E  ERROR DURING 'DB2' INTERFACE       
• SO00775  MISSING CAY6106E STATEMENT NOT TERMINATED WITH A COMMA OR.      
• SO00661  CAY6667E CONTROL CARD SYMBOLIC SUBSTITUTION ERROR   
• SO00646  S0C4 ABEND JCLCHECK, PMO, AND DFDSS PROCESSING     
• SO04182  UPDATES TO MACRO $JCLGBLB AND $JCLPXB (MACROS ONLY)      
• RO98711  CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD 'VL' SPECIFIED IN OPERAND OF 'JFY' 
• RO98882  DUPLICATE FILE ACROSS JOBS MISSING MESSAGE CAY6081E 
• SO00662  JCLNEAT REMOVING EXPLICITLY CODED PARENTHESES    
• RO98252  JCLNEAT REXX S0C4 ABEND PROCESSING EXEC STATEMENT  
• SO00119  CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD NOR SPECIFIED IN OPERAND SXREF  
• SO01359  NEW FEATURE OF MCO TO ALLOW SEVERITY       
• RO99947  NEW REXX SAMPLES FOR JCLCHECK AND JCLNEAT     
• RO99112  MISSING CAY6050E WHEN COND STEP IS SAME A STEPNAME     
• RO98252  JCLNEAT REXX S0C4 ABEND PROCESSING EXEC STATEMENT  
• RO98784  MISSING MESSAGE FOR BAD SUBSYS NAME     
• SO00084  CAY6362E  ACS MSG TEXT: 'IGD01007I *SMS0000E     
• RO98711  CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD 'VL' SPECIFIED IN OPERAND OF 'JFY' 
• RO98713  CAY6037E UNKNOWN KEYWORD FOR DB2 BIND AND REBIND  
• RO98778  CHANGE TO CTLSCAN(IDCAMSIM) TO REMOVE SET SEVERITY
• RO98882  DUPLICATE FILE ACROSS JOBS MISSING MESSAGE CAY6081E
• SO01147  INCLUDE RESOLVING TO INCORRECT LOCATION  
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• RO98712  CAY6036E IMPROPERLY ISSUED WHEN REFDD PARM SPECIFIED  
• RO98412  NEED ALTERNATE REXX EXEC LIB FOR EJCK  
• RO98046  JCLCHECK S0C4 ABEND EXECUTING IN ROSCOE ENVIRONMENT  
• SO08779  EMAIL TO USER TRANSLATION FOR JOBCARD EMAIL=  
• RO97817  CACP04990E TRB BLOCK ERROR BLKCONTENT  
• RO97794  TWS RESOLVE DDNAME "SYSIN" HAS ALREADY OCCURRED
• RO98663  IDCAMS IF-THEN-ELSE SIMULATION
• RO98664  IDCAMS IF-THEN-ELSE SIMULATION
• RO98705  Z/OS 2.3 SUPPORT (2 OF 2)    
• RO98706  Z/OS 2.3 SUPPORT (2 OF 2)   
• RO96970  JCLNEAT - INLINE COMMENT ON DD INCORRECT FORMAT ICSC=71    
• RO96876  INVALID CAY6335E IF STATEMENT WHEN NO SPACE BEFORE | (OR)   
• RO96665  CAY6606E CSI ERROR: '*INTERNAL FS1*'   
• RO96682  MSG CAY6079W IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR UNIX FILE
• RO96607  MSG CAY6079E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR MULTI-LISTC
• RO96400  MESSAGE CAY6042E ISSUED FOR OPTION DB2(,PLANNAME)    
• RO96269  CAY6408I JCL STATEMENTS FLUSHED FOR JOBNAME 'JJJJJJJ'    
• RO97072  CAY6016E OVERRIDDEN STEP NOT FOUND WITH CA7 #JI
• RO96146  ABEND S0C4 IN CAZ2CJCL WHEN CCLIST(NNN) SPECIFIED   
• RO95871  CAY6107E ISSUED FOR HYPHEN IN EXEC PARM FIELD   
• RO96111  JCLCHECK DROPPING FIRST AMPERSAND OF TEMP DSN   
• RO96160  MESSAGE CAY6081E IMPROPERLY ISSUED  
• RO96150  MISSING CAY6079E MESSAGE FOR DISP=(OLD,DELETE)    
• RO95500  MESSAGE CAY6336E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR IF STATEMENT   
• RO96607  MSG CAY6079E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR MULTI-LISTC  
• RO97762  Z/OS 2.3 SUPPORT - JCLNEAT
• RO96136  CNTLOVER/CNTLOVDD INVALID WHEN ORIGINAL DSN NOT FOUND
• RO95429  MISSING CAY6079E WITH IDCAMS LISTC
• RO95354  CAY6440 ISSUED FOR VALID SET MAXCC COMMANDS
• RO95175  GARBAGE CHARS APPEAR OUTSIDE BOUNDS IN EDIT AFTER JCKNSPF  
• RO95763  CHEKPLEX TEMPORARY DATASETS AND SSPROC CORRECTION    
• RO96143  Z/OS 2.3 SUPPORT
• RO96144  Z/OS 2.3 SUPPORT
• RO95160  EOJ (//) IN A PROC IS CHANGED TO COMMENT
• RO96120  SET LAST/MAX CC PROPAGATION OPTION  
• RO96121  SET LAST/MAX CC PROPAGATION OPTION
• RO95081  CORRECT S0C1 IN SECURITY MODULE
• RO95008  MISSING CAY6154 MESSAGE
• RO95036  CAY6301S TOO MANY ERRORS TO INSERT
• RO94966  JCLCHECK REXX MISSING SEVERAL DSNTYPE DEFINITIONS
• RO96157  ADD SUPPORT FOR REGIONX KEYWORD  
• RO96158  ADD SUPPORT FOR REGIONX KEYWORD    
• RO97762  Z/OS 2.3 SUPPORT - JCLNEAT  
• RO94824  JCLCHECK PANEL JCK14 CORRECTION  
• RO94838  CONTROL-M RESOLVE GETS SUB141E, SUB145E MSGS W/O SMS
• RO95688  CAY6019E SPURIOUS ON SORT STATEMENTS/CAY6037E UNKN KEYBEGIN
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• RO94631  MISSING CAY6508I ERROR=0011 FOR KEYWORD START PAST 16 CTM=Y  
• RO94753  CA7(0) OPTION CAUSES LOOP  
• RO94518  ADRDSSU ERRORS - CAY6550E ON LVOL(**)/SYMBOLS NOT RESOLVED
• RO95065  PROBLEMS RELATED TO USE OF BYPRUNT(DSE) OPTION  
• RO95066  PROBLEMS RELATED TO USE OF BYPRUNT(DSE) OPTION    
• RO94422  ABEND S0C4 CAZ2SYMR AT X'4E6' WITH DYNAMIC SYSTEM SYMBOLS  
• RO98691  S0C4 CAUSED BY DXB (DSN XREF) DATA AREA LIFE   
• RO98692  S0C4 CAUSED BY DXB (DSN XREF) DATA AREA LIFE  
• RO95062  MESSAGE CAY6079E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR LISTC DSN  
• RO94368  CAY6079E ISSUED WHEN DSN IS ALLOCATED ON MULTIPLE VOLUME  
• RO94699  SHOW ALL RESOLVED LINES IN EDCHEK  
• RO94700  SHOW ALL RESOLVED LINES IN EDCHEK
• RO95688  CAY6019E SPURIOUS ON SORT STATEMENTS/CAY6037E UNKN KEYBEGIN  
• RO94284  EDCHECK STOPS AFTER AUTOPROC ERROR MESSAGES
• RO94119  S0C4 IN AUTOPROC PROCESSING AFTER OS MAINTENANCE
• RO94786  S0C4 IN AUTOPROC PROCESSING AFTER OS MAINTENANCE
• RO94305  MESSAGE CAY6077E IMPROPERLY ISSUED
• RO94039  MESSAGE CAY6593E IMPROPERLY ISSUED - MULTIPLE CAUSES  
• RO96105  MISSING CAY6052 MESSAGE FOR INVALID DSN NAME  
• RO94760  JCLNEAT COMPLETE SUPPORT FOR EXPORT JCL STATEMENT  
• RO93890  MESSAGE CAY6593E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FROM EDCHEK   
• RO95567  AIX DATASETS NOT FLAGGED AS DELETED WHEN CLUSTER DELETED
• RO93716  DB2/SORT INSTREAM CARDS MISSING WHEN NODB2/SORTPROD(N) 
• RO93707  CAY6315E STATEMENT NOT ALLOWED IN AN INCLUDE GROUP ON PEND   
• RO93706  S0C4 IN MVS4XTBL, WHEN DCB REFBACK TO OUTPUT STMT  
• RO93958  INVALID CAY6079E ISSUED FOR CATALOGUED GDG DSN    
• RO93665  CAY6040E MUTUAL/CAY6041E 'JP1'/CAY6048E 'DATE5'   
• RO93530  CAY6440 ISSUED FOR VALID SET MAXCC COMMANDS
• RO93525  HANDLE PDSMAN CONTROL CARD WITH OUTDSN AND VOLSER
• RO93605  CAY6079 ISSUED REPEATEDLY FOR THE SAME DATA SET
• RO93037  SORT JOBS INCORRECTLY FLAGGED AS BEING IN ERROR  
• RO92991  ABEND S0C4 IN JCLVCTLG AT OFFSET X'386' WITH VSAM OPTION  
• RO92914  INVALID CAY6080E MESSAGE FOR IDCAMS DEFINE  
• RO93998  UTILITY CONTROL CARD FILE CONCATENATION ENDS AT DLM        
• RO92918  JCLNEAT REXX PROCESSING DD SUBSYS ABEND S0C4 CAZ1NRXI      
• RO92685  CAY6079E MESSAGE INVALID FOR DISP=OLD DATASET         
• RO93600  CAY6074W ISSUED FOR EACH SELECTED MEMBER     
• RO92588  CAY6122W UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONTROL STATEMENT FILE     
• RO92552  IEBGENER GENERATE VERB W/O KEYWORDS CAUSES CAY6037E 
• RO92495  ENQ/RESERVE ON OFFLINE UCB BY JCLCHECK CVAF ROUTINE     
• RO92449  AUTOPROC WITH CA LIBRARIAN PROCLIBS   
• RO92444  CAY6022E MESSAGE NOT ISSUED  
• RO92402  CAZ1XDD MISSING XJBDTEMP FLAG IF DSN= AND DISP= OLD OR SHR      
• RO92919  CAY6124E NOT ISSUED FOR IEHPROGM RENAME     
• RO92497  MISSING CAY6020E AND CAY6120E FOR IDCAMS DEFINE    
• RO92588  CAY6122W UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONTROL STATEMENT FILE  
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• RO92326  CAY6016E OVERRIDDEN STEP NOT FOUND IN PROCEDURE       
• RO91586  JCLNEAT PANEL JCKH2153 IS MISSING     
• RO93036  SYNCSORT CNTL CARD ERRORS CAY6037E / CAY6024S / CAY6048E +      
• RO92178  JCLNEAT CAY6500S ABEND S0C4  N CAZ1NFMT,    EXECUTION HALTED     
• RO92318  STATEMENT MISPLACED WITHIN AN IF-THEN-ELSE CLAUSE      
• RO91585  MSG CAY6077E IMPROPERLY FOR VOL=(,REF=*.SN.DDN)       
• RO91664  ADD INCLUDE STATEMENT SUPPORT FOR JCLCHECK REXX    
• RO91665  ADD INCLUDE STATEMENT SUPPORT FOR JCLCHECK REXX    
• RO91279  INVALID CAY6018E MESSAGE PROCESSING PARM       
• RO91208  ERRONEOUS CAY6018E/CAY6030E CHECKING DB2 USING SYMBOLICS      
• RO92153  INVALID CAY6081E MESSAGE FOR DISP=(,CATLG)       
• RO92202  NEW SECURITY OPTION NOPGMPAT TO BYPASS PROGRAM PATHING    
• RO92203  NEW SECURITY OPTION NOPGMPAT TO BYPASS PROGRAM PATHING     
• RO91554  JCLCHECK ERRONEOUSLY ISSUING MESSAGE CAY6059      
• RO92138  MISSING CAY6081E MESSAGE FOR DISP=(,CATLG)      
• RO94703  INVALID CAY6089E MESSAGE WHEN GDG BASE IN STEPLIB      
• RO91049  JCLNEAT REXX IMPROPERLY FORMATTING AMP KEYWORD      
• RO90840  MESSAGES CAY6028E/CAY6081E ISSUED IMPROPERLY         
• RO91064  MISSING CAY6079E MESSAGE FOR DISP=OLD          
• RO91113  CAY6154E ISSUED IN ERROR FOR TAPE FILE SEQUENCE        
• RO90731  MESSAGE CAY6130W, CAY6052E AND CAY60000S, IMPROPERLY ISSUED       
• RO90619  MESSAGE CAY6042E ISSUED FOR A VALID LABEL SEQUENCE NUMBER       
• RO90620  MESSAGE CAY6042E ISSUED FOR A VALID LABEL SEQUENCE NUMBER      
• RO90464  JCLNEAT REXX RAW UNABLE TO DELETE CTL STATEMENTS     
• RO90393  MESSAGE CAY6119 ISSUED INCORRECTLY FOR ICEGENER      
• RO91049  JCLNEAT REXX IMPROPERLY FORMATTING AMP KEYWORD       
• RO90612  LOGREC ENTRIES WRITTEN WHEN SYMBOLIC NOT PROVIDED       
• RO90306  PROBLEMS USING SYSTEM SYMBOLS IN CONTROL STATEMENTS     
• RO92588  CAY6122W UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONTROL STATEMENT FILE            
• RO92917  JCLNEAT FORMATTING OF STATEMENTS WITH IMBEDDED %% STATEMENTS       
• RO90277  INVALID -OR- INCONSISTENT CAY6048E MESSAGE        
• RO92318  STATEMENT MISPLACED WITHIN AN IF-THEN-ELSE CLAUSE          
• RO89587  MESSAGE CAY6374 ISSUED FOR MASKED DATASET WHEN NORUNT       
• RO89543  MISSING OR INVALID CAY6079E/83E MESSAGES FOR DATASET            
• RO93319  EXPAND JCLNEAT FIELDS TO ALLOW SYMBOLICS IN REXX +         
• RO89448  MESSAGE CAY6015S PROCEDURE HAS NO STEPS        
• RO91129  APCDOC PROGRAM DOCSCAN NOT GETTING CORRECT OPTIONS       
• RO91130  APCDOC PROGRAM DOCSCAN NOT GETTING CORRECT OPTIONS       
• RO92640  APCDOC DOCRPT HAS INCORRECT IMS PROGRAM REPORTING       
• RO92641  APCDOC DOCRPT HAS INCORRECT IMS PROGRAM REPORTING    
• RO89296  LOOP WHILE ISSUING CACP07060I UNTIL S0C4        
• RO89283  SLASH ASTERISK PROCESS OUT-OF-SEQUENCE       
• RO94699  SHOW ALL RESOLVED LINES IN EDCHEK      
• RO94700  SHOW ALL RESOLVED LINES IN EDCHEK      
• RO88953  CAY6077E  MESSAGE INVALID FOR UNIT NAME        
• RO89182  PDSMAN IEBCOPY SUPPORT       
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• RO89231  PDSMAN IEBCOPY SUPPORT        
• RO88395  INVALID CAY6084E MESSAGE REPORTED FOR GDG DATASETS     
• RO88306  MISSING CAY6102W CONCATENATED CONTROL CARD WITH COMMENT   
• RO89046  INVALID CAY6048E MESSAGE FOR VOLUME REF=*.DDNAME    
• RO88315  JCLNEAT SUPPORT FOR CONTROL-M     
• RO91606  JCLNEAT STATEMENT LEVEL OPTIONS PANEL ERRORS   
• RO88764  IMS PSB VERIFICATION ISSUES CAY6410E WHEN DD ALLOC    
• RO88765  IMS PSB VERIFICATION ISSUES CAY6410E WHEN DD ALLOC        
• RO88153  INVALID -OR- INCONSISTENT 081,084,186E MESSAGE       
• RO87932  MISSING CAY6047 FOR QUOTED PROCNAME / IF STATEMENT SYMBOLIC  
• RO87924  INVALID CAY6119E FOR SORT   
• RO90277  INVALID -OR- INCONSISTENT CAY6048E MESSAGE     
• RO87407  MISSING CAY6321W WITH SEC(NODASD) AND ACF2     
• RO87235  CAY6037E ON #JI JOB     
• RO87124  256K SYSPRINT BLOCKING (TAPE)    
• RO87125  256K SYSPRINT BLOCKING (TAPE)      
• RO87107  CA7 ABENDS INVOKING JCLCHECK        
• RO86958  MSG CAY6048E ILLEGAL OPERAND FOR DD STATEMENT     
• RO86818  VALID SYMBOLIC VALUE BLANKS NOT PROPERLY RESOLVED      
• RO86537  S0C4 ABEND PROCESSING EJCK COMMAND FROM SDSF EDIT    
• RO86322  S878 ABEND PROCESSING SORT CONTROL STATEMENTS    
• RO86338  JCLNEAT GSR IMPROPERLY FORMATTING      
• RO86190  JCLNEAT REXX FORMAT=B REFORMATTING DD STATEMENTS     
• RO86002  USERMOD MZ2C044 WON'T APPLY AFTER RO85325     
• RO85933  JCLNEAT REXX FORMAT=B RAW COMMENT CONCATENATION     
• RO85892  MISSING CAY6083E MESSAGE WHEN DSN DOES NOT EXIST        
• RO87144  SYNCSORT UTILITY SUPPORT    
• RO87145  SYNCSORT UTILITY SUPPORT    
• RO85658  CANNOT INSTALL USERMOD MZ2C012 AFTER RO85271 AND RO85323    
• RO86509  REPORT 3 DATASET VOLUME DISPLAY AS ASTERISK-COMMAS    
• RO85330  CAY6020E EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED   
• RO88511  CHEKPLEX CORRECTIONS FOR SYSIN AND SSPROC      
• RO86142  MESSAGE CAY6593E ISSUED INCORRECTLY    
• RO85563  IDCAMS ALTER  REFERENCES WRONG FILE  
• RO85636  CAY6016E  OVERRIDDEN STEP '....' NOT FOUND IN PROCEDURE    
• RO85928  Z/OS 2.2 JECLDEF AND INPUTDEF SUPPORT   
• RO85929  Z/OS 2.2 JECLDEF AND INPUTDEF SUPPORT     
• RO84304  Z/OS 2.2 AUTOPROC S0C4 WHEN MORE THAN 282 PROCLIBS  
• RO84656  ADD CGBL SUPPORT AND INTERNAL GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC AID    
• RO84657  ADD CGBL SUPPORT AND INTERNAL GLOBAL DIAGNOSTIC AID     
• RO85974  Z/OS 2.2 SYSTEM SUPPORT - SYMBOLS     
• RO85323  SUPPORT NEW VALUE OF DDNAME FOR OUTPUT STATEMENT      
• RO85270  Z/OS 2.2 SUPPORT - JOBGROUP AND SCHEDULE STATEMENTS      
• RO85271  Z/OS 2.2 SUPPORT - JOBGROUP AND SCHEDULE STATEMENTS      
• RO85325  Z/OS 2.2 SYSTEM SUPPORT - IDCAMS    
• RO83460  SUPPORT NEW DFSORT AGE AND WEEKNUM KEYWORDS    
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• RO83381  EXPAND DATA AREA USED BY SWAREQ MACRO     
• RO83382  EXPAND DATA AREA USED BY SWAREQ MACRO   
• RO83459  Z/OS 2.2 SYSTEM SUPPORT - AUTOPROC     
• RO83251  ADD TEMPDSN SUPPORT TO CHEKPLEX    
• RO82829  JCLNEAT REXX TRUNCATING OUTPUT MAILTO      
• RO82745  MESSAGE CAY6077W IMPROPERLY ISSUED   
• RO82805  MESSAGE CAY6593E INCORROUT WITH CONCATENATION    
• RO82264  CAZ2CONL ABEND S0C4 AT OFFSET 105A WITH SUBCHEK OPTION   
• RO82087  MESSAGE CAY6595I IMPROPERLY ISSUED-ROSCOE   
• RO83523  CAY6439E REFERBACK TO UNCATLG DSN NEEDS VOL=REF=       
• RO86238  CAY6066 ON IDCAMS DELETE FOR MULTI-VOLUME FILE  
• RO82403  DB2 VALIDATION FOR IMS BATCH REGIONS      
• RO81267  CAY6651E  LSPACE ERROR. VOLSER =  RC=12  
• RO81259  STDREXX NOT PASSED CORRECT SYSOUT OVERRIDE   
• RO81974  CAY6005E MSG INCORRCT FOR BLANK SYMBOLIC   
• RO81263  CAY6186E GDG INDEX NOT BUILT     
• RO81202  CAY6125E DDNAME 'SORTIN01' ON MERGE FIELDS=COPY     
• RO86387  ABEND S002 OR S213 WITH PDSE VB PROCLIB   
• RO81043  CAY6022E NULL OPERAND FIELD INVALID      
• RO81592  CAY6558E STATEMENT EXECEEDED 20,000 CHARACTERS.     
• RO81533  INCORRECT MESSAGE NUMBER DISPLAYS FOR CAISUPT(33)  
• RO80824  INVALID CAY6018E CHECKING SORT WITH X IN 72 
• RO80665  INCORRECT DD STATEMENT INVALIDATED FOR STDREXX    
• RO80500  MESSAGE CAY6081E ISSUED IN ERROR FOR PDSRELAT
• RO80575  S878 ABEND EXECUTING ROSCOE AND JCLCHECK    
• RO81578  MESSAGE CAY6593E IMPROPERLY ISSUED     
• RO80107  JCLNEAT CAY6508I FOR LONG JCLLIB           
• RO81532  ROSCOE HANG AFTER EXECUTING RPF PROGRAM    
• RO80940  ABEND S0C4 IN CAZ2XAMS         
• RO80075  CAY6033 FOR AN INCLUDED OVERRIDE      
• RO80051  CAY6072E UNIT NAME MISSING... IN IDCAMS DEL W/NO VOL
• RO80024  CAY6669E PROCLIB ON BOTH JOBPARM AND JCLLIB, WHEN 2 JOBPARMS    
• RO80022  CAY6125E  DDNAME 'DDNAME' NOT FOUND W/ JOBPARM PROCLIB  
• RO79767  INVALID CAY6644E ADRDSSU WHEN OVERRIDEN DD W/ INCLUDE AFTER     
• RO79676  UNDOCUMENTED MAXCC EQ 0 WORKS IN IDCAMS, ERROR IN JCLCHECK
• RO79648  CAY6083 ON VALID REFER BACK W/O UNIT      
• RO79652  SUPPORT FOR NEW CA-XCOM COMMANDS AND PARAMETERS       
• RO79903  CAY6A041I/MSGX338E ERRORS FROM TWS, UNCLEARED STORAGE         
• RO80162  CAY6A041I/MSGX338E ERRORS FROM TWS, UNCLEARED STORAGE         
• RO79420  S0C4 ABEND DURNING CLEANUP PROCESSING   
• RO79471  ABEND S04E DURING DB2 JOB VALIDATION     
• RO79212  PROCEDURE EXPANDED FROM MESSAGE INCORRECT      
• RO79195  EJCK WITH RESOLVE CTM FAILS IN LIBRARIAN ELIPS    
• RO79166  JCLNEAT CAY6508I WITH FORMATTING ERRORS    
• RO79180  $CA.IMEMBER NOT WORKING WITH EXTERNAL RESOLVE    
• RO79181  $CA.IMEMBER NOT WORKING WITH EXTERNAL RESOLVE    
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• RO79075  AFTER CAY6194I ISSUED DFSORT VALIDATION CONTINUES    
• RO79116  CAY6007E MESSAGE WHEN INCLUDE LABEL HAS PERIOD    
• RO79075  AFTER CAY6194I ISSUED DFSORT VALIDATION CONTINUES  
• RO78895  S0C4-10 ABEND DATA SET CROSS-REFERENCE REPORT   
• RO78845  JCLNEAT REXX IMPROPERLY FORMATTING       
• RO78763  S0C1 ABEND WHEN USING CHEKPLEX   
• RO78468  INVALID CAY6036E/CAY6030E SINGLE CHARACTER MEMBER
• RO80940  ABEND S0C4 IN CAZ2XAMS    
• RO77860  JCLCHECK CHECKS TEMP DSN VOLUME. SEC SYS SAYS DON'T CHECK.  
• RO80916  JCLCHECK CHECKS TEMP DSN VOLUME. SEC SYS SAYS DON'T CHECK.     
• RO78371  CAY6127W ON VOLUME * FOR DEFINE PATH  
• RO78213  S878-10 ABEND PROCESSING CA JCLCHECK BATCH    
• RO78131  S0C4 IN CAZ2CONL AT OFFSET X'108C'     
• RO78072  MESSAGE ON USS / HFS FILES     
• RO78261  INVALID CAY6081E WHEN IDCAMS DELETE FILE IS MIGRATED
• RO78059  DFSORT PARAMETER VALIDATION      
• RO78022  JCLCHECK COMMON COMPONENT MISSING JCL MEMBER AJ6CAPF 
• RO77816  NOFULL OPTION MISSING PROC EXPANSION IF /* FOLOWS OVERRIDE    
• RO77755  CAY6440E 'SET' STATEMENT IS INVALID WHEN MAX CC=    
• RO77740  QUOTED PROC OVERRIDE PARM ERROR      
• RO77548  IEBGENER ERROR WHEN SYSUT1&2 HAVE CONFLICTING DCBS  
• RO79475  STATEMENT LOST DURING PROC WITHIN PROC CAUSES INVALID MSG     
• RO77445  CSI MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH LOCATE, BUT NO ERROR  
• RO77399  CAY6606E - CATALOG SEARCH ERROR USING GDG VERSIONS>0 (V00)    
• RO77397  CAY6037E ON EATTR(NO) 
• RO77212  S0C4 IN TWS RESOLVE PROCESSING WHEN NO JCL OPERS IN APP   
• RO77444  INVALID CAY6018E/CAY6020E MESSAGES FOR SORT    
• RO76994  S0C4 ABEND WITH XREF AND &&TEMP DSN  
• RO76905  MESSAGE CAY6102W IMPROPERLY PLACED BY EDCHEK     
• RO76906  MESSAGE CAY6102W IMPROPERLY PLACED BY EDCHEK      
• RO76875  CAY6083E INCORRECTLY ISSUED FOR DISP=MOD DSN    
• RO77318  ABEND S0C4 IN JCLSRB AT OFFSET X'280'      
• RO77359  ERRONEUOUS CAY6081E CAY6084E ON DEF GDG     
• RO76603  CAY6083E WITH XCOM VALIDATION         
• RO76548  ABEND S0C4 WHEN VALIDATING XCOM JCL   
• RO76420  CAY6033W ATTEMPTED OVERRIDE FAILED - OUT OF ORDER       
• RO77434  CAY6408I JCL STATEMENTS FLUSHED FOR JOBNAME   
• RO76052  JCLNEAT S0C4 ABEND  
• RO77854  PROGRAM PATHING SECURITY CHECKS ALWAYS USE PGM JCLCHECK   
• RO77855  PROGRAM PATHING SECURITY CHECKS ALWAYS USE PGM JCLCHECK         
• RO75995  CORRECT CSM DEPLOYMENT PROBLEM       
• RO75996  CORRECT CSM DEPLOYMENT PROBLEM         
• RO75847  MESSAGE CAY6102W IMPROPERLY PLACED BY EDCHEK   
• RO75925  CAY6094E BLKSIZE LESS THAN LRECL          
• RO75600  MISSING CONTINUATION CARD FOR OVERRIDE STMT     
• RO75369  MESSAGE CAY6500S ABEND S0C4 IN XDESTJES         
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• RO75434  S0C4 ABEND IN MODULE CAZ2SYNM        
• RO75197  CAY6074W INVALID WHEN SAME DSN/DIFF VOLSER     
• RO75532  JCLCHECK MISCELLANEOUS DFSORT CORRECTIONS     
• RO74819  JCS JOBCLASS CHECKING NOT WORKING       
• RO74820  JCS JOBCLASS CHECKING NOT WORKING       
• RO74965  S047 ABEND EXECUTING EJCK      
• RO74760  CAZ2CONL ABEND S0C4 ON ZOS2.1 WITH AUTOPROC     
• RO74607  S0C4 ABEND ON IDCAMS DELETE/W-LISTC      
• RO74074  AUTOPROC PROBLEMS WITH Z/OS 2.1      
• RO73979  CAY6093E FOR PSB/DBD WITH NOIMS OPTION     
• RO73969  S0C4 ABEND ON IDCAMS DELETE WITH CAT()   
• RO73700  INCORRECT MESSAGE CAY6107E FOR REPRO LEVEL      
• RO73645  CAY6089E NOT A PDS MSG WHEN RENAMED USING IDCAMS    
• RO73920  CAY6644I MSGS CAUSES RC=1 + ELSE CAN CAUSE ERRORS     
• RO74160  INVALID ACF2 USER ID IN MULTIPLE JOB JCL    
• RO74149  INVALID CAY6321 MESSAGES/NO CATALOG CHECKS/SEC(LOG)  
• RO75783  INVALID CAY6321 MESSAGES/NO CATALOG CHECKS/SEC(LOG)   
• RO73303  CAY6125E MESSAGE WHEN DDNAME LIST HAS NULL
• RO73202  NESTED PROC OVERRIDE WITH REXX INCORRECT    
• RO73100  INCORRECT MESSAGE CAY6077E FOR EMPTY GDG BASE DSN    
• RO73415  CAY6653 DATA SET SIZE LIMIT TRACKS EXCEEDED      
• RO72750  JCL NEAT REFORMATTING ISSUE      
• RO73125  CAY6081E DISP OF CATLG INVALID. IDCAM DEF WITH CAT   
• RO73972  CAY6006S MSG WHEN SYSIN REF IN DD DDNAME=SYSIN    
• RO72682  INVALID CAY6321W MESSAGE ON IDCAMS DELETE
• RO72426  CAY6999I MESSAGES FROM COBOL EXIT AFTER RO60863    
• RO72394  CAY6019E FOR A VALID SET STATEMENT       
• RO72398  MESSAGE LISTED INLINE, MISSING IN RPT6/SYSTERM       
• RO72237  R12 PICKING UP OMVS NAMES ISSUING INVALID CAY6362E   
• RO72702  CAY6103W DISP PARAMETER OMITTED MSG IF JUST KEEP IDCAMS   
• RO72205  CAY6092I SHOULD BE SUPPRESSED FOR IKJEFT01    
• RO72166  CAY6052 IDCAMS DSNAME IS INVALID      
• RO72033  JCLNEAT REXX IMPROPERLY FORMATTING JCL      
• RO72035  CAY6081 IDCAMS DEL/DEF USING FILE(DDNAME)   
• RO72073  CAY6644E/ADR178T OR LOOP WITH ADRDSSU "IF"      
• RO71814  SUPPORT FOR TWS 9.1  
• RO71729  CAY6080/CAY6081 IDCAMS DEL/DEF   
• RO71541  AUTOPROC PROBLEMS WITH Z/OS 1.13        
• RO71330  CAZB567S: DATASET NOT FOUND.., BUT BAD DSN STILL SAVED   
• RO71252  MESSAGE CAY5651E DISPLAY FOR MIGRATED DSN     
• RO71043  S0C4 ABEND AFTER JCLCHECK PROCESSING NULL STMT    
• RO73969  S0C4 ABEND ON IDCAMS DELETE WITH CAT()       
• RO70918  S878 ABEND  AFTER EJCK ENTERED 14 TIMES     
• RO70813  JCLNEAT IMPROPERLY FORMATTING DSN MEMBER      
• RO70807  CAY6606E CATALOG SEARCH ERROR W/ UNDEF ALIAS SYMBOLIC  
• RO70671  INVALID CAY6363I STEP BYPASSED  
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• RO70645  INVALID CAY6330 MSG WITH UNIT=AFF    
• RO70519  CAY6130W NO VALUE SPECIFIED FOR SYMBOLIC W/ NULL PROC SYMB   
• RO70530  CA JCLCHECK LOOP PROCESSING NESTED PROCS  
• RO70644  CAY6439E MESSAGE WHEN REFERBACK TO (NEW,PASS) FILE      
• RO69918  CAY6079E IMPROPERLY ISSUED FOR IEHPROGM DATASETS     
• RO70637  CAY6644E ADR182T / CAY6125E/ CAY6644E ADR005T OR ADR173T    
• RO69795  S0C4 ABEND IN CAZ2SYMR WITH NULL SYMBOLICS     
• RO73180  VARIOUS PROBLEMS WITH SOME DFSORT KEYWORDS  
• RO69561  CAY6077E NO '00000000' UNITS/CAY6089E NOT A PDS     
• RO69614  WHEN PROC SYMBOLS IS NULL MSG CAY6052E DISPLAY      
• RO71209  CAY6306S ERROR ATTEMPTING TSO LINK  
• RO70636  CAY6000 NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED/MAXIMUM SEVERITY 8 ADRDSSU  
• RO69197  CAY6083E MSG WHEN UNIT=AFF POINTS TO MIXED CONCAT   
• RO69614  WHEN PROC SYMBOLS IS NULL MSG CAY6052E DISPLAY   
• RO70031  CAY6083E WHEN STORCLAS PROVIDED BY ACS    
• RO69517  ABEND S04E DURING DB2 JOB VALIDATION       
• RO69330  CAY6116E  CONTINUATION DATA DOES NOT START IN COL 16   
• RO68962  CAZAS024 MESSAGE DISPLAY FOR LIBRARIAN DATASET   
• RO68963  CAY6067E/CAY6076E/CAY6501E MESSAGES WITH VOLUME *  
• RO68838  MISSING Z/OS 2.1 REXX VARIABLES  
• RO68839  MISSING Z/OS 2.1 REXX VARIABLES  
• RO68503  DFSORT TOLERATION PARAMETERS     
• RO69759  SUPPORT SEVERAL NEW DB2 BIND AND REBIND PARMS   
• RO68262  CAY6300S UNABLE TO ALLOCATE FILE. DAIR CODE '0410'  
• RO70999  CAY6018E WHEN IDCAMS STATEMENT > COL 72     
• RO67958  CAY6020E ON CONTINUED SET WITHIN PROC     
• RO68477  PDSE VERSION 2 SUPPORT    
• RO67949  NO MESSAGE FOR INVALID IEBCOPY SELECT STATEMENT  
• RO67843  USER ADDED UTILITY USING $UPT VERB= FAILS   
• RO67707  SYSTEM SYMBOLS INCORRECTLY RESOLVED     
• RO67652  JCLNEAT INCORRECT JCL FORMATTING         
• RO67607  S0C4 ABEND APCDOC ONLY CAZ2JINT        
• RO67584  IN-STREAM SYMBOL RESOLUTION ERROR Z/OS 2.1      
• RO67580  LOOP AFTER RO66503 IS DDNAME= POINTS TO DD * IN CONCAT   
• RO67360  INVALID CAY6072E MESSAGE IDCAMS DELETE   
• RO67385  CAIRIM FOR SUBCHEK NOT ENABLE FIRST TIME IT RAN     
• RO67687  IDCAMS KEYWORD FRLOG NOT RECOGNIZED - CAY6037     
• RO67588  SET COMMANDS BEING PROCESSED AS PROC OVERRIDES        
• RO68197  INVALID CAY6035 MESSAGES WITH HASP CONTROL CARDS    
• RO67044  JCLNEAT ABEND SC03 AFTER IEC217I B14-04      
• RO68026  UNIX PATH SECURITY VALIDATION       
• RO68027  UNIX PATH SECURITY VALIDATION      
• RO67369  S0C4 IN CAZ2SYNM VALIDATING JCLCHECK STATEMENT  
• RO66798  NO RELATIVE MESSAGE WHEN GDG NUMBER IS A ALPHA CHAR    
• RO67588  SET COMMANDS BEING PROCESSED AS PROC OVERRIDES    
• RO66757  INCORRECT MESSAGE CAY6309E    
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• RO66754  BAD LINE NUMBERS DISPLAYED IN EDCHEK FOR ADRDSSU    
• RO66703  SOURCE RE-ASM FAILS IN JES3, MISSING $MODULE
• RO67275  RELATIONAL SYMBOLIC KEYWORD NOT RESOLVED CORRECTLY  
• RO66666  JCLNEAT REMOVING () FROM GENERATION 0   
• RO66618  LOOP IF JCLLIB NOT FOUND AFTER RO64948     
• RO66582  REFERBACK TO UNCATALOGED DATASET NOT REPORTED   
• RO66503  UTILITY CARDS GET ERRORS WHEN SPAN CONCAT DSN'S  
• RO66276  CAY6089E DATA SET IS NOT A PDS, AFTER CAY6081E     
• RO66227  INCORRECT CAY6421E SCHENV MESSAGE   
• RO66179  DB2 REBIND PLANMGMT PARAMETER SUPPORT  
• RO66178  INCORRECT CAY6047E WHEN OUTFILE QUOTED     
• RO66485  CAY6582S STATEMENT BUFFER HAS BEEN OVERRUN     
• RO66510  CAY6582S STATEMENT BUFFER HAS BEEN OVERRUN     
• RO65987  ABENDS0C1 WITH REMOTE VALIDATION      
• RO65944  CTM OPTION NOT RETAINED IN OPTIONS     
• RO65935  BAD REPORT 8 IF STEPLIB IS TEMP    
• RO65784  RESOLVE PANEL SYMLIB NOT CHECKED FOR MEM    
• RO67240  ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS WITH Z/OS 2.1 JCL     
• RO65785  LOOP IN JCLCHECK   
• RO65780  S0C4 JCLGETM CALLED BY USER EXIT IN 31 BIT MODE   
• RO65591  S0C4 ABEND PROCESSING IDCAMS DELETE     
• RO65035  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT - EXPORT SYMLIST=*        
• RO64923  UNIX PATH SECURITY VALIDATION ERRORS       
• RO65273  MISSING MESSAGE CAY6079 WITH IDCAMS ALTER     
• RO64788  S0C4 ABEND IN JCLGETM    
• RO64373  S0C4 IN JCLERR REXX TERMINATION PROCESSING   
• RO64948  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT - PROCLIB/JCLLIB AND MERGE/OUTPUT STATEMENT  
• RO63084  DETECT          PACKED          PDS         MEMBERS     
• RO64169  MISSING CAY6644E-ADR175T MESSAGE AFTER RO63096     
• RO63259  AUTOPROC ERRORS WITH DYNAMIC PROCLIBS      
• RO62327  INVALID CAY6501 MESSAGE WITH MULTI-VOL DATASET AND NOSMS  
• RO62328  INVALID CAY6501 MESSAGE WITH MULTI-VOL DATASET AND NOSMS  
• RO64463  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT - ENHANCED SYMBOL SUPPORT
• RO62228  S878-10 ABEND PROCESSING CA JCLCHECK BATCH    
• RO61709  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT    
• RO61710  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT     
• RO60996  JCLNEAT REFORMAT ERROR    
• RO60676  PROBLEM VALIDATING ADRDSSU CONTROL CARDS     
• RO64519  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT FOR DFSORT  
• RO60035  JCLNEAT INCORRECTLY SHIFTS 'DD' STATEMENT     
• RO61320  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT
• RO60862  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT  
• RO60863  Z/OS 2.1 SUPPORT   
• RO60370  S0C4 IN JCLGETM WHEN USING DYN(XERR)     
• RO63096  ABEND S047 CHECKING ADRDSSU IN TSO ADDRESS SPACE  
• RO57342  SOURCING R110 MAINTENANCE  
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• RO57344  SOURCING R110 MAINTENANCE  
• RO57892  SOURCING R110 MAINTENANCE  

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• APCDOC™ Automated Job Documentation (APCDOC)
• Brightside
• CA 1®

• CA 7 Workload Automation (CA 7)
• CA Sort® for z/OS (Sort)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services
• Deliver
• Dispatch
• ESP Workload Automation (ESP)
• General Transaction Server (GTS)
• InterTest
• Librarian
• Panexec
• Panvalet
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• Roscoe®

• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• Tape Library Management System (TLMS®)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• Workload Automation Restart Option for z/OS Schedulers (WA Restart Option
• Extended Address Volumes (EAV)
• Global String Replacement (GSR)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• Job Control Standards (JCS)
• Partitioned Data Set (PDS)
• Product Acquisition Service (PAS)
• Software Configuration Service (SCS)
• Software Deployment Service (SDS)
• Software Installation Service (SIS)
• Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)

Third-Party Software Release Notices
JCLCheck Workload Automation contains contributions from third-party and open-source contributors. This ZIP file
contains copyright and license agreement information for the following third-party components used in JCLCheck
Workload Automation Release 12.0:

Third-Party Components Using Apache License
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• Spring Boot Actuator Starter
• spring-boot-security-starter
• Spring-boot-starter-web
• Springfox
• Springfox-swagger-ui

Third-Party Components Using Eclipse Public License

• zowe-rest-api-commons-spring 1.3.0

Third-Party Components Using The MIT License

• Js-yaml
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Getting Started
This article helps you get started using JCLCheck by explaining the product key features.

Online Operation

You can run JCLCheck online in various timesharing environments. Interfaces are supplied for TSO/ISPF and
Roscoe. The dynamic invocation feature accommodates other timesharing systems.

NOTE

For more information, search Special Usage Considerations.

Batch Operation

JCLCheck runs in batch mode. The product reads one or several job streams. The product produces up to 11 reports that
document the job stream and diagnose its errors. Batch execution is fast (typically, under one second on a 3081 for a 600
statement job stream), so JCLCheck runs in a quick turnaround job class.

NOTE

For a complete description of the JCLCheck reporting features, search JCLCheck Reports.

Utility Control Statements

JCLCheck recognizes certain IBM and user applications as utilities, capable of performing JCL-like functions, directed by
control statements. JCLCheck checks for required DD statements and optionally reads and interprets control statements
associated with these utility program functions.

NOTE

For a complete list of supported utilities and control cards, search the CTLSCAN runtime option.

You can control the recognition of utility programs and their control statements with an installation-modifiable table. See
the JCLCheck Macro Library member JCLUTIL for supplied verb tables for IEHPROGM and IDCAMS. See the JCLUPT
CSECT for programs that you must consider for utility programs. Usually, JCLCheck cannot do runtime checking when
you use generic data set names. This behavior results in messages such as:

CAY6079W DATA SET dsname SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT CANNOT BE FOUND.

SUBCHEK

SUBCHEK is a feature that allows JCLCheck to run as a front-end processor for the TSO SUBMIT command. JCLCheck
automatically validates any JCL that is submitted using TSO before the JCL is sent to the internal reader. JCLCheck voids
the submit process if it encounters any errors and returns an error list to the submitter terminal.

The automatic validation of JCL by JCLCheck whenever you submit a job from TSO EDIT is the major benefit of
SUBCHEK.

EDCHEK

EDCHEK is a feature that provides the ultimate online usage mode for JCLCheck. This feature lets JCLCheck run as an
edit macro under ISPF, permitting you to invoke JCLCheck by pressing a PF key while working within the ISPF editor.
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Application Support

JCLCheck provides interfaces to several popular applications.

Extensive Error Detection

JCLCheck recognizes more than 100 error situations, giving you the opportunity to decrease the chances for ABENDs
and reruns greatly. JCLCheck flags and reports all JCL errors that can cause execution problems before step initiation. It
also detects job ABEND errors and operating system errors.

Reports

The JCLCheck comprehensive reporting system documents submitted JCL for a single job, complete input production
JCL, data set and program cross-references, and error message listings. This behavior reduces production problems
by having factual, easily obtainable JCL listings before job submission, and allows the systems operator the chance to
correct error situations before jobs run.

Roscoe Options

You can invoke JCLCheck as a service under the control of a number of Roscoe features. Invoke it as a monitor, as a
called ETSO program, by a Broadcom-supplied RPF, or even as an ISPF dialog under the ETSO-ISPF Roscoe interface.

Security

The JCLCheck pre-validation of the security environment helps verify that the JCL has correct access to the appropriate
resources. This behavior helps to reduce the incidence of system 913 ABENDs and job failure because of insufficient
access authority to DATA SET, DASDVOL, PROGRAM, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS resources.

DF/SMS

If DF/SMS is active, JCLCheck interfaces with it to obtain the actual data, storage, and management classes that the DF/
SMS ACS routines assign. This information is reported and helps to verify that when a job runs, the new data sets are
assigned to the correct storage class. JCLCheck also performs override checking of data, management, and storage class
parameters set up by the user and defined by SMS.

Job Control Standards

The standards enforcement option of JCLCheck lets you maintain and view Job Control Standards (JCS). JCS panels let
you create, edit, copy, rename, and delete JCS for your site by defining the actions that the product performs according to
the criteria that the site Standards Administrator specifies.

REXX Interface

The REXX interface lets you define site standards. You can use this interface with, or independent of Job Control
Standards. The Standards Administrator can code your site standards rules using flexible, sophisticated "AND/OR" logic
combinations within a REXX EXEC.

DB2 Interface

The DB2 interface provides validation for Existence and Cross-Reference reports on DB2 plans, table names, and
subsystems.

JCLNeat Component

JCLNeat reformats z/OS JCL to user-designed specifications. This component provides a methodology to standardize
JCL appearance without affecting the efficiency and creativity of the original coder.
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• Standardization of JCL saves valuable time and reduces errors in JCL.
• JCLNeat produces its own set of reports.
• JCLNeat works with the REXX programming language to allow tailoring of JCL to accommodate site standards.
• JCLNeat contains a global string replacement facility which allows literal string manipulation of JCL statements.

ChekPlex

The ChekPlex feature of JCLCheck enables you to issue a JCL validation request between systems that are connected by
XCF or TCP/IP. ChekPlex uses the General Transaction Server common component to route JCL from a local system to a
remote system for validation. The validation request results are automatically transferred to the original local system. You
can view the results in ISPF edit or in a batch job.

NOTE

For more information, search The ChekPlex Feature.

Interfaces to Other Broadcom Products
JCLCheck provides an interface to numerous Broadcom products and other vendor products. Current support includes the
following products:

Roscoe
Roscoe is an online program development system.
To validate JCL in the Active Work Space (AWS) or using the JCKRPF and JCKNRPF RPFs, use JCLCheck from
Roscoe.

Librarian
Librarian is a change control and source management system.
To read input from all or part of a Librarian library, use JCLCheck with Librarian. You can also perform automatic
procedural checking using the AUTOPROC option.

Panexec
Panexec is a load library management system.
To locate programs in Panexec using the PECNTL file, use JCLCheck with Panexec.

Panvalet
Panvalet is a source library maintenance product.
To read input from all or part of a Panvalet library and perform automatic-procedure checking using the
AUTOPROC option, use JCLCheck with Panvalet.

ASM2
ASM2 is a DASD storage management system.
To obtain information for archived data sets, use JCLCheck with ASM2.

TLMS
TLMS is a tape library management product.
To retrieve information from the Volume Master File (VMF) and to validate how a job is using the tapes, use
JCLCheck with TLMS.

CA 1
CA 1 is a product that controls a tape library.
To retrieve information from the tape management catalog (TMC) and to validate how a job is using the tapes, use
JCLCheck with CA 1.

DB2
DB2 is the IBM database product.
Use JCLCheck to validate and report on DB2 plans, table names, and subsystems.
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ACF2
The ACF2 product is a data security support product.
To pre-validate JCL by verifying numerous resource checks, use JCLCheck with ACF2.

Top Secret
The Top Secret product provides security support.
To call Top Secret to pre-validate the security environment, use JCLCheck with Top Secret.

IAM
Innovation Access Method (IAM) is a product of the Innovation Data Processing Company that provides an
alternative access method to VSAM.
To recognize (dynamically) data sets defined as using the Innovation Access Method, use JCLCheck.

IMS
IMS (Information Management System) is a product of IBM that provides access to IMS-database information.

SAF Compatible Security Products
SAF (System Authorization Facility) are products, for example, IBM RACF.
To pre-validate the security environment, use JCLCheck with any SAF compatible product.

SECURE
A data security product that uses standard IBM password-protect bits in the Data Set Control Block.
To read from "read" password protected data sets in this environment, use JCLCheck with SECURE.

APCDOC
APCDOC is a comprehensive online documentation product, with complete batch support.
To update the APCDOC Cross-Reference database, use JCLCheck with APCDOC.

Dispatch
Dispatch is a report distribution management system that controls the report production and distribution. Dispatch
controls from the moment the report is planned to the time the printed report is distributed in the end-user mailbox.
Use JCLCheck to report on the SYSOUT data sets Dispatch controls.

Easyproclib
Easyproclib is a product allowing you to specify private PROCLIBs in the JCL.
To check for the explicit PROCLIB DD statement to access procedure libraries that the JCL calls, use JCLCheck
with Easyproclib.

APCDOC
APCDOC is a data center scheduling system. APCDOC is designed to automate production-control and oversee
operations at z/OS sites.
To have JCLCheck perform the JCL validation on job forecasting commands that are presented to APCDOC, use
the JCLCheck/APCDOC Interface.

WA Restart Option
WA Restart Option is an automated rerun and tracking system.
To validate the rerun of a job, use JCLCheck with WA Restart Option.

CA 7
CA 7 is a data center scheduling system.
To analyze and simulate processing of CA 7 scheduled override control statements (#JI, #JO, #JEND) in a job
stream, use JCLCheck with CA 7.

VIOPLUS
VIOPLUS is an enhanced VSAM product.
To check for the VIOCTL DD statements (to validate the first qualifier of the data set name as either ACTIVE or
SUPPRESS), use JCLCheck with VIOPLUS.

XPAF
XPAF is the Xerox Print Access Facility.
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To perform syntax checking on XPAF output statements, use JCLCheck.

JCLCheck also supports the following IBM operating system products:

• JES2
• JES3
• z/OS
• VS1

JCLNeat Component
The JCLNeat component of JCLCheck standardizes JCL formatting according to your installation specifications. This
standardization facilitates the work of both programmers and support personnel.

The JCLNeat component supports the following features:

Statement Reformatting
You can provide a model of how JCLNeat should reformat the input JCL by using runtime options. In addition
to column alignment information, JCL keyword parameters and their associated data are reordered in a user-
specified sequence.

NOTE
Broadcom recommends that the JCL is error-free before JCLNeat reformats it.

Input/Output Sources
You can input JCL from numerous sources, for example: a sequential input stream, a partitioned data set with
many members, or a Librarian or Panvalet source management library.

JCL Comments
You can do the following tasks with the JCL comments: box in stand-alone comments, delete type-based
comments, insert blank comments, specify a new fill character, or rearrange the comment starting column.

Symbolic Parameter Replacement
When processing a PROCLIB member or an inline procedure, JCLNeat optionally replaces the symbolics (that
are within the procedure) with the defaults specified on the PROC statement. This feature lets you restructure
procedure libraries by eliminating unused symbolics.

Global Editing
You can optionally make global editing changes to the data portion of the original JCL by including these requests
in the CHANGES DD data set of the keywords. Specify the requests as from-character-string and to-character-
string.

Global String Replacement
You can optionally make global string changes to the data portion for any of the original data of the JCL by
including these requests in the GSRCNTL DD data set. Specify the actions such as Add, Delete, Replace, and
Comment.

REXX
You can optionally change JCL parameters and sub-parameters by coding a REXX EXEC to modify various
REXX JCL variables.

Hardcopy Reporting
You can request numerous hardcopy reports from JCLNeat. JCLCheck prints the features and options that are in
effect during an execution of JCLNeat. You can optionally request listings of the original JCL, the reformatted JCL,
and from and to JCL statements created by each change request.

User Specifications
JCLNeat provides flexibility by allowing you to tailor its capabilities to the installation documentation and
standardization needs. The component is distributed with default options and keyword ordering tables. You can
change these defaults after JCLNeat is installed or at execution time.
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WARNING
JCLNeat is not intended for JCL validation. Although it detects certain incorrect or illogical JCL coding
conditions, JCLNeat expects the JCL to be clean at input. When the JCL is not clean at input, unpredictable
results can occur. Validate the JCL with JCLCheck before reformatting with JCLNeat.

Sample JCLCheck Scenario
This article provides a sample scenario to show how to use JCLCheck.

A Broadcom customer discovered that JCL errors were costing them time and money. Common errors went unnoticed,
causing expensive reruns. A recurring common error, such as 'DATA SET NOT FOUND,' caused jobs to ABEND after
execution of the first several steps. The systems programmer had to analyze the JCL to locate the source of the problem
and correct it, and the job had to be rerun.

The customer purchased JCLCheck and established a standard to scan their production JCL in batch, using JCLCheck to
flag errors and check for nonzero return codes. JCLCheck improved efficiency right away, here is how.

The night operator, Jane, discovered that the initial production of JOBR was going to ABEND, as indicated by the error
messages listed on JCLCheck Report 6 - Error Messages.

The error messages read:

CAY6186E MISSING GDG NUMBER

CAY6072E CONTINUATION STATEMENT REFERENCES A NONEXISTENT DATA SET

CAY6033W OVERRIDES OUT OF ORDER

Jane compared other reports generated by JCLCheck to the problems indicated by the error messages to find the
solution.

She read Report 1 - Listing of Jobstream JCL to see the JCL exactly as it was submitted for the job. She read Report 2
- Listing of Merged JCL to see the entire JCL for the job including procedure library statements. Jane compared these
reports and determined that the submitted JCL was incomplete without the GDG reference. She compared the cataloged
GDG with the GDG being referenced in the job stream JCL. If the submitted JCL referenced the cataloged data set, the
GDG reference was valid.

Next, Jane determined from Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL that the data set existed in a PDS that was entered in the
JCL. Using one of the JCLCheck ISPF panels, Jane added the PDS that contained the member called by JOBR.

Finally, she discovered that the overrides were out of order because one had been deleted for a previous run and had not
been reinstated for future runs. Jane inserted the override into the job stream JCL for JOBR and resubmitted the JCL.

The evening's production continued without ABENDs. When the shift ended, the correction to the JCL was noted and
production ran as if a problem never occurred.
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Installing
The information in this area of the documentation provides details about how to install the full JCLCheck product and
JCLCheck Common Component.

TIP

JCLCheck is the full product. JCLCheck Common Component is a subset of the JCLCheck product and has
limited functions.

JCLCheck provides interfaces to validate JCL from TSO/ISPF, and from a batch job. It also includes the
JCLNeat feature for reformatting and making mass changes to the JCL. JCLCheck produces reports after the
JCL is validated.

JCLCheck Common Component is shipped free of charge with several Broadcom products. JCLCheck Common
Component can only be executed from within the primary Broadcom product. It does not have the ISPF, batch,
and JCLNeat interfaces or the reporting function.

Use the navigation panel to the left to access information on JCLCheck and JCLCheck Common Component installation.

Installation and Configuration Best Practices
This article details installation best practices, including SMP/E considerations, APF authorization, security, and user
modifications. JCLCheck represents critical software in support of meeting your production processing requirements as it
minimizes or eliminates JCL problems in your environment.

Business Value:

To ensure a successful, quick, and more accurate installation of JCLCheck, follow the installation and configuration best
practices.

NOTE

Review the information in the Installing and Building context boxes before installing a new version of JCLCheck.
If you are upgrading to a new release, see the Release Notes. The Release Notes help you determine the
impact of changes with the new release.

APF Authorization

The JCLCheck CAZ2LOAD and CD51LOAD libraries must be APF-authorized. If the CAZ2LOAD is not APF-authorized,
unpredictable results such as ABENDs or incorrect messages can occur.

JCLNeat Component

JCLNeat is included with JCLCheck and is used to reformat JCL to conform to your shop standards. The JCL reformatting
is done by using processing features, formatting options, and a table-driven keyword ordering. For example, JCL can be
reformatted to align in certain columns. All JCL keyword parameters can be put in a sequence order, such as, DSN, DISP,
UNIT, SPACE, and DCB respectively.

In addition, global changes can be made to JCL. For example, you can change UNIT=3380 to UNIT=SYSDA in all
procedure libraries. You can use the JCLNeat Global String replacement feature for this request with the following control
statements:

//GSRCNTL DD * 

|UNIT=3380|REPL| 

|UNIT=SYSDA|
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The JCLNeat REXX interface is also available for changes that require logic. You can invoke JCLNeat through the
ISPF panel, ISPF Edit, and in batch mode. Input to JCLNeat can be one JCL, a sequential file, or an entire PDS library.
JCLNeat is not used for JCL validation and it expects the input JCL to be error-free. As best practice, the JCL should be
processed through JCLCheck before and after the JCLNeat changes.

READ Access Permission

JCLCheck must be given READ access to all input sources, such as JCL libraries, procedure libraries, utility control
members, and catalogs. Access to existing partitioned data sets that reference a member name in the JCL must also be
given access to validate the JCL. When using the AUTOPROC feature, security is called for each PROCLIB that JES2
returns. If security fails, JCLCheck issues message CAY6488, and the library is omitted from allocation.

JCLCheck can also interface with external security products such as ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF. JCLCheck verifies
whether a user has access authority to DATA SET, DASDVOL, PROGRAM, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS resources.
This type of security prevalidation helps reduce the incidence of S913 ABENDs and job failures when the job is submitted.
The security prevalidation option is activated by using runtime options SECURITY(options) and USER(userID). The
runtime option USER(userID) is optional. USER(userID) is required only when you are checking if the SECID is different
from the SECID of the submitter.

SMP/E Data Sets

For ease of installation and maintenance, install JCLCheck in its own SMP data sets. When installing a new version or
release of JCLCheck, use a new TARGET and DISTRIBUTION zone to prevent the previous version or release from
getting deleted.

Do not install JCLCheck Common Component if you already have the full blown JCLCheck. Installing both products can
create problems of mixed modules when either product is invoked.

If you do not have JCLCheck but receive numerous copies of the JCLCheck Common Component from several of your
primary Broadcom products, install only one version in its own CSI. All products can share these libraries.

The following list shows Broadcom products that use the JCLCheck Common Component. If the Product Release shows
only the release level, this product delivers JCLCheck Common Component as a separate installable file. If the Product
Release contains the word 'included', the JCLCheck Common Component modules are delivered with the primary product
file. The JCLCheck Common Component modules are automatically installed when the primary product is installed.

Product Release Release

CA 7 11.3 and above

APCDOC 1.3

Deliver 12.2 and above 1.7 (included)

InterTest 8.5 and above 8.0 (included)

Roscoe IE 6.0 sp09 6.0 sp08 (included)

APCDOC 11.0

ESP 11.4 and above

Use ChekPlex

The ChekPlex feature lets you issue a JCLCheck validation request from one system and the actual validation occurs on
another system. ChekPlex uses the GTS common component to communicate and to route JCL, procedures, and results
between systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Install GTS.
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GTS is included in the JCLCheck product tape. GTS is installed by selecting FMID CD51110 during the RECEIVE,
APPLY, and ACCEPT of JCLCheck. The GTS loadlib (CD51LOAD) must be a PDSE data set. Exclude this step if GTS
is already installed with another Broadcom product.

2. Configure GTS according to the GTS User Guide; also, search The ChekPlex Feature.
3. Activate the GTS servers. ChekPlex uses the following server nodes:

LOCALSpecifies where the request for JCL validation originates.
TARGETSpecifies where the JCL is validated.
SOURCESpecifies where the JCL resides.
Often, LOCAL and SOURCE are the same server.
The GTS started task must run on each participating node.

4. Add the JCLCheck loadlib (CAZ2LOAD) and the GTS loadlib (CD51LOAD) to a STEPLIB DD or to the LINKLIST.
5. Create a REMVAL data set and allocate this data set to a REMVAL DD.

The REMVAL data set contains the Remote Validation options. For a description of these options, search The
ChekPlex Feature.

6. Set the REMOTE runtime option.
See the following sample JCLCheck job:
    // JOB STATEMENT     

    //STEP1 EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)' 

    //STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.jclcheck.caiload 

    //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=cai.gts.caipld 

    //SYSTERM  DD SYSOUT=* 

    //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

    //SYSPROC  DD DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR 

    //SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*

    //SYSGRAPH DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=RECFM=FBA 

    //SYSIN DD DSN=cai.test.jcllib,DISP=SHR <= JCL lib containing jcl01 

    //JCLOPTS  DD *

 REMOTE PDS INCLUDE(jcl01)

 //REMVAL DD *

    LOCAL gtscpsya  <= GTS server name  

    SOURCE gtscpsya <= GTS server name  

    TARGET gtscpsyb <= GTS server name  

    /*

Use the EDCHEK Interface

The EDCHEK feature is the most commonly used ISPF interface and is invoked to validate JCL while in an ISPF Edit
session. To use EDCHEK, execute either command !JCK or EJCK. These commands validate the JCL and display the
results on the terminal. The command !JCK executes a program while EJCK executes a CLIST, which allows the passing
of runtime options. For example, the command ” EJCK LIST” passes the option LIST to display all the reports requested.
The command “EJCK PANEL” displays an options panel before executing.

This procedure describes how to use the EDCHEK interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Place the JCLCheck CAZ2LOAD in the LINKLIST, as best practice. The JCLCheck CD51LOAD must also be in the
LINKLIST when ChekPlex is used. If these libraries cannot go in the LINKLIST, then they must be in the STEPLIB
allocation in the TSO logon procedure.

NOTE
All the STEPLIB concatenated libraries must be APF-authorized.

2. Allocate the following libraries to your logon procedure:
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– CAZ2CLS0 library to SYSPROC concatenation
– CAZ2PNL0 library to ISPPLIB concatenation
– CAZ2SKLO library to ISPSLIB concatenation
– CAZ2MSG0 library to ISPMLIB concatenation
– CAZ2TBL0 library to ISPTLIB concatenation
Alternately, you can use the LIBDEF method of allocating your system libraries as follows:
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2MSG0')
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2PNL0')
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2SKL0')
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2TBL0')

NOTE
Do not use LIBDEF ISPLLIB to allocate the JCLCheck load libraries (CAZ2LOAD and CD51LOAD).
ISPLLIB modules cannot run authorized.

3. Add the following entries to SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOnn), as APF-authorization for JCLCheck in TSO/ISPF mode is
required:
– CAZ2CTSO in the AUTHTSF table
– JCLCheck in the AUTHCMD table
– JCLCheck in the AUTHPGM table

To validate this setup, enter TSO CAZ1TSF. When APF-authorized, the display shows:
CAZ1TSF - JCLCheck AUTHTSF ENTRY 'CAZ2CTSO' FOUND
CAZ1TSF - JCLCheck AUTHCMD ENTRY 'JCLCheck' FOUND
CAZ1TSF - JCLCheck AUTHPGM ENTRY 'JCLCheck' FOUND

4. Allocate the EDCHKDD DD data set to your TSO logon procedure or logon CLIST.
The EDCHKDD DD statement allocates a data set that contains JCLCheck runtime options.

Use the ISPF Panel Interface

The JCLCheck ISPF panels interface lets you perform many functions ranging from a single JCL check to an entire PDS,
or batch mode processing. The panels also include a JCLNeat option to reformat your JCL to your shop standards.

This procedure describes how to use the ISPF panels interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Place the JCLCheck CAZ2LOAD in the LINKLIST, as best practice. The JCLCheck CD51LOAD must also be in the
LINKLIST when ChekPlex is used. If these libraries cannot go in the LINKLIST, then they must be in the STEPLIB
allocation in the TSO logon procedure.

NOTE
All the STEPLIB concatenated libraries must be APF-authorized.

2. Allocate the following libraries to your logon procedure:
– CAZ2CLS0 library to SYSPROC concatenation
– CAZ2PNL0 library to ISPPLIB concatenation
– CAZ2SKLO library to ISPSLIB concatenation
– CAZ2MSG0 library to ISPMLIB concatenation
– CAZ2TBL0 library to ISPTLIB concatenation
Alternately, you can use the LIBDEF method of allocating your system libraries as follows:
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2MSG0')
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2PNL0')
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2SKL0')
– ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2TBL0')
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NOTE
Do not use LIBDEF ISPLLIB to allocate the JCLCheck load libraries (CAZ2LOAD and CD51LOAD).
ISPLLIB programs cannot run authorized.

3. Add the following entries to SYS1.PARMLIB(IKJTSOnn), as APF-authorization for JCLCheck in TSO/ISPF mode is
required:
– CAZ2CTSO in the AUTHTSF table
– JCLCheck in the AUTHCMD table
– JCLCheck in the AUTHPGM table

User Modification Tables

JCLCheck has tables (CSECT) that are user-modifiable through predistributed user modifications (USERMODs). For a
list of user-modifiable tables, search (Optional) Install JCLCheck Tables for Modification. You execute the USERMOD
that assembles and links the table into the JCLCheck load modules. These USERMODs are stored in the JCLCheck
SAMPJCL library and their member names have an "MZ" prefix.

USERMODs must be reinstalled after each JCLCheck version or release upgrade. Normal maintenance (PTFs) generally
does not require a reinstall of the USERMOD. When a PTF requires a reinstall of the USERMOD, you are informed during
the SMP APPLY step of the PTF. The following message is an example of what you receive:

GIM38201E ** THERE IS A MODID ERROR FOR SRC ENTRY JCLMSG IN SYSMOD RO07380.

GIM31902I    SYSMOD RO07380 DOES NOT SPECIFY MZ2B023 ON THE PRE OR SUP OPERAND.

In this example, the corrective action is to RESTORE USERMOD MZ2C023, re-APPLY PTF RO07380, then re-APPLY
USERMOD MZ2C023.

The following examples show how the JCLCheck tables are modified.

Example: Set Default Runtime Options

This example shows how to set the default runtime options to "CTL FULL JOB LIST XREF PXREF(RPT) PROCXREF
SXREF AU FLUSHRC(00) MCOSYS(CAI.JCK.MSGOPT)".

The default runtime options are defined in the JCLDFLT CSECT, which is stored in the CAZ2OPTN library. This library is
SMP controlled and must not be directly modified. Instead, place the desired options in USERMOD MZ1C024 as shown,
and submit the USERMOD for execution. Be sure to validate the sequence numbers in column 73-80.

…

./ CHANGE NAME=JCLDFLT

   CAZ2BOX TITLE='JCLDFLT - DEFAULT OPTIONS CSECT'

OPT     DC  C'CTL FULL JOB LIST XREF PXREF(RPT) PROCXREF SXREF  '   

        DC  C'AU FLUSHRC(00)  ' 

        DC  C'MCOSYS(CAI.JCK.MSGOPT)  ' 

./ ENDUP

…

Example: Remove Requirements

This example removes the requirements for the programmer name and accounting information fields on the JOB
statement.

The JCL decoding tables are defined in member MVS4XTBL, which is stored in the CAZ2OPTN library. To modify
the decoding tables, edit USERMOD MZ2C012 from the SAMPJCL library as shown, and submit the USERMOD for
execution. Be sure to validate the sequence numbers in column 73-80.

…

./ CHANGE NAME=MVS4XTBL

JCLTABLE CAZ2BOX HEAD='DECODING TABLES FOR JCLCHECK - ',
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    $J6PCB NAME=ACCOUNT,PTB=JOBACTG,REQ=NO,

    $J6PCB NAME=PRGRAMMR,VTB=JPRGMMR,REQ=NO,

./ ENDUP 

…

Introduction to Installing the Full Product
This article explains the full product installation process.

Who Should Use These Installation Steps?

Users of this information must have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations

Product Description

A job can fail with a JCL error after it has been running for a long time because z/OS only performs JCL syntax checking.
Typically, this type of failure requires a costly rerun. JCLCheck validates z/OS JCL before it is submitted, which ensures
efficient use of your system by detecting JCL errors that could cause your job to fail.

The following list describes the features of JCLCheck:

• Performs complete syntax checks on the JCL, including JES2 or JES3 control statements. JCLCheck reads, validates,
and interprets IDCAMS, IEHPROGM, IEBCOPY, IEBGENER, SORT, ADRDSSU, and XCOM control statements that
perform JCL functions.

• Simulates allocation and termination conditions to identify common errors such as: misspelled data set names,
incorrect disposition, and incorrect volume serial numbers. The system checks for execution-time errors that result
in system ABENDs. JCL problems (including missing or invalid programs, missing data sets, and incorrect DCB
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information) cause system ABENDs. JCLCheck makes special checks for other common errors, such as, incorrect
order of cataloged procedure overrides.

• Performs extensive pre-validation checking of the security environment before the job executes. Pre-validation of the
security environment is available for ACF2, Top Secret, and any SAF compatible product (for example, IBM RACF).
JCLCheck derives the DF/SMS classes and storage groups that SMS assigns (including the DF/SMS ACS routines).

• Checks and validates STORCLAS, DATACLAS, or MGMTCLAS overrides that you provide and SMS defines.
• Supports all z/OS environments including more recently added features such as, in-stream data in procedures and

JOBRC.
• Supports variable pre-resolution of scheduling product variables in ISPF and batch processing. Scheduling products

that are supported are CA 7, ESP, Tivoli Workload Scheduler by IBM, and Control-M by BMC.
• Contains the JCLNeat component that reformats JCL according to user-defined specifications. This component

provides a methodology to standardize JCL without affecting the efficiency and creativity of the original coder.
• Performs complete syntax validation checking for IBM DB2 commands and runtime validation with the IBM DB2

catalog.
• Performs pre-validation of IBM IMS PSB and DBD definitions.
• Validates UNIX System Services (USS) path directories, files, and disposition specifications.
• Provides complete documentation of a single job or an entire production system with 11 different types of reports.

These reports include a flow diagram that displays the flow of the JCL that JCLCheck has processed. Also provided is
DATACLAS, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS information.

• Job Control Standards (JCS), an online menu-driven feature of JCLCheck, allows an administrator to define standard
rules for JCL checking. The administrator compiles and links these standards using a SAMPJCL member, which then
produces a module that is linked into the same load library as JCLCheck.

• The REXX interface provides standard rules definition capabilities using a REXX EXEC. Standards are coded as
a regular REXX routine. The REXX interface is not dependent on the version. This independence provides greater
freedom and mobility among products. You can use the REXX interface and the Job Control Standards facility
independently or jointly.

• JCLCheck is easy to install; it adapts itself automatically to unit and volume conventions in your installation, without
requiring any operating system modifications. You can tailor it to check for (and enforce) installation accounting and
JCL standards, and submit error-free jobs to JES2 or JES3 for execution.

• JCLCheck is easy to use online, in batch mode, from TSO, or from Roscoe. You do not need to use control statements.
The only JCLCheck input is an unmodified JCL job stream. JCLCheck is designed so that you can interpret both its
reports and error messages.

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

Acquisition
Transports the software to your z/OS system.

Installation using SMP/E
Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The software is
untailored.

Deployment
Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.

Configuration
Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM (CSM) provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone
with limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.
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If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center on the Broadcom Support website. Follow the
installation instructions in the CSM documentation on the CSM product page. The standardized installation process can
also be completed manually.

Process Overview

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements (search Installation and
Configuration).

2. Use one of the following methods to acquire the product:
– Download the software from CSO using CSM.
– Download the software from CSO using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD).

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the SMP/E step from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product manually or can use the Insert New Product

option in CSM to complete the SMP/E installation.

NOTE
If a CARS package is published for your product, install it before continuing with deployment.

4. Deploy the target libraries using one of the following methods:
– If you are using CSM, deployment is required; it is a prerequisite for configuration.
– If you are using a manual process, deployment is an optional step.

NOTE
Deployment is considered part of starting your product.

5. Configure your product using CSM or manually.

NOTE
Configuration is considered part of starting your product.

Hardware Requirements
This article explains JCLCheck hardware requirements.

JCLCheck operates under all levels of the z/OS operating systems that IBM supports; it does not modify the operating
system in any way.

JCLCheck automatically adapts itself to the local generic and esoteric unit names. JCLCheck loads the system device
name and mask, and eligible device tables. Alternatively, JCLCheck interfaces with the documented scheduler service
routines. Other than these tasks, the operating system and other local dependencies are specified entirely in the
JCLCheck tables.

JCLCheck is re-entrant; therefore, it can be placed in the Link Pack Area (LPA) of z/OS systems.

JCLCheck and its modules must be in authorized libraries when any of the following features are selected:

• AUTOPROC
• CA ASM
• Automatic destination checking
• RESOLVE scheduling package variable resolution
• HCD
• Security Interface support

Certain exceptions apply, as noted elsewhere in this documentation.

To run JCLCheck, allocate a virtual region size of at least 512 KB.
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Software Requirements
The following software is required for JCLCheck:

• IBM supported release of z/OS
• SMP/E

TSO and ISPF Version Compatibility

For JCLCheck to run authorized in the TSO environment, TSO/E is required.

ISPF Interface

JCLCheck includes a Dialog Manager interface for use with IBM ISPF/PDF under z/OS. You can use this interface to run
JCLCheck in the foreground or to submit a job to execute JCLCheck in the background.

If executed in the foreground, the user can:

• Request error-free jobs to submit for execution
• Review the output using BROWSE
• Generate hardcopy output using the PRINTOFF command

You can use menus to select runtime options and save them in your user profiles for subsequent requests. You can also
access a HELP function using PF keys.

Compatibility with other Broadcom Products

The following table lists the Broadcom products that you can use with JCLCheck.

Product Minimum Release Level
CA 7 Release 11
WA Restart Option Release 3.0
APCDOC Release 11.0
ESP Release 11.3
APCDOC Release 1.3
Dispatch Any currently supported release
ACF2 Release 9.0
Top Secret Release 9.0
ASM2 Release 4.2
CA 1 Release 12.6
TLMS Release 12.6
Roscoe Release 6.0
Librarian Release 4.3
PanAPT Release 3.1
Panvalet Release 14.5
InterTest Batch Release 8.5

Common Components and Services
This article explains the Common Components and Services (CCS) requirements for JCLCheck.

CCS must be installed into an APF-authorized library. LINKLIST is not required; however, we recommend it as a best
practice. If you choose not to use the LINKLIST, STEPLIB statements are required.
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Common Components and Services Requirements

The following services are used with JCLCheck.

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

CAIRIM

CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM), is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines. The
routines eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements that are commonly
encountered when installing system software. The routines are grouped under the Broadcom z/OS dynamic service code
CAS9C00, which is the CAIRIM component. CAIRIM allows you to:

• Obtain SMF data
• Verify proper software installation
• Install z/OS interfaces
• Automatically startup Broadcom and other vendor products
• Properly time and order initialization

JCLCheck requires CAIRIM; it is an initialization program that prepares your operating system environment for your
Broadcom products and then starts them. CAIRIM is required for product licensing authorization. Optionally, you can use
CAIRIM for the security option or to install SUBCHEK.

The following sample is a control statement:

 //CAIRIM   EXEC  PGM=CAIRIM

 //STEPLIB  DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI..JCLCHECK.CAZ2LOAD

 //         DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAS90S.LINKLIB

 //KEYS     DD  *

     PROD(J6) …… 

 //PARMLIB  DD  *

     PRODUCT(CA JCLCHECK) VERSION(Z1C0) INIT(Z1C0INIT)   

 //

 

CAIRIM must be installed into an APF-authorized library. Linklist is not required; however, we recommend it to help
prevent errors that modules cause when they are not available. CAIRIM is installed in the common target library
CAW0LOAD.

CAIRIM must be installed at the gen level that is required to support LMP. See your maintenance or installation cover
letter for this information. If you have already installed CAIRIM with another Broadcom product, ensure that it is at this
maintenance level or above. If it is not, you must RECEIVE and APPLY the SYSMOD again. Alternatively, apply the
appropriate maintenance with the Common Components and Services tape.

CAIRIM requires approximately 16 KB of ECSA and 4 KB of CSA for a z/OS environment. Additional CSA requirements
for resident modules vary with each component or product.

The CAIRIM component and CAISSF (CAI Standard Security Interface) must be installed before using the JCLCheck
security interface.

JCLCheck must be authorized if you use the security interface to SAF (for example, IBM RACF). CAZ2LOAD must also
be authorized if you use a SAF compatible product with CAISSF.
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LMP Support

The License Management Program (LMP) portion of CAIRIM services interfaces with JCLCheck to determine licensing
authorization. CAIRIM must be at the requisite gen level to support LMP. See your maintenance or installation cover letter
for this information.

JCLCheck requires LMP, one of the Common Components and Services, to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a
standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software. Examine the LMP key certificate that you
received with your JCLCheck installation or maintenance tape. That certificate contains the following information:

Product Name
Defines the trademark or registered name of the JCLCheck licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Product Code
Defines a two-character code that corresponds to JCLCheck.

Supplement
Defines the reference number of your license for the particular JCLCheck, in the format nnnnnn - nnn.
This format differs slightly inside and outside North America, and in some cases it is not provided at all.

CPU ID
Defines the code that identifies the specific CPU for the installation of your JCLCheck that is valid.

Execution Key
Defines an encrypted code that LMP requires for the JCLCheck installation.
During installation, it is referred to as the LMP Code.

Expiration Date
Defines the date your JCLCheck license expires, for example, ddmmmyy as in 15JAN07.

Technical Contact
Defines the name of the technical contact at your site that is responsible for installation and maintenance of the
designated JCLCheck.
This contact is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence.

MIS Director
Defines the name of the Director of MIS, or the person who performs that function at the site.
If the title, but not the name of the individual is indicated on the certificate, supply the actual name when correcting
and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location
Defines the address of the building in which the CPU is installed.

LMP is provided as part of CAIRIM, another one of the Common Components and Services. Once CAIRIM has been
installed or maintained at Service Level A5 or higher, LMP support is available for all LMP-supported Broadcom software
products.

The LMP execution key, provided on the key certificate, must be added to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper
initialization of the Broadcom software product. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify the
member KEYS in CAI.CAW0OPTN.

The parameter structure for the member KEYS is:

 PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy)

 CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss)

 LMPCODE (kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

 

pp
Indicates the two-character product code. This code agrees with the product code already in use by the CAIRIM
initialization parameters for earlier gen levels of JCLCheck. (Required)
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ddmmmyy
Indicates the LMP licensing agreement expiration date. (Required)

tttt-mmmm
Indicates the CPU type and model (for example, 3090-600) on which LMP is to run. If the CPU type or model
requires fewer than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused characters. (Required)

ssssss
Indicates the serial number of the CPU on which LMP is to run. (Required)

kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk
Indicates the execution key that is required to run LMP. This LMP execution key is provided on the key certificate
that is shipped with each LMP software solution. (Required)

The following example is a control statement for the LMP execution software parameter. Although this example uses Sort
to represent JCLCheck, the LMP execution key value is invalid and is provided as an example only.

 PROD(SL) DATE (01JAN07) CPU(3090-600 /370703) LMPCODE(52H2K07030Z7RZD6)

 

NOTE
For more information about defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see Getting Started in
the CCS documentation.

Security Requirements
This article explains the security requirements for JCLCheck.

Permissions

To complete the tasks, you require the following security permission:

• SUPERUSER authority
If you must mount a zFS or HFS file system.

CAISSF

CAI Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) lets CA software offer standardized security interfaces regardless of the
underlying access control software. CAISSF offers user authentication and resource access validation facilities. CAISSF
can interface with Broadcom security products ACF2 for z/OS and Top Secret, or compatible non-Broadcom security
products. CAISSF is a subservice that is contained within CAS9 (CAIRIM). For Broadcom security products, some of the
CAISSF features include:

• A single security mechanism
• Isolation of Broadcom enterprise solutions from Broadcom or vendor mechanisms

For security products that do not belong to Broadcom, some of the CAISSF features include:

• Resource class translation
• Access level translation
• Selective logging of requests
• Request type control
• Message support for failed access
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Storage Requirements
Ensure that you have the following storage available:

• If you are installing with ESD, 40 cylinders for the downloaded files
• For installation and setup:

– Installation = 180 cylinders
– SMP/E temporary libraries = 40 cylinders

Target Libraries

The following table shows the minimum storage requirements for the SMP/E target libraries that are required to execute
JCLCheck. The file space requirements are in terms of tracks for 3390 type DASD.

Library Name Blksize Tracks(prim, sec) Dir Blks Description

CAI.CAZ2CLS0 27920 38,4 12 Common CLIST library

CAI.CAZ2DBRM 27920 3,1 12 DB2 database request
module library

CAI.CAZ2JCL 27920 44,2 40 Sample JCL library

CAI.CAZ2LOAD 32760 469,81 288 Common Load library

CAI.CAZ2MAC 27920 56,6 62 Common Macro library

CAI.CAZ2OPTN 27920 31,2 24 Source for optional
modules

CAI.CAZ2PNL0 27920 133,8 143 Common ISPF panel
library

CAI.CAZ2PROC 27920 23,2 24 Supplied procedures

CAI.CAZ2MSG0 27920 14,1 14 Common ISPF message
library

CAI.CAZ2RPF 27920 20,3 12 Roscoe procedure facility
library

CAI.CAZ2SAMP 27920 54,3 48 Sample program source
library

CAI.CAZ2SCST 27920 26,2 24 Common CSM SCS
template library

CAI.CAZ2SKL0 27920 14,1 12 Common ISPF skeleton
library

CAI.CAZ2SRC 27920 89,9 49 Source library

CAI.CAZ2TBL0 27920 11,1 12 Common ISPF table
library

CAI.CAZ2XML 27998 86,10 24 Common CSM product
XML library
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Allocate the following table for each user if it is not already established because JCLCheck uses the ISPF Table Facility in
its ISPF dialog. Typically, the ISPF data set profile of the user is sufficient. The following data set is for ISPF use:

DDname Description RECFM LRECL BLKSIZE

ISPTABL Table output library FB 80 See note.

The block size must be a multiple of 80.

Distribution Libraries

The following table lists the amount of disk space that is required to install the distribution libraries:

Library Name Blksize Tracks (prim,sec) Dir Blks Description

CAI.AAZ2CLS0 27920 38,4 12 JCLCheck CLIST library

CAI.AAZ2DBRM 27920 3,1 12 JCLCheck common
component database
request module library

CAI.AAZ2JCL 27920 44,2 40 JCLCheck sample JCL
library

CAI.AAZ2MAC 27920 56,6 62 JCLCheck macro library

CAI.AAZ2MOD0 32760 126,18 114 JCLCheck module library

CAI.AAZ2MSG0 27920 13,1 13 JCLCheck ISPF message
library

CAI.AAZ2OPTN 27920 31,2 24 JCLCheck source for
optional modules

CAI.AAZ2PNL0 27920 133,8 143 JCLCheck ISPF panel
library

CAI.AAZ2PROC 27920 23,2 24 JCLCheck supplied
procedures

CAI.AAZ2RPF 27920 20,3 12 JCLCheck Roscoe library

CAI.AAZ2SAMP 27920 54,3 48 JCLCheck sample
program source library

CAI.AAZ2SCST 27920 26,2 24 JCLCheck CSM SCS
template library

CAI.AAZ2SKL0 27920 14,1 12 JCLCheck ISPF skeleton
library

CAI.AAZ2SRC 27920 89,9 49 JCLCheck source library

CAI.AAZ2TBL0 27920 11,1 12 JCLCheck ISPF table
library

CAI.AAZ2XML 27998 86,10 24 JCLCheck CSM product
XML library

NOTE
For information about the GTS distribution libraries that are required for JCLCheck, search Use GTS.

The product installation SYSMODS are:
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Required Common Component SYSMODs
CAZ2C00 Common JCLCheck components

Required Component SYSMODs
CAZ1C00 Base-level function

Optional Component SYSMODs
CAZ1C01 Roscoe RPF support
CD51C00 General Transaction Server - GTS (required for ChekPlex)
CAZ1C02 CA 1 support
CAZ1C03 TLMS support

Other Requirements
The following requirements assist you in preparing for the installation of JCLCheck:

JCL Procedures

The JCL procedures JCLCheck uses are copied into the JCLCheck procedure library, CAZ2PROC, during the product
installation. The procedures are customized during the product customization. We recommend that these procedures be
made available for use through your system PROCLIB concatenation. This process can be accomplished by copying the
contents of CAZ2PROC to a common procedure library that exists in your PROCLIB concatenation. You can also add
the CAZ2PROC library to your system PROCLIB concatenation. Select the method that conforms to your site installation
standards.

System Requirements for JCLNeat

The JCLNeat ISPF interface, JCKNSPF, invokes JCLNeat from an ISPF edit session to reformat the JCL in the current
edit workspace. This feature allows JCLNeat to run as an edit macro under the IBM Interactive Systems Productivity
Feature (ISPF/PDF) product. With this feature, you can invoke JCLNeat while you are in the ISPF editor by pressing a PF
key or entering the JCKNSPF command.

Because JCKNSPF runs as an ISPF edit macro, the options that are set in panel JCKN01 are saved in the ISRPROF
member of the ISPF profile data set. This setup makes the JCKN01 options unique (not shared) from the JCLNEAT
options set in panel JCK0205. The options set in panel JCK0205 are saved in the CAZ1PROF member of the ISPF profile
data set.

Concurrent Releases
This article provides requirements for concurrent release configurations.

You can install this release of JCLCheck and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you plan
to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• If you acquired your product with Pax ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM (CSM) installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CSM.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Install Your Product Using CSM
These topics provide information to help you install your product using CSM (CSM). You can use the online help included
in CSM to get additional information.

Before using these topics, you must already have CSM installed at your site. If you do not have CSM installed, you can
download it from the Download Center at the Broadcom Support website, which also contains links to the complete
documentation for CSM.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view detailed information about accessing and using CSM.

How CSM Scenarios Work
Imagine that your organization has started using CSM (CSM) to simplify the installation of Broadcom products and unify
their management. You have also licensed a new Broadcom product. In addition, you have a number of existing SMP/E
environments from previously installed Broadcom products.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view CSM scenarios to guide you through the process.

Acquire a Product
The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) facilitates the acquisition of mainframe products and the service for those products,
such as program temporary fixes (PTFs). PAS retrieves information about products to which your site is entitled. Then it
records these entitlements in a software inventory that is maintained on your driving system.

You can use the PAS component of CSM to acquire a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CSM:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support account.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Broadcom Support account. If you do not have an
account, you can create one on the Broadcom Support website.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials for
the Broadcom Support website. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Software Catalog page to locate the product that you want to manage.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the catalog. CSM refreshes the catalog through the
Broadcom Support website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for the Broadcom Support website.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the catalog, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Broadcom FTP site.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

Install a Product
The Software Installation Service (SIS) facilitates the installation and maintenance of mainframe products in the software
inventory of the driving system. This facilitation includes browsing downloaded software packages, managing SMP/E
consolidated software inventories on the driving system, and automating installation tasks.

You can use the SIS component of CSM to install a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. Initiate product installation and review product information.
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3. Select an installation type.
4. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
5. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

6. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
7. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.
After the installation process completes, check for and install available product maintenance. The product is ready for
you to deploy. Sometimes there are other steps to perform manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment
process.

Maintain Existing Products
You can migrate existing SMP/E environments into CSM to maintain all your installed products in a unified way from a
single web-based interface.

You can use CSM to maintain a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

1. Migrate the SMP/E environment to CSM to maintain an existing SMP/E environment in CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the SMP/E environment in the database.

2. Download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases from the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find the required release, you can perform the following steps to download the maintenance:
a. Add the release to the catalog manually.
b. Update the release.

3. Apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also install maintenance to a particular SMP/E environment from the SMP/E Environments tab.

After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy. Sometimes there are other steps to
perform manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment process.

 

Set Up the System Registry
The system registry is a repository of variable data that all CSM managed products share. The system registry repository
contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and selected as a target for deployments and
configurations. You can create non-sysplex, sysplex, shared DASD cluster, and staging systems. You can maintain,
validate, view, and delete a registered system and you can investigate a failed validation.
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For each system that you register, there is one entry. Each entry consists of three categories of information: general,
network locations, and data destinations.

You perform the following tasks to set up the system registry in CSM:

1. Add systems to the system registry.
2. Validate systems.
3. Define network locations.
4. Set up data destinations.
5. Define environment profiles.
6. Set up remote credentials.

NOTE

Add and then validate each nonstaging system in the enterprise to which you are deploying to the CSM system
registry. You can only send a deployment to a validated system.

This process applies to each nonstaging system in your enterprise. For example, if you have five systems at
your enterprise, then perform this process five times.

After a system is validated, there is no need to validate it again. However, you can revalidate a system any time.

Deploy a Product
The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates the mainframe product deployment from the software inventory of the
driving system to the target system. This facilitation includes deploying installed products that are policy-driven with a set
of appropriate transport mechanisms across a known topology.

You can use the SDS component of CSM to deploy a Broadcom product that you have already acquired and installed.

You perform the following high-level tasks to deploy your products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment.

2. Create the deployment.
3. (Optional) Save the deployment for editing and deploying later.
4. (Optional) Change the deployment: Add and edit systems, products, custom data sets, and methodologies.
5. Deploy:

a. Take a snapshot.
b. Transmit to target.
c. Deploy (unpack) to mainframe environment.

6. (Optional) Delete the deployment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure. Sometimes there are other steps to
perform manually outside of CSM before beginning the configuration process.

Configure a Product
The Software Configuration Service (SCS) facilitates the mainframe product configuration from the software inventory of
the driving system to targeted z/OS operating systems.

You can use the SCS component of CSM to configure a Broadcom product that you have already acquired, installed, and
deployed.
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You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. From the Deployments tab, select a configurable deployment, select the associated product, and click Create
Configuration to open the Configuration wizard.

2. Create the configuration by completing all the steps in the wizard:
a. Define a configuration name and select a target system.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again.

4. Implement the configuration. The implementation process in CSM guides you and provides detailed instructions to
start, stop, and manage the steps of the implementation process.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use. Sometimes there are other steps to perform
manually outside of CSM.

NOTE
You cannot use CSM to configure a product to a staging system.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface
You access CSM using the web-based interface.

You need the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom
Support website.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support website.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of
the actions in a finished task.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.
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Install Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD
The articles in this area describe the Pax-Enhanced ESD process. We recommend that you read this overview and follow
the entire procedure the first time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation. 

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files to your

USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.

3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.

6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.

7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works
WARNING
To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process and available USS file space
before you start these procedures.

Use the following process to download files using Pax-Enhanced ESD:

1. Log in to casupport.broadcom.com and click Download Center.
The Broadcom Support web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and genlevel (if
applicable), and click Go.
The Product Download window appears.
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3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC or mainframe. If you
download a zip file, you must unzip it before continuing.

NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, see the Traditional ESD User Guide. Go to casupport.broadcom.com,
log in, and click Download Center. A link to the guide appears under the Download Help heading.

4. Perform the steps to install the product based on the product-specific steps.
The product is installed on the mainframe.

Allocate and Mount a File System
You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for ESD downloads. This procedure
describes how to perform these tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 
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//CAESD  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAESD directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAESD

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSESDdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSESDdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
Use the sample job to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
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3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.
The job points to your specific pax file.

4. Submit the job.
The job runs and creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Sample Job to Execute the Pax Command (Unpackage.txt)

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE ',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line, make  *

//*       sure the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.        *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
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Your view is of the product-specific directory.
4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process
uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not
remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for
JCLCheck.

Set the NULLFILE HLQ and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications if valid libraries do not exist in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro AJ6SEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time that you edit an
installation member, type AJ6SEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your
specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ for the unzipping to DASD ESD JCL.

The following steps include instructions to execute the AJ6SEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the AJ6EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ62ALL in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.
AJ62ALL is customized.
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3. Submit AJ62ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for JCLCheck are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ63CSI in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.
AJ63CSI is customized.

5. Submit AJ63CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ64RECD in an edit session, and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Comment out any unwanted FMIDs.

AJ64RECD is customized.
2. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AJ64RECD to receive SMP/E base functions.

JCLCheck is received and now resides in the global zone.
3. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ65APP in an edit session, and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.

NOTE
Comment out any unwanted FMIDs.

AJ65APP is customized.
4. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AJ65APP to apply SMP/E base functions.

Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.
5. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ66ACC in an edit session, and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.

NOTE
Comment out any unwanted FMIDs.

AJ66ACC is customized.
6. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AJ66ACC to accept SMP/E base functions.

Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory
WARNING
This USS directory cleanup procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire
installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:
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• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax-Enhanced ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Maintenance and HOLDDATA
Broadcom Support has maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created. After the
maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

Follow these steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support and download any PTFs and HOLDDATA published since this release was created. If the
base release was created recently, no PTFs or HOLDATA will have been published yet.

2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and
the other to contain the HOLDDATA.
The PTFs and HOLDDATA become accessible to the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL maintenance members.

3. The AJ6SEDIT macro was customized in the installation steps. Verify that you still have the values from the base
installation.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ67RECP in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.
AJ67RECP is customized with your JOB statement, CSI location, and zone names.

5. Customize the AJ67RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and HOLDDATA.

6. Submit AJ67RECP.
The PTFs and HOLDDATA are received.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ68APYP in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.
AJ68APYP is customized.

8. Submit AJ68APYP.
The PTFs are applied.
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9. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AJ69ACCP in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the
command line.
AJ69ACCP is customized.

10. (Optional) Submit yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AJ69ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product:

ACTION
Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

AO

Affects automated operations. It changes either the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the message.

DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages need to be rebound.

DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.

DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

EXIT

Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF

Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.

IPL

Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This is used only when there is no alternative for dynamic
activation.

MULTSYS

Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for either pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
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Code a bypass operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have internal holds. Code the bypass
operand only after you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after the APPLY, if that is
appropriate.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file. The HOLDDATA is commonly used
for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause problems.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

If a SYSMOD has an unresolved hold error, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY command.
You can bypass an error hold in situations that are not applicable to you. Error holds that are not applicable to you can
include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product feature that you do not
use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the hold, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the hold error. This
action lets you apply the original SYSMOD in conjunction with the fixing SYSMOD.

A special HOLDDATA class that is called ERREL exists. We have determined that the problem fixed by the SYSMOD is
more important than the one that it causes. We recommend that you apply these SYSMODs.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.
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Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for Common Components and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed CCS
library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation for the data set name of a
load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL
data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source of
information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM documentation in a
separate browser tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF
Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to enable z/OSMF Software Update
for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related maintenance before you begin the installation
process.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable to
authorize users and resources. To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing
product information into z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the Digicert
Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see Import Product
Information into z/OSMF.

Security administrator
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Task Role

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS.
Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are
used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV
class, access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or
UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to receive and download maintenance on
a regular cadence or build custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical,
recommended, all, or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when
installing maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:
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1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST
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The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
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Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.
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sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.
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downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.
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As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.
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Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
Intermediate certificate authority (CA) certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:
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NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*
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//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Configure without CSM
If your organization does not use CSM (CSM) to install products, you can configure JCLCheck Workload Automation
using the information in this section. Use the navigation panel on the left to view topics related to configuration without
CSM.

CSM is a product that simplifies the installation of Broadcom and Broadcom products. If you are not using CSM and would
like to learn more, search How CSM Scenarios Work and view the topics included in that section to see how CSM might
help you simplify your products installations.

Customize the JCLCheck JCL
This article explains how to customize the JCLCheck JCL.

The CAI Common Procedure library (DD=CAZ2PROC) contains all the procedures relevant to JCLCheck. These
procedures were placed there during SMP APPLY processing.

Edit each JCL procedure to conform to your installation standards and the previously completed worksheet.

After you complete these modifications, you can copy the procedures into a PROCLIB of your choice. Alternatively, you
can add the CAI Common Procedure library (CAZ2PROC) to the system PROCLIB concatenations.

The following procedures are supplied with JCLCheck:

Procedure Description
CAZ1ASM Assembles source for JCLCheck user exits.
CAZ1JCCM Resolves Control-M auto-edit variables before executing

JCLCheck.
CAZ1JCC7 Resolves CA 7 variables before executing JCLCheck.
CAZ1JCES Resolves ESP variables before executing JCLCheck.
CAZ1JCHK Executes JCLCheck program.
CAZ1JCKT Executes JCLCheck as a batch TSO session.
CAZ1JCS Executes CAZ1EVAL program to compile Job Control Standards.
CAZ1JCTW Resolves Tivoli Workload Scheduler variables before executing

JCLCheck.
CAZ1LNK Links assembled exits or options into the target load library,

CAZ2LOAD for JCLCheck.
CAZ1NEAT Executes JCLNeat program.
CAZ1OPCA Activates the OPC/ESA interface.
CAZ1RLST Executes the CAZ1RLST program to report on JCS rules.
CAZ1SMFP Executes JSMFANAL program
CAZ2ASM Assembles source for JCLCheck user exits (contains the MACLIB

statements for the TMS or TLMS source modules).
CAZ2LNK Links assembled exits or options into the target load library,

CAZ2LOAD for Common Component.

WARNING
If your site uses TLMS support, add the DD statement CAIVMFI to the procedure CAZ1JCHK. Additionally,
specify the data set name of the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF).
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Review the following execution JCL members in the CAZ2JCL library and modify to reflect your system environment.
These members are provided in the CAI.CAZ2JCL library for executing some of the procedures on the previous page.

Member Description
AZ1GCHK Executes CAZ1JCHK with graphic SYSOUT
AZ1JCHK Executes CAZ1JCHK
AZ1NEAT Executes CAZ1NEAT
AZ1SMFA Executes CAZ1SMFP

NOTE
Member AZ1SMFA performs SMF analysis. This program estimates the cost of the JCL errors if JCLCheck
did not detect them. For more information about modifying input control statements, search Special Usage
Considerations.

Establish JCLCheck as APF Authorized
An increasing number of JCLCheck options require APF authorization to accomplish their purpose. We recommend
that you place JCLCheck modules in a common load library with other Broadcom products and that the library is APF
authorized. This way, you do not have to concern yourself whether options need authorization. You insulate yourself from
future changes that could require authorization.

NOTE
For more information about using these options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

The following options require APF authorization:

Option Qualifier
ASM All options
AUTOPROC All options
DESTCHK(J) (J) Options only
EASYRDR All options
HCD All options
JCLLIB All Options (Explicit or Implied)
PVTCAT(AUTH) (AUTH) option only
REMOTE All options
RESOLVE All options
SCHENV All options
SIGNON All options
SECURITY All options

ASM2, AUTOPROC, HCD, and in certain cases DESTCHK(J), require JCLCheck to run authorized. ASM2 support
allows JCLCheck to identify those data sets that are under ASM2. AUTOPROC is the automatic PROCLIB recognition
option. DESTCHK(J) permits automatic destination checking for JES2/JES3 shops (JES2 shops before MVS/ESA
Version 3.0 do not need authorization, or if you are running the SECURITY option with the SAF interface). HCD activates
hardware configuration definition support for dynamically defined devices. If you select any one of these options, authorize
JCLCheck modules (link with AC=1) and put them in an Authorized Program Facility (APF) library. Also, if JCLCheck is to
run authorized in a TSO environment, TSO/E and a TSO authorization update is required.

To accomplish this APF requirement, do one of the following tasks:
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• Place JCLCheck modules into an  existing APF authorized load library, or:
• Place the JCLCheck load library into the APF authorization list (PROGxx).

In addition, we recommend that JCLCheck modules or libraries be resident in the LINKLIST.

If you opt not to place JCLCheck in the LINKLIST, be aware that concatenating authorized and unauthorized libraries will
cause all libraries in the concatenation to be treated as unauthorized.

WARNING
JCLCheck load modules have numerous ALIAS names. Do not attempt to copy JCLCheck load modules using
an online utility from one library to another. Instead, if you must copy the load modules, always tailor then run
the CAZ2JCL member AZ2CAPF in batch. If you do not copy the base module with all of its aliases in one
operation, then you create multiple load modules. These modules could cause execution and maintenance
problems.

Establish JCLCheck as APF Authorized in TSO
When running within the TSO/E environment, there are other requirements for proper APF authorization, for example,
updating the appropriate TSO authorization table entries.

To authorize JCLCheck within TSO/E, update the Authorized TSO Service Facility table.

To run JCLCheck as a TSO Command Processor, for example, 'TSO JCLCheck …', update the Authorized Command
table.

To run JCLCheck as an Authorized Program with Endevor, update the Authorized Program table.

Here are the entries that are required for each of the tables:

• Add CAZ2CTSO to the Authorized TSO Service Facility table (AUTHTSF).
• Add JCLCheck to the Authorized Command table (AUTHCMD).
• Add JCLCheck to the Authorized Program table (AUTHPGM).

Entries for AUTHTSF, AUTHCMD, and AUTHPGM are specified in the IKJTSOxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. You can
update the IKJTSO00 tables without an IPL by using the IBM TSO PARMLIB command.

NOTE
If the PARMLIB command is used, TSO/ISPF users that are currently logged on have to log out and log back
in again before their TSO session uses the updated AUTHTSF definition.

TSO/E option

When running under ISPF, which is not authorized, JCLCheck automatically recognizes that TSO/E is installed and
uses the TSOLNK TSO service facility to obtain authority. You do not have to specify this option. This option is ignored
when running JCLCheck in batch. When running under an ISPF environment, be aware that the TSOLNK service is
strictly a TSO service, ISPF does not provide it. Therefore, this service does not recognize any modules in an ISPLLIB
concatenation.

For ISPF Version 2.2 and above

Using JCLCheck as a command processor creates more implications if you are using the ISPF interface and the default
options have been changed in the ISPF ISPTCM module. You use this module to define TSO commands and certain
options including a security check. If a TSO command is not found in this table, the default flag setting is taken. The
default flag setting is set at X'70' by IBM, with the X'20' bit indicating that you should make a security check before calling
a command as authorized. Either enable this bit or define JCLCheck in this table, setting this flag on, for an authorized
option to work.

Per IBM, SUBMIT should not be run as an authorized command. When SUBMIT is in AUTHCMD, two ENQs are issued
on SYSZTSOE TCBA causing the session to go into a WAIT state. Therefore, if SUB and SUBMIT are in the authorized
command table in SYS1.PARMLIB member IKJTSOxx, remove them.
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CAZ1JSUB is linked with AC=1, which does not cause a problem as long as the commands are not in the authorized
command table. Link authorize SUBCHEK to support the options that require authorization, such as AUTOPROC.

Install ISPF Support
JCLCheck supports a series of formatted ISPF online panels under TSO. These panels let you perform database
maintenance and job monitoring functions.

Follow these steps:

1. Construct your own user CLIST library or modify your logon CLIST to concatenate the CAI ISPF libraries with your
system libraries as follows:
 ALLOC F(SYSPROC)   DA('CAI.CAZ2CLS0'-

 ALLOC F(ISPPLIB)   DA('CAI.CAZ2PNL0'-

 ALLOC F(ISPMLIB)   DA('CAI.CAZ2MSG0'-

 ALLOC F(ISPSLIB)   DA('CAI.CAZ2SKL0'-

 ALLOC F(ISPTLIB)   DA('CAI.CAZ2TBL0'-

 

Alternatively, you can use the LIBDEF method of allocating your system libraries by modifying the JCKSPF CLIST as
follows:
 PROC 0 CONLIST SYMLIST

 GLOBAL ZMAIN TSOE AUTOP GTLOAD JCLOAD PRNT

 ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(CLIST) DATASET('SYS3.JCLCHECK.CAICLS0')

 ALTLIB ACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC) DATASET('SYS4.JCLCHECK.RULES')

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2MSG0')

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2PNL0')

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2SKL0')

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB DATASET ID('CAI.CAZ2TBL0')

 ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(%JCKMAIN &CONLIST &SYMLIST) NEWAPPL(CAZ1) PASSLIB

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPMLIB

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPPLIB

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPSLIB

 ISPEXEC LIBDEF ISPTLIB

 ALTLIB DEACTIVATE APPLICATION(CLIST)

 ALTLIB DEACTIVATE APPLICATION(EXEC)

 END

 

WARNING
Do not use ISPLLIB to contain JCLCheck modules if JCLCheck must run authorized. TSO authorization
can only be obtained when the load modules are loaded from LINKLIST or a STEPLIB with only authorized
libraries.

Since this product uses ISPF Table Facilities, the following additional allocation is required for each user:
 ALLOC F(ISPTABL)   DA('user.file')

 

' user.file ' files can be the user's profile data set (ISPPROF) or any other PDS that has an LRECL of 80 and record
format of fixed blocks. Generally, most environments already have ISPTABL defined. This is only required if ISPTABL
is not currently allocated.

2. Modify the CLIST JCKUSR in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows. Since this is an SMPE controlled library, you may want to
copy JCKUSR to another CLIST library before altering.
a. Ensure that the assignment for the variable &JCLOAD points to the JCLCheck load library.
b. Delete the assignment statement for the variable ZMAIN that is not correct for your Job Entry subsystem.
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c. If you are running TSO/E, change the statement SET TSOE=N to SET TSOE=Y. If you want to use AUTOPROC,
change the statement SET AUTOP=N to SET AUTOP=Y.

NOTE
AUTOPROC requires JCLCheck be authorized.

d. If you are not going to use AUTOPROC, define the default PROCLIBs of your installation in the ALLOCATE
statement for the JCHKPLIB file. The default PROCLIBs are the PROCLIBs defined in your JES procedure:
ddname PROC00 for JES2, ddname IATPLBST for JES3.
Code more ALLOCATE statements for each set of alternate procedure libraries. For example, if you define
PROC01 and PROC02 in addition to PROC00 in the JES procedure, you could tailor JCKUSR as follows:
 ALLOC FI(JCHKPLIB)  DA('SYS1.PROCLIB' +

                                *

                                *

                                *

                        'SYS3.PROCLIB') SHR REUSE

 ALLOC FI(PROC01) DA('SYS4.PROCLIB' +

                                *

                                *

                                *

                        'SYS7.PROCLIB') SHR REUSE

 ALLOC FI(PROC02) DA('SYS8.PROCLIB' +

                                *

                                *

                                *

                        'USER.PROCLIB') SHR REUSE

 

Code a FREE statement for every PROCLIB DD you allocate, in addition to the default JCHKPLIB in the CLIST.
Code the FREE statements after the line in JCKUSR that reads:
 'FREE FI(JCHKPLIB)'

 

For example, if you code allocations for PROC01 and PROC02 in JCKUSR as previously shown, you can free
these allocations by coding the following statements:
 IF &TSOE = N THEN -

          FREE FI(JCHKPLIB

 FREE FI(PROC01 PROC02)  <++++ ADDITIONAL FREE

 

3. Delete the assignment statement of the variable PRNT for the printer facility that does not apply to your site.
4. If you use the TLMS option, add an ALLOCATE and FREE statement for the CAIVMFI file. See item d. in item 2 shown

previously for format.
5. Tailor the skeleton file JCKSKEL in file CAZ2SKL0 to define the default PROCLIBs in your installation for the ddname

JCHKPLIB. Use the same definition for the CLIST described in Step 1.

NOTE
If you are using AUTOPROC, comment out the JCHKPLIB DD statement in JCKSKEL. If you use the TLMS
option, remove the comment from the CAIVMFI DD statement and tailor it, if necessary.

6. Place JCLCheck modules in a library that is allocated to JOBLIB, STEPLIB, or the LINKLIST when you are
using options that do not require authorization. Authorize JCLCheck modules when you use an option requiring
authorization; therefore, they come from an authorized library. For more information, search Establish JCLCheck
Workload Automation as APF-Authorized. The suggested location is LINKLIST or STEPLIB. According to IBM, never
authorize ISPF libraries; therefore, the use of the ISPLLIB is not supported.

7. Add a JCLCheck entry to one of your menu panels. You can accomplish this step in several ways. Here is one
method:
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a. Copy your system ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, ISR@PRIM, into CAI.CAZ2PNL0 and rename the copy to
CAY@PRIM.

b. Add the JCLCheck option to the CAY@PRIM selection list:  
%  J + CA JCLCHECK - CA JCLCHECK ISPF interface
    J,'CMD(%JCKSPF)'

 

c. In the process section , )PROC , of CAY@PRIM, add the additional statement that you need for the new option in
the following way:

d. JCKSPF in CAZ2CLS0 specifies NEWAPPL(CAZ1). You can modify JCKSPF to specify the APPL ID of your
choice.

e. To test the new menu, enter the following command from native TSO:
ISPSTART PANEL(CAY@PRIM)

f. To make this new primary panel available to the user community, rename it to ISR@PRIM and place it in the first
panel library concatenated to ISPPLIB.

NOTE
If you have APCDOC or CA 7, update members CAZ1SFJC and CAZ17FJC in the skeleton JCL library to
reflect your environment.

As noted in these members, add your procedure libraries. The JCL executes procedures that are installed with the
scheduling system. Refer to the appropriate scheduling installation manual to ensure that the procedure is installed
and to see if more tailoring is necessary.

Install JCLNeat ISPF Interface
JCKNSPF is an edit macro in CAZ2CLS0 used to reformat JCL while in ISPF edit mode.

• To use this feature, those modules that are prefixed with CAZ1N must be in a library allocated to JOBLIB/STEPLIB or
the linklist. Refer to Install ISPF Support for the libraries that you must allocate for JCKNSPF.

• For ease of use, set a PF key to the characters JCKNSPF and press that key while in edit mode on a JCL data set or
member, or enter JCKNSPF on the command line to display the JCLNeat Options panel.

Change the options that you want to change and press Enter. When all options pass verification checking, JCLCheck
passes control to JCLNeat to reformat the JCL. If JCLNeat encounters any errors, it inserts a CAY6xxx message in the
original edit work file, otherwise the next panel JCLNeat displays contains reformatted JCL.

All messages that are inserted into the edit work file due to error conditions are explained in the JCLNeat Return Codes.

Parameters and options not applicable to the reformatting of an SPF Edit Work File have been omitted from the option
panel, Inlib, Lines, Members, or Outlib report.

JCKNSPF allocates and builds a KEYWORDS file based on the input supplied on the JCK0215 Keyword Ordering screen.

Although it is possible to pre-allocate //CHANGES, //ADDCARDS, and //GSRCNTL and have JCLNeat honor these
requests, we do not recommend this step because ISPF has the editing capabilities at hand.

Install TSO Support
In addition to using the ISPF panels, you can invoke communications from a TSO session to JCLCheck by using the
supplied CLIST member CAZ1TJCK.

To use this member, you must first have CAI.CAZ2CLS0 allocated to SYSPROC or copy CAZ1TJCK to one of the CLIST
libraries that is allocated to SYSPROC (that is, ALLOC F(SYSPROC) DA(CAI.CAZ2CLS0)).

Follow these steps:

1. Copy CAZ1TJCK to a library concatenated with SYSPROC and tailor the data set name to your system standards.
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2. If TLMS support is installed, modify CAZ1TJCK by adding an allocation and FREE command for the TLMS Volume
Master File (VMF).

Verify the Installation
This article explains how to verify your installation. Member AZ1JCHK in CAZ2JCL invokes JCLCheck in batch. Use
sample JCL containing errors such as those in member AZ1SAMP in CAZ2JCL to demonstrate the basic functions of JCL
validation.

Member AZ1NEAT in CAZ2JCL is supplied to invoke JCLNeat in batch. Use sample JCL in member AZ1NDTI in
CAZ2JCL to test the installation. The reformatted output is placed in CAZ1NDTO of CAZ2JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify job AZ1JCHK.
2. Execute job AZ1JCHK.
3. Modify job AZ1NEAT.
4. Execute job AZ1NEAT.

Post-Installation Considerations
Now that you have successfully installed JCLCheck, review the following information:

• For information about how to use JCLCheck, search Using.
• For information about customizing JCLCheck, search Building.
• For a summary of the options available for JCLCheck, search Reference.

Save Installation Materials
Save your installation materials and all output from the installation process. This material is essential for Broadcom to
provide timely, accurate maintenance support of the product.

(Optional) Install Parameter CSECT Modifications
You can replace or add any parameter CSECT in JCLCheck by assembling and linking your own exit, then changing the
appropriate JCLTABLE to load your exit.

NOTE

We recommend that you install the parameter exits after you install JCLCheck.

To install parameter CSECT modifications, do the following steps:

1. Modify the exit source code from member CAZ1XPAR in CAZ2SRC. Be sure to change the $JCLPRTN macro if
substituting a Broadcom supplied exit.

2. Execute the member MZ1C033 in CAI.CAZ2JCL to assemble the exit as a stand-alone load module. You can create
one load module per parameter exit.

3. Change the JCLTABLE MVS4XTBL to load your exit.
4. See the installation table for modifications step.

NOTE
For information about modifying parameter CSECTs, search Installation Options.

Since you can implement this step after installation, JCLCheck and its aliases can exist in other libraries. Make sure that
you execute member AJ6CAPF in CAZ2JCL to replace them with the updated copy. For information, search Establish
JCLCheck Workload Automation as APF-Authorized.
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WARNING
If you write an exit for a parameter that already includes an exit defined as part of the standard $VTBs, be
sure to invoke the supplied exit (with all registers reset) after your exit has completed. Failure to invoke a
supplied exit generates unpredictable results, since many of these exits are vital to the successful execution of
JCLCheck. Invoke the supplied exit after your routine, because many of the supplied exits alter the registers,
before returning to JCLCheck. The $JCLPRTN macro is provided to assist you in meeting this requirement.

(Optional) Install SUBCHEK
SUBCHEK is the option that JCLCheck uses to give control to the TSO SUBMIT command.

NOTE
For more information, search Installation Options.

WARNING
Per IBM, SUBMIT should not be run as an authorized command. When SUBMIT is in AUTHCMD, two ENQs are
issued on SYSZTSOE TCBA causing the session to go into a WAIT state; therefore, if SUB and SUBMIT are in
the authorized command table in SYS1.PARMLIB member IKJTSOxx, you should remove them.

SUBCHEK is linked with AC=1, which does not cause a problem as long as the commands are not in the authorized
command table. SUBCHEK must be linked-authorized to support the options that require authorization, such as
AUTOPROC.

Follow these steps:

1. To the CAIRIM input parameter in CAZ2OPTN member Z1LIST, add the following to the end of the "PRODUCT....."
parameter that is preceded by a blank:
 PARM(SUBCHEK)

 

The statement is as follows:
 //CAIRIM   EXEC  PGM=CAIRIM

 //STEPLIB  DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI..JCLCHECK.CAZ2LOAD

 //         DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAS90S.LINKLIB  

 //KEYS     DD  *  

     PROD(J6) …… 

 //PARMLIB  DD  *

     PRODUCT(CA JCLCHECK) VERSION(Z1C0) INIT(Z1C0INIT) PARM(SUBCHEK,¢    ddname=)

 //

 

The preceding statement is in a fixed format and the "¢ddname=" is replaced with the appropriate ddname if used.
a. Add SYS1.CMDLIB or the data set containing the SUBMIT program to the STEPLIB concatenation.

WARNING
You can optionally specify an 8-byte ddname as a sub-parameter of the PARM parameter to be used by
SUBCHEK. The ddname "DISABLE" is used to deactivate the SUBCHEK hook.

2. If your installation does not want to let users bypass SUBCHEK by freeing the control file, or if you want to allocate the
control file through the program, examine the control file allocation exit CAZ1JSDX in CAI.CAZ2SRC and modify it as
required. USERMOD MZ1C022 in CAZ2JCL should be used to assemble and link this change for SUBCHEK. Also
execute AJ6CAPF, if necessary, to authorize the file.

NOTE
If you are using CAZ1JSDX SUBCHEK exit, the product initialization parameter looks like the following code
sample:

 //CAIRIM   EXEC  PGM=CAIRIM

 //STEPLIB  DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI..JCLCHECK.CAZ2LOAD
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 //         DD    DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAS90S.LINKLIB  

 //KEYS     DD  *  

     PROD(J6) …… 

 //PARMLIB  DD  *

     PRODUCT(CA JCLCHECK) VERSION(Z1C0) INIT(Z1C0INIT) PARM(SUBCHKX,¢    ddname=)

 //

 

3. Tailor a SUBCHEK control statement file for your installation. The following examples are supplied in CAI.CAZ2OPTN:

Member in CAZ2OPTN Function
CAZ1SSUP Control statement file without AUTOPROC
CAZ1SSUA Control statement file with AUTOPROC
CAZ1SSUT Control statement file with TLMS but not AUTOPROC
CAZ1SSUM Control statement file with TLMS and AUTOPROC

NOTE
CAZ1SSUP does not use AUTOPROC; CAZ1SSUA uses AUTOPROC. Specify the one most appropriate to
CAI.CAZ2CLS0 member SUBCHK, or to any user CLIST member. Tailor it to reflect proper options and the
correct PROCLIBs, if applicable.

• Add the SUBCHEK control statement file to the LOGON procedures of the TSO users who intend to use SUBCHEK,
reflecting the library and member name created in Step 3. The CAZ2CLS0 member SUBCHK illustrates this use.
For example:
    //SUBCHKDD DD DSN=CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CAZ1SSUP),DISP=SHR

 

NOTE
You can also perform this allocation in a LOGON CLIST, or by using an allocate command prior to using a
SUBMIT command.

• Make the JCLCheck program modules resident in a linklist library, the link pack area, or a library that is allocated to
your TSO LOGON procedure, search Establish JCLCheck Workload Automation as APF-Authorized. We recommend
that a systems programmer perform this step.

• If you are upgrading from a prior version, review the description of the ERROR option.

(Optional) Install EDCHEK
The EDCHEK feature, installed by SYSMOD CAZ1C00, provides input and output services in the ISREDIT environment.
EDCHEK should be installed unless you do not run ISPF in your environment.

NOTE
For an overview of the EDCHEK features, search The EDCHEK Feature.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify an EDCHEK control statement file for your installation, you will find examples in CAI.CAZ2OPTN. For
EDCHEK, LIST is the standard default runtime option. If report generation is not preferred, you should add NOL
(NOLIST) to the EDCHEK control file.

Member in CAZ2OPTN Function

CAZ1SEDP Control statement file without AUTOPROC

CAZ1SEDA Control statement file with AUTOPROC

CAZ1SEDL Control statement file using report files
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CAZ1SEDT Control statement file with TLMS but NOT AUTOPROC

CAZ1SEDM Control statement file with TLMS and AUTOPROC
2. Add the EDCHEK control statement file to the LOGON procedures of all TSO users who intend to use EDCHEK,

reflecting the library and member name defined on the worksheet. You can also add an ALLOCATE in your TSO
allocation CLIST.
For example:
 //EDCHKDD DSN=CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CAZ1SEDP),DISP=SHR

 

3. If you use report files as in sample CAZ1SEDL, allocate a list file that matches the LIST option specified. An example
CLIST called CAZ1SEDC is in CAZ2OPTN.

4. Place the CAZ1JCKM and JCLCheck program modules with their aliases in a library that is accessible to ISPF
using the LINK macro instruction. You can use member AJ6CAPF to copy these modules if you do not want to make
CAZ2LOAD accessible to ISPF. Such libraries include:
– SYS1.LINKLIB or another library in the linklist (as recommended).
– A library that is part of the STEPLIB allocation in your TSO LOGON procedures.

WARNING
JCLCheck load modules have numerous ALIAS names. Do not attempt to copy JCLCheck load modules
from one library to another using an online utility. Instead, if you must copy the load modules, always
tailor, and then run the CAZ2JCL member AJ6CAPF in batch. If you do not copy the base module with all
of its aliases in one operation, you create multiple load modules, which cause execution and maintenance
problems.

If you are upgrading from a prior version, review the description of the ERROR option.

(Optional) Install ChekPlex
The ChekPlex feature enables you to issue JCL validation requests between systems that XCF or TCP/IP connects.
ChekPlex uses the GTS to route JCL and procedures to a remote system for validation. The results are returned to the
original local system.

ChekPlex is available through the JCLCheck ISPF panels, by using ISPF edit with the JCLCheck EDCHEK feature, or a
JCLCheck batch job.

SUBCHEK cannot use the ChekPlex feature.

ChekPlex uses GTS to communicate to other systems and requires additional steps be taken to configure the network
architecture of GTS.

No additional steps are required at this time. Complete the JCLCheck installation and verify the basic product operation
before configuring ChekPlex for your environment.

For information about setting up and using the ChekPlex feature, search Installation Options.

(Optional) Install APCDOC Interface
This interface lets JCLCheck read or update the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.

Starting with APCDOC Version 1.3, database allocations are handled using the DBHLQ option. This option is explained
in the APCDOC Installation Guide and is a modification to the ISPF Primary panel. This modification provides a user
interface to APCDOC using online ISPF panel functions.

For APCDOC Version 1.3, contact Broadcom Support for a list of APCDOC PTFs required when used with JCLCheck
Version 11.
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(Optional) Install JCLCheck_Roscoe Monitor
This article explains how to install JCLCheck_Roscoe monitor support.

Follow these steps:

1. Transfer JCLCheck to an authorized load library accessible to Roscoe using AJ6CAPF in CAZ2JCL as a model. All
Roscoe monitor routines must run authorized.

2. Add two DD statements to the online step in the Roscoe procedure:
JCHKPLIB

Use this statement to point to your default JCL procedure libraries (similar to the SYSPROC DD for JCLCheck
batch execution). The AUTOPROC option is available in Roscoe Version 5.7 and above.

JCHKDUMP
Use this SYSOUT data set for diagnostic output if the monitor fails.

NOTE
If you want TLMS support, add an allocation for the Volume Master File (VMF). The ddname for this file
is CAIVMFI.

3. Add the following control statement to the Roscoe SYSIN data set:

RUN=(JCK(S))

The preceding control statement lets Roscoe translate any lowercase JCL characters to uppercase during processing.
This translation prohibits JCLCheck from detecting and reporting lowercase entries as JCL errors.
You need a second option on this control statement to instruct Roscoe not to translate any lowercase JCL characters
to uppercase. To specify this option, change the control statement to the following string:

RUN=(JCK(SX))

(Optional) Install RPF Programs
This article explains how to install RPF programs.

WARNING
You must APPLY SYSMOD CAZ1C01.

NOTE
We recommend that you perform the following steps to a Roscoe test account first. After you test the RPFs,
repeat the same steps to the execution account to make it available to the rest of the user community.

Follow these steps:

1. One of the RPFs uses the JCK monitor. If you have not already installed the monitor, complete Install JCLCheck
Workload Automation_Roscoe Monitor.

NOTE
Authorize CAI.CAZ2LOAD properly and specify it in the Roscoe STEPLIB concatenation to run the monitor.

2. RPF installation requires ETSO for JCL reformatting and for full reporting of scanned JCL; therefore, define JCLCheck
and JCLNeat in the Eligible Program List (EPL), pointed to by the Roscoe initialization parameter ETSOPGMS.
(Typically, this member is RO.ETSOPGMS.) Add the following lines to the ETSOPGMS member (in ascending
sequence):
 JCLCHECK 010 5000 001024 001024 001024 001024 N Y

 JCLNeat  010 5000 001024 001024 001024 001024 N N

 

The program name starts in column 1, the 010 in column 10. (These lines are displayed in version 1 EPL format.)
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NOTE
These values are suggested values and should be customized based on the site requirements. For more
information, see the Roscoe  Systems Programmer Guide.

3. If your Roscoe ETSO initialization parameter, ETSSRCH, uses its default value or is set to ETSSRCH=DD, you need
to define CAI.CAZ2LOAD to the //ETSOLIB DD statement in the JCL you use to execute Roscoe. ETSSRCH=ALL
finds the programs it needs in the STEPLIB concatenation.

4. Sign on to a Roscoe account (preferably the Execution library). The Execution library is defined by the EXECPFX RPF
Initialization Parameter that is defined in the JCL you use to execute Roscoe.

5. SYSMOD CAZ1C01 creates a target CAZ2RPF containing RPF programs. Import the member JCKINST from the
target CAZ2RPF into the Roscoe account. Save the RPFs into the Roscoe library as JCKINST.

6. Browse through the JCKINST RPF. This RPF creates or replaces members in whatever Roscoe account you are
using. Do not inadvertently destroy some identically named member. You can do so by issuing the command INCL
'UPD'.

7. Execute the JCKINST RPF and answer the questions. When you are asked to provide the DSN of the CAIPDS
containing RPFs, specify the name of the target CAZ2RPF that contains the RPF source programs.

8. After JCKINST RPF completes, execute the RPF JCKRPF. JCKRPF is the main execution procedure that you use
to check JCL for runtime errors. Be sure to do the Batch Model option. If you are executing from the account that is
assigned as the Execution library, you will set the batch model for your entire site. Continue testing JCKRPF.

9. Execute the RPF JCKNRPF. JCKNRPF is the main procedure for reformatting JCL. If you are executing from the
Execution library account, you can set Default Options for the entire shop. Be careful not to choose the Hide Panel
option from the Execution library account.

(Optional) Install JCLCheck_Roscoe ISPF Support
This article explains how to install JCLCheck_Roscoe ISPF support.

Parts of JCLCheck were developed to execute solely as an ISPF/PDF dialog, (for example, job control standards). If you
must run an ISPF dialog, run it under Roscoe by running ISPF as an ETSO task. You can do this by using the procedures
listed following. We recommend that you use a test Roscoe region until you are certain that you are able to execute
JCLCheck successfully. When you are ready to install JCLCheck into production, make the same changes and use the
same procedure as you used in the test region.

JCLCheck only recognizes valid TSO user IDs (maximum of seven characters) that the ISPF dialogs use. If you use
ISPF under Roscoe already, you may have valid TSO user IDs, but if you do not have valid user IDs, you have to provide
programming that converts 22-character Roscoe user IDs to seven-character user IDs used by ISPF dialogs. When the
first seven characters of the current Roscoe account codes are acceptable, you can use the macro CAZ1$ZVA as follows:

1. Obtain the source for CLLEXIT, provided on the Roscoe installation tape.
2. Find the assembler tag 'TSOCPPL'.
3. Place a line invoking the macro CAZ1$ZVA immediately after this tag.
4. Assemble and link the CLLEXIT as instructed by Roscoe.
5. Transfer CLLEXIT to a library accessible to Roscoe.

The CAZ1$ZVA macro uses the current account number to build the TSO UPTPREFX (&ZPREFIX) and TSO PSCBUSER
(&ZUSER) fields before starting the ISPF dialog. If you do not modify these fields, ETSO derives a user ID consisting of
the user's Roscoe prefix concatenated with the character string 'ETSO'. This derived user ID is also used as the first DSN
level when ISPF attempts to dynamically allocate files.

As per Roscoe instructions, assemble the module ETSSUB and link it into a library accessible to Roscoe. The load
module must be given the name of SUB.

ETSO is required to run ISPF/PDF under Roscoe. For a JCLCheck dialog to start, define ISPF in the Eligible Program
List (EPL). The EPL is found in the control account, in a member (usually RO.ETSOPGMS) in the Roscoe initialization
parameter with the name ETSOPGMS. Add the following two lines to the ETSOPGMS member (in ascending sequence):
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ISPF     010 1550 000512 000350 005000 003000 D N CP  ISPF/PDF

ISPSTART 010 1550 000512 000350 005000 003000 N N CP  ISPF/PDF

The program name starts in column 1, the 010 in column 10. (These lines are displayed in Version 2 EPL format.)

If your Roscoe ETSO initialization parameter ETSSRCH uses the default value or is set to ETSSRCH=DD, you need to
define CAI.CAZ2LOAD to the //ETSOLIB DD statement in the JCL used to execute Roscoe. ETSSRCH=ALL finds the
programs needed in the STEPLIB concatenation.

Import the member JCKRISPF from the library CAZ2RPF into the Roscoe account. Modify this RPF to properly allocate
the files and libraries needed for the JCLCheck dialog. Save this member in the execution account as JCKRISPF. At
this point, you may want to add a line to execute the JCLCheck RPF into an existing menu RPF, if you have one. You
may also want to move this RPF to the execution library after testing. The execution library is defined by the EXECPFX
Roscoe initialization parameter.

Modify the ISR@PRIM panel to invoke JCLCheck.

You can execute the RPF JCKRISPF at this point. This RPF starts an ISPF dialog that can invoke JCLCheck.

From here on, there are only slight differences in the JCLCheck dialog, otherwise it is identical to the dialog run under
TSO/E.

The differences are:

• The way the attention key responds.
• The way you clear errors (by using the Clear key under Roscoe).
• ROSC is an internal option indicating the Roscoe environment.

Configure the Common Components and Services Initialization Procedure
The Common Components and Services initialization procedure, CAS9, is required for most Broadcom mainframe
products including JCLCheck.

Submit CAS9 after every IPL to execute the module CAIRIM, which sets up the running environment for those Broadcom
products that require it. To automate this startup of the initialization procedure, add a START command for CAIRIM to the
appropriate COMMNDxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB. For example, COM='START CAS9'. The execution of this command
occurs automatically after JES2 is started.

CAIRIM accesses data sets for information that each product requires. The data set ddnames are:

AUTOCMDS
Contains the commands that CAIRIM automatically issues during startup of a product.

PARMLIB
Contains information that is passed to a product during startup.

KEYS
Contains the execution keys that each product requires for license verification and management.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the CAS9 procedure in the appropriate system PROCLIB.
2. Identify the common CAW0OPTN data sets that AUTOCMDS DD, the KEYS DD, and the RIMPARM DD use.
3. Identify the names of the members that are referenced in each DD.
4. Insert the data that JCLCheck requires into the CAIRIM CAW0OPTN data sets.
5. Merge the JCLCheck CAZ2OPTN member Z1LIST into the appropriate RIMPARM PARMLIB member.

JCLCheck does not use AUTOCMDS, but optionally for documentation a member with at least one comment line
(containing an asterisk '*' in column 1) can be created.
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6. Supply your LMP code and add it to the KEYS member exactly as printed on the License Management Program (LMP)
certificate accompanying JCLCheck.

(Optional) Install Security Interface
You can run the JCLCheck security interface with ACF2, Top Secret, or any SAF-compatible products.

JCLCheck must run authorized for the SECURITY option. Make the necessary changes as documented elsewhere in this
documentation, particularly Establish JCLCheck Workload Automation as APF-Authorized.

If you have other Broadcom products, you may have CAISSF implemented. If not, perform the following steps.

To support the security interface, initialize CAISSF.

Follow these steps:

1. Initialize CAISSF (Top Secret and RACF).
2. Install the CAISSF SAF interface.

For details on customizing the CAISSF step, see the Getting Started in the Common Components and Services
documentation.

3. Add the CAISSF CAIRIM input initialization statement to the member pointed to by ddname PARMLIB in the CAS9
procedure.
The default value for this member is CARIMPRM in the Common Components and Services CAW0OPTN. This step
is documented in Getting Started in the Common Components and Services documentation, under topic Optional
Placement of the CAISSF Routines in CSA.

This statement is as follows for service level A5 of Common Components and Services:

 PRODUCT(CAIRIM) VERSION(CAS9) INIT(CAS9INIT)

 

NOTE
For any changes, see the Common Components and Services documentation.

(Optional) Install Support for Job Control Standards
If you are not currently using the Job Control Standards (JCS) table, Broadcom recommends that you use a STDREXX
REXX program instead to control standards. STDREXX provides more robust validation of the JCL standards than the
JCS tables allows.

This procedure describes how to install Job Control Standard ISPF dialog support.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the CAZ2PROC member for batch invocation.
Edit member CAZ1JCHK in data set CAI.CAZ2PROC, remove the comment, and change the STDRULE DD data set
name to reflect your installation default library.
You do not need to create a standards database, when you are upgrading from prior versions of JCLCheck and one
exists. A conversion is not required. If you do not have a standards database, member AZ1SSTD in the CAZ2JCL
library allocates and initializes the JCLCheck/STANDARDS database. Edit this member to conform to your system
standards. Tailor the IDCAMS control statements and the JCL PROC variables to coincide with each other.

2. Submit the job and review the output to verify that the job ran successfully.
3. Add an allocation for the rules database defined in Step 1 to the TSO sessions of those users authorized to access

the rules database. You can accomplish this task by adding an STDRULE DD statement to the TSO logon procedure,
changing the allocate command of the JCKSTD CLIST, or by adding a TSO allocate command to a customized CLIST.
The following sample is of the CLIST command:
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ALLOC DD(STDRULE) DS('RULE.DATABASE.NAME') SHR

(Optional) Install Support for the REXX Interface
These procedures describe how to install REXX Interface support in Batch Invocation and TSO-ISPF Invocation
environments.

Install REXX Support (Batch Invocation)

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the CAZ2PROC member to use the STDREXX JCLCheck Option.
2. Edit member CAZ1JCHK in data set CAI.CAZ2PROC:

– Remove the comment. Change the SYSEXEC DD data set name to reflect your installation default library where the
REXX EXECs are stored.

3. Edit member CAZ1NEAT in data set CAI.CAZ2PROC if you are using the REXXMEM option in JCLNeat:
– Remove the comment. Change the SYSEXEC DD data set name to reflect your installation default library where the

REXX EXECs are stored.

Install REXX Support (TSO-ISPF Invocation)

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the skeleton JCL for JCLCheck ISPF dialog.
2. Edit members JCKSKEL, CAZ1SFJC, and CAZ17FJC in data set CAI.CAZ2SKL0. You may want to move these

members to a non-SMPE library before changing.
– Remove the comment. Change the SYSEXEC DD data set name to reflect your installation default library where the

REXX EXECs are stored.
3. Update the TSO logon Procedure or logon CLIST:

– Add the allocation of the SYSEXEC ddname that contains the JCLCheck or JCLNeat REXX EXECs to the TSO
logon procedure.

If your installation uses a logon CLIST, add the SYSEXEC DD allocation to that CLIST.

NOTE
If your installation uses only SYSPROC to store REXX EXECs, add the REXX members to that library.

(Optional) Install Support for the DB2 Interface
To install DB2 interface support, you must be at DB2 Version 2 or above.

The interface is dynamic and uses the standard DB2 Call Attach Facility. JCLCheck provides DB2 support using plan
name CAZ2JCAF (supplied in the CAZ2DBRM library).

This procedure describes how to install DB2 Interface support.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the JCL -- Depending on how DB2 was installed at your site, it can be necessary to add the DB2 DSNLOAD
load library to the JCLCheck STEPLIB DD. Edit member CAZ1JCHK in CAI.CAZ2PROC and add the name of your
DB2 DSNLOAD to the STEPLIB DD.

NOTE
If DB2 is installed into the linklist or LPA, you do not have to update the JCL.

2. Change the TSO logon procedure to include DD statements for the DB2 DSNLOAD libraries in the STEPLIB DD
concatenations if these libraries are not in the linklist or in LPA.
This step is required if JCLCheck is used under TSO, ISPF, EDCHEK, or SUBCHEK.
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3. Bind the Plan -- Issue the following DB2 command through batch using IKJEFT01 or online under SPUFI. Operands
in square brackets are optional. Do not specify the square brackets in the BIND commands you submit. Specify the
appropriate values for the operand values shown in lowercase.
 DSN SYSTEM(your_db2_subsys)

 BIND PACKAGE(CAZ2JCAF) [OWNER(owner)] -

      MEMBER(CAZ2JCAF) -

      LIBRARY('cai.CAZ2DBRM') -

      SQLERROR(NOPACKAGE) VALIDATE(BIND) ISOLATION(CS) -

      RELEASE(COMMIT) EXPLAIN(NO) ACTION(REPLACE) CURRENTDATA(NO)

 BIND PLAN(CAZ2JCAF) [OWNER(owner)] -

      PKLIST(CAZ2JCAF.CAZ2JCAF) -

      VALIDATE(BIND) ISOLATION(CS) [CACHESIZE(cachesize)] -

      RELEASE(COMMIT) ACQUIRE(USE) [ENCODING(encoding)] -

      EXPLAIN(NO) ACTION(REPLACE) RETAIN CURRENTDATA(NO)

 END

 

CAZ2JCAF is the JCLCheck default plan name. If you want to have multiple JCLCheck releases communicating with a
single DB2 subsystem, a unique plan name is required for each JCLCheck release. The suggested unique plan name
for r12.0 is CAZ2J6C0; however, you can use any plan name as site standards require.

4. Grant Access -- Issue the following DB2 commands through either batch SPUFI or online SPUFI:
 GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSPLANDEP TO CAZ2JCAF

 GRANT SELECT ON TABLE SYSIBM.SYSVIEWDEP TO CAZ2JCAF

 GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN CAZ2JCAF TO PUBLIC

 

NOTE
You can change the GRANT EXECUTE on plan CAZ2JCAF from PUBLIC to a list of one or more specific
authorized users. See the IBM publication SC6-4374 or the IBM Database 2 Administration Guide WC II.

Once these steps are complete, you can specify the DB2 option to request interface support. The default of the DB2
option is to use either the subsystem ID coded on DB2 control cards or the first DB2 subsystem found on the system.
You can change the DB2 subsystem using the DB2 option with the SSID parameter where the ID is a one to four
character DB2 subsystem identifier.

NOTE
For information about the DB2 runtime option, search DB2.

5. DB2 V7 introduces the ENCODING sub-parameter in the BIND command. The ENCODING specification can be a
numeric CCSID. By default, CCSID 37 (U.S. English) will be valid. If other CCSIDs are required, install the following
USERMOD (MZ2C044).
Examples:
a. Support U.S. English CCSID 37 and Germany CCSID 273

    $J6PCB 37      CCSID - US ENGLISH

    $J6PCB 273     CCSID - GERMANY

 

b. Support Germany CCSID 273 Only
   $J6PCB 273     CCSID - Germany

(Optional) Install TLMS and CA 1
This article explains how to install CA 1 and TLMS.
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Install CA 1

If you are sharing the same SMP CSI Target zone with JCLCheck and CA 1:

CAZ2JCL Procedure Description

UZ1C002 Apply this UCLIN to the SMP Target Zone used to install CA 1.

MZ1C048 Apply during the install of JCLCheck.

If you are not sharing the same SMP CSI Target zone with JCLCheck and CA 1:

CAZ2JCL Procedure Description

MZ1C048 Apply during the install of JCLCheck.

MZ1C048 Apply with the SMP REDO option each time CA 1 maintenance is
applied.

UZ1C002 for JCLCheck supports CA 1 r5.2, r11, and higher.

The SMP APPLY process for MZ1C048 will install CAZ1TMS5 into the CAZ2LOAD for JCLCheck. If you are planning on
running JCLCheck from another library, you must copy CAZ1TMS5 to the other library.

NOTE
For more information on CA 1 support, search the TMS option.

Install TLMS

If you are sharing the same SMP CSI Target zone with JCLCheck and TLMS:

CAZ2JCL Procedure Description

UZ1C003 Apply this UCLIN to the SMP Target Zone used to install TLMS.

MZ1C047 Apply during the install of JCLCheck.

If you are not sharing the same SMP CSI Target zone with JCLCheck and TLMS:

CAZ2JCL Procedure Description

MZ1C047 Apply during the install of JCLCheck.

MZ1C047 Apply with the SMP REDO option each time TLMS maintenance is
applied.

UZ1C003 for JCLCheck supports TLMS r5.5, r11, and higher. JCLCheck no longer supports any releases of TLMS before
r5.5.

The SMP APPLY process for MZ1C047 installs CAZ1TLMS into the CAZ2LOAD for JCLCheck. If you are planning on
running JCLCheck from another library, copy CAZ1TLMS to the other library.

NOTE
For more information on TLMS support, search the TMS option.

(Optional) Install User Exits
WARNING
We recommend that you install the user exits when you finish installing JCLCheck. When installing a new
version, we recommend that you reassemble and compile all exits to access all revised macros.
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Ensure that you execute member AJ6CAPF to replace the user exits with the updated copy after you install JCLCheck.

The following table contains all the exits that you can modify. The code, as supplied, contains examples of how to use the
exit but each exit returns to its caller immediately. This behavior is new in JCLCheck Version 12.0. For the exit to execute
a function, you are required to change the code.

Install these user exits only with careful review.

CAZ2JCL Member Name Source in CAZ2SRC Function
MZ1C032 CAZ1XJOB ** Install JOB exit support.
MZ1C031 CAZ1XEXE ** Install EXEC exit support.
MZ1C027 CAZ1XDD ** Install DD exit support.
MZ1C035 CAZ1XSTE ** Install STEP END exit support.
MZ1C028 CAZ1XEOF ** Install EOF exit support.
MZ1C030 CAZ1XERR ** Install ERROR exit support.
MZ1C033 CAZ1XPAR Install PARAMETER exit support.
MZ1C029 CAZ1XEOJ ** Install End of JOB exit support.
AZ2XCOB * CAZ2XCOB *** Install COBOL exit support.
AZ2XCB2 * CAZ2XCOB *** Install COBOL II exit support.
AZ2XCEE * CAZ2XCOB *** Install COBOL II exit support in LE/370

environment.
MZ1C023 CAZ1SSFX Install SIGNON exit for the security

interface.
MZ1C043 CAZ1XSEC ** Install exit to bypass existence checking for

selected DSNs.
MZ1C026 CAZ1XCTL ** Install CONTROL CARD exit.
MZ1C036 CAZ1XGET ** Install SYSIN input record support

* One asterisk specifies the CAZ2JCL member is in non-SMP format due to a requirement for a COBOL compile.

** For information about activating these exits, see the DYNEXITS option.

*** Three asterisks specify the source member resides in CAZ2SAMP, not in CAZ2SRC.

NOTE
For information about the parameter field being lengthened, search User Exits.

WARNING
Before you execute any of the CAZ2JCL members, move the "./ CHANGE" and "./ END IEBUPDTE commands
to column 1 to avoid a JCL error. This move is documented in the CAZ2JCL members.

(Optional) Install JCLCheck Tables for Modification
Because you can implement this step after installation, JCLCheck and its aliases may already exist in other libraries.
Ensure that you execute member AJ6CAPF in CAZ2JCL to replace them with the updated copy.

This list contains all the tables that can be modified. These tables are optional and only must be installed or modified if
you are using that feature.

Follow these steps:

1. View the source code in CAZ2SRC for members that you can modify.
2. Modify the source code.
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WARNING
Ensure that the editor you use to tailor these members does not change the line number. For ISPF, set NUM
OFF. Future maintenance (in the form of IEBUPDTE statements) does not apply correctly if the integrity of
the sequence numbers is not preserved.

3. Execute the member in CAZ2JCL to assemble and link the module to JCLCheck. You can do this under SMP control
or outside of it.

WARNING
If you have modified any of the user-customizable tables, you must ensure that the appropriate jobs are
executed to re-assemble these tables. Changes may have been made to internal macros at release levels.
Failure to re-assemble the tables may result in improper operation and abnormal termination of JCLCheck.

CAZ2JCL Member Name Source in CAZ2SRC Function
MZ1C024 JCLDFLT * Modify the default JCLCheck execution

options.
Important! It is a best practice to perform
this customization to ensure that the
default options are consistent across all
environments.

MZ2C012 MV4XTBL * Install support for z/OS and MVS (Version 4
and above).

MZ2C013 CAZ2DTBL * Install destination support.
MZ2C014 CAZ2JAC2 * Install ACF2 JCL support.
MZ2C019 CAZ2JAJ3 * Install JES3 and ACF2 JCL support.
MZ2C020 JOBCARD * Modify default JOBCARD.
MZ2C021 CAZ2J3TB * Install JES3 support.
MZ2C023 JCLMSG * JCLCheck messages.
MZ2C024 SSCTLTBL Install JES2 subsystem JCL support.
MZ2C025 JCLUPT * Support Utility Program.
MZ2C042 CAZ2JAPT * Install IMS, CA APCDDS, and alternate

program support.
MZ2C044 JCLUTIL * Support for modifications to utility verbs for

Utility Program Table.
MZ2C045 CAZ2UTAB* Unit device equivalency for runtime

checking.
MZ2C049 CAZ2JOEL * JCLCheck Option Exclusion List

NOTE
If you want JCLCheck to update the APCDOC Cross-Reference database, select the XREFAL option.

* These modules are already included in the base product. You only need to assemble and link them to modify them.

CAZ2UTAB is used to determine non-DASD device types for the DD statement UNIT=keyword when the NORUNTIM
option is used. This check prevents message CAY6083E (SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT
ACCESS DATASET) from being issued for non-DASD devices.

NORUNTIM is used by the JCLCheck common component or by specification using the full product.

To add or remove unit names from this list, apply the SMP USERMOD MZ2C045.
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WARNING
Before you execute any of the CAZ2JCL members, move the "./ CHANGE" and "./ END IEBUPDTE commands
to column 1 to avoid a JCL error. This move is documented in the CAZ2JCL members.

(Optional) Install JCLNeat Tables for Modification
You can install the JCLNeat Tables for modification feature after installation.

Follow these steps:

1. View the source code in CAZ2SRC for members you want to modify.
2. Modify the source code.
3. Execute the member in CAZ2JCL to assemble and link the module to JCLCheck. You can do so under SMP control or

outside of it.

This list contains all the tables that you modify for JCLNeat. Each table is a stand-alone module.

CAZ2JCL Member Name Source in CAZ2SRC Function
MZ1C010 CAZ1NCCM Modify operator command support.
MZ1C011 CAZ1NCCN Modify default keyword order for

PRINTCNTL statement.
MZ1C012 CAZ1NCDC Modify default keyword order for DCB

parameter.
MZ1C013 CAZ1NCDD Modify default keyword order for DD

statement.
MZ1C014 CAZ1NCEX Modify default keyword order for EXEC

statement.
MZ1C015 CAZ1NCJB Modify default keyword order for JOB

statement.
MZ1C016 CAZ1NCOU Modify default keyword order for OUTPUT

statement.
MZ1C017 CAZ1NCPD Modify default keyword order for

PRINTDEV statement.
MZ1C018 CAZ1NCPR Modify default keyword order for PROC

statement.
MZ1C019 CAZ1NCJ3 Modify JES3 command support.
MZ1C020 CAZ1NDEF Modify default option table for JCLNeat.

WARNING
Before you execute any of the CAZ2JCL members, move the "./ CHANGE" and "./ END IEBUPDTE commands
to column 1 to avoid a JCL error. This move is documented in the CAZ2JCL members.

(Optional) Install DYNCHEK Rexx Exec
This article explains how to install DYNCHEK Rexx Exec.

Some operating system parameters influence how JCL is processed. Some of thes parameters do not have a vendor-
provided API to determine the values. The DYNCHEK Rexx Exec addresses this problem by issuing console commands
and storing condensed values from the responses in a common data area for use by JCLCheck batch and online
processing. The DYNCHEK Rexx Exec is also used to retain system configuration data that would be too resource-
intensive to be executed by every JCLCheck execution.
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NOTE

This installation step is optional. If not installed, JCLCheck takes defaults to process JCL as it has in the past.
This installation step is only needed on z/OS 2.2 and higher systems.

The DYNCHEK Rexx Exec only executes in IBM AXR (System Rexx) address space. AXR starts up automatically by z/
OS during the IPL process and is controlled by the AXRxx parmlib member. For more information about configuring AXR,
consult the IBM MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide.

One way to verify that AXR is executing on your system is issue the following console command:

F AXR,SYSREXX STATUS

If you get a positive response from issuing this command, note the AXRxx parmlib member currently in use and review
that IBM parmlib member. If you get RC=8 from the "F AXR,member" command, you may not have security access to
issue AXR commands, for example:

AXR0203I AXREXX INVOCATION OF nnnnnnnn FAILED. 

RETCODE=00000008 RSNCODE=05120842 

REQTOKEN= . . . 

DIAG1=00000004 DIAG2=00000020 DIAG3=00000000 DIAG4=00000000

If this failure resulted from being issued in SYSVIEW or IBM SDSF, the same command can work if issued from a physical
console.  

Now, you must decide in which library that the JCLCheck DYNCHEK rexx exec is to reside. One recommendation is to
leave the IBM supplied SYS1.SAXREXEC library unchanged and customize your AXRxx parmlib member to add at least
one non-IBM library by specifying the following code:

REXXLIB ADD DSN(yourhlq.SAXREXEC)

The AXR task must be restarted if this parameter is changed.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the JCLCheck DYNCHEK Rexx exec from JCLCheck CAZ2SAMP(CAZ1DYNC) to a library in the AXR REXXLIB
concatenation.

2. Ensure that Program CAZ1CGBL resides in the System LNKLST.
If you are adding for the first time, issue the "F LLA,REFRESH" command.

3. Execute the JCLCheck exec.
If you used the Broadcom-supplied name, the execute command looks as follows:

F AXR,CAZ1DYNC

Add this command to the IPL process to be issued after the primary JES has started.
This exec can be executed as needed when any of the values have changed:
– JES2: INPUTDEF, JES2JECL, or JES3JECL definitions
– JES2: Checkpoint Activate level
– SMS: GDGEXTENDED option enabled or disabled.

NOTE

This list can change if future PTFs add more system definition support.

The previous options are changed when you issue the command "F AXR,CAZ1DYNC" with no operands.  To
update the JES2 checkpoint value (if it has changed after the first execution of CAZ1DYNC), execute this console
operator command:
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F AXR,CAZ1DYNC 'JESUPDATE'

4. Issue this command to see the values set:

F AXR,CAZ1DYNC 'REPORT'

Note the following sample values set:

CAY7050I Exec starting, level: llllllll

CAY7007I CGBL created: aaaaaaaa

CAY7021I JES fields update complete

CAY7018I JES_Subsystem_Name='JES2'

CAY7018I JES_Subsystem_ID='02'

CAY7018I CKPT_LEVEL='Z22 '

CAY7023I CGBL values updated: CATRPT

CAY7019I CAS Enabled Feature = GDGEXTENDED

CAY7050I Exec Ending

•  
 

 

 

 

Migration Information
When migrating to JCLCheck Version 12.0, review the following items:

• The JCKUSR CLIST has new variables that require specification. JCLCheck uses this CLIST to define data sets and
options that are run under ISPF. Move in the updated version and specify the information requested in the CLIST.

• Review the new capabilities that are available in Version 12, if you are using REXX for standards checking or
JCLNEAT for JCL formatting. In JCLNeat, there are many new statement calls available and some functions that
previously could only be performed in RAW processing can now be performed with ease in statement processing.
Additionally, a change in the JCLCheck Standards REXX process improves the information available to your REXX
program.

• In Version 11, MZ2B051 could be used to add limited support for SORT control cards. This requirement is no longer
needed in Version 12, since the support for SORT is included in the base product.

• Broadcom recommends that you reassemble and compile all exits to access all revised macros. This process is
applicable if you have existing exits that are installed for JCLCheck.

Installation Preparation Worksheets
You can print the installation worksheets in this article to record the values that are needed for your site when installing the
product.

Non-CSM Customization Worksheet

The JCLCheck non-CSM customization worksheet helps you define the requirements for your site. This worksheet
presents all of the choices you have during the customization phase of the installation. We recommend that you review
the Building section before answering these questions.
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(Optional) Install Parameter CSECT Modifications
 1. Do you need support for CSECT modification?      Y/N 

 

Establish JCLCheck as APF-authorized
  

 1. What is the name of the APF library containing

    <product name> modules?                DSN=_____________   

  

 2. What is the name of the linklist library

    with JCLCheck modules?              DSN=_____________   

  

 3. Do you want to add CAI.CAZ2LOAD library

    to the APF list (IEAPFxx member)?            Y/N 

  

 4. Do you want to add CAI.CAZ2LOAD library to LNK

    list (LNKLSTxx)?                 Y/N 

  

 5. Name of linklist library containing

    LNKLSTxx member.                 DSN=_____________   

  

 6. Is the linklist library in the system APF list?   Y/N 

  

 7. What is the name of your system APF list?       DSN=_____________   

 

Install ISPF support
 1. Do you need ISPF support?                Y/N 

 

Install JCLNeat ISPF interface
 1. Do you need JCLNeat ISPF support?            Y/N 

 

Install TSO support
 1. Do you need TSO support?             Y/N 

  

 2. Do you want native TSO support?          Y/N 

  

 3. Do you want ISPF TSO support?                Y/N 

  

    Identify Authorized Security Tables used for

    TSO commands and TSO service facilities.

  

    Table: IKJEFTE2                  Table name____________  

  

    Table: IKJEFTE8                  Table name____________  

  

    Table: IKJEFTAP                  Table name____________  

  

    Table: IKJTSOxx in SYS1.PARMLIB          Table name____________  
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(Optional) Install SUBCHECK
 1. Do you need SUBCHEK support?             Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install EDCHEK
 1. Do you need EDCHEK support?              Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install ChekPlex
 1. Do you need ChekPlex support?                Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install APCDOC interface
 1. Do you need CA APCDOC support?           Y/N 

  

 2. What is the name of your CA APCDOC

    installation database?               DSN=____________    

 

(Optional) Install JCLCheck Roscoe Monitor Support
 1. Do you need CA JCLCheck/CA Roscoe

    monitor support?                 Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install RPF Programs
 1. Do you need RPF programs support?            Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install JCLCheck Roscoe ISPF support

 1. Do you need CA JCLCheck/CA Roscoe

    ISPF support?                        Y/N 

  

 2. What is the name of your CA Roscoe

    product macro library?                DSN=____________    

  

 3. What is the name of your product

    ONLINE procedure?                  PROC=___________    

  

 4. Is the CA Roscoe product version

    prior to 5.7?                        Y/N 

  

 5. Do you want to install the RPF members

    available for CA Roscoe support?            Y/N 

  

 6. Do you need OPC/ESA support?                Y/N 

  

    What is the name of your OPC/ESA

    DSN used in CAZ1OPC?                    DSN=____________    
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Tailor Common Components and Services initialization procedure
 1. Do you want to install product component for

    linklist support?                    Y/N 

  

 2. Obtain LMP information from the key certificate supplied with

    this product. The following data must be available to

    install CA JCLCheck:

  

                         Execution key____________   

  

                         Support code_____________   

  

                         Expiration date__________   

 

(Optional) Install Security Interface
 1. Do you need security support?                Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install Support for Job Control Standards
 1. Do you need job control standards support?       Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install Support for the REXX interface
 1. Do you need REXX support?                Y/N 

  

 2. What is the name of your REXX EXEC library

    for standards processing?                DSN=____________    

 

(Optional) Install Support for the DB2 interface
 1. Do you need DB2 support?             Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install User Exits
 1. Do you want to install user exits support?        Y/N 

  

    Install SIGNON exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install CONTROL CARD exit modification?       Y/N 

  

    Install DD exit modification?               Y/N 

  

    Install EOF exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install END-OF-JOB exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install ERROR exit modification?           Y/N 
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    Install EXEC exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install JOB exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install PARAMETER exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install STEP END exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install CHECK BYPASS exit?               Y/N 

  

    Install job statement?              Y/N 

  

    Install CA APCDOC element selection exit?       Y/N 

  

    Install COBOL exit modification?           Y/N 

  

    Install COBOL II exit modification?           Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install JCLCheck Tables for Modification
 1. Do you want to modify JCLTABLE: MVS4XTBL?       Y/N 

  

 2. Do you want to install destination support?        Y/N 

  

 3. Do you want to install CA ACF2

    JCL support?                        Y/N 

  

 4. Do you want to install CA ACF2 JCL

    and JES3 support?                    Y/N 

  

 5. Do you want to modify the default

    JOB statement generation?             Y/N 

  

 6. Do you want to install JES3 support?            Y/N 

  

 7. Do you want to modify any of the

     CA JCLCheck messages?               Y/N 

  

 8. Do you want to install JES2 subsystem

     JCL support?                        Y/N 

  

 9. Do you want to support the Utility Program?        Y/N 

  

 10. Do you want to install support for IMS,

     CA APCDDS, Alias Tables or Alternate

     Programs?                       Y/N 

  

 11. Do you want support for modifications to

     Utility verbs for the Utility program table?  Y/N 

  

 12. Do you want support for unit device
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     equivalency for runtime checking?           Y/N 

  

 13. Do you want to modify JCLCheck 

     execution options?                    Y/N 

 

(Optional) Install JCLNeat Tables for Modification
 1. Do you want to modify operator commands to the

    operator command table?              Y/N 

  

 2. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the PRINTCNTL statement?              Y/N 

  

 3. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the DCB statement?              Y/N 

  

 4. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the DD statement?                  Y/N 

  

 5. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the EXEC statement?              Y/N 

  

 6. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the JOB statement?              Y/N 

  

 7. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the OUTPUT statement?              Y/N 

  

 8. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the PRINTDEV statement?              Y/N 

  

 9. Do you want to modify the default keyword order

    for the PROC statement?              Y/N 

  

 10. Do you want to define additional JES3

     commands to the JES3 command table?          Y/N 

  

 11. Do you want to modify the default option

     table for JCLNeat?                    Y/N 

 

Introduction to Installing JCLCheck Common Component
This article explains how to install the JCLCheck Common Component.

Overview

WARNING
If you have installed the full JCLCheck product, do not install the JCLCheck Common Component.

This article provides first-time installation instructions for the JCLCheck Common Component as shipped with a hosting
Broadcom product.

JCLCheck Common Component is a subset version of JCLCheck and has the following attributes:
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• Is shipped free of charge with several Broadcom products.
• Can only be executed from within the primary Broadcom product.
• Does not have the ISPF, batch, and JCLNeat interfaces or the reporting function.
• Provides z/OS JCL statement syntax and execution validation functions to other Broadcom products.

The execution parameters that are required for this interface are explained in the documentation that is provided with each
Broadcom product using this interface. If you want the full features of JCLCheck, contact your Customer Relationship
Manager.

Audience

Users of this information must have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• Your organization's IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following processes:

Acquisition.
Transports the software to your z/OS system.

Installation using SMP/E.
Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The software is not
tailored.

Deployment.
Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.

Configuration.
Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE

If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center on the Broadcom Support website.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation on the CSM product page. The standardized
installation process can also be completed manually.

To install your product, complete the following steps:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Use one of the following methods to acquire the product:

– Download the software from CSO using CSM.
– Download the software from CSO using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD).

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
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– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the SMP/E step from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used ESD to acquire the product, you have two options:

• Install the product manually.
• Use the Insert New Product option in CSM to complete the SMP/E install.

NOTE
If a CARS package is published for your product, install it before continuing with deployment.

4. Deploy the target libraries using one of the following methods:
– If you are using CSM, deployment is required; it is a prerequisite for configuration.
– If you are using a manual process, deployment is an optional step.

NOTE
Deployment is considered part of starting your product.

5. Configure your product using CSM or manually.

NOTE
Configuration is considered part of starting your product.

Hardware Requirements for JCLCheck Common Component
JCLCheck Common Component operates under all levels of the z/OS operating systems that IBM supports; it does not
modify the operating system in any way.

JCLCheck Common Component automatically adapts itself to the local generic and esoteric unit names. JCLCheck
Common Component loads the system device name and mask, and eligible device tables. Alternatively, the JCLCheck
Common Component interfaces with the documented scheduler service routines. Other than these tasks, the operating
system and other local dependencies are specified entirely in the JCLCheck Common Component tables.

JCLCheck Common Component is re-entrant; therefore, it can be placed in the Link Pack Area (LPA) of z/OS systems.

JCLCheck Common Component and its modules must be in authorized libraries when any of the following features are
selected:

• AUTOPROC
• ASM2
• Automatic destination checking
• HCD
• Security Interface support

Certain exceptions apply, as noted elsewhere in this document. Broadcom recommends running JCLCheck from an
authorized library.

To run JCLCheck Common Component, allocate a virtual region size of at least 512 KB.

Software Requirements for JCLCheck Common Component
The following software is required for JCLCheck Common Component:

• IBM supported release of z/OS
• SMP/E

TSO and ISPF Version Compatibility

For JCLCheck Common Component to run authorized in the TSO environment, TSO/E is required.

Compatibility with other Broadcom Products
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The following table lists the Broadcom products that you can use with JCLCheck Common Component.

Product Minimum Release Level
CA 7 Release 11
WA Restart Option Release 3.0
APCDOC Release 11.0
ESP Release 11.3
APCDOC Release 1.3
Dispatch Any currently supported release
ACF2 Release 9.0
Top Secret Release 9.0
ASM2 Release 4.2
CA 1 Release 12.6
TLMS Release 12.6
Roscoe Release 6.0
Librarian Release 4.3
PanAPT Release 3.1
Panvalet Release 14.5
InterTest Batch Release 8.5

Security Requirements for JCLCheck Common Component
To complete the tasks, you require the following security permission:

• Superuser authority if you must mount a zFS or HFS file system.

Storage Requirements for JCLCheck Common Component
Ensure that you have the following storage available:

• If installing with ESD, 25 cylinders for the downloaded files
• For installation and setup:

– Installation = 80 cylinders
– SMP/E temporary libraries = 25 cylinders

Target Libraries

The following table shows the minimum storage requirements for the SMP/E target libraries that are required to execute
JCLCheck Common Component. The file space requirements are in terms of tracks for 3390 type DASD.

Library Name Blksize Tracks (prim,sec) Dir Blks Description

CAI.CAZ2DBRM 27920 3,3 12 DB2 database request
module library

CAI.CAZ2JCL 27920 14,14 12 Sample JCL library

CAI.CAZ2LOAD 32760 512,61 216 Load library

CAI.CAZ2MAC 27920 45,45 50 Macro library
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CAI.CAZ2PROC 27920 11,11 12 Supplied procedures

CAI.CAZ2SAMP 27920 16,10 24 Sample program source
library

CAI.CAZ2SCST 27920 11,11 12 CSM SCS template
library

CAI.CAZ2SRC 27920 52,52 12 Source library

CAI.CAZ2XML 27998 32,32 12 CSM product XML library

Distribution Libraries

The following table lists the amount of disk space that is required to install the distribution libraries:

Library Name Blksize Tracks (prim,sec) Dir Blks Description

CAI.AAZ2DBRM 27920 3,3 12 DB2 Database request
module library

CAI.AAZ2JCL 27920 14,14 12 Sample JCL library

CAI.AAZ2MAC 27920 45,45 50 Macro library

CAI.AAZ2MOD0 32760 63,63 76 Module library

CAI.AAZ2PROC 27920 11,11 12 Supplied procedures

CAI.AAZ2SAMP 27920 16,10 24 Sample program source
library

CAI.AAZ2SCST 27920 11,11 12 CSM SCS template
library

CAI.AAZ2SRC 27920 52,52 12 Source library

CAI.AAZ2XML 27998 32,32 12 CSM product XML library

JCL Procedures for JCLCheck Common Component
During the product installation, you modify and copy all JCL procedures into the CAI Common Procedure library,
CAZ2PROC. Later, during the normal execution of the product, JCLCheck Common Component uses these procedures.
We recommend that you add the CAZ2PROC library to the system PROCLIB concatenation. After the system IPL, the
procedures are readily available.

Concurrent Releases for JCLCheck Common Component
You can install this release of JCLCheck Common Component and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• If you acquired your product with Pax ESD, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set. For more information, see the online help that is included in CSM.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.
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Install Your Product Using CSM (for Common Component Users)
These topics provide information to get you started managing your product using CSM. You can use the online help that is
included in CSM to get more information.

You must already have CSM installed at your site, before you use these topics. If you do not have CSM installed, you can
download it from the Download Center on the Broadcom Support website. The support website also contains links to the
complete documentation for CSM.

Use CSM Scenarios (for Common Component Users)
Imagine that your organization has started using CSM to simplify the installation of Broadcom products and unify their
management. You have also licensed a new Broadcom product. In addition, you have a number of existing SMP/E
environments from previously installed Broadcom products.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view CSM scenarios to guide you through the process.

 

Acquire a Product (for Common Component Users)
The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) facilitates the acquisition of mainframe products and the service for those products,
such as program temporary fixes (PTFs). PAS retrieves information about products to which your site is entitled. Then it
records these entitlements in a software inventory that is maintained on your driving system.

You can use the PAS component of CSM to acquire a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to acquire a product using CSM:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support account.
To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a Broadcom Support account. If you do not have an
account, you can create one on the Broadcom Support website.

2. Determine the CSM URL for your site.
To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site CSM administrator and log in using your z/
OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a CSM account with your credentials for
the Broadcom Support website. This account enables you to download product packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Software Catalog page to locate the product that you want to manage.
After you log in to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find the product that you want to acquire, update the catalog. CSM refreshes the catalog through the
Broadcom Support website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for Broadcom Support.

4. Download the product installation packages.
After you find your product in the catalog, you can download the product installation packages.
CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the Broadcom FTP site.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

Install a Product (for Common Component Users)
The Software Installation Service (SIS) facilitates the installation and maintenance of mainframe products in the software
inventory of the driving system. This facilitation includes browsing downloaded software packages, managing SMP/E
consolidated software inventories on the driving system, and automating installation tasks.

You can use the SIS component of CSM to install a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to install a product using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. Initiate product installation and review product information.
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3. Select an installation type.
4. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
5. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. We recommend that you use new target and distribution
zones for this installation so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

6. Review the installation summary and start the installation.
7. (Optional) Review pending tasks for the SMP/E environment where you are installing your product. Continue the

installation, if applicable.
After the installation process completes, check for and install available product maintenance. The product is ready for
you to deploy. Sometimes there are other steps to perform manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment
process.

Maintain Existing Products (for Common Component Users)
You can migrate existing SMP/E environments into CSM to maintain all your installed products in a unified way from a
single web-based interface.

You can use CSM to maintain a Broadcom product.

You perform the following high-level tasks to maintain a product using CSM:

1. Migrate the SMP/E environment to CSM to maintain an existing SMP/E environment in CSM.
During the migration, CSM stores information about the SMP/E environment in the database.

2. Download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases from the Software Catalog tab.
If you cannot find the required release, you can perform the following steps to download the maintenance:
a. Add the release to the catalog manually.
b. Update the release.

3. Apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also install maintenance to a particular SMP/E environment from the SMP/E Environments tab.

After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy. Sometimes there are other steps to
perform manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment process.

Set Up the System Registry (for Common Component Users)
The system registry is a repository of variable data that all CSM managed products share. The system registry repository
contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and selected as a target for deployments and
configurations. You can create non-sysplex, sysplex, shared DASD cluster, and staging systems. You can maintain,
validate, view, and delete a registered system and you can investigate a failed validation.
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For each system that you register, there is one entry. Each entry consists of three categories of information: general,
network locations, and data destinations.

You perform the following tasks to set up the system registry in CSM:

1. Add systems to the system registry.
2. Validate systems.
3. Define network locations.
4. Set up data destinations.
5. Define environment profiles.
6. Set up remote credentials.

NOTE

Add and then validate each nonstaging system in the enterprise to which you are deploying to the CSM system
registry. You can only send a deployment to a validated system.

This process applies to each nonstaging system in your enterprise. For example, if you have five systems at
your enterprise, then perform this process five times.

After a system is validated, there is no need to validate it again. However, you can revalidate a system any time.

Deploy a Product (for Common Component Users)
The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates the mainframe product deployment from the software inventory of the
driving system to the target system. This facilitation includes deploying installed products that are policy-driven with a set
of appropriate transport mechanisms across a known topology.

You can use the SDS component of CSM to deploy a Broadcom product that you have already acquired and installed.

You perform the following high-level tasks to deploy your products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Set up methodologies.

NOTE
You can also set up methodologies when creating a deployment.

2. Create the deployment.
3. (Optional) Save the deployment for editing and deploying later.
4. (Optional) Change the deployment: Add and edit systems, products, custom data sets, and methodologies.
5. Deploy:

a. Take a snapshot.
b. Transmit to target.
c. Deploy (unpack) to mainframe environment.

6. (Optional) Delete the deployment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure. Sometimes there are other steps to
perform manually outside of CSM before beginning the configuration process.

Configure a Product (for Common Component Users)
The Software Configuration Service (SCS) facilitates the mainframe product configuration from the software inventory of
the driving system to targeted z/OS operating systems.

You can use the SCS component of CSM to configure a Broadcom product that you have already acquired, installed, and
deployed.
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You perform the following high-level tasks to configure your products using CSM:

1. From the Deployments tab, select a configurable deployment, select the associated product, and click Create
Configuration to open the Configuration wizard.

2. Create the configuration by completing all the steps in the wizard:
a. Define a configuration name and select a target system.
b. Select configuration functions and options.
c. Define system preferences.
d. Create target settings.
e. Select and edit resources.

3. Build the configuration. The last step of the Configuration wizard lets you build the configuration. If needed, you can
edit the configuration and can build the configuration again.

4. Implement the configuration. The implementation process in CSM guides you and provides detailed instructions to
start, stop, and manage the steps of the implementation process.

After the configuration process completes, the product is ready for you to use. Sometimes there are other steps to perform
manually outside of CSM.

NOTE
You cannot use CSM to configure a product to a staging system.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface (for Common Component Users)
You access CSM using the web-based interface.

You need the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL.
The login page appears.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password.
The initial page appears. If you log in for the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom
Support website.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

3. Click New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support website.

4. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings.

NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

5. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task. You can click Show Results to view the details of
the actions in a finished task.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.
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Install Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD (for Common
Component Users)
This article describes the Pax-Enhanced ESD process. We recommend that you read this overview and follow the entire
procedure the first time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation. 

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files to your

USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.

3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.

6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.

7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

 

 

How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works (for Common Component Users)
WARNING
To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process and available USS file space
before you start the procedures in this article.

Use the following process to download files using Pax-Enhanced ESD:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support and click Download Center.
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2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and genlevel (if
applicable), and click Go.

3. Download an entire product software package or individual pax files to your PC or mainframe. If you download a zip
file, you must unzip it before continuing.

NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, see the Traditional ESD User Guide. Go to Broadcom Support, log in,
and click Download Center. A link to the guide appears under the Download Help heading.

4. Perform the steps to install the product based on the product-specific steps.
The product is installed on the mainframe.

Allocate and Mount a File System (for Common Component Users)
You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for ESD downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*
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//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAESD  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAESD directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAESD

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSESDdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSESDdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File (for Common Component Users)
Use the sample job to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory.
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Follow these steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job runs and creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Sample Job to Execute the Pax Command (Unpackage.txt)

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE ',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line, make  *

//*       sure the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.        *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets (for Common Component Users)
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. You edit and
submit the UNZIPJCL job to create z/OS data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
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– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:

• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process
uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not
remove CAI after yourHLQ. Do not use the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL (for Common Component Users)
The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for
JCLCheck.

Set the NULLFILE HLQ and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications if valid libraries do not exist in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro AZ2SEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time that you edit an
installation member, type AZ2SEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your
specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ for the unzipping to DASD ESD JCL.
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The following steps include instructions to execute the AZ2SEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the AZ2EDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member AZ22ALL in an edit session and execute the AZ2SEDIT macro from the command line.
AZ22ALL is customized.

3. Submit AZ22ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for JCLCheck are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member AZ23CSI in an edit session and execute the AZ2SEDIT macro from the command line.
AZ23CSI is customized.

5. Submit AZ23CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AZ24RECD in an edit session, and execute the AZ2SEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Comment out any unwanted FMIDs.

AZ24RECD is customized.
2. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AZ24RECD to receive SMP/E base functions.

JCLCheck is received and now resides in the global zone.
3. Open the SAMPJCL member AZ25APP in an edit session, and execute the AZ2SEDIT macro from the command line.

NOTE
Comment out any unwanted FMIDs.

AZ25APP is customized.
4. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AZ25APP to apply SMP/E base functions.

Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.
5. Open the SAMPJCL member AZ26ACC in an edit session, and execute the AZ2SEDIT macro from the command line.

NOTE
Comment out any unwanted FMIDs.

AZ26ACC is customized.
6. Submit the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AZ26ACC to accept SMP/E base functions.

Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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Clean Up the USS Directory (for Common Component Users)
WARNING
This USS directory cleanup procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire
installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.

Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax-Enhanced ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Maintenance and HOLDDATA (for Common Component Users)
Broadcom Support has maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created. After the
maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

Follow these steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support and download any PTFs and HOLDDATA published since this release was created. If the
base release was created recently, no PTFs or HOLDATA will have been published yet.

2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and
the other to contain the HOLDDATA.
The PTFs and HOLDDATA become accessible to the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL maintenance members.

3. The AJ6SEDIT macro was customized in the installation steps. Verify that you still have the values from the base
installation.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ67RECP in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.
AJ67RECP is customized with your JOB statement, CSI location, and zone names.
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5. Customize the AJ67RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and HOLDDATA.

6. Submit AJ67RECP.
The PTFs and HOLDDATA are received.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member AJ68APYP in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the command line.
AJ68APYP is customized.

8. Submit AJ68APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

9. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AJ69ACCP in an edit session and execute the AJ6SEDIT macro from the
command line.
AJ69ACCP is customized.

10. (Optional) Submit yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member AJ69ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product:

ACTION
Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.

AO

Affects automated operations. It changes either the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the message.

DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages need to be rebound.

DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.

DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.

DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.

DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

EXIT

Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

EXRF

Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.
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IPL

Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This is used only when there is no alternative for dynamic
activation.

MULTSYS

Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for either pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

Code a bypass operand on your APPLY command to install SYSMODs that have internal holds. Code the bypass
operand only after you have performed the required action, or if you are performing the action after the APPLY, if that is
appropriate.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file. The HOLDDATA is commonly used
for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause problems.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

If a SYSMOD has an unresolved hold error, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY command.
You can bypass an error hold in situations that are not applicable to you. Error holds that are not applicable to you can
include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product feature that you do not
use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the hold, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the hold error. This
action lets you apply the original SYSMOD in conjunction with the fixing SYSMOD.

A special HOLDDATA class that is called ERREL exists. We have determined that the problem fixed by the SYSMOD is
more important than the one that it causes. We recommend that you apply these SYSMODs.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

 

 

Configure without CSM (for Common Component Users)
This article describe the tasks that you perform when configuring your product without CSM.

Establish JCLCheck Common Component as APF Authorized (for Common Component Users)

An increasing number of the JCLCheck Common Component options require authorization to accomplish their purpose.
We recommend that you place JCLCheck Common Component modules in a common load library with other Broadcom
products. Ensure that the common load library is APF authorized. This way, you do not have to concern yourself whether
options need authorization. You insulate yourself from future changes that could require authorization.

NOTE
For more information about using these options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.
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The following options require APF authorization:

Option Qualifier

ASM2 All options

AUTOPROC All options

HCD All options

NOTE
Authorization is also required for processing JCLLIB statements as HCD is used to support this statement.

Loading ISPF Support: JCLCheck Common Component does not support the ISPLLIB option of ISPF. The JCLCheck
Common Component programs are only loaded from LINKLIST, JOBLIB, STEPLIB, or TSOLIB!

ASM2, AUTOPROC, and HCD require JCLCheck Common Component to run authorized. ASM2 support allows
JCLCheck Common Component to identify those data sets that are under ASM2. AUTOPROC is the automatic PROCLIB
recognition option. HCD activates hardware configuration definition support for dynamically defined devices. If you
select any one of these options, authorize the JCLCheck Common Component modules (link with AC=1) and put them
in an Authorized Program Facility (APF) library. Also, if JCLCheck Common Component is to run authorized in a TSO
environment, TSO/E and a TSO authorization update is required.

To accomplish this APF requirement, do one of the following tasks:

• Place JCLCheck modules into an existing APF authorized load library, or:
• Place the JCLCheck load library into the APF authorization list (PROGxx).

In addition, we recommend that JCLCheck modules or libraries be resident in the LINKLIST.

If you opt not to place JCLCheck in the LINKLIST, concatenating authorized and unauthorized libraries causes all libraries
in the concatenation to be treated as unauthorized.

WARNING
JCLCheck Common Component load modules have numerous ALIAS names. Do not attempt to copy JCLCheck
Common Component load modules using an online utility from one library to another. Instead, if you must copy
the load modules, always tailor then run the CAZ2JCL member AJ6CAPF in batch. If you do not copy the base
module with all of its aliases in one operation, then you create multiple load modules. These modules could
cause execution and maintenance problems.

To authorize JCLCheck Common Component within TSO/E, add CAZ2CTSO to the Authorized TSO Service Facility
table (AUTHTSF). Entries for AUTHTSF are specified in the IKJTSOxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. You can update the
IKJTSO00 tables without an IPL by using the IBM TSO PARMLIB command.

NOTE
When the PARMLIB command is used, TSO/ISPF users that are currently logged on have to log out and log
back in again before their TSO session uses the updated AUTHTSF definition.

TSO/E option

When running under ISPF, which is not authorized, JCLCheck Common Component automatically recognizes that TSO/
E is installed and uses the TSOLNK TSO service facility to obtain authority. You do not have to specify this option. This
option is ignored when running JCLCheck Common Component in batch. When running under an ISPF environment,
the TSOLNK service is strictly a TSO service, ISPF does not provide it. Therefore, this service does not recognize any
modules in an ISPLLIB concatenation.
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Customize CAZ2UTAB (for Common Component Users)

Use the CAZ2UTAB CSECT to determine device types for the DD statement UNIT=value when using the NORUNTIM
option or the JCLCheck Common Component. CAZ2UTAB controls the validations that are performed, which are unique
to a specific device type, like space allocation, for example.

The CAZ2UTAB CSECT supplies unit name/device type equivalences. Unit names that are not defined in CAZ2UTAB are
processed as 3390 direct-access devices.

The CSECT consists of one or more 10-byte entries, and a single X'FF' byte terminates it. Each entry consists of an 8-
byte unit name and a 2-byte device type code. Device type codes correspond to the last 2 bytes of the UCBTYP field, as
documented in various IBM guides.

Some of the more common codes include:

Device Type Hex String

2305 2006

3330 (model1) 2009

3340 200A

3350 200B

3375 200C

3330-I (model 2) 200D

3380 200E

3390 200F

9345 2004

The default CAZ2UTAB CSECT supplied with JCLCheck contains the following entries:

 CAZ2UTAB CSECT 

          DC CL8'3420',X'8003' 

          DC CL8'3480',X'8080' 

          DC CL8'3490',X'8081' 

          DC CL8'3590',X'8083' 

          DC CL8'3590-1',X'8083' 

          DC CL8'CART',X'8080' 

          DC CL8'SYSDA',X'200F' 

          DC CL8'SYSALLDA',X'200F' 

          DC CL8'DISK',X'200F' 

          DC CL8'3380',X'200E' 

          DC CL8'3390',X'200F' 

          DC X'FF' END OF TABLE 

          END

 

For the JCL to RECEIVE and APPLY the customizations to CAZ2UTAB, refer to the member MZ2C045 in CAZ2JCL.

Migration Information for Common Component Users
If you have installed another Broadcom product, you may have already installed JCLCheck Common Component.
JCLCheck Common Component Version 12.0 is a replacement for Version 11.0. We recommend that you install Version
12.0 into separate SMP CSI zones and separate SMP target libraries. Installing into separate zones and libraries enables
your Version 11.0 to remain functional while you complete the installation and verification of Version 12.0.
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Using
The information in this area of the documentation describes how to use JCLCheck, JCLNeat, and the Job Control
Standards, including best practices. These topics also provide information about how to use JCLCheck and JCLNeat with
the REXX programming interface.

Use the navigation panel to the left to access topics on using JCLCheck, JCLNeat, and the Job Control Standards.

For JCLCheck to check your JCL successfully, complete the following tasks:

• Install the product
• Set up the JCLCheck execution JCL or environment
• Set up the JCLCheck runtime options
• Invoke JCLCheck against some JCL using one of the following execution methods: batch, online, or EDCHEK.

NOTE

You can perform these functions using various methods.

Running JCLCheck against a JCL stream produces either messages or reports about the condition of your JCL, and job
submission, if your execution method and options allow.

To install the product, follow the instructions in the Installing section. At installation time, a set of default options is
established. These options define checking capabilities for items, such as the security environment, the source of the JCL,
alternate processing activities, or the report types you want JCLCheck to issue after it checks your JCL.

Runtime options are an integral part of JCLCheck and are covered in detail in JCLCheck Runtime Options. You can
change these options using the following methods:

• ISPF online panels
• Supplementary OPTIONS file (OPTS=), if one is available
• PARM= field in the JCLCheck execution JCL EXEC statement

When running JCLCheck in batch, you can set up the options you want to use in a supplementary options file (OPTS=) or
you can specify the options you want to use in the OPTS DD statement.

Once you install JCLCheck and set up your execution environment and your options, you can scan JCL by invoking
JCLCheck in one of the following ways:

• From a batch job
• From the ISPF online panels
• Using the EDCHEK Facility (online checking)
• Using the SUBCHEK Facility (online submit to batch)
• From a CLIST
• From Roscoe

Other methods that you can use to invoke JCLCheck are covered in the Building section.

Customization Best Practices
JCLCheck presents significant opportunities for customization to meet the needs of your environment and users. To
optimize the product usage at your site, use the following best practices.

Business Value
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JCLCheck provides many interfaces such as ISPF, TSO Foreground, and batch processing. There are many options that
affect the results regardless of how JCLCheck is invoked. Best practices for Runtime Options, EDCHEK, ISPF Panels,
AUTOPROC, reporting, message handling, and REXX are included to maximize your use as required.

AUTOPROC Option

The AUTOPROC runtime option enables JCLCheck to extract the current procedure library configuration (PROCLIB) from
the JES2 or JES3 address space. Therefore, you do not have to allocate your proclibs manually when running JCLCheck.
As best practice, enable the AUTOPROC option.

Instances occur when you must search a user procedure library before the system procedure libraries. You can
accomplish this task by using the JCLCheck runtime option OPROC(ddname).

Before you run JCLCheck, specify the DD name on the OPROC option. The DD name must define the procedure libraries
that you want to search ahead of the system procedure libraries. If executing JCLCheck from ISPF (using the EDCHEK
or the ISPF panels), the OPROC DD name must be preallocated. If defining overriding procedure libraries to a DD name
is not feasible, runtime option OPROCLIB(library) can be used instead. The OPROCLIB option is mutually exclusive with
OPROC. Multiple OPROCLIB(library) statements can be specified, and the library that is defined to OPROCLIB must exist
on the system where JCLCheck runs.

Change and Suppress Message Severity Level

The severity of the JCLCheck error messages can be altered or suppressed. You can do this task with the following
methods:

• Change table JCLMSG by applying a USERMOD.
• Internally by the program which issued the error message.
• Use the MCOSYS runtime option.
• Use the MCOUSR runtime option.
• Code a REXX exec.
• Code an Assembler user error exit.

We recommend using the runtime options MCOSYS or MCOUSR due to ease of use and quicker implementation.

The MCOSYS runtime option specifies the data set name that points to the system message control option file. The data
set must be a sequential file or a PDS member with a logical record length of 80.

The following syntax is for the MCOSYS option:

 MCOSYS(sequential.file.name) | MCOSYS(pds.file.name,member)

 

The following format is the format of the message control file:

 Column    1-3     Indicates the valid CA JCLCheck WA message number from 001-999 (CAY6nnn)

 Column     4      Comma for all severity or M, I, W, E, or S severity 

 Column    5-6     Indicates the message severity

           -1      Suppress the message 

          00-03    Informational severity 

          04-07    Warning severity

          08-11    Error severity

          12-15    Serious error severity 

 Column    7-80    Comments

 

Example:

 027,04      CHANGE #27 $DMSG 'PROCEDURE','NOT FOUND'  TO SEV 4
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 079,-1      SUPPRESS #79 $DMSG 'DATA SET','SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR 

 093E04      CHANGE ‘E MESSAGE’ #93 'PROGRAM','NOT FOUND' TO SEV 4  

If the line starts with an asterisk (*) in column 1, it is considered to be a comment.

Entries can be placed in any sequence and duplicate entries override previous entries. As a best practice, keep the
message numbers in sequence to simplify locating and entry.

The MCOUSR runtime option enables you to specify the DDname of a user message control option file. The DDname
must be allocated in your TSO logon proc or to your TSO/ISPF session. When running JCLCheck in batch mode, the
DDname must also be defined in the JCLCheck job. The format of the MCOUSR control file is identical to the MCOSYS
control file. If MCOUSR is used, MCOUSR takes precedence over the MCOSYS control file.

The following syntax is for the MCOUSR option:

 MCOUSR[ddname]

 

The DDname is an optional parameter and if it is omitted, MCOUSR is used as the DDname:

 //MCOUSR  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DATASET1.NAME

 

The sequence of processing the message control is in the following order:

1. JCLMSG is processed first.
2. The program that issued the error message.
3. The MCOSYS runtime option.
4. The MCOUSR runtime option.
5. REXX message processing.
6. Assembler user error exit (CAZ1XERR).

This order of precedence means that the CAZ1XERR user exit is processed last.

The use of MCOSYS or MCOUSR adds flexibility and lets you quickly change the message severity.

Default RUNTIME Options

Default runtime options are customized by each site. As best practice, the default options should consist of runtime
options that are used no matter how JCLCheck is invoked. For instance, if REXX is used to enforce site standards, then
the STDREXX option should be in the default option.

To get a current list of the default options, execute JCLCheck in batch mode and include the runtime option "LIST". In the
execution listing, the default options are displayed under DEFAULT PARAMETERS as follows:

 DEFAULT PARAMETERS: AU CTL FULL JOB LIST XREF PXREF(RPT) PROCXREF SXREF

 

To modify the default runtime options, apply JCLCheck USERMOD MZ1C024 from the SAMPJCL data set. Validate the
sequence numbers in column 73-80.

 ...

 ./ CHANGE NAME=JCLDFLT

    CAZ2BOX TITLE='JCLDFLT - DEFAULT OPTIONS CSECT'

 OPT    DC    C'CTL FULL JOB LIST XREF PXREF(RPT) PROCXREF SXREF'

        DC    C'AU FLUSHRC(00) STDREXX(YOURREXX)'

 ./ ENDUP
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EDCHEK Options

As best practice, allocate an EDCHKDD data set to the TSO/ISPF session either through the TSO logon procedure or
CLIST. The EDCHKDD data set contains the runtime options EDCHEK (command !JCK or EJCK) uses from a TSO/ISPF
Edit session.

The following EDCHKDD statement is a sample in the TSO logon proc:

 //EDCHKDD DD DSN=CAI.CAIOPTN(CAZ1SEDA),DISP=SHR

 

Several examples are in data set CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CAZ1SEDx). The most commonly used member is CAZ1SEDA, which
contains the AUTOPROC option:

 EDCHEK TSOE   -                                                       

          AU

 

Also, you can add options to override your default options. In the following example, option NOLIST prevents the wrap
around output, and option EDCHEL expands procedures:

 EDCHEK TSOE NOLIST NOSXREF EDCHEL -                                          

          AU

 

If you are not using AUTOPROC (NOAU), then CAZ2OPTN(CAZ1SEDP) can be used and the procedure libraries must
be manually allocated as follows:

 EDCHEK PROC(PROC00)                                                   

 ALLOC FI(PROC00) DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)                               

 ALLOC FI(*)      DA(SYS2.PROCLIB)                                    

 ALLOC FI(*)      DA(USER.PROCLIB)                                    

 ALLOC FI(PROC01) DA(USER2.PROCLIB)                             

 GO

 

The JCLCheck runtime options are derived from different sources and are processed in the following order:

1. JCLDFLT module out of the box or modified by JCLCheck USERMOD MZ1C024.
2. EDCHKDD DD data set that is allocated to the TSO session.
3. EDCHEK options panel (ID JCK21) displayed by entering command %EJCK PANEL.

The list of options in effect, that display in the JCLCheck report, reflect the runtime options used.

ISPF Panel Options

The JCLCheck ISPF panels interface uses runtime options that come from several sources. The runtime options are
processed in the following order:

1. Module JCLDFLT out of the box, or modified by JCLCheck USERMOD MZ1C024.
2. JCLCheck ISPF Options Specification menus. These menus are displayed by selecting option 0 from the JCLCheck

primary menu.
3. Any runtime option can be added or overridden on the JCLCheck Foreground Invocation and Batch Submit panels.

These panels are both JCK0201.
4. CLIST JCKUSR (AUTOPROC option only).

The runtime options in the JCLCheck ISPF panels interface can be customized for each individual user.
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Report Options

When JCL is validated, 13 different types of reports can be produced and written to the SYSPRINT data set. The
JCLCheck runtime options control the number and types of reports.

The following list contains the types of reports that are produced and the associated runtime options. Review the need for
certain reports at your site to reduce overhead especially when the entire JCL library is checked.

Report 0 - LISTING OF OPTIONS
Use the LIST runtime option. This report displays the default runtime options, override options, and runtime
OPTIONS in EFFECT.

Report 1 - LISTING OF JOBSTREAM JCL
Use the JOB runtime option. This report is a card image listing of the JCL submitted to JCLCheck for validation.

Report 2 - LISTING OF MERGED JCL
Use the FULLLIST runtime option. This report is the entire JCL including expanded procedure statements.

Report 3 - DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE
Use the XREF runtime option. This report lists all data sets and PDS members that the current job being validated
is using.

Report 4 - PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE
Use the PXREF runtime option. This report lists all the programs that the current job being validated is using and
the libraries where the programs reside.

Report 5 - REPORT REPORT
Use the RPTRPT runtime option. This report lists any statement specifying the SYSOUT parameter.

Report 6 - ERROR MESSAGES
Use the ERROR runtime option. This report lists all JCLCheck error messages that are detected for the current
job being validated.

Report 7 - SUMMARY DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE
Use only the XREF and SXREF runtime options. To produce Report 3, Report 4, Report 8, and Report 7, use the
XREF and SXREF (RPT) runtime options. This report lists all the data sets and members that all the jobs being
submitted are using, for this JCLCheck run.

Report 8 - SUMMARY PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE
Use only the PXREF and SXREF runtime options. To produce Report 3, Report 4, Report 7, and Report 8, use the
PXREF and SXREF (RPT) runtime options. This report lists all the programs that all the jobs being submitted are
using, for this JCLCheck run.

Report 9 - SUMMARY REPORT REPORT
Use the RPTRPT and SXREF runtime options. This report lists all SYSOUT statements from all the jobs being
submitted for this JCLCheck run.

Report 10 - FLOW DIAGRAM
Use the GRAPH runtime option. This report is a graphic representation of the flow of the JCL being validated.
Report 10 is displayed to a SYSGRAPH DD data set.

Report 11 - PROCEDURE CROSS REFERENCE
Use the PROCXREF runtime option. This report lists all procedures used in the validation of JCL. This report also
lists a cross reference of all symbolic parameters used in the procedures and the libraries where the procedures
are found.

Report 12 - JCL PROCESSING AUDIT REPORT
Use the AUDIT runtime option. This report shows a statistical summary, input records, and averages of jobs,
steps, and DD statements.
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REXX Interface for JCLCheck

JCLCheck provides a REXX interface to help enforce site standards by issuing messages when the standards are
violated. As best practice, use the REXX interface instead of the Assembler user exit. The REXX exec is easier to
implement and does not require a USERMOD to assemble and link it into JCLCheck. Sample REXX execs CAZ1REX2
and CAZ1REXX are provided in the CAZ2CLS0 library. Use CAZ1REX2 as a template to create your own standards. The
REXX interface for JCLCheck cannot be used to alter JCL statements.

Before you code your REXX exec, see REXX for JCLCheck and JCLNeat .

To activate the REXX interface for JCLCheck, the following tasks must be done:

• Allocate the library containing the REXX exec to the SYSEXEC DD statement. The SYSEXEC DD statement must be
in the JCLCheck job (batch mode) or TSO logon proc/CLIST (ISPF mode).

• Add runtime option STDREXX (name), where name is the REXX exec found in the //SYSEXEC DD statement.
• Add runtime option REXXMSG if the Message Processing routine is used.

REXX Interface for JCLNeat

The JCLNeat REXX interface is provided to help enforce site standards by issuing messages when the standards
are violated and by updating the JCL according to site standards. Sample REXX execs are named CAZ1NRX2 and
CAZ1NREX in the CAZ2CLS0 library. Use CAZ1NRX2 as a template to create your own standards.

Before you code your REXX exec, see REXX for JCLCheck and JCLNeat.

To activate the REXX interface for JCLNeat, do the following tasks:

• Allocate the library containing the REXX exec to the SYSEXEC DD statement. The SYSEXEC DD statement must be
in the JCLCheck job (batch mode) or TSO logon proc/CLIST (ISPF mode).

• Add the runtime option REXXMEM=name, where name is the REXX exec found in the //SYSEXEC DD statement.

Maintenance Best Practices
JCLCheck maintenance is provided from the following sources:

• The Download Center - Published Solutions on the Broadcom Support web site.
• The CARS file. CARS is released quarterly and is not cumulative. CARS is installed only from CSM.

Business Value:

Application of regular maintenance is critical to minimize product problems.

As a best practice, keep JCLCheck current with all published solutions applied using CSM. Visit the JCLCheck product
home page frequently for Product News, and check the Maintenance Grid in the Product Status menu. If CSM is not
used to apply maintenance, then the Maintenance Grid is useful. The Maintenance Grid contains links to the Aggregate
Maintenance fix, fixes since the last Aggregrate Maintenance, the SMP/E Error HOLDDATA bucket, HIPERs, and product
documentation changes.

When downloading solutions from Broadcom Support, both component name "JCLCheck" and "JCLCheck Common
Component" must be selected. When a PTF has a ++HOLD action, be sure to review it thoroughly before applying the
PTF. As best practice, always run APPLY CHECK first and never force BYPASS (ID) on any PTFs. Also, PTFs can be
ACCEPTed, but APARs (test fix) and USERMODs must never be ACCEPTed.

JCLCheck does not require an IPL after installing PTFs. If a PTF was for a SUBCHEK module, you may need to execute
CAIRIM. If JCLCheck is in the LINKLIST, the LINKLIST must be refreshed.

TIP

For detailed CA mainframe maintenance procedures, search Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.
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Apply Level Set PTF Maintenance
As part of our Continuous Delivery maintenance strategy, Broadcom provides a Level Set PTF. This PTF helps you
identify your current level of maintenance and features that have been installed.

The Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream and supersedes previous Level Set
PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. The Level Set PTF:

• Makes it easier to determine the current maintenance level for your products or minimum level of maintenance that has
been applied for your products, separate from SMP/E reporting.

• Provides an easy method to receive and apply all maintenance up to a specific modification level. You can use this
information to determine the last modification level that has been installed. However, additional maintenance may have
been installed on top of the modification level.

• Helps you to understand what features are installed and available for use at your site.

The Level Set PTFs for JCLCheck are documented with Enhancements After GA in the Release Notes section.

Troubleshooting Best Practices
Product problems occur. By following the best practices for troubleshooting, you can help ensure a more successful
support experience and quicker problem resolution.

Business Value:

Providing Broadcom Support with the proper documentation helps in a quicker diagnosis and resolution to problems
reported.

CAY6182W Error Message After OS Upgrade

Symptom:

If you are using the AUTOPROC option, the error message CAY6182S ERROR INITIALIZING AUTOPROC "JCLSRB"
can appear after an upgrade has been done to the operating system.

Solution:

Review the z/OS Compatibility page and apply the required fixes for the z/OS release where you are running JCLCheck.
These fixes are downward release compatible to your other z/OS systems.

Diagnostics: Sample JCL for Batch Output

To speed up the problem diagnostics, Broadcom Support can request that the JCLCheck errors be reproduced using
JCLCheck in batch mode (EXEC PGM=JCLCheck). The use of batch and a STEPLIB DD to the JCLCheck load library
eliminates other factors.

The following JCL executes proc CAZ1JCHK from the JCLCheck CAZ2PROC data set:

 //Z1EXJCHK  JOB ... 

 //Z1EXJCHK  EXEC CAZ1JCHK, OPTION='O(OPTS) 

 //STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.JCLCHECK.CAILOAD   <== change

 //SYSIN     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.JCLLIB(JOBX)      <== change

 //OPTS      DD  *  

 AU JOB FULL LIST XREF SXREF PXREF 

 /*
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Usage Notes

• Remove AU if you are not using AUTOPROC.
• More sample JCL is located in the SAMPJCL data set, member Z1EXJCHK.

Obtain the SYSMDUMP

Broadcom Support can request a SYSMDUMP to diagnose the problem when JCLCheck ABENDs.

Follow these procedures:

1. Allocate a SYSMDUMP DD in the JCL of the failing job and ensure that all SYSUDUMP and SYSABEND DD are
removed. Also, disable all dump analysis software for this job.
 //SYSMDUMP DD DSN=HLQ.SYSMDUMP,DISP=(MOD,CATLG), 

 //            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(100,100),RLSE), 

 //            DCB=(RECFM=FBS,LRECL=4160,BLKSIZE=24960) 

 

2. Issue the following z/OS console command:
 'CD SET,SYSMDUMP=ALL' 

 

3. Run the failing job with an additional runtime option of “NOSPIE”.
4. Terse the dump and FTP it in binary mode to Broadcom.
5. FTP information:

* FTP server: supportftp.broadcom.com
* FTP Directory: /xxxxxxx/nnnnnnnn-01/files_from_customer
xxxxxx The site ID
nnnnnnnn The case number
* Use your Broadcom Support login ID and password to access the FTP server.

Produce JCLCheck Reports with !JCK

Symptom:

You must produce JCLCheck Reports to go to a data set for viewing or printing.

Solution:

The following guidelines show how to produce product reports while using the ISPF editor:

• Specify a target location for the report. You can have it go to a data set that has the attributes of LRECL=133 and
RECFM=FBA. Conversely, you can have it go directly to SYSOUT. After you have an existing data set, allocate it to
your TSO session, for example:
You have a data set named 'userid.JCLCheck.SYSPRINT'.  Allocate it with the following TSO command:
 ALLOC FI(EDCPRINT) DA('userid.JCLCHECK.SYSPRINT') SHR

 

• Make this allocation known to the product. This step is done by coding runtime option "LIST(EDCPRINT)" in your
product options control file. Normally, the user options control file is allocated to DD name EDCHKDD.  If you are using
the default product runtime options and cannot find an EDCHKDD allocation, allocate it manually as follows:
 ALLOC FI(EDCHKDD) DA('hlq.options(edchek)') SHR REUSE

 

Where 'hlq.options(edchek)' contains runtime option 'LIST(EDCPRINT)'.
• When the EDCHEK function (%EJCK or !JCK or !EDCHEK) is invoked from the ISPF Edit command line, the

product reports are placed in the file that the DD name EDCPRINT specifies.
• If you want to print it, use the IBM utility IEBGENER or use the Hardcopy Utility (ISPF 3.6).
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NOTE

A sample clist member CAZ1SEDC is provided in hlq.CAZ2CLS0 that performs both the EDCPRINT and
EDCHKDD allocations. A sample control member CAZ1SEDL is provided in hlq.CAZ2OPTN that includes the
list option.

SLIP Dump

Sometimes, Broadcom Support requests a SLIP dump when the appropriate documentation is required.

The following SLIP command triggers a dump when an 0Cx (0C1, 0C3, 0C4, ...) ABEND occurs. Broadcom Support can
provide different kinds of SLIP instructions to gather documentation.

 /SLIP SET,COMP=0Cx,ACTION=SVCD,ID=EDCK

 

Reply to IEE726D ENTER ADDITIONAL SLIP PARAMETERS, 'END'

 /R __,JOBLIST=(xxxxxxxx,zzzzzzzz) or JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx

 

Reply to IEE726D ENTER ADDITIONAL SLIP PARAMETERS, 'END'

 /R __,SDATA=(CSA,LPA,LSQA,PSA,RGN,SQA,SWA,SUM,TRT,WLM,NUC),END

 

SVCDUMP and the Debug Option

Sometimes, Broadcom Support requests an SVCDUMP to diagnose why a CAY6nnnx error message is produced. The
DEBUG option takes an SVCDUMP when the error message is produced. The SVCDUMP is written to your system dump
data set.

Add to the list of runtime options:

 DEBUG(nnn,01) NOSPIE

 

Example: Request an SVCDUMP

This example shows how to request an SVCDUMP after the third occurrence of message CAY6085W:

 DEBUG(085,03)

 

Use JCLCheck
For JCLCheck to check your JCL successfully, complete the following tasks:

• Install the product
• Set up the JCLCheck execution JCL or environment
• Set up the JCLCheck runtime options
• Invoke JCLCheck against some JCL using one of the following execution methods: batch, online, or EDCHEK.

NOTE

You can perform these functions using various methods.

Running JCLCheck against a JCL stream produces either messages or reports about the condition of your JCL, and job
submission, if your execution method and options allow.
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To install the product, follow the instructions in the Installing section. At installation time, a set of default options is
established. These options define checking capabilities for items, such as the security environment, the source of the JCL,
alternate processing activities, or the report types you want JCLCheck to issue after it checks your JCL.

Runtime options are an integral part of JCLCheck and are covered in detail in JCLCheck Runtime Options. You can
change these options using the following methods:

• ISPF online panels
• Supplementary OPTIONS file (OPTS=), if one is available
• PARM= field in the JCLCheck execution JCL EXEC statement

When running JCLCheck in batch, you can set up the options you want to use in a supplementary options file (OPTS=) or
you can specify the options you want to use in the OPTS DD statement.

Once you install JCLCheck and set up your execution environment and your options, you can scan JCL by invoking
JCLCheck in one of the following ways:

• From a batch job
• From the ISPF online panels
• Using the EDCHEK Facility (online checking)
• Using the SUBCHEK Facility (online submit to batch)
• From a CLIST
• From Roscoe

Other methods that you can use to invoke JCLCheck are covered in the Building section.

Cataloged Procedure
JCLCheck supplies the following cataloged procedure. This procedure performs the same function as the previous
execution JCL using a library procedure to contain the JCL that JCLCheck checks. This procedure contains the key JCL
with the exception of the SYSIN statement. Once you install JCLCheck at your site, use the cataloged procedure as
follows:

 //       EXEC CAZ1JCHK, OPTION='options'

//SYSIN  DD DATA,DLM='ZZ'

  (JCL to analyze)

ZZ

or

//       EXEC CAZ1JCHK OPTION='options'

//SYSIN  DD DSN=library,DISP=SHR

 

Define Syntax Checking and Message Severity
JCLCheck performs complete syntax checking on the JCL including JES2 and JES3 control statements. JCLCheck reads,
validates, and interprets certain IDCAMS, IEHPROGM, and XCOM control statements that perform JCL-like functions.
JCLCheck simulates allocation/termination conditions to identify common errors such as misspelled data set names,
incorrect disposition, and incorrect volume serial numbers.

Standard JCLCheck error messages are assigned to one of five value levels. These message levels are:

0 = Informational

4 = Warning

8 = Error

12 = Critical
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16 = Severe

The JCLCheck SEV option allows you to define which level of error severity you want to view.

View Error Messages

Create some errors in your JCL, such as EXEC PPM=.

1. Rerun JCLCheck.
2. Scan the JCLCheck reports to see the messages produced in Report 6 - Error Messages.

    EDIT -- CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL(ZXJCSCMP) - 01.05 - MEMBER ZXJCSCMP SAVED

   COMMAND ===>                     SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

    //* PROCEDURE TO COMPILE JOB CONTROL STANDARDS FROM THE JCLCHECK

    //* JOB CONTROL STANDARDS (JCS) RULES DATABASE. THE OUTPUT OF THE

    //* COMPILE CONSISTS OF A SERIES OF MACROS THAT NEED TO BE ASSEMBLED

    //* AND LINKED AS MODULE 'CAZ1SUSR'.

    //* --------------------------------------------------------------------

    //EVAL1    EXEC PPM=CAZ1EVAL

    //STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,            LOADLIB FOR CAZ1EVAL    

    //             DSN=CAI.APCMTL.CAILOAD

    //STDRULE  DD  DISP=SHR,            JCLS RULES DATABASE 

    //             DSN=CAI.APCMTL.JCLCHK.STDRULE

    //SYSLIN   DD  DISP=SHR,            OUTPUT LIBRARY  

    //             DSN=CAI.APCMTL.CAZ2OPTN(CAZ1SUSR)

    //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

    //*--------------------------------------------------------------------*

    //*        PROCEDURE TO ASSEMBLE SOURCE FOR JCLCHECK USER EXITS        *

  

  

  

   -----------------------CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION --------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd     User: USER02        Time: 11:35 

 

  Data Set Name     ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL'   

  Library Type      ===> PDS      (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)  

  Member            ===> ZXJCSCMP (Batch Submit -- Use * for all members)   

  Volume Seria  l   ===>          (If Not CATALOGED)    

  CPU-ID            ===>          (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU) 

  SYSTERM           ===> N        (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)    

  SYSPRINT          ===> Y        (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )    

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

  OPTIONS       ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) V    

  OPTIONS       ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS       ===> SYN RUNT   

  OPTIONS       ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS       ===>    

  SAVED         ===>    

  SAVED         ===>    
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Eliminate Warning Messages

Specify SEV(8) in the OPTIONS field on the INVOCATION panel.

Specifying SEV(8) causes JCLCheck to display only those errors at a severity level of 8 or higher. These errors
discontinue JCL execution.

• Rescan the JCL and view Report 6 again. Notice that SEV(8) has suppressed the Warning messages.

   ---------------------- CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION -------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd     User: USER02        Time: 11:35 

 

  Data Set Name   ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL' 

  Library Type    ===> PDS          (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)    

  Member          ===> ZXJCSCMP     (Batch Submit -- Use * for all members) 

  Volume Serial   ===>              (If Not CATALOGED)  

  CPU-ID          ===>              (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

  SYSTERM         ===> N            (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

  SYSPRINT        ===> Y            (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

  OPTIONS     ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) V  

  OPTIONS     ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END) 

  OPTIONS     ===> SYN RUNT     SEV(8) 

  OPTIONS     ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))  

  OPTIONS     ===>  

  SAVED       ===>  

  SAVED       ===>  

 

NOTE

More information:

• For information about the SEV runtime option, search SEV.
• For information about JCLCheck messages, search JCLCheck Messages.

Execute JCL DD Statements
Use the following EXEC statement to invoke JCLCheck:

EXEC
Calls the JCLCheck program and supplies all the PARM requirements. This EXEC statement is required.

NOTE

For a complete description of all the PARM options available, search Setting up JCLCheck Options.

STEPLIB
Statement that points to the JCLCheck load library to call the JCLCheck procedure.
The STEPLIB statement is only required if it is not set up in the linklist.
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Use the following list of required and optional DD statements when you invoke JCLCheck:

SYSPRINT
File that receives the JCLCheck reports. Its logical record length is 133 and it can be blocked. To change the
ddname of this file, use the LIST option.
Required unless PARM=NOLIST is specified or the NOLIST option is specified in the options file.

SYSPROC
Statement that points to the procedure library that JCLCheck uses to resolve references to cataloged procedures.
If you have more than one procedure library, you can concatenate other data sets on DD statements to this one.
To change the ddname of this file, use the PROC option. Specify the same procedure libraries for this file as you
have specified in your JES procedure. Generally, the ddname is PROC00 for JES2 and IATPLBST for JES3.
Required unless you are using AUTOPROC.

CAIVMFI
TLMS Volume Master File (VMF).
Required if TLMS support is installed and you select the TLMS (TLMS) support option.

PROCnn
Provides JCLCheck support for the PROCLIB parameter of the JES2 /*JOBPARM control statement.
Required unless you are using AUTOPROC. You should add the PROCLIB allocation statements from the JES2
procedure to the JCL that executes JCLCheck.
Do not use with AUTOPROC.

IATPLBnn
Provides JCLCheck support for the PROC= parameter of the JES3 //*MAIN control card. If you desire support,
add the alternate PROCLIB allocation statements from your JES3 procedure to the JCL which executes
JCLCheck.
Optional.

JCHKFREE
Marks the beginning of the sequence of DD statements that describe the data sets that you want JCLCheck to
dequeue.
Optional unless you specify PARM=DEQUE.

JENDFREE
Specifies the end of the sequence of DD statements that you want JCLCheck to free.
Optional unless you specify PARM=DEQUE.

SYSGRAPH
Receives the Flow Diagram Report (Report #10). The default ddname is SYSGRAPH. Specify another ddname by
using the GRAPH option. The default and minimum possible value for LRECL is 133.
Optional unless you specify PARM=GRAPH.

NOTE

For information about the GRAPH option, search GRAPH.

COBLIB
Use with the COBEXIT option. The COBLIB statement describes a load library that can contain a JCLCheck
COBOL exit routine. When you include this statement, JCLCheck loads the COBOL exit program named in
the COBEXIT option from this library. Use this statement to facilitate development and testing of COBOL exit
programs. Optional.

SYSDICT
Accesses the APCDOC Cross-Reference database. The SYSDICT DD statement specifies the cluster data set
name for this database.
Required only if you install the APCDOC interface.
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SYSDICT1
Accesses the APCDOC Cross-Reference database. The DD statement specifies the path name for the Cross-
Reference database.
Required only if you install the APCDOC interface.

SYSTERM
Contains the terminal report file. The logical record length is 80 and can be blocked. You can change the ddname
of this file with the TERM option.

NOTE
For information about the TERM option, search TERM.

Optional unless you specify PARM=TERM.
SYSRDR

Defines the destination for error-free job streams. JES2 automatically processes these jobs if the statement is
coded as shown on the previous page. JCLCheck writes the JCL for jobs containing errors to the point of the
error, and then terminates with a JES2 /*PURGE (or HASP /*DEL) control statement.
Optional unless you specify PARM=SUBMIT.

SYSDDxxx
In non-MVS systems, needed for the dynamic allocation of data sets required by the CTLSCAN, EASYPROC, or
PXREF options. When using any of these options, you should add a SYSDDxxx DD statement for every volume
that contains a control statement data set (for CTLSCAN), a private procedure library (for EASYPROC), or a
program library (PXREF). In practice, it is probably best to include a volume allocation DD statement for every
resident or reserved volume in the installation, as part of a standard JCLCheck procedure. You can change the
ddname prefix on these DD statements with the PREFIX option.
Optional in non-MVS and not used in MVS.

SYSIN
Points to the JCL stream that you want JCLCheck to analyze. JCLCheck also requires the DLM parameter if an
input stream data set contains any statements beginning with "/*" (such as JES2 control statements). This data
set is either a card image file, a partitioned data set (with the PDS option), a Panvalet library (with the Panvalet
option), or a Librarian library (with the Librarian option). Change the ddname of this file with the Input option.

NOTE
For more information, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

SYSIN requires an LRECL of 80.
Required.

STDRULE
Accesses the JCLCheck Standards Rules database. This DD statement specifies the data set name for the
database.
Optional.

SYSTSPRT
Use with the STDREXX option. Receives the REXX error messages and output from REXX commands. Its logical
record length is 133, and it can be blocked. The ddname may be different if your site has changed the REXX
installation defaults.
Optional.

SYSEXEC
Points to the REXX EXEC library used with the STDREXX option.
Optional.
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Input a Job Stream
To run JCLCheck, you must enter a job stream containing one or more jobs, exactly as you would submit the job streams
to z/OS. The job stream should begin with a JOB statement to identify the first job and provide headings for reports. If a
JOB statement is not present, JCLCheck substitutes a "dummy" JOB statement.

JCLCheck does not require separators between jobs, the JOB statement itself serves as a delimiter. JCLCheck considers
multiple jobs in the input as completely independent, unless you specify the SXREF or PDSRELATE runtime options.
Using either of these options causes JCLCheck to remember catalog and VTOC updates between jobs.

JCLCheck can also use all or part of a partitioned data set (PDS), cataloged procedure library, Panvalet library, or
Librarian library as its input. In this case, it considers each member a separate job, whether it contains a JOB statement
or not. JCLCheck determines the type of input by using the PDS, PANVALET, and LIBRARIAN options. In addition, the
PDSRELATE option causes JCLCheck to treat library members as a series of related jobs.

NOTE

For more information about input functions, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

Integrate Broadcom Products with JCLCheck
JCLCheck provides interfaces to many Broadcom products and other products, but these integrations must be set up by
the user. The information in this section explains how to integrate JCLCheck with products like CA 1, APCDOC, CA 7, and
more.

Use the navigation panel to the left to access information about integrating the following products with JCLCheck:

• CA 1
• APCDOC
• ASM2
• Dispatch
• Easyproclib
•
• TLMS
• WA Restart Option)
• CA 7
• DB2
• IMS

Integrate CA 1
To set up CA 1 integration, specify the TMS option.

   OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> TM SYN RUNT

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===> DISPATCH(R,M,A,)   

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

NOTE
For information about the TMS runtime option, search TMS.
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Integrate APCDOC
This article explains how to set up an APCDOC integration.

Follow these steps:

NOTE
This step includes the fictitious APCDOC system name of SYSTEMS. You would use your own system name
that is already defined to APCDOC.

1. Access the APCDOC Main Menu (CASUGMSP).
2. Select Option 4 (Maintenance).
3. Select Option 6 (DOCSCAN) on the Maintenance (Selection) panel (CASUMMSP).
4. On the Maintenance DOCSCAN (Selection) panel (CASUMNNP), select Option 2 to access the DOCSCAN Selection

panel.
5. On the Maintenance DOCSCAN (Selection) panel (CASUMNSP), enter all pertinent information for the system you

intend to check with JCLCheck.
 CASUGMSP ----    CA APCDOC MAIN MENU    -    REL 1.3    ----------------

      OPTION ===> 4 

 

  1  CROSS REF      - Display Various Cross-References  

  2  DOCUMENTATION  - Display and Update Documentation  

  3  REPORTS        - Produce and View Reports  

  4  MAINTENANCE    - Perform Database Maintenance Functions    

  5  SYSGEN         - Update SYSGEN Information 

  6  CA JCLCHECK    - Invoke CA JCLCHECK    

 

  X  EXIT           - Terminate CA APCDOC   

 

Please Enter HELP for Helpful Information

        GENLEVEL for Genlevel Information

  

  

  

 CASUMMSP ---------    MAINTENANCE    (SELECTION)    ---------------------

  OPTION ===> 6 

 

  1  DELETE     - Delete Cross-Reference Records    

  2  UPLOAD     - Upload the Documentation Database 

  3  DOWNLOAD   - Download the Documentation Database   

  4  DBCOPY     - Copy Documentation from One Database to Another   

  5  DOCPURGE   - Purge Cross-Reference or Documentation Records in Batch   

  6  DOCSCAN    - Invoke DOCSCAN to Update the Cross-Reference Database 

  7  DOCCHECK   - Invoke DOCCHECK to Check the Cross-Reference Records

  

  

  

   --------    MAINTENANCE: DOCSCAN    (SELECTION)    ---------------------

  OPTION ===> 2 

 

  1  PROCLIB    - Update Procedure Libraries    

  2  DOCSCAN    - DOCSCAN Submission
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   ---------    MAINTENANCE: DOCSCAN    (SELECTION)    ---------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

 Input Job Stream

   Joblist Name         ==> (Enter * for a list)    

   Liblist Name         ==> (Enter * for a list)    

   Data Set Name        ==>    'CAI.CHQA.J670.CHQAJCL'  

   Data Set Type        ==> P   (S=Seq | P=PDS | N=PANVALET | L=LIBRARIAN)  

   Members to Include or Exclude ==>      (I=Include | X=Exclude)

     ==> APCPROD1

     ==> APCPROD2

     ==> APCPROD3

   Member Range

   From ==> To ==>  

 

SYSID               ==>    Processing Options: Reports to produce: 

VSAM Catalogs Used  ==> Y (Y|N)  DELTA    ==> N (Y|N)  Tape Pull  ==> N (Y|N)

VSAM Password       ==>          PRCDELTA ==> N (Y|N)  Report     ==> N (Y|N)   

                                 DIRUPD   ==> N (Y|N)  Job Action ==> N (Y|N)   

 

  System Name   ==>   SYSTEMS   APPEND Before   ==>   First ==>   (Y)   

  Predecessors  ==>   (Y|N)     APPEND After    ==>   Last  ==>   (Y)   

 

6. Enter 0 on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu.
7. Enter 1 on the JCLCheck Control Options Menu.
8. Enter Y in the DICT field, and press F3 (End) to exit the panel.

 JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 0 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd     User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

 

    0 - Option Specifications   

 

    1 - CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation 

 

    2 - CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit    

 

    3 - CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit  

 

    4 - CA 7 Interface Invocation   

 

    5 - CA Scheduler Interface Invocation   

 

    6 - JCLNeat - Batch Submit  

 

    7 - RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution  

 

    X - Exit   
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    ----------------- CA JCLCHECK/CONTROL OPTIONS MENU ------------------

   OPTION ===> 1 

 

 

   Date: yyyy/mm/dd     User: USER02    Time: 10:58 

 

    1 - Process Control Options 

 

    2 - Output Control Options  

 

    3 - Security Options    

 

    4 - JCLNeat Options 

 

    5 - Job Card Specifications 

 

    X- Exit 

  

  

  

   -----------CA JCLCHECK PROCESS CONTROL OPTIONS--------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Date: mm/dd/yyyy      User:    USER02      Time:    10:58

 

        Go to ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS PANEL   => N

 

 CCLIST  - Number of program control cards to be listed         (0-999) =>   5

 COND    - Simulate execution according to condition codes              =>   N

 CTLSCAN - Scan utility control statements                              =>   Y

 EASYPROC- CA Easyproclib support                                       =>   N

 MSS     - Stage VTOC of MSS volumes if necessary                       =>   N

 PXREF   - Check program and PDS member existence                       =>   Y

 SEV     - Minimum severity of errors to be listed              (0-16)  =>   0

 SPACE   - Check blksize efficiency for new DASD files                  =>   Y

   (ALL) - Check blksize efficiency for existing DASD files too         =>   N

   (NN)  - Minimum % of track usage (give warning if less)      (0-99)  =>   65

 SXREF   - Check JCL across jobs                                        =>   N

 CSI     - Use Catalog Search Interface for catalog lookup              =>   Y

 PROC    - Define alternate proclibs                                    =>   N

         - Alternate proclib(s) are selected                            =>   N

 DICT    - Define CA APCDOC XREF database                               =>   Y

           Update PROFILE with these options                            => Y

 

9. On the Define JCLCheck/APCDOC Data Base panel (JCK08), enter the name of the system in the SYSTEM field.
10. Enter the APCDOC high-level qualifier in the APCDOC Database high-level qualifier field.
11. Enter the APCDOC database name in the Database Name field.
12. Enter the APCDOC database path in the Database Path field.

NOTE
As an alternative, you can enter this information in the OPTIONS fields on the INVOCATION panel.
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Do not use the update parameter on the DICT option. JCLCheck obtains information about the predecessors from the
database and uses it when scanning this job.
Press F3 (End) to exit the panel.
   -----------------DEFINE JCLCHECK/APCDOC DATA BASE ----------------- JCK08

  COMMAND ===>

 

  DATE - yyyy/mm/dd     USER - USER02       TIME - 10:13    

 

  DICT  - Production XREF Data Base Option  

  UPDATE    - Update the XREF Data Base from this run      => N 

 

    SYSTEM  - System Name   =>  SYSTEMS

 

     For CA APCDOC Release 1.1 and above, DBHLQ is required:

 

     APCDOC Database high level qualifier => 'CAI.CHQA'

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------

     For CA APCDOC Release 1.0, database names are required:

 

     APCDOC Database Name   =>  'CAI.CHQA.CAAPCDOC.SYSDICT'

     APCDOC Database Path   =>  'CAI.CHQA.CAAPCDOC.SYSPATH'

 

     Important note:

     Enter either high level qualifier or database names, but not both.

 

13. Return to the Foreground INVOCATION panel (JCK0201) and enter the data set name from your APCDOC panel in
the Data Set Name field.

14. Enter the library type in the Library Type field.
15. Enter the member, with a job name in the middle of the system (SYSTEMS) (see number 8 in this group of steps), in

the Member field, and press enter.
The result is a list of predecessor/successor relationships for the jobs that are defined to that system.
   ---------------- CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION ------------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

  Date: yyyy/mm/dd  User: USER02            Time: 10:54 

 

  Data Set Name ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL' 

  Library Type ===> PDS     (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)   

  Member    ===>    USER02  (Batch Submit -- Use * for all members) 

  Volume Serial ===>        (If Not CATALOGED)  

  CPU-ID    ===>            (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

  SYSTERM   ===> N          (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

  SYSPRINT  ===> Y          (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

  OPTIONS   ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) PROCX  

  OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> DICT  SYN RUNT 

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===>    
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  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

16. You can update the APCDOC database from JCLCheck by specifying Y in the Update the XREF Data Base from this
run field on the Define JCLCheck/APCDOC database panel (JCK08). This step is helpful for stand-alone jobs or when
scanning an entire system.

17. Enter the library type in the Library Type field.

NOTE
For more information, search the runtime options DICT, SYSID, and SYSTEM.

    ---------------DEFINE JCLCHECK/APCDOC DATA BASE ----------------- JCK08

   COMMAND ===>

 

   DATE - yyyy/mm/dd    USER  -  USERID         TIME - 10:13    

 

   DICT - Production XREF Data Base Option  

   UPDATE   - Update the XREF Data Base from this run       =>  Y

 

   SYSTEM   - System Name  =>   

 

      For CA APCDOC Release 1.1 and above, DBHLQ is required:

 

   APCDOC Database high level qualifier => CAI.CAAPCDOC 

   -------------------------------------------------------------------------

      For CA APCDOC Release 1.0, database names are required:

 

   APCDOC Database Name =>  

   APCDOC Database Path =>  

 

     Important note:

     Enter either high level qualifier or database names, but not both.

  

  

  

   -------------------- CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION ---------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

  Date: yyyy/mm/dd  User: USER02            Time: 10:54 

 

  Data Set Name ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL'

  Library Type ===> PDS     (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)

  Member    ===>            (Batch Submit -- Use * for all members) 

  Volume Serial ===>        (If Not CATALOGED)  

  CPU-ID    ===>            (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

  SYSTERM   ===> N          (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

  SYSPRINT  ===> Y          (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

  OPTIONS   ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) PROCX  

  OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   
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  OPTIONS   ===> DICT(UP)  SYN RUNT 

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

Integrate ASM2
This option requests support of the ASM2 DASD storage manager. ASM2 requires that JCLCheck be APF-authorized.

Specify the ASM2 option in the OPTIONS field on the INVOCATION panel or as one of your OPTS default options.

   OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> DICT(UP)  SYN RUNT 

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===>    ASM2 

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

NOTE
For information about the ASM2 runtime option, search ASM2.

Integrate Dispatch
Specify the DISPATCH option, with the SYSOUT classes that Dispatch controls.

Specify the RPtrpt option. The REPORT Listing tells you the SYSOUTs that Dispatch controls.

  OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX   RP ER( END)

  OPTIONS   ===> DICT(UP)  SYN RUNT 

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===> DISPATCH(R,M,A,)   

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

Integrate Easyproclib
To set up Easyproclib integration, scan a member with a PROCLIB DD by entering the EAsyproc option.

   OPTIONS    ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)  

  OPTIONS    ===> DICT(UP)  SYN RUNT    

  OPTIONS    ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))   

  OPTIONS    ===>   EA 

  SAVED      ===>   

  SAVED      ===>   

 

NOTE
For information about the EASYPROC runtime option, search EASYPROC.
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Integrate APCDOC
This article explains how to set up the APCDOC integration.

Follow these steps: 

1. Enter 5 on the OPTION line to select the APCDOC Interface INVOCATION panel from the JCLCheck SPF/Menu.
2. Enter APCDOC data on the Job Scheduling Interface for APCDOC panel.

This submits a batch job using the CAJUTIL0 procedure. Review the results.

JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 5

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

    X  -  Exit  

 

 

 

 -------------- JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA Scheduler-------------------

 COMMAND ===>

 DATE  - mm/dd/yy   USER - TIMTI01      TIME - 08:21    

  Simulate From Date    ==> AUTOS   Report From Time ==> 

  Simulate For          ==> 1       Report To Time   ==> 

  Simulate From Time    ==>         SIMWORK          ==> N   

  REVISE                ==> N       SIMVOL           ==> 

  Stage JCL             ==> N       Everyday         ==> N   

Select Report Names to Include:

  BACKLOG   DEVUTIL     LATEJOBS    SELECTED     UNITUTIL    

  DATETRAN  EXPERROR    RESALL      SIMEXEC 

 Enter Any CA Scheduler Simulate Information:

 ==>
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 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

        Press Enter to Submit or End to Return to Main Menu 

Integrate TLMS
To set up TLMS Integration, specify the TLms option.

   OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===>    TL SYN RUNT

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===> DISPATCH(R,M,A,)   

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

NOTE
For information about the TLMS runtime option, search TLMS.

Integrate WA Restart Option
If your JCL contains a step that calls WA Restart Option, specify the CA11 option. If your JCL does not contain a CA11
step, specify SUPCAT. Messages such as, DATA SET ALREADY CATALOGED, are suppressed.

NOTE

For more information, search:

• CA11
• Installation Options (Login Required)
• Job Control Standards

Integrate CA 7
A CA 7 integration is supported with two options. The first is option 4 - CA 7 Interface Invocation (described here). The
second is option 7 - RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution, which is described in About External Variables.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 4 on the OPTION line to select the CA 7 Interface INVOCATION panel.
2. Do one of the following tasks:

– On the JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA 7 panel, enter all necessary CA 7 data.
– Specify the CA7 option with an SCHD ID for a job containing #XI, #XO, #JI, and #JO statements in the JCLCheck

INVOCATION panel. View the results.
This example requests that JCLCheck process the input and include or exclude JCL based on a schedule ID of 1, as if
the job were to be run on Friday, August 2, 2000, at 7:00 p.m.
This submits a batch job to invoke the CA 7 interface SSJCK0. Review the results.

NOTE
For information about the CA7 runtime option, search CA7.
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 JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 4 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

 

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

 

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

 

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

 

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

 

    X  -  Exit  

  

  

  

  ------------------JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA 7---------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Date - mm/dd/yyyy       User - USER02   Time - 16:30    

  From Date ==> 120195    From Time       ==> 12:00   

  To   Date ==> 120295    To   Time       ==> 12:00   

  CA 7 OPID ==> USER02    Password        ==> 

 

 

   Enter Jobs and/or Systems to be selected:

 

  Jobname ==> PAYROLL   System ==> PRD1 

  Jobname ==> GENLEDGE  System ==> PRD2 

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

  Jobname ==>           System ==>  

 

       Press Enter to Submit or End to return to main menu

  

  

  

   OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> DICT(UP)  SYN RUNT 
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  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===> CA7(1 95214 1900) 

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

Integrate DB2
To set up DB2 integration, specify the DB2 option.

   OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> DB2 SYN RUNT

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===> DISPATCH(R,M,A,)   

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

NOTE
For information about the DB2 runtime option, search DB2.

Integrate IMS
To set up IMS integration, specify the IMS option.

   OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> IMS SYN RUNT

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===> DISPATCH(R,M,A,)   

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

NOTE
For information about the IMS runtime option, search IMS.

Integrate with the Ansible Collection
The Ansible Collection for JCLCheck automates various tasks. The JCLCheck Ansible Collection functions derive from the
respective CLI plug-in and can be used in a playbook.

JCLCheck has an Ansible® Collection which is publicly available in the Broadcom space on the Ansible Galaxy website.

As a system administrator, you leverage Ansible extensively in off-host environments for a wide variety of automation
tasks. Integrate JCLCheck with the Ansible Collection to extend the capabilities of the product. The JCLCheck Ansible
Collection automates the following tasks:

• Configuration management
• Application deployment
• CLI testing
• Provisioning

The JCLCheck Ansible Collection, like all Broadcom Product Ansible collections, follows the typical structure and is
designed to enable quick and easy implementation and use. Individual collections are direct derivatives of the JCLCheck
plug-in for Zowe CLI. Each CLI-enabled function is also available for use within an Ansible playbook. For example, an
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Ansible playbook lets you include a list of commands (tasks) that will be executed in the order that you specify. Use this
collection if your organization has Ansible and wants to increase mainframe productivity by introducing automation for
both simple and more complex JCLCheck tasks.

The following resources help you learn how to integrate pname variable with the Ansible Collection:

• Download JCLCheck Ansible Collection
Download the .tar.gz Ansible Collection file from Ansible Galaxy.

• Install JCLCheck Ansible Collection
Learn how to install the collection on your Ansible control node. The page includes instructions on how to use the
Ansible commands and playbooks.

• Read the Ansible documentation
Find out more about how you can use Ansible.

Invoke JCLCheck from a CLIST
JCLCheck provides a CLIST in member CAZ1TJCK in the CAZ2CLS0 library. This CLIST contains file allocation
statements for the key JCLCheck files. If the CLIST is installed with the name CHECK, you can invoke it as a TSO
command:

 %CHECK 'input.dataset.name' PARM('runtime-options')

 

These programs should only be used when the corresponding TSO/E commands do not run because of the environment;
always use the standard ALLOCATE and FREE commands where possible.

When TSO/E commands are executed in the user REXX procedure, JCLCheck must be run in a TSO/E environment, for
example, IKJEFT01.

To keep authorization, JCLCheck must be defined in the AUTHPGM entry of the IKJTSO00 PARMLIB member.

NOTE

For information about authorization, search Establish JCLCheck as APF Authorized.

Due to the authorized environment, ALLOCATE or FREE TSO/E commands executed in the user REXX procedure fail
with RC=-3. Four programs can be used instead of the TSO/E ALLOCATE and FREE commands. Contrary to the IBM
commands, these programs do not require any specific environment to run with.

The CAZ1ALDS module is used to allocate data sets. The complete syntax including all the available parameters when
called in a REXX environment is:

 VAR = 'dd name,dataset name,member name,disp1,disp2,disp3,recfm,

       lrecl,blksize,space unit,primary alloc,secondary alloc,directory,

       unitname,volume serial,SMS storclas,SMS dataclas'

ADDRESS ATTCHMVS 'CAZ1ALDS VAR'

 

Usage notes:

• SPACE UNIT can be "TRK" for Tracks or "CYL" for Cylinders. "BLK" is not supported.
• disp1 is the status sub-parameter.
• disp2 the normal termination disposition sub-parameter.
• disp3 the abnormal termination (conditional) disposition sub-parameter.
• The default value for disp1 is SHR.
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Example 1: Allocate a Data Set with a DDname

This example shows how to allocate the data set PROD.JCK.CNTL with the ddname DD1 and status SHR:

 VAR='DD1,PROD.JCK.CNTL'

 

Example 2: Allocate a Data Set

This example shows how to allocate data set PROD.JCK.TEST:

 VAR='DD1,PROD.JCK.TEST,,NEW,CATLG,CATLG,FBA,133,,TRK,1,2,,SYSDA,TEST01'

 

This is the same as allocating with the following JCL statement:

 //DD1 DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,SPACE=(TRK,(1,2)),

//    UNIT=SYSDA,VOL=SER=TEST01

 

Since the parameters are positional, commas are used for any omitted parameters.

The CAZ1ALSY module is used to allocate SYSOUT files. The complete syntax including all the available parameters
when called in a REXX environment is:

 VAR = 'dd name,class'

ADDRESS ATTCHMVS 'CAZ1ALSY VAR'

 

Example 1: Allocate DD1

This example shows how to allocate DD1 to SYSOUT=A:

 VAR='DD1,A'

 

Example 2: Allocate DD2

This example shows how to allocate DD2 to the default class (same as SYSOUT=*):

 VAR='DD2,*'

 

The CAZ1CONC module is used to concatenate data sets. The complete syntax including all the available parameters
when called in a REXX environment is:

 VAR = 'dd name1,...dd name16'

ADDRESS ATTCHMVS 'CAZ1CONC VAR'

 

Up to 16 DDs can be concatenated with one call to the program.

The CAZ1FREE module is used to unallocate data sets. The complete syntax including all the available parameters, when
called in a REXX environment, is:

 VAR = 'dd name1,...dd name16'

ADDRESS ATTCHMVS 'CAZ1FREE VAR'

 

Up to 16 DDs can be unallocated with one call to the program.
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Return Codes:

• 0—Function was successful.
• 4—Function not complete; reason could be an invalid parameter.
• 8—Function was not successful; internal (contact Broadcom Support).
• 12—Function was not successful; invalid parameter list given.

Invoke JCLCheck with EDCHEK
The optional EDCHEK feature lets you run JCLCheck as an edit macro under ISPF. This feature offers the ideal
functionality for checking your JCL online while working in the ISPF Editor. JCLCheck analyzes and reports on the JCL in
the file you are currently editing.

Edit macros are called within ISPF edit by entering either a percent sign (%) or an exclamation point (!) preceding the edit
macro name.

To invoke EDCHEK, enter %EJCK, !EDCHEK, or !JCK (a shorthand form of JCLCheck) to invoke JCLCheck processing
against the contents of your edit file. The preferred method to invoke EDCHEK is %EJCK. This CLIST calls the EDCHEK
macro. The advantage of using %EJCK is that you can specify runtime options on the command line. These options are
combined with the options specified in the EDCHEK options file. You cannot specify runtime options on the command line
when using !EDCHEK or !JCK.

To try EDCHEK, execute CLIST CAZ1SEDC in CAZ2CLS0 to allocate the files you need then select ISPF to edit a JCL
member. While trying EDCHEK, you may want to modify your JCL to generate errors.

You can assign the %EJCK, !EDCHEK, or !JCK commands to a PF Key to make JCLCheck analysis a simple push button
operation.

NOTE
You can use EJCK, EDCHEK, or JCK without the percent sign (%); however, this lengthens processing time.

When you invoke EDCHEK, it reads the current contents of the edit file and passes the records to JCLCheck for analysis.
Error messages returned by JCLCheck are inserted directly into the edit file immediately following the offending statement
and are identified by the prefix ==MSG>. The position of JCL in the edit file is not changed, however, any excluded lines
are redisplayed after EDCHEK has completed.

To get acquainted with the EDCHEK feature of JCLCheck, use the navigation panel to the left to view additional topics.

NOTE

For information about the installation of the EDCHEK feature, search (Optional) Install EDCHEK.

For information about EDCHEK control statements, search The EDCHEK Feature.

For information about the EDCHEK runtime option, search EDCHEK.

Invoke EDCHEK as an Edit Macro
This article explains how to invoke EDCHEK as an Edit Macro.

Follow these steps:

1. From the TSO/ISPF Main menu, select the ISPF Edit function and access a JCL member that you want to check.
2. Enter %EJCK on the command line.

 EDIT ---- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------ COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> %EJCK                    SCROLL ===> PAGE    

000001  //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,  
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000002  //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)   

000003  //* 

000004  //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL    

000005  //* 

000006  //TESTPROC PROC 

000007  //PS010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14   

000008  //DD011  DD  DISP=SHR,  

000009  //           DSN=CAI.CHQA.TESTJCL,  

000010  //           UNIT=SYSDA,    

000011  //           VOL=SER=APCM04 

000012  //DD012  DD  DUMMY  

000013  //TESTPROC PEND 

000014  //OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=X   

The following is a sample of the top of a screen containing EDCHEK output.

EDIT ---- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                        SCROLL ===> PAGE    

==MSG> CAY6000 9 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "JTEST111" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

==MSG>

==MSG>

==MSG>

000001  //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,  

000002  //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)   

000003  //* 

000004  //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL    

The following shows samples of EDCHEK messages further down in the JCL.

000087 //      VOL=REF=*.DD041 

==MSG> //      VOL=REF=*.DD041

==MSG> CAY6051E STATEMENT REFERENCED BY BACK REFERENCE "*.DD041" CANNOT BE

==MSG>      FOUND. (USED IN "REF" PARAMETER OF "VOL")

==MSG>

000088 //JS060  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,  

==MSG> //JS060  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,

000089 //       COND=(0,LT,JS070)

==MSG> //       COND=(0,LT,JS070)

==MSG> CAY6051E STATEMENT REFERENCED BY BACK REFERENCE "JS070" CANNOT BE

==MSG>          FOUND. (USED IN "STEP" PARAMETER OF "COND#1")

==MSG> CAY6145I CONDITION CODE PROCESSING TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS

==MSG>

000090  //* 

Change Runtime Options Before EDCHEK Invocation
This article explains how to change runtime options before invoking EDCHEK.

Follow these steps:

1. On the command line, enter %EJCK PANEL to get the options panel.
2. On the JCK OPTIONS panel, specify the options you want to use and press F3 (End) to exit the panel.
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This automatically invokes EDCHEK using the options you specified.

 EDIT ---- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===> %EJCK PANEL                SCROLL = ==> PAGE   

 

000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

000003 //*

000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

000005 //*

000006 //TESTPROC PROC

000007 //PS010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

000008 //DD011  DD  DISP=SHR,

000009 //           DSN=CAI.CHQA.TESTJCL,

000010 //           UNIT=SYSDA,

000011 //           VOL=SER=APCM04

000012 //DD012  DD  DUMMY

000013 //TESTPROC PEND

000014 //OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=X

  

  

  

 JCK21 --------------- CA JCLCheck xx.x OPTIONS ------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd              USER: USERID1                     TIME: hh:mm  

 

STANDARD - Name of STANDARD for compliance checking              =>           

             =>           =>           =>           =>           =>           

             =>           =>                                                  

STDREXX  - Compliance checking REXX: EXEC => JCKT0001                                      

               REXX Library DD (optional) => *                                             

               REXX Library DSN (optional):                                                  

                 => MOOJO01.REXX.SYSEXEC                                    

SYNTAX   - Do syntax checking of JCL                             => Y         

RUNTIME  - Do runtime checking of JCL (all runtime checks)       => Y         

REMOTE   - Do remote validation of JCL                           => N         

           REMVAL file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) => E                           

           REMVAL =>                                                          

RESOLVE  - Resolve external variables by calling product. . . .  => N       

           RESPARM file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) => E                          

           RESPARM file DSN  => MOOJO01.JCL.CNTL                                            

               Member name  => RESPARMC                                    

EDCHKLB  - Generate ISPF labels for lines with errors            => N         

EDCHKSL  - Display summary of errors                             => N         

SECURITY - Do Security Checking                                  => N         

USER     - Specify Userid for security checking                  =>            

CA7      - Scheduled override criteria.... ID => 01   DT =>       TM =>           

 

    BYPASS THIS SCREEN NEXT TIME................................ => N         
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Specify Options
To specify options that do not exist on the JCK OPTIONS panel or to override the options specified on the JCK OPTIONS
panel, enter %EJCK on the COMMAND line along with additional options such as NORUNT and SEV(8).

  EDIT ---- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ----- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> %EJCK NORUNT SEV(8)            SCROLL ==> PAGE 

 

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

  000005 //*

  000006 //TESTPROC PROC

  000007 //PS010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

  000008 //DD011  DD  DISP=SHR,

  000009 //           DSN=CAI.CHQA.TESTJCL,

  000010 //           UNIT=SYSDA,

  000011 //           VOL=SER=APCM04

  000012 //DD012  DD  DUMMY

  000013 //TESTPROC PEND

  000014 //OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=X

 

View Reports
To view reports from the command line, enter %EJCK REPORTS, and press F3 (End).

NOTE
Entering Y or N in the Bypass This Screen Next Time field on the JCK OPTIONS panel determines whether or
not you access the JCK OPTIONS panel before you invoke EDCHEK.

• Specifying REPORTS produces JCLCheck reports.
• When you press F3 (End) to end out of the reports, EDCHEK returns you to the EDCHEK panel with the error

messages displayed.

  EDIT ---- CAI.CHQA.JCLCheck.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------ COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> %EJCK REPORTS                 SCROLL ===> PAGE   

 

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

  000005 //*

  000006 //TESTPROC PROC

  000007 //PS010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

  000008 //DD011  DD  DISP=SHR,

  000009 //           DSN=CAI.CHQA.TESTJCL,

  000010 //           UNIT=SYSDA,

  000011 //           VOL=SER=APCM04

  000012 //DD012  DD  DUMMY

  000013 //TESTPROC PEND

  000014 //OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=X
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This is a sample of some of the report panels:

 BROWSE -- USER02.EDCHEK.SYSPRINT ------------- LINE 0000 LAST CC WAS  08

COMMAND ===>                        SCROLL ===> 

 

CA JCLCHECK          INVOKED AT 11:06:29 AM ON WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 10, yyyy

SYSTEM  INFORMATION: CPU MODEL=9021 SP4.3.0 TSO2.04.0 SMS1110 ENVIRONMENT 

ARRAY:

CALLING  PARAMETERS:  T OPT(EDCHKDD )  RUNT SYN NOSEC USER(USER02)       

DEFAULT  PARAMETERS:  ACT,SYNTAX,RUNTIME

EDCHKDD  PARAMETERS:  EDCHEK XREF PXREF RPT SXREF -   

                              EASY NOCOND SP(RPT 65) ERR(I E) -   

                              DEST(J) NOSP -  

                              LIST(EDCPRINT) -    

                              PROC(PROC00)    

                       ALLOCATE FI(PROC00) DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)    

                       ALLOC FI(*) DA(SYS2.PROCLIB)    

                       ALLOC FI(*) DA(USER.PROCLIB)    

                       GO  

OPTIONS IN EFFECT: ACTION CTLSCAN DESTCHK(JES) EASYPROC ERROR(END) FULLLIST

                   NOSPIE OPTIONS(EDCHKDD) PROC(PROC00) PULL PXREF(RPT) 

                   RPTRPT RUNTIME SPACE(REPORT 65) SXREF(RPT)   

                   TERM(OPROC)TXREF NOCOND  

 

Continue Editing JCL
To continue editing JCL, enter the RESET command on the command line.

EDIT ----- CAI.CHQA.JCLCheck.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------- COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===>  RESET                    SCROLL ===> PAGE    

  ==MSG> CAY6000 11 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "JTEST111" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

  ==MSG>

  ==MSG>

  ==MSG>

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

EDCHEK Screen without Error Messages
This is an example of an EDCHEK screen without error messages.

   EDIT ---- BELST02.JCL.CNTL(IEFBR14) - 01.00 ---------------- LAST CC WAS  00

   COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> CSR

   ********************************* TOP OF DATA ******************************

   ==MSG>CAY6000 NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "BELST02A" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 0

   ==MSG>

   ==MSG>
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   ==MSG>

   000100 //BELST02J JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=X

   000200 //*      SAMPLE EDIT CHECK EXECUTION JCL

   000300 //STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

   ********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************************

Notice the CAY6000 message below the TOP OF DATA line.

A STATEMENTS FLAGGED message is inserted for each JOB card that JCLCheck finds in the file. You can easily locate
the MSG lines by entering the subcommand LOCATE SPECIAL. This function is especially useful when working with a
large edit file.

You can continue to edit the file with the ==MSG> lines in place or clear these lines using the RESET command. The
message lines are not saved with the data set and do not need to be cleared before re-executing EDCHEK. EDCHEK
executes the RESET command internally.

EDCHEK Screen with Error Messages
This is an example of an EDCHEK screen with error messages.

EDIT ---- BELST02.JCL.CNTL(TESTJCS) - 01.01 ------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

==MSG> CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "BELST029" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

==MSG>

000100 //BELST029 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=X,

==MSG> //BELST029 JOB (40100000),"S. BELL",CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=X,

000110 //   USER=BELST02

==MSG> //   USER=BELST02

==MSG> CAY6341E "001 -- THIS CLASS IS RESERVED FOR SCHEDULED JOBS"

==MSG>

000200 //STEP1   EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY

==MSG> CAY6341W "002 -- ONLY SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS CAN USE AMASPZAP CONTACT

==MSG>          TECH-SERIVCES"

000300 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

000400 //IN       DD  DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB,DISP=SHR

000500 //OUT      DD  DSN=BELST02.BKUP.PARMLIB,DISP=(,CATLG),

000600 //             UNIT=3480,

000700 //             DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=4104,BLKSIZE=4104)

000800 //SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

000900 //SYSUT4   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

EDCHEK Screen Using EDCHKLB
If you activate the EDCHKLB option, you receive generated ISPF labels on all JCL statements in error. The label format is
a period (.) followed by five alphabetic characters. The following example shows the output with the labeling of errors; the
lines in error are marked by labels ".AABJA" and ".AADCA", on the left side.

EDIT       USERID1.JCK.CNTL(EJCKERRS) - 01.00              Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************
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==MSG> CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "USERID1L" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8   

==MSG>                                                                         

==MSG>                                                                         

000100 //USERID1L JOB (113300000),'EJCK ERRORS',CLASS=K,                         

000200 //         MSGCLASS=X                                                   

000300 //*                                                                     

.AABJA //IEBGENER EXEC PGM=IEBGENERX                                           

==MSG> //IEBGENER EXEC PGM=IEBGENERX                                           

==MSG> CAY6042E OPERAND "IEBGENERX" IS TOO LONG FOR "PGM" PARAMETER OF "EXEC"  

==MSG>                                                                         

000500 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

000600 //SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                                                    

000700 //SYSUT2   DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

.AADCA //SYSUT1   DD  DSN=DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST,DISP=SHR                      

==MSG> //SYSUT1   DD  DSN=DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST,DISP=SHR                      

==MSG> CAY6079E DATA SET "DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST" SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR,     

==MSG>          BUT CANNOT BE FOUND                                            

==MSG>                                                                         

000900 //*

You can locate the next line containing a label in an EDCHEK screen by entering the subcommand LOCATE LABEL on
the ISPF command line.

You can continue to edit the file with the labels in place or clear them using the RESET LABEL command. The ISPF labels
are not saved with the data set and do not need to be cleared before re-executing EDCHEK. EDCHEK executes the
RESET command (for ==MSG> lines) and RESET LABEL command internally. Pre-existing labels are replaced if any line
containing a label is in error.

EDCHEK Screen Using EDCHKSL
If you activate the EDCHKSL option, you receive an error severity breakdown within the panel, including the number of
statements by severity and their associated line numbers. The following example shows the output using EDCHKSL:

EDIT ---- BELST02.JCL.CNTL(TESTJCS) - 01.01 ------------------ COLUMNS 001 072

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR

****** ***************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

==MSG> CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "BELST029" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

==MSG> CAY6000 1 STATEMENT  FLAGGED WITH SEVERITY 4

==MSG> CAY6000 1 STATEMENT  FLAGGED WITH SEVERITY 8

==MSG> CAY6000 NO ERRORS WERE SUPPRESSED

==MSG>

==MSG> LINE #  SV MSG. ID. ERROR MESSAGE TEXT

==MSG> ======  == ======== =================================================

==MSG> 000110  08 CAY6341E "001 -- THIS CLASS RESERVED FOR SCHEDULED JOBS"

==MSG> 000200  04 CAY6341W "002 -- ONLY SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS CAN USE AMAS

==MSG>            PZAP CONTACT TECH-SERVICES"

000100 //BELST029 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=X,

==MSG> //BELST029 JOB (40100000),"S. BELL",CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=X,

000110 //   USER=BELST02

==MSG> //   USER=BELST02

==MSG> CAY6341E "001 -- THIS CLASS IS RESERVED FOR SCHEDULED JOBS"

==MSG>

000200 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY
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==MSG> CAY6341W "002 -- ONLY SYSTEM PROGRAMMERS CAN USE AMASPZAP CONTACT

==MSG>          TECH-SERIVCES"

000300 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

****** **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

EDCHEK Screen Using EDCHKSL and EDCHKLB
The following example shows the output when both EDCHKSL and EDCHKLB options are in effect.

EDIT       USERID1.JCK.CNTL(EJCKERRS) - 01.00              Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

==MSG> CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "USERID1L" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8   

==MSG> CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED  WITH SEVERITY 8                           

==MSG> CAY6000 NO ERRORS WERE SUPPRESSED                                       

==MSG>                                                                         

==MSG> LINE # LABEL#  SV MSG. ID. ERROR MESSAGE TEXT                           

==MSG> ====== ======  == ======== ============================================ 

==MSG> 000400 .AABJA   8 CAY6042E OPERAND "IEBGENERX" IS TOO LONG FOR "PGM"    

==MSG>                            PARAMETER OF "EXEC"                          

==MSG> 000800 .AADCA   8 CAY6079E DATA SET "DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST"            

==MSG>                            SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT CANNOT BE       

==MSG>                            FOUND                                        

==MSG>                                                                         

000100 //USERID1L JOB (113300000),'EJCK ERRORS',CLASS=K,                         

000200 //         MSGCLASS=X                                                   

000300 //*                                                                     

.AABJA //IEBGENER EXEC PGM=IEBGENERX                                           

==MSG> //IEBGENER EXEC PGM=IEBGENERX                                           

==MSG> CAY6042E OPERAND "IEBGENERX" IS TOO LONG FOR "PGM" PARAMETER OF "EXEC"  

==MSG>                                                                         

000500 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                                 

000600 //SYSIN    DD  DUMMY                                                

000700 //SYSUT2   DD  SYSOUT=*                                             

.AADCA //SYSUT1   DD  DSN=DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST,DISP=SHR                  

==MSG> //SYSUT1   DD  DSN=DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST,DISP=SHR                  

==MSG> CAY6079E DATA SET "DATASET.DOES.NOT.EXIST" SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, 

==MSG>          BUT CANNOT BE FOUND                                        

==MSG>                                                                     

000900 //*        

EDCHEK Options Menu (JCK21)
To change basic runtime options, use this panel before invoking EDCHEK.

To display this panel, do one of the following commands:

• Enter the command %EJCK while in ISPF edit mode.
• If this option panel is normally suppressed (BYPASS THIS SCREEN =Y), you can force it to reappear by specifying

PANEL following the %EJCK command.
 %EJCK [PANEL]
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 JCK21 --------------- CA JCLCheck OPTIONS ---------------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd              USER: USERID1                     TIME: hh:mm  

 

STANDARD - Name of STANDARD for compliance checking              =>           

             =>           =>           =>           =>           =>           

             =>           =>                                                  

STDREXX  - Compliance checking REXX: EXEC => JCKT0001                                      

               REXX Library DD (optional) => *                                             

               REXX Library DSN (optional):                                                  

                 => MOOJO01.REXX.SYSEXEC                                    

SYNTAX   - Do syntax checking of JCL                             => Y         

RUNTIME  - Do runtime checking of JCL (all runtime checks)       => Y         

REMOTE   - Do remote validation of JCL                           => N         

           REMVAL file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) => E                           

           REMVAL =>                                                          

RESOLVE  - Resolve external variables by calling product. . . .  => N       

           RESPARM file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) => E                          

           RESPARM file DSN  => MOOJO01.JCL.CNTL                                            

               Member name  => RESPARMC                                    

EDCHKLB  - Generate ISPF labels for lines with errors            => N         

EDCHKSL  - Display summary of errors                             => N         

SECURITY - Do Security Checking                                  => N         

USER     - Specify Userid for security checking                  =>            

CA7      - Scheduled override criteria.... ID => 01   DT =>       TM =>         

 

    BYPASS THIS SCREEN NEXT TIME................................ => N         

 

To specify JCK options directly from the ISPF command line using %EJCK, enter:

 %EJCK [JCK options]

 

NOTE
The number of options you can enter is limited to the length of the command line.

To browse reports EDCHEK generates directly from the ISPF command line, enter:

 %EJCK [REPORTS]

 

The REPORTS option requires allocation of a listing file and specification of a file name using the LIST(ddname) option.
Press End to see the statements in error, after viewing the reports.

We recommend that you preallocate a standard sequential report file of at least 5 cylinders in size (that is,
RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133), which is allocated as DISP=SHR by your logon procedure to the ddname EDCPRINT. Your
systems programmer could have arranged an alternate method.

You can also access the panel (JCK20), which lists the valid spelling and abbreviations for most of the frequently changed
options. This panel is a sample skeleton panel that you can change to suit your needs.

To display this panel, enter the following command on the command line:

 %EJCK OPTIONS

 

JCK20 ----------------- CA JCLCheck RUNTIME OPTIONS -------------------- JCK20
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COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 

                 STandard(name1,...,name8)                                    

                 STDRexx(name,ddname,dsn)                                                

NOSYNtax         SYNtax                                                       

NORUNT           RUNTime                                                      

NOREMote         REMote                                                       

NORESolv         

                 SEV(4,8,12)                                                  

EDCHKLB          EDCHKLb                                                      

EDCHKSL          EDCHKSl                                                      

NOSEC            SECurity                                                     

NOUSER           USER(userid)                                                 

 

WARNING
You can enter just the commands or JCK options if you have a PF key that is defined for %EJCK such as,
PANEL, options, REPORTS, OPTIONS on the command line. To perform the preceding access methods, press
the PF key.

Alternatively, once you enter %EJCK, you can then enter EJCK without the percent sign to initiate further action that uses
that same command (%EJCK). For example, if you enter %EJCK and then decide you want to see panel JCK20, you can
enter EJCK OPTIONS rather than %EJCK OPTIONS.

On the JCK21 panel, enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck using the
EDCHEK macro.

STANDARD
Standard names on the Standard Rules database that JCLCheck uses for compliance checking.
If you do not want to invoke compliance checking, you can specify one to eight standard names or you can leave
this field blank.

STDREXX
Specify the REXX member name of a JCLCheck REXX program that is used to enforce site standards. REXX
Library DD is an alternate DD name used to load the REXX EXEC member name, the standard DD name is
SYSEXEC. REXX Library DSN is a alternative library name that will be dynamically allocated to load the REXX
EXEC member name. If the DSN is provided, the DD name can be specified * (asterisk) to indicate the DD name
should be generated.
You can use standard IBM member pattern characters to display a member list for the data sets that are allocated
to your SYSEXEC DD. Use the asterisk (*) for multiple characters and the per cent sign (%) for a single character.
You can select the member that you want to use from the list. Press Enter to have the selected member name
filled in as the STDREXX value.

SYNTAX
Y specifies JCL syntax checking; N causes JCLCheck to ignore this option.

RUNTIME
Y causes JCLCheck to do runtime checking on the JCL; N causes JCLCheck to ignore this option.

REMOTE
Y activates remote validation; N deactivates remote validation.
If you activate remote validation, provide the name of the REMVAL file. The REMVAL file is a sequential or PDS
member that defines remote validation options.
If your remote validation request fails, you see a 'LAST CC WAS 28' message on the top right-hand corner of
the ISPF EDIT screen. For details describing the particular error, see the description of return code 28 in the
Reference section and the specific error message in your TSO user ID job log.
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RESOLVE
Specify the name of the scheduling product that JCLCheck is to call to resolve the external variables imbedded
in the JCL. The variable resolution occurs before JCLCheck validates the JCL. You can specify the character N
for none. JCLCheck can resolve external variables in the following scheduling products: CA 7 (CA7), ESP (ESP),
Tivoli Workload Scheduler (TWS), and Control-M (CTM).
When a scheduling product is specified, a data set name must be specified. If the data set is a PDS, a member
name is also needed. The data set contains the product-specific parameters for external variable resolution.
Immediately before the data set name field on the panel, there is a single-character field that can be set to ‘B’ or
‘E’. This field enables you to browse (B) or edit (E) the parameter data set before invoking JCL validation.

NOTE

For information about external variable resolution, search How to Resolve External Variables.

EDCHKLB
Y causes JCLCheck to display ISPF generated labels on any line containing an error when running EDCHEK.

EDCHKSL
Y causes JCLCheck to display additional error information when running EDCHEK. This information includes
totals by severity and line numbers where the errors are located in the JCL.

SECURITY
Y allows JCLCheck to use STORCLAS, PROGRAM, RUNCPU, or RUNDATE; N causes JCLCheck to ignore this
option.

USER
User ID to use with security checking.
Leave this field blank if you do not want to override the user ID of the user executing JCLCheck. If you enter a
user ID, specify Y in the SECURITY option field.

BYPASS THIS SCREEN NEXT TIME
Y bypasses this panel the next time you invoke EDCHEK.

Invoke JCLCheck with SUBCHEK
JCLCheck front-ends the TSO submit command through its SUBCHEK feature. This feature allows JCLCheck to analyze
the JCL being submitted before the JCL is sent to the internal reader. If any errors are identified, the JCLCheck messages
are displayed at your terminal, and consequently the JCL is not submitted for processing.

There are two ways you can control SUBCHEK:

• Specify runtime options and PROCLIBs to validate the JCL prior to submission.
• Specify whether SUBCHEK only validates the JCL or also passes it directly to SUBMIT without validation.

Runtime options and PROCLIBs are specified in a control file allocated to SUBCHKDD. Examples of this file, CAZ1SSUP
and CAZ1SSUA, are provided in CAZ2OPTN. CAZ1SSUP shows you how to define the PROCLIB allocations and
CAZ1SSUA is an example of how to set up SUBCHEK using AUTOPROC, which you do not need PROCLIB allocations.

If the control file SUBCHKDD is not allocated, SUBCHEK does not validate the JCL, but passes it directly to submit.
You can use a sample CLIST, SUBCHK, in CAZ2CLS0 to allocate and de-allocate SUBCHKDD at your discretion.
SUBCHK OFF de-allocates SUBCHKDD prior to invoking SUBCHEK and the JCL is not validated. SUBCHK ON allocates
SUBCHKDD, causing validation of the JCL prior to submission. Tailor this CLIST to allocate the appropriate file and to
allocate and de-allocate the TLMS CAIVMFI file if you are using the TLMS option.

You can use the CAZ1JSDX exit to dynamically allocate SUBCHKDD if it is not allocated to the TSO session. This is
useful for sites that want to force certain users to use SUBCHEK. See the comments contained in the source for the
CAZ1JSDX module on CAZ2OPTN.
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You can allocate the control file in your LOGON procedures. You can also allocate or free the control file by command or
by a CLIST. A sample CLIST has been provided (SUBCHK in CAZ2CLS0), which enables you to turn SUBCHEK on or off.

NOTE

More information:

• For information about the SUBCHEK control statements, search The SUBCHEK Feature.
• For information about the installation of the SUBCHEK feature, search (Optional) Install SUBCHEK.
• For information about the SUBCHEK runtime option, search SUBCHEK.

Invoke JCLCheck with the ISPF Dialog
Invoking JCLCheck with the ISPF dialog illustrates the JCLCheck Dialog Manager interface. You can use this interface
with IBM ISPF/PDF under z/OS to do the following tasks:

• Set up your JCLCheck options
• Run JCLCheck in the foreground
• Submit a job to execute JCLCheck in the background
• Select jobs that you want JCLCheck to scan

If you execute JCLCheck in the foreground, you can:

• Request JCLCheck to submit error-free jobs for execution
• Review the output using BROWSE
• Generate hardcopy output using the PRINTOFF command

The Option panels allow you to select runtime options. JCLCheck saves these options in your ISPF profile for subsequent
requests. You can also access help using the Help key.

If you use Roscoe rather than ISPF, turn on the CA7CTL option.

NOTE
For information about the invocation of JCLCheck and the ISPF dialog, search Install JCLNeat ISPF Interface.

If you are a new JCLCheck user, you should perform all of the above instructions associated with the ISPF dialog.

Access the JCLCheck SPF Menu (JCK0200)
To access the JCLCheck SPF menu, do one of the following:

• Enter %JCKSPF from TSO or ISPF 6.
• Enter J to select JCLCheck from the ISPF menu, if installed.

Press enter.

  --------------  ISPF/PDF  PRIMARY  OPTION  MENU  ----------------------

  OPTION      ===>TSO %JCKSPF

                                                               USERID   - USER02

 0 ISPF PARMS   -    Specify terminal and user parameters      TIME     - 10:57

 1 BROWSE       -    Display source data or output listings    TERMINAL - 3278

 2 EDIT         -    Create or change source data              PF KEYS  - 12

 3 UTILITIES    -    Perform utility functions

 4 FOREGROUND   -    Invoke language processors in foreground
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 5 BATCH        -    Submit job for language processing

 6 COMMAND      -    Enter TSO command or CLIST

 7 DIALOG TEST  -    Perform dialog testing

 8 LM UTILITIES -    Perform library administrator utility functions

 9 IBM PRODUCTS -    Additional IBM program development products

 C CHANGES      -    Display summary of changes for this release

 T TUTORIAL     -    Display information about ISPF/PDF

 X EXIT         -    Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults

 J JCLCHECK     -    CA JCLCHECK ISPF Interface

  Enter End command to terminate ISPF.

Set up JCLCheck Options
This article explains how to set up JCLCheck options.

Follow these steps:

1. From the JCLCheck SPF Menu, enter 0 on the OPTION line to select Option Specifications, press enter.
2. From the JCLCheck Control Options Menu, select 1, 2, or 3 to change your Process Control Options, Output Control

Options, or Security Options, press enter.

NOTE
For more information about specifying output control options using the Output Control Options panel, search
JCLCheck Reports. For more information about specifying security options using the Security Option panel,
search Defining Syntax Checking and Message Severity.

3. From the JCLCheck Process Control Options, Output Control Options, or Security Options Menu, enter Y in the
Update PROFILE with these options field to save the changes, press enter.

4. Press F3 (End) to return to the previous panel (Control Options Menu).

 JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 0 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

 

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

 

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

 

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

 

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

 

    X  -  Exit  
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   ------------- CA JCLCHECK/CONTROL OPTIONS MENU ---------------------

  OPTION ===> 1 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USER02    Time: 10:58 

 

    1  -  Process Control Options   

 

    2  -  Output Control Options    

 

    3  -  Security Options  

 

    4  -  JCLNeat Options   

 

    5  -  Job Card Specifications   

 

    X  -  Exit  

  

  

  

 ------------------- CA JCLCheck PROCESS CONTROL OPTIONS -------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

 Date: yyyy/mm/dd                User: USERID1                    Time: hh:mm

 

           Go to ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS PANEL   => N                  

 

CCLIST   - Number of program control cards to be listed     (0-32767) => 99

COND     - Simulate execution according to condition codes            => N   

CTLSCAN  - Scan utility control statements                            => N   

EASYPROC - CA EASYPROCLIB support                                     => N   

MSS      - Stage VTOC of MSS volumes if necessary                     => N   

PXREF    - Check program and PDS member existence                     => N   

SEV      - Minimum severity of errors to be listed             (0-16) => 0   

SPACE    - Check blksize efficiency for new DASD files                => N   

   (ALL) - Check blksize efficiency for existing DASD files too       => N   

   (NN)  - Minimum % of track usage (give warning if less)     (0-99) => 65  

SXREF    - Check JCL across jobs                                      => N   

CSI      - Use Catalog Search Interface for catalog lookup            => Y   

PROC     - Define alternate proclibs                                  => N   

         - Alternate proclib(s) are selected                          => Y   

DICT     - Define CA APCDOC XREF database                             => N   

 

           Update PROFILE with these options           => Y

Set Up Your Job Card
This article explains how to set up your job card.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Control Options menu, enter 5 on the OPTION line to select Job Card Specifications, press enter.
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2. From the Specification of Job Card menu, specify the job statement you want JCLCheck to use when submitting a job
in batch.

3. Enter Y in the Update PROFILE with these options field to save the new job statement, press enter.
4. Press F3 (End) to return to the previous panel (Control Options Menu).

When you finish defining your options and job statement, press F3 (End) one more time to return to the SPF menu.

   -------------------- CA JCLCHECK/CONTROL OPTIONS MENU ----------------

  OPTION ===> 5 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USER02    Time: 10:58 

 

    1  -  Process Control Options   

 

    2  -  Output Control Options    

 

    3  -  Security Options  

 

    4  -  JCLNeat Options   

 

    5  -  Job Card Specifications   

 

    X  -  Exit  

  

  

  

 ---------------------- SPECIFICATION OF JOB CARD -----------------------

 COMMAND===>

 

        Date:  yyyy/mm/dd   Userid: USER02  Time: 10:58 

 

        Job Statement Information:  (Verify before submitting)

 

  ===> //USER02H JOB (40900000),'LINDA',MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=K,

  ===> //         USER=USER02

  ===> /*ROUTE PRINT SYSTEMC.USER02

  ===> //*

 

 

  Update PROFILE with these options           =>  Y

View Options through JCLCheck Invocation Panels
This article explains how to view options through JCLCheck invocation panels.

Enter 1, 2, or 3 (Foreground Invocation, Foreground Invocation Submit, Batch Submit), press enter.

JCLCheck displays the options that you specified in the OPTIONS fields at the bottom of the INVOCATION panel.

 JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 1 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 
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    0  -  Option Specifications 

 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

 

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

 

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

 

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

 

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

 

    X  -  Exit  

  

  

  

   ------------------------- CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION ---------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

   Date:  yyyy/mm/dd        User: USER02            Time: 10:59 

 

     Data Set Name   ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL'   

     Library Type    ===> PDS        (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)    

     Member          ===>            (Member, or Blanks)                     

     Volume Serial   ===>            (If Not CATALOGED)   

     CPU-ID          ===>            (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)    

     SYSTERM         ===> N          (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only) 

     SYSPRINT        ===> Y          (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options ) 

 

     Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

     OPTIONS    ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)      

     OPTIONS    ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

     OPTIONS    ===> SYN RUNT   

     OPTIONS    ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

     OPTIONS    ===>    

     SAVED      ===>    

     SAVED      ===>    

 

NOTE
You can also enter options directly into the OPTIONS and SAVED fields on the INVOCATION panel. If you enter
options in the OPTIONS fields, the options are only active for the current run of JCLCheck. If you enter options
in the SAVED field, the options are saved for multiple runs.

Enter Y (yes), N (no), or P (print) in the SYSTERM and SYSPRINT fields on the JCLCheck INVOCATION panel,
depending on whether you want to view or print error statement and messages, and reports.
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Scan a JCL Member
This article explains how to scan a JCL member.

Follow these steps:

1. From the SPF Menu, enter 1 (Foreground Invocation), press enter.
2. From the Invocation menu, enter a data set name, library type, and member name, press enter. This invokes

JCLCheck to scan the selected member.

 JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 1 

 

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

 

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

 

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

 

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

 

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

 

    X  -  Exit  

  

  

  

   ------------------ CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION ------------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

   Date:  yyyy/mm/dd        User: USER02        Time: 10:59 

 

     Data Set Name  ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL' 

     Library Type   ===> PDS      (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)

     Member         ===>  MYJOB     (Member, or Blanks)                     

     Volume Serial  ===>    (If Not CATALOGED)  

     CPU-ID         ===>    (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

     SYSTERM        ===> N  (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

     SYSPRINT       ===> Y  (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

     Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

     OPTIONS        ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)      

     OPTIONS        ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   
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     OPTIONS        ===> SYN RUNT   

     OPTIONS        ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

     OPTIONS        ===>    

     SAVED          ===>    

     SAVED          ===>    

 

JCLCheck displays a series of reports, beginning with a small informational report that displays the calling parameters,
options, and installation defaults (from JCLDFLT) used for this run. The main purpose of this report is to display the
options in effect. The rest of the JCLCheck reports are specified by the options you select.

Scan a Group of JCL Members
This article explains how to scan a group of JCL members.

Follow these steps:

1. From the SPF Menu, enter 1 (Foreground Invocation), press enter.
2. From the Invocation menu, enter a data set name and library type, press enter.

JCLCheck presents you with a member selection list.
3. To determine the sequence that members should be scanned, enter a sequence number in the CMD column beside

the name.
4. To add a member to the bottom of the list, put an N (Next) in the CMD column, press enter.

The selected members move above a divider line (========), in the order specified by the numbering sequence.
5. If you want to deselect a selected member, enter 0 beside the name (above the divider line), press enter.

Press F3 (End) to run JCLCheck against these members.

  -----------------  CA JCLCHECK MEMBER SELECT  ------------  ROW 1 OF 14

 COMMAND ===>                       SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   Data Set Name: CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL            Type .: PDS 

 CMD    MEMBER  ORDER   CREATED     LAST MODIFIED     SIZE    USERID  

        BACKUP         2000/09/10  2000/09/20  08:29   30     USER02  

        CAZ1JCHK       2000/08/19  2000/08/20  09:07   20     USER02  

        IEBCOPY        2000/08/19  2000/08/19  16:18   12     E287    

  1     USER02         2000/08/19  2000/08/19  16:50   19     E287    

  2     QAREXX         2000/08/19  2000/08/20  08:49   19     USER02  

  3     RESTORE        2000/09/16  2000/09/16  15:11   26     USER02  

  N     ZXJCSCMP       2000/09/10  2000/09/13  08:50   65     USER02  

  ************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***********************************

 

 

 

  -----------------  CA JCLCHECK MEMBER SELECT  -----------  ROW 1 OF 14

 COMMAND ===>                       SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   Data Set Name: CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL                Type .: PDS 

 CMD   MEMBER  ORDER   CREATED     LAST MODIFIED     SIZE  USERID  

       USER02    1   2000/08/19    2000/08/19  16:50  19   E287    

  0    QAREXX    2   2000/08/19    2000/08/20  08:49  19   USER02  

       RESTORE   3   2000/09/16    2000/09/16  15:11  26   USER02  
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       ZXJCSCMP  4   2000/09/10    2000/09/13  08:50  65   USER02  

       ======== ===  =========     ==========  =====  ===  ======= 

       BACKUP        2000/09/10    2000/09/20  08:29  30   USER02  

       CAZ1JCHK      2000/08/19    2000/08/20  09:07  20   USER02  

       IEBCOPY       2000/08/19    2000/08/19  16:18  12   E287    

  ************************ BOTTOM OF DATA ************************************

Specify JCLCheck Options through Invocation Panels
From the Invocation menu, enter a data set name, library type, and insert PDSR and SXREF in the OPTIONS fields, press
enter.

JCLCheck presents you with a member selection list.

• To determine the sequence that members should be scanned, enter a sequence number in the CMD column beside
the name.

• To add a member to the bottom of the list, put an N (Next) in the CMD column, press enter.
The selected members move above a divider line (========), in the order specified by the numbering sequence.

• If you want to deselect a selected member, enter 0 beside the name (above the divider line), press enter.
• Press F3 (End).

   -------------------- CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION ---------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

   Date:  yyyy/mm/dd        User: USER02            Time: 10:59 

 

     Data Set Name  ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL' 

     Library Type   ===> PDS     (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)

     Member         ===>         (Member, or Blanks)                     

     Volume Serial  ===>         (If Not CATALOGED) 

     CPU-ID         ===>         (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)  

     SYSTERM        ===>         (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only) 

     SYSPRINT       ===> Y       (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options ) 

 

 

     Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

     OPTIONS    ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)      

     OPTIONS    ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

     OPTIONS    ===> SYN RUNT   PDSR SXREF 

     OPTIONS    ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

     OPTIONS    ===>    

     SAVED      ===>    

     SAVED      ===>    

 

This causes JCLCheck to treat the jobs in these members as a series of consecutive, related job streams. There are
dependencies from job to job. If a job deletes a data set and another job in that run has DISP=SHR, referring to the
deleted data set, you receive an error in Report 6 - ERROR MESSAGES.
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Submit JCL to Run JCLCheck in Batch
This article explains how to submit JCL to run JCLCheck in batch.

Follow these steps:

1. From the SPF Menu, enter 3 (Batch Submit), press enter.
2. From the Invocation menu, enter a data set name, library type, and insert SXREF and PROCXREF in the OPTIONS

fields, press enter.
JCLCheck presents you with a member selection list.

3. To determine the sequence that members should be scanned, enter a sequence number in the CMD column beside
the name.

4. To add a member to the bottom of the list, put an N (Next) in the CMD column, press enter.
The selected members move above a divider line (========), in the order specified by the numbering sequence.

5. If you want to deselect a selected member, enter 0 beside the name (above the divider line), press enter.
6. When you complete your selections, press F3 (End).

JCLCheck submits a job. View the generated reports from the SDSF option available from the ISPF menu (if the
output was directed to the TSO hold queue).

NOTE

More information:

• For information about the use of the ISPF dialog, search Using the ISPF Online Panels.
• For information about runtime options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

Invoke Remote Validation using ChekPlex
You can use JCLCheck to validate JCL on a remote system or systems. Remote validation is an optional feature of
ChekPlex.

To invoke remote validation, the REMOTE option must be specified in the calling options, or in the OPTIONS data set.

ChekPlex registers with the General Transaction Server (GTS) to provide services related to JCL validation; ChekPlex
shares the GTS network architecture. GTS must be set up to have communication paths to all servers participating in the
validation process.

The execution JCL must contain the GTS load library. The GTS load library must be present in JOBLIB/STEPLIB, or in the
linklist concatenation for every job using ChekPlex remote validation, or the load library.

The REMVAL DD name must refer to a data set that defines the following remote validation options: all nodes participating
in the validation process, which data sets are to be validated, what procedure libraries are to be allocated on the target
server, and what data sets are to be shipped with the source JCL from the source server to the target server.

ChekPlex is available through the JCLCheck ISPF panels, by using ISPF edit with the JCLCheck EDCHEK feature, or a
batch job.

The results of the JCL validation are similar to the validation results when ChekPlex is not used, but for each target node
that validated the JCL, there will be the following special heading prior to the SYSTERM and GRAPH files. The heading
identifies the target node that did the validation.

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Target Server PROD @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

The heading prior to the SYSPRINT file contains all of the REMVAL file control options including defaults in the order they
appear.

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Target Server PROD @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
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@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Local Server TEST @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ Source Server TEST @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ PROC TEST.PROCLIB @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Invoke Under Roscoe
You can use JCLCheck as a Roscoe monitor in place of, or in addition to, the standard Roscoe JCL syntax checker.
JCLCheck is invoked as a subtask of Roscoe so that use of JCLCheck has minimum impact on the rest of the Roscoe
system.

To use the Roscoe/JCLCheck monitor, load the JCL that you want JCLCheck to analyze into the active workspace (AWS)
and enter the following commands:

 JCK [options]

 

NOTE
You can specify up to 64 bytes of JCLCheck options.

The following panel displays the results of invoking the JCK command on JCL that contains errors:

  > APPLID(APPLROS)   USER(STB,BELST02)

 >

 ...+...1...+...2...+...3...+...4...+...5...+...6...+...7...+...8

          //STEP02 EXEC PGM=NOTTHERE

  CAY6093E PROGRAM "NOTTHERE" NOT FOUND

 

 

          //DD1    DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(TRK,0),VOL=SER=XYZZY

  CAY6077W NO "DISK" UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR "XYZZY"

 

 

  CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "BELST02A" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

 

This panel displays the results of using the JCK command on JCL that does not have any errors:

  > APPLID(APPLROS)   USER(STB,BELST02)

 >

 ...+...1...+...2...+...3...+...4...+...5...+...6...+...7...+...8

  CAY6000 NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "BELST02A" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 0

 

The JCK command invokes JCLCheck to analyze the JCL and display all messages on the terminal. The data in the AWS
is not disturbed.

NOTE

For information about installing the Roscoe feature, search:

• (Optional) Install JCLCheck_Roscoe Monitor
• (Optional) Install JCLCheck_Roscoe ISPF Support

JCKRPF RPF
The Roscoe Program Facility (RPF) interface is similar to the JCLCheck TSO/ISPF dialog. Two RPFs are furnished with
JCLCheck: JCKRPF (for JCLCheck) and JCKNRPF (for JCLNeat).
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Both RPFs require that files be properly allocated for SYSTERM, SYSPRINT, and SYSGRAPH. When you invoke
JCKRPF, you are presented with the JCLCheck/Roscoe menu. When you invoke JCKNRPF, you are presented with the
r11.0 JCLNeat panel.

JCLCheck_Roscoe Menu (JCKMAINR)
When running JCLCheck under Roscoe, from this menu, you can display panels to select control options, access various
types of JCLCheck invocation panels, and panels that let you  establish interaction with CA 7 or APCDOC.

To display this panel, enter JCKRPF in the command input area in [assign the caroscoe value for your book] and press
Enter.

To exit this panel, press PF3.

  ============================ CA JCLCheck/Roscoe MENU =========================

 OPTION ===>

 

        DATE:                USER:                   TIME:

 

                      0 - OPTION SPECIFICATIONS

 

                      1 - CA JCLCheck - CHECK AWS (JCK)

 

                      2 - CA JCLCheck - FOREGROUND(ETSO)

 

                      3 - CA JCLCheck - BATCH CHECK

 

                      4 - CA 7 INTERFACE INVOCATION

 

                      5 - CA SCHEDULER INTERFACE INVOCATION

 

                      X - EXIT

 

 

   PF3 - EXIT

 ========================================================================

 

Enter the number of the option for the panels you want to display in the OPTION field and press Enter.

0 - OPTION SPECIFICATIONS
Displays the JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCKOPCTL). This gives you a choice of four different types
of control option panels that you use to view or update various types of control options and JOB statement
specification parameters.

1 - JCLCheck - CHECK AWS (JCK)
Permits scanning of JCL pulled into the Active Work Space (AWS) at your discretion.
This option uses the JCK monitor. It cannot produce reports but does flag any errors to the terminal.

2 - JCLCheck - FOREGROUND(ETSO)
Permits scanning of JCL with the addition of full reporting.
Use this RPF to selectively browse reports.

NOTE
For information regarding the available reports, search JCLCheck Reports.
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3 - JCLCheck - BATCH CHECK
Permits the scheduling of a batch job for scanning JCL that has been selectively inserted into the AWS.

4 - CA 7 INTERFACE INVOCATION
Displays the Job Scheduling Interface for CA 7 panel (JCKSCA7) which allows you to enter applicable forecast
information.
Press Enter to submit execution of the CA 7 BTI procedure.

5 - CA SCHEDULER INTERFACE INVOCATION
Displays the Job scheduling Interface for APCDOC panel (JCKSSCD) which allows you to enter applicable
forecast information.
Press Enter to submit execution of the APCDOC CAJUTIL0 procedure.

X - EXIT
Selecting X causes you to exit the JCLCheck/INVOCATION menu.

JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCKOPCTL)
Use this panel to view or change your processing control options, output control options, or security options.

To display this panel, select Option 0 (Option Specifications) on the JCLCheck/Roscoe Menu (JCKMAINR).

To exit this panel and return to the previous panel, press PF3.

-----------------------CA JCLCHECK/CONTROL OPTIONS MENU--------------------

 OPTION ===>

        DATE:                USER:                   TIME:

                      1 - PROCESS CONTROL OPTIONS

                      2 - OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS

                      3 - SECURITY OPTIONS

                      X - EXIT

Enter the desired option in the OPTION field, and press Enter.

1 - PROCESS CONTROL OPTIONS
Displays the JCLCheck Process Control Options panel (JCKOPN1). This allows you to view or change process
control options.
Optionally, you can go to the Additional Processing Options panel (JCKOPN1A) from this panel.

2 - OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS
Displays the JCLCheck Output Control Options panel (JCKOPN2). This allows you to specify options that control
the output produced by JCLCheck.

3 - SECURITY OPTIONS
Displays the JCLCheck Security Options panel (JCKOSEC). This allows you to specify options that request
support for pre-validation of the security environment.

Process Control Options (JCKOPN1)
Use this panel to specify options to control how JCLCheck processes the input JCL file. The dialog checks the syntax of
all the options that you select before accepting them.
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The options that you set up are the options in effect until you change them (when you end out of this panel).

NOTE
To display additional processing options, press PF8.

To display this panel, enter Option 1 (Process Control Options) in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/ROSCOE
CONTROL OPTIONS MENU (JCKOPCTL).

To exit this panel and return to the previous panel, press PF3.

================= JCLCHECK PROCESS CONTROL OPTIONS ====================

   CTLSCAN   - SCAN UTILITY CONTROL STMTS                   =>

   DESTCHK   - VALIDATE JES REMOTE DESTINATIONS             =>

   EASYRDR   - EASYRDR PROCLIBS ARE TO BE SEARCHED          =>

   INDEX     - RESTRICT CATALOG SEARCH TO A HI-LEVEL INDEX  =>

   LIST      - (                                                      )

   MSS       - STAGE VTOC OF MSS VOLUMES IF NECESSARY       =>

   PASSWORD  - FOR READ PROTECTED VSAM CATALOGS       (          )

   PDSRELATE - INPUT TREATED AS CONSECUTIVE JOBS            =>

   PREFIX    - DDNAME PREFIX FOR NON-MVS DYNAMIC ALLOC (           )

   CA 7      - PROCESS CA 7 CONTROL STMTS (                       )

   COND      - SIMULATES EXECUTION ACCORDING TO CONDITIONS  =>

             - STEP(                           )PROCSTEP(          )CODE(    )

             - STEP(                           )PROCSTEP(          )CODE(    )

             - STEP(                           )PROCSTEP(          )CODE(    )

          PF3/15 - RETURN       PF8/20 - ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

 =======================================================================

Enter the processing values that you want to take effect, and press Enter to invoke JCLCheck using these options.

NOTE
For complete details about each option, see JCLCheck Runtime Options.

CTLSCAN
Y requests that JCLCheck read and interpret control statements for the following IBM utility programs
IEHPROGM, IDCAMS, DFSORT, ADRDSSU, IEBCOPY, and IEBGENER. N deactivates these control
statements.

DESTCHK
Y activates validation of remote destination names on DD statements and JES control statements.

EASYRDR
Y activates support for EASYRDR.

INDEX
Y restricts catalog look-up and data set existence checking to the specified high-level indexes.

LIST
The primary report file (normally SYSPRINT).

MSS
Y requests that JCLCheck stage the VTOC of mass storage volumes when necessary to verify the existence of a
data set on MSS; N ignores this option.
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PASSWORD
The password to use for accessing read protected VSAM catalogs.

PDSRELATE
Y causes JCLCheck to treat the primary input library as a series of consecutive, related job streams.

PREFIX
Specifies the DD prefix that is used for dynamic allocation in non-z/OS systems, and for JES3 //*MAIN statement
PROCLIB support.

CA 7
Specifies CA 7 scheduled override statements to be processed.

COND
Y activates condition code simulation and the IF/THEN/ELSE/EndIF statement; N deactivates condition code
simulation.
Enter the procedure stepnames and whether condition code simulation should be in effect (Y).

Additional Processing Options Panel (JCKOPN1A)
Use this panel to specify additional options that control how JCLCheck processes the input JCL file. The dialog checks the
syntax of all options selected before accepting them.

To display this panel, press PF8 in the JCLCheck Process Control Options panel (JCKOPN1).

================CA JCLCheck ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS =============

 STANDARD - NAME OF STANDARD(S) FOR COMPLIANCE CHECKING OR BLANK  =>

              =>           =>           =>           =>           =>

              =>           =>

 STDREXX  - NAME OF REXX STANDARD FOR COMPLIANCE CHECKING         =>

 SYNTAX   - DO SYNTAX CHECKING OF JCL                             => Y

 RUNTIME  - DO RUNTIME CHECKING OF JCL                            => Y

 SYSUID   - SPECIFY VALUE FOR SYSTEM PARAMETER@SYSUID+            =>

  PF3/15 - RETURN

 =======================================================================

Enter the options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

Note: For more information about these options, see JCLCheck Runtime Options.

STANDARD
Standard name (from the Standards Rules database) that you want JCLCheck to use for compliance checking.
You can specify one to eight standard names or leave this field blank if you do not want to invoke compliance
checking

STDREXX
Y REXX EXEC name to use for job control standard checking for data center JCL standards enforcement.

SYNTAX
Y activates syntax checking of the JCL; N displays options only.

RUNTIME
Y causes JCLCheck to perform runtime checking on the JCL; N deactivates runtime checking.
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SYSUID
User ID that you want JCLCheck to use to replace the system symbolic parameter, SYSUID.

Output Control Options Panel (JCKOPN2)
Use this panel to specify options that control the output which JCLCheck produces and how it is formatted.

To display this panel, select Option 2 on the JCLCheck Control Options Selection panel (JCKOPCTL).

NOTE
When you press PF3 from this panel, you return directly to the JCLCheck/Roscoe Menu (JCKMAINR).

 ================= JCLCHECK REPORTING OPTIONS =========================

 

   JOB       - LIST INPUT JCL                     (RPT 1)   =>  Y

   FULLIST   - LIST COMPLETE MERGED JCL AND PROCS (RPT 2)   =>  Y

   XREF      - PRODUCE DATASET CROSS REFERENCE    (RPT 3)   =>  Y

   PXREF     - PRODUCE PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE    (RPT 4)   =>  Y

   RPTRPT    - LIST SYSOUT REPORTS                (RPT 5)   =>  Y

   ERROR(End)- PLACE ERROR REPORT LAST            (RPT 6)   =>  Y

      (START)- PLACE ERROR REPORT FIRST                     =>  N

     (INLINE)- PLACE ERROR MESSAGES IN-LINE IN REPORT 2     =>  Y

   SPACE(RPT)- LIST DASD SPACE IN DATASET REPORTS           =>  N

        (NN) - MAXIMUM % OF TRACK USAGE                     => 85

        (ALL)- CHECK BLKSIZE FOR EXISTING DASD FILES        =>  Y

   CCLIST    - NUMBER OF PROGRAM CONTROL CARDS TO BE LISTED => 5

   SEV       - MINIMUM SEVERITY OF ERRORS TO BE LISTED      => 00

   SX(RPT)   - SUMMARY DSN, PGM, RPT CROSS REFERENCE        =>  Y

   GRAPH     - STEP LEVEL FLOWCHARTS                        =>  N

   TERM      - SYSTERM OUTPUT                               =>  N

 

 

   PF3/15 - RETURN

 ======================================================================

 

Supply the values you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

JOB
Y prints the Listing of Jobstream JCL Report (Report 1); N deactivates this option.

FULLLIST
Y prints the Listing of Merged JCL Report (Report 2); N deactivates this option.

XREF
Y prints the Data Set Cross-Reference Report (Report 3); N deactivates this option.

PXREF
Y prints the Program Cross-Reference Report (Report 4); N deactivates this option.

RPTRPT
Y prints Report Listing (Report 5); N deactivates this option.
The Report Listing is a list of all SYSOUT reports produced by the job.

ERROR(End)
Y prints the error messages at the end of the listing of the Error Messages Report (Report 6); N deactivates this
option.
End is the default for this option.
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ERROR(START)
Y prints the Error Messages Report (Report 6) prior to the Listing of Jobstream JCL Report (Report 1); N
deactivates this option.

ERROR(INLINE)
Y prints error messages within the expanded JCL listing immediately following the statement flagged as an error;
N deactivates this option.

SPACE(RPT)
Y reports space usage for all files without any track efficiency analysis; N deactivates this option.
The DASD space usage is listed on the Data Set Cross-Reference Report (Report 3) and the Summary Data Set
Cross-Reference Report (Report 7).

SPACE(NN)
Enter a percentage from 0 to 99 in the NN field to check the space efficiency on new data sets created by the
input job stream, or the minimum percentage of track usage.
The suggested values are 75 to 85 percent.

SPACE(ALL)
Y in the ALL field performs the space efficiency check on both new and existing data sets; N deactivates this
option.

CCLIST
A number from 0 to 999 that specifies the number of program control statements you want JCLCheck to list.

SEV
A value from 0 to 16 that defines the minimum severity of errors that you want JCLCheck to list.

SX(RPT)
Y activates the related job data set validation feature and generates summary reports (7-9) at both the individual
job and system summary level; N deactivates this option.

GRAPH
Y produces the Flow Diagram Report (Report 10) and optionally provides the ddname of the SYSOUT file; N
deactivates this option.

TERM
Contains the terminal report file.
The logical record length of this file is 80 and can be blocked. You can change the ddname of this file with the
TERM runtime option.
Optional unless you specify PARM=TERM.

Security Options Panel (JCKOSEC)
Use this panel to specify options to control pre-validation of the security environment. This dialog checks the syntax of all
the options currently selected.

To display this panel, select Option 3 on the JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCKOPCTL). Press PF3 to return to that
menu.

================== CA JCLCheck/SECURITY OPTIONS =======================

 SECURITY - DO SECURITY CHECKING                                  => N

 USER     - ALTERNATE USERID FOR SECURITY CHECKING OR BLANK       =>

 DASDVOL  - PERFORM DASDVOL SECURITY CHECKS                       => N

 MGMTCLAS - PERFORM MGMTCLAS SECURITY CHECKS                      => N

 STORCLAS - PERFORM STORCLAS SECURITY CHECKS                      => N

 PROGRAM  - PERFORM PROGRAM LEVEL SECURITY CHECKS                 => N
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          - CHECK IF EXECUTED PROGRAM IS DEFINED TO SECURITY      => N

 RUNCPU   - ALTERNATE CPU ID FOR SECURITY VALIDATION OR BLANK     =>

 RUNDATE  - Future run date and time for security validation

          - SPECIFY DATE IN MM/DD/YY FORMAT OR BLANK              =>

          - SPECIFY TIME IN HH:MM FORMAT OR BLANK                 =>

   PF3/15 - RETURN

 =======================================================================

Supply the options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

SECURITY
Y allows you to use any of the options on this panel; N deactivates these options.

USER
User ID you want JCLCheck to use to perform security checking.
If you leave this field blank, JCLCheck uses the user ID in the JCL or the user ID of the person using JCLCheck.

DASDVOL
Y causes JCLCheck to perform DASDVOL security checking; N deactivates this option.

MGMTCLAS
Y causes JCLCheck to perform MGMTCLAS security checking; N deactivates this option.

STORCLAS
Y causes JCLCheck to perform STORCLAS security checks; N deactivates this option.

PROGRAM
Y causes JCLCheck to perform program level security checking or to check if executed programs are defined to
security; N deactivates this option.

RUNCPU
Alternate CPU ID for security validation.
Leave this field blank if you want JCLCheck to ignore this option.

RUNDATE
Run date and run time, or only a run date for JCLCheck to perform future security validation; N deactivates this
option.
Do not specify run time only. Leave both fields blank if you want JCLCheck to ignore this option.

JCLCheck_Invocation Menu
Use this invocation menu to run JCLCheck under Roscoe in the foreground, or in batch to scan selected JCL for syntax
and runtime errors. It has three main processing options.

To display this panel, enter 1, 2, or 3 in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck RPF menu panel, and press Enter.

 ====================CA JCLCheck/INVOCATION MENU ======================

  OPTION SELECTED:

    DATE:                USER:                     TIME:

 

  DATASET NAME ====>

  MEMBER       ====>                   (FULL NAME, BLANK, OR *)

  LIBRARY TYPE ====>  ROS              (ROS,PDS,LIB)

  CPU-ID       ====>                   (MULTI-CPU ONLY)

  BATCH JCL    ====>  Y                (Y/N; EDIT JCL FOR BATCH OPTION?)

  ALLOC FILES  ====>  N                (Y/N; ALLOCATE FOREGROUND FILES?)
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  SPECIFY ANY ADDITIONAL OPTIONS (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) BELOW

  OPTIONS ====>

  OPTIONS ====>

  OPTIONS ====>

  OPTIONS ====>

  SAVED   ====>

  SAVED   ====>

 

   Enter - PROCESS                          PF3 - RETURN

 =====================================================================

 

Enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

This panel contains the following fields:

DATASET NAME
Data set containing the JCL that you want JCLCheck to analyze.

MEMBER
Member name associated with the data set.
If you leave this field blank and press Enter, you are transferred to a Member Select panel. If you specify an
asterisk (*) in this field, JCLCheck processes the full PDS in batch (Option 3).

LIBRARY TYPE
Sequential file (SEQ) or the type of library: PDS, Panvalet, or Librarian.

CPU-ID
ID of the CPU on which the JCLCheck background job executes.
This value is only valid with a batch submit (Option 3).

BATCH JCL
Y edits the JCL for batch options; N deactivates this option.

ALLOC FILES
Y allocates foreground files; N deactivates this option.

SPECIFY ADDITIONAL OPTIONS (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) BELOW
Current JCLCheck profile options that are always shown using their minimum keyword name abbreviations.
This area has two types of input lines:

• You can change options on the lines labeled OPTIONS, but the changes are only in effect for this run. The
dialog regenerates these options from the user profile each time you display this panel.

• JCLCheck saves options on the lines labeled SAVE in the user profile. The dialog regenerates these options
from the user profile each time you display this panel and uses them for every job you run until you remove
them.

NOTE

For more information about profile options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

Job Scheduling Interface for CA 7 (JCKCA7)
Use this panel to specify forecasting time periods and job system names that you want CA 7 (CA 7) to process. When
you press Enter, this dialog causes JCLCheck to submit a batch job to the internal reader for execution of the CA 7 BTI
procedure. The CA 7 JCLCheck interface, SASSJCK0, then processes the jobs you select on this panel. CA 7 extracts the
job's JCL and passes it to JCLCheck for validation, which treats them as related jobs.
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NOTE
This does not forecast work under CA 7. It only validates JCL for the jobs and time periods specified.

To display this panel, select Option 4 (CA 7 INTERFACE INVOCATION) on the JCLCheck/Roscoe Menu (JCKMAINR).

-------------------JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA 7----------------- JCK10

  COMMAND ===>

   Date - mm/dd/yyyy               User - USER01               Time - hh:mm

          FROM DATE ==> 090195      FROM TIME ==> 12:00

          TO   DATE ==> 090295      TO   TIME ==> 12:00

          CA 7 OPID ==> USER01      PASSWORD  ==>

   ENTER JOBS AND/OR SYSTEMS TO BE SELECTED:

       Jobname ==> PAYROLL          System ==> PRD1

       Jobname ==> GENLEDGE         System ==> PRD2

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       ENTER- BUILD JCL     PF3- RETURN TO MAIN MENU

Supply the information you want to take effect to interface JCLCheck with CA 7.

This panel contains the following fields:

FROM DATE and FROM TIME
Starting date and time, using mmddyy format for date and hhmm format for time of FJOB, the forecasting
command.

TO DATE and TO TIME
Ending date and time using mmddyy format for date and hhmm format for time of FJOB, the forecasting
command.

CA 7 OPID
Operator ID for CA 7.

PASSWORD
Password that displays CA 7.

ENTER JOBS AND/OR SYSTEMS TO BE SELECTED
Exact jobs and system names that you want forecast or a generic job name and system that resides on the CA 7
database.
You can use an asterisk (*) as a special character to complete a string for the operating system to match for job
name and system. For example, to use this panel to check an entire shift of JCL using the JCLCheck and CA 7
interface, specify the To and From date and time, the CA 7 OPID, and put an asterisk (*) in the first job name.

NOTE
The data you enter in this panel is formatted into CA 7 FJOB commands. For more information about
these fields, see the CA 7 documentation.
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Job Scheduling Interface for APCDOC (JCKSSCD)
Use this panel to specify scheduling job forecasting commands to present to APCDOC. When you press Enter, this dialog
causes JCLCheck to submit a batch job to the internal reader for execution of the APCDOC CAJUTIL0 procedure. The
jobs you select with forecast commands have their JCL extracted by CAJUTIL0 and passed to JCLCheck for validation.

To display this panel, select Option 5 (APCDOC Interface Invocation) on the JCLCheck/Roscoe Menu (JCKMAINR).

 ----------- JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA Scheduler----------------JCKSSCD

 COMMAND ===>

    DATE  - mm/dd/yyyy                 USER - USER001        TIME - 08:21

        SIMULATE FROM DATE ==> AUTOS     REPORT FROM TIME ==>

        SIMULATE FOR       ==> 1         REPORT TO TIME   ==>

        SIMULATE FROM TIME ==>           SIMWORK          ==> N

        REVISE             ==> N         SIMVOL           ==>

        STAGE JCL          ==> N         EVERYDAY         ==> N

SELECT REPORT NAMES TO INCLUDE:

       BACKLOG     DEVUTIL     LATEJOBS    SELECTED    UNITUTIL

       DATETRAN    EXPERROR    RESALL      SIMEXEC

 ENTER ANY CA SCHEDULER SIMULATE INFORMATION:

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

            ENTER - SUBMIT          PF3  -  RETURN

Supply the information you want to take effect when JCLCheck interfaces with APCDOC. For more information about
scheduling commands, see the APCDOC documentation.

This panel contains the following fields:

SIMULATE FROM DATE
Starting date for simulation.

SIMULATE FOR
Number of days to simulate.

SIMULATE FROM TIME
Starting time for simulation.

REVISE
Y uses the current job status from the tracking record; N ignores the job status.

STAGE JCL
Y uses the JCL from the staging libraries; N ignores the JCL.

REPORT FROM TIME
Starting time for reports.
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REPORT TO TIME
Ending time for reports.
The report interval, from time-to-time, can be smaller than simulation interval.

SIMWORK
DEVCLASS value that fast copies the Job Master database as a temporary work file for dynamic allocation
to DEVCLASS prior to the simulation run; N if you do not have available work space to copy the Job Master
database.

SIMVOL
VOLSER that specifies the DASD volume to allocate the simulation work file to if you specified a DEVCLASS
value in the SIMWORK field.
Enter a volume serial number up to six characters.

EVERYDAY
Y controls the specification of RFT and RTT keywords; N ignores this request.

SELECT REPORT NAMES TO INCLUDE
S preceding the report name selects the report that you want APCDOC to produce.

NOTE
SIMEXEC is required if you want JCLCheck to produce JCLCheck error messages.

ENTER ANY CA SCHEDULER SIMULATE INFORMATION
Enter the APCDOC commands. Examples are:
ONLY SCHEDULE NAME=A*

ONLY SCHEDULE NAME=B*

EXCLUDE SCHEDULE NAME=ABC*

EXCLUDE JOB NAME=SAMPLE

Invoke JCLCheck from your Active Work Space (AWS)
This article explains how to invoke JCLCheck from your Active Work Space.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter JCK, and press enter to validate the JCL in your AWS. The following panel is the output of the scan.
2. Enter JCKoptions| (with options| being the options you want to specify in addition to options already set up).

  JCK

  > APPLID(APPLROS)     USER(STB,USER002)   

  >

   ....+.….1…..+…..2.….+…..3…..+…..4…..+…..5…..+…..6.….+…..7.….+

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

 

 

  > APPLID(APPLROS)     USER(STB,USER002)   

  >

   ....+.….1…..+…..2.….+…..3…..+…..4…..+…..5…..+…..6.….+…..7.….+

  ==MSG> CAY6000 11 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "JTEST111" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

  ==MSG>

  ==MSG>
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  ==MSG>

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

 

 

  JCK CT DEST (J) EA SEC() J F X PX(R) RP ER(E I)

  > APPLID(APPLROS) USER(STB,USER002)   

  >

   ....+.….1…..+…..2.….+…..3…..+…..4…..+…..5…..+…..6.….+…..7.….+.

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

Invoke JCLCheck as a Roscoe Program Facility (RPF)
This article explains how to invoke JCLCheck as a Roscoe Program Facility.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter JCKRPF and press enter to invoke the Roscoe Program Facility. When you invoke JCLCheck as an RPF,
JCLCheck displays a series of panels like the ISPF panels. Option 1 checks the contents of the AWS. Option 2 is
similar to the ISPF Option 1, allowing you to scan multiple jobs and produce reports. Option 3 allows you to select
criteria for a batch run of JCLCheck.

2. Enter 2 in the OPTIONS field on the JCLCheck Roscoe menu, and press enter to invoke JCLCheck under Roscoe as
Foreground (ETSO).

   JCKRPF 

  > APPLID(APPLROS) USER(STB,USER002)   

  >

   ....+.….1…..+…..2.….+…..3…..+…..4…..+…..5…..+…..6.….+…..7.….+.

 

The following is the sample output:

  JCLCheck          INVOKED AT  8:41:21 AM ON THURSDAY NOVEMBER 11, yyyy

 CALLING  PARAMETERS:   O(OPTS) 

 OPTS     PARAMETERS:   CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)  PROCX   

            J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)    

            SYN RUNT    

                SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE)) 

                PDS INCLUDE(JTEST11)    

 OPTIONS IN EFFECT: ACTION CCLIST(5) CTLSCAN ERROR(END) FULLLIST OPTIONS(OPTS) 

            PDS($ 9999999999) PROCXREF PULL PXREF(RPT) RP   

            SPACE(REPORT 65 NOALL) SXREF(RPT) XREF   

 SECURITY OPTIONS IN EFFECT:DATASET DASDVOL MGMTCLAS STORCLAS PROGRAM(DEFINE)NO

 

Invoke JCLNeat Under Roscoe
This article explains how to invoke JCLNeat under Roscoe.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter JCKNRPF on the command line. If it is the first time you are entering this command access the Options panel to
establish your options.

2. To establish your options enter Y in the BYPASS THIS SCREEN field, and press F3 (End) to exit this panel to save
your changes. If entering the JCKNRPF command does not display the JCLNeat Options panel, specify JCKNRPF
PANEL.
View the results.

 JCKNRPF 

   > APPLID(APPLROS)    USER(STB,USER02)    

   >

   ....+.….1…..+…..2.….+…..3…..+…..4…..+…..5…..+…..6.….+….

  

  

  JCKNRPF PANEL 

   > APPLID(APPLROS)    USER(STB,USER02)    

   >

   ....+.….1…..+…..2.….+…..3…..+…..4…..+…..5…..+…..6.….+….

  

  

  

 -------------CA JCLNeat       - OPTIONAL Parameter (DEFAULTS)-------------

COMMAND ===>

                                yyyy/mm/dd  

COMMANDs:   CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit, save.    12:27   

KEYs:        Enter to edit, save.  End to edit, save, next panel.   USER002 

 

  BCI         Block Comment Insertion             ===> Y  

  BCS         Blank Comment Separator             ===> N  

  CDEL        Comment Delete Request.             ===> 0  

  CEC/CECJ    Continuation Ending Column/Job      ===> 35    / 35 

  CSC         Continuation Start Column           ===> 16 

  DCBS        Split DCB Subparameters             ===> N  

  FCC         Fill Comment Character              ===> -  

  FORMAT      Deactivate JCL Formatting           ===> Y  

  ICSC        Inline Comment Start Column         ===> 37 

  JOBF        Format Job Statement                ===> 10 

  MKW/MQKW    Maximum Keywords/Qualified          ===> 60    / 10 

  OPSC        Operator Start Column               ===> 10 

  PACK        Pack Operators on Cards             ===> 12 

  REXXMEM     REXX Member Name                    ===> N  

  RSYM        Replace Symbolics                   ===> N  

  SECC        Start/End Comment Character         ===> *  

  SEQ1/INCR   Sequencing Start/Increment Number   ===> 10    / 10 

  SIM/REPORT  Simulate Processing/Report Format   ===> N     / 0  

 

NOTE

Note: For information about the use of JCLNeat under Roscoe search How to Use JCLNeat.
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Manage Runtime Checking
This article explains how to manage runtime checking. JCLCheck checks for execution-time errors, which result in a
system ABEND. The following JCL problems can cause execution-time errors: missing or invalid programs, missing data
sets, and incorrect DCB information. JCLCheck makes special checks for other common errors such as, incorrect order of
cataloged procedure overrides. You can also see flagged runtime errors from the syntax checking.

Simulate Runtime Errors

To simulate runtime errors, modify your JCL to reference a data set that does not exist, as shown below.

 EDIT ------ CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL(USER002) - 01.02 --------- COLUM NS 001 072 

COMMAND ===>                        SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

  000100 //USER002 JOB '40700000',JOEL,CLASS=T,MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=RAVJO02,

  000200 //   REGION=4096K

  000700 //DSDUMP1 EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU

  000800 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

  000900 //TAPE1     DD DSN=USER001.R60JCK.BKUP(+0),DISP=OLD,

  001000 //             UNIT=(CART,,DEFER)

  001100 //SYSIN     DD *

  001200   REST IDD(TAPE1) -

  001400   ODY((WORK81,3380)  -

  001410       (WORK82,3380)) -

  001500   DS(INC(USER002.**)) -

  001610   LVOL(WORK83,WORK84) -

  001620   CAT

  001700 /*

 

Perform Runtime Checking

Specify the runtime option RUNT in the OPTIONS field on the JCLCheck INVOCATION panel.

Rerun JCLCheck to rescan the JCL. Note REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES.

   --------------------------- CA JCLCHECK INVOCATION --------------------- 

   COMMAND ===>

 

 

 Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

 Date:  yyyy/mm/dd      User: USER02        Time: 14:26 

 

  Data Set Name  ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL'   

  Library Type   ===> PDS     (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)    

  Member         ===> USER002 (Member, or Blanks)                    

  Volume Serial  ===>         (If Not CATALOGED)  

  CPU-ID         ===>         (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

  SYSTERM        ===> N       (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

  SYSPRINT       ===> Y       (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below
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  OPTIONS   ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) PROCX  

  OPTIONS   ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)   

  OPTIONS   ===> SYN    RUNT 

  OPTIONS   ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))    

  OPTIONS   ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

  SAVED     ===>    

 

Deactivate Runtime Checking

You may want to deactivate runtime checking if, for instance, you have data sets and programs within your JCL that do
not yet exist. In this case, you would not want to use runtime checking because JCLCheck would produce errors for those
items that do not exist. Turning off runtime checking speeds up processing since it eliminates data set and execution step
existence checking.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the NORUNTIME option NORUNT in the OPTIONS field on the JCLCheck INVOCATION panel.
2. Rerun JCLCheck to rescan the JCL. Note the change in REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES.

   ------------------ CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION ----------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd     User: USER02        Time: 14:26 

 

  Data Set Name  ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL'  

  Library Type   ===> PDS         (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)    

  Member         ===> USER002      (Member, or Blanks)                    

  Volume Serial  ===>             (If Not CATALOGED)  

  CPU-ID         ===>             (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

  SYSTERM        ===> N           (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

  SYSPRINT       ===> Y           (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

  OPTIONS    ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) PROCX 

  OPTIONS    ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)  

  OPTIONS    ===> SYN   NORUNT 

  OPTIONS    ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))   

  OPTIONS    ===>   

  SAVED      ===>    

  SAVED      ===>    

 

NOTE

More information:

• For information about runtime options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.
• For information about JCLCheck messages, search JCLCheck Messages
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Printer Support
You can produce the graph on line printers, nonimpact printers and on nonimpact printers that can operate as line printers.

Line/Nonimpact Printers (Line Printer Mode)

A standard SYSOUT DD statement of the following type is required:

//SYSGRAPH DD SYSOUT=A

WARNING
Do not use OPTCD=J.

3800-1 Printers

Use a SYSOUT DD statement with the following code:

//SYSGRAPH DD SYSOUT=A,

//            DCB=(RECFM=FA,LRECL=133)

3800-3 Printers

Use a SYSOUT DD statement with the following code:

//SYSGRAPH DD SYSOUT=A,OUTPUT=oname,

//            DCB=(OPTCD=J,RECFM=FA,LRECL=133)

and an OUTPUT statement with the following code:

//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=0101,PAGEDEF=ppppp,

//            CHARS=(xxxx,yyyy),TRC=YES

oname
Indicates the ddname of the output statement.

ppppp
Indicates one of the following page definitions:
06080 or 08081

xxxx
Indicates one of the following character parameters for pitch:
GT12, GT15 or GT20

yyyy
Indicates one of the following character parameters for font:
TSCC, TSCF or TSCK

Use only the following pairing of character parameters:

(GT12,TSCC) (GT15,TSCF) (GT20,TSCK)

You can use any 15-pitch font instead of GT15, any 12-pitch font instead of GT12, or any 20-pitch font instead of GT20.

Examples:

Prints the graph in landscape format at 12 cpi:
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//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=0101,PAGEDEF=06080,

//            CHARS=(GT12,TSCC),TRC=YES,DATACK=BLOCK

Prints the graph in portrait format at 20 cpi:

//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=0101,PAGEDEF=08081,

//            CHARS=(GT20,TSCK),TRC=YES,DATACK=BLOCK

3820 Printers

Use a SYSOUT DD statement as follows:

//SYSGRAPH DD SYSOUT=A,OUTPUT=oname,

              DCB=(OPTCD=J,RECFM=FA,LRECL=133)

and an OUTPUT statement as follows:

//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=01011n,PAGEDEF=ppppp,

//            CHARS=(xxxx,yyyy),TRC=YES

oname
Indicates the ddname of the output statement.

n
Indicates one of the following values:
0
Single-sided format
1
Normal double-sided format
2
Tumble duplex format

ppppp
Indicates one of the following page definitions:
V06481 or A08080

xxxx
Indicates one of the following character parameters for pitch:
GT15 or GT20

yyyy
Indicates one of the following character parameters for font:
TSCF or TSCK

Use only the following pairing of character parameters:

(GT12,TSCC) (GT15,TSCF) (GT20,TSCK)

You can use any 15-pitch font instead of GT15, any 12-pitch font instead of GT12, or any 20-pitch font instead of GT20.

Examples

Prints the graph in landscape format at 15 cpi:

//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=010111,PAGEDEF=V06481,

//            CHARS=(GT15,TSCF),TRC=YES
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Prints the graph in landscape format at 20 cpi:

//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=010111,PAGEDEF=V06481,

//            CHARS=(GT20,TSCK),TRC=YES

Prints the graph in portrait format at 20 cpi:

//oname OUTPUT FORMDEF=010111,PAGEDEF=A08080,

//            CHARS=(GT20,TSCK),TRC=YES

Sample JCL for Producing a JCL Flow Diagram

Member AZ1GCHK in CAZ2JCL contains sample SYSOUT DD and OUTPUT statements for printing the graph output on
any of the supported printers. Copy this member and edit it to suit your installation needs.

Produce JCL Flow Diagrams
The Flow Diagram report is a graphic representation of the flow of the JCL processed by JCLCheck. The first page lists
the name of the JCL member being charted and any JOBLIB, JOBCAT, or PROCLIB data sets associated with the job.
STEPLIB and STEPCAT data sets are listed at the beginning of each step. Input and output data sets, respectively, are
listed on the left and right side of the process box (procstep/step/program).

NOTE

More information:

• For information about the Flow Diagram, search Report 10 - Flow Diagram.
• For information about using the GRAPH runtime option, search GRAPH.

Required Execution JCL
To invoke JCLCheck with the batch facility, member AZ1JCHK in CAZ2JCL is supplied. This member executes the
JCLCheck procedure that is located in CAZ2PROC or CAZ2OPTN CAZ1JCHK. AZ1JCHK also submits the JCL you
want JCLCheck to analyze. Enter the JCL you want JCLCheck to analyze between the DLM=$$ and $$ as shown in the
following example:

 //AZ1JCHK JOB ...

//Z1EXJCHK EXEC CAZ1JCHK,

//              DSNQUAL='CAI',

//              DSNLOAD='CAILOAD',

//              OPTION='O(OPTS)'

//OPTS DD *

/*

//SYSIN DD DATA,DLM=$$

  (JCL to analyze)

$$

 

NOTE

Within this member, you see comments explaining how to process partitioned data sets and library files.

CAZ1JCHK looks like the following example (without the commented statements):

 //CAZ1JCHK PROC DSNQUAL='CAI',

//              DSNLOAD='CAILOAD',
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//              GOUT='*',

//              OPTION=''

//JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='&OPTION'.,REGION=0K

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=&DSNQUAL..&DSNLOAD.,       JCLCHECK LOAD LIBRARY

//         DISP=SHR

//SYSTERM  DD SYSOUT=*                       TERMINAL ERROR REPORT

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                       REPORTS 1-9 AND 11

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                       REXX OUTPUT

//SYSGRAPH DD SYSOUT=&GOUT.,DCB=RECFM=FBA    GRAPH REPORT

//SYSMDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                       DIAGNOSTICS DATA

//SYSPROC  DD DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR       <==================*//

//SYSRDR   DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR),DCB=BUFNO=1   <==================*//

 

You can edit this member based on the following DD statement descriptions. In addition, you must customize the
JCLCheck procedure JCL for your site.

NOTE

If you use the AUTOPROC option, it is not necessary to maintain PROCLIB allocation information in the
JCLCheck cataloged procedures, CLIST, or SUBCHEK/EDCHEK control files. For more information, search
JCLCheck Runtime Options.

To invoke JCLCheck, use the following EXEC statements:

Statement Description Statement Description
EXEC Statement that calls the

JCLCheck program and
supplies all the PARM
requirements.
For a complete description
of all the PARM options
available, search JCLCheck
Runtime Options.

STEPLIB Statement that points to the
JCLCheck load library to call the
JCLCheck procedure.
Required if it is not set up in the
linklist.

Use the following list of required and optional DD statements when you invoke JCLCheck:

Statement Description Statement Description
SYSPRINT File that receives the JCLCheck

reports.
The files logical record length is
133 and it can be blocked. To
change the ddname of this file,
use the LIST option.
Required unless you specify
PARM=NOLIST, or the NOLIST
option in the options file.

SYSPROC Statement that points to the
procedure library that JCLCheck
uses to resolve references to
cataloged procedures.
If you have more than one
procedure library, you can
concatenate other data sets on
DD statements to this one. To
change the ddname of this file,
use the PROC option. Specify
the same procedure libraries for
this file as you have specified in
your JES procedure. Generally,
the ddname is PROC00 for
JES2 and IATPLBST for JES3.
Required unless you are using
AUTOPROC.
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CAIVMFI TLMS Volume Master File
(VMF).
Required if TLMS support is
installed and you select the
TLMS support option.

PROCnn Provides JCLCheck support
for the PROCLIB parameter of
the JES2 /*JOBPARM control
statement and JCLLIB JCL
statement.
Required unless you are using
AUTOPROC.
You should add the PROCLIB
allocation statements from the
JES2 procedure to the JCL
which executes JCLCheck.
Do not use with AUTOPROC.

IATPLBnn Provides JCLCheck support for
the PROC= parameter of the
JES3 //*MAIN control statement.
If you want support, add the
alternate PROCLIB allocation
statements from your JES3
procedure to the JCL which
executes JCLCheck.
Optional.

JCHKFREE Marks the beginning of the
sequence of DD statements
that describe the data sets that
you want JCLCheck to dequeue
under Roscoe.
Optional unless you specify
PARM=DEQUE.

JENDFREE Specifies the end of the
sequence of DD statements
that you want JCLCheck to free
under Roscoe.
Optional unless you specify
PARM=DEQUE.

SYSGRAPH Receives the Flow Diagram
Report (Report #10).
The default ddname is
SYSGRAPH. You can specify
another ddname by using the
GRAPH option. The default and
minimum possible value for
LRECL is 133.
Optional unless you specify
PARM=GRAPH.

COBLIB Describes a load library that
can contain a JCLCheck
COBOL exit routine; use with
the COBEXIT option.
When you include this
statement, JCLCheck loads the
COBOL exit program named
in the COBEXIT option from
this library. Use this statement
to facilitate development and
testing of COBOL exit programs.
Note: For information about the
COBOL exits, see the Building
section.
Optional.

SYSDICT Accesses the APCDOC Cross-
Reference database.
The SYSDICT DD statement
specifies the cluster data set
name for this database.
Required if you install the
APCDOC interface at Version
1.0. For Version 1.1 and above,
use the DBHLQ runtime option
to dynamically allocate the
database.

SYSDICT1 Accesses the APCDOC Cross-
Reference database.
The SYSDICT1 DD statement
specifies the path name for the
Cross-Reference database.
Required if you install the
APCDOC interface at Version
1.0. For Version 1.1 and above,
use the DBHLQ runtime option
to dynamically allocate the
database.

SYSTERM Contains the terminal report file.
The logical record length of
this file is 80 and the file can
be blocked. You can change
the ddname of this file with the
Term option discussed in the
JCLCheck Runtime Options.
Optional unless you specify
PARM=TERM.
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SYSRDR Defines the destination for error-
free job streams.
JES2 automatically processes
these jobs if the statement
is coded as shown on the
previous page. JCLCheck writes
the JCL for jobs containing
errors to the point of the error,
then terminates with a JES2 /
*PURGE (or HASP /*DEL)
control statement.
Optional unless you specify
PARM=SUBMIT.

SYSDDxxx Performs for the dynamic
allocation of data sets required
by the CTLSCAN, EASYPROC,
or PXREF options in non-z/OS
systems.
When using any of these
options, you should add a
SYSDDxxx DD statement for
every volume that contains a
control statement data set (for
CTLSCAN), a private procedure
library (for EASYPROC), or a
program library (PXREF). In
practice, it is probably best to
include a volume allocation DD
statement for every resident
or reserved volume in the
installation, as part of a standard
JCLCheck procedure. You can
change the ddname prefix on
these DD statements with the
PREFIX option.
Optional in non-z/OS and not
used in z/OS.

SYSIN Points to the JCL stream that
you want JCLCheck to analyze.
JCLCheck also requires the
DLM parameter if an input
stream data set contains any
statements beginning with
"/*" (such as JES2 control
statements). This data set is one
of the following: a card image
file, a partitioned data set (with
the PDS option), a Panvalet
library (with the Panvalet
option), or a Librarian library
(with the Librarian option).
You can change the ddname
of this file with the Input option
discussed in the JCLCheck
Runtime Options.
Note: SYSIN requires an LRECL
of 80.
Required.

STDRULE Accesses the JCLCheck
Standards Rules database.
This DD statement specifies the
data set name for the database.
Optional.

SYSTSPRT Receives the REXX error
messages and output from
REXX commands, use with the
STDREXX option.
Its logical record length is 133
and it can be blocked. The
ddname may be different if your
site has changed the REXX
installation defaults.
Optional.

SYSEXEC Points to the REXX EXEC
library used with the STDREXX
option.
Optional.
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SYSMDUMP Provides a SYSOUT data
set to contain any diagnostic
information due to abnormal
termination or use of the
JCLCheck DEBUG option.
Optional.

Run JCLCheck in Batch
JCLCheck execution in the background (batch) permits you to display JCLCheck output on the JES spool and also use
the JES subsystem to print output on local and channel attached printers.

To invoke JCLCheck in batch mode, use the sample JCL provided in member AZ1JCHK in the CAZ2JCL data set. This
member uses the CAZ1JCHK JCL procedure located in CAZ2PROC to execute the JCLCheck program.

Once you tailor this JCL, all you need to do is submit it for processing. When processing is complete, the primary reports
appear in the SYSPRINT DD as referenced in the CAZ1JCHK procedure library member.

NOTE
The CAZ1JCHK procedure is usually prepared by the person responsible for installing JCLCheck. This JCL
usually remains constant. The programmer using JCLCheck usually tailors the PROC symbolic in the AZ1JCHK
member.

To tailor the AZ1JCHK JCL member, complete the following three steps:

1. Access member AZ1JCHK.
2. Modify member AZ1JCHK.
3. Execute member AZ1JCHK to scan a group of JCL members.

Access Member AZ1JCHK
This article explains how to access member AZ1JCHK.

Invoke ISPF edit and enter the data set name that contains this member.

Select member AZ1JCHK, and press ENTER.

  -----------------------  EDIT - ENTRY PANEL  ---------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

 

  ISPF LIBRARY:

     PROJECT ===>

     GROUP   ===>    ===>    ===>    ===>    

     TYPE    ===>    

     MEMBER  ===>         (Blank   or pattern for member selection list)

 

  OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

     DATA SET NAME  ===>    'CAI.CAZ2JCL'   

     VOLUME SERIAL  ===>        (If  not cataloged)

 

  DATA SET PASSWORD        ===>    (If  password protected)

 

  PROFILE NAME             ===>    (Blank   defaults to data set type)

 

  INITIAL MACRO            ===>LMF  LOCK   ===>  YES  (YES,  NO  or  NEVER)
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  FORMAT NAME              ===>    MIXED    MODE    ===>   NO   (YES or NO)

  

  

  

  

 EDIT --------------- CAI.APCMTL.CAZ2JCL----------- ROW   00145  OF  00510

COMMAND ===>                        SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

NAME    VV.MM   CREATED    CHANGED    SIZE    INIT   MOD    ID  

AZ1DFLT

AZ1GCHK

S    AZ1JCHK

AZ1JCSC

AZ1JCSR

AZ1NDTI

AZ1NDTO

AZ1NEAT

 

Note: This data set contains the AZ1JCHK JCL member for an installed JCLCheck system.

Modify Member AZ1JCHK
This article modify member AZ1JCHK.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter your job statement information in the JOB statement.
2. Enter processing options beneath the OPTS DD statement.
3. On the SYSIN DD statement, enter the data set name and JCL member name that you want JCLCheck to analyze.

See comment in the AZ1JCHK member of other SYSIN input options.
4. Enter SAVE on the COMMAND line, and press enter to save the changes to the AZ1JCHK member.
5. Enter SUB on the COMMAND line, and press enter to submit the JCL member for JCLCheck checking.

  EDIT ----------- CAI.CAZ2JCL(AZ1JCHK) - 01.00 -------- COLUMNS 001 072

  COMMAND ===>SAVE  SUB             SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   //AZ1JCHK  JOB  '41400000',ALYSSA,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X

   //Z1EXJCHK  EXEC  CAZ1JCHK,

   //       OPTION='O(OPTS)'    

   //OPTS  DD  *                YOUR RUNTIME OPTIONS    

   EASYPROC,  ER(S)

   /*

   //SYSIN  DD  DSN=CAI.CAZ2JCL(CAZ1SAMP),DISP=SHR

   //

NOTE
This member contains comments (not shown here) that explain how to process partitioned data sets and library
files.

Execute Member AZ1JCHK
This article explains how to execute member AZ1JCHK.
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Enter the INCLUDE option in the processing options beneath the OPTS DD statement, followed by a group of member
names. Enter PDS, PAN, or LIB, based on the type of JCL library you are using.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify your SYSIN DD statement to point to a PDS, Panvalet, or Librarian master file.
2. Enter SAVE on the COMMAND line, and press enter to save the changes to the AZ1JCHK member.
3. Enter SUB on the COMMAND line, and press enter to submit the JCL member for JCLCheck checking.

   EDIT --- CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJ661.CAZ2JCL(AZ1JCHK) - 01.00 ----- COLUMNS 001 072

  COMMAND ===>SAVE  SUB                 SCROL==> PAGE   

 

   //AZ1JCHK   JOB  '41400000',ALYSSA,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X

   //Z1EXJCHK  EXEC  CAZ1JCHK,

   //          DSNQUAL='CAI',  

   //          DSNLOAD='CAILOAD',  

   //          OPTION='O(OPTS)'    

   //OPTS   DD  *               YOUR RUNTIME OPTIONS    

   EASYPROC,   ER(S), INCLUDE(CAZ1SAMP,CAZ1SE1,CAZ1SE2,CAZ1SE3),PDS 

   /*

   //SYSIN  DD  DSN=CAI.CAZ2JCL,DISP=SHR

   //

 

NOTE
For information about the access and modification of member AZ1JCHK, see Accessing Member AZ1JCHK and
Modifying Member AZ1JCHK, or see Required Execution JCL.

Set Up Security
This collection of articles explains how to set up product security. JCLCheck provides an interface to ACF2, Top Secret,
and the IBM RACF security facilities. The JCLCheck pre-validation of the security environment helps you to reduce
the incidence of S913 ABENDS and job failures because of insufficient access authority to DATA SET, DASDVOL,
PROGRAM, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS resources.

JCLCheck performs security checks that are based on the user ID identified in either the USER parameter of the JOB
statement or the ACF2 //*LOGONID statement. If a user ID does not exist in either of these places, then by default, the
user ID of the person submitting the JCL is used. JCLCheck can also determine security checking when you specify a
user ID with the USER option.

You can specify the USER option when you want to simulate security checking for the user ID of someone else. For
example, you may want to set up security checking of another user if you are testing JCL to run in production under the
user ID of someone else.

Check a User ID for Security
This article explains how to check the security for a User ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 0 on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu, press enter.
2. Enter 3 on the JCLCheck Control Options Menu.

 JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 0 
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  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

 

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

 

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

 

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

 

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

 

    X  -  Exit  

  

  

  

    ----------------- CA JCLCHECK/CONTROL OPTIONS MENU -------------------

  OPTION ===> 3 

 

 

  Date: yyyy/mm/dd  User: USER02        Time: 10:58 

 

    1 - Process Control Options 

 

    2 - Output Control Options  

 

    3 - Security Options    

 

    4 - JCLNeat Options 

 

    5 - Job Card Specifications 

 

    X - Exit    

 

1. Do one of the following:
– Enter a user ID in the USER field in the Security Options panel, and press F3 (End).
– Enter USER(user ID) in the OPTIONS field on one of the INVOCATION panels.

2. Do one of the following:
– Enter Y in the SECURITY field in the Security Options panel, and press F3 (End) to exit the panel.
– Enter SEC(options) (options being PROG, DASD, STORclas, or MGMTclas) in the OPTIONS field on one of the

INVOCATION panels.
   ----------------- CA JCLCHECK SECURITY OPTIONS  ----------------------

 COMMAND ===>
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 Date: mm/dd/yy.jjj User: USER02        Time:  16:27    

 

 SECURITY    - Do Security Checking                             =>     Y

USER    Alternate user ID for security checking or blank       =>     USER02 

 DASDVOL    - Perform DASDVOL security checks                   => Y   

 MGMTCLAS   - Perform MGMTCLAS security checks                  => Y   

 STORCLAS   - Perform STORCLAS security checks                  => Y   

 PROGRAM    - Perform PROGRAM level security checks             => Y   

           - Check if executed program is defined to security   => Y    

 RUNCPU - Alternate CPU ID for security validation or blank     =>  

 RUNDATE    - Future run date and time for security validation  

            - Specify date in mm/dd/yy format or blank          =>  

            - Specify time in hh:mm format or blank             =>  

 

 

                Update Profile With These Options               => Y   

  

  

  

   --------------------- CA JCLCHECK/INVOCATION --------------------------

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

  Date: yyyy/mm/dd      User: USER02        Time: 10:59 

 

  Data Set Name ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.CHQAJCL'

  Library Type  ===> PDS       (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)    

  Member        ===> USER002 (Member, or Blanks)                    

  Volume Serial ===>           (If Not CATALOGED)  

  CPU-ID        ===>           (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)   

  SYSTERM       ===> N         (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)  

  SYSPRINT      ===> Y         (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )  

 

  Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

  OPTIONS    ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)     

  OPTIONS    ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)  

  OPTIONS    ===> SYN RUNT JOB  USER(USER02) 

  OPTIONS    ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE)) 

  OPTIONS    ===>   

  SAVED      ===>   

  SAVED      ===>   

 

Create an Error Situation to Test Security
This article explains how to test your security implementation.

Follow these steps:

1. Change the USER or the JCL to contain errors.
2. Use one of the INVOCATION panels to run JCLCheck against a JCL member and view the results.

   Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below
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  OPTIONS    ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)     

  OPTIONS    ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)  

  OPTIONS    ===> SYN RUNT JOB  USER(XX!!??%) 

  OPTIONS    ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))   

  OPTIONS    ===>   

  SAVED      ===>   

  SAVED      ===>   

 

Sample partial report output:

  CA JCLCHECK             INVOKED AT  9:56:07 AM ON FRIDAY NOVEMBER 5, yyyy

 SYSTEM  INFORMATION: CPU MODEL=9021 SP4.3.0 TSO2.04.0 SMS1110 ENVIRONMENT ARRAY: 100000000000000000000

 CALLING  PARAMETERS: O(OPTS)

 DEFAULT  PARAMETERS: ACT,SYNTAX,RUNTIME

 OPTS     PARAMETERS:      CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL) PROCX    

                           J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END) 

                           SYN RUNT USER(XX!!??%)   

                           SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))  

                           PDS INCLUDE(USER01)  

  OPTIONS IN EFFECT:       ACTION CCLIST(5) CTLSCAN ERROR(END) FULLLIST OPTIONS(OPTS)   

                           PDS($ 9999999999) PROCXREF PULL PXREF(RPT) RP    

                           RUNTIME SECURITY(ACTIVE) SPACE(REPORT 65 NOALL) SXREF(RPT)   

 SECURITY OPTIONS IN EFFECT: DATASET DASDVOL MGMTCLAS STORCLAS PROGRAM(DEFINE) NO

  

  

  

  CA             REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES   

 CA JCLCHECK              SYS: xxxx JOB: USER02 PGMR: CA01              THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy    

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 STMT       MESSAGE 

 NUM        NUMBER  MESSAGE TEXT    

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  1.    CAY6326S    'VSIGNON' UNKNOWN RETURN CODE 16 FROM CAISSF, SECURITY VALIDAT  

        CAY6323I    FEEDBACK= 'CAS9TSS: UNKNOWN FUNCTION NOT SUPPORTED' 

  7.    CAY6025E    REQUIRED PGM OR PROC PARAMETER MISSING  

        CAY6037E    UNKNOWN KEYWORD 'PPM' SPECIFIED IN OPERAND OF 'EXEC'    

  9.    CAY6186E    GDG INDEX NOT BUILT 

        CAY6079E    DATA SET 'USER02.R60JCK.BKUP(0)' SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT   

 CAY6000 3 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'USER02' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 12

 

NOTE
For information about security, search Security Prevalidation.

Alternate User ID Feature
The Alternate User ID feature allows for JCLCheck validation to be performed under the user ID that the job is run under.
JCLCheck supports an alternative user ID by specifying an ID in the JCL being processed, or by specifying the JCLCheck
USER() option. JCLCheck uses the specified user ID to validate the IDs access to a data set. However, the specified user
ID is not used when accessing the contents of a file, for example, when PROCLIBs or control card files are processed.
This feature extends this capability by running under the specified user ID when accessing these files.
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Setup

Two JCLCheck options are available to control the use of the alternate user ID feature, they are SIGNON and
NOSIGNON.

SIGNON uses the current user ID and makes that ID the current user for the processing duration of the job. You can
establish the user ID in the following ways:

• You can specify the USER option to JCLCheck. When the USER option is present, this ID applies to all jobs processed
in this JCLCheck run. The ID also overrides any user IDs that are specified in the JCL being validated.

• You can define user IDs in the JCL being validated. The most common is the specification of USER= on the JOB card.
If you are using the ACF2 option, the ID can also come from one of the ACF2 specific comment cards, such as //
*LOGONID user_id.

Each time a JOB card is processed, the user changes to the current user ID when it has changed. The job is validated
using the ID that JCLCheck originally ran with when the USER option is not in use and the JCL contains no user ID. When
all jobs have been processed, the ID is re-established to the original user.

You can use the SIGNON option only when JCLCheck is APF authorized.

NOSIGNON prevents the SIGNON option from being used. If NOSIGNON is specified, it overrides the SIGNON specified
in JCKDFLT or at execution.

NOTE

Placing NOSIGNON in the JCLDFLT does not prevent use of the SIGNON. For data centers that want to prevent
the use of SIGNON, it is recommended SIGNON be added to the CAZ2JOEL.

For more information, search Installation Considerations.

Example: Validate JCL that is Run Under a Different User ID

In the following JCL, USER1 wants to validate JCL that is run under the ID of USER2. The JCL specifies USER2 on the
JOB card USER= parameter. Typically, USER1 does not have access to the library specified in the JCLLIB statement,
which contains the VALPROC procedure. The library specified in the SYSIN statement is also not typically accessible by
USER1.

 //TESTJOB JOB …,

//  USER=USER2

//PROC     JCLLIB ORDER=DEV.DEPT.TEST.PROCLIB

//JS10     EXEC  VALPROC

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT3    DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//SYSUT4    DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(2,1))

//SYSIN     DD  DSN=USER2.JCL.CNTL(XXX),DISP=SHR 

 

The following JCL shows the results when the SIGNON option is enabled. The JOB card contains a USER=USER2
parameter. The CAY6636I message indicates that the user ID changed to USER2. No error messages occur for the
PROCLIB or SYSIN control cards.

 //TESTJOB JOB  …,

//  USER=USER2

CAY6636I SWITCHING SECURITY USERID TO 'USER2'

CAY6111I JOBNAME ON JOBCARD 'TESTJOB' DOES NOT MATCH PDS MEMBER NAME

         'SECJOB2'

 

CAY6000 1 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'TESTJOB' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 0

CAY6636I SWITCHING SECURITY USERID TO 'USER1'
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The following JCL shows the results when the SIGNON option is not enabled.

 //TESTJOB JOB …,

//  USER=USER2

CAY6111I JOBNAME ON JOBCARD 'TESTJOB' DOES NOT MATCH PDS MEMBER NAME

         'SECJOB2'

 

//PROC     JCLLIB ORDER=DEV.DEPT.TEST.PROCLIB

CAY6329E ACCESS DENIED TO 'DEV.DEPT.TEST.PROCLIB’ BY SECURITY, RC = 8 ACCESS

         LEVEL =  READ FOR ACID = 'USER1'

 

//JS10     EXEC   VALPROC

CAY6027E PROCEDURE 'VALPROC' NOT FOUND

 

00201005//SYSIN     DD  DSN=USER2.JCL.CNTL(XXX),DISP=SHR

CAY6329E ACCESS DENIED TO ‘USER2.JCL.CNTL’ BY SECURITY, RC = 8 ACCESS

         LEVEL =  READ FOR ACID = 'USER1'

CAY6329E ACCESS DENIED TO ‘USER2.JCL.CNTL’ BY SECURITY, RC = 8 ACCESS

         LEVEL =  READ FOR ACID = 'USER1'

 

CAY6000 4 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'TESTJOB' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8 

 

Installation Considerations

The following considerations are for installation:

• JCLCheck must reside in an authorized load library for the SIGNON feature to be available.
• By default, the SIGNON option is included in the CAZ2JOEL (JCLCheck Option Exclusion List) table. If you want to

use the SIGNON option, do the following steps:
a. Remove SIGNON from the CAZ2JOEL table.
b. Use CAZ2JCL member MZ2C049 to update the CAZ2JOEL table.
c. Add the bolded line ($OEL SIGNON) to the IEBUPDTE input.

 ./ CHANGE NAME=CAZ2JOEL

 *        $OEL  SMS                (SMS OPTION)

 *        $OEL  NORUNT             (NORUNTIM OPTION)

  * $OEL SIGNON (SIGNON OPTION) 

 ./ ENDUP 

 

d. Run MZ2C049.

Use the ISPF Online Panels
Broadcom distributes an ISPF Dialog Manager interface with JCLCheck. This dialog can run JCLCheck in the foreground,
or it can submit a job to execute JCLCheck in the background. If you execute JCLCheck in the foreground, you can:

• Request that error-free jobs be submitted for execution
• Review the JCLCheck output using BROWSE
• Generate hardcopy output using the PRINTOFF command

Depending on how the ISPF interface is installed at your site, JCLCheck can appear as a part of your ISPF Option Menu,
or you can call it from a command line by entering TSO %JCKSPF.
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JCLCheck has a menu facility and a help facility. You can use the menus to do the following tasks:

• Select processing and runtime options
• Invoke JCLCheck
• Define the JCLCheck database
• Define PROCLIBs
• Schedule jobs
• Select JCL members
• Print hardcopy output 

After you define JCLCheck options, save them in the user profile for subsequent requests.

JCLCheck uses the PF key settings defined by your ISPF parameters. If you need help using any panel, press the help
key to display the JCLCheck help tutorial for that panel. If you display the help tutorial main menu, you can select topic-
specific information.

To display the JCLCheck ISPF panels from the ISPF Primary Option Menu, select the JCLCheck option. This displays the
JCLCheck/SPF Menu (JCK0200). JCLCheck saves the default options to your user profile during installation; however,
you can enter the Option panels at any time to customize the JCLCheck options you want saved to your user profile.

NOTE

You must set up your JOB statement using the Specification of JOB CARD panel if you want to invoke
JCLCheck in batch mode.

You can change your options as needed for individual runs.

To exit these panels or return to a previous menu panel, press End.

JCLCheck_SPF Menu (JCK0200)
Use panel JCK0200 to display the JCLCheck: control options panels, various types of invocation panels, and panels that
allow you to establish interaction with CA 7 or APCDOC when running JCLCheck.

NOTE
Upon entering JCK0200, JCLCheck displays message CAY6622I. This message informs you that JCLCheck is
set up to use default options and that you can change these options using Option 0 (Option Specifications).

Do one of the following bullets to display JCK0200:

• Select JCLCheck from the ISPF Primary Option menu.
• Enter TSO %JCKSPF on the ISPF command line, if your installation allows.

To exit this panel, press End.

JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 

  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  
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    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

    X  -  Exit  

Enter the number of the option for the panels you want to display in the OPTION field, and press Enter.

0 - Option Specifications
Displays the JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCK0210). This menu gives you a choice of four different types
of control option panels that you use to view or update various types of runtime options and JOB statement
specification parameters. You also select Option Specifications to create and maintain JCLNeat defaults. These
defaults are in effect during the submit process unless changed either in the maintenance of the defaults or during
the submit process.

1 - JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation
Displays the JCLCheck Foreground Invocation panel (JCK0201). This panel enables you to modify your default
options and submit JCL to JCLCheck checking in the foreground.

2 - JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation/Submit
Displays the JCLCheck Foreground/Submit Invocation panel (JCK0201). This panel enables you to modify your
default options and submit JCL to JCLCheck checking in the foreground.
If the JCL is error free, JCLCheck submits the JCL for processing.

3 - JCLCheck - Batch Submit
Displays the JCLCheck Batch Invocation panel (JCK0201). This panel submits the submission JCL
to JCLCheck checking in the background.
If the submission JCL is error free, JCLCheck submits the JCL for processing.

4 - CA 7 Interface Invocation
Displays the Job Scheduling Interface for CA 7 panel (JCK10). This panel enables you to enter applicable
forecast information.
Press Enter to submit execution of the CA 7 BTI procedure.

5 - APCDOC Interface Invocation
Displays the Job Scheduling Interface for the APCDOC panel (JCK09). This panel enables you to enter applicable
forecast information.
Press Enter to submit execution of the APCDOC CAJUTIL0 procedure.

6 - JCLNeat - Batch Submit
Displays the JCLNeat Optional Parameters panel (JCK0205). This panel enables the system user to format and
submit a job to perform the JCLNeat process on selected JCL members.

7 - RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution
Displays the External Variable Specification panel (JCK0207, JCK0208, JCK0209, or JCK0218) for the product
selected in the RESOLVE option on the Additional Processing Options panel. This panel enables you to specify
product-specific parameters for external variable resolution. If no RESOLVE option is set, this selection is
unavailable.
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Control Options Menu (JCK0210)
Use this panel to view or change your processing control options, output control options, security options, or JOB
statement parameters.

To display this panel, select Option 0 (Option Specifications) on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu (JCK0200).

To exit this panel and return to the previous panel, press End.

 ------------------------- CA JCLCheck CONTROL OPTIONS MENU ------------JCK0210

 OPTION ===>

        Date:                User:                          Time:

                      1 - Process Control Options

                      2 - Output Control Options

                      3 - Security Options

                      4 - JCLNeat Options

                      5 - Job Card Specifications

                      X - Exit

Enter the desired option in the OPTION field, and press ENTER.

1 - Process Control Options
Displays the JCLCheck Process Control Options panel (JCK0202). Use this panel to view or change process
control options.
Optionally, you can go to the Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203) from this panel.

2 - Output Control Options
Displays the JCLCheck Output Control Options panel (JCK03). This allows you to specify options that control the
output produced by JCLCheck.

3 - Security Options
Displays the JCLCheck Security Options panel (JCK0204). This allows you to specify options that request support
for pre-validation of the security environment.

4 - JCLNeat Options
Displays the JCLNeat Optional Parameters panel (JCK0205). This is used to support the creation and
maintenance of the defaults that will be in effect during the submit mode process, unless temporarily overridden
while in the submit mode process.

5 - Job Card Specifications
Displays the JCLCheck Specification of Job Card panel (JCK07). This allows you to specify the JOB statement
parameters for batch submit purposes.

Invocation Panel (JCK0201)
This panel displays the option you selected on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel (JCK0200). The Options panels contain
the default options that are set up for you to use with JCLCheck. You can use the Options panels to change the default
options and have JCLCheck save them in your ISPF user profile. Use this panel to invoke JCLCheck with the criteria you
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enter in the following fields. The information in these fields determines the JCL that JCLCheck analyzes, specifies control
options for individual runs of JCLCheck, and specifies whether to produce and print messages and reports.

To display this panel, do one of the following:

• Enter Option 1 (JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation) in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel
(JCK0200).

• Enter Option 2 (JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation / Submit) in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel
(JCK0200).

• Enter Option 3 (JCLCheck Batch Submit) in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel (JCK0200).

To exit this panel and return to the previous panel, press END.

   -------------------------- CA JCLCheck/INVOCATION ---------------------JCK0201

  COMMAND ===>

 

  Option Selected: FOREGROUND

 

   Date: mm/dd/yyyy            User: USERA01            Time: 16:28

 

     Data Set Name ===> 'CAI.APCMTL.J670.CHQAJCL(LINDA1)'

     Library Type  ===> PDS        (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)

     Member        ===>            (Member, or Blanks)                    

     Volume Serial ===>            (If Not CATALOGED)

     CPU-ID        ===>            (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)

     SYSTERM       ===> N          (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)

     SYSPRINT      ===> Y          (Y/N/P, Reports 1-9 according to options )

 

 

     Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below

     OPTIONS ===> CC(5)  CT    SP(RPT 65 NOALL)  

     OPTIONS ===> J F XREF PXR(RPT) SX RP ER( END)

     OPTIONS ===> SYN RUNT

     OPTIONS ===> SEC(DASD,STOR,MGMT,PROGRAM(DEFINE))

     OPTIONS ===>

     SAVED   ===>

     SAVED   ===>

 

Enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

This panel contains the following fields:

Data Set Name
Defines the data set containing the JCL that you want JCLCheck to analyze.

Library Type
Sequential file (SEQ) or the type of library: PDS, [assign the PANVLT for your book], or [assign the LIBR variable
for your book].

Member
Member name associated with the data set.
If you leave this field blank and press Enter, you are transferred to a Member Select panel. If you specify an
asterisk (*) in this field, JCLCheck processes the full PDS in batch (Option 3).

Volume Serial
Volume serial number associated with the data set.
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CPU-ID
ID of the CPU on which the JCLCheck background job executes.
This value is only valid with a batch submit (Option 3).

SYSTERM / SYSPRINT
Options specifying whether JCLCheck should produce messages (SYSTERM) and selected reports (SYSPRINT)
for the current run.
Y

Generates the associated reports and automatically invokes the browse feature to display the report at
your terminal.

N
Suppresses generation of the associated reports.

P
(Print) Generates the associated reports and invokes the browse feature.

After you browse the reports online, press Enter to display the PRINTOFF panel (JCK04). From here you can
alter options and generate hardcopy output.

Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below
Current JCLCheck profile options are always shown using their minimum keyword name abbreviations.
This area has two types of input lines:

• You can change options on the lines labeled OPTIONS, but the changes are only in effect for this run. The
dialog regenerates these options from the user profile each time you display this panel.

• JCLCheck saves options on the lines labeled SAVE in the user profile. The dialog regenerates these options
from the user profile each time you display this panel and uses them for every job you run until you remove
them.

NOTE

For more information about profile options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

Process Control Options Panel (JCK0202)
Use this panel to specify options to control how JCLCheck processes the input JCL file. The dialog checks the syntax of
all the options that you select before accepting them.

The fields contain the default option choices that are set up during installation when you enter this panel for the first time.
When you change the options, specify a Y in the "Update PROFILE with these options" field. The fields contain the new
options.

NOTE
You can also use this panel to display the Additional Processing Options Panel (JCK0203).

To display this panel, enter Option 1 (Process Control Options) in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck Control Options
Menu panel (JCK0210).

To exit this panel and return to the previous panel, press End.

 ------------------- CA JCLCheck PROCESS CONTROL OPTIONS -------------------  

COMMAND ===>                                                                 

 Date: yyyy/mm/dd                User: USERID1                    Time: hh:mm

 

           Go to ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS PANEL   => N                  

 

CCLIST   - Number of program control cards to be listed     (0-32767) => 100

COND     - Simulate execution according to condition codes            => N   
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CTLSCAN  - Scan utility control statements                            => N   

EASYPROC - CA EASYPROCLIB support                                     => N   

MSS      - Stage VTOC of MSS volumes if necessary                     => N   

PXREF    - Check program and PDS member existence                     => N   

SEV      - Minimum severity of errors to be listed             (0-16) => 0   

SPACE    - Check blksize efficiency for new DASD files                => N   

   (ALL) - Check blksize efficiency for existing DASD files too       => N   

   (NN)  - Minimum % of track usage (give warning if less)     (0-99) => 65  

SXREF    - Check JCL across jobs                                      => N   

CSI      - Use Catalog Search Interface for catalog lookup            => Y   

PROC     - Define alternate proclibs                                  => N   

         - Alternate proclib(s) are selected                          => Y   

DICT     - Define CA APCDOC XREF database                             => N   

 

           Update PROFILE with these options           => Y                  

 

Enter the processing values that you want to take effect, and press Enter to invoke JCLCheck using these options.

Note: For complete details about each option, see JCLCheck Runtime Options.

This panel contains the following fields:

Go to ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS PANEL
Y displays the Additional Process Control Options panel (JCK0203); N deactivates this option.

CCLIST
A number from 0 to 32767 that specifies the number of program control statements you want JCLCheck to list.

COND
Y activates condition code simulation and the IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF statement; N deactivates condition code
simulation.
Specifying Y allows you to specify an alternate completion code for a specific step.

CTLSCAN
Y requests that JCLCheck read and interpret control statements for the following IBM utility programs
IEHPROGM, IDCAMS, DFSORT, ADRDSSU, IEBCOPY, and IEBGENER. Y also requests JCLCheck read
and interpret control statements for the Broadcom program XCOM Data Transport. N deactivates these control
statements.

EASYPROC
Y activates support of Easyproclib; N deactivates this option.
If you enter Y and JCLCheck encounters an EASYPROC PROCLIB DD statement before the first EXEC
statement of a job, it opens and uses the specified PROCLIB in addition to the one specified on its own
SYSPROC DD.

MSS
Y requests that JCLCheck stage the VTOC of mass storage volumes when necessary to verify the existence of a
data set on MSS; N ignores this option.

PXREF
Y requests activation of the JCLCheck program and member existence checking and reporting feature; N ignores
this option.

SEV
A value from 0 to 16 that defines the minimum severity of errors that you want JCLCheck to list.
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SPACE
Y activates the direct-display space usage analysis, and N deactivates this option and reporting feature in the
SPACE field.
Enter Y or N in the ALL field depending on whether you want JCLCheck to perform the space efficiency check on
both new and existing data sets.
Enter a percentage from 0 to 99 in the NN field to check the space efficiency on the new data sets created by the
input job stream, or the minimum percentage of track usage. The suggested values are 75 - 85 percent.

SXREF
Y activates related job data set existence checking; N deactivates this option and reporting feature (checking JCL
across jobs).
This option specifies that the job streams you want JCLCheck to analyze are related jobs that run in succession.

CSI
Y requests that JCLCheck use the IBM Catalog Search Interface when doing catalog lookup and data set
existence checking. N deactivates this option.
Specifying Y invokes the IBM Catalog Search Interface when searching for a data set in the system catalog.
Oftentimes, there are performance benefits when utilizing this option.

PROC
Y specifies an alternate ddname for the statement defining the procedure library that you want JCLCheck to use;
N ignores this option.
PROC lets you use alternate libraries where JCLCheck searches for cataloged procedures. The alternate library
allows JCLCheck to test modified procedures without the need to store them in system PROCLIBs prior. When
JCLCheck activates these alternate PROCLIBs and you use Option 2 (JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation /
Submit) on the JCK0200 main menu, JCLCheck does not submit the JCL. It displays a message indicating that
nonstandard PROCLIBs were used and that actual execution may not be possible. The PROC option is mutually
exclusive with the AUTOPROC option. If you specify both options, JCLCheck ignores the PROC option.

DICT
Y defines terms to the dictionary when your site has APCDOC installed; N ignores this option.

Update PROFILE with these options
Y updates your current JCL profile with a new profile containing the option changes entered on this panel; N
ignores these changes.

Additional Processing Options Panel (JCK0203)
Use this panel to specify additional options that control how JCLCheck processes the input JCL file. The dialog checks
the syntax of all options that are selected before accepting them. From this panel, you can specify additional options that
control how JCLCheck processes the input JCL file.

To display this panel, enter Y in the GO TO ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS field on the JCLCheck Process
Control Options panel (JCK0202).

 JCK0203 ---------- CA JCLCheck ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS ---------------- 

COMMAND ===>                                                                  

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd                 USER: USERID1                  TIME: hh:mm  

 

STANDARD - Name of STANDARD(S) for compliance checking or blank  =>           

             =>           =>           =>           =>           =>           

             =>           =>                                                  

STDREXX  - Compliance checking REXX: EXEC => JCKT0001                                       

             REXX Library DD (optional) => BOB                                            

             REXX Library DSN (optional):                                                   

               =>                                                          
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REXXMSG  - Allow changes to message severity via REXX EXEC       => D        

SYNTAX   - Do syntax checking of JCL                             => Y        

RUNTIME  - Do runtime checking of JCL                            =>          

REMOTE   - Do remote validation of JCL                           => N                   

           REMVAL file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) =>                              

           REMVAL => MOOJO01.JCL.CNTL(REMVAL)                                

CHANGE   - Do pre-validation variable substitution               => N                 

         - Substitute JCL, control cards, or both (JCL/CTL/BOTH) =>                     

           Change file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) => B                            

           Change file DSN  => APC.LV2JCK.Z1C0.RT.PDS                                   

           Member name  => CHGMEMBR                                          

OPROC    - Define OPROC DD name or OPROCLIB libraries            => N        

CNTLOVER - Define control card override DD name or libraries     => N        

LOADOVER - Define load library override DD name or libraries     =>          

RESOLVE  - Resolve external variables by calling product. . . .  => CTM      

SYSUID   - Specify value for system parameter SYSUID             =>          

CA7      - Scheduled override criteria.... ID =>     DT =>       TM =>                

 

           Update PROFILE with these options     => Y                         

 

Enter the options that you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

STANDARD
Standard names (from the Standards Rules database) that you want JCLCheck to use for compliance checking.
If you do not want to invoke compliance checking, you can specify one to eight standard names or you can leave
this field blank.

STDREXX
Specify the REXX member name of a JCLCheck REXX program that is used to enforce site standards. REXX
Library DD is an alternate DD name used to load the REXX EXEC member name, the standard DD name is
SYSEXEC. REXX Library DSN is an alternative library name that will be dynamically allocated to load the REXX
EXEC member name. If the DSN is provided, the DD name can be specified * (asterisk) to indicate the DD name
should be generated.
You can use standard IBM member pattern characters to display a member list for the data sets that are allocated
to your REXX Library. Use the asterisk (*) for multiple characters and the per cent sign (%) for a single character.
You can select the member that you want to use from the list. Press Enter to have the selected member name
filled in as the STDREXX value.

REXXMSG
Y enables you to process messages and change message severity by using the REXX EXEC specified in the
STDREXX panel option. When Y is omitted, the REXX EXEC is not called to process messages.

SYNTAX
Y activates syntax checking of the JCL; N displays options only.

RUNTIME
Y causes JCLCheck to perform runtime checking on the JCL; N deactivates runtime checking.

REMOTE
Y activates remote validation; N deactivates remote validation. If you activate remote validation, provide the name
of the REMVAL file. The REMVAL file is a sequential data set or PDS member that defines remote validation
options. Immediately before the REMVAL file field on the panel, there is a single-character field that can be set to
‘B’ or ‘E’. This field enables you to browse or edit the REMVAL file before invoking JCL validation.
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CHANGE
Y informs JCLCheck to substitute variables on a temporary basis before JCL validation takes place that is
based on a user-defined conversion table. JCLCheck examines and substitutes JCL statements, inline control
statements, or both depending on the JCL/CTL/BOTH sub-option. Immediately before the CHANGE file field on
the panel, there is a single-character field that can be set to ‘B’ or ‘E’. This field enables you to browse or edit the
CHANGE file before invoking JCL validation.
The CHANGE file is required. This file is an 80-byte partitioned data set member or sequential file containing the
user-defined conversion table of `from' and `to' data strings.

OPROC
When the OPROC field is set to Y, the JCK13 panel displays. This panel is where you can specify the OPROCLIB
libraries or the OPROC ddname (if the OPROC libraries were pre-allocated).

CNTLOVER
When the CNTLOVER field is set to Y, the JCK12 panel displays. This panel is where you can specify control card
override libraries or the CNTLOVDD ddname (if the control card override libraries were pre-allocated).

RESOLVE
Specifies the product name JCLCheck is to call to resolve product-specific variables imbedded in the JCL. The
variable resolution occurs before JCLCheck validates the JCL. JCLCheck can resolve external variables in the
following scheduling products: CA 7 (CA7), ESP (ESP), Tivoli Workload Scheduler (TWS), and Control-M (CTM).

SYSUID
User ID that you want JCLCheck to use in replacement of the system symbolic parameter, SYSUID.

Update PROFILE with these options
Y updates the current JCL profile options with the options specified on this panel; N ignores these changes.
For details of these options, search JCLCheck Runtime Options.

Security Options Panel (JCK0204)
Use this panel to specify options that control the support of the pre-validation of the security environment. This dialog
checks the syntax of all the options currently selected.

To display this panel, select Option 3 on the JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCK0210). Press End to return to that
menu.

  ----------------- CA JCLCheck SECURITY OPTIONS  -----------------JCK0204

  COMMAND ===>

   Date: yyyy/mm/dd               User: USERA01                 Time:  16:27

  SECURITY - Do Security Checking                                  => Y

  USER     - Alternate userid for security checking or blank       =>

  DASDVOL  - Perform DASDVOL security checks                       => Y

  MGMTCLAS - Perform MGMTCLAS security checks                      => Y

  STORCLAS - Perform STORCLAS security checks                      => Y

  PROGRAM  - Perform PROGRAM level security checks                 => Y

           - Check if executed program is defined to security      => Y

  RUNCPU   - Alternate CPU ID for security validation or blank     =>

  RUNDATE  - Future run date and time for security validation

           - Specify date in mm/dd/yy format or blank              =>

           - Specify time in hh:mm format or blank                 =>

  SHRUPD   - Datasets with DISP=SHR are to be checked for UPDATE   =>
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             Update PROFILE with these options     => Y

Supply the options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

SECURITY
Y allows you to use any of the options on this panel; N deactivates these options.

USER
User ID you want JCLCheck to use to perform security checking.
If you leave this field blank, JCLCheck uses the user ID in the JCL or the user ID of the person using JCLCheck.

DASDVOL
Y causes JCLCheck to perform DASDVOL security checking; N deactivates this option.

MGMTCLAS
Y causes JCLCheck to perform MGMTCLAS security checking; N deactivates this option.

STORCLAS
Y causes JCLCheck to perform STORCLAS security checks; N deactivates this option.

PROGRAM
Y causes JCLCheck to perform program level security checking or to check if executed programs are defined to
security; N deactivates this option.

RUNCPU
Alternate CPU ID for security validation.
Leave this field blank if you want JCLCheck to ignore this option.

RUNDATE
Run date and run time, or a run date only for JCLCheck to perform future security validation; N deactivates this
option.
Do not specify run time only. Leave both fields blank if you want JCLCheck to ignore this option.

Update PROFILE with these options
Y updates the current JCL profile options with the options on this panel; N deactivates these changes.

Output Control Options Panel (JCK03)
Use this panel to specify options that control the output which JCLCheck produces and how it is formatted.

To display this panel, select Option 2 on the JCLCheck Control Options Selection panel (JCK0210).

NOTE
When you press End from this panel, you return directly to the JCLCheck/SPF Menu (JCK0200).

  --------------------- JCLCHECK OUTPUT CONTROL OPTIONS ------------------ JCK03

  COMMAND ===>

   Date: yyyy/mm/dd               User: USERA01                 Time: 16:26

  AUDIT      - Audit Report producing totals and averages               => Y

  JOB        - List input JCL                                (RPT 1)    => Y

  FULLLIST   - List complete merged JCL and procedures       (RPT 2)    => Y

  XREF       - Produce Data Set Cross-Reference              (RPT 3)    => Y

  PXREF      - Produce Program Cross-Reference               (RPT 4)    => Y

  RPTRPT     - List SYSOUT Reports                           (RPT 5)    => Y

  ERROR(END) - Place Error Report last                       (RPT 6)    => Y
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     (START) - Place Error Report first                                 => N

    (INLINE) - Place Error Messages INLINE in Report 2                  => N

  SPACE(RPT) - List DASD Space in Dataset Reports 3,7                   => Y

  SX(RPT)    - Summary DSN, PGM, RPT Cross-Reference     (RPT 7,8,9)    => Y

  SX(ONLY)   - Summary RPTS 7,8,9 only          (SUPPRESS RPT 3,4,5)    => N

  PROCXREF   - Symbolic Reference Report                    (RPT 11)    => N

  GRAPH      - Produce JOB Flowcharts                       (RPT 10)    => N

             - Print the JOB Flowcharts                                 => N

               Update Profile With These Options  => Y

Supply the values you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

AUDIT
Y prints the Audit Report; N deactivates this option.

JOB
Y prints the Listing of Jobstream JCL Report (Report 1); N deactivates this option.

FULLLIST
Y prints the Listing of Merged JCL Report (Report 2); N deactivates this option.

XREF
Y prints the Data Set Cross-Reference Report (Report 3); N deactivates this option.

PXREF
Y prints the Program Cross-Reference Report (Report 4); N deactivates this option.

RPTRPT
Y prints Report Listing (Report 5); N deactivates this option.
The Report Listing is a list of all SYSOUT reports produced by the job.

ERROR(END)
Y prints the error messages at the end of the listing of the Error Messages Report (Report 6); N deactivates this
option.
END is the default for this option.

ERROR(START)
Y prints the Error Messages Report (Report 6) prior to the Listing of Jobstream JCL Report (Report 1); N
deactivates this option.

ERROR(INLINE)
Y prints error messages within the expanded JCL listing immediately following the statement flagged as an error;
N deactivates this option.

SPACE(RPT)
Y reports space usage for all files without any track efficiency analysis; N deactivates this option.
The DASD space usage is listed on the Data Set Cross-Reference Report (Report 3) and the Summary Data Set
Cross-Reference Report (Report 7).

SX(RPT)
Y activates the related job data set validation feature and generates summary reports (7-9) at both the individual
job and system summary level; N deactivates this option.

SX(ONLY)
Y requests activation of the related job data set validation feature and generates the summary reports (7-9) at
only the system summary level; N deactivates this option.
JCLCheck suppresses reports 3, 4, and 5 when you use this option.
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PROCXREF
Y prints the symbolic Reference Report (11); N deactivates this option.

GRAPH
Y produces the Flow Diagram Report (Report 10) and optionally provides the ddname of the SYSOUT file; N
deactivates this option.

Print the JOB Flowcharts
Y prints the job flowcharts; N deactivates this option.

Update PROFILE with these options
Y updates the current JCL profile with the options entered on this panel; N ignores these changes.

Printoff Panel (JCK04)
Use this panel to generate hardcopy output for the JCLCheck SYSTERM or SYSPRINT reports. Use the options on this
panel to control the physical format of the output to the printer. You can also direct output to remote printers serviced by
the DSPRINT application (or its equivalent).

NOTE
If you are running under Roscoe ETSO-ISPF, search Alternate Print Panel (JCK04I).

To display this panel:

1. Enter P in either the SYSTERM or SYSPRINT fields on the JCLCheck/Invocation panel (JCK0201), and press Enter.
JCLCheck displays a Member Select panel.

2. Select and process the desired members, view the error messages, and browse the reports.
3. When you are finished, press End.

       ------ PRINTOFF: PANEL TO PRINT DATASETS IMMEDIATELY -------JCK04

  COMMAND ===> 1

 

    Date - mm/dd/yyyy         User - USER01           Time hh:mm

 

    1 - Execute PRINTOFF Function    2 - Cancel PRINTOFF Function

 

    DATASET NAME =>  'USER01.JCLCHECK.SYSPRINT' 

    CLASS  =======> A       (Output Class the print will go to)

    HOLD/NOHOLD ==> NOHOLD  ("HOLD" will hold the Job until operator release)

    FOLD/NOFOLD ==> NOFOLD  (All characters are made UPPERCASE if "FOLD")

    COPIES =======> 1       (Number of Copies, 1-999)

    VOLUME =======>         (If the Dataset is not Cataloged)

 

    "DSPRINT" Destination ID ==>     If Remote Printing is desired.

 

Supply the values you want to take effect to view these reports.

This panel contains the following fields:

1 - Execute PRINTOFF Function
Prints the output.

2 - Cancel PRINTOFF Function
Cancels the print request.

DATASET NAME
Data set name of the file you want to print.
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CLASS
SYSOUT class for the SYSOUT file.
Default: A

HOLD/NOHOLD
Defers printing of the report until it is released by an operator; Nohold prints the report immediately.

FOLD/NOFOLD
Fold converts all lowercase characters to uppercase characters when printing the file; Nofold ignores character
conversion.

COPIES
Defines a number from 1 to 999, which designates the number of copies to print.
Default: 1

VOLUME
Volume serial number of the disk for the data set that you want to print.
Leave this field blank if the data set is not cataloged.

DSPRINT Destination ID
Defines the ID of the printer site.

Alternate Print Panel (JCK04I)
This panel is a substitute for the JCK04 panel and is displayed if you are running the JCKSPF dialog under
Roscoe ETSO-ISPF. Use the panel options to generate hardcopy output for the JCLCheck SYSTERM or SYSPRINT
reports. The options on this panel allow you to control the physical format of the printer output. You can also direct output
to remote printers serviced by the DSPRINT application (or an equivalent application).

To display this panel:

1. Enter P in either the SYSTERM or SYSPRINT fields on the JCLCheck/Invocation panel (JCK0201), and press Enter.
JCLCheck displays a Member Select panel.

2. Select and process the desired members, view the error messages, and browse the reports.

When you are finished, press End.

 -------------  PRINT: PANEL TO PRINT DATA SETS IMMEDIATELY  -------- JCK04I

  COMMAND===>

   Date - mm/dd/yyyy          User - CAUSER              Time hh:mm

    1 - EXECUTE THE PRINT FUNCTION    2 - CANCEL THE PRINT FUNCTION

    DATASET NAME =>  'USERID.JCLCHECK.SYSPRINT'

    CLASS  =======> A        (Output Class the Print will go to)

    HOLD/NOHOLD ==> NOHOLD   (Hold will hold The Job Until Operator Version)

    COPIES =======> 1        (Number of Copies, 1-999)

    Destination ID(DEST), if Remote Printing is Desired

    NODE       ===>

    USER ID    ===>

Supply the values you want to take effect when printing the SYSTERM and SYSPRINT reports.

This panel contains the following fields:
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1 - EXECUTE THE PRINT FUNCTION
Prints the output.

2 - CANCEL THE PRINT FUNCTION
Cancels the print request.

DATASET NAME
Data set name of the file you want to print.

CLASS
SYSOUT class for the SYSOUT file.
Default: A

HOLD/NOHOLD
Defers printing of the report until it is started by an operator; Nohold prints the report immediately.

COPIES
Number from 1 to 999, which designates the number of copies you want to print.
Default: 1

NODE
Symbolic node name that directs printing to a remote printer.
The node name can be one to eight alphanumeric or national characters.

USER ID
For remote printing, a user ID (one through seven alphanumeric or national characters) defined to the node.

NOTE
You must define a user ID and a node.

Definition of Alternate PROCLIBS Panel (JCK05)
Use this panel to specify alternate libraries for JCLCheck to search for cataloged procedures.

To display this panel, enter Y (yes) in the PROC option field on the JCLCheck Process Control Options panel (JCK0202).

      -------------- DEFINITION OF ALTERNATE PROCLIBS ---------------JCK05

      COMMAND===>

       DATE - yyyy/mm/dd        USERID - USER01          TIME -12:30

       PROCLIB1: 'systems.oldid.cicsvs.proclib'

       PROCLIB2: 'systems.oldid.imsvs.proclib'

       PROCLIB3:

       PROCLIB4:

       PROCLIB5:

       PROCLIB6:

       PROCLIB7:

Enter the library data set names in the order in which you want JCLCheck to use them. When you press Enter, JCLCheck
checks for the existence of these libraries.

Specification of JOB CARD Panel (JCK07)
Use this panel to specify the JOB CARD parameters that JCLCheck uses for a batch submit.

To display this panel, enter Option 5 (Job Card Specification) on the JCLCheck Control Options panel (JCK0210). Press
End to return to that panel.
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  --------------------- SPECIFICATION OF JOB CARD ---------------------

  COMMAND===>

  Date:                           User:                    Time:

  Job Statement Information:  (Verify before submitting)

 ===> //JOBNAME  JOB  (4303,D000),RGS,MSGCLASS=2,CLASS=A

 ===> //*

 ===> //*

 ===> //*

        Update PROFILE with these options  =>

Supply the Job Statement option information and the values for the remaining fields.

This panel contains the following fields:

Job Statement Information
Required JOB statement information.
This information should include a complete JOB statement including quotation marks (").

Update PROFILE with these options
Y updates the current JCL profile with this JOB statement information. N cancels the update.

Define JCLCheck/APCDOC Database Panel (JCK08)
Use this panel to update JCL on the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.

To display this panel, enter Y in the DICT option field on the JCLCheck Process Control Options panel (JCK0202).

 ---------------DEFINE JCLCheck/APCDOC DATA BASE ---------------------- JCK08

 COMMAND ===>

 DATE - yyyy/mm/dd               USER - USERID                   TIME - hh:mm

 DICT     - Production XREF Database Option

 UPDATE   - Update the XREF Database from this run                    => N

 SYSTEM  - System Name  =>

    For CA APCDOC Release 1.1 and above, DBHLQ is required:

 APCDOC Database high-level qualifier =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    For CA APCDOC Release 1.0, database names are required:

 APCDOC Database Name  =>

 APCDOC Database Path  =>

     Important note:

     Enter either high-level qualifier or database names, but not both.
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Enter the appropriate values for the following options to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

This panel contains the following fields:

UPDATE
Y updates the APCDOC Cross-Reference database after JCLCheck checks the JCL; N ignores the update.

SYSTEM
System name (up to eight characters) for JCLCheck to associate the JCL with a particular system (that is, a multi-
CPU partition environment).

APCDOC Database High-level Qualifier
The high-level qualifier of the APCDOC PARMFILE associated with the Cross-Reference database.
Use this field when running APCDOC Version 1.1 and above.

APCDOC Database Name
Data set name of the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.
Use this field when running APCDOC Version 1.0.

APCDOC Database Path
Data set name of the alternate path for the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.
Use this field when running APCDOC Version 1.0.

Member Select for PDS (CAZ1SLEP/CAZ1SLRP) Update and Browse
Use this panel to select members from a partitioned data set (PDS) for JCLCheck to process.

To display this panel:

1. Enter Option 1, 2, or 3 in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel (JCK0200) and press Enter.
2. Enter a complete data set name and data set type of PDS in the appropriate fields on the JCLCheck Invocation panel

(JCK0201), and press Enter. Do not enter a member name.

  ---------------------  CA JCLCHECK MEMBER SELECT ------------ ROW 1 OF 0

 COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

     Data Set Name: CAI.CHN6.R880200.PROD.CNTL          Type .: PDS

 

     CMD  MEMBER     ORDER   CREATED      LAST MODIFIED     SIZE   USERID

          PRODINIT       1   2000/02/01   2000/02/15 12:17    40   PRODO01

          PRODLOAD       2   2000/02/02   2000/02/15 12:19    72   PRODO01

          PROD0101       3   2000/02/09   2000/03/01 09:11     7   PRODO02

          PRODRUN        4   2000/03/01   2000/03/01 09:45   119   PRODO01

          PRODBKUP       5   2000/02/01   2000/02/17 15:32  2000   PRODO01

          ========    =====  ========     ========== =====  ====   =======

          ACCTVER            2000/01/23   2000/03/24 00:13   254   ABCXY01

          DOCSCAN            2000/12/25   2000/12/27 08:37    55   ABCXY01

          SUBALL             2000/07/12   2000/09/10 16:17   175   PRODO01

          TRANBKUP           2000/07/04   2000/10/15 12:20    92   PRODO01

 

Select one or more members by placing a number in the CMD field preceding the desired member, and press Enter.

JCLCheck displays those members selected for processing above the divider line (=========) and each has an ordinal
number indicating its order of processing.

The order of the display is the order chosen. For example, PRODINIT, the member on the top line of the preceding
display, is the first member that JCLCheck processes.
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To exit the panel without making any changes, enter CANCEL in the COMMAND field, and press Enter.

Enter End to pass the selected members to JCLCheck for processing.

Changing the Order of Members

To change the order of a member, enter the new order number in the CMD field next to the member name, and press
Enter.

Entering an order number X next to a member name causes all members with order numbers greater than or equal to X to
shift down with their order numbers incremented by 1. For example, entering 4 next to PRODLOAD results in the following
display:

 CMD MEMBER    ORDER  CREATED     LAST MODIFIED    SIZE  USERID

     PRODINIT  1      2000/02/01  2000/02/15 12:17   40  PRODO01

     PROD0101  2      2000/02/09  2000/03/01 09:11    7  PRODO02

     PRODLOAD  4      2000/02/02  2000/02/15 12:19   72  PRODO01

     PRODRUN   5      2000/03/01  2000/03/01 09:45  119  PRODO01

     PRODBKUP  6      2000/02/01  2000/02/17 15:32  2000 PRODO01

     ========  ==     ==========  ========== =====  ==== =======

 

Adding a Member

If you enter an order number next to a member below the divider line, JCLCheck moves the member above the line
according to the order number. Use an order number greater than the last order number + 1 to leave room for insertion.
You can use the REORDER command to assign consecutive order numbers. Otherwise, JCLCheck reorders the order
numbers when you exit this panel.

Removing a Member

To remove a member from the selected list, enter 0 in the CMD field next to the member name, and press Enter.

Browsing a Member

To help you decide whether to process a member, you can browse it. To browse a member, enter B in the CMD field next
to a member name, and press Enter. This causes the display of an ISPF browse panel for the member. Press End to
return to the Member Select panel.

Assigning the Next Available Order Number

To assign the next available order number, enter N (Next) beside the name of one or more members (either above or
below the divider line). This is especially useful if you want to assign sequential order numbers to several members.
Instead of entering each sequential number, enter N on each line.

Member Select for Librarian (CAZ1SLLP/CAZ1DTPP) Update and Browse
Use this panel to select members from a Librarian library for JCLCheck to process.

To display this panel:

1. Enter Option 1, 2, or 3 in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel (JCK0200), and press Enter.
2. Enter a complete data set name and data set type of LIB in the appropriate fields on the JCLCheck Invocation panel

(JCK0201). Press Enter. Do not enter a member name.

 -------------------------  CA JCLCHECK MEMBER SELECT  -------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

Data Set Name: CAI.LIBR37.MASTER                         Type .: LIBRARIAN

Last Updated : mm/dd/yyyy 10:40                             USERID: APCDO04
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CMD MODULE   ORDER DESCRIPTION                    STATUS  SIZE PROGRAMMER

    JCLCPRO1    1  FIRST SHIFT PROD               PROD    421  M. PARIS

    JCLCPRO2    2  SECOND SHIFT PROD              PROD    552  B. JONES

    JCLCPRO3    3  THIRD SHIFT PROD               PROD    754  K. NORMAN

    PRODSUM1    4  FIRST SHIFT TOTALS             PROD     51  H. JAMES

    PRODSUM2    5  SECOND SHIFT TOTALS            PROD     72  T.J.BAKER

    ========  ===  ============================== =====  ===== ==============

    PRODBKP1       FIRST SHIFT BACKUP             PROD    429  M. PARIS

 

Select one or more modules by placing an order number in the CMD field preceding the desired module, and pressing
Enter. JCLCheck places each selected module above a divider line, separating it from those modules not selected.

JCLCheck displays those modules selected for processing above the divider line, (=========), and each has an ordinal
number indicating the order in which JCLCheck should process it.

The order of the display is the order for processing. For example, JCLCPRO1, the module on the top line of the preceding
display, is the first module that JCLCheck processes.

To exit the panel without making any changes, enter CANCEL in the COMMAND field, and press Enter.

Press End to pass the selected members to JCLCheck for processing.

To view additional information about the data set, press Enter. This displays the alternate Member Select panel for
Librarian (CAZ1SDTPP).

 --------------------------  CA JCLCHECK MEMBER SELECT  -----------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

Data Set Name: CAI.LIBR37.MASTER                         Type .: LIBRARIAN

 

CMD MODULE   ORDER DESCRIPTION                    STATUS LANG  LAST UPDATED

    JCLCPRO1    1  FIRST SHIFT PROD               PROD   JCL   2000/11/22

    JCLCPRO2    2  SECOND SHIFT PROD              PROD   JCL   2000/10/23

    JCLCPRO3    3  THIRD SHIFT PROD               PROD   JCL   2000/06/15

    PRODSUM1    4  FIRST SHIFT TOTAL              PROD   JCL   2000/04/18

    PRODSUM2    5  SECOND SHIFT TOTAL             PROD   JCL   2000/07/21

    ========  ===  ============================== =====  ===== ===========

    PRODBKP1       FIRST SHIFT BACKUP             PROD   JCL   2000/11/22

 

Press Enter to toggle between the two displays.

Changing the Order of Modules

To change the order of a module, enter the new order number in the CMD field next to the module name, and then press
Enter.

Entering an order number X next to a module name causes all modules with order numbers greater than or equal to X to
shift down with their order numbers incremented by 1. For example, entering 4 next to JCLCPRO2 results in the following
display:

 MODULE   ORDER DESCRIPTION        STATUS  SIZE PROGRAMMER

 JCLCPRO1    1  FIRST SHIFT PROD   PROD    421  M. PARIS

 JCLCPRO3    3  THIRD SHIFT PROD   PROD    754  K. NORMAN

 JCLCPRO2    4  SECOND SHIFT PROD  PROD    552  B. JONES

 PRODSUM1    5  FIRST SHIFT TOTAL  PROD     51  H. JAMES
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 PRODSUM2    6  SECOND SHIFT TOTAL PROD     72  T.J.BAKER

 ======== ===== ======== ========= ======  ==== ==========

 

Adding a Module

If you enter an order number next to a module below the divider line, JCLCheck moves the module above the line
according to the order number.

Use an order number greater than the last order number + 1 to leave room for insertion. You can use the REORDER
command to assign consecutive order numbers. Otherwise, JCLCheck reorders the order numbers when you exit this
panel.

Removing a Module

To remove a module from the selected list, enter 0 in the CMD field next to the module name, and press Enter.

Browsing a Module

To decide whether to select a module for processing, you can browse the module. To browse a module, enter B in the
CMD field next to a module name, and press Enter. This displays an ISPF browse panel for the module. Press End to
return to the Member Select panel.

Assigning the Next Available Order Number

To assign the next available order number, enter N (Next) beside the names of one or more modules (either above or
below the divider line). This is especially useful if you want to assign sequential order numbers to several modules.
Instead of entering each sequential number, enter N on each line.

Member Select for Panvalet (CAZ1SLNP/CAZ1DTPP) Update and Browse
Use this panel to select data set members from a Panvalet library for JCLCheck to process.

To display this panel:

1. Enter Option 1, 2, or 3 in the OPTION field on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel (JCK0200), and press Enter.
2. Enter a complete data set name and data set type of PAN in the appropriate fields on the JCLCheck Invocation panel

(JCK0201), and press Enter. Do not enter a member name.

 -------------------------  CA JCLCHECK MEMBER LIST  -------------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE

 

Data Set Name: CAI.PANV37.MASTER                         Type .: CA Panvalet

 

  CMD   NAME       ORDER  LANG   STAT  USER   LAST ACCESS    LAST MAINT  STMTS

 

       APCDPRO1       1    JCL    TAE  12SJ   01/18/2000     01/05/2000    421

       APCDPRO2       2    JCL    TAE  TS22   01/05/2000     12/23/2000    522

       APCDPRO3       3    JCL    TAE  1538   12/15/2000     12/10/2000    754

       PRODSUM1       4    JCL    TAE  MMS2   12/01/2000     11/28/2000     51

       PRODSUM2       5    JCL    TAE  NLD3   11/25/2000     11/21/2000     72

       ========    =====  ====   ====  ====   ===========  ==========    =====

       PRODBKP1            JCL    TAE  JHD5   11/25/2000     11/21/2000    427

 

Select one or more members by placing an order number in the CMD field preceding the desired module, and pressing
Enter. JCLCheck places each selected module above a divider line, separating it from those modules not selected.
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JCLCheck displays those modules selected for processing above the divider line, (=========), and each has an ordinal
number indicating its order in the data set.

The order of the display is the order for processing. For example, PRODINIT, the module on the top line of the preceding
display, is the first module that JCLCheck processes.

To exit the panel without making any changes, enter CANCEL in the COMMAND field, and press Enter.

Enter End to pass the selected members to JCLCheck for processing.

Changing the Order of Modules

To change the order of a module, enter the new order number in the CMD field next to the module name, and press Enter.

Entering an order number X next to a module name causes all modules with order numbers greater than or equal to X to
shift down with their order numbers incremented by 1. For example, entering 4 next to JCLCPRO2 results in the following
display:

  

 NAME       ORDER  LANG   STAT  USER   LAST ACCESS  LAST MAINT

  

 JCLCPRO1       1    JCL    TAE  12SJ   01/18/2000   01/05/2000

 JCLCPRO2       2    JCL    TAE  TS22   01/05/2000   12/23/2000

 JCLCPRO3       4    JCL    TAE  1538   12/15/2000   12/10/2000

 PRODSUM1       5    JCL    TAE  MMS2   12/01/2000   11/28/2000

 PRODSUM2       6    JCL    TAE  NLD3   11/25/2000   11/21/2000

 ========    =====  ====   ====  ====   ===========  ==========

 

Adding a Module

If you enter an order number next to a module below the divider line, JCLCheck moves the module above the line
according to the order number.

You can use an order number greater than the last order number + 1 to leave room for insertion. You can use the
REORDER command to assign consecutive order numbers. Otherwise, the order numbers are reordered when you exit
this panel.

Removing a Module

To remove a module from the selected list, enter 0 in the CMD field next to the module name, and press Enter.

Browsing a Module

To decide whether to select a module for processing, you can browse the module. To browse a module, enter B in the
CMD field next to a module name, and press Enter. This displays an ISPF browse panel for the module. Press End to
return to the Member Select panel.

Assigning the Next Available Order Number

To assign the next available order number, enter N (Next) beside the names of one or more modules (either above or
below the divider line). This is especially useful if you want to assign sequential order numbers to several modules.
Instead of entering each sequential number, enter N on each line.

Job Scheduling Interface for APCDOC Panel (JCK09)
Use this panel to specify scheduling job forecasting commands to present to APCDOC. When you press Enter, this dialog
causes JCLCheck to submit a batch job to the internal reader for execution of the APCDOC CAJUTIL0 procedure. The
jobs you select with forecast commands have their JCL extracted by CAJUTIL0 and passed to JCLCheck for validation.

To display this panel, select Option 5 (APCDOC Interface Invocation) on the JCLCheck/SPF menu (JCK0200).
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 ----------- JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA Scheduler------------------JCK09

 COMMAND ===>

    DATE  - mm/dd/yyyy                 USER - USER001        TIME - 08:21

        Simulate From Date ==> AUTOS     Report From Time ==>

        Simulate For       ==> 1         Report To Time   ==>

        Simulate From Time ==>           SIMWORK          ==> N

        REVISE             ==> N         SIMVOL           ==>

        Stage JCL          ==> N         Everyday         ==> N

Select Report Names to Include:

       BACKLOG     DEVUTIL     LATEJOBS    SELECTED    UNITUTIL

       DATETRAN    EXPERROR    RESALL      SIMEXEC

 Enter Any CA Scheduler Simulate Information:

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

         Press Enter to Submit or End to Return to Main Menu

Supply the information you want to take effect when JCLCheck interfaces with APCDOC. See your APCDOC
documentation for more information about scheduling commands.

This panel contains the following fields:

Simulate FROM Date
Defines a starting date for simulation.

Simulate For
Defines the number of days to simulate.

Simulate FROM Time
Defines the starting time for simulation.

REVISE
Determines whether to use of the current job status.
Y

Uses the current job status from the tracking record.
N

Ignores the current job status.
Stage JCL

Determines whether to use the JCL from the staging libraries.
Y

Uses the JCL from the staging libraries.
N

Ignores the JCL.
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Report FROM Time
Defines a starting time for reports.

Report TO Time
Defines an ending time for reports.
The report interval, from date - to date, can be smaller than simulation interval.

SIMWORK
DEVCLASS value that fast copies the Job Master database as a temporary work file for dynamic allocation
to DEVCLASS prior to the simulation run; N if you do not have available work space to copy the Job Master
database.

SIMVOL
VOLSER that specifies the DASD volume to allocate the simulation work file to if you specified a DEVCLASS
value in the SIMWORK field.
Enter a volume serial number up to six characters.

EVERYDAY
Y controls the specification of RFT (Report From Time) and RTT (Report To Time) keywords; N ignores this
request.

Select Report Names to Include
S preceding the report name selects the report that you want APCDOC to produce.

NOTE
SIMEXEC is required if you want JCLCheck to produce JCLCheck error messages.

Enter Any CA SCHEDULER SIMULATE Information
Enter the APCDOC commands. Examples are:
ONLY SCHEDULE NAME=A*

ONLY SCHEDULE NAME=B*

EXCLUDE SCHEDULE NAME=ABC*

EXCLUDE JOB NAME=SAMPLE

Job Scheduling Interface for CA 7 Panel (JCK10)
Use this panel to specify forecasting time periods and job/system names that you want CA 7 to process. When you press
Enter, this dialog causes JCLCheck to submit a batch job to the internal reader for execution of the CA 7 BTI procedure.
The CA 7/JCLCheck interface, SASSJCK0, and processes the jobs you select on this panel. CA 7 extracts the job's JCL
and passes it to JCLCheck for validation, which treats them as related jobs.

NOTE
This does not forecast work under CA 7. It only validates JCL for the jobs and time periods specified.

To display this panel, select Option 4 (CA 7 Interface Invocation) on the JCLCheck/SPF Menu panel (JCK0200).

  -------------------JOB SCHEDULING INTERFACE FOR CA 7------------------ JCK10

  COMMAND ===>

   Date - mm/dd/yyyy               User - USER01                 Time - 16:30

          From Date ==> 090195      From Time ==> 12:00

          To   Date ==> 090295      To   Time ==> 12:00

          CA 7 OPID ==> USER01      Password  ==>

   Enter Jobs and/or Systems to be selected:
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       Jobname ==> PAYROLL          System ==> PRD1

       Jobname ==> GENLEDGE         System ==> PRD2

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Jobname ==>                  System ==>

       Press Enter to Submit or End to return to main menu

Supply the information you want to take effect when JCLCheck interfaces with CA 7.

This panel contains the following fields:

From Date and From Time
Defines a starting date and time using mmddyy format for date and hhmm format for time of FJOB, the forecasting
command.

To Date and To Time
Defines an ending date and time using mmddyy format for date and hhmm format for time of FJOB, the
forecasting command.

CA 7 OPID
Defines an operator ID for CA 7.

Password
Defines a password that displays CA 7.

Enter Jobs and/or Systems to be selected
Defines exact jobs and system names that you want forecast or a generic job name and system that reside on the
CA 7 database.
You can use an asterisk (*) as a special character to complete a string that the operating system can use to match
on job name and system. For example, to use this panel to check an entire shift of JCL using the JCLCheck and
CA 7 interface, specify the To and From date and time, the CA 7 OPID, and put an asterisk (*) in the first job
name.

NOTE
JCLCheck formats the data you enter in this panel into CA 7 FJOB commands. For more information
about these fields, see the CA 7 documentation.

Control Card Override Panel (JCK12)
You can use this panel to specify control card override libraries or the CNTLOVDD ddname (if the control card override
libraries were pre-allocated).

To display this panel, enter Y in the CNTLOVER field on the JCLCheck Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203).

Example: Specify CNTLOVER Options

In this example, the CNTLOVER runtime options specify three control card override libraries. If the TEST.CNTLCRDS
library is not found, JCLCheck prints an information message and validation processing continues. If the other two
libraries are not found, JCLCheck processing terminates.

JCK12 -------------- DEFINITION OF CONTROL CARD OVERRIDES -------------------- 

 COMMAND===>                                                                   
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 Date - yyyy/mm/dd                 Userid - USERID1               Time - hh:mm 

                                                                               

 CNTLOVDD:           (CNTLOVDD and the libraries below are mutually exclusive) 

                                                       Type 'C' to continue or 

                                                       'E' or blank for error. 

 LIBRARY  1: QA.CNTL.CARDS                                   If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  2: TEST.CNTLCRDS                                   If Not Found? C     

 LIBRARY  3: DEVL.CNTL.CARDS                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  4:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  5:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  6:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  7:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  8:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  9:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 10:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 11:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 12:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 13:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 14:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 15:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 16:                                                 If Not Found?     

            Press Enter to continue

NOTE
Usage note: When you specify CNTLOVDD and attempt to invoke JCLCheck in the ISPF foreground,
JCLCheck expects the control card override libraries to have been pre-allocated in the TSO/ISPF session.
However, when CNTLOVDD is specified and you attempt to invoke JCLCheck in ISPF-initiated background (a
submitted independent batch job), JCLCheck takes the names of the CNTLOVDD libraries from the JCKUSR
CLIST and imbeds them as a concatenation through JCKSKEL into the JCLCheck batch job. Thus, you can
manage the control card override libraries for JCLCheck background invocations using the JCKUSR CLIST. To
do this, modify the JCKUSR CLIST in CAI.CAZ2LS0 as follows:

/***********************************************************/   

/* SET UP CONTROL CARD OVERRIDE LIBRARIES FOR CNTLOVDD.    */   

/* THESE LIBRARIES WILL BE IMBEDDED IN THE CA JCLCHECK     */   

/* BATCH INVOCATION JCL VIA THE JCKSKEL JCL SKELETON.      */   

/* (THIS IS ONLY USED FOR ISPF BATCH INVOCATION WHEN       */   

/* CNTLOVDD IS SPECIFIED.)                                 */   

/***********************************************************/   

IF &PASS EQ 3 THEN DO                                           

   SET &CCODS1 = &STR(QA.CNTL.CARDS)                            

   SET &CCODS2 = &STR(TEST.CNTL.CARDS)                          

   SET &CCODS3 = &STR(DEVL.CNTL.CARDS)                          

   SET &CCODS4 = &STR()                                         

   SET &CCODS5 = &STR()                                         

   SET &CCODS6 = &STR()                                         

   SET &CCODS7 = &STR()                                         

   SET &CCODS8 = &STR()                                         
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OPROC and OPROCLIB Panel (JCK13)
You can use this panel to specify the OPROCLIB libraries or the OPROC ddname (if the OPROC libraries were pre-
allocated).

To display this panel, enter Y in the OPROC field on the JCLCheck Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203).

Example: Specify OPROCLIB Options

In this example, the OPROCLIB runtime options specify three PROC override libraries. If the DEV.PROCLIB library is not
found, JCLCheck prints an information message and validation processing continues. If the other two libraries are not
found, JCLCheck processing terminates.

JCK13 ------- DEFINITION OF OPROC DD NAME OR OPROCLIB LIBRARIES -------------  

 COMMAND===>                                                                   

 Date - yyyy/mm/dd                Userid - USERID1               Time - hh:mm  

                                                                               

 OPROC:           (OPROC DD and the libraries below are mutually exclusive)    

                                                      Type 'C' to continue or  

                                                      'E' or blank for error.  

 LIBRARY  1: EMERGNCY.PROCLIB                                If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  2: DEV.PROCLIB                                     If Not Found? C   

 LIBRARY  3: PROD.PROCLIB                                    If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  4:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  5:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  6:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  7:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  8:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY  9:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 10:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 11:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 12:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 13:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 14:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 15:                                                 If Not Found?     

 LIBRARY 16:                                                 If Not Found?     

            Press Enter to continue   

Runtime Options Panel (JCK14)
You can use this panel to specify the runtime options.

To display this panel, enter Y in the RUNTIME field on the JCLCheck Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203).

Example: Specify RUNTIME Options

In this example, the BYPRUNT runtime option specifies that JCLCheck bypass DB2 and USS runtime checks while
executing all other runtime checks.

JCK14 ----------------- DEFINITION OF RUNTIME OPTIONS -----------------------  

 COMMAND===>                                                                   

 Date - yyyy/mm/dd                Userid - USERID1               Time - hh:mm  

                                                                               

 Perform all Runtime checks:  (Y or N - Default is Y)    

       (You cannot specify N above and Y anywhere below)   
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 Select which Runtime checks to bypass: 

 

  Utility control card check           :   (Y or N)

  DB2 check                            : Y (Y or N)

  Data set existence and related checks:   (Y or N)

  IMS check                            :   (Y or N)

  JES check                            :   (Y or N)

  Member existence check               :   (Y or N)

  Program existence check              :   (Y or N)

  Region size check                    :   (Y or N)

  SCHENV check                         :   (Y or N)

  SMS check                            :   (Y or N)

  USS check                            : Y (Y or N)

  Volume and unit check                :   (Y or N)

                                                   

            Press Enter to continue    

Load Library Override Panel (JCK15)
You can use this panel to specify LOADOVER load library override libraries or the LOADOVDD ddname (if the load library
override libraries were pre-allocated).

To display this panel, enter Y in the LOADOVER field on the JCLCheck Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203).

Example: Specify LOADOVER OptionsIn this example, the LOADOVER runtime options specify three load library
override libraries. If the SOMETIME.AVAIL.LIB library is not found, JCLCheck prints an information message and
validation processing continues. If the other two libraries are not found, JCLCheck processing terminates.

JCK15 -------------- DEFINITION OF LOAD LIBRARY OVERR "DOWN    " is not active

 COMMAND===>                                                                  

 Date - 2018/07/12                 Userid - MOOJO01               Time - 17:45

                                                                               

 LOADOVDD:           (LOADOVDD and the libraries below are mutually exclusive)

                                                       Type 'C' to continue or

                                                       'E' or blank for error.

 LIBRARY  1: MOOJO01.R12.LOAD                                If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  2: SYSTEM.DEVLIB                                   If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  3: SOMETIME.AVAIL.LIB                              If Not Found? C  

 LIBRARY  4:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  5:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  6:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  7:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  8:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY  9:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 10:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 11:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 12:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 13:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 14:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 15:                                                 If Not Found?    

 LIBRARY 16:                                                 If Not Found?    

            Press Enter to continue                                            
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Usage note:
When you specify LOADOVDD and attempt to invoke JCLCheck in the ISPF foreground, JCLCheck expects the load
library override libraries to have been pre-allocated in the TSO/ISPF session.

However, when LOADOVDD is specified and you attempt to invoke JCLCheck in ISPF-initiated background (a submitted
independent batch job), JCLCheck takes the names of the LOADOVDD libraries from the JCKUSR CLIST and embeds
them as a concatenation through JCKSKEL into the JCLCheck batch job.

Thus, you can manage the load library override libraries for JCLCheck background invocations using the JCKUSR CLIST.
To do this, modify the JCKUSR CLIST in CAI.CAZ2LS0 as follows: 

/***********************************************************/

/* SET UP LOAD LIBRARY OVERRIDE LIBRARIES FOR LOADOVDD.    */

/* THESE LIBRARIES WILL BE IMBEDDED IN THE CA JCLCHECK     */

/* BATCH INVOCATION JCL VIA THE JCKSKEL JCL SKELETON.      */

/* (THIS IS ONLY USED FOR ISPF BATCH INVOCATION WHEN       */

/* LOADOVDD IS SPECIFIED.)                                 */

/***********************************************************/

IF &PASS EQ 3 THEN DO                                       

   SET &LLODS1 = &STR(MOOJO01.R12.LOAD)                                     

   SET &LLODS2 = &STR(SYSTEM.DEVLIB)                                     

   SET &LLODS3 = &STR()                                     

   SET &LLODS4 = &STR()                                      

   SET &LLODS5 = &STR()                                     

   SET &LLODS6 = &STR()                                     

   SET &LLODS7 = &STR()                                     

   SET &LLODS8 = &STR()                                      

                                                            

   ISPEXEC VPUT (LLODS1 LLODS2 LLODS3 LLODS4)               

   ISPEXEC VPUT (LLODS5 LLODS6 LLODS7 LLODS8)               

   EXIT                                                      

   END                                                       

XREF Reporting Using the UPDTDSN/UPDTDD Options
The UPDTDSN and UPDTDD options allow you to create a log of cross-reference records.

Sizing and Allocating Files

The UPDT and XREF files need to be allocated large enough to hold the maximum number of records to be written
to them. A record is created for each dataset, program, and procedure that appears in the expansion of a job's JCL.
Each 3390 cylinder can hold 810 records, and 3380 cylinders can hold 660 records. Since the input JCL can be greatly
expanded by procs and include members, it would be difficult to determine the space needed by looking at the JCL
libraries alone.

JCLCheck has an option, UPDTDSN(COUNT), that can be used to determine the minimum size needed for the UPDT log
file and the XREF permanent file.

For each set of jobs that you will be running to update the cross reference (XREF), run JCLCheck for the jobs with the
following options:

 UPDTDSN(COUNT)  NORUNT NOSXREF XREF PXREF(NORPT) PROCXREF
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Running with NORUNT and NOSXREF will greatly speed up the analysis. You may also want to use NOLIST and
NOTERM to reduce the spool output for the job.

The following messages will be produced for the jobs, listing the number of each record type that would be created and
the minimum number of cylinders that will be needing to store the records:

 CAY6576I XREF COUNTS: DSN:    25528 PGM:       9369  PROC:     865 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CAY6577I TOTAL RECORDS   |   MINIMUM SPACE REQUIRED: 3390_CYLS 3380_CYLS 

CAY6578I 35762           |   (DOUBLE FOR GROWTH.)    45        55

 

Since this is a minimum, a rule of thumb Is to double it to allow for growth.

If you generally run JCLCheck for all jobs to be contained in the XREF in a single run, then you would want the UPDT log
and the XREF file to be allocated for the same size.

If you run the jobs in smaller groups and then use the UPDT log to update the XREF file, then the UPDT log can be
allocated to be large enough for your largest job. The XREF file must be large enough to hold the records from all UPDT
logs that will be added to it.

CAZ2JCL(AJ6XRALC) has JCL that can be used to allocate the XREF and UPDT files.

Using a JCLCheck UPDT File to Update or Initialize a Permanent XREF File

You can use the sequential file created using the UPDTDD/UPDTDSN option in JCLCheck to update an existing
permanent file that is used for reporting.

CAZ2JCL(AJ6XRMRG) is a sample job that uses SORT to remove old entries for the jobs contained in the UPDT log
from the XREF file, then merge the new UPDT log records to the XREF file. Even if the XREF file has no records in it (first
time), you can still use this process.

This job has two steps. The first uses the record keys in the new UPDT file to remove the old records for these jobs and
the second merges the UPDT file with the remaining records from the XREF file.

The result is an updated XREF file that is ready for reporting.

Remove Specific Jobs from the XREF

If you need to remove jobs from the XREF that are no longer valid, you can use the sample CAZ2JCL(AJ6XRDEL) to
remove the jobs from the file. The sample shows four ways to remove jobs from the XREF file:

1. By source member and dataset name.
2. By source member name only (removes all instances of the member from all files).
3. By job name only (removes all instances of members using the job name).
4. By the date records were added to the XREF file (all records over 90 days old).

Generating Dataset, Program, and Procedure Cross-reference Reports

The following sample jobs are provided to generate reports:

AJ6XRDS1     Dataset Cross Reference report, 1 line per reference, record length 180.
AJ6XRDS2     Dataset Cross Reference report, 2 lines per reference, record length 121.
AJ6XRDS3     Dataset Cross Reference report, 2 lines per reference, record length 80.
AJ6XRPG1     Program Cross Reference report, 1 line per reference, record length 121.
AJ6XRPG2     Program Cross Reference report, 1 line per reference, record length 80.
AJ6XRPG3     Program Cross Reference report LMOD only, 1 line per reference, record length 121.
AJ6XRPG4     Program Cross Reference report PSB/DBD ONLY, 1 line per reference, record length 121.
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AJ6XRPR1     Procedure Cross Reference report, 1 line per reference, record length 121.
AJ6XRPR2     Procedure Cross Reference report, 1 line per reference, record length 80.
AJ6XRPR3     Procedure Cross Reference report PROCs only, 1 line per reference, record length 121.
AJ6XRPR4     Procedure Cross Reference report INCLs only, 1 line per reference, record length 121.

All reports are created using Sort (DFSort or Syncsort). Use these samples as provided, or create new reports using them
as a starting point.

Each report uses the CAZ2JCL(AJ6XRSYM) file for the //SYMNAMES DD. These symbols are used in the SORT
statements to reference fields in the XREF file. All fields available in the XREF file are listed in the AJ6XRSYM member,
though not all fields are reported in the samples provided.

When customizing or creating new reports, refer to your sort product documentation for information on the format and
usage of the SORT control statements.

You may use the XREF or UPDT files to feed other reporting systems that you may have or want to develop. Both files are
the same format.

The format of the XREF records is provided in macro CAZ2MAC($JCLXREF) and in the sort SYMNAMES
CAZ2JCL(AJ6XRSYM). These will always be the most current.

XREF Record Layout

Field Name Start column Length Field Description
XRF_SOURCE_JOB 1 8 COMMON - SOURCE

JOBNAME
XRF_SOURCE_MEM 9 8 COMMON - SOURCE INPUT

MEMBER NAME
XRF_SOURCE_DSN 17 44 COMMON - SOURCE INPUT

DATASET
XRF_TYPE 61 4 COMMON - RECORD TYPE

(DSN PGM PROC)
XRF_DATE 65 8 COMMON - DATE RECORD

CREATED YYYYMMDD
XRF_TIME 73 8 COMMON - TIME RECORD

CREATED HHMMSSTH
XRF_UDATA 81 8 COMMON - USER DATA FROM

USERDATA OPTIO
XRF_CNTRL 1024 1 COMMON - RECORD

CONTROL VERSION
XRF_DSN_MEM 121 8 DSN - MEMBER NAME
XRF_DSN_NAME 129 54 DSN - DATASET NAME
XRF_DSN_PATH 129 256 DSN - PATH NAME
XRF_DSN_JOBSTEP 385 8 DSN - JOB STEP NAME
XRF_DSN_PROCSTEP 393 8 DSN - PROC STEP NAME
XRF_DSN_DDNAME 401 8 DSN – DDNAME
XRF_DSN_STATEMENT 409 8 DSN - STATEMENT NUMBER
XRF_DSN_PGM 417 8 DSN - PROGRAM NAME
XRF_DSN_DISP 425 19 DSN - DISP FIELDS
XRF_DSN_UNIT 444 8 DSN – UNIT
XRF_DSN_SPACE 452 32 DSN – SPACE
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XRF_DSN_TYPE 484 6 DSN - DATASET TYPE
XRF_DSN_RECFM 490 3 DSN – RECFM
XRF_DSN_LRECL 493 5 DSN – LRECL
XRF_DSN_BLKSZ 498 10 DSN – BLKSZ
XRF_DSN_VOL1 508 6 DSN - VOLSER 1
XRF_DSN_VOL2 514 6 DSN - VOLSER 2
XRF_DSN_VOL3 520 6 DSN - VOLSER 3
XRF_DSN_VOL4 526 6 DSN - VOLSER 4
XRF_DSN_VOL5 532 6 DSN - VOLSER 5
XRF_PGM_NAME 121 8 PGM - PROGRAM NAME
XRF_PGM_JOBSTEP 129 8 PGM - JOB STEP NAME
XRF_PGM_PROCSTEP 137 8 PGM - PROC STEP NAME
XRF_PGM_STATEMENT 145 8 PGM - STATEMENT NUMBER
XRF_PGM_LOADLIB 153 44 PGM - LOAD LIBRARY NAME
XRF_PGM_TYPE 197 4 PGM - TYPE (LMOD PSB DBD)
XRF_PROC_NAME 121 8 PROC - PROCEDURE NAME
XRF_PROC_JOBSTEP 129 8 PROC - JOB STEP NAME
XRF_PROC_PROCSTEP 137 8 PROC - PROC STEP NAME
XRF_PROC_STATEMENT 145 8 PROC - STATEMENT NUMBER
XRF_PROC_PROCLIB 153 44 PROC - PROCEDURE

LIBRARY NAME
XREF_PROC_TYPE 197 4 PROC - TYPE (PROC OR

INCL)

Using ISPF REXX Commands

You can also use REXX to call SORT from TSO/ISPF to list cross-reference information. The following sample REXX
programs are provided. Some modification to the samples is required to provide the files needed for the XREF and
SYMNAMES. The REXX programs and command formats for the samples provided in CAZ2CLS0 are listed below:

JCKXDSN
- list cross-reference for a dataset or dataset prefix followed by an *.
Examples:

• TSO JCKXDSN PROD.PAYROLL.WESTERN.DATABASE
• TSO JCKXDSN PROD.PAYR*

JCKXPGM
- list cross reference for a program or program prefix followed by an *.
Examples:

• TSO JCKXPGM RECVPGM
• TSO JCKXPGM RECV*

JCKXPROC
- list cross reference for a procedure or procedure prefix followed by an *.
Examples:

• TSO JCKXPROC PAYPROC
• TSO JCKXPROC PAY*
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Resolve External Variables
You can use JCLCheck to validate JCL that contains external variables. This validation is required when a scheduling
product uses variables embedded in its JCL. When validating JCL that contains external variables, the following steps are
required before JCL validation occurs:

1. Specify the product that JCLCheck calls to resolve the external variables.
2. Specify the product-specific parameters for external variable resolution in a data set. JCLCheck then calls the product

and receives resolved JCL.

This portion of the documentation provides a process overview and explains the steps that are required to resolve external
variables using the following methods:

• The JCLCheck EDCHEK ISPF edit feature
• The JCLCheck ISPF panels
• Run JCLCheck in batch

JCLCheck can resolve external variables in the following scheduling products: CA 7 (CA7), ESP (ESP), Control-M (CTM),
and Tivoli Workload Scheduler (TWS). This area also contains a description of the product-specific parameter files.

NOTE
For information about the installation, search Installation Considerations.

External Variable Installation Considerations
This topic discusses the resolve external variable installation considerations for CA 7, ESP, Control-M, and Tivoli
Workload Scheduler.

CA 7 Considerations

• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use, the ISPF interface and EDCHEK must allocate
special CA 7 DD statements. Modify the JCKUSRC7 CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &CA7REC to the data set name that holds the RECORD data. The RECORD DD statement

references this data set.
b. Set variable &CA7RECSQ to the data set name that holds the RECORDSEQ data. The RECORDSQ DD

statement references this data set.
• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use in batch jobs, modify the procedure CAZ1JCC7 in

CAI.CAZ2PROC to specify the following DD statements. Allocate the statements in the step that calls CAZ1PRES:
 //RECORD   DD   DSN=record.pds         RECORD DATA LIBRARY

 //RECORDSQ DD   DSN=recordseq.seqfile  RECORDSEQ DATA FILE

 

ESP Considerations

• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use, the ISPF interface and EDCHEK must allocate
special ESP DD statements. Modify the JCKUSRES CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &ESPREC to the data set name that holds the RECORD data. The RECORD DD statement

references this data set.
b. Set variable &ESPRECSQ to the data set name that holds the RECORDSEQ data. The RECORDSQ DD

statement references this data set.
• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use in batch jobs, modify the procedure CAZ1JCES in

CAI.CAZ2PROC to specify the following DD statements. Allocate the statements in the step that calls CAZ1PRES:
 //RECORD   DD   DSN=record.pds         RECORD DATA LIBRARY

 //RECORDSQ DD   DSN=recordseq.seqfile  RECORDSEQ DATA FILE
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Control-M Considerations

• The user of JCLCheck is the user ID used when CTMAESIM is called. This user must have the proper authority in
CTMAESIM.

• Load module CAZ1PRES must reside in an authorized load library.
• The ISPF interface and EDCHEK must allocate several CTM DD statements before resolving CTM variables in the

JCL. Modify the JCKUSRCM CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &CTMALOC to point to the appropriate Control-M DAALOCIN file.
b. Set variable &CTMPARM to point to the appropriate Control-M DAPARM file.
c. Set variable &CTMPREN to point to the appropriate Control-M DAPRENV file.

NOTE
Some installations use a Control-M exit to provide these files, in which case you can leave these values in
JCLUSRCM at their default values, ‘&STR()’.

• For batch jobs, update CAZ1JCCM as indicated in the procedure's comments. This includes specifying the following
CTM files in the step that calls CAZ1PRES. Customize the CAZ1JCCM procedure in CAI.CAZ2PROC to specify these
statements before it is used.
 //DAALOCIN DD   DSN=CTM.dallocin.file,DISP=SHR  CTM allocation file

 //DAPARM   DD   DSN=CTM.daparm.file,DISP=SHR    CTM Parm file

 //DAPRENV  DD   DSN=CTM.daprenv.file,DISP=SHR   CTM Environment file

 

NOTE
Some installations use a Control-M exit to provide these files, in which case you do not need to include them.

Tivoli Workload Scheduler Considerations

• The user of JCLCheck is the user ID used to issue commands to TWS. This user must have the proper authority in
TWS to access the PIF interface and access the application, workstations, and operations they want to process.

• Load module CAZ1PRES must reside in an authorized load library.
• The ISPF interface, EDCHEK, and each batch job must allocate several TWS DD statements before resolving TWS

variables in JCL. Modify the JCKUSRTW CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &TWMLOG to the desired SYSOUT class for the EQQMLOG DD statement. This variable is for the

TWS message log.
b. Set variable &TWDUMP to the desired SYSOUT class for the EQQDUMP DD statement. This variable is for the

TWS dump file.
c. Set variable &TWYPARM to the data set that contains the parameters for the PIF interface. The EQQYPARM DD

statement references this data set.
d. Set variables &TWMLIB1 to &TWMLIB4 to the data sets that make up the EQQMLIB DD statement concatenation.

These variables are for the TWS message library.
• For batch jobs, customize the CAZ1JCTW procedure in CAI.CAZ2PROC. The following four TWS DD statements must

be allocated in the step that calls CAZ1PRES.

NOTE
For more information about these statements, search Specify the Product and Parameters in Batch.

 //EQQMLOG  DD   SYSOUT=*                 TWS MESSAGE LOG                          

 //EQQDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*                 TWS DUMP FILE                            

 //EQQYPARM DD   DSN=tws.pif.parms        PIF INTERFACE PARMS

 //EQQMLIB  DD   DSN=tws.message.library  TWS MESSAGE LIBRARY 
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Configure JCLCheck to Resolve External Variables
As an application developer, you are responsible for the JCLCheck configuration. To configure the product to resolve
external variables from different scheduling products, you can use three different methods. The following diagram shows
the three different methods:

Follow the procedures for the method that applies to your environment.

To Resolve External Variables using EDCHEK ISPF, follow these steps:

1. Specify the Product and Parameters using EDCHEK ISPF Edit Macro
2. Edit and Validate the Parameter Data Set using EDCHEK ISPF Edit Macro

To Resolve External Variables using ISPF, follow these steps:

1. Specify the Product using ISPF
2. Specify and Submit the Parameters using ISPF

To Resolve External Variables using Batch Invocation, follow this step:

1. Specify the Product and Parameters in Batch

Use the navigation panel to the left to view articles explaining these procedures in detail.

Specify the Product Parameters using EDCHEK ISPF Edit Macro
This procedure describes how to specify the product and its parameters that JCLCheck calls to resolve, using the
EDCHEK ISPF edit macro.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the command %EJCK PANEL in ISPF.
2. Locate the RESOLVE field in panel JCK21.
3. Specify the scheduling product to the right of the arrow. Use one of the following scheduling product acronyms: CA7,

ESP, CTM, or TWS.
4. Specify the data set name that contains the product-specific parameters in the DSN field, and optionally a member

name in the MEM field.
5. Set the single-character field, found immediately before the DSN field, to 'E' to edit the parameter data set. You can

also specify a 'B' to browse the data set.

The scheduling product and the product-specific parameters are now defined for JCLCheck.

Edit and Validate the Parameter Data Set using EDCHEK ISPF Edit Macro
This procedure describes how to edit and validate the parameter data set. If you specified an 'E' in the previous step, the
contents of the parameter data set are available for editing.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the parameters for the scheduling product.
2. Start the parameters in column 1 and stop on or before column 71.
3. Specify the parameters in any order (there is no correct parameter order).

NOTE
Depending on the product, some parameters can be required. Refer to the following product parameters for
details.

4. Specify comment lines by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1. Do not add comments to the right side of the parameter
value.
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5. Press PF3 (END) out of the parameter file.

JCLCheck calls the scheduling product that was specified to resolve its variables. JCLCheck then receives a resolved JCL
deck and validates the resolved JCL.

After the JCL is validated, you are returned to the ISPF edit session showing ==MSG> lines pointing to JCL lines in error.
The error lines are resolved JCL lines and they can look different from the unresolved JCL lines in the ISPF edit session.
Also, since the resolved JCL could have JCL lines that were added or deleted, error messages can appear for JCL lines
not present in the unresolved JCL deck. Note the differences between the unresolved and resolved JCL.

For a list of the parameters for each supported scheduling product, search the following topics:

• CA 7 Parameters
• ESP Parameters
• Control-M Parameters
• Tivoli Workload Scheduler Parameters

Specify the Product using ISPF
This procedure describes how to specify the product and the product-specific parameters that JCLCheck calls to resolve,
using ISPF.

Follow these steps:

1. Select option number 0 (zero) on the JCLCheck ISPF main menu panel (JCK0200).
2. Select option number 1 on the Control Options Menu panel (JCK0210).
3. Specify a 'Y' in the 'Go to ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS PANEL' field on the Process Control Options panel

(JCK0202).
4. Specify the scheduling product in the RESOLVE field on the Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203). Use one

of the following scheduling product acronyms: CA7, ESP, CTM, or TWS.
5. Return to the JCLCheck ISPF main menu panel (JCK0200). The scheduling product is now defined for JCLCheck.
6. Select option number 7 - RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution to begin the submission process.

Specify and Submit the Parameters using ISPF
This procedure describes how to specify the product-specific parameters that JCLCheck calls to resolve, using ISPF. If
you returned to the JCLCheck ISPF main menu panel and selected option 7 in the previous step, the External Variable
Specification panel is available. A different panel is in use for each scheduling product; this topic contains an example of
each panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify all relevant parameters for the scheduling product in the products panel.
2. Specify the name of the resolve parameter data set in the 'Resolve Parm File' field.

The resolve parameter data set must be a sequential file. If no data set name is specified, userid.JCKRESLV.PARMS
is used. If the Resolve Parm File does not exist, it is allocated automatically.

3. Specify the Input File to identify the JCL that is going to be resolved.
4. Specify the file allocation size for the RESJCL file that is used to pass the resolved JCL to JCLCheck for validation.

This file is temporary.
5. Enter a 'Y' in the 'Update PROFILE with these options' field and hit enter.
6. Depending on the scheduling product, the Resolve Parm File may display in edit mode so you can enter options. After

editing, Press PF3 (END) to save.
 EDIT       USERID1.SPF.RESPARMS                       Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                             Scroll ===> PAGE
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****** **************************** Top of Data ************************

000100 LIBRARY  USERID1.JCL.CNTL                                               

000200 MEMBER   CTMJCL                                                         

000300 SUBMIT                                                                  

000400 MEMBER   CTMJCL2                                                        

000500 SUBMIT                                                                  

****** ************************* Bottom of Data **************************

 

7. The External Variable Resolution Submission panel (JCK0217) displays for all scheduling products.
8. Specify the following fields: Foreground or Batch submit, SYSTERM, SYSPRINT, and any additional JCLCheck

options. The following are sample options:
 ------------- CA JCLCheck External Variable Resolution Submission -------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd                   USER: CAUSR01                   TIME: hh:mm

 

   Foreground or Batch submit  => B   (F/B)                                    

   CPU-ID        ===>            (Multi-CPU Only, blank: This CPU)             

   SYSTERM       ===> Y          (Y/N/P, Error Statement and Messages only)    

   SYSPRINT      ===> Y          (Y/N/P, Reports 1-11 according to options)    

 

Specify any additional options (FOR THIS RUN ONLY) below                       

OPTIONS => CC(100)  NOCT    NOSPA V  NOPROCX                                   

OPTIONS => FULL NOPXR NOSX RP ER( END)                                         

OPTIONS => SYN RUNT                                                            

OPTIONS => J XREF   NOAUD NOREM NOREXXMS                                       

OPTIONS => NOMCOUSR NOMCOSYS                                                   

OPTIONS => NOCHA 

OPTIONS =>                                                                     

OPTIONS =>                                                                     

SAVED   =>                                                             

SAVED   =>                                                                     

 

Once you set any field, it is set to the same value when you return to the panel.
All other parameters on this menu are the same as the other JCLCheck invocation panels. When you press Enter,
JCLCheck is invoked.
If you selected the foreground option and specified 'Y' in the SYSPRINT field, you see the SYSPRINT file from the
preprocessor of the scheduling product. This SYSPRINT file is in addition to the standard JCLCheck SYSPRINT file.

Example: Specify Parameters in the External Variable Specification Panel

CA 7

This example shows the CA 7 External Variable Specification panel that is used when specifying parameters using ISPF:

 JCK0218 ------ CA JCLCheck External Variable Specification - CA 7 -------------

 COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd                   USER: USERID1                   TIME: hh:mm 

  

 Source             ===> E                (E-External, I-Internal; Required)    

 Source=E fields:                                                               

   Input File       ===> USERID1.JCK.CNTL(PYRLTEST)                             

   Work JCLLIB      ===> &WORKJCL         (Required)                            

     Member Name    ===> PAYROLL9         (Required)                            
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 Source=I fields:                                                               

   Job Name         ===>                  (Required)                            

   Prod JCLLIB      ===>                  (Optional)                            

 Date, Time, SCHID  ===> 11353 (yyddd)    ===> 2000 (hhmm)    ===> 1   (nnn)    

 CA 7 CCI Node      ===> A31SENF          CA 7 Instance  ===> C377              

 Resolve Parm File  ===> USERID1.JCKRESLV.PARMS                                 

 RESJCL File Size   ===> 1     ===> 1     (Primary, Secondary Cylinders)        

 Debugging Control  ===>                  (R-Record, S-RecordSeq, RS, or blank) 

  

 Update PROFILE with these options  ===> Y                                      

  

                     Press Enter to continue                                    

 

ESP

This example shows the ESP External Variable Specification panel that is used when specifying parameters using ISPF:

 JCK0209 ------ CA JCLCheck External Variable Specification - ESP --------------

 COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd                   USER: USERID1                   TIME: hh:mm 

 SCAN or SIMULATE   ===> SIMULATE   (Required)                                  

 ESP Subsystem Name ===> ES51       SYMBOL ===>                                 

 Input File    ===> CYB1.ESPJCK.CNTL(B)                                         

 EVENT         ===> USERID1.APPL1

 SCHED         ===>                                                             

 SYMLIB        ===> USERID1.JCK.CNTL(SYMLIB)                                    

 For SCAN only:                                                                 

   CALENDARS   ===>                                                             

 For SIMULATE only: (EVENT and PROCJOB are Required)                            

   PROCJOB     ===> IDCAMS.TEST                                                 

   VARS        ===>                                                             

   USER1       ===> IEFBR14                                                     

   USER2       ===>                                                             

   USER3       ===>                                                             

   USER4       ===>                                                             

   JCLSCAN     ===> CYBJCSCN       Continue on another panel  ===> N  (Y/N)     

 Resolve Parm File  ===> USERID1.JCKRESLV.PARMS                                 

 RESJCL File Size   ===>       ===>       (Primary, Secondary Cylinders)        

 Debugging Control  ===> RS               (R-Record, S-RecordSeq, RS, or ' ')   

  

 Update PROFILE with these options  ===> Y   Press Enter to continue            

 

Tivoli Workload Scheduler

This example shows the Tivoli Workload Scheduler External Variable Specification panel that is used when specifying
parameters using ISPF:

 JCK0207 ------ CA JCLCheck External Variable Specification - TWS --------------

 COMMAND ===>                                                                   

 DATE: yyyy/mm/dd                   USER: USERID1                   TIME: hh:mm 

    TWS Subsystem Name  ===> OPOP                                               

    Source              ===> EI               (E-External, I-Internal, or EI)   

    Input File          ===> USERID1.JCK.CNTL                                   
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      Volume Serial     ===>                  (If not cataloged)                

      Input File Type   ===> SEQ              (SEQ, PDS, PAN, LIB)              

      Required if Input File Type = SEQ:                                        

        WSname  ===> WSPR    OPNO  ===> 10    Jobname  ===> USERID1J            

    Application ID      ===> TWSAPPLICATION   (Required)                        

    Valid Date          ===> 100721           (YYMMDD)                          

    IA Date/Time        ===> 1004301800       (YYMMDDHHMM)                      

    Work Application    ===>                   OR POSITION =>   TEXT =>         

    Work Group ID       ===> GROUPE                                             

    Work Owner ID       ===> TST-OW1                                            

    Simulate Date/Time  ===>                  (YYYYMMDDHHMM)                    

    Variable Table      ===>                  (Override variable table name)    

    Resolve Parm File   ===> USERID1.JCKRESLV.PARMS                             

    RESJCL File Size    ===> 5     ===> 1     (Primary, Secondary Cylinders)

    Replace &OADID      ===> &TJCG0

    Debugging Control   ===>                  (S-Snap, R-Record, SR, or blank)  

    Update PROFILE with these options    ===> Y                                 

    Appl Run Dates      ===>     (Y or N)     Press Enter to continue

 

Control-M

This example shows the Control-M External Variable Specification panel that is used when specifying parameters using
ISPF:

 JCK0208 --- CA JCLCHECK EXTERNAL VARIABLE SPECIFICATION - CONTROL-M ----- COMMAND ===>

  DATE: yyyy/mm/dd                 USER: USERID1                 TIME: hh:mm 

  

  

     Resolve Parm File   ===> USERID1.SPF.RESPARMS                               

     RESJCL File Size    ===> 10    ===> 10    (Primary, Secondary Cylinders)    

  

  

     Update PROFILE with these options   ===> Y        

 

Pressing enter on this panel allows you to edit the Resolve Parm File. After editing, press PF3 (END) to save.

 EDIT       USERID1.SPF.RESPARMS                       Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                             Scroll ===> PAGE

****** **************************** Top of Data ************************

000100 LIBRARY  USERID1.JCL.CNTL                                               

000200 MEMBER   CTMJCL                                                         

000300 SUBMIT                                                                  

000400 MEMBER   CTMJCL2                                                        

000500 SUBMIT                                                                  

****** ************************ Bottom of Data **************************

 

Specify the Product and Parameters in Batch
The following procedures describe how to specify the product and the product-specific parameters in a batch job.
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Configure CA 7

When using a batch job to invoke JCLCheck, it is recommended that you use the procedure CAZ1JCC7 in
CAI.CAZ2PROC.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the CAZ1JCC7 procedure for your environment before running for the first time.
2. Create a Resolve parameter file and edit it to specify the CA 7 parameters that are required to process the JCL.
3. Create JCL to run the CAZ1JCC7 procedure. The following JCL shows how to invoke the procedure:

 //CHECK    EXEC CAZ1JCC7,REGION=0K,   

 //   RESPARM='RESOLVE(CA7,dsname,member)',   

 //   OPTION=’{JCLCheck options}’   

 //SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sequential.jcl.file (optional)

 

4. Specify the CA7 scheduling product acronym in the PARM keyword.
5. Specify a data set (and member) name that contains the CA 7 parameters in the RESPARM keyword. If the data

set is a sequential file, omit the member name. If the data set is a PDS, the member name must be specified. The
RESPARM= parameter must contain a RESOLVE parameter. You can also specify DDNAME:ddname instead of data
set and member to reference a ddname that is specified in your JCL.

6. Specify OPTION= parameter to set standard JCLCheck processing options. When using the CAZ1JCC7 procedure,
do not specify options PDS, PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, INCLUDE, or EXCLUDE as these cause errors. JCLCheck
processes the resolved JCL as a sequential file.

7. If you are specifying SOURCE=E in the RESPARMS options, make sure that SYSIN DD points to a sequential file
containing the JCL to process. This file is not used if SOURCE=I.

Configure ESP

When using a batch job to invoke JCLCheck, it is recommended that you use the procedure CAZ1JCES in
CAI.CAZ2PROC.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the CAZ1JCES procedure for your environment before running for the first time.
2. Create a Resolve parameter file and edit it to specify the ESP parameters that are required to process the JCL.
3. Create JCL to run the CAZ1JCES procedure. The following JCL shows how to invoke the procedure:

 //CHECK    EXEC CAZ1JCES,REGION=0K,   

 //   RESPARM='RESOLVE(ESP,dsname,{member}){,JOBNAME(jobname)}'  

 //   OPTION=’{JCLCheck options}’   

 //SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sequential.jcl.file (optional)

 

4. Specify the ESP scheduling product acronym in the PARM keyword.
5. Specify a data set (and member) name that contains the ESP parameters in the RESPARM keyword. If the data

set is a sequential file, omit the member name. If the data set is a PDS, the member name must be specified. The
RESPARM= parameter must contain a RESOLVE parameter. You can also specify DDNAME:ddname instead of data
set and member to reference a ddname that is specified in your JCL. Use the JOBNAME parameter only when you are
not specifying the PROCJOB parameter.

NOTE
For information about the parameters, search ESP Parameters.

6. Specify OPTION= parameter to set standard JCLCheck processing options. When using the CAZ1JCES procedure,
do not specify options PDS, PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, INCLUDE, or EXCLUDE as these cause errors. JCLCheck
processes the resolved JCL as a sequential file.
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7. If you are specifying SOURCE=E in the RESPARMS options, make sure that SYSIN DD points to a sequential file (or
PDS with the member specified) containing the JCL to process. This file is not used if SOURCE=I.

Configure Tivoli Workload Scheduler

When using a batch job to invoke JCLCheck, it is recommended that you use the procedure CAZ1JCTW in
CAI.CAZ2PROC.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the CAZ1JCTW procedure for your environment before running for the first time.
2. Create a Resolve parameter file and edit it to specify the TWS parameters that are required to process the TWS JCL.
3. Create JCL to run the CAZ1JCTW procedure. The following JCL shows how to invoke the procedure:

 //CHECK    EXEC CAZ1JCTW,REGION=0K, 

 //   RESPARM='RESOLVE(TWS,dsname,{member}){,JOBNAME(jobname)}', 

 //   OPTION=’{JCLCheck options}’ 

 //SYSIN    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=tws.input.library 

4. Specify the TWS scheduling product acronym in the RESOLVE keyword of the RESPARM EXEC Parm.
5. Specify a data set (and member) name of the Resolve parameter file in the RESOLVE keyword of the RESPARM

EXEC Parm. If the data set is a sequential file, omit the member name. If the data set is a PDS, the member name
must be specified. The RESPARM= parameter must contain a RESOLVE parameter and can optionally contain a
JOBNAME parameter. You can also specify DDNAME:ddname instead of data set and member to reference a ddname
that is specified in your JCL.

6. Specify OPTION= parameter to set standard JCLCheck processing options. When using the CAZ1JCES procedure,
do not specify options PDS, PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, INCLUDE, or EXCLUDE as these cause errors. JCLCheck
processes the resolved JCL as a sequential file.

7. If you are specifying SOURCE=E or EI in the parameter file, SYSIN DD points to a PDS, Librarian, Panvalet, or
sequential file containing the JCL to process. The SRCETYPE keyword in the parameter file defines the type of file
that is specified in the SYSIN DD. This file is not used if SOURCE=I.

8. Add the jobname to the PARM keyword when the Input File Type is SEQ (SRCETYPE=SEQ). For sequential input, the
jobname field is used to specify the member name being processed.

Configure Control-M

When using a batch job to invoke JCLCheck, it is recommended that you use the procedure CAZ1JCCM in
CAI.CAZ2PROC.

1. Customize the CAZ1JCCM procedure for your environment before running for the first time.
2. Create a Resolve parameter file and edit it to specify the Control-M parameters that are required to process the JCL.
3. Create JCL to run the CAZ1JCCM procedure. The following JCL shows how to invoke the procedure:

 //CHECK    EXEC CAZ1JCCM,REGION=0K,  

 //   RESPARM='{RESOLVE(CTM,parameters)}{,JOBNAME(name)}',

 //   OPTION=’{JCLCheck options}’

 //SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=sequential.jcl.file (optional)

 //RESPARMS DD DSN=ctm.resparm,DISP=SHR   (optional)

 

4. The EXEC statement points to a procedure that resolves CTM variables and then calls JCLCheck to validate the JCL.
5. Specify a data set (and member) name of the Resolve parameter file in the RESOLVE keyword of the RESPARM

EXEC Parm. If the data set is a sequential file, omit the member name. If the data set is a PDS, the member name
must be specified. The RESPARM= parameter must contain a RESOLVE parameter and can optionally contain a
JOBNAME parameter. You can also specify DDNAME:ddname instead of data set and member to reference a ddname
that is specified in your JCL.
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6. The OPTION= parameter can be used to specify standard JCLCheck processing options. When using the CAZ1JCCM
procedure, do not specify options PDS, PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, INCLUDE, or EXCLUDE as these cause errors.
JCLCheck processes the resolved JCL as a sequential file.

7. If no RESPARM= parameter is specified, the default value that is provided in the CAZ1JCCM procedure is:
 RESPARM='RESOLVE(CTM,DDNAME:RESPARMS)'

 

The preceding statement uses the DDNAME format of the RESOLVE parameter to indicate that the Resolve
Parameters are specified using the DDNAME of RESPARMS.

For Control-M, three formats are available for the RESOLVE parameter.

1. The following format allows for the use of parameters SOURCE=E, CTMPRINT and RECORD without having a
parameter file defined. The SOURCE=E parameter requires the unresolved JCL to be in a sequential file pointed to by
the SYSIN DD statement. The RECORD option is only used if a RECORD DD is present. The JOBNAME parameter
allows you to specify the library member name that is used when calling CTMAESIM. Some variables in the JCL can
use the member name in building values. If JOBNAME is not specified, the default is JCKDFLT.
 RESPARM='RESOLVE(CTM,NOPARM),{JOBNAME(member)}'

 

2. The following format allows for the DD name for the Resolve Parameters to be specified. The DD name that is
provided must be defined in your JCL.
 RESPARM='RESOLVE(CTM,DDNAME:ddname),{JOBNAME(member)}'

 

3. The following format allows for the file name for the Resolve Parameters to be specified. If the file is a PDS(/e), a
member name can also be specified. The file is dynamically allocated.
 RESPARM='RESOLVE(CTM,file.name(,member}),{JOBNAME(member)}'

 

The following rules apply when a Resolve parameter is specified:

• When the parameter file contains a SOURCE=E statement, you can use the JOBNAME parameter to specify the
library member name. The library member name is used when calling CTMAESIM. The JOBNAME parameter is used
only when SOURCE=E is specified. SOURCE=E requires the unresolved JCL to be in a sequential file pointed to by
the SYSIN DD statement.

• When SOURCE=E is not specified, then the file the ddname references must contain CTMAESIM options. For
example, Library and Member. These options identify the location of the JCL.

CA 7 Parameters
This procedure describes how to specify the CA 7 parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the CA 7 parameters in a sequential file (including partitioned data set member).
2. Start the parameters in column 1 and stop on or before column 71.
3. Specify the parameters in any order (there is no correct parameter order).
4. Specify comment lines (if necessary) by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1. Do not add comments to the right side of

the parameter value.

The following parameters are for CA 7:

SOURCE=s
Identifies the source of the job and is mandatory.
SOURCE=E means that the job is not necessarily defined to CA 7. The SOURCE=E-related fields specify which
file to run variable resolution against and to which CA 7 library to copy the input JCL to before resolution. When
validating JCL under EDCHEK, SOURCE=E must be specified.
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SOURCE=I means that the job is defined to CA 7. The actual JCL resides in a CA 7 library. The user can override
the library defined in the job definition by specifying the P_JCLLIB field.
Example: SOURCE=E

W_JCLLIB=index
Identifies the CA 7 library the input file is copied to before resolution. You can specify this parameter as a symbolic
(&aaaaa) or numeric (nnn) index. This parameter is mandatory when SOURCE=E.
Example: W_JCLLIB=&WORKJCL

MEMBER= member
Identifies the member name (in W_JCLLIB) to copy the input file to before resolution. This parameter is
mandatory when SOURCE=E.
Example: MEMBER=PAYROLL9

JOB=jobname
Identifies the job name that is defined to CA 7, which JCLCheck validates. This parameter is mandatory when
SOURCE=I.
Example: JOB=PAYROLL

P_JCLLIB=index
When SOURCE=I and the job is defined to CA 7, you can specify this parameter to override the library defined in
the job definition. This parameter can be specified as a symbolic (&aaaaa) or numeric (nnn) index. This parameter
is optional.
Example: P_JCLLIB=100

DATE=yyddd
Identifies the Julian date used in evaluating scheduled overrides (for example, #JI and #JO statements). This
parameter is optional.
Example: DATE=11353

TIME=hhmm
Identifies the time used in evaluating scheduled overrides (for example, #JI and #JO statements). This parameter
is optional.
Example: TIME=2000

SCHID=schid
Identifies the Schedule ID used in evaluating scheduled overrides (for example, #JI and #JO statements). This
parameter is optional.
Example: SCHID=1

NODE=node
Identifies the CA 7 CCI terminal interface node. If omitted, the default is the local node.
Example: NODE=A31SENF

INSTANCE=instance
Identifies the CA 7 instance name. If omitted, the default is CA71.
Example: INSTANCE=CA72

RECORD
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to the partitioned data set allocated
in the RECORD DD statement. Allocate this file as a PDS whose DCB is LRECL=500, RECFM=FB, and
DSORG=PO. Under EDCHEK and ISPF, the name of this file must be specified in the JCKUSRC7 CLIST. In a
batch job, the JCL deck must contain a RECORD DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORD

RECORDSEQ
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to a sequential data set allocated
in the RECORDSQ DD statement. Allocate this file as a sequential file whose DCB is LRECL=500, RECFM=FB.
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Under EDCHEK and ISPF, the name of this file must be specified in the JCKUSRC7 CLIST. In a batch job, the
JCL deck must contain a RECORDSQ DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORDSEQ

CA 7 Driver Procedures (DPROC)
Read this information if the JCL being resolved contains a reference to a CA 7 Driver Procedure (DPROC).

If your site uses only the global DPROC library (CARPROC DD statement in the CA7ONL job), JCL with references to a
DPROC contained in the global DPROC library are resolved.

If your site uses both global DPROCs and local DPROCs, CA 7 looks for the DPROC referenced in the JCL in the local
DPROC first. A local DPROC is associated with a specific JCLLIB. If the DPROC is not found, CA 7 then looks in the
global DPROC. The DPROC remains unresolved when it is not found in either location.

All JCLLIB information applies equally whether you specify SOURCE=I or you specify SOURCE=E and W_JCLLIB=.
When you specify SOURCE=I, the JCLLIB containing the JCL of the job is probably already associated with the local
DPROC library (unless your site uses only global DPROCs). However, when you specify SOURCE=E, do the following
steps:

1. Associate the W_JCLLIB used with a local DPROC library.
2. Copy the actual DPROCs to the local DPROC library (unless the DPROC referenced in your JCL resides in the global

DPROC library).
This association and copy ensure that the DPROCS referenced in the JCL are resolved.

Example: Code JCL to Reference a Local and Global DPROC

This example shows how to refer to both a local (NMDPROCL) and global (NMDPROCG) DPROC:

//JOBCA7  JOB 

/*JOBPARM S=*

//*** comments and other JCL statements

//        NMDPROCG,DATA1=data,DATA2=data

//JS020   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//        NMDPROCL,PARM1=data,PARM2=data

Let us assume that this JCL is coming from a CA 7 JCL library, &JCLLIB1. &JCLLIB1 has defined a local DPROC library
(HLQ.DPROC.LOCAL) and member NMDPROCL resides in that library. In the global DPROC library, which is coded on
the CARPROC DD statement in the CA7ONL job, we have many members. One of the members is NMDPROCG. When
CA 7 encounters the following statement, it looks in the local DPROC library (HLQ.DPROC.LOCAL) and does not find
NMDPROCG.

//    NMDPROCG,DATA1=data,DATA2=data

CA 7 then looks in the CARPROC DD data set and finds the member NMDPROCG, so CA 7 resolves the statements.

As CA 7 continues reading the JCL, the following statement is encountered:

//  NMDPROCL,PARM1=data,PARM2=data

CA 7 looks for the member NMDPROCL in the local DPROC library (HLQ.DPROC.LOCAL) and finds the member, so CA
7 resolves the JCL. CA 7 does not look in the CARPROC DD because it already found the member.

NOTE

Usage notes:
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• To allocate a local DPROC library, code DPROC= on the JCL statement in the initialization file. For
information about coding DPROC, see the CA 7 Building context box.

• If JCL definitions are stored in the CA 7 VRM data set, associate a local DPROC library using the /JCL
command. For information about the /JCL command, see the CA 7 Reference context box.

Example: Create a Parameter Data Set for CA 7
This example shows CA 7 parameters in a partitioned data set member that is used when specifying parameters using
EDCHEK ISPF:

 EDIT       USERID1.JCK.CNTL(RESPARMS) - 01.21              Columns 00001 00072

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 000001 * THESE ARE CA JCLCHECK - CA 7 INTERFACE PARMS FOR JOB, PAYROLL9.      

 000002 SOURCE=E                                                                

 000003 W_JCLLIB=&WORKJCL                                                       

 000004 MEMBER=PAYROLL9                                                         

 000005 DATE=11353                                                              

 000006 TIME=2000                                                               

 000007 SCHID=1                                                                 

 000008 NODE=A31SENF                                                            

 000009 INSTANCE=CA72                                                           

 ****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

 

Specify ESP Parameters
This procedure describes how to specify the ESP parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the ESP parameters in a sequential file (including partitioned data set member).
2. Start the parameters in column 1 and stop on or before column 71.
3. Specify the parameters in any order (there is no correct parameter order).
4. Specify comment lines (if necessary) by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1. Do not add comments to the right side of

the parameter value.

The following parameters are for ESP:

COMMAND=command
Identifies the ESP command to invoke. This parameter is mandatory and can only be set to SIMULATE or SCAN.
Example: COMMAND=SIMULATE

SUBSYS=subsys
Identifies the ESP subsystem name. If no subsystem name is specified, ESP is used.
Example: SUBSYS=ESPP>

SYMBOL=symbol
Identifies the symbol-introducer character. If no symbol is specified, the character is taken from the subsystem.
Example: SYMBOL=%

EVENT=eventid
Identifies the name of the event for which ESP simulates processing. This field is mandatory when invoking the
SIMULATE command.
Example: EVENT=CYBER.PAYROLL
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SCHED=schedtime
Represents the schedule time for the job. The time can be any valid time specification on a SCHEDULE
statement. When schedtime contains separator characters (commas or blanks), it must be enclosed in quotes.
If no schedule time is specified, the default is the next scheduled time.
Example: SCHED=TOMORROW

SYMLIB=symlib
SYMLIB2=symlib
SYMLIB3=symlib

Identifies the names of the data sets to be used as symbol libraries for symbolic variable generation. The
parameters SYMLIB2 and SYMLIB3 can be used when the data set names do not fit on the SYMLIB line. All file
names should be fully-qualified.
Example: SYMLIB=USERID1.JCKESP.CNTL(SYMLIB)

CALENDAR=cal
CALENDR2=cal
CALENDR3=cal

Identifies the calendars that are retrieved for this SCAN. The parameters CALENDR2 and CALENDR3 can be
used when the calendar names do not fit on the CALENDAR line.
Example: CALENDAR=CAL2011

PROCJOB=jobname
Identifies the fully qualified ESP job name, which endures process-mode simulation. This parameter is a
mandatory field when invoking the SIMULATE command in ISPF. If PROCJOB is not specified in batch, the job
name that is used comes from the JOBNAME parameter (specified in the RESPARM parameter). If PROCJOB
is not specified when running under EDCHEK, the job name that is used comes from the ISPF EDIT session
member name.
Example: PROCJOB=C.WICKEDWITCH

VARS=var_list
VARS2=var_list
VARS3=var_list
VARS4=var_list
VARS5=var_list

Provides a list of variable names and values. These variables can include monitor and signal variables. The
parameters VARS2, VARS3, VARS4, and VARS5 can be used when the variables do not fit on the VARS line.
Example: VARS=MNJOB(PAYJOB1),MNAPPL(PAYROLL)

USER1=user_data
USER12=user_data

Identifies the USER1 variable passed to the event. The parameter USER12 can be used when the variable does
not fit on the USER1 line.
Example: USER1=IEFBR14

USER2=user_data
USER22=user_data

Identifies the USER2 variable passed to the event. The parameter USER22 can be used when the variable does
not fit on the USER2 line.
Example: USER2=SYSIN

USER3=user_data
USER32=user_data

Identifies the USER3 variable passed to the event. The parameter USER32 can be used when the variable does
not fit on the USER3 line.
Example: USER3=SYSPRINT
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USER4=user_data
USER42=user_data

Identifies the USER4 variable passed to the event. The parameter USER42 can be used when the variable does
not fit on the USER4 line.
Example: USER4=SYSUDUMP

JCLSCAN=exit_rtn
Identifies the name of the JCLSCAN exit module.
Example: JCLSCAN=CYBJCSCN

RECORD
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to the partitioned data set allocated
in the RECORD DD statement. Allocate this file as a PDS whose DCB is LRECL=500, RECFM=FB, and
DSORG=PO. Under EDCHEK and ISPF, the name of this file must be specified in the JCKUSRES CLIST. In a
batch job, the JCL deck must contain a RECORD DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORD

RECORDSEQ
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to a sequential data set allocated
in the RECORDSQ DD statement. Allocate this file as a sequential file whose DCB is LRECL=500, RECFM=FB.
Under EDCHEK and ISPF, the name of this file must be specified in the JCKUSRES CLIST. In a batch job, the
JCL deck must contain a RECORDSQ DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORDSEQ

Example: Create a Parameter Data Set for ESP
This example shows ESP parameters in a partitioned data set member that is used when specifying parameters using
EDCHEK ISPF:

EDIT       USERID1.JCK.CNTL(RESPARMS) - 01.21              Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000100 RECORD                           

000200 RECORDSEQ                        

000300 SUBSYS=ES51                      

000400 COMMAND=SIMULATE                 

000500 EVENT=USERID1.APPL1              

000600 PROCJOB=IDCAMS.TEST            

000700 SYMLIB=USERID1.JCK.CNTL(SYMLIB)

000800 USER1=IEFBR14      

001000 *USER3=IDCAMS                         

001100 JCLSCAN=CYBJCSCN    

*********************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

Specify Control-M Parameters
This procedure describes how to specify Control-M parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the Control-M parameters in a sequential file (including partitioned data set member).
2. Start the parameters in column 1 and stop on or before column 71.
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3. Specify the parameters in any order (there is no correct parameter order).
4. Specify comment lines (if necessary) by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1. Do not add comments to the right side of

the parameter value.

For Control-M, two types of statements can be specified in the Resolve Parameters:

RESOLVE Parameters
Required for resolve processing

CTMAESIM Options
Passed to the CTMAES Program

The following parameters are the RESOLVE parameters:

RECORD
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to the partitioned data set allocated
in the RECORD DD statement. Allocate this file as a PDS whose DCB is LRECL=500, RECFM=FB, and
DSORG=PO. Under EDCHEK and ISPF, the name of this file can be specified in the JCLUSRCM CLIST. In a
batch job, the JCL deck must contain a RECORD DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORD

RECORDSEQ
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to a sequential data set allocated in
the RECORDSQ DD statement. Allocate this file as a sequential file whose DCB is LRECL=500 and RECFM=FB.
Under EDCHEK, a RECORDSQ DD statement must be allocated before calling JCLCheck. In a batch job, the
JCL deck must contain a RECORDSQ DD statement. This option is not supported under the ISPF interface.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORDSEQ

SOURCE=I|E
Identifies the source of the input JCL.
I -- Internal -- The JCL source is specified using CTMAESIM options (that is, LIBRARY/MEMBER or SCHDLIB/
TABLE/JOB) in the resolve parameter file. CTMAESIM processes these options directly. This parameter is the
default.
E -- External -- The input JCL comes from an external file that a SYSIN DD statement defines. The SYSIN must
be a sequential file. Any CTMAESIM options that reference JCL that are found in the resolve parameter file are
ignored.
Example: SOURCE=E
Use this parameter only in Batch.

PERM
Prevents deletion of the JCL input file that is created to pass JCL to Control-M. This is intended for use by
Broadcom Support when troubleshooting a problem with the Control-M interface.
When specified, the file will be cataloged using the following dataset name format:
userid.Dddddddd.Tttttttt.JCKTEMP

• userid is the ID that is used to run the job.
• Dddddddd is a date value that makes the file unique.
• Tttttttt is a time value that makes the file unique.

ERES
Simulates EDCHK processing in batch and is intended for use only by Broadcom Support. This parameter
requires specially modified input JCL that is provided on the SYSIN DD statement. This parameter also requires
the member name for the job that is specified on the JOBNAME() parameter on the EXEC statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: ERES
Use this parameter only in Batch.
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JCLPRFX=
When SOURCE=E is used or the CTM Resolve option is used in EDCHEK (EJCK), a file is created to hold the
JCL member. This file is deleted after CTMAESIM is called. The allocated file is named jclprfx.JCKTEMP. By
default, the prefix jclprfx is the USER ID of the current user. The JCLPRFX option allows for an alternative file
prefix to be specified. You can specify up to 17 characters.
Example: JCLPRFX=WORK.TEST

CTMPRINT
When the CTMAESIM program is called, a report is returned. By default, this report is examined for error
messages that can be reported. This report includes, in addition to error messages, the complete resolved JCL
for the job. By default, only error messages are returned for the job. Include this option if you would like to see the
entire report.
Example: CTMPRINT

USERSUPP
Informs JCLCheck that the JOB card for JCL passed to Control-M should be checked for a USER= parameter
and the USER= should be removed (suppressed) from the JOB card before passing the JCL to Control-M. The
USER= keyword will be saved as a comment in the passed JCL and then added back to the JOB card after
Control-M processing.
The USER= will be added back on a line by itself following it’s original placement, with a comment indicating this
processing was done:
// USER=PRODUSR      ***JCK -REMOVED AND ADDED FOR CTM

Example: USERSUPP

The following bullets describe the CTMAESIM options:

• CTMAESIM has options for selecting JCL needing resolution, and for setting parameters that can affect the parameter
resolution.

• CTMAESIM allows JCL selection in two modes: Library and Scheduling. Some options are only used with a particular
mode and other options that can be used with either mode. Common CTMAESIM parameters are discussed following
this bullet. For a complete list of parameters available, see the article titled ‘CTMAESIM -- Test AutoEdit Syntax’ in this
documentation.

• JCLCheck permits any valid CTMAESIM option in the RESPARMS file.
• The resolve option under EDCHEK (EJCK) only supports Library mode and provides the needed LIBRARY, MEMBER,

and SUBMIT command options. Any Library mode or general option can be specified, except for LIBRARY, MEMBER,
and the commands (SUBMIT, LIST, ...) that are provided. EDCHEK generates these statements to define the location
of a temporary file containing the JCL that is being edited. If these restricted parameters are specified, they are
ignored.

• In the JCLCheck ISPF panels, all valid CTMAESIM options can be specified in Library or Scheduling mode. Always
specify the command field as SUBMIT. When any of the other command field values are specified JCLCheck changes
these values to SUBMIT before calling the CTMAES utility. For example, LIST, SEND, or SUBSCAN.

• In a batch job, the RESPARM requirements depend on the setting of the SOURCE= parameter. When
SOURCE=Internal is specified, then the same requirements that are described for the JCLCheck ISPF panels apply.
When SOURCE=External or RESOLVE(CTM,NOPARM) is specified, then the same requirements that are described
for EDCHEK apply. Note the added requirement that the SYSIN DD point to a sequential file containing the JCL to
process.

Example: Create a Parameter Data Set for CNTL-M
This example shows Control-M parameters in a partitioned data set member that is used when specifying parameters
using EDCHEK ISPF:

EDCHEK RESPARMS Sample 

EDIT       USERID1.JCL.CNTL(RESPARMS) - 01.26         Columns 00001 00072
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Command ===>                                             Scroll ===> CSR 

****** ************************** Top of Data ***************************

000002 OWNER SY01                                                              

000003 WDATE 060600                                                            

000004 ODATE 060600                                                            

****** ************************* Bottom of Data *************************

This example shows Control-M parameters in a partitioned data set member that is used when specifying parameters
using ISPF:

ISPF RESPARMS Sample

EDIT       USERID1.SPF.RESPARMS                   Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                        Scroll ===> PAGE

****** ************************* Top of Data *************************

000130 OWNER SY01                              

000140 WDATE 060600                          

000150 ODATE 060600                                                            

000200 LIBRARY TEST.JCL.CNTL                                                   

000300 MEMBER CTMJ*                                                            

000400 SUBMIT                                                                  

000600 MEMBER CTMT*                                                            

000700 SUBMIT                                                                  

****** ************************ Bottom of Data ************************

Specify Tivoli Workload Scheduler Parameters
This procedure describes how to specify the Tivoli Workload Scheduler parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the TWS parameters in a sequential file (including partitioned data set member).
2. Start the parameters in column 1 and stop on or before column 71.
3. Specify the parameters in any order (there is no correct parameter order).
4. Specify comment lines (if necessary) by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1. Do not add comments to the right side of

the parameter value.

The following parameters are for TWS:

SUBSYS=subsys
Identifies the TWS subsystem name. If no TWS subsystem name is provided, OPCC is used. This parameter
must be present on the first non-comment line.
Example: SUBSYS=OPOP

ADID=applidname
Identifies the 16-character application ID that is used for selection in batch and for variable substitution in JCL in
EDCHEK. This parameter is mandatory.
Example: ADID=DFAG0D00BCV2GRCA

IA=yymmddhhmm
Specifies the ten-character input arrival date and time that is used for selection in batch and for variable table
selection in EDCHEK. This field defaults to the current date and time.
Example: IA=1004301800
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W_ADID=applidname
Identifies the 16-character work application ID. This application ID is created to hold external JCL for resolution
temporarily. You can use W_ADIDC and W_ADIDT instead to create the work ADID. This field defaults to
JCLCheckDEFAULT.
Example: W_ADID=DFAG0D00BCV2GRCA

W_ADIDC=nn
Specifies a two character numeric value between 01-15.

W_ADIDT=xx
When the W_ADID keyword is omitted or set to "JCLCheckDEFAULT", the work ADID (W_ADID) value can be
created from the production ADID specified in OADID. The value in OADID is modified starting at the column
specified in W_ADIDC. W_ADIDT specifies the two characters to substitute. W_ADIDC must be set to a two-
character numeric value between 01-15. W_ADIDT must be set to a two-character text value.
Example: W_ADIDC=09 W_ADIDT=PR
If OADID is set to PRODAPPLTX023, the work application name (W_ADID) that would be generated is
PRODAPPLPR023.

VALID=yymmdd
Specifies the date on which the application is valid. This field defaults to the current date.
Example: VALID=100722

W_WSNAME=wsname
Specifies the four-character workstation name that is used for operations in the work application. This workstation
must be a valid Type C (computer) workstation that is defined to TWS. This parameter is mandatory if
SRCETYPE=SEQ.
Example: W_WSNAME=WSPR

W_OPNO=opno
Specifies the three-digit work operation number (0-255). If any TWS variables in the JCL refer to &OOPNO, this
value is substituted. This parameter is mandatory if SRCETYPE=SEQ.
Example: W_OPNO=10

W_GROUP=groupid
Specifies the eight-character group definition ID that is used for the work application.
Example: W_GROUP=GROUPPRD

W_OWNER=ownerid
Specifies the 16-character owner ID that is used for the work application.
Example: W_OWNER=USERID1

ADRUN=YES|NO
By default, JCLCheck uses the ADRUN option on the INSERT APPLICATION to prevent TWS from submitting the
application for execution. Sites that use the TWS GROUPID option to specify run dates must specify ADRUN=NO
as TWS does not allow both. Care must be taken when using ADRUN=NO to insure TWS does not select the
application for submission. When using the TWS interface through the ISPF panels, specify the ADRUN option in
the Appl Run Dates (Y or N) field (panel JCK0207).

&OADID=&Tcccc
Specifies a six-character temporary variable name that is used internally to replace the &OADID variable in
the JCL during the variable resolution process. In TWS, the &OADID variable can be used in JCL to specify
the Application ID. Since JCLCheck uses a work application, the value that is supplied by TWS in the &OADID
variable is the work application ID (not the original application ID). The original application ID can be inappropriate
for the JCL. This temporary variable name is used internally instead of the &OADID variable in the JCL. The name
must begin with “&T”, then four alpha-numeric characters that equal a total of six characters in length. Also, do not
match this name with any other variable name that is defined in the JCL. If not specified, &TJCG0 is used.
Example: &OADID=&TJCHK
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SIMTIME=yyyymmddhhmm
Specifies the 12-character simulated date and time. The yyyy can be any year between 1984 - 2071. This field
defaults to the current date and time.
Example: SIMTIME=201007011248

JCLVTAB=table
Identifies the 16-character JCL variable table name for the work application. In a batch job, it defaults to the value
specified in the application. In ISPF, if not specified, the default is the table specified in the application or the
system default.
Example: JCLVTAB=TESTVARIABLETBL

SOURCE=I|E|EI
Identifies the source of the input JCL.
I -- Internal -- The input JCL is pulled directly from TWS.
E -- External -- The input JCL comes from an external file that a SYSIN DD statement defines.
EI -- External/Internal -- The input JCL comes from an external file that a SYSIN DD statement defines. However,
when a particular member is not found in the SYSIN file, the internal JCL for the event is used.
Example: SOURCE=E

SRCETYPE=SEQ|PDS|LIB|PAN
Identifies the format of the SYSIN file when SOURCE=E or EI. This parameter is mandatory when SOURCE=E or
EI. This parameter is ignored if SOURCE=I.
Example: SRCETYPE=SEQ

SNAP
Informs JCLCheck to take diagnostic snap dumps. The dumps are written to the file allocated in the SNAP DD
statement. Allocate this file as a SYSOUT file or a file whose DCB is LRECL=125, BLKSIZE=882, RECFM=VBA,
and DSORG=PS. Under EDCHEK, a SNAP DD statement must be allocated before calling JCLCheck. Under
the ISPF interface, a data set with the name of the Resolve Parm File with an '.S' appended to the end of it is
allocated automatically. In a batch job, the JCL deck must contain a SNAP DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: SNAP

RECORD
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to the partitioned data set allocated
in the RECORD DD statement. Allocate this file as a PDS whose DCB is LRECL=500, RECFM=FB, and
DSORG=PO. Under EDCHEK, a RECORD DD statement must be allocated before calling JCLCheck. Under
the ISPF interface, a data set with the name of the Resolve Parm File with an '.R' appended to the end of it is
allocated automatically. In a batch job, the JCL deck must contain a RECORD DD statement.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORD

RECORDSEQ
Informs JCLCheck to record the resolution session. The record data is written to a sequential data set allocated in
the RECORDSQ DD statement. Allocate this file as a sequential file whose DCB is LRECL=500 and RECFM=FB.
Under EDCHEK, a RECORDSQ DD statement must be allocated before calling JCLCheck. In a batch job, the
JCL deck must contain a RECORDSQ DD statement. This option is not supported under the ISPF interface.
Use this parameter only under the direction of Broadcom Support.
Example: RECORDSEQ

NOTE
The ADID and IA values are used to select the jobs that are processed by accessing the application records in
TWS. The ADID and IA values are also used to retrieve the list of operations (jobs) and dependent operations
in the application. These values provide the job names and operation numbers for each job being processed,
as well as the execution order for the operations. The execution order is the order JCLCheck processes the
operations.
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Example: Create a Parameter Data Set for TWS
This example shows TWS parameters in a partitioned data set member that is used when specifying parameters using
EDCHEK ISPF:

EDIT       USERID1.JCK.CNTL(RESPARMS) - 01.21              Columns 00001 00072

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR 

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

000100 * The following are TWS parameters     

000200 SUBSYS=OPOP

000300 SOURCE=E

000400 SRCETYPE=SEQ

000500 ADID=TWSAPPLICATION

000600 IA=1004301800 

000700 W_ADID=JCLCHECKDEFAULT

000800 W_WSNAME=WSPR

000900 W_OPNO=10

001000 &OADID=&TJCG0

001100 SIMTIME=201007300810

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

Use JCLNeat
When you code JCL, you can supply keywords in any order and in many ranges of columns. You can also comment this
language in various ways. Many installations are not able to implement a structured format for JCL successfully; therefore,
reading the JCL on listings is a tedious task for the original coder and a nightmare for support personnel.

JCLNeat standardizes the format of JCL according to the specifications of your installation.

The following terms apply to the JCLNeat component:

JCL statement
A JCL statement is a logical entity consisting of the JCL operator and its positional/keyword parameters and
associated data.
A JCL statement can be (and usually is) a composite of a variable number of JCL parameters.

logical break
A logical break is a condition in the original JCL input stream that signals JCLNeat to process a new entity.
Logical break is typically signaled by an input member change or a new JOB statement, but it can also be
signaled by an isolated PROC.

operator
The operator is a type of statement in process (that is, JOB, EXEC, PROC, DD, PEND, PRINTDEV, CNTL,
ENDCNTL, OUTPUT, or comments).

original JCL
The original JCL is the statement lines read from the JCLNeat input stream.

reformatted JCL
The reformatted JCL is the statement lines written to the JCLNeat output stream.

JCLNeat can process original JCL from any one of the following sources:
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• Sequential input from statements, magnetic tape, disk, or a single partitioned data set (PDS) member.
• A PDS, which allows JCLCheck to process the input completely or partially, with individual members specifically

included or excluded.
• Directly from Panvalet using the Panvalet  Access Method (PAM), input is processed either completely or partially, with

individual members specifically included or excluded.
• Directly from Librarian using the FAIRVS access method, input is processed either completely or partially, with

individual members specifically included or excluded.

NOTE
Make sure that JCL is error-free before JCLNeat reformats it.

WARNING
The operation of the JCLNeat component and how it performs the "neating" process is controlled by various
parameters, options, and keywords. You can manually supply this information in batch, or you can use ISPF
panels to input this information. You can use either method, but you cannot use a combination of the two.

Manual Control of JCLNeat
You have various ways of supplying all of the parameters, keywords, and options that the JCLNeat component needs to
perform the "neating" process.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view topics on:

• Including/Excluding Members
• Required Execution JCL for JCLNeat
• Specifying JCLNeat Options
• Keyword Reordering
• Global String Replacement
• Global Editing
• Symbolic Replacement

Include or Exclude Members
JCLNeat can selectively process the members of a partitioned Librarian or Panvalet data set. 

Follow these steps:

1. Specify MEMBERS=INCLUDE or MEMBERS=EXCLUDE as part of the PARM information that is supplied to JCLNeat.
2. Specify the members to INCLUDE or EXCLUDE in the MEMBERS DD data set in the following format:

Column Number 1

              Membername1

              Membername2

              Membernamen

For example, to specify a member named BASICPGM, enter:

Column Number 1

              BASICPGM

Required Execution JCL for JCLNeat
The following JCL is required to invoke JCLNeat.

 //STEPNAME EXEC CAZ1NEAT,

 //         OPT='option1=data1,option2=data2,optionn=datan'
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 //inlib    DD   DSN=old.dataset.name,DISP=SHR

 //outlib   DD   DSN=new.dataset.name,DISP=OLD

 //ADDCARDS DD   *

 ./ ADD NAME=

 ./ INCR SEQ1=100,INCR=100

 /*

 //CHANGES  DD   *

 (from-data1-to-data1)

 (from-data2-to-data2)

 (from-datan-to-datan)

 /*

 //KEYWORDS DD   *

 EXEC keyword1 

 EXEC keyword2 

 EXEC keywordn 

 DD keyword1 

 DD keyword2 

 DD keywordn 

 DCB keyword1 

 DCB keyword2 

 DCB keywordN 

 PRINTDEV keyword1 

 PRINTDEV keyword2 

 PRINTDEV keywordn

 OUTPUT keyword1 

 OUTPUT keyword2 

 OUTPUT keywordn 

 PROC symbolic1 

 PROC symbolic2 

 PROC symbolicn 

 /*

 //MEMBERS  DD   *

  Membername1

Membername2

Membernamen 

 //GSRCNTL DD *

 |verb|string|

 /*

 

Use the following statement to invoke a JCLNeat procedure:

EXEC
Required execution statement.

The following are JCLNeat DD statements:

SYSPRINT
Receives the reports generated by JCLNeat based on your REPORT=option request.
This statement has a logical record length of 133 and is blocked 10 (1330 characters) by JCLNeat.
SYSPRINT is a required statement.

SYSUT1
Work file containing this report until a logical break is encountered in the original JCL.
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The file allocation must be large enough to contain the reformatted JCL for the largest job or member in the input
stream.
SYSUT1 is optional, unless the Reformatted JCL Report is requested in the REPORT=option.

SYSUT2
Work file containing this report until a logical break is encountered in the original JCL.
The file allocation must be large enough to contain the maximum number of from/to statements changed in a
single job or member in the input stream.
SYSUT2 is optional, unless the Changes Report is requested in the REPORT=option.

INLIB
Points to the JCL stream JCLNeat is to reformat.
Depending on the specified INLIB= option, you must name this DD statement LIBIN, PANIN, PDSIN, or SEQIN.
INLIB is required.

OUTLIB
Specifies where JCLNeat should output its reformatted JCL.
Depending on the specified OUTLIB= option, you must name this DD statement PDSOUT or SEQOUT.

NOTE
When using INLIB=PDS and OUTLIB=PDS, the PDSIN and PDSOUT DD statements must not
reference the same PDS or JCLNeat discontinues processing with a CAY6504S message.

SYSUDUMP
Use only if JCLNeat abnormally terminates with a system error message.
SYSUDUMP is optional.

ADDCARDS
Contains from one to five statements that JCLCheck places in front of each job or other logical break encountered
in the input stream.
Use only if the OUTLIB=SEQ option has been specified and you want to include library control statements in the
output stream.

CHANGES
Specifies the from-character-string and to-character-string JCLNeat uses in editing the data portion of keyword
parameters.
CHANGES is optional, unless you desire global editing.

KEYWORDS
Contains entries for:

• Your desired keyword order for the EXEC and DD parameters and for the DCB subparameters.
• Your list of PROC symbols not to replace if you use the RSYM=Y option.

KEYWORDS is optional.
MEMBERS

Specifies the member names JCLNEAT includes or excludes when processing PDS input.
Members is optional, unless you specify the MEMBERS= option.

GSRCNTL
Specifies the action verbs and literals to use for manipulation of the JCL.
GSRCNTL is optional.

Specify JCLNeat Options
The JCLNeat component has a set of options that can be changed to influence how the component operates and reacts.
These options are different from the JCLCheck runtime options and pertain only to the JCLNeat component.
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To specify option requests to JCLNeat, use the PARM field and the format OPTION=value. You can enter the options
in any sequence. Since several of the options may contain special characters, input the entire PARM field within single
quotation marks. If the number of options you are specifying makes it necessary to continue the PARM field, follow
standard z/OS conventions as defined in this documentation.

Alternatively, you can use the JCLNOPTS DD statement to specify the options for JCLNEAT. If the JCLNOPTS DD is
used, then the EXEC PARM is ignored. This method bypasses the restriction to the length of the EXEC PARM value of
100 characters.

 //JCLNOPTS DD *

  * Comment Card

  option1,option2   Comment

  option3           Comment

  option4           Comment

 

Usage notes:

• Options are specified starting in column 1 through 72 until a space is found; after a space the rest of the card is
considered to be comments.

• If column 1 of the card is an asterisk (*), then the entire card is considered a comment card.
• One or more options can be coded on a single card.
• The file must be sequential with an LRECL of 80.

Keyword Reordering
This article provides keyword reordering.

Keyword parameters and their associated data are reordered in the reformatted JCL based on a user-specified sequence,
with these exceptions:

• The setting of the JOBF option determines whether the JOB statement has its keywords reordered. Regardless
of keyword order, fields, such as the OPERAND field, are still column aligned. Note that the CSECT CAZ1NCJB
determines the order of the parameters within the JOB statement.

• Qualified keywords are placed on the reformatted EXEC statement in the same order as they were encountered in the
original EXEC and are placed after the ordered keywords.
JCLNeat is distributed with tables containing a default order (alphabetical) for the EXEC and DD keyword parameters
and for the DCB keyword subparameters. You can change these default tables after JCLNeat is installed, or at
execution time by specifying a new table sequence in the KEYWORDS DD data set.

KEYWORDS DD Data Set

New table sequences are provided at execution time using the KEYWORDS DD data set. The order is determined by
specifying an operator of EXEC, DD or DCB in Column 1 followed by at least one space and then the keyword starting in
Column 6. The keywords are sequenced based on their order in this input stream. You can intersperse operators in the
KEYWORDS DD data set. However, it is difficult to easily verify the resulting table order, since the JCLNeat reporting of
KEYWORDS INPUT BY USER: is printed in input sequence. Therefore, for clarity and ease of use, it is suggested that
all keywords for one JCL operator be input first, followed by all the keywords for the next JCL operator, followed by all the
keywords for the last JCL operator.

Keyword tables are not merged. This means that each table specification (the installation default or the execution-time
KEYWORDS DD data set table) must be self-contained. You must specify all parameters whose sequence matters to you.
The default table is not collated with the execution-time user table.
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EXEC Keyword Order

The JCLNeat default sequence of keyword parameters on the EXEC statement is as follows:

ACCT

ADDRSPC

COND

DPRTY

DYNAMNBR

PARM

PERFORM

RD

REGION

TIME

To override the existing order for EXEC keyword parameters, specify the desired sequence in the KEYWORDS DD data
set as follows:

Column Number 1    6

              EXEC Keyword1

              EXEC Keyword2

              EXEC Keywordn

NOTE
Since PGM or PROC is a positional rather than a keyword parameter, it is ignored if you specify it.

The keyword sequence specified here completely overrides the default sequence provided by JCLNeat.

Keyword parameters encountered in the original JCL and not specified in this sequence are:

• Alphabetized and placed in the reformatted JCL before the last keyword in the table, if the last keyword is coded in the
original JCL.

• Alphabetized and placed last in the reformatted JCL if the last keyword in the table is not coded in the original JCL.

Examples:

Sample Keywords DD data set as input by user:

DD DSNAME

DD DISP

DD UNIT

DD VOLUME

DD SPACE

DD DCB

Sample DD statement prior to reformatting:

IN //DD1    DD  DSN=SAMPLE.DSN,DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

IN //       VOL=SER=DISK01,UNIT=SYSDA,

IN //       DCB=BLKSIZE=8800,

IN //       SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))

Sample DD statement after reformatting using the JCLNeat default keyword sequence:
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OUT //DD1   DD DCB=BLKSIZE=8800,

OUT //         DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

OUT //         DSN=SAMPLE.DSN,

OUT //         SPACE=(CYL,(5,1)),

OUT //         UNIT=SYSDA,

OUT //         VOL=SER=DISK01

Sample DD statement after reformatting using the overriding DD keyword order as specified previously:

OUT //DD1   DD DSN=SAMPLE.DSN,

OUT //         DISP=(NEW,KEEP),

OUT //         UNIT=SYSDA,

OUT //         VOL=SER=DISK01,

OUT //         SPACE=(CYL,(5,1)),

OUT //         DCB=BLKSIZE=8800

DD Keyword Order

The JCLNeat default sequence of keyword parameters on the DD statement is as follows:

AMP

BURST

CHARS

CHKPT

CNTL

COPIES

DCB

DDNAME

DEST

DISP

DLM

DSID

DSNAME

DUMMY

DYNAM

FCB

FLASH

FREE

HOLD

LABEL

MODIFY

MVSGRP

OUTLIM

PROTECT

QNAME

SPACE

SUBSYS

SYSOUT

TERM

UCSM

UNIT
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VOLUME

To override the existing order for EXEC keyword parameters, specify the desired sequence in the KEYWORDS DD data
set as follows:

Column Number 1  4

              DD Keyword1

              DD Keyword2

              DD Keywordn

NOTE
You must specify the DSNAME and VOLUME keywords in their long form for JCLNeat to correctly process both
their long and abbreviated forms, DSN and VOL.

The keyword sequence specified here completely overrides the default sequence defined to JCLNeat or user modified
defaults.

Keyword parameters encountered in the original JCL and not specified in this sequence are:

• Alphabetized and placed in the reformatted JCL before the last keyword in the table, if the last keyword is coded in the
original JCL.

• Alphabetized and placed last in the reformatted JCL if the last keyword in the table is not coded in the original JCL.

DCB Keyword Order

The JCLNeat default sequence of keyword subparameters within the DCB parameter is as follows:

BFALN

BFTEK

BLKSIZE

BUFIN

BUFL

BUFMAX

BUFNO

BUFOFF

BUFOUT

BUFSIZE

CODE

CPRI

CYLOFL

DEN

DIANGS

DSORG

EROPT

FRID

FUNC

GNCP

INTVL

KEYLEN

LIMCT

LRECL

MODE
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NCP

NTM

OPTCD

PCIF

PRTSP

RECFM

RESERVE

RKP

STACK

THRESH

TRTCH

To provide an overriding order for the DCB subparameters at execution time, specify the desired sequence in the
KEYWORDS DD data set in the following format:

Column Number 1   5

              DCB Keyword1

              DCB Keyword2

              DCB Keywordn

NOTE
The keyword sequence specified here completely overrides the default sequence provided by JCLNeat.

Keyword subparameters encountered in the original JCL and not specified in this sequence are:

• Alphabetized and placed in the reformatted JCL before the last keyword in the table if it is coded in the original JCL.
• Alphabetized and placed last in the reformatted JCL if the last keyword in the table is not coded in the original JCL.

PRINTDEV Keyword Order

The JCLNeat default sequence of keyword parameters on the PRINTDEV statement is as follows:

BUFNO

CHARS

DATACK

DSHDR

DUMP

FDEFDD

FONTDD

FORMDEF

JOBHDR

JOBTRLR

MESSAGE

NPRO

OVLYDD

PAGEDEF

PDEFDD

PIMSG

PSEGDD

TRACE
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To provide an overriding order for PRINTDEV keyword parameters at execution time, specify the desired sequence in the
KEYWORDS DD data set in the following format:

 Column Number 1        10

               PRINTDEV Keyword1

               PRINTDEV Keyword2

               PRINTDEV Keywordn

NOTE
The keyword sequence specified here completely overrides the default sequence defined to JCLNeat. Keyword
parameters encountered in the original JCL and not specified in this sequence are:

• Alphabetized and placed in the reformatted JCL before the last keyword in the table, if the last keyword in the table is
coded in the original JCL.

• Alphabetized and placed last in the reformatted JCL if the last keyword in the table is not coded in the original JCL.

OUTPUT Keyword Order

The JCLNeat default sequence of keyword parameters on the OUTPUT statement is as follows:

BURST

CHARS

CKPTLINE

CKPTPAGE

CKPTSEC

CLASS

COMPACT

CONTROL

COPIES

DEFAULT

DEST

FLASH

FORMDEF

FORMS

GROUPID

INDEX

JESDS

LINDEX

LINECT

MODIFY

PAGEDEF

PIMSG

PRMODE

PRTY

THRESHLD

TRC

UCS

WRITER

To provide an overriding order for OUTPUT keyword parameters at execution time, specify the desired sequence in the
KEYWORDS DD data set in the following format:
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Column Number 1      8

              OUTPUT Keyword1

              OUTPUT Keyword2

              OUTPUT Keywordn

NOTE
The keyword sequence specified here completely overrides the default sequence defined to JCLNeat or user
modified defaults. Keyword parameters encountered in the original JCL and not specified in this sequence are:

• Alphabetized and placed in the reformatted JCL before the last keyword in the table, if the last keyword in the table is
coded in the original JCL.

• Alphabetized and placed last in the reformatted JCL if the last keyword in the table is not coded in the original JCL.

Global String Replacement
JCLNeat provides a global string replacement feature for any character string in the JCL.

Specify this type of string replacement in the GSRCNTL DD data set in the following format:

             Column Number 1

                           |from-string|verb|{JCL-type}

                           |to-string|

In the preceding example, the vertical bar (|) is the delimiter for the GSRCNTL parameters. The vertical bar allows you to
change any text of a JCL statement, including a slash (/).

You can use the following verbs:

REPL
Replaces from-data with to-data

DELT
Deletes the JCL STATEMENT when JCLNeat finds from-data

REMV
Deletes the line where JCLNeat finds from-data

COMM
Comments the JCL STATEMENT when JCLNeat finds from-data

WARNING
When the string is found in the FIRST DD of a concatenated list, the entire concatenation list is commented or
deleted.

WARNING
When the string is found in the SECOND or subsequent DD of a concatenated list, only the current DD
statement is commented or deleted.

INSA
Inserts to-data after the from-data line

INSB
Inserts to-data before the from-data line

JCLNeat compares the from-data of each record and if it finds a match, executes the verb using to-data (if applicable).
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NOTE
The from-data can be up to 63 characters in length. The to-data can be up to 71 characters in length.

You can use the following JCL statement identifier:

JCL-type
JCL-type is an optional JCL statement identifier that limits the search for the from-string to the type of JCL
specified. You can use the following JCL-types: CNTL, COMMAND, DD, DPROC, ELSE, ENDCNTL, ENDIF,
EXEC, IF, INCLUDE, JCLLIB, JOB, NJB, OUTPUT, PEND, PRINTDEV, PROC, and SET.

WARNING
JCLNeat does not ensure the accuracy of your global string changes. We recommend that you also use
JCLCheck to verify the accuracy of the changes. Misplaced or erroneous control cards can produce unexpected
results.

Example: Change All the JCL in a PDS

This example shows how to change all the JCL in a PDS from MSGCLASS=A to MSGCLASS=X, and how to comment
out old ddnames:

//GSRCNTL DD *

|MSGCLASS=A|REPL|

|MSGCLASS=X|

|DSN=SOME.BOGUS.DATASET|COMMENT|

|DSN=OTHER.BOGUS.DATASET|DELT|

The result is as follows:

INPUT JCL:

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT),programmer,CLASS=X,

//   MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//DD1 DD DSN=SOME.BOGUS.DATASET,DISP=SHR

//DD2 DD DSN=OTHER.BOGUS.DATASET,DISP=SHR

REFORMATTED JCL:  (JOBF=Y,FORMAT=Y)

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT),

//            programmer,

//            CLASS=X

//            MSGCLASS=X

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*DD1 DD DSN=SOME.BOGUS.DATASET,DISP=SHR

           OR (Optionally)

NON-REFORMATTED JCL:  (JOBF=N,FORMAT=N specified)

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT),programmer,CLASS=X,

//   MSGCLASS=X

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//*DD1 DD DSN=SOME.BOGUS.DATASET,DISP=SHR

Example: Change All OUTPUT Statements
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This example shows how to change CLASS=A to CLASS=B for OUTPUT statements only:

//GSRCNTL DD *

|CLASS=A|REPL|OUTPUT

|CLASS=B|

The result is as follows:

INPUT JCL:

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT),programmer,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//OUT001   OUTPUT CLASS=A

REFORMATTED JCL: (JOBF=Y,FORMAT=Y)

//JOBNAME  JOB (ACCT),

//             programmer,

//             CLASS=A,

//             MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01   EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//OUT001   OUTPUT CLASS=B

           OR (Optionally)

NON-REFORMATTED JCL: (JOBF=N,FORMAT=N specified)

//JOBNAME JOB (ACCT),programmer,CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A

//STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

//OUT001   OUTPUT CLASS=B

Global Editing
JCLNeat provides a global editing feature for the data portion of keyword parameters and subparameters. The data
portion of a keyword is the character-string after the = sign. For example, with a keyword parameter of UNIT=3380, only
the data portion (that is, 3380) could be changed using the JCLNeat global editing feature.

Specify changes in the CHANGES DD data set in the following format:

Column Number 1

              /from-data1/to-data1/

              /from-data2/to-data2/

              /from-datan/to-datan/

JCLNeat compares the data portion, (/from-data/) of each keyword and, if a match is found, replaces the data portion, (/to-
data/). If you specify it, multiple changes to the same data can occur. For example, with:

//CHANGES DD *

/3380/SYSDA/

/SYSDA/DISK/

If the original JCL looks like this:
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//DD1 DD DSN=A,UNIT=3380,DISP=SHR

The reformatted JCL looks like this:

//DD1 DD DISP=SHR,

//       DSN=A,

//       UNIT=DISK

NOTE
The from-data and to-data can be of unequal lengths and less than or equal to 34 characters each.

Symbolic Replacement
When processing a PROCLIB member or an inline procedure (PROC/PEND) at your request (RSYM=Y), JCLNeat
replaces the symbolics within the procedure with the values specified on the PROC statement unless:

• The symbolic is specifically excluded by an entry in the KEYWORDS DD data set in the following format:

Column Number 1    6

              PROC Symbolic1

              PROC Symbolic2

              PROC Symbolicn

• The symbolic has a null value (SYMBOL=,) on the PROC statement.

Once replacement has been effected, all symbolics except those specifically excluded or those with a null value are then
removed from the PROC statement in the reformatted JCL. You can use this feature to restructure procedure libraries
by eliminating unused symbolics. Symbolics still required by the installation would be excluded in a PROC entry in the
KEYWORDS DD data set.

NOTE
Global editing is performed before symbolic replacement is affected. Therefore, if you specify a CHANGES DD
data set entry that modifies the data portion of a symbolic parameter, it is changed prior to being replaced in the
procedure.

For example, a CHANGES DD data set entry of /3380/SYSDA/ and a PROC of:

//NAME1 PROC U=3380

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=A

//DD1   DD   DSN=CDE,DISP=OLD,UNIT=&U,VOL=SER=XYZ

results in the following reformatted JCL:

//NAME1 PROC

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=A

//DD1   DD   DISP=OLD,

//           DSN=CDE,

//           UNIT=SYSDA,

//           VOL=SER=XYZ

If a procedure that has had its symbolics replaced is subsequently executed and still contains qualified symbolic overrides,
a JCL error results.
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ISPF Panels Control of JCLNeat
Using the ISPF panes, you can perform all methods explained in this documentation for batch submission of JCLNeat
controls. This article explains each of the panels that can be displayed.

Field level HELP is available on each of the panels described in this article, so the fields will not be described here. This
help is incorporated into the HELP function so that help exists at three levels:

System level
The existing Tutorial/HELP, activated from within the other levels.

Panel level
A pop-up box explaining the panel involved, activated by any field which does not have field level HELP support.

Field level
A pop-up box containing an explanation of the field selected by the cursor. All of the panels described in this
article have field level help available.

When activated, the pop-up features fades the current panel to a dull blue but still remains readable, and the new
information overlays the current panel.

There are standard format conventions that are consistent throughout all the panels:

• Commands:
• CANcel

End current panel session, with no action taken
• NEXT

Process current panel, go to next panel
• PREVious

Process current panel, go to previous panel
• PF keys:
• Enter

Process current panel, stay on current panel
• End

Process current panel, go to next panel

All key functions are set by the individual user in their session profile. All panels have the current date and time at the
upper right, followed by the current session's user ID.

Batch Submission Panel Sequence
The sequence in which panels are displayed is shown in the following table. Two modes of processing present a different
sequence of display: Defaults and Submit. Use Defaults when settings are to be in effect during subsequent processing,
and use Submit to release JOB to perform the JCLNeat process.

For Defaults processing, JCK0200 is followed by JCK0205, followed by JCK0205A, followed by JCK0206, followed by
JCK0216, and so on.

For Submit processing, JCK0206 Optional Data Sets, determines which of the following panels are displayed. If you have
no options specified during this panel, you skip to 10: JOB statement for submission. Other panels are displayed based
on optional data sets selected. For example, you would go from sequence 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 if you did not specify Keyword
Ordering on the Optional Data Sets panel.
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JCK0215 has six panels that are associated with it. They are based on the six types of keyword ordering, which you
select.

Defaults Submit Panel ID Description
1 1 JCK0200 JCLCheck/SPF menu
2 JCK0210 Control options menu
3 2 JCK0205 Optional parameters
4 3 JCK0205A Statement level options

4 JCK0206 Optional data sets
5 JCK0216 Member selection list for

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE option
5 6 JCK0215 Keyword ordering on DD

statement
EXEC
DD
DCB
OUTPUT
PRINTDEV
PROC

7 JCK0211 Add card control statements for
library management

8 JCK0212 String changes of data portion of
keywords in JCL

6

9 JCK0213 Global string replacement of any
data in JCL

10 JCK0214 JOB statement for submission of
JCLNeat job

11 ISREDDE2 ISPF edit of job submission JCL

7

12 JCK0214 JCK0POPR pop-up panel for
verification response

JCLCheck_SPF Menu (JCK0200)
Use panel JCK0200 to display the JCLCheck: control options panels, various types of invocation panels, and panels that
allow you to establish interaction with CA 7 or APCDOC when running JCLCheck.

NOTE
Upon entering JCK0200, JCLCheck displays message CAY6622I. This message informs you that JCLCheck is
set up to use default options and that you can change these options using Option 0 (Option Specifications).

Do one of the following bullets to display JCK0200:

• Select JCLCheck from the ISPF Primary Option menu.
• Enter TSO %JCKSPF on the ISPF command line, if your installation allows.

To exit this panel, press End.

JCK0200-------------- CA JCLCHECK/SPF MENU -------------------------

OPTION ===> 
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  Date:  yyyy/mm/dd User: USERID1   Level: xx.x 

    0  -  Option Specifications 

    1  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation   

    2  -  CA JCLCHECK - Foreground Invocation / Submit  

    3  -  CA JCLCHECK - Batch Submit    

    4  -  CA 7 Interface Invocation 

    5  -  CA Scheduler Interface Invocation 

    6  -  JCLNeat - Batch Submit    

    7  -  RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution    

    X  -  Exit  

Enter the number of the option for the panels you want to display in the OPTION field, and press Enter.

0 - Option Specifications
Displays the JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCK0210). This menu gives you a choice of four different types
of control option panels that you use to view or update various types of runtime options and JOB statement
specification parameters. You also select Option Specifications to create and maintain JCLNeat defaults. These
defaults are in effect during the submit process unless changed either in the maintenance of the defaults or during
the submit process.

1 - JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation
Displays the JCLCheck Foreground Invocation panel (JCK0201). This panel enables you to modify your default
options and submit JCL to JCLCheck checking in the foreground.

2 - JCLCheck - Foreground Invocation/Submit
Displays the JCLCheck Foreground/Submit Invocation panel (JCK0201). This panel enables you to modify your
default options and submit JCL to JCLCheck checking in the foreground.
If the JCL is error free, JCLCheck submits the JCL for processing.

3 - JCLCheck - Batch Submit
Displays the JCLCheck Batch Invocation panel (JCK0201). This panel submits the submission JCL
to JCLCheck checking in the background.
If the submission JCL is error free, JCLCheck submits the JCL for processing.

4 - CA 7 Interface Invocation
Displays the Job Scheduling Interface for CA 7 panel (JCK10). This panel enables you to enter applicable
forecast information.
Press Enter to submit execution of the CA 7 BTI procedure.

5 - APCDOC Interface Invocation
Displays the Job Scheduling Interface for the APCDOC panel (JCK09). This panel enables you to enter applicable
forecast information.
Press Enter to submit execution of the APCDOC CAJUTIL0 procedure.
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6 - JCLNeat - Batch Submit
Displays the JCLNeat Optional Parameters panel (JCK0205). This panel enables the system user to format and
submit a job to perform the JCLNeat process on selected JCL members.

7 - RESOLVE - External Variable Resolution
Displays the External Variable Specification panel (JCK0207, JCK0208, JCK0209, or JCK0218) for the product
selected in the RESOLVE option on the Additional Processing Options panel. This panel enables you to specify
product-specific parameters for external variable resolution. If no RESOLVE option is set, this selection is
unavailable.

Defaults Mode Panel Descriptions
This article describes each of the panels used in the Defaults mode in the sequence that they are displayed.

JCLCheck Control Options Menu (JCK0210)

When Option 0 - Option Specifications is selected on the preceding menu, a selection list of options is presented. Option
4 - CA JCLNeat Options supports the creation and maintenance of the defaults that are in effect during the Submit mode
process, unless temporarily overridden while in the Submit process.

The defaults that can be set fall into the following categories:

OPTIONAL PARAMETERS
Parameters controlling options and formats

KEYWORD
Sort sequence of JCL command keywords

ADDCARDS
Additional control statements to insert before each member

JOB CARD
The JOB statement of the submitted JCL stream

These categories of settings are the ones that lend themselves to stored settings. The other categories of settings need to
be set during each Submit mode process.

  JCK0210 ----------------- CA JCLCheck/CONTROL OPTIONS MENU ------------------

 OPTION ===>

 

        Date: yyyy/mm/dd       User: USERSID                   Time: 12:25

 

 

                      1 - Process Control Options

 

                      2 - Output Control Options

 

                      3 - Security Options

 

                      4 - CA JCLNeat Options

 

                      5 - Job Card Specification

 

                      X  -  EXIT
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Optional Parameters for Default Mode (JCK0205)

You can maintain parameters with this panel. The parameters get formatted on the PARM command of the EXEC
statement in the submitted job stream. These parameters control optional features affecting the input, format, processing,
and output of the JCLNneat process. The settings that are made here are in effect on all subsequent job submits unless
permanently changed here, or temporarily overridden during the Submit process.

For a full explanation of each parameter that is shown on this panel, search JCLNeat Options. Alternatively, you can use
the Field Level HELP feature available on each of the JCLNeat panels.

 JCK0205---------CA JCLNeat xx.x - OPTIONAL Parameters (DEFAULTS)----------------

COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit.                   hh:mm

KEYs:     Enter to edit.  End to edit, go to next panel.              USER002

 

      BCI          Block Comment Insertion            ===>     Y

      BCS          Blank Comment Separator            ===>     N

      CDEL         Comment Delete Request             ===>     0

      DCBS         Split DCB Subparameters            ===>     N

      FCC          Fill Comment Character             ===>     -

      FORMAT       Format JCL? Y-Yes, N-No, B-Basic   ===>     Y

      JOBF         Format Job Statement               ===>     Y

      MKW/MQKW     Maximum Keywords/Qualified         ===>     60   / 10

      REXXMEM      REXX Member Name                   ===>    

      RSYM         Replace Symbolics                  ===>     N

      SECC         Start/End Comment Character        ===>     *

      SEQ1/INCR    Sequencing Start/Increment Number  ===>     10   / 10

      SIM/REPORT   Simulate Processing/Report Format  ===>     N    / 7

 

Statement Level Options for Default Mode (JCK0205A)

You can use the Statement Level Options panel to maintain additional optional parameters. These parameters are
formatted onto the PARM command of the EXEC statement in the submitted job stream. These parameters control
optional features affecting the formatting and output of the "neating process." In addition to the global options CEC, CSC,
ICSC, OPSC, and PACK, there are also statement level options for each specific JCL statement. If a statement level
option is not specified, JCLNeat uses the associated global option value. If a statement level option is specified, this value
overrides the associated global option value. The settings that are made here are in effect on all subsequent job submits
unless temporarily overridden during the submit process.

For a full explanation of each parameter that is shown on this panel, search JCLNeat Options. Alternatively, you can use
the Field Level HELP feature available on each of the JCLNeat panels.

 ----------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - Statement Level Options (DEFAULTS)    -----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit.                   hh:mm   

KEYs:     ENTER to edit. END to edit, go to next panel.               USERID1  

 

CEC        - Continuation Ending Column (4 - 71)....................... ==> 35

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

CSC        - Continuation Start Column (4 - 16)........................ ==> 16

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   
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  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

ICSC       - Inline Comment Start Column (4 - 71)...................... ==> 37

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

OPSC       - Operator Start Column (4 - 16)............................ ==> 12

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

PACK       - Max Number of Keyword Parms on Each Card (1 - 80)......... ==> 1 

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

 

Keyword Ordering (JCK0215)

The Keyword Ordering panels set the defaults for ordering the keywords that can be used in JCL for the JCL TYPE
commands of EXEC, DD, DCB, OUTPUT, PRINTDEV, and PROC.

Each JCL TYPE has its own panel showing its related keywords. The keywords are ordered by assigning a unique (for
that JCL TYPE) number in the range of 01-99. The numbers need not be sequential, but must not be duplicated or an
error results in the occurrence of the duplicated number. Keywords which are not assigned an ordering number fall behind
those assigned in the order they are encountered during the 'neating" process.

In the example following, the keywords encountered for the EXEC statement (the defaulted starting point) are ordered
PARM, COND, REGION, and TIME, followed by all the remaining keywords in the order encountered. These orders are
used as defaults for subsequent Submit mode processing, unless overridden during the Submit mode process.

The JCL TYPE for selection of keywords displayed is entered on the COMMAND line. It is a number in the range of 1-6.
When the display returns, the current JCL TYPE appears in the field labeled THIS SEL and the previously selected JCL
TYPE appears in the field labeled LAST SEL. The appropriate keywords for that JCL TYPE appear to the right.

To be consistent, the same DO YOU WISH TO MAKE THESE SELECTIONS PERMANENT? message appears as it
would in Submit mode, but here it is defaulted to Y and cannot be modified.

 JCK0215 ---------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - KEYWORD (DEFAULTS)    --------------------

 COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

 COMMANDS: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit, save.            17:10

 KEYs:     Enter to edit, save. End to edit, save, next panel.        USERSID

 

 Select JCL TYPE on OPTION line, assign sequencing number by selected KEYWORD.

 Keywords not selected will follow those sequenced, in alphabetic order.

 

 .---- JCL TYPE -----.----------- KEYWORD ORDER SPECIFICATION --------------.

 :                   :   __ ACCT      __ ADDRSPC   2_ COND      __ DPRTY    :

 : THIS SEL ===> 1   :   __ DYNAMNBR  1_ PARM      __ PERFORM   __ RD       :

 :                   :   3_ REGION    4_ TIME                               :

 :   EXEC....... 1   :                                                      :

 :   DD......... 2   :                                                      :

 :   DCB........ 3   :                                                      :

 :   OUTPUT..... 4   :                                                      :

 :   PRINTDEV... 5   :                                                      :

 :   PROC....... 6   :                                                      :

 : LAST SEL ===>     :                                                      :

 '-------------------'------------------------------------------------------'
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  DO YOU WISH TO MAKE THESE SELECTIONS PERMANENT?  N (Y/N)

 

ADDCARDS (JCK0211)

The ADDCARDS panel contains the defaults for up to five control statements, which are placed in front of every selected
JCL statement member being processed. The name of each member is placed after the first blank of the first ADDCARD
as it is processed. The subsequent ADDCARD statements are placed following the first one.

The purpose of this feature is to insert control statements for library management products such as
Librarian, Panvalet, IBM IEBUPDTE, or any other product being used which requires control statements.

 JCK0211 ----------  CA JCLNeat xx.x - ADDCARDS (DEFAULTS)     -----------------

 COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

 COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit, save.            17:32

 KEYs:     Enter to edit, save. End to edit, save, next panel.        USERSID

 

 Specify up to 5 JCL statements below, to be placed in front of each member

 so the OUTLIB, when specified, can be used as input where control statements

 are required (i.e. Librarian, IEBUPDTE, etc.).

 

   - JOB, MEMBER, or PROC Name copied after last character of first ADDCARD.

 

   - All subsequent ADDCARDs copied following first ADDCARD with Name.

 

 ==> -ADD

 ==> -HST NEW JCLCHECK FEATURE SUPPORT MODULES

 ==>

 ==>

 ==>

 

JOB CARD for Default Mode (JCK0214)

The JOB CARD panel contains the defaults for up to four JOB control statements. The statements are placed at the
front of the job stream that is created during the Submit mode processing. The job stream comes from (and is stored in)
the same place as the JCL used for other JCLCheck processing. Any changes that are made here are active for those
processes and conversely.

For consistency, the same question is shown "Update PROFILE with these options?", although here it is defaulted to Y
and cannot be modified.

The following panel also displays the contents of the PARM= parameter string based on input from the previous JCLNeat
panels. These parameters are inserted into the JCLNeat job stream before submission.

 JCK0214 ----------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - JOB CARD (DEFAULTS)    ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel.                              hh:mm   

KEYs:     ENTER to save, END to save, exit to MENU.                   USERID1  

 

Job Statement Information:  (Verify before saving)                             

   ==> //USERID1J JOB '113300000',USER1,NOTIFY=USERID1,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),       

   ==> // CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,USER=USERID1,REGION=0M                            
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   ==> /*JOBPARM  ROOM=716A 

   ==> //*                                                                     

        Update PROFILE with these options        ==> Y                         

        Edit JCL JOB Stream before submitting    ==> Y                         

PARM=( BCI=Y,BCS=N,CDEL=0,CEC=35,CSC=16,DCBS=N,FCC=-,FORMAT=Y,JOBF=Y,ICSC=37, )

     ( INCR=10,INLIB=PDS,LINES=55,MKW=60,MQKW=10,OPSC=12,OUTLIB=,PACK=1,RECOV )

     ( ER=Y,REPORT=7,RSYM=N,SECC=*,SEQ1=10,SIM=N                              )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

 

This panel completes the Defaults mode process. Pressing End now returns you to the original menu (JCK0200).

Submit Mode Panel Descriptions
This article describes each of the panels used in the Submit mode in the sequence that they are displayed.

Optional Parameters for Submit Mode (JCK0205)

You can review and change parameters with this panel. The parameters get formatted on the PARM command of the
EXEC statement in the submitted job stream. Any changes that you make to the parameters shown are only effective
for the current submission process. Otherwise, the operation and content of this panel is identical to its Defaults mode
processing counterpart.

For a full explanation of each parameter that is shown on this panel, search JCLNeat Options. Alternatively, you can use
the Field Level HELP feature available on each of the JCLNeat panels.

 JCK0205---------CA JCLNeat xx.x - OPTIONAL Parameters (SUBMIT)-------------------

COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit.                   hh:mm

KEYs:     Enter to edit.  End to edit, go to next panel.              USER002

 

      BCI          Block Comment Insertion            ===>     Y

      BCS          Blank Comment Separator            ===>     N

      CDEL         Comment Delete Request             ===>     0

      DCBS         Split DCB Subparameters            ===>     N

      FCC          Fill Comment Character             ===>     -

      FORMAT       Format JCL? Y-Yes, N-No, B-Basic   ===>     Y

      JOBF         Format Job Statement               ===>     Y

      MKW/MQKW     Maximum Keywords/Qualified         ===>     60   / 10

      REXXMEM      REXX Member Name                   ===>    

      RSYM         Replace Symbolics                  ===>     N

      SECC         Start/End Comment Character        ===>     *

      SEQ1/INCR    Sequencing Start/Increment Number  ===>     10   / 10

      SIM/REPORT   Simulate Processing/Report Format  ===>     N    / 7
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Statement Level Options for Submit Mode (JCK0205A)

You can use the Statement Level Options panel to review and change additional optional parameters. These parameters
are formatted onto the PARM command of the EXEC statement in the submitted job stream. The operation and content of
this panel is identical to its Defaults mode processing counterpart except that any changes made to the parameters shown
are only effective for the current submission process.

For a full explanation of each parameter that is shown on this panel, search JCLNeat Options. Alternatively, you can use
the Field Level HELP feature available on each of the JCLNeat panels.

 ----------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - Statement Level Options (SUBMIT)      -----------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit.                   hh:mm   

KEYs:     ENTER to edit. END to edit, go to next panel.               USERID1  

 

CEC        - Continuation Ending Column (4 - 71)....................... ==> 35

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

CSC        - Continuation Start Column (4 - 16)........................ ==> 16

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

ICSC       - Inline Comment Start Column (4 - 71)...................... ==> 37

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

OPSC       - Operator Start Column (4 - 16)............................ ==> 12

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

PACK       - Max Number of Keyword Parms on Each Card (1 - 80)......... ==> 1 

  JOB ==>        EXEC ==>        DD ==>        JCLLIB ==>       INCLUDE ==>   

  SET ==>        PROC ==>        IF ==>        OUTPUT ==>          CNTL ==>   

 

Optional Data Sets (JCK0206)

The Optional Data Sets panel allows specification of optional data sets and sources of input data to support additional
special features of the system. The panel consists of two sections:

Member Libraries
Identifies the input and output JCL member data sets and format.

Additional Control
Identifies the additional optional control data required.

This example shows the format that is used to specify error conditions. In errors that are syntax or process related, a short
message appears in the upper right corner and the cursor positions itself on the error. If you need more information, press
the HELP PF Key (usually PF1) for a longer message on line 3. Pressing the HELP PF Key again activates the Field Level
HELP.

The bottom lines indicate which of the five subsequent panels display. This example shows all five panels display. If the
panel ADDCARD to Output equals N, that panel would not display.

 JCK0206 ------ CA JCLNeat xx.x - OPTIONAL Datasets (SUBMIT)    ERROR ON OUTLIB

COMMAND ===>                                                                   

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit.                   hh:mm   

KEYs:     ENTER to edit. END to edit, go to next panel.               USERID1  
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         INLIB Dataset Name... ==> 'USERID1.JCK.FILE'__________________________

               Library Type... ==> SEQ     (SEQ,PDS,PAN,LIB)                   

               Volume Serial.. ==> ______  (If Not CATALOGED)                  

         OUTLIB Dataset Name.. ==> 'USERID1.NOTEXIST.PRINT'____________________

               Library Type... ==> SEQ     (SEQ,PDS)                           

               Volume Serial.. ==> ______  (If not CATALOGED)                  

 

         MEMBERS Selected..... ==> _______ (*,Include,Exclude,blank for SEQ)   

         KEYWORDS Ordering.... ==> Y       (Y/N)                               

         CHANGES to Strings... ==> Y       (Y/N)                               

         ADDCARDS to Output... ==> Y       (Y/N)                               

         GSRCNTL Control...... ==> Y       (Y/N)                               

 

Member Selection List (JCK0216)

The Member Selection List panel allows the selection of JCL members from the specified INLIB library for "neat"
processing. In the Optional Data Sets panel, the field labeled MEMBERS Selected determines whether this panel is
displayed, and if so, the use of this panel:

*
Process all members of the library.

INCLUDE
Display MEMBERS panel for selection to include.

EXCLUDE
Display MEMBERS panel for selection to exclude.

This panel lists all the members on a PDS, PANVALET, or Librarian JCL Library for selection. In the example shown here,
it is a PDS and two members have been selected (selection is by any non-blank character). Members specified here
have their names copied to and input as data to the MEMBERs DD in the JCLNeat Job stream submitted for execution as
follows:

 //MEMBERS  DD  *

  member1

member1+n 

 /*

 

  JCK0216 -----------  CA JCLNeat xx.x - MEMBERS (SUBMIT)      Row 1 to 22 of 132

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR_

 

 COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit, save.          yyyy/mm/dd

 KEYs:     Enter to edit, save. End to edit, save, go to next panel.   17:07

                                                                      USERSID

 Selection to INCLUDE - PDS INLIB: 'APC.DEVJCK.ASM'

 

 s member        added     last change      userid    size  changes

 _ $JCLXAWA     98/08/14  00/07/17 17:01   GOURI01   92      0

 _ #README      98/12/11  99/06/16 08:04   MALDE01   14      14

 s AAMACRO      00/07/12  00/07/18 15:22   USERSID   42      34

 s CA$DSECT     99/11/16  99/11/16 12:53   USERSID   15      4

 _ CAZ0NEXE     00/05/30  00/05/30 11:24   USERSID   12      6

 _ CAZ1JREX     98/08/14  99/04/26 15:32   MALDE01   1130    0
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 _ CAZ1NBLD     98/08/14  99/04/26 15:33   MALDE01   767     0

 _ CAZ1NEDN     98/08/14  00/07/18 10:02   MOOJO01   838     0

 _ CAZ1NGBL     98/08/14  99/06/16 07:02   MALDE01   438     149

 _ CAZ1NGPP     98/08/14  99/04/26 15:33   MALDE01   303     0

 _ CAZ1NGSR     98/08/14  99/04/26 15:34   MALDE01   701     0

 _ CAZ1NIDO     98/08/14  99/06/16 07:03   MALDE01   224     3

 _ CAZ1NIRO     98/08/14  99/06/16 06:49   MALDE01   1253    126

 _ CAZ1NRXE     98/08/14  00/02/29 17:18   MOOJO01   153     0

 _ CAZ1NRXI     98/08/14  99/04/26 15:34   MALDE01   643     0

 _ CAZ1NSUB     98/08/14  99/04/26 15:35   MALDE01   664     0

 

Keyword Ordering (JCK0215)

The KEYWORD panels allow for the review and change of ordering of keywords used in the JCL TYPE commands of
EXEC, DD, DCB, OUTPUT, PRINTDEV, and PROC.

In the Optional Data Sets panel, the field labeled KEYWORDS Ordering determines the use of this panel. If it contains
a Y, the system expects all six JCL TYPEs to be reviewed and ordering set to the Defaults or changed to whatever is
appropriate. This panel is not displayed if N was selected.

The resulting ordered keywords are copied to and input as data to the KEYWORDS DD in the JCLNeat job stream
submitted for execution. Only the JCL TYPE selected and reviewed participate in the processing, a positive response is
required for inclusion and no assumptions are made.

In the example following, the default starting point is JCL TYPE 1 (EXEC). Once it is reviewed, pressing End includes it in
the process.

Each of the subsequent KEYWORD (SUBMIT) screens are handled in the same manner.

  JCK0215 ---------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - KEYWORD (SUBMIT)      --------------------

 COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

 COMMANDS: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit, save.            17:10

 KEYs:     Enter to edit, save. End to edit, save, next panel.        USERSID

 

 Select JCL TYPE on OPTION line, assign sequencing number by selected KEYWORD.

 Keywords not selected will follow those sequenced, in alphabetic order.

 

 .---- JCL TYPE -----.----------- KEYWORD ORDER SPECIFICATION --------------.

 :                   :   10 ACCT      _9 ADDRSPC   _8 COND      _7 DPRTY    :

 : THIS SEL ===> 1   :   _6 DYNAMNBR  _5 PARM      _4 PERFORM   _3 RD       :

 :                   :   _2 REGION    _1 TIME                               :

 :   EXEC....... 1   :                                                      :

 :   DD......... 2   :                                                      :

 :   DCB........ 3   :                                                      :

 :   OUTPUT..... 4   :                                                      :

 :   PRINTDEV... 5   :                                                      :

 :   PROC....... 6   :                                                      :

 : LAST SEL ===>     :                                                      :

 '-------------------'------------------------------------------------------'

 

  DO YOU WISH TO MAKE THESE SELECTIONS PERMANENT?  N (Y/N)
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ADDCARDS (JCK0211)

The ADDCARDS panel allows insertion of up to five control statements to be inserted before each processed module
being placed on the OUTLIB sequential data set. This panel allows the OUTLIB to be used as input to source library
products, for example, Librarian, Panvalet, or IBM IEBUPDTE. The data strings entered here result as input to JCLNeat
as shown:

 //ADDCARDS DD  *

 -ADD

 -HST JCLNEAT CONTROL MODULES

 /*

 

When the submitted job stream processes the members, the name of the member is copied after the first blank of the first
control statement. The remaining control statements are copied following the first statement.

  JCK0211 ----------  CA JCLNeat xx.x - ADDCARDS (SUBMIT)        ----------------

 COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

 COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit, save.            17:32

 KEYs:     Enter to edit, save. End to edit, save, next panel.        USERSID

 

 Specify up to 5 JCL statements below, to be placed in front of each member

 so the OUTLIB, when specified, can be used as input where control statements

 are required (i.e. Librarian, IEBUPDTE, etc.).

 

   - JOB, MEMBER, or PROC Name copied after last character of first ADDCARD.

 

   - All subsequent ADDCARDs copied following first ADDCARD with Name.

 

 ==> __________________________________________________________________________

 ==> __________________________________________________________________________

 ==> __________________________________________________________________________

 ==> __________________________________________________________________________

 ==> __________________________________________________________________________

 

CHANGES (JCK0212)

Global string editing provides the ability to search for a from-string and when found change it to the value specified in
the to-string. This panel allows the creation of these data strings that will be used as search criteria to scan all the data
portions of the JCL keyword parameters, and when found change them as indicated. The data strings entered here will
result as input to JCLNeat as shown:

 //CHANGES  DD  *

 /SYSDA/SYSALLDA/

 /*

 

  JCK0212 -----------  CA JCLNeat xx.x - CHANGES (SUBMIT)       - Row 1 to 1 of 1

 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR_

 

 COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT OR PREVious panel after edit, save.         yyyy/mm/dd

 KEYs:     Enter to edit, save. End to edit, save, next panel.        17:37

                                                                     USERSID

 Specity the STRINGS of data to be found and changed in the data part
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 of the Keyword parameters. The /from-string/ is searched and when found

 changed to the to-string/ . Only the /from-string/  begins with a /  but

 both must end with one. Actions (act) Insert, Delete (I,D) of string sets,

 to Update over-key the data to be changed.

 

 act                     /from-string/to-string/

 _ _________________________________   ____________________________________

 ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

 

GSRCNTL (JCK0213)

Global string editing lets you search for a from-string. When found, the from-string is changed to the value specified in the
to-string. This panel lets you create these data strings. The data strings are used as search criteria to scan all the data
portions of the JCL keyword parameters, and when found change them as indicated. The data strings entered here result
as input to JCLNeat as shown:

 //GSRCNTL  DD  *

 |UNIT=SYSALLDA|INSA|

 |DISP-OLD|

 |DISP=SHR|DELT|

 /*

 

 JCK0213 ------------  CA JCLNeat xx.x      - GSRCNTL (SUBMIT) ------ Row 1 of 2

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE   

 

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel after edit.                yyyy/mm/dd 

KEYs:     ENTER to edit. END to edit and go to next panel.             hh:mm   

                                                                      USERID  

Specify STRING sets for each change you want to make. Each set consists of a   

from string, verb, statement filter and a to string. Sets can be Inserted,     

or Deleted by specifying I,D in the 'Act(I,D)' field.                          

 

Verbs: REPL(replace with TO:), DELT(delete JCL stmt), COMM(comment JCL stmt),  

       INSA(insert TO: after found line), INSB(insert TO: before found line)   

 

ACT (I,D) _  VERB: INSA        JCL statement filter: ________                  

FROM: UNIT=SYSALLDA________________________________________________________    

TO  : DISP=OLD_____________________________________________________________    

ACT (I,D) _  VERB: DELT        JCL statement filter: ________                  

FROM: DISP=SHR_____________________________________________________________    

TO  : _____________________________________________________________________    

 

JOB CARD for Submit Mode (JCK0214)

The JOB CARD panel lets you review the JOB JCL statement and its associated JCL. You can verify and change the way
that the submitted job executes. Optionally, the following two functions are available from this panel:

• Update PROFILE with these options (Permanently save the JCL as the default).
• Edit the JCL JOB Stream before submitting (Review the generated JCL).

 JCK0214 ----------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - JOB CARD (SUBMIT)      ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                                   
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                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel.                              hh:mm   

KEYs:     ENTER to save, END to save, exit to MENU.                   USERID1  

 

Job Statement Information:  (Verify before saving)                             

   ==> //USERID1J JOB '113300000',USER1,NOTIFY=USERID1,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),       

   ==> // CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,USER=USERID1,REGION=0M                            

   ==> /*JOBPARM  ROOM=716A                                            

   ==> //*                                                                     

        Update PROFILE with these options        ==> Y                         

        Edit JCL JOB Stream before submitting    ==> Y                         

PARM=( BCI=Y,BCS=N,CDEL=0,CEC=35,CSC=16,DCBS=N,FCC=-,FORMAT=Y,JOBF=Y,ICSC=37, )

     ( INCR=10,INLIB=PDS,LINES=55,MKW=60,MQKW=10,OPSC=12,OUTLIB=,PACK=1,RECOV )

     ( ER=Y,REPORT=7,RSYM=N,SECC=*,SEQ1=10,SIM=N                              )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

     (                                                                        )

 

This panel also displays the contents of the PARM= parameter string. The contents are based on input from the previous
JCLNeat panels. These parameters are inserted into the JCLNeat job stream before submission.

ISPF Edit of the Job Submission JCL

If you responded to 'Edit JCL JOB Stream before submitting' with a Y, the following panel is shown. This panel allows
the submission JCL to be reviewed and changed, and optionally manually submitted with the SUBMIT command.
Alternatively, you can allow the system to submit it.

  File  Edit  Confirm  Menu  Utilities  Compilers  Test  Help

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ISREDDE2   SYS00222.T163707.RA000.USERSID.R0131100         Columns 00001 00072

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data *****************************

 ==MSG> -Warning- The UNDO command is not available until you change

 ==MSG>           your edit profile using the command RECOVERY ON.

 000001 //JOBNAME JOB (ACCT),NAME

 000002 //*

 000003 //*

 000004 //*

 000005 //*******************************************************************//

 000006 //*                                                                 *//

 000007 //*  JCLNEAT BATCH SUBMISSION PROCEDURE FROM ONLINE JCLCHECK MENU   *//

 000008 //*                                                                 *//

 000009 //*******************************************************************//

 000010 //JCLNEAT  EXEC PGM=CAZ1NEAT,

 000011 //           REGION=0K

 000012 //JCLNOPTS DD *

 000013 INLIB=PDS

 000014 BCS=Y

 000015 FCC=-
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 000016 JOBF=N

 000017 MEMBERS=INCLUDE

 000018 REPORT=0

 

JCK0POPR Pop-Up Verification

Once the JOB Card/Submit JCL has been reviewed and the End PF key is pressed, the following panel is shown to
confirm the process. If the response is Y, the job is submitted. If the response is N, the job is not submitted and control
returns to the menu.

 JCK0214 ----------- CA JCLNeat xx.x - JOB CARD (SUBMIT)      ------------------

COMMAND ===>

                                                                     yyyy/mm/dd

COMMANDs: CANcel; NEXT or PREVious panel.                              hh:mm

KEYs:     Enter to save, End to save, submit, exit to MENU.           USERID1

 

Job Statement Information:  (Verify before saving, submitting)

  ==> //USERID1J JOB '113300000',USER1,NOTIFY=USERID1,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

  ==> //CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,USER=USERID1,REGION=0M

  ==> /*JOBPARM  ROOM=716A 

  ==> //*

                .-------------------------------------------------------------.

        Update  | JCK0POPR CA JCLCheck - REPLY   yyyy/mm/dd  hh:mm  USERID1   |

        Edit J  |                                                             |

PARM=( BCI=Y,B  |    Y - TO SUBMIT JCL JUST VIEWED AND EDITTED.               |

     ( INCR=10  |    N - TO END WITHOUT SUBMITTING THE JCL.                   |

     ( COVER=Y  |-------------------------------------------------------------|

     (          |                                                             |

     (          |                                                             |

     (          |                                                             |

     (          |                                                             |

     (          |    y       Press; End after making selection, to continue.  |

     (          |                                                             |

     (          ---------------------------------------------------------------

 

This panel completes the Submit mode process. Pressing End now returns you to the original menu (JCK0200).

JCLNeat Output
JCLNeat outputs reformatted JCL to either a partitioned or sequential data set.

For PDS output, members are placed into the output PDS with the same member name as in the input data set.

For sequential output, you can optionally specify one to five library control statements in the ADDCARDS DD data set.
When a new job or other logical break is encountered in the input stream, JCLNeat will:

• Output the first statement in the ADDCARDS DD data set, placing the job, member, or procedure name after its last
character, and

• Copy the remaining ADDCARDS DD data set statements into the output stream before the reformatted JCL for that job
or procedure.

This feature permits you to construct an input stream for subsequent IEBUPDTE, Librarian, or Panvalet processing.
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NOTE
If you request sequential output but do not specify any ADDCARDS, the JCLNeat resultant output is a
continuous JCL stream.

The option combination of INLIB=SEQ and OUTLIB=PDS is not supported by JCLNeat.

Use JCLNeat under Roscoe
This article explains how to use JCLNeat under Roscoe.

The JCKNRPF permits you to reformat JCL. It consists of only two panels: the Option panel, which can be hidden, and the
File Specification panel.

Normally, the OPTIONS panel is hidden from view. This hiding is accomplished if you enter Y in response to the question
"Bypass this panel?" on the OPTIONS panel. This is the last question on the panel. This panel reappears if you use a
single optional parameter when executing the RPF.

The following are valid values for the argument and the results:

EXEC_JCKNRPF PANEL
PANEL argument (passed parameter) causes the Hidden Panel to display so that you can optionally make
changes.
The RPF also permits the use of OPTION or OPTIONS as alternate arguments to achieve the same results.

EXEC_JCKNRPF RESET
Forces all parameters to reset to the default values listed in Reference for Version 6.0 or higher.
The RPF also permits use of DEFAULT, DEFAULTS, INITIALIZE, and INITIAL as alternate arguments to achieve
the same result.

NOTE
The PANEXEC option is not available under Roscoe.

If the OPTIONS panel is not hidden and you can enter values in it, you are presented with a File Specification
panel. The File Specification panel permits you to choose from a wide variety of I/O options. Select any of the
following logical files for input/output:

• Roscoe library member
• AWS
• Sequential data set
• PDS member

Any combination is permitted. For example, you can reformat AWS-to-AWS, PDS(MEM)-to-RosLib, and so on. This RPF
permits you to reformat the same PDS member. When this occurs, the RPF informs you that the member is replaced.
However, we recommend that you do not replace members until you gain a mastery of how the reformatting option works.

WARNING
You can reformat, but you cannot unformat! If you do not replace the member, you can always return to it.

You must decide on a logical file to hold the messages for JCLNeat, either by using the TERMINAL or by selecting a
flat file (sequential output) to hold the reports from JCLNeat. If you decide on a flat file, the RPF follows the General File
Allocation technique described previously.

Use the JCLNeat Component to Reformat JCL
The JCLNeat component of JCLCheck reformats JCL according to your specifications. This behavior further lets you
standardize JCL processing.
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NOTE

JCLNeat must be installed at your site. For information on installing JCLNeat, see the following documentation:

• Install JCLNeat ISPF Interface
• (Optional) Install JCLNeat Tables for Modification
• Installation Options (Login Required)

View the JCLNeat Options Panel

Follow these steps:

1. Select some JCL in ISPF edit, enter %JCKNSPF on the COMMAND line.
2. In the JCLNeat Options panel, set your options, and enter Y in the BYPASS THIS SCREEN field.

 EDIT ----- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------ COLUMNS 001  072

  COMMAND ===> %JCKNSPF             SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

000003 //*

000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

000005 //*

000006 //TESTPROC  PROC

000007 //PS010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

000008 //DD011  DD  DISP=SHR,

000009 //           DSN=CAI.CHQA.TESTJCL,

000010 //           UNIT=SYSDA,

000011 //           VOL=SER=APCM04

000012 //DD012  DD  DUMMY

000013 //TESTPROC PEND

000014 //OUT1 OUTPUT CLASS=X

  

 ------------------------- CA JCLNeat 12.0 Options ---------------------------

 OPTION ===>

     DATE - 2017/06/23          USER - MOOJO01          TIME - 11:49

  

     Block Comment Insertion...................(BCI) => Y

     Blank Comment Separator...................(BCS) => N

     Comment Delete Request...................(CDEL) => 0

     Split DCB Subparameters..................(DCBS) => N

     Fill Comment Character....................(FCC) => -

     Format JCL? (Y-Yes,N-No,B-Basic).......(FORMAT) => Y

     Format Job Statement.....................(JOBF) => Y

     Maximum Number of Keywords/Qualified.(MKW/MQKW) => 60        => 10

     Replace Symbolics........................(RSYM) => N

     REXX Member Name......................(REXXMEM) =>

     Start/End Comment Character..............(SECC) => *

     Sequencing Start/Increment Number...(SEQ1/INCR) => 10        => 10

     Control-M Support? (Y-Yes,N-No)...........(CTM) => N

  

     BYPASS THIS SCREEN............................. => N
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Re-invoke the JCLNeat Options Panel

To re-invoke the JCLNeat Options Panel, when the BYPASS THIS SCREEN field is set to Y, enter %JCKNSPF PANEL
on the Edit panel COMMAND line.

  EDIT ------ CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.15 ------ COLUMNS 001 072

 COMMAND ===> %JCKNSPF PANEL                SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

  000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',JTEST111,CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,

  000002 //  RESTART=(JS020.PS010)

  000003 //*

  000004 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

 

View the Results

To run JCLNeat against your JCL, press enter from either the JCL edit panel or the JCLNeat Options panel, depending on
whether you entered Y or N in the BYPASS THIS SCREEN field in the Options panel. View the results.

   EDIT --- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.16 ----- LAST CC WAS  00

  COMMAND ===>                  SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

  ****************************** TOP OF DATA ******************************

    000001 //JTEST111 JOB '40100000',

    000002 //             JTEST111, 

    000003 //             CLASS=K,  

    000004 //             MSGCLASS=X,   

    000005 //             RESTART=(JS020.PS010) 

    000006 //*

    000007 //**-----------------------------------------------------------*

    000008 //**                                                                 *   

    000009 //* THIS TESTJOB TESTS THE VALIDITY OF VARIOUS REFERBACKS IN JCL

    000010 //*

    000011 //**                                                                 *   

    000012 //**-----------------------------------------------------------*

    000013 //TESTPROC PROC

    000014 //PS010  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

    000015 //DD011  DD  DISP=SHR,

    000016 //            DSN=CAI.CHQA.TESTJCL,  

    000017 //            UNIT=SYSDA,    

    000018 //            VOL=SER=APCM04 

    000019 //DD012  DD  DUMMY

  F1=HELP    F2=SPLIT   F3=END    F4=RETURN   F5=RFIND  F6=RCHANGE  

  F7=UP F8=DOWN F9=SWAP  F10=LEFT    F11=RIGHT    F12=RETRIEVE 

  

  

  

   EDIT ---- CAI.CHQA.JCLCHECK.TESTJCL(JTEST11) - 01.16 ----COLUMNS 001 072

  COMMAND ===>                      SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

  000020 //TESTPROC PEND

  000021 //OUT1            OUTPUT CLASS=X   

  000022 //JS010           EXEC TESTPROC    

  000023 //JS020           EXEC TESTPROC    
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  000024 //*

  000025 //**--------------------------------------------------------------*

  000026 //**                                                               *   

  000027 //* SHOULD GET CAY6114E ON 'VOL=REF' BECAUSE STEP SKIPPED DUE TO

  000028 //* RESTART

  000029 //*

  000030 //**                                                               *   

  000031 //**--------------------------------------------------------------*

 

NOTE
For information about JCLNeat reports, search JCLNeat Reports.

Use Job Control Standards
Job Control Standards (JCS) is an ISPF interface that allows you to specify your site's JCL standards for compliance
or enforcement checking by JCLCheck. These standards are maintained by a Standards Administrator and give the
administrator the ability to set the conditions to check and specify error messages associated with those conditions.

Job standards can also be enforced using REXX. The REXX support allows for more flexibility in checking and enforcing
standards. Broadcom recommend using REXX instead of JCS for standards enforcement.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view examples in a step-by-step format to show you how to use the Job Control
Standards panels.

Masks, Generics, Wildcards
The Standards Selection and Standards Rule Definition panels let you use masks (also called generics or wildcards).
Masks let you match one or more selected characters. A mask is an asterisk (*) for matching a string of any number of
characters or a question mark (?) for matching any single character (only one). For example:

• Specifying TEST*1 displays all items beginning with TEST and ending with 1 (for example, TESTDIR1, TESTD1,
TESTPRD1, TESTP1).

• Specifying TEST* displays all items beginning with TEST (for example, TESTDATA, TESTDIR1, TESTD1, TESTPRO,
TESTPROD, TESTPRD1, TESTP1).

• Specifying TEST?1 displays all six-character names beginning with TEST and ending with 1 (for example, TESTD1,
TESTP1).

In some cases, using masks results in the matching of more than one name. Whenever this happens in JCLCheck, a
directory of all the names that match the user-entered name is displayed, and you are asked to choose from the directory.

Add a Standard
This series of articles explains how to create a standard called TESTSTD on the Standard Rules database. This standard
directs JCLCheck to check all test jobs for job names that begin with T. If the job name does not begin with T, it directs
JCLCheck to display an error message.

To do this, you must access a series of panels and perform a number of steps to define the criteria for the TESTSTD
standards rule and the action that is the result of this rule.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view the steps for adding a standard:

1. Create the standard name
2. Select the statement and parameter type
3. Define the standards rule
4. Select the action
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5. Define the action
6. Confirm the standard
7. Compile the standard
8. Use the standard
9. Print the standard

To access the Job Control Standard panels, enter %JCKSTD at the TSO READY prompt or as a TSO command at the
OPTION line if you are in ISPF.

Create the Standard Name
Use this panel to create the new standard TESTSTD.

Follow these steps:

1. Scroll forward (PF8) until you see the JOB statement types and enter E in the OPTION field.
2. Enter TESTSTD in the Standard Group Name field.

Press Enter to move on to the next panel.

  CAZ1RPSP -----------CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (SELECTION)  --------------

  OPTION ===> E

  blank     - Display Standard directory    

  E EDIT    - Edit/Create a Standard    

  D DELETE  - Delete a Standard 

  C COPY    - Copy a Standard   

  R RENAME  - Rename a Standard 

  Masks

    * - Match any String

    ? - Match any Character

  Standard Group Name ==> TESTSTD

Select the Statement and Parameter Type
The STANDARDS UPDATE panel (CAZ1RTSP) displays the allowable statement and parameter types for which you can
define a JCL standard. You use this panel to begin defining a rule for TESTSTD that relates to the JOB NAME statement
and parameter type.

To select the statement and parameter type, enter S in the CMD field preceding JOB NAME.

CAZ1RTSP ---------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  ----------  ROW 46 OF 61

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   TESTSTD 

  To select a Statement Type :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

  To return to previous Panel :  Press End

  CMD   TYPE    PARAMETER   SUB-PARAMETER   

        EXEC    TIME_2      SECONDS 

        JOB     ACCOUNT     NUMBER  

        JOB     ADDRSPC 
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        JOB     CLASS   

        JOB     GROUP   

        JOB     MSGCLASS    

   S    JOB     NAME    

        JOB     NOTIFY  

        JOB     PERFORM 

        JOB     PGMR    

        JOB     PRTY    

        JOB     REGION  

        JOB     TIME_1      MINUTES 

        JOB     TIME_2      SECONDS 

        JOB     USERID  

Define the Standards Rule
The STANDARDS RULE DEFINITION panel (CAZ1R01P) is an edit panel on which you define rules consisting of a
relational operator, a value for that operator, and an action name. The action name, its operator, and value result in a
specific action, which is initiated during standards checking.

You use this panel to continue defining the rule for standard TESTSTD to direct JCLCheck to produce an action named
ERR100 if the job name is not equal to T.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter NE (not equal to) in the OPER field.
2. Enter T* in the Value field.
3. Enter ERR100 in the Action field. (You can name the action anything you like, in accordance with your company's

standards.)
Press End when you finish filling in this panel to move on to the next step.

CAZ1R01P ------- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION) ------- ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

  STANDARD GROUP NAME :  TESTSTD  CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE      :  JOB       R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE      :  NAME      I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE  :            D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME         :  INITIAL   S - Select Existing Action, Press Enter    

    Press End Returns to Previous Panel 

  CMD   OPER    VALUE   ACTION  

         NE      T*     ERR100  

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

Select the Action
The RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE) panel (CAZ1RXSP) lets you select the statement and parameter type that you
need to use to produce the action taken on this rule.

In this case, select ERROR DEFINITION to begin creating an error message for this rule.

• Scroll forward (PF8) until you see the ERROR statement type and enter S in the CMD field preceding the ERROR
DEFINITION statement and parameter type.
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CAZ1RXSP -----  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE)  -------  ROW 1 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE    

  To select a Statement Type  :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

  To return to previous Panel :  Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME : TESTSTD       ACTION : ERR100 

  CMD   TYPE    PARAMETER       SUB-PARAMETER   

        ERROR   DEFINITION      FAST PATH   

        JOB     NAME    

        ======= =============   ==================  

        DD      AVGREC  

        DD      COPIES  

        DD      DATACLAS 

 

 

   

CAZ1RXSP -----  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE) ------  ROW 31 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   To select a Statement Type  :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

   To return to previous panel :  Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME : TESTSTD       ACTION: ERR100  

    CMD  TYPE    PARAMETER    SUB-PARAMETER   

         ERROR   DEFINITION   FAST PATH   

         DD      SYSOUT       CLASS   

         DD      SYSOUT_2     WRITER  

         DD      SYSOUT_3     FORM    

         DD      UCS_1        CODE    

         DD      UNIT    

         DD      VOLUME_5     SERIAL_#    

     S   ERROR   DEFINITION  

         EXEC    ACCOUNT      INFO    

Define Error Messages
Use the STANDARDS DEFINITION panel (CAZ1RERP) to define error messages. The information entered here is the
message that you see whenever this error occurs.

Use this procedure o define the messages for ERR100.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter E in the Severity field.
2. Enter 100 in the Message# field.
3. Enter ALL TEST JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME BEGINNING WITH T in the Text field, and press End.

NOTE
When you press End, JCLCheck backs out through all previous Rule Definition panels. Continue to press
End until the STANDARDS CONFIRMATION panel appears.
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 CAZ1RERP -------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DEFINITION)  -----------------

 COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    Delete Indicator:   

    To delete Error enter D and press End   

    STANDARD GROUP NAME : TESTSTD   

    STATEMENT TYPE      : ERROR 

    PARAMETER TYPE      : DEFINITION    

    ACTION NAME         : ERR100    

    SEVERITY    : E   ( I - INFORMATIONAL, W - WARNING, E - ERROR, S - SEVERE)  

    MESSAGE#    : 100   

    TEXT        : ALL TEST JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME BEGINNING WITH T   

Confirm the Standard
The STANDARDS CONFIRMATION panel (CAZ1RUCP) adds the standard to the Standard Rules database or cancels
your request.

Follow these steps:

1. Press End to add TESTSTD to the Standard Rules database.
2. Press Cancel to cancel the request.

CAZ1RUCP -------- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION) ------------------

COMMAND ===>                        SCROLL  ===> PAGE   

         Standard Name:  TESTSTD    

    Press End to update the above standard on the rule database

    Use   CANCEL command to cancel the request

Compile the Standard
To compile the standard TESTSTD so that JCLCheck can use it, execute CAZ2JCL member AZ1JCSC, which consists of
the following steps:

• EXEC PROC CAZ1JCS
This step executes the CAZ1EVAL program, which reads the Rules Database, evaluates all the standards, and creates
source code for a standards exit. The source code is named CAZ1SUSR and is placed in the library specified by JCL
symbolic OPTLIB.

• EXEC PROC CAZ1ASM
This step assembles CAZ1SUSR. Add the Common Components and Services macro library (CAW0MAC) to the
SYSLIB DD concatenation.

• EXEC PROC CAZ1LNK
This step links CAZ1SUSR and places it in CAILOAD.
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NOTE
You must perform this compile whenever additions or changes are made to any standards definitions, as they all
assemble and link into the load module CAZ1SUSR. The name of this load module must not be changed.

Use the Standard
Once Step 7 is complete, use the standard by specifying the runtime option STANDARD (TESTSTD) when you execute
JCLCheck to perform site-dependent validation for test job JCL.

Here is an example of how you invoke the standard using EDCHEK:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 COMMAND ===> EJCK STANDARD(TESTSTD)                     SCROLL ==> PAGE 

****************************** TOP OF DATA *****************************

000001 //PRODJOB JOB (40100000),'USER001',USER=USER001,

000002 //   MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=K  

000003 //*

000004 //CAZ1RLST EXEC PGM=CAZ1RLST,PARM='A@2'

000005 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=LESAN01.TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR

000006 //STDRULE  DD  DISP=SHR,

000007 //             DSN=CACT.DEVL.CAJ6.STANDARD

000008 //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

000009 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

*************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

After using the TESTSTD standard, EDCHEK produces the following sample error message:

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE    

************************************ TOP OF DATA ************************

==MSG> CAY6000 1 STATEMENT FLAGGED IN JOB "PRODJOB" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

==MSG>

==MSG>

==MSG>

000001  //PRODJOB JOB (40100000),'USER001',USER=USER001'    

==MSG>  //PRODJOB JOB (40100000),"USER001",USER=USER001'    

000002  //       MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=K 

==MSG>  //       MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=K 

==MSG> CAY6341 "100 -- ALL TEST JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME BEGINNING WITH T"

==MSG>

==MSG> CAY6340 JOB CONTROL STANDARDS VIOLATION DETECTED

==MSG>

000003  //* 

000004  //CAZ1RLST EXEC PGM=CAZ1RLST,PARM='A@2' 

000005  //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=LESAN01.TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR   

000006  //STDRULE  DD  DISP=SHR 

000007  //             DSN=CACT.DEVL.CAJ6.STANDARD  

000008  //SYSOUT       DD  SYSOUT=* 

000009  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=* 

****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************
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NOTE
All standards violations use message number CAY6341. The message number you defined (in this case, 100) is
placed at the beginning of the message text.

This is a sample of an EDCHEK execution where no errors occur. In other words, the JCL conforms to the site-dependent
standards.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 COMMAND ===> EJCK STANDARD(TESTSTD)                     SCROLL ==> PAGE 

********************************** TOP OF DATA *************************

==MSG> CAY6000 NO STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "TESTJOB" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 0

==MSG>

==MSG>

==MSG>

000001  //TESTJOB JOB (40100000),'USER001',USER=USER001,    

000002  //         MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=K   

000003  //* 

000004  //CAZ1RLST EXEC PGM=CAZ1RLST,PARM=A@2'  

000005  //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=LESAN01.TEST.LOAD,DISP=SHR   

000006  //STDRULE  DD  DISP=SHR 

000007  //             DSN=CACT.DEVL.CAJ6.STANDARD  

000008  //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=* 

000009  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=* 

Print the Standard
To print a standard defined to JCLCheck, execute CAZ2JCL member Z1JCSRPT. The following JCL prints standard
TESTSTD. Note that the standard name is specified in the PROC symbolic, STDNAME, on the EXEC statement.

//*********************************************************************

//* PRODUCE A PRINTOUT OF A SPECIFIC STANDARD FROM YOUR

//* STANDARDS DATABASE

//*********************************************************************

//PRTSTD    EXEC CAZ1RLST,  

//          CAILOAD='CAI.CAILOAD',          <== LOADLIB WITH CAZ1RLST PGM   

//          STDNAME='STDNAME',              <== STANDARD NAME TO BE PRINTED 

//          RULES='CAI.JCLCHK.STANDARD'     <== JCS RULES DATABASE  

This is how the standard looks when it is printed out.

                              JOB CONTROL STANDARDS                      PAGE      1   

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx     STANDARD NAME: TESTSTD        THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy    

*** TESTSTD  JOB/NAME

INITIAL: JOB NAME  NE T* ERR100

*** TESTSTD  ERROR MESSAGES

ERR100: ERROR SEVERITY: E  ERROR MESSAGE #: 100 

        ERROR TEXT: ALL TEST JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME BEGI 
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        ERROR TEXT: NNING WITH T    

Add a Standard with More Than One Rule
This series of articles explains how to create a standard called PRODSTD in the Standards Rules Database. This
standard directs JCLCheck to check for production jobs and requires a JOB NAME that begins with P; otherwise, it issues
an error message.

Next, regardless of the results of the first test, JCLCheck checks for the program name IMASPZAP and then the step
name SMPAPPLY. When the program name is IMASPZAP, then the step name must equal SMPAPPLY; otherwise, it is an
error. (When the program name is not IMASPZAP, JCLCheck does not check the step name because the program name
test does not match.)

You use the following steps to define the criteria for the PRODSTD standards rules.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view the steps for adding a standard with more than one rule:

1. Create the Standard Name
2. Select the Statement and Parameter Type
3. Define the Standards Rule
4. Select the Action
5. Define the Action
6. Confirming the Standard
7. Select a Statement and Parameter/Subparameter Type
8. Define a Standards Rule
9. Select an Action
10. Continue Defining a Standards Rule
11. Define an Action
12. Confirm a Standard
13. Compile the Standard
14. Use the Standard
15. Print the Standard

To access the JOB CONTROL STANDARD panels, enter %JCKSTD on the command line, and press Enter.

Create the Standard Name (PRODSTD)
Use this panel to begin creating the new standard PRODSTD.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter E in the OPTION field.
2. Enter PRODSTD in the Standard Group Name field.

Press Enter to move on to the next panel.

NOTE
For more information about masks, search How to Use JCLCheck.

   CAZ1RPSP ------------CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (SELECTION)  ---------------

  OPTION ===> E

 

  Blank      - Display Standard directory    

  E EDIT     - Edit/Create a Standard    

  D DELETE   - Delete a Standard 

  C COPY     - Copy a Standard   
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  R RENAME   - Rename a Standard 

 

  Masks

    * - Match any String

    ? - Match any Character

 

  Standard Group Name   ==> PRODSTD 

 

Select the Statement and Parameter Type (PRODSTD)
The STANDARDS UPDATE panel (CAZ1RTSP) displays the allowable statement and parameter types for which you
can define a JCL standard. Use this panel to define a rule for PRODSTD that relates to the JOB NAME statement and
parameter type.

To define the first rule for the PRODSTD standard, enter S in the CMD field preceding JOB NAME, and press Enter to
select the statement and parameter type JOB NAME.

CAZ1RTSP ------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  ------------- ROW 46 OF 61

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    STANDARD GROUP NAME : PRODSTD   

   To select a Statement Type  :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

   To return to previous Panel :  Press End

    CMD     TYPE    PARAMETER   SUB-PARAMETER   

            EXEC    TIME_1      MINUTES 

            EXEC    TIME_2      SECONDS 

            JOB     ACCOUNT     NUMBER  

            JOB     ADDRSPC 

            JOB     CLASS   

            JOB     GROUP   

            JOB     MSGCLASS    

     S      JOB     NAME    

            JOB     NOTIFY  

            JOB     PERFORM 

            JOB     PGMR    

            JOB     PRTY    

            JOB     REGION  

            JOB     TIME_1      MINUTES 

            JOB     TIME_2      SECONDS 

Define the Standards Rule (PRODSTD)
You are now on the STANDARDS RULE DEFINITION panel (CAZ1R03P). Use this panel to define rules consisting of
a relational operator, a value for that operator, and an action name. The action name, its operator, and value result in a
specific action, which occurs during standards checking.

Use this panel to have the PRODSTD standard direct JCLCheck to produce error ERR200 if the job name is not equal to
P.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter NE (not equal to) in the OPER field.
2. Enter P in the Value field.
3. Enter ERR200 in the Action field. (You can name the action anything you like, in accordance with your company's

standards.)
Press End to move on to the next step.

CAZ1R03P ------ CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION) ---------- ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE    

  STANDARD GROUP NAME   : PRODSTD     CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE        : JOB          R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE        : NAME         I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE    :              D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME           : INITIAL      S - Select Existing Action, press Enter    

         Press End Returns to Previous Panel    

    CMD OPER    VALUE   ACTION  

         NE       P     ERR200  

 ****************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

Select the Action (PRODSTD)
The RELATED STANDARDS UPDATE panel (CAZ1RXSP) is the panel on which you select the statement and parameter
type to define the action to be taken for this rule.

In this case, you want to select ERROR DEFINITION to define an error message.

• Enter S in the CMD field preceding ERROR DEFINITION, and press Enter.

  CAZ1RXSP -----  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE)  ------  ROW 1 OF 63

  COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

  To select a Statement Type  :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

  To return to previous Panel :  Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   PRODSTD     ACTION : ERR100 

    CMD      TYPE     PARAMETER        SUB-PARAMETER   

             ERROR    DEFINITION       FAST PATH   

             JOB      NAME    

           =======   ============    =================   

             DD       AVGREC  

             DD       COPIES  

             DD       DATACLAS    

 

 

 

CAZ1RXSP ------  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE) ------  ROW 31 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    
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To select a Statement Type :    Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

To return to previous panel:    Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   PRODSTD     ACTION:ERR200   

    CMD   TYPE    PARAMETER     SUB-PARAMETER   

          ERROR   DEFINITION    FAST PATH   

          DD      SYSOUT        CLASS   

          DD      SYSOUT_2      WRITER  

          DD      SYSOUT_3      FORM    

          DD      UCS_1         CODE    

          DD      UNIT    

          DD      VOLUME_5      SERIAL_#    

     S    ERROR   DEFINITION  

          EXEC    ACCOUNT       INFO    

          EXEC    ADDRSPC 

Define Error Message (PRODSTD)
Use the STANDARDS DEFINITION panel (CAZ1RERP) to define the error message. The information entered here is the
message you see whenever this error occurs.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter E in the Severity field.
2. Enter 200 in the Message# field.
3. Enter ALL PRODUCTION JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME BEGINNING WITH P* in the Text field, and press End.

To define the error message for ERR200:

NOTE
When you press END, JCLCheck backs out through all previous Rule Definition panels. Continue to press End
until the STANDARDS CONFIRMATION panel appears.

CAZ1RERP ---------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DEFINITION)  ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    Delete Indicator:   

    To delete Error enter D and press End   

  STANDARD GROUP NAME   : PRODSTD   

  STATEMENT TYPE        : ERROR 

  PARAMETER TYPE        : DEFINITION    

  ACTION NAME           : ERR200    

  SEVERITY  : E   ( I - INFORMATIONAL, W - WARNING, E - ERROR, S - SEVERE)  

  MESSAGE#  : 200   

  TEXT      : ALL PRODUCTION JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME BEGINNING WITH P*    
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Confirm the Standard (PRODSTD)
The STANDARDS CONFIRMATION panel (CAZ1RUCP) adds the standard to the Rules Database or cancels your
request.

Follow these steps:

1. Press End to add TESTSTD to the Standard Rules database.
2. Press Cancel to cancel the request.

CAZ1RUCP ---------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  ----------------

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE    

       Standard Name:   PRODSTD 

   Press End to update the above standard on the rule database

   Use   CANCEL command to cancel the request

The STANDARDS (UPDATE) panel (CAZ1RTSP) is now redisplayed with JOB NAME above the divider line, indicating
that this statement and parameter type is now included in the standard.

To define a rule to check the program name and step name, move on to the next step.

CAZ1RTSP --------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  -----------  ROW 1 OF 62

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

     To select a Statement Type :    Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

     To return to previous panel:    Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   PRODSTD     ACTION:ERR200   

    CMD      TYPE    PARAMETER   SUB-PARAMETER   

             JOB     NAME    

            =====   ============    ================    

             DD      AVGREC  

             DD      COPIES  

             DD      DATACLAS    

Select a Statement and Parameter/Subparameter Type (PRODSTD)
This article explains how to select a Statement and Parameter/Subparameter Type (PRODSTD).

To define another rule for PRODSTD to check the program name and step name, JCLCheck uses what is known as
procedure checking. JCLCheck checks the new statement and parameter types regardless of the results of previous tests
(JOB NAME). So program name is checked regardless of whether an error was encountered in JOB NAME, because it is
considered a new rule path.

Follow these steps:

1. Scroll forward on panel CAZ1RTSP to view the statement and parameter type EXEC PGM.
2. Enter S preceding EXEC PGM in the CMD field.
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CAZ1RTSP ----  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE) -------  ROW 31 OF 62

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    To select a Statement Type :    Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter 

    To return to previous panel:    Press End    

    CMD    TYPE     PARAMETER    SUB-PARAMETER   

            DD      SYSOUT       CLASS   

            DD      SYSOUT_2     WRITER  

            DD      SYSOUT_3     FORM    

            DD      UCS_1        CODE    

            DD      UNIT    

            DD      VOLUME_5     SERIAL_#    

            EXEC    ACCOUNT      INFO    

            EXEC    ADDRSPC 

            EXEC    DPRTY_1      VALUE1  

            EXEC    DPRTY_2      VALUE2  

            EXEC    DYNAMNBR    

            EXEC    PERFORM 

     S      EXEC    PGM 

            EXEC    PROCNAME    

            EXEC    REGION  

Define a Standards Rule (PRODSTD)
Use the STANDARDS RULE DEFINITION panel (CAZ1R06P) to define the rules (relational operator, value, and action
name) for EXEC PGM and its resulting action.

For standard PRODSTD to direct JCLCheck to check for all program names that are equal to IMASZAP.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter EQ (equal to) in the OPER field.
2. Enter IMASPZAP in the Value field.
3. Enter ACT@001 in the Action field. (You can name the action anything that you like, in accordance with your

company standards.)
Press End when you finish filling in this panel to move on to the next step.

CAZ1R06P ---- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DEFINITION) --------------  ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

  STANDARD GROUP NAME   : PRODSTD    CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE        : EXEC        R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE        : PGM         I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE    :             D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME           : INITIAL     S - Select Existing Action, Press Enter    

        Press End Returns to Previous Panel 

    CMD   OPER    VALUE     ACTION    

           EQ     IMASZAP   ACT@001   

********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************
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Select an Action (PRODSTD)
Use the RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE) panel (CAZ1RXSP) to select the statement and parameter type for EXEC
STEPNAME.

When you access this panel after pressing End (in Step 8), panel CAZ1RXSP displays EXEC PGM above the divider line
(========). The statement and parameter types begin at Row 1.

• Scroll down and enter S in the CMD field preceding EXEC STEPNAME.

CAZ1RXSP ------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  -------------  ROW 1 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   To select a Statement Type :    Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

   To return to previous panel:    Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :    PRODSTD        ACTION : ACT@001    

    CMD     TYPE     PARAMETER       SUB-PARAMETER   

            EXEC     PGM 

            =====   ============    =================   

            DD       AVGREC  

            DD       COPIES  

 

 

 

CAZ1RXSP ---  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE) --------  ROW 46 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   To select a Statement Type :    Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

   To return to previous panel:   Press End

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   PRODSTD     ACTION : ACT@001    

    CMD   TYPE    PARAMETER    SUB-PARAMETER   

     S    EXEC    STEPNAME    

          EXEC    TIME_1       MINUTES 

          EXEC    TIME_2       SECONDS 

          JOB     ACCOUNT      NUMBER  

          JOB     ADDRSPC 

Continue Defining a Standards Rule (PRODSTD)
Use this panel to continue defining the action ACT@001 for PRODSTD.

Use this procedure to define the criteria for the error associated with EXEC PGM and EXEC STEPNAME.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter NE (not equal to) in the OPER field.
2. Enter SMPAPPLY in the Value field.
3. Enter ERR201 in the Action field. (You can name the action anything you like, in accordance with your company's

standards.)
Press End when you finish filling in this panel to move on to the next step.
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CAZ1R08P ---- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION) ---------  ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   STANDARD GROUP NAME  : PRODSTD        CMD Field Usage:    

   STATEMENT TYPE       : EXEC            R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

   PARAMETER TYPE       : STEPNAME        I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

   SUB PARAMETER TYPE   :                 D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

   ACTION NAME          : ACT@001         S - Select Existing Action, Press Enter    

        Press End Returns to Previous Panel 

    CMD   OPER    VALUE      ACTION   

           NE     SMPAPPLY   ERR201   

Define an Error Message (PRODSTD)
Use the STANDARDS DEFINITION PANEL (CAZ1RERP) to define the error message. The information entered here is
the information that is displayed when this error occurs.

Use this procedure to define error message ERR201.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter E in the Severity field.
2. Enter 201 in the Message# field.
3. Enter FOR PRODUCTION JOBS PROGRAM IMASPZAP CAN ONLY EXECUTE IN STEP SMPAPPLY in the Text

field, and press End.

NOTE
When you press End, JCLCheck backs out through all previous Rule Definition panels. Continue to press
End until the UPDATE CONFIRMATION panel appears.

CAZ1RERP ---------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DEFINITION)  ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE    

     Delete Indicator:

     To delete Error enter D and press End

 STANDARD GROUP NAME   : PRODSTD   

 STATEMENT TYPE        : ERROR 

 PARAMETER TYPE        : DEFINITION    

 ACTION NAME           : ERR201    

 SEVERITY: E   ( I - INFORMATIONAL, W - WARNING, E - ERROR, S - SEVERE)

 MESSAGE#: 201

 TEXT    : FOR PRODUCTION JOBS PROGRAM IMASPZAP CAN ONLY EXECUTE IN STEP SMPAPPLY

Confirm a Standard (PRODSTD)
The Standards Confirmation panel (CAZ1RUCP) adds standard PRODSTD to the Standard Rules database or cancels
your request.
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Follow these steps:

1. Press End to add PRODSTD to the Standard Rules database.
2. Press Cancel to cancel the request.

Although the PRODSTD standard was added to the database when JOB NAME was defined, it is added again (or
updated) to the database with the new rule path.

CAZ1RUCP -------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  ----------------

 COMMAND ===>                                           SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    Standard Name:     PRODSTD  

   Press End to update the above standard on the rule database

   Use   CANCEL command to cancel the request

Compile the Standard (PRODSTD)
To compile the standard PRODSTD, repeat the compile procedure described in this site. Adding a Standard contains the
EXEC PROC CAZ1JCS step, the EXEC PROC CAZ1ASM step, and the EXEC PROC CAZ1LNK step.

When you compile the standard, the evaluation program CAZ1EVAL compiles  every standard in the database. If you are
adding several standards at once, it is best to wait until they are all added before compiling.

Use the Standard (PRODSTD)
To use this standard, specify the runtime option STANDARD (PRODSTD) when you execute JCLCheck.

Print the Standard (PRODSTD)
This is what the standard (PRODSTD) looks like when it is printed using CAZ1RLST:

                                JOB CONTROL STANDARDS                       PAGE     1  

CA JCLCHECK        SYS: xxxx    STANDARD NAME: PRODSTD          THURSDAY JANUARY 9, 20yy    

*** PRODSTD  EXEC/PGM

INITIAL: EXEC PGM  EQ IMASZAP ACT@001

    ACT@001: EXEC STEPNAME  NE SMPAPPLY ERR201

*** PRODSTD  JOB/NAME

INITIAL: JOB NAME  NE  P*  ERR200

*** PRODSTD  ERROR MESSAGES

ERR200: ERROR SEVERITY: E  ERROR MESSAGE #: 000 

                 ERROR TEXT: 200 

                 ERROR TEXT: ALL PRODUCTION JOBS MUST HAVE A JOB NAME    

                 ERROR TEXT: BEGINNING WITH P    

ERR201: ERROR SEVERITY: E  ERROR MESSAGE #: 201 

                 ERROR TEXT: FOR PRODUCTION JOBS PROGRAM IMASPZAP CA 
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                 ERROR TEXT: N ONLY EXECUTE IN STEP SMPAPPLY 

Delete a Standard
The STANDARDS DELETE CONFIRMATION panel (CAZ1RDCP) deletes the standard from the Standards Rules
database.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RPSP), enter D in the OPTION field.
2. Do one of the following:

– Enter the Standard Group Name in the Standard Group Name field Group Name field, and press Enter.
– On the Standard Directory panel (CAZ1RDSP), enter D in the CMD field preceding the Standard Group Name, and

press Enter.
3. This displays the Standards Delete Confirmation panel (CAZ1RDCP) with the name of the selected standard. Press

Enter to delete the standard, or End to exit without deleting the definition.

  CAZ1RPSP -------------CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (SELECTION)  --------------

   OPTION ===> D

  Blank     - Display Standard directory    

  E EDIT    - Edit/Create a Standard    

  D DELETE  - Delete a Standard 

  C COPY    - Copy a Standard   

  R RENAME  - Rename a Standard 

   Masks

     * - Match any String

     ? - Match any Character

   Standard Group Name  ==> TESTSTD 

 

 

 

CAZ1RDSP ----------- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DIRECTORY)   ------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                     SCROLL ===> 

  OPT:  E    - Edit a Standard  

        D    - Delete a Standard    

        C    - Copy a Standard  

        R    - Rename a Standard    

            OPT  STANDARD-GROUP      UPDATED         USER ID 

             D   TESTSTD         yyyy/mm/dd 15:12    USER02  

                 PRODSTD         yyyy/mm/dd 09:22    USER02  

 

 

 

CAZ1RDCP --------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  ---------------

COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE    
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    Standard Name:  TESTSTD 

    Press Enter to delete the above standard from the rule database

          End to cancel the request

Delete a Rule Related to an Error Message
This article explains how to delete a rule related to an error message.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the STANDARD SELECTION panel (CAZ1RPSP), Creating the Standard Name, and enter E in the OPTION
field.

2. Do one of the following:
– Enter a standard name in the Standard Group Name field..
– Leave all fields blank on the STANDARDS (SELECTION) panel and press Enter. At the Standard Directory panel,

enter E in the CMD field preceding the standard name.
  CAZ1RPSP ----------CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (SELECTION)  -------------------

&co1.OPTION ===> E

 

  Blank     - Display Standard directory    

  E EDIT    - Edit/Create a Standard    

  D DELETE  - Delete a Standard 

  C COPY    - Copy a Standard   

  R RENAME  - Rename a Standard 

 

   Masks

     * - Match any String

     ? - Match any Character

 

   Standard Group Name  ==> PRODSTD 

  

  

  

 CAZ1RDSP ------ CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DIRECTORY)   -----------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> 

 

  OPT: E    - Edit a Standard

       D    - Delete a Standard

       C    - Copy a Standard

       R    - Rename a Standard

 

    OPT  STANDARD-GROUP   UPDATED               USER ID 

         TESTSTD          yyyy/mm/dd 15:12      USER02  

     E   PRODSTD          yyyy/mm/dd 09:22      USER02  

  ***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************

 

3. Enter S in the CMD field preceding the statement type and parameter on the STANDARDS UPDATE panel
(CAZ1RTSP), Selecting the Statement and Parameter Type, that applies to the rule you want to delete.
 CAZ1RTSP --------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  ------------  ROW 1 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE    
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    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   TESTSTD 

 

   To select a Statement Type  :     Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

   To return to previous panel :     Press End

 

    CMD    TYPE    PARAMETER   SUB-PARAMETER   

     S     JOB     NAME    

           EXEC    PGM 

          ======  =========== ================    

           DD      AVGREC  

           DD      COPIES  

           DD      DATACLAS    

           DD      DCB_1        BLKSIZE 

           DD      DCB_2        LRECL   

           DD      DCB_3        RECFM   

           DD      DCB_4        KEYLEN  

           DD      DDNAME  

           DD      DEST_1       NODE    

           DD      DEST_2       USER    

           DD      DISP_1       STATUS  

           DD      DISP_2       NORMAL  

 

4. The STANDARDS RULE DEFINITION panel for that rule is displayed, Defining the Standards Rule. Enter D in the
CMD field preceding the rule you want to delete.
 CAZ1R03P ------ CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION) -------- ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

  STANDARD GROUP NAME :  PRODSTD     CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE      :  JOB          R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE      :  NAME         I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE  :               D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME         :  INITIAL      S - Select Existing Action, press Enter    

         Press End Returns to Previous Panel    

 

    CMD   OPER    VALUE   ACTION  

     D     NE      P      ERR200  

 ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA **************************

 

5. When the STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION) panel appears, press End to delete the rule from the standard.
6. If other rules exist for this parameter in this standard, you are finished deleting this rule. However, if there are no

other rules for this parameter, JCLCheck displays another Confirmation panel. Press Enter to delete the rule from
the standard. Press End again. The Standards Definition panel is displayed again with the message, STANDARD
UPDATED.
 CAZ1RUCP ---------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  -----------------

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

 

     Standard Name: PRODSTD 

 

 

     Press End to update the above standard on the rule database
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     Use   CANCEL command to cancel the request

  

  

  

   CAZ1RECP ---------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  ---------------

  COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

        Standard Name:  PRODSTD 

 

   During the EDIT all rules were deleted for the initial path:

 

        JOB  NAME   

 

 

     Press Enter to delete this portion of the standard from the database

       End to cancel the request

 

Delete Action Rules from a Standard
To delete a standards rule, you can delete the action for the rule, and the rule; or, if the action for the rule is used by more
than one parameter, you can leave the action and simply delete the rule.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the STANDARD (SELECTION) panel (CAZ1RPSP), Creating the Standard Name, and enter E in the OPTION
field.

2. Do one of the following:
– Enter a standard name in the Standard Group Name field.
– At the Standard Directory panel, enter E in the CMD field preceding the standard name.
 CAZ1RPSP ---------------CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (SELECTION)  ---------------

   OPTION ===> E

 

  blank     - Display Standard directory    

  E EDIT    - Edit/Create a Standard    

  D DELETE  - Delete a Standard 

  C COPY    - Copy a Standard   

  R RENAME  - Rename a Standard 

 

   Masks

     * - Match any String

     ? - Match any Character

 

   Standard Group Name  ==> PRODSTD 

  

  

  

 CAZ1RDSP ------------ CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DIRECTORY)   -----------------

COMMAND ===>                                                    SCROLL ===> 

 

  OPT:  E    - Edit a Standard  

        D    - Delete a Standard    

        C    - Copy a Standard  
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        R    - Rename a Standard    

 

   OPT    STANDARD-GROUP   UPDATED                USER ID 

          TESTSTD          yyyy/mm/dd 15:12       USER02  

    E     PRODSTD          yyyy/mm/dd 09:22       USER02  

  ********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************

 

3. Enter S in the CMD field preceding the statement type and parameter on the STANDARDS UPDATE panel
(CAZ1RTSP) that applies to the rule you want to delete.
 CAZ1RTSP -----------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  --------  ROW 1 OF 63

COMMAND ===>                                                SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

 

  STANDARD GROUP NAME : PRODSTD 

 

   To select a Statement Type :    Enter 'S' in CMD field, press Enter

   To return to previous panel:    Press End

 

  CMD   TYPE    PARAMETER      SUB-PARAMETER   

   S    EXEC    PGM 

        EXEC    STEPNAME    

        =====   ===========    ================    

        DD      AVGREC  

        DD      COPIES  

        DD      DATACLAS    

        DD      DCB_1          BLKSIZE 

        DD      DCB_2          LRECL   

        DD      DCB_3          RECFM   

        DD      DCB_4          KEYLEN  

        DD      DDNAME  

        DD      DEST_1         NODE    

        DD      DEST_2         USER    

        DD      DISP_1         STATUS  

        DD      DISP_2         NORMAL  

 

4. The STANDARDS RULE DEFINITION panel for that rule is displayed, Defining the Standards Rule. Enter S in the
CMD field preceding the rule you want to delete.
  CAZ1R06P------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION)  ------  ROW 1 OF 1

 COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> DATA    

 

 

  STANDARD GROUP NAME : PRODSTD     CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE      : EXEC         R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE      : PGM          I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE  :              D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME         : INITIAL      S - Select Existing Action, Press Enter    

              Press End Returns to Previous Panel   

 

    CMD    OPER    VALUE       ACTION  

     S      EQ     IMASZAP     ACT@001 

  ******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************
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5. This displays the STANDARDS RULE DEFINITION panel again. This time it contains the statement and parameter
type for the error message attached to the action for the rule that you want to delete. Enter D in the CMD field
preceding this rule, and press End.
  CAZ1R06P------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION)  -----  ROW 1 OF 1

 COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> DATA    

 

 

  STANDARD GROUP NAME  : PRODSTD      CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE       : EXEC          R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE       : STEPNAME      I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE   :               D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME.         : ACT@001       S - Select Existing Action, Press Enter    

             Press End Returns to Previous Panel    

 

    CMD    OPER    VALUE         ACTION  

     D      NE     SMPAPPLY      ERR201  

  ********************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

 

6. The STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION) panel appears again, containing the rule you want to delete, with question
marks (?) in the ACTION rule field. Enter D preceding the action, and press End. This deletes the rule.
 CAZ1R06P------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION)  -----  ROW 1 OF 1

COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> DATA    

 

 

  STANDARD GROUP NAME  : PRODSTD     CMD Field Usage:    

  STATEMENT TYPE       : EXEC         R - Replicate Line, Press Enter    

  PARAMETER TYPE       : PGM          I - Insert Line, Press Enter   

  SUB PARAMETER TYPE   :              D - Delete Line, Press Enter   

  ACTION NAME          : INITIAL      S - Select Existing Action, Press Enter    

         Press End Returns to Previous Panel    

 

    CMD    OPER    VALUE     ACTION  

     D      EQ     IMASZAP   ????????    

  ********************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ************************

 

7. The STANDARDS CONFIRMATION panel is displayed. Press End to delete the standard.
8. Press End again. If this statement and parameter type have no other rules, another Confirmation panel appears. Press

Enter to delete this statement and parameter type as a rule from this standard on the Standard Rules database

NOTE
If more than one rule exists using this statement and parameter type, you bypass this Confirmation panel.

When the confirmation is complete you are returned to the Standards Definition panel, which displays the message,
"STANDARD UPDATED."
 CAZ1RUCP --------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  -----------------

COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

 

 

    Standard Name:  PRODSTD 

 

 

      Press End to update the above standard on the rule database

      Use   CANCEL command to cancel the request
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   ----------------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  ---------------

  COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> DATA    

 

 

    Standard Name: PRODSTD  

 

  During the EDIT all rules were deleted for the initial path:

    EXEC  PGM   

 

 

  Press Enter to delete this portion of the standard from the database

    End to cancel the request

 

Use the JCLCheck REXX Programming Interface
The REXX programming language allows the Standards Administrator to define JCL site standards for compliance/
enforcement checking by JCLCheck.

The Standards Administrator requires a fundamental understanding of the REXX programming language to use this
interface. When the administrator is unfamiliar with REXX, they can use the coding convention from CAZ1REX2 or
CAZ1REXX (the sample REXX EXECs supplied in the CAZ2CLS0 library).

NOTE
A newer version of the sample REXX EXECs is named CAZ1REX2 in the CAZ2CLS0 library.

WARNING
For information about the REXX Function Calls that are used in the REXX programming language, see functions
in the z/OS TSO/E REXX Reference Manual.

The administrator must tailor a copy of the JCLCheck sample REXX EXEC template (CAZ1REX2) to create any REXX
EXEC because the sample templates contain variables that provide an interface to JCLCheck.

NOTE
For information about the REXX interface and a basic tutorial of the REXX EXEC, search REXX for JCLCheck
and JCLNeat.

Access the CAZ1REX2 Template

Make a copy of CAI.CAZ2CLS0 (CAZ1REX2) to tailor REXX EXEC #1 and REXX EXEC #2.

Create a REXX EXEC

Read the steps on the following pages and enter the numbered lines of code into your copy of the CAZ1REX2 EXEC.

NOTE
Since you do not have to modify either the INITIAL PROCESSING and DO WHILE loop or the $CA_JCLERROR
subroutine, they are not included as part of the steps in the program.
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Submit JCL Using the REXX EXEC

Copy your edited version of the CAZ1REX2 EXEC into a library referenced by the SYSEXEC DD statements tailored
during product installation. When the member is in the proper library, specify the STDREXX option, STDREXX(rexx exec
member name) for JCLCheck, and submit a JCL member to JCLCheck processing to test the REXX EXEC.

There are example output reports (Report #2 and Report #6) at the end of each example. These reports display REXX
error messages that were generated by the REXX EXEC during standards processing of a JCL member.

INITIAL PROCESSING and DO WHILE Loop

WARNING
Do not remove or modify any lines before the Initial Processing Subroutine. All variables prefixed with $CA are
required.

The following initialization and main DO WHILE loop demonstrate the external function calls available for the REXX
EXEC. The CAZ1JRXI interface passes the proper values to the REXX EXEC variables. The interface directs the
processing flow throughout execution for each statement type that is encountered in the JCL member you submit for
standards processing.

       /********************************REXX********************************/

       /*  CA JCLCheck       REXX programming interface for JCLNeat/       */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Initialization logic                                            */

      /********************************************************************/

      PARSE ARG $CAJCL_PARM;               /* Get argument */

      /*                                                                  */

      Call INITIAL_PROCESSING                                             */

      /*                                                                  */

      /*      Continually call the appropriate statement subroutine       */

      /*      until there are no more jobs to process                     */

      /*                                                                  */

      DO WHILE $CAJCL_REASON <> 'EOR'                                    

                                                                   

        SELECT                                                            

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'RAW' THEN DO                               

          CALL RAW_DATA_PROCESSING                                        

          $CA.RCOUNT = RIGHT($CA.RCOUNT,5,0)                              

         END                                                              

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'DD' THEN CALL DD_PROCESSING                

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EXE' THEN CALL EXEC_PROCESSING             

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOS' THEN CALL END_STEP_PROCESSING         

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'MSG' THEN CALL MSG_PROCESSING              

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'JOB' THEN CALL JOB_PROCESSING              

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOJ' THEN CALL END_JOB_PROCESSING          

         WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'INC' THEN CALL INCL_PROCESSING             

         WHEN SYMBOL($CAJCL_REASON) = 'LIT' THEN CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING  

        OTHERWISE DO                                                      

         CALL $CAJCL_ERROR 'S' 'Invalid CAZ1REXX $CAJCL_REASON code ',    

         $CAJCL_REASON                                                    

        END                                                               

        END                                                               

        CALL 'CAZ1JRXI' $CAJCL_PARM       /* Call the interface*/

       $CAJCL_REASON = RESULT;           /* Save result in $CAJCL_REASON  */

      End
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      EXIT

 

REXX EXEC 1
In EXEC 1, you modify a copy of the REXX EXEC template (CAZ1REX2 or CAZ1REXX) to create a simple standard that
accomplishes the following tasks:

• Ensure that jobs submitted to class O run only after 5 p.m.
• Monitor the number of cartridge drives
• Count the number of (E)rror messages issued
• Conditionally issue a (S)evere error message for number of (E)rror level messages
• Count the number of (S)evere error messages issued
• Track the utilization of DD statements

If the JCL you submit for standards checking does not meet the criteria above, JCLCheck issues an error message
defined within the criteria.

Modify the INITIAL PROCESSING Subroutine (REXX EXEC 1)
JCLCheck executes the Initial Processing Subroutine once per execution. This code allows the Standards Administrator to
set initial values for any user-defined variables to be used in the EXEC.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the initial value of a counter for cart (cartridges) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the cart_count
variable.

2. Set the initial value of a counter for dd (DD statements) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the dd_count
variable.

3. Set the initial value of a counter for error ((E)rror messages) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the
error_count variable.

   /********************************************************************/

   /*  Initial Processing Subroutine                                   */

   /********************************************************************/

   INITIAL_PROCESSING:

    cart_count = 0

    dd_count = 0

    error_count = 0

   Return

Modify the JOB Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 1)
Modify the JOB Statement subroutine to obtain the current time and date. Code an IF statement test so that if the time is
less than 17:00 hours (5:00 p.m.) and the job class is equal to O, then JCLCheck issues an error message if the test is
true.

NOTE
All values for the statement variables (that is, JOB, EXEC, DD) change when they encounter a new value for
that statement variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Assign the current hour to the curr_hour variable.
2. Assign the current time in civil format, HH:MMnn, with nn being a.m. or p.m., to the curr_c_time variable.
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3. Code the IF statement on the following line. If the JOB.CLASS variable is equal to O and the current time is less than
17:00 hours (5:00 p.m.), the statements within the following DO loop are executed.

4. Code the DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (E)rror message.
The following are error message severity levels:
I = 0
W = 4
E = 8
S = 12
This adheres to normal JCLCheck error severity standards.

   /********************************************************************/

   /*  Job Card Processing Subroutine                                  */

   /********************************************************************/

   JOB_PROCESSING:

   curr_hour = TIME(H)          /*   Get the current hour */

   curr_c_time = TIME(C)        /*   Get time in Civil format */

   If JOB.CLASS = 'O' & curr_hour < 17 then

     Do

    Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

    'E','Class "O" is reserved for second shift usage, retry after 5 PM, it is

    'only curr_c_time

    End

   Return

Modify the EXEC Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 1)
Modify the EXEC Processing Subroutine so that any trailing blanks in the step name on the EXEC statement are
removed. Removing the blanks gives the error message a neater appearance.

To modify the EXEC processing subroutine, assign the non-blank value of EXEC.STEPNAME to the step_name variable.

   /********************************************************************/

   /*  Exec Card processing Subroutine                                 */

   /********************************************************************/

   EXEC_PROCESSING:     

    step_name = STRIP(EXEC.STEPNAME,T)       /* Remove trailing blanks */

   Return

Modify the DD Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 1)
Modify the DD processing subroutine to increment the DD statement counter. If the DD statement UNIT parameter is
CART (cartridge), have the cart count statement increment the count by 1 to keep track of the number of cartridges used
per step.

Follow these steps:

1. Increment the dd_count variable by one each time a DD statement is processed.
2. Code the IF statement to check for a value equal to CART (cartridge) in the DD statement UNIT parameter. If the

parameter is equal to CART, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.
3. Code the DO loop to increment the cartridge count by 1.
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      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Data Definition Processing Subroutine                           */

      /********************************************************************/

      DD_PROCESSING:

       dd_count = (dd_count + 1)

      If (DD.UNIT = 'CART') then

       Do

       cart_count = (cart_count + 1)

       End

      Return

Modifying the END-OF-STEP Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 1)
Modifying the END-OF-STEP Processing Subroutine so that JCLCheck:

• Issues a warning message if the number of cartridges in this JCL step exceeds four.
• Issues an error message if the number of DD statements in this JCL step exceeds ten.
• Keeps track of the number of error messages invoked during the execution of this JCL step.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the first IF statement to determine the number of cartridges found within the current step. If the number is greater
than four, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

2. Code the DO loop on the following line to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the
associated (W)arning message.

3. Code the second IF statement to determine the number of DD statements found in the current step. If the number is
greater than ten, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

4. Code the DO loop on the following line to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the
associated (E)rror message.

5. Code the error_count= (error_count +1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon issuance of an (E) severity code
or higher.

NOTE
The levels of severity code are assigned as follows: I = 0, W = 4,

E = 8, S = 12. This adheres to normal JCLCheck error severity.
6. Code dd_count variable=0 to reset the DD counter to zero for use if there is another step in the JCL.
7. Code cart_count variable=0 to reset the cartridge counter to 0 for use if there is another step.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Step End  processing Subroutine                                 */

      /********************************************************************/

      END_STEP_PROCESSING:

      If (cart_count > 4) then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'W','Step 'step_name' is using 'cart_count' cartridge drives, please

      reduce utilization'

       End

      If (dd_count > 10) then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'E','Step 'step_name' has specified 'dd_count' DD names, this exceeds site
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      standards'

       error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

      dd_count = 0

      cart_count = 0

      Return

Modify the END-OF-JOB Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 1)
Modify the END-OF-JOB Processing Subroutine to test the number of errors that occurred during processing of this JCL
stream. If there were errors, have JCLCheck issue a severe error message to prevent job submission.

Follow these steps:

1. Code this IF statement to examine the number of errors found in the current job. If the number is greater than 0, the
following statements within the DO loop are executed.

2. Code this DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (S)evere error
message.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job  End  processing Subroutine                                 */

      /********************************************************************/

      END_JOB_PROCESSING:

      IF error_count > 0 Then

       Do

         Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'S','JOB 'JOB.JOBNAME' has encountered too many site violations. Execution

      has been aborted'

       End

      Return

Examine Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL (REXX EXEC 1)
Examine Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL to see a listing of the entire JCL for the job, including procedure statements.
This report displays the JCL that was processed using the STDREXX option with the REXX EXEC in this sample.

CA                  REPORT 2 - LISTING OF MERGED JCL                

CA JCLCHECK              SYS: xxxx  JOB: PMK00100          PGMR: CAUSER     FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10, yyyy   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  STEP    PROCSTEP    ERR    CMNT    

  NUM   NAME    NAME        SEV    COL    STATEMENT TEXT  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   1.                        8     //PMK00100 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=O,MSGCLASS=X, 

                                   //    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K,  

                                   //    PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10), 

                                   //    NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT,USER=USER02   

   2.   STEP1                      //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

   3.   STEP1                      //PSDD1    DD  DSN=USER02.JCL.CNTL,DISP=OLD 

   4.   STEP2                      //STEP2 EXEC PGM=AMASPZAP,PERFORM=111   

   5.   STEP2                      //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*  

   6.   STEP2                      //SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))  
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   7.   STEP2                      //SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))  

   8.   STEP2                4     //SYSIN    DD DUMMY 

   9.   STEP3                      //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,ADDRSPC=REAL    

  10.   STEP3                4     //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  11.   STEP3                4     //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  12.   STEP3                4     //DD3 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  13.   STEP3                4     //DD4 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  14.   STEP3                4     //DD5 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  15.   STEP3                4     //DD6 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  16.   STEP4                8     //STEP4    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

  17.   STEP4                4     //DD1 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  18.   STEP4                4     //DD2 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  19.   STEP4                4     //DD3 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  20.   STEP4                4     //DD4 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  21.   STEP4                4     //DD5 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  22.   STEP4                4     //DD6 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  23.   STEP4                8     //DD7 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  24.   STEP4                8     //DD8 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  25.   STEP4                8     //DD9 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  26.   STEP4                8     //DDA DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  27.   STEP4                8     //DDB DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  28.   STEP5                      //STEP5    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

  29.   STEP5                4     //DD1 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  30.   STEP5                4     //DD2 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  31.   STEP5                4     //DD3 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  32.   STEP5                4     //DD4 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  33.   STEP5                12    //  

 

 

Examine Report 6 - Error Messages (REXX EXEC 1)
Examine Report 6 - Error Messages to see a list of all error messages associated with the JCL member that was
submitted for JCLCheck processing. JCLCheck only produces this report if it detects one or more errors. You can direct
this report to appear at the beginning or end of the report output or incorporate it into Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL,
depending on the setting of the ERROR option.

                REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES                       

CA JCLCHECK              SYS: xxxx  JOB: PMK00100       PGMR: CAUSER            FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10, yyyy   

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  MESSAGE 

  NUM   NUMBER  MESSAGE TEXT    

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   1.   CAY6341E     'Class "O" is reserved for second shift usage, retry after 5 PM, it is only 4:50pm'    

   8.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   9.   CAY6341W    'STEP3         is using 6 cartridge drives, please reduce utilization'  

  10.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  11.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  12.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  13.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   
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  14.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  15.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  16.   CAY6341E    'Step STEP4 has specified 11 DD names, this exceeds site standards' 

  17.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  18.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  19.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  20.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  21.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  22.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  23.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

              CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET   

  24.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

              CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET   

  25.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

              CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET   

  26.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

              CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET   

  27.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

               CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET

  29.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  30.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  31.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  32.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  33.   CAY6341S    'JOB PMK00100 has encountered too many site violations. Execution has been aborted' 

CAY6000 26 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'PMK00100' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 12

The following messages were flagged by REXX EXEC #1 during standards processing.

STMT NUM 1.
CAY6341E 'Class "O" is reserved for second shift usage, retry after 5 PM, it is only 4:50 pm.'

STMT NUM 9.
CAY6341W 'Step STEP3 is using 6 cartridge drives, please reduce utilization.'

STMT NUM 16.
CAY6341E 'Step STEP4 has specified 11 ddnames, this exceeds site standards.'

STMT NUM 33.
CAY6341S 'JOB PMK00100 has encountered too many site violations. Execution has been aborted.'

Sample REXX Output Using EDCHEK
This is a partial sample of REXX output for this JCL using EDCHEK.

  EDIT ------- USER02.JCL.CNTL(SB43) - 01.00 --------------------------- LAST CC WAS  12

  COMMAND ===>                                                           SCROLL ===> CSR    

  ****** ********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

 ==MSG> CAY6000 25 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "PMK00100" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 12 

 ==MSG>

 ==MSG>

 ==MSG>

   000100 //PMK00100 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=O,MSGCLASS=X,

 ==MSG>   //PMK00100 JOB (40100000),"S. BELL",CLASS=O,MSGCLASS=X,    

   000110 //    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K,

 ==MSG>   //    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K, 
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   000111 //    PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10),

 ==MSG>   //    PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10),    

   000112 //    NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT,USER=USER02

 ==MSG>   //    NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT,USER=USER02  

 ==MSG>     CAY6341E "CLASS "O" IS RESERVED FOR SECOND SHIFT USAGE, RETRY AFTER 7   

 ==MSG>        PM, IT IS ONLY 5:21PM"

 ==MSG>     CAY6341S "JOB PMK00100 HAS ENCOUNTERED TOO MANY SITE VIOLATIONS 

 ==MSG>        EXECUTION HAS BEEN ABORTED"

 ==MSG>

   000113 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

   000114 //PSDD1    DD  DSN=USER02.JCL.CNTL,DISP=OLD

   000115 //STEP2 EXEC PGM=AMASPZAP,PERFORM=111

   000116 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

   000117 //SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

   000118 //SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

   000119 //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

 ==MSG>   //SYSIN    DD DUMMY    

 ==MSG>     CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL    

 ==MSG>         S013 IN EXECUTION

 ==MSG>

   000120 //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,ADDRSPC=REAL

 ==MSG>   //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,ADDRSPC=REAL   

  ==MSG>    CAY6341W "STEP STEP3 IS USING 6 CARTRIDGE DRIVES, PLEASE REDUCE 

 ==MSG>         UTILIZATION"

 ==MSG>

   000130 //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

 ==MSG>   //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)    

 ==MSG>     CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL    

 ==MSG>         S013 IN EXECUTION

 ==MSG>

   000140 //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

 ==MSG>   //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)    

 ==MSG>     CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL    

 ==MSG>         S013 IN EXECUTION

 ==MSG>

   000150 //DD3 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

 ==MSG>   //DD3 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)    

 ==MSG>     CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL    

 ==MSG>         S013 IN EXECUTION

 ==MSG>

   000160 //DD4 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

 ==MSG>   //DD4 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)    

 ==MSG>     CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL    

 ==MSG>         S013 IN EXECUTION

 ==MSG>

   000170 //DD5 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

 ==MSG>   //DD5 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)    

 ==MSG>     CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL    

 ==MSG>         S013 IN EXECUTION

 ********************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ***************************************
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REXX EXEC 2
If you created REXX EXEC 1, use it as the template to create EXEC 2; otherwise, use a copy of the CAZ1REX2 or
CAZ1REXX EXEC supplied in the JCLCheck CAZ2CLS0 library.

NOTE
For information about template access, formatting the EXEC, submitting JCL, and the main DO WHILE and
$CAJCL_Error Subroutine sections of the EXEC, see REXX EXEC 1.

In this EXEC you modify the REXX EXEC to create a standard that is more complex than REXX EXEC #1. The new
standard accomplishes the following:

• Reports on production jobs (with PMK job name prefix) not submitted to class P
• Reports on technical services jobs (with SYS job name prefix) not submitted to class X
• Permits address space equal to REAL only on the job statement for authorized user (user ID is SYS)
• Prevents use of the PERFORM parameter on the EXEC statement
• Permits address space equal to REAL on the EXEC statement for authorized user
• Ensures that program prefix PS is being used with user ID CASCHED

If the JCL you submit for standards checking does not meet the previous criteria, JCLCheck issues an error message
defined within the criteria.

Modify the INITIAL PROCESSING Subroutine (REXX EXEC 2)
Modify the Initial Processing Subroutine so that JCLCheck sets the count on the number of cartridges, DD statements,
and error messages to zero before processing any of the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the initial value of a counter for cart (cartridges) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the cart_count
variable.

2. Set the initial value of a counter for dd (DD statements) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the dd_count
variable.

3. Set the initial value of a counter for error ((E)rror messages) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the
error_count variable.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Initial Processing Subroutine                                   */

      /********************************************************************/

      INITIAL_PROCESSING:  

       cart_count = 0

       dd_count = 0

       error_count = 0

      Return

Modify the JOB Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 2)
Modify the JOB Processing Subroutine so that:
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• The job name prefix is three characters long.
• The job's user ID prefix is three characters long.
• If the job prefix is PMK and its class is not P, then JCLCheck issues a warning message.
• If the job prefix is SYS and its class is not X, then JCLCheck issues a warning message.
• If the address space is REAL and the prefix of the user ID on the job statement is not SYS, JCLCheck issues an error

message that names this parameter as a restricted parameter, increment the error count by one, and prevent job
submission.

All values for the statement variables (for example, JOB, EXEC, DD) change when they encounter a new value for that
statement variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the first statement to extract the first three characters of the job name and store them in this job_prefix variable.

NOTE
If this job name is fewer than three characters, the job prefix variable is filled with trailing spaces.

2. Code the statement on the following line to extract the first three characters of the user ID and store them in this
user_prefix variable.

3. Code the IF statement on the following line so that if the job_prefix value is equal to PMK and the job class is not equal
to P, the statements within the following DO loop are executed.

4. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated
(W)arning message.

5. Code the IF statement on the following line so that if the job_prefix value is equal to SYS and the job class is not equal
to X, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

6. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated
(W)arning message.

7. Code the IF statement on the following line so that if the address space value is equal to real and the user prefix is not
equal to SYS on the JOB card, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

8. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (E)rror
message.

9. Code the error_count= (error_count + 1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon the issuance of an (E) severity
code level or higher.

NOTE
The levels of severity codes are assigned as follows:

I = 0, W = 4, E = 8, S = 12.
This adheres to normal JCLCheck error severity.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job Card Processing Subroutine                                  */

      /********************************************************************/

      JOB_PROCESSING:

      job_prefix = SUBSTR(JOB.JOBNAME,1,3)

      user_prefix = SUBSTR(JOB.USERID,1,3)

      If job_prefix = 'PMK' & JOB.CLASS ¢ 'P' then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'W','Class "P" should be used for production jobs'

       End

     If job_prefix = 'SYS' & JOB.CLASS ¢ 'X' then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,
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       'W','Class "X" should be used for technical services jobs'

       End

      If JOB.ADDRSPC = 'REAL' & user_prefix ¢ 'SYS' then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'E','ADDRSPC=REAL is a restricted JCL parameter'

       error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

      Return

Modify EXEC Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 2)
Modify the EXEC Processing Subroutine so that:

• The job's program name prefix on the EXEC statement is two characters long.
• The job's step name on the EXEC statement does not contain any trailing blank spaces in an error message.
• If the EXEC statement contains a PERFORM= operand, the PERFORM parameter is greater than 0. JCLCheck issues

an error message prohibiting use of the PERFORM parameter, and increment the error message count by one.
• If the EXEC statement specifies address space is REAL and the user ID prefix is not SYS, JCLCheck issues an error

message that the REAL address space is a restricted parameter, and increment the error message count by one.
• If the job's user ID is not CASCHED and the program prefix is PS, JCLCheck issues an error message that only

production programs can be run by the automated scheduler, and prevent job submission.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the pgm_prefix variable equal to the first two characters of the program name.
2. Code the step_name variable to strip out any trailing blank spaces in the EXEC.STEPNAME variable for use in an

EOS error message.
3. Code the IF statement on the following line to check for a value greater than 0. This value represents the EXEC

statement PERFORM parameter. If the value is greater than 0, the following statements within the DO loop are
executed.

4. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (E)rror
message.

5. Code the error_count= (error_count + 1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon the issuance of an (E) severity
code level or higher.

6. Code the IF statement on the following line so that if the address space value is equal to REAL on the EXEC
statement and the user ID prefix on the JOB card is not equal to SYS, the following statements within the DO loop are
executed.

7. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (E)rror
message.

8. Code error_count= (error_count + 1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon the issuance of an (E) severity code
level or higher.

9. Code this IF statement so that if the pgm_prefix value is equal to PS and the job user ID is not equal to CASCHED, the
following statements within the DO loop are executed.

10. Enter the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (S)evere
message.

NOTE
Error_count is not incremented by 1 for this message because it is not a severity (E) or higher.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Exec Card processing Subroutine                                 */
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      /********************************************************************/

        EXEC_PROCESSING:

      pgm_prefix = SUBSTR(EXEC.PGM,1,2)

      step_name = STRIP(EXEC.STEPNAME,T)       /* Remove trailing blanks */

      If EXEC.PERFORM > 0 then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'E','PERFORM parameter is not allowed, remove and rerun'

       error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

      If EXEC.ADDRSPC = 'REAL' & user_prefix ¢ 'SYS' then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'E','ADDRSPC=REAL is a restricted JCL parameter'

       error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

       If (JOB.USERID ¢ 'CASCHED') & (pgm_prefix = 'PS') then

        Do

        Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'S','PRODUCTION PROGRAMS CAN ONLY BE RUN BY THE AUTOMATED SCHEDULER'

       End

      Return

Modify the DD Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 2)
Modify the DD Processing Subroutine to increment the DD statement counter by one each time a DD statement is
encountered and count the number of DD statement cartridge UNIT parameters and increment the count by one.

Follow these steps:

1. Code this statement to count the number of DD statements in the submitted JCL. This variable is incremented by one
each time a DD statement is processed.

2. Code this IF statement to check for a value equal to CART (cartridge) in the DD statement UNIT parameter. If the
parameter is equal to CART, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

3. Code the DO loop to increment the cartridge count by 1.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Data Definition Processing Subroutine                           */

      /********************************************************************/

      DD_PROCESSING:

       dd_count = (dd_count + 1)

      If (DD.UNIT = 'CART') then

       Do

       cart_count = (cart_count + 1)

       End

      Return

Modify the END-OF-STEP Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 2)
Modify the END-OF-STEP Processing Subroutine so that:
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• If the number of cartridges is greater than four, JCLCheck issues a warning message per step to reduce cartridge drive
utilization.

• If the number of DD statements exceeds 10, JCLCheck issues an error message that the STEP has exceeded site
standards, increment the number of error messages by one and prevent job submission.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the first IF statement to determine the number of cartridges found within the current step. If the number is greater
than four, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

2. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated
(W)arning message.

3. Code the IF statement on the following line to determine the number of DD statements found in the current step. If the
number is greater than ten, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

4. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (E)rror
message.

5. Code error_count= (error_count + 1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon the issuance of an (E) severity code
level or higher.

NOTE
The levels of severity codes are assigned as follows:

I = 0, W = 4, E = 8, S = 12.
This adheres to normal JCLCheck error severity.

6. Reset the DD counter and CART counter.
7. Code cart_count variable=0 to reset the cartridge counter to 0 for next step processing.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Step End  processing Subroutine                                 */

      /********************************************************************/

      END_STEP_PROCESSING:

      If (cart_count > 4) then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'W','Step 'step_name' is using 'cart_count' cartridge drives, please

      reduce utilization'

       End

      If (dd_count > 10) then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'E','Step 'step_name' has specified 'dd_count' DD names, this exceeds site

      standards'

       error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

       dd_count = 0

       cart_count = 0

      Return

Modify the END-OF-JOB Processing Subroutine (REXX EXEC 2)
Modify the END-OF-JOB Processing Subroutine so that if there are any error messages JCLCheck issues a severe error
against the job's job name preventing job submission.
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Follow these steps:

1. Code the IF statement to determine the number of errors found in the current job. If the number is greater than 0, the
following statements within the DO loop are executed.

2. Code the DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (S)evere error
message.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job  End  processing Subroutine                                 */

      /********************************************************************/

      END_JOB_PROCESSING:

     If error_count > 0 then

      Do

     Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

     'S','JOB 'JOB.JOBNAME' has encountered too many site violations execution

     has been aborted';

     End

    Return

Examine Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL (REXX EXEC 2)
Examine Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL to see a listing of the entire JCL for the job, including procedure statements.
This report displays the JCL that was processed, in a step-by-step format using this STDREXX EXEC.

                             REPORT 2 - LISTING OF MERGED JCL                    

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx   JOB: PMK00100      PGMR: CAUSER     FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10, yyyy   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  STEP    PROCSTEP    ERR      CMNT    

  NUM   NAME    NAME        SEV      COL       STATEMENT TEXT  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   1.                        4        //PMK00100 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=X,MSGCLASS=X, 

                                      //               MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K,   

                                      //               PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10),  

                                      //               NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT,USER=USER02    

   2.   STEP1                         //STEP1       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14  

   3.   STEP1                         //PSDD1      DD  DSN=USER02.JCL.CNTL,DISP=OLD   

   4.   STEP2                8        //STEP2 EXEC PGM=AMASPZAP,PERFORM=111   

   5.   STEP2                         //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*  

   6.   STEP2                         //SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))  

   7.   STEP2                         //SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))  

   8.   STEP2                4        //SYSIN      DD DUMMY   

   9.   STEP3                8        //STEP3      EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,ADDRSPC=REAL  

  10.   STEP3                4        //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  11.   STEP3                4        //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  12.   STEP3                4        //DD3 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  13.   STEP3                4        //DD4 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  14.   STEP3                4        //DD5 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  15.   STEP3                4        //DD6 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS) 

  16.   STEP4                4        //STEP4      EXEC PGM=IEFBR14   

  17.   STEP4                4        //DD1 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  18.   STEP4                4        //DD2 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  19.   STEP4                4        //DD3 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 
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  20.   STEP4                4        //DD4 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  21.   STEP4                4        //DD5 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  22.   STEP4                4        //DD6 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  23.   STEP4                8        //DD7 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  24.   STEP4                8        //DD8 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  25.   STEP4                8        //DD9 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  26.   STEP4                8        //DDA DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  27.   STEP4                8        //DDB DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,PASS)    

  28.   STEP5                8        //STEP5      EXEC PGM=IEFBR14   

  29.   STEP5                4        //DD1 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  30.   STEP5                4        //DD2 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  31.   STEP5                4        //DD3 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  32.   STEP5                4        //DD4 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS) 

  33.   STEP6                8        //STEP6      EXEC PGM=PSTEST9   

  33.   STEP6                12       //  

 

NOTE
For information about displaying this report, search REXX for JCLCheck and JCLNeat.

Examine Report 6 - Error Messages (REXX EXEC 2)
Examine Report 6 - Error Messages to see a list of all error messages associated with this job. JCLCheck only produces
this report if it detects one or more errors. You can direct this report to appear at the beginning or end of the report output
or incorporate it with REPORT 2 - LISTING OF MERGED JCL, depending on the setting of the ERROR option.

                           REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES                   

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx  JOB: PMK00100     PGMR: CAUSER          FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 10, yyyy   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  MESSAGE 

  NUM   NUMBER  MESSAGE TEXT    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   1.   CAY6341W    'Class "P" should be used for production jobs'  

   4.   CAY6341E    'PERFORM parameter is not allowed, remove and rerun'    

   8.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   9.   CAY6341E    'ADDRSPC=REAL is a restricted JCL parameter'    

           CAY6341W 'Step STEP3 is using 6 cartridge drives, please reduce utilization' 

   10.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   11.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   12.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   13.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   14.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   15.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   16.  CAY6341E    'Step STEP4 has specified 11 DD names, this exceeds site standards' 

   17.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   18.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   19.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   20.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   21.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   22.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   23.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   
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           CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET  

   24.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

           CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET  

   25.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

               CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET  

   26.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

               CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET  

   27.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

           CAY6083E SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATASET  

   29.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   30.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   31.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   32.  CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

   33.  CAY6341I    'PRODUCTION PROGRAMS CAN ONLY BE RUN BY THE AUTOMATED SCHEDULER'    

           CAY6093E PROGRAM 'PSTEST9' NOT FOUND 

   34.  CAY6341S 'JOB PMK00100 has encountered too many site violations execution has been aborted' 

CAY6000 27 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'PMK00100 MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 12

The following are the messages that were flagged by the REXX EXEC during standards processing.

STMT NUM 1.
CAY6341W 'Class "P" should be used for production jobs'

STMT NUM 4.
CAY6341E 'PERFORM parameter is not allowed, remove and rerun'

STMT NUM 9.
CAY6341E 'ADDRSPC=REAL is a restricted JCL parameter'
CAY6341W 'Step STEP3 is using 6 cartridge drives, please reduce utilization'

STMT NUM 16.
CAY6341E 'Step STEP4 has specified 11 DD names, this exceeds site standards'

STMT NUM 33.
CAY6341I 'PRODUCTION PROGRAMS CAN ONLY BE RUN BY THE AUTOMATED SCHEDULER'

STMT NUM 34.
CAY6341S 'JOB PMK00100 has encountered too many site violations execution has been aborted'

Use the JCLNeat REXX Programming Interface
The REXX programming language allows the Standards Administrator to define JCL site standards for reformatting by
JCLNeat.

The Standards Administrator requires a fundamental understanding of the REXX programming language to use this
interface. When the administrator is unfamiliar with REXX, they can use the coding convention from CAZ1NRX2 (the
sample REXX EXEC supplied in the CAZ2CLS0 library).

Use the navigation panel to the left to view addition topics on JCLNeat REXX programming.

WARNING
For information about the REXX Function Calls that are used in the REXX programming language, see functions
in the TSO Extensions Version 2 Procedures Language MVS/REXX Reference Manual.

Manage REXX EXECs (for JCLNeat)
The administrator must tailor a copy of the JCLNeat sample REXX EXEC template (CAZ1NRX2 or CAZ1NREX) to create
any REXX EXEC because the sample template contains variables that provide an interface to JCLNeat.
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NOTE
For information about the REXX interface and a basic tutorial of the REXX EXEC, search REXX for JCLCheck
and JCLNeat.

Access the CAZ1NRX2 Template

Make a copy of CAI.CAZ2CLS0 (CAZ1NRX2) to use for this exercise.

Create a REXX EXEC

Edit the necessary lines of code in your copy of the CAZ1NRX2 EXEC.

NOTE
Since you do not have to modify either the INITIAL PROCESSING and DO WHILE loop or the $CA_JCLERROR
subroutine, they are not included as part of the steps in the program.

Submit JCL Using the REXX EXEC

Copy your edited version of the CAZ1NRX2 EXEC into a library referenced by the SYSEXEC DD statements tailored
during product installation. When the member is in the proper library, specify the REXXMEM option, REXXMEM=rexx
exec member name and submit a JCL member to JCLNeat processing to test the REXX EXEC.

There are example output reports (Report #2 and Report #6) at the end of each example. These reports display REXX
error messages that were generated by the REXX EXEC during standards processing of a JCL member.

INITIAL PROCESSING and DO WHILE Loop (for JCLNeat)
WARNING
Do not remove or modify any lines before the Initial Processing Subroutine. All variables prefixed with $CA are
required.

The following initialization and main DO WHILE loop demonstrates the external function calls available for the REXX
EXEC. The CAZ1NRXI interface passes the proper values to the REXX EXEC variables. The interface directs the
processing flow throughout execution for each statement type that is encountered in the JCL member you submit for
standards processing.

   /********************************REXX********************************/

   /*  CA JCLCheck       REXX programming interface for JCLNeat        */

  /********************************************************************/

  /*  Initialization logic                                            */

  /********************************************************************/

  PARSE ARG $CAJCL_PARM;       /* Get argument */

  /*                                                                  */

  CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING      /* Do one time logic */

  /*                                                                  */

  /*      Continually call the appropriate statement subroutine       */

  /*      until there are no more jobs to process                     */

  /*                                                                  */

  DO WHILE $CAJCL_REASON ¬= 'EOR'                                    

   SELECT                                                            

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'FET' THEN NOP                              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'BAD' THEN NOP                              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'RAW' THEN DO                               

     CALL RAW_DATA_PROCESSING;                                       

     $CA.RCOUNT = RIGHT($CA.RCOUNT,5,0) /* RIGHT JUSTIFY AND PAD */  
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    END                                                              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'DD' THEN CALL DD_PROCESSING                

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EXE' THEN CALL EXEC_PROCESSING             

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOS' THEN CALL END_STEP_PROCESSING         

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'PRO' THEN CALL PROC_PROCESSING             

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'JOB' THEN CALL JOB_PROCESSING              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOJ' THEN CALL END_JOB_PROCESSING          

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'IF' THEN CALL IF_PROCESSING                

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'JCL' THEN CALL JCLL_PROCESSING             

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'OUT' THEN CALL OUTP_PROCESSING             

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'DPR' THEN CALL DPROC_PROCESSING            

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'SET' THEN CALL SET_PROCESSING              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'INC' THEN CALL INC_PROCESSING              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'ELS' THEN CALL ELSE_PROCESSING             

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'END' THEN CALL ENDIF_PROCESSING            

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'SCH' THEN CALL SCH_PROCESSING              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EXP' THEN CALL EXP_PROCESSING              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'NJB' THEN CALL NJB_PROCESSING              

    WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'NOT' THEN CALL NOTI_PROCESSING;            

    WHEN SYMBOL($CAJCL_REASON) = 'LIT' THEN CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING  

   OTHERWISE DO                                                      

    CALL $CAJCL_ERROR 'S' 'Invalid CAZ1NREX $CAJCL_REASON code',     

        $CAJCL_REASON;                                               

   END                                                               

   END                       /* FOR SELECT */                        

   CALL 'CAZ1NRXI' $CAJCL_PARM;                               

   $CAJCL_REASON = RESULT; /* SAVE RESULT IN $CAJCL_REASON */ 

  END                                                         

  EXIT                                                        

 

The CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING statement executes a subroutine to set any user-defined variables to be used in this
EXEC.

The DO WHILE loop executes the appropriate subroutine function as the JCL is processed. The INITIAL PROCESSING
and DO WHILE loop subroutines contain $CAJCL statements. They are required. Do not change them.

NOTE
For more information, search REXX for JCLCheck and JCLNeat.

$CAJCL_ERROR Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
The $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine is called from subsequent subroutines to issue the associated error messages. These
messages carry the prefix CAY6541.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Internal subroutine to issue a CA JCLCheck error message        */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Prior to calling set the values of:                             */

      /*  $CAJCL_SEVERITY must contain the severity of message: I,W,E,S   */

      /*     I=informational, W=warning, E=error, S=serious               */

      /*  $CAJCL_MESSAGE must contain the text of the message, any case   */

      /*  can be specified. (upper/lower). The resultant message is       */
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      /*  prefixed with "CAY6541".                                        */

      /********************************************************************/

      $CAJCL_ERROR:

      PARSE ARG $CAJCL_SEVERITY,$CAJCL_MESSAGE;

        CALL 'CAZ1NRXE' $CAJCL_PARM $CAJCL_SEVERITY $CAJCL_MESSAGE ;

      Return

You do not need to modify this subroutine. It calls all the necessary JCLNeat internal functions needed to produce user-
generated error messages for JCL.

NOTE
If you supply an invalid severity code, JCLNeat assumes a severity I (informational).

REXX EXEC
In this EXEC, you modify a copy of the REXX EXEC template (CAZ1NRX2) to create a simple standard that accomplishes
the following tasks:

• Ensure that jobs submitted to class O run only after 5 p.m. and if the job is submitted prior to 5:00 p.m., then change
the JOB.CLASS to D

• Monitor the number of cartridge drives
• Count the number of (E)rror messages issued
• Conditionally issue a (S)evere error message for number of (E)rror level messages
• Count the number of (S)evere error messages issued
• Track the utilization of DD statements
• Examine unit names and ddnames that are no longer valid and tailor the JCL accordingly

If the JCL you submit for standards checking does not meet the previous criteria, JCLCheck issues an error message
defined within the criteria.

Modify the INITIAL PROCESSING Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
JCLCheck executes the Initial Processing Subroutine once per execution. This code allows the Standards Administrator to
set initial values for any user-defined variables to be used in the EXEC.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the initial value of a counter for cart (cartridges) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the cart_count
variable.

2. Set the initial value of a counter for dd (DD statements) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the dd_count
variable.

3. Set the initial value of a counter for error ((E)rror messages) to zero for subsequent subroutines that use the
error_count variable.

      /*********************************************************************/

      /*  Initial Processing Subroutine                                    */

      /*********************************************************************/

      INITIAL_PROCESSING:

       cart_count = 0

       dd_count   = 0

       error_count = 0

      Return
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Change the JOB Processing Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
NOTE
All values for the statement variables (that is, JOB, EXEC, DD) change when they encounter a new value for
that statement variable.

Change the JOB Statement subroutine to obtain the current time and date. Code an IF statement test so that if the time is
less than 17:00 hours (5:00 pm) and the job class is equal to O, JCLCheck issues an error message if the test is true.

Follow these steps:

1. Assign the current hour to the curr_hour variable.
2. Assign the current time in civil format, HH:MMnn, with nn being a.m. or p.m., to the curr_c_time variable.
3. Code the IF statement. If the JOB.CLASS variable is equal to O and the current time is less than 17:00 hours (5:00

p.m.), the statements within the following DO loop are executed.
4. Code the DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLNeat issues the associated (E)rror message,

then set job class to D.

NOTE
Error message severity levels:

I = 0, W = 4, E = 8, S = 12
This adheres to normal JCLCheck error severity standards.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job Card Processing Subroutine                                  */

      /********************************************************************/

      JOB_PROCESSING:

       curr_hour = TIME(H)      /* Get current hour */

       curr_c_time = TIME(C)      /* Get time in civil format */

       If JOB.CLASS = 'O' & curr_hour < 17 then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'W','Class "O" is reserved for second shift usage, retry after 5PM,

       it is only 'curr_c_time 'class set for first shift use'

      JOB.CLASS = 'D'

      End

      Return

Modify the EXEC Processing Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
Modify this subroutine so that any trailing blanks in the step name on the EXEC statement are removed. Removing the
blanks gives the error message a neater appearance.

To modify the EXEC processing subroutine, assign the non-blank value of EXEC.STEPNAME to the step_name variable.

       /********************************************************************/

       /* Exec Card processing Subroutine                                  */

       /********************************************************************/

      EXEC_PROCESSING:

       step_name = STRIP(EXEC.STEPNAME,T)   /* Remove trailing blanks *

       Return
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Modify the DD Processing Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
Modify this DD processing subroutine to increment the DD statement counter. If the DD statement UNIT parameter is
CART (cartridge), have the cart count statement increment the count by 1 to keep track of the number of cartridges used
per step.

Follow these steps:

1. Increment the dd_count variable by one by 1 each time a DD statement is processed.
2. Code the IF statement on the following line to check for a value equal to CART (cartridge) in the DD statement UNIT

parameter. If the parameter is equal to CART, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.
3. Code the following DO loop to increment the cartridge count by 1.
4. Code the IF statement on the following line to check the value of UNIT for the name BOGUS and if the unit name is

BOGUS, execute the statements in the following DO WHILE loop.
5. Code the following DO loop to issue an informational message and set the value of UNIT to null, removing it from the

JCL.
6. Code the IF statement on the following line to check the value of ddname for the name OBSOLETE and if the ddname

is OBSOLETE, execute the statements in the following DO loop.
7. Code the following DO loop to issue a warning message and set the $CA.DELFLG=Y so that the statement will be

deleted.
8. Code the IF statement on the following line to check the value of ddname for the name COMMENT and if the ddname

is COMMENT, execute the statements in the following DO loop.
9. Code the following DO loop to issue an informational message and set the comment_flag to Y for later processing in

the raw_processing subroutine.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Data Definition Processing Subroutine                           */

      /********************************************************************/

      DD_PROCESSING:

       dd_count = (dd_count + 1)

       If (DD.UNIT = 'CART') then

        Do

       cart_count = (cart_count + 1)

       End

       If (DD.UNIT = 'BOGUS') then

        Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'I','Unit name coded 'dd.unit' is no longer valid and will be removed'

       DD.UNIT = ''                       /* remove unit name from JCL */

       End

       If (DD.DDNAME = 'OBSOLETE') then

        Do

       $CA.DELFLG = 'Y'                   /* delete this statement */

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'W','DD named 'dd.ddname' was coded and is no longer required, this statement

       will be deleted'

       End

       If (DD.DDNAME = 'COMMENT') then

        Do

       comment_flag = 'Y'                   /* comment this statement */

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'I','DD named 'dd.ddname' will be commented out, it is no longer valid'
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      End

      Return

Modify the END-OF-STEP Processing Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
This article explains how to modify the END-OF-STEP Processing Subroutine.

Change this subroutine so that JCLCheck:

• Issues an error message if the number of cartridges in this JCL step exceeds four.
• Issues an error message if the number of DD statements in this JCL step exceeds ten.
• Keeps track of the number of error messages invoked during the execution of this JCL step.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the first IF statement to determine the number of cartridges found within the current step. If the number is greater
than four, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

2. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated
(W)arning message.

3. Code the error_count= (error_count + 1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon the issuance of an (E) severity
code level or higher.

NOTE
The levels of severity code are assigned as follows: I = 0, W = 4, E = 8, S = 12. This adheres to normal
JCLCheck error severity.

4. Code the IF statement on the following line to determine the number of DD statements found in the current step. If the
number is greater than 10, the following statements within the DO loop are executed.

5. Code the following DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (E)rror
message.

6. Code the error_count= (error_count + 1) to increment the number of errors by 1 upon the issuance of an (E) severity
code level or higher.

NOTE
The levels of severity code are assigned as follows: I = 0, W = 4, E = 8, S = 12. This adheres to normal
JCLCheck error severity.

7. Code dd_count variable=0 to reset the DD counter to zero for use if there is another step in the JCL.
8. Code error cart_count variable=0 to reset the cartridge counter to 0 for use if there is another step.

       /********************************************************************/

       /*  Step End  processing Logic                                      */

       /********************************************************************/

       END_STEP_PROCESSING:

        If (cart_count > 4) then

        Do

        Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

        'E','Step 'step_name' is using 'cart_count' cartridge drives, please

     reduce 'Utilization'

          error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

       If (dd_count > 10) then

       Do

        Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

        'E','Step 'step_name' has specified 'dd_count' DD names, this exceeds

     site 'Standards'
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         error_count = (error_count + 1)

       End

        dd_count = 0

        cart_count = 0

      Return

Modify the END-OF-JOB Processing Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
Modify the END-OF-JOB Processing Subroutine to test the number of errors that occurred during processing of this JCL
stream. If there were errors, have JCLCheck issue a severe error message to prevent job submission.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the IF statement to examine the number of errors found in the current job. If the number is greater than 0, the
following statements within the DO loop are executed.

2. Code the DO loop to call the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine so that JCLCheck issues the associated (S)evere error
message.

3. Code error cart_count variable=0 to reset the cartridge counter to 0 for use if there is another step.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job  End  processing Logic                                      */

      /********************************************************************/

      END_JOB_PROCESSING:

      If error_count > 0 Then

       Do

         Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

         'S','JOB 'JOB.JOBNAME' has encountered too many site violations'

      error_count = 0

      End

        Return

Modify the RAW Data Processing Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
Modify the RAW Data Processing Subroutine to check for statements that need to be deleted from or commented out of
the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Code the first IF statement to determine whether a comment statement with ‘//* DELETE ME’ is in the input record. If
this record is present, execute the following statements in the DO loop.

2. Code the following DO loop to set the record count to 0 and the $CA.RSTYPE to ’UPDA’ to indicate that this statement
is to be deleted.

3. Code the IF statement on the following line to determine whether the comment flag was set during dd_processing. If
the comment flag is set to Y, execute the following statements in the DO loop.

4. Code the following DO loop to set each record for this statement to a comment and set $CA.RSTYPE =’UPDA’ to
indicate a update was done. The DO loop sets the comment flag back to N after the statement is commented.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Raw Data Processing  Logic                                      */

      /********************************************************************/

      RAW_DATA_PROCESSING:

      IF  substr($CA.RECORD.1,1,13) = ’//* DELETE ME” then do 
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        $CA.RCOUNT = 0

        $CA.RSTYPE=’UPDA’

      End 

      IF comment_flag = 'Y' Then

        Do

         $CA.RCOUNT = $CA.RCOUNT + 0

         Do n = 1 to $ca.rcount

          temp_work = SUBSTR($CA.RECORD.n,3,77)

          temp_record = '//*'temp_work

          $CA.RECORD.n = temp_record

         End

       comment_flag = 'N'     /* Reset flag */

       $CA.RSTYPE=’UPDA’

     End

    Return

NOTE

The $CA.RSTYPE values indicate the type of statement being passed to RAW. The values currently defined are
JOB, EXEC, PROC, DD, COMM, INCL, CTL, and PEND for the traditional raw calls that see the raw statements
before formatting. The $CA.RSTYPE values that start with ‘F’ are calls that occur after the statement has been
formatted. The values currently defined for the formatted calls are FJOB, FEXE, FPRO, FDD, FCOM, FINC,
FCTL, and FPEN. Which types are passed to REXX depends on the setting of option FMTRAW. If FMTRAW=N,
then the traditional raw calls are made. IF FMTRAW=Y, the formatted RAW call are made.

Other raw calls are always made. OPTS and CLOS are not affected by FMTRAW.

Install, Configure, and Deploy the JCLCheck REST API
The JCLCheck Workload Automation REST API is a microservice for the JCLCheck Mainframe component. The
microservice leverages the Open Mainframe Project Zowe™ Spring Boot REST API Sample. The REST API is an
alternative way to interact with JCLCheck. It lets z/OS users validate the accuracy of Job Control Language (JCL). It also
helps identify execution-time errors, such as security violations and missing data sets, which can cause jobs to fail.

Mainframe users can leverage the REST API independently, or use the JCLCheck Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe
CLI (JCLCheck plug-in). The CLI plug-in is a client application that uses the REST API to connect to mainframe. You can
use the Zowe API Mediation Layer to manage discover, catalog, and scale the JCLCheck REST API (and other REST
services) automatically, making it available to the Zowe CLI plug-in.

NOTE
For more information about the JCLCheck plug-in, see JCLCheck Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI in
the Brightside documentation on the Tech Docs Portal.

In this article we describe how to install and deploy the JCLCheck REST API service to the JCLCheck server and how to
configure the security on the mainframe system where the JCLCheck service is running. The installation and deployment
process is completed using a PTF.

Roles and Responsibilities

The installation, deployment, and configuration of the JCLCheck API should be performed by the following roles:

Systems Administrator/Programmer:
To download the required PTF, apply maintenance, deploy, and configure the JCLCheck REST API service on the
JCLCheck server.
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Security Administrator:
To configure ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF security on the JCLCheck server, and create and configure
KeyStores and TrustStores.

REST API Limitations

The following limitations apply to the JCLCheck REST API

• JCLCheck must be running out of the LINKLIST. A STEPLIB cannot be used.
• The API supports using REXX execs with the STDREXX option. The use of STDREXX is limited to only the form that

specifies the REXX library name.
–   STDRexx(REXX EXEC member name,*,REXX library DSN)

• The AUTOPROC option is required, and is set automatically by the API.
• The JES3 option is set automatically if JCLCheck is running on JES3 system. The option is ignored if you include it.
• You must use these alternatives for the following JCLCheck options:

– CNTLOVDD (use CNTLOVER)
– LOADOVDD (use LOADOVER)
– MCOUsr (use MCOSYS)
– OPRoc (use OPROCLIB)
– UPDTDD (use UPDTDSN)

• You cannot use the following JCLCheck options with the API at this time:
– NOOption
– REMote
– TLms
– Graph
– PROc
– TERM

JCLCheck REST API Implementation Process

The process of installing, configuring, and deploying the JCLCheck REST API consists of the following steps:

• Ensure that all prerequisite software is installed.
For more information, search Prerequisite Software for Configuring and Deploying the JCLCheck REST API.

• Configure the security application that is running on the JCLCheck server.
For more information, search Configure Security for the JCLCheck Server.

• Configure and deploy the JCLCheck REST API.
For more information, search Configure and Deploy the JCLCheck REST API.

Prerequisite Software for Configuring and Deploying the JCLCheck REST API
Before you can configure and deploy the JCLCheck REST API, ensure that the following software is installed and running.

• JCLCheck Workload Automation 12.0.
For more information, see Installing.

• Maintenance PTF SO11500.
For more information, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation on the Tech Docs Portal.

• JCLCheck Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI. You can install the plug-in to Zowe CLI before or after
the JCLCheck REST API is installed and running. For more information about the plug-in, see the Brightside
documentation on the Tech Docs Portal.

NOTE
The JCLCheck REST server was built against IBM Java z/OS services (JZOS) library version 2.4.7.
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Configure Security for the JCLCheck Server
After Systems Administrators ensure that all of the prerequisite software for the JCLCheck REST API is installed, Security
Administrators can configure the security for the JCLCheck instance that is running on the JCLCheck server. Security
Administrators perform the configuration to help ensure that all authorized users can initiate the JCLCheck started task.

Review the following sample configuration for the security software that is running on your site. The samples are
examples and might not conform to the security standards for your site.

NOTE
For more information about setting up started task security, see your product-specific documentation for the
security application that you are using.

Security Privileges Required for the JCLCheck REST API

It runs as user ID zero (UID 0).the JCLCheck REST API does not require any other privileges if However, if you do
not want to allow the REST API to run UID=0, an alternative is defining the server to use thread-level security using
BPX.SERVER and BPX.DAEMON .

If your site activated the BPX.SERVER or BPX.DAEMON facilities, define them using the sample commands that are
described in the following topics.

Configure ACF2 Security

Follow these steps:

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the ID associated with the JCLCheck REST API started task.
2. Open a TSO window and issue the following commands sequentially. Replace userid with the ID of the user under

which the address space will run.
ACF

SET RESOURCE(UNI)

RECKEY SUPERUSER add(FILESYS.MOUNT UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(FILEATTR.PROGCTL UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(DAEMON UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY JCLCheck ADD(SERVICE UID(uid string for userId) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

IMPORTANT
Re-enter the highlighted command for all users that you want to have the capability to access the
JCLCheck services.

Configure Top Secret Security

Follow these steps:

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the user ID and ACID associated with the JCLCheck REST API started task.
2. In a TSO window, issue the following commands sequentially. Replace userid with the ID of the user under which the

address space will run.
TSS ADD(owningacid) IBMFAC(BPX)

TSS ADD(owningacid) UNIXPRIV(SUPER)

TSS ADD(owningacid) IBMFAC(JCLCHECK)

TSS PERMIT(userid) UNIXPRIV(SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL) ACCESS(READ)
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TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.DAEMON) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(JCLCheck.SERVICE) ACCESS(READ)

IMPORTANT

• The TSS ADD(owningAcid) resource commands are not required and will fail if a resource is
already owned. To determine if the resource is owned, use the TSS WHOOWNS resource command to
determine if the resource is already owned.

• Re-enter the highlighted command for all users that you want to have the capability to access the
JCLCheck services.

Configure IBM RACF Security

Follow these steps:

1. Define a valid security OMVS segment to the ID associated with the JCLCheck REST API started task.
2. Open a TSO window and issue the following commands sequentially. Replace userID with the ID of the user under

which the address space will run.
PERMIT SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT CLASS(UNIXPRIV) ID(userId) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(UNIXPRIV) REFRESH

PERMIT BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.DAEMON CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(UPDATE)

RDEFINE FACILITY JCLCHECK.SERVICE UACC(NONE)

PERMIT JCLCheck.SERVICE CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userId) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

IMPORTANT
Re-enter the highlighted command for all users that you want to have the capability to access the
JCLCheck services.

Configure and Deploy the JCLCheck REST API
After all prerequisite software is installed and running on the JCLCheck Server and Security Administrators configure
the security application that is running on the JCLCheck server, Systems Administrators can configure and deploy the
JCLCheck REST API. Optionally, you can configure the API to integrate with the Zowe™ API Mediation Layer.

Follow these steps:

1. Address the prerequisite software that is described in Prerequisite Software for Configuring and Deploying the
JCLCheck REST API.

2. Ensure that a Security Administrator configured the security application that is running on the JCLCheck server
where you want to deploy the JCLCheck REST API service. For more information, search Configure Security for the
JCLCheck Server.

3. From the location where you applied the maintenance PTF, copy the following members from the CAZ2JCL SMP/E
target library to a library where you can customize them for your implementation:

AJ6ZJCKD:
The procedure (PROC) contains the JCL that lets you deploy the JCLCheck REST API service to a desired
location.

AJ6ZJCKR:
The PROC contains the JCL that lets you run the service.

4. Create and run a job for AJ6ZJCKD .
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NOTE
When constructing a job to run this PROC, specify JOBRC=LASTRC in the job card. This specification
indicates to use the return code of the last executed step as the completion code for the job.

After you run the job, it performs the following actions:
– Allocates and formats the zFS (CAI.JCLCHECK.ZFS or the value of ZFSDSN) when the zFS does not already

exist.
– Creates a directory named /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1 .

NOTE
The name of the directory is determined by the value of the USSDIR variable in the AJ6ZJCKD PROC.

– Mounts the zFS to that directory, if it is not already mounted.
– Creates the directories named config and lib in the /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1 directory that the PROC

created.
– Unpacks the JCLCheck JAR file and binaries into the /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1/lib directory.
– Unpacks the file named jclcheck.yml into the /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1/config/jclcheck-samp.yml

file.
– Runs the command extattr +p on the SOs and on the binary caz1zsvr to grant Program Control to the objects.
– Runs the command extattr +a  on the binary caz1zsvr to grant APF Authorization.
– Unpacks the members named AJ6ZCEE and AJ6ZENV into the data set named CAI.SAMP.CAZ2OPTN (or the

value of the OPTDSN parm).
5. Copy the file named /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1/config/jclcheck-samp.yml and rename it to jclcheck.yml .
6. Edit the host and port number in the jclcheck.yml file as required for your environment. The host must be the IP

address of the z/OS system on which the JCLCheck service will run. The port must be available on the system.
NOTE
The file is an ASCII format that is stored in USS and must be edited in ASCII mode.

7. Enable a secure TLS/HTTPS connection. You must either manually configure HTTPS or choose to integrate the
service with Zowe™ API Mediation Layer.

WARNING
The service will fail to start if you do not configure HTTPS using one of these methods.

a. To manually configure HTTPS, perform the following steps:
NOTE
This process generates a KeyStore with self-signed certificates. You might have your own process for
generating certificates at your site.

a. From a USS command line, issue the following command to navigate to the JCLCheck REST API configuration
directory:
cd /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1/config

b. Issue the following command and follow the prompts to generate the KeyStore in pkcs12 format:
$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -genkey -alias jclcheck -keyalg RSA -keystore keystore.p12 -storetype pkcs12

c. Update the following properties in the /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1/config/jclcheck.yml configuration file:
server:    

    ssl:        

        enabled: true

        keyAlias: jclcheck         

        keyPassword: password       

        keyStore: config/keystore.p12        

        keyStorePassword: password        

        keyStoreType: PKCS12

jclcheck:

    maxPoolSize: 4

    queueCapacity: 100
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keyAlias
The same value that you entered for the -alias option on the keytool command when you created the KeyStore in
the previous step.

keyPassword
The password that you entered when you created the KeyStore in the previous step.

keyStorePassword
The password that you entered when you created the KeyStore in the previous step.

maxPoolSize
(Optional) Lets you define how many jobs the service can run concurrently, which helps limit load on the system.
The value can be any integer starting at 1. If you omit this option, the default value of 4 is used.

queueCapacity
(Optional) Lets you configure how many jobs the API can store in the queue (pending execution) before jobs are
dropped. The value of this option can be any integer, starting at the value that you define for maxPoolSize . If
you omit this option, the default value of 100 is used. Jobs submissions that exceed the limit will be dropped.

b. To optionally integrate the service with Zowe API Mediation Layer, refer to Integrate REST API with the API
Mediation Layer.

8. Copy the data set named HLQ.SAMP.CAZ2OPTN and rename it to HLQ.CAZ2OPTN .
9. Edit the variables that are defined in the AJ6ZENV member of the HLQ.CAZ2OPTN data set as required and necessary

for your environment.
10. Create and run a job for AJ6ZJCKR .

a. Edit the variables that are defined in the PROC (AJ6ZJCKR ) as required and necessary for your environment.
b. Start the AJ6ZJCKR PROC.
The job launches the JCLCheck REST API service on the host and port that you specified in the file named
jclcheck.yml . The service might take a few minutes to start. The job must continue to run to maintain the REST
service. If the job is terminated, the service stops running.

11. (Optional) Verify that the REST service is running. You can access the endpoint in a web browser at the URL
<host>:<port>/api/v1/status . The host and port to use is the same z/OS system host and port that you
configured in Step 6. If the service does not start, analyze the output logs and correct any errors that display.

Manage JCLCheck Program Control
This topic provides details about external libraries used by the JCLCheck REST API that require Program Control.

External Libraries that Require Program Control

Program Control is the concept of having trusted applications. Users of the JCLCheck REST API must verify with the
security administrator that the following data sets have Program Control:

CAZ2LOAD specifies the JCLCheck target load library

CEE.SCEERUN2 specifies the Language Environment runtime library

SYS1.CSSLIB specifies the Callable System Service library

ASM exit Library containing custom ASM exit (see Using Assembler Exits in JCLCheck)

COBOL exit Library containing custom COBOL exit (see Using COBOL Exits in JCLCheck)

Commands to Grant Program Control

ACF2
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ACF2 requires all authorized users have read access to the datasets listed above. Use the following commands
to authorize users have read access to the datasets:

$KEY(<DatasetHLQ>)

<Dataset Name without HLQ> UID(<Logon ID, Department, or *>) R(A)

RACF

RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM('dsname'/'volser'/NOPADCH) UACC(READ)

SETROPTS WHEN(PROGRAM) REFRESH

    

TSS

TSS PERMIT(ALL) DSN(datasetHLQ) ACCESS(FETCH)

Manage JCLCheck User Exits
This topic describes how to use Assembler or COBOL user exits with JCLCheck.

Managing Assembler Exits in JCLCheck

If JCLCheck is running APF Authorized and with Program Control, confirm that the Assembler library where the exit
resides has both APF Authorization and Program Control. If you specify a library that does not meet these criteria,
JCLCheck defaults to using the built-in Assembler exits. After the Assembler exit is built and APF Authorized, there are
two ways to use it:

• Add a STEPLIB DD statement to the JCKR step of AJ6ZJCKR (the batch job that starts the JCLCheck REST service),
specifying the built Assembler library. For example:
...//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=JOHTI04.PUBLIC.ASM.LOADLIB...

• Add the Assembler load module to LINKLIST.

When running JCLCheck, pass DYNexit(<EXIT_NAME>) as a JCLCheck option, where <EXIT_NAME> is the exit name
suffix of the Assembler exit member prefixed by CAZ1 in the APF Authorized library. For example DYN(XJOB) calls exit
program CAZ1XJOB.

Managing COBOL Exits in JCLCheck

If JCLCheck is running APF Authorized and with Program Control, confirm that the COBOL library where the exit resides
has both APF Authorization and Program Control. If you specify a library that does not meet these criteria, JCLCheck fails
to load the COBOL exit and returns RC 12. After the COBOL exit is built and APF Authorized, there are two ways to use it:

• Add a STEPLIB DD statement to the JCKR step of AJ6ZJCKR (the batch job that starts the JCLCheck REST service),
specifying the built COBOL library. As an example:
...
//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=JOHTI04.PUBLIC.COBOL.LOADLIB
...

• Add the COBOL load library to LINKLIST.

When running JCLCheck pass COB(<MEMBER_NAME>) as a JCLCheck option, where <MEMBER_NAME> is the name of
the COBOL exit in the APF Authorized library.

Integrate the REST API with API Mediation Layer
The Zowe™ API Mediation Layer (Zowe API ML) provides a single point of access for mainframe service REST APIs.
The layer offers enterprise, cloud-like features such as high-availability, scalability, dynamic API discovery, consistent
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security, a single sign-on experience, and documentation. The API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication
across loosely coupled microservices through the API Gateway. The API Mediation Layer includes an API Catalog that
provides an interface to view all discovered microservices, their associated APIs, and Swagger documentation in a user-
friendly manner. The Discovery Service makes it possible to determine the location and status of microservice instances
running inside the ecosystem.

Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional and brings additional benefits. You can still use the JCLCheck REST
API without the API Mediation Layer.

API Mediation Layer Key Features
Consistent Access

API call routing and normalization of API service URLs through the built-in Gateway component provide API
Mediation Layer users with a consistent way of accessing mainframe APIs at a static IP location.

Dynamic Discovery
The Discovery Service component frees clients from having to face the challenge of determining the location and
status of API service instances running inside the ecosystem.

High Availability
API Mediation Layer is designed with high availability and scalability in mind through DVIPA running on z/OS.

Redundancy and Scalability
The Gateway increases API service throughput without the need for API consumers to make changes to
configuration settings by simply starting multiple API service instances.

Presentation of Services
The API Catalog component provides easy access to discovered API services and their associated API
documentation in a user-friendly manner. Access to the contents of the API catalog is controlled through z/OS
security.

Encrypted Communication
API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication across internal components, and discovered API services
through the Gateway.

Platform Independence
As the API Mediation Layer is implemented in Java, the Layer targets z/OS as a platform, but can run on other
platforms as needed.

Install the API Mediation Layer

Download the API Mediation Layer package with one of the following methods:

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer PAX file from Broadcom Support under Download Management. For more
information, see the Brightside documentation.

• Install the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe project.

TIP

Zowe offers modern interfaces to interact with z/OS and allows you to work with z/OS in a similar way to
cloud platform.

For more information about Zowe, see the Zowe documentation.

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer

Integrate the JCLCheck REST API with Zowe API Mediation Layer to make the API discoverable through the API catalog.
This procedure also enables a secure HTTPS connection between the API and the API Mediation Layer.
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Follow these steps:

1. Add definitions to the /cai/CASoftware/JCKR1/config/jclcheck.yml configuration file. These configurations
will take effect when you you start the AJ6ZJCKR PROC. If you are not using Single Sign-On (SSO):
apiml:

    enabled: true

    service:

        hostname: localhost

        ipAddress: 127.0.0.1

        discoveryServiceUrls:

            - https://localhost:10011/eureka

If you are using Single Sign-On (SSO):
apiml:

    enabled: true

    service:

        hostname: localhost

        ipAddress: 127.0.0.1

        discoveryServiceUrls:

            - https://localhost:10011/eureka

        authentication:

            scheme: httpBasicPassTicket

            applid: <applid>

apiml.service.discoverServiceUrls
is the URL of the API Mediation Layer Discover Service. You can use the default URL https://
localhost:10011/eureka if the Discovery Service is running on the default port 10011.

apiml.service.hostname
and apiml.service.ipAddress are the hostname and the IP address of your server. You can use localhost for
development purposes if your API Mediation Layer is running on on the same server.

httpBasicPassTicket
specifies the value that indicates that the HTTP Basic authentication scheme is used with PassTickets.

<applid>
is the APPLID value that is used by the API service for PassTicket support (e.g. OMVSAPPL)

2. Configure certificates to enable HTTPS connection between the REST API and the API Mediation Layer. For
documentation about this procedure, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

3. Perform the remaining deployment steps described in Configure and Deploy the JCLCheck REST API.

You integrated the JCLCheck REST API with the API Mediation Layer. To verify that the service is successfully integrated,
navigate to the API Catalog home page and ensure that the JCLCheck REST API service is displayed.
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Using TLS Certificates
Companies frequently choose to conduct all web service requests over a secure HTTP connection (HTTPS). This is
accomplished through a connection often referred to as Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The newer terminology (and protocol)
for such a secure connection is Transport Layer Security (TLS).

About TLS Certificates

To configure TLS communications, you create TLS certificates and create data stores to hold those certificates. A server
certificate represents your REST API server. Depending on your security needs you can also create a client certificate.

A server in a TLS conversation (in this case your REST API server) has a keystore in which it stores the certificates, which
verify that the server is who it claims to be. The server sends its certificate to a client during TLS negotiation. A client
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has a truststore, in which it stores certificates that it is willing to trust. The client confirms the certificate that is sent by the
server during TLS negotiations against the client’s truststore.

You can also optionally configure the additional TLS security of client-side certificates. This is not as frequently done,
but it is a capability of certificates. In this scenario, you configure a server to demand a client certificate. You create a
client certificate and store it into the client’s keystore and into the server’s truststore. This technique is essentially the
reverse of the procedure that is used to deploy a server certificate. You must do this procedure for every remote client in
your environment. During TLS negotiation, the server asks the client for its certificate. The client retrieves its certificate
from its keystore and sends it to the server. The server verifies the certificate against the server’s truststore. Through this
procedure, the server verifies that the client application can be trusted.

Using Certificate Authorities

Certificate Authorities, like VeriSign, Entrust, and DigiCert, can be used to sign a given server’s certificate. With a signed
certificate, a client does not need a certificate from every server in the world stored in its truststore. If the client trusts a
Certificate Authority, it knows that it can trust a certificate that it receives from an otherwise unknown server, as long as
the certificate is signed by a Certificate Authority. Public web server applications and web browsers often use this type of
approach, because of the sheer volume of clients and servers.

Obtaining a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority is beyond the scope of this document. The recommended
practice for deploying certificates for your corporate REST API server is to obtain a certificate from your company’s
security department. Individuals can create a self-signed certificate for a server. You may choose to do this to test an
application while you wait for a certificate from your security department. Regardless of where it comes from, if your
certificate is self-signed, you must place it into both the server’s keystore and into the client’s truststore.

Using the Keytool Program

One commonly available application for creating keystores and truststores is a program named keytool from your
Java Runtime Environment. Keytool can also create a self-signed certificate, place a certificate into a keystore,
import a certificate signed by a Certificate Authority, export a certificate from a keystore, and import a certificate into a
truststore. Using these capabilities of keytool, you can create the various scenarios described above. You must read the
documentation for keytool to learn the details required to accomplish those steps.

Using the REST API
This article describes how to use the JCLCheck Workload Automation REST API. The JCLCheck API is a
Representational State Transfer (REST) architectural style of web services, which uses HTTP 1.1 and Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URI).

The JCLCheck API enables a remote client to run a verification check of JCL. The options that drive the JCLCheck
verification are supplied in a query string on the URI.

The response to a client request contains the requested JCLCheck reports and individually accessible items of information
from the reports. These discrete data items enable the client to easily identify key pieces of information, making it easier
for the client to take appropriate action on the response.

The REST API lets you perform the following actions

• Run a JCLCheck verification of JCL supplied in the body of the request.
• Run a JCLCheck verification of JCL stored in a z/OS dataset.
• Confirm the status of the JCLCheck REST API server. Through this API, you can determine if the server is running or

not. It is similar in concept to the TCP/IP ‘ping’ command. Part of the response from the status request is the version
number of the server, which can be valuable information to the client.

For instructions about how to install the JCLCheck REST API, search Install, Configure, and Deploy the JCLCheck REST
API.
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Example Use Cases

The REST API for JCLCheck Workload Automation can be used in the following ways:

• Promotion of JCL from test to production in an automated pipeline
By calling the JCLCheck API from within a continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline, you can confirm
that long-running JCL has a high probability of success before the product that contains that JCL is promoted into a
production system.

• Early JCL verification during development
While modifying JCL within a programming editor, developers can run an external command to perform checks of that
JCL to get early and frequent verification that the JCL conforms to their company standards. The REST API enables
this capability to expand beyond the existing submission of JCLCheck from an ISPF editor to a large number of laptop-
based programming editors.

• Create a JCL error highlighter for a programming editor
The REST API provides information which could be incorporated into a programming editor to dynamically highlight
erroneous JCL and provide explanations of the errors.

Authentication and Authorization
REST API communication is secured through the HTTPS protocol. The REST API server authenticates using the Basic
authentication type, and the mainframe username and password. A user ID must have read access to the SAF resource
named JCLCheck.SERVICE for that user ID to be permitted to call the JCLCheck REST APIs.

URI Structure
URI addresses for the REST API operations have the following structure:

WARNING
All URIs are case-sensitive.

protocol://host:port/api/v1/DesiredOperation

Where:

protocol
Specifies whether http or https is enabled for your client program.
Values: http, https

host
Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running.

port
Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server.

api/v1
Fixed portion of the URI for version 1 of the API.

DesiredOperation
Specifies the various operations that can be performed by the REST API. It can be one of:

• status
Confirms the status of the REST server (is it running?).

• check/jclContent
Checks the JCL which is supplied in the body of the request.

• check/dataSet/DataSetName
Checks the JCL which resides in a z/OS dataset.
– DataSetName is the name of a z/OS dataset containing the JCL to be checked.
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A query parameter named “options” can be added to the end of both the check/jclContent and check/dataSet
URIs to specify JCLCheck options. Options are specified with the same keywords that you would use on the
PARM= statement of a batch invocation of JCLCheck. For example:
/api/v1/check/jclContent?options=NOAS NOAU NOHCD NOJCL NORES NOSIGN

HTTP Request Methods
The HTTP PUT request method is used for the “check” operations because the jclContent URI target requires an HTTP
body to be supplied. An HTTP GET request method is used for the “status” operation.

Troubleshoot Errors
For errors that occur during request processing, the API returns an HTTP status code to the calling client. An error is
indicated by a 4nn code or a 5nn code. For example, Status: 400 Bad Request. In addition, some errors might
include a JSON object/response that contains a message that describes the error. Use this information to diagnose the
error or provide it to Broadcom Support, if required.

OpenAPI Specification
This section contains documentation for the JCLCheck Workload Automation REST API that was generated from the
OpenAPI Specification (formerly Swagger Specification).

no

{"swagger":"2.0","info":{"description":"Validates the accuracy of job control language (JCL)

 and also helps identify execution-time errors, such as security violations and missing

 data sets that could cause jobs to fail.","version":"1.0.0-SNAPSHOT","title":"CA JCLCheck

 Workload Automation™ Service"},"host":"mvsde20.lvn.broadcom.net:10181","basePath":"/","tags":

[{"name":"JCLCheck Service API","description":"Jcl Check Controller"},{"name":"JCLCheck Service API

 Status","description":"Status Controller"}],"paths":{"/api/v1/check/dataSet/{dataSetName}":{"put":

{"tags":["JCLCheck Service API"],"summary":"Check DataSet","description":"Check JCL contained in a

 z/OS data set.","operationId":"checkDataSetUsingPUT","consumes":["application/json"],"produces":

["application/json;charset=UTF-8"],"parameters":[{"name":"dataSetName","in":"path","description":"The

 name of the data set that contains the JCL. Can be specified with or without a

 member.","required":true,"type":"string"},{"name":"options","in":"query","description":"The

 JCLCheck options string. Options are specified as you would on the PARM= statement of a batch

 invocation of JCLCheck.","required":false,"type":"string","allowEmptyValue":false}],"responses":

{"200":{"description":"OK","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/JclCheckResponse"}},"201":

{"description":"Created"},"400":{"description":"Bad Request","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

ApiMessage"}},"401":{"description":"Unauthorized","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/ApiMessage"}},"403":

{"description":"SAF Check Failed","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/ApiMessage"}},"404":

{"description":"Not Found"},"500":{"description":"Internal Error","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

ApiMessage"}}},"security":[{"basicAuth":[]}],"deprecated":false}},"/api/v1/check/jclContent":{"put":

{"tags":["JCLCheck Service API"],"summary":"Check JCL Content","description":"Check the JCL passed

 in the request payload.","operationId":"checkContentUsingPUT","consumes":["text/plain"],"produces":

["application/json;charset=UTF-8"],"parameters":[{"in":"body","name":"jcl","description":"The JCL to

 check.","required":true,"schema":{"type":"string"}},{"name":"options","in":"query","description":"The

 JCLCheck options string. Options are specified as you would on the PARM= statement of a batch

 invocation of JCLCheck.","required":false,"type":"string","allowEmptyValue":false}],"responses":

{"200":{"description":"OK","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/JclCheckResponse"}},"201":

{"description":"Created"},"400":{"description":"Bad Request","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

ApiMessage"}},"401":{"description":"Unauthorized","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/ApiMessage"}},"403":

{"description":"SAF Check Failed","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/ApiMessage"}},"404":{"description":"Not

 Found"},"500":{"description":"Internal Error","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/ApiMessage"}}},"security":

[{"basicAuth":[]}],"deprecated":false}},"/api/v1/status":{"get":{"tags":["JCLCheck Service API
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 Status"],"summary":"API Status","description":"Get API status","operationId":"statusUsingGET","produces":

["application/json;charset=UTF-8"],"responses":{"200":{"description":"OK","schema":{"$ref":"#/

definitions/StatusResponse"}},"401":{"description":"Unauthorized","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

ApiMessage"}},"403":{"description":"Forbidden"},"404":{"description":"Not Found"},"500":

{"description":"Internal Error","schema":{"$ref":"#/definitions/ApiMessage"}}},"security":[{"basicAuth":

[]}],"deprecated":false}}},"securityDefinitions":{"basicAuth":{"type":"basic"}},"definitions":

{"ApiMessage":{"type":"object","properties":{"messages":{"type":"array","items":{"$ref":"#/

definitions/Message"}}},"title":"ApiMessage"},"ApiStatusData":{"type":"object","properties":

{"version":{"type":"string"}},"title":"ApiStatusData"},"JclCheckData":{"type":"object","properties":

{"errorDetails":{"type":"string"},"jckServiceRc":{"type":"integer","format":"int64"},"jckServiceRsn":

{"type":"integer","format":"int64"},"jclCheckCode":{"type":"integer","format":"int32"},"parsedAvailable":

{"type":"boolean"},"parsedReports":{"$ref":"#/definitions/JclCheckParsedReportData"},"raw":

{"type":"string"}},"title":"JclCheckData"},"JclCheckParsedCommonReportsData":

{"type":"object","properties":{"report7":{"$ref":"#/definitions/JclCheckParsedReport7Data"},"report8":

{"$ref":"#/definitions/JclCheckParsedReport8Data"},"report9":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

JclCheckParsedReport9Data"}},"title":"JclCheckParsedCommonReportsData"},"JclCheckParsedJobnameReportData":

{"type":"object","title":"JclCheckParsedJobnameReportData"},"JclCheckParsedReport7Data":

{"type":"object","properties":{"rawReport":{"type":"array","items":

{"type":"string"}}},"title":"JclCheckParsedReport7Data"},"JclCheckParsedReport8Data":

{"type":"object","properties":{"rawReport":{"type":"array","items":

{"type":"string"}}},"title":"JclCheckParsedReport8Data"},"JclCheckParsedReport9Data":

{"type":"object","properties":{"rawReport":{"type":"array","items":

{"type":"string"}}},"title":"JclCheckParsedReport9Data"},"JclCheckParsedReportData":

{"type":"object","properties":{"jobReports":{"type":"array","items":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

JclCheckParsedJobnameReportData"}},"preamble":{"type":"array","items":{"type":"string"}},"summaryReports":

{"$ref":"#/definitions/

JclCheckParsedCommonReportsData"}},"title":"JclCheckParsedReportData"},"JclCheckResponse":

{"type":"object","properties":{"data":{"$ref":"#/definitions/JclCheckData"},"messages":

{"type":"array","items":{"$ref":"#/definitions/Message"}}},"title":"JclCheckResponse"},"Message":

{"type":"object","properties":{"messageAction":{"type":"string"},"messageComponent":

{"type":"string"},"messageContent":{"type":"string"},"messageInstanceId":{"type":"string"},"messageKey":

{"type":"string"},"messageNumber":{"type":"string"},"messageParameters":{"type":"array","items":

{"type":"object"}},"messageReason":{"type":"string"},"messageSource":{"type":"string"},"messageType":

{"type":"string","enum":["ERROR","WARNING","INFO","DEBUG","TRACE"]}},"title":"Message"},"StatusData":

{"type":"object","properties":{"api":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

ApiStatusData"}},"title":"StatusData"},"StatusResponse":{"type":"object","properties":{"data":

{"$ref":"#/definitions/StatusData"},"messages":{"type":"array","items":{"$ref":"#/definitions/

Message"}}},"title":"StatusResponse"}}}
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Reference
The information in this area of the documentation provides error and diagnostic messages for JCLCheck and JCLNeat.
These topics also contain the runtime options for JCLCheck and the default options for JCLNeat.

Use the navigation panel to the left to access the following JCLCheck and JCLNeat reference topics:

• JCLCheck Messages
• ChekPlex Messages
• JCLCheck Return Codes
• ABEND Codes
• JCLNeat Return Codes
• JCLCheck Runtime Options
• JCLCheck Reports
• JCLNeat Options
• JCLNeat Reports

JCLCheck Messages
JCLCheck messages follow a particular format that lets you identify the parts of the message code.

Most messages have the following format:

 CAY6nnnx

 

CAY6
Indicates the message prefix for JCLCheck

nnn
Indicates the message number

x
Indicates the severity code of the message

Code Description
A Indicates that a severe error occurred during the JCLCheck

initialization process.
Correct the error and resubmit the run.

E Indicates that an error has occurred; the job will probably fail.
I Indicates an informational message only.
S Indicates a severe error; the job will definitely fail.
W Indicates a warning message; something is wrong, but not serious

enough to stop processing.

Example:

The message CAY6001W has a prefix of CAY6 for JCLCheck, a message number of 001, and a severity code of W.

NOTE
You can modify the severity code of all JCLCheck messages (CAY6) by modifying JCLMSG using the MCOSYS
or MCOUSR option, using CAZ1REX2, CAZ1REXX, or the REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option, or by
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using the CAZ1XERR user exit. All other messages found in this documentation cannot have their severity code
modified.

 CAY6000 to CAY6099W
The topics that follow describe the CAY6000 to CAY6099W messages.

 CAY6000
Normal End of CA JCLCHECK

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck job is done.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6000
n STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB jobname. MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS n

Reason:

The job just submitted through CA JCLCheck returned the following data:

• The number of statements flagged in the submitted JCL
• The maximum severity

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6001W
number STATEMENTS FLUSHED BEFORE JOB CARD

Reason:

A JES2 /*PRIORITY statement or a null JCL statement was encountered, but the statement that followed was not a JOB
statement. All statements after this JOB statement and before the next JOB statement were flushed.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6002S
ILLEGAL PROCLIB CARD

Reason:

A procedure statement was found that did not begin with the characters //.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6003E
name IS OVERLONG NAME FIELD

Reason:

The name field of a statement exceeds eight characters. CA JCLCheck truncates the name to its first eight characters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6004E
name IS ILLEGAL NAME FIELD

Reason:

The name field of a statement begins with a digit.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6005E
string CONTAINS ILLEGAL CHARACTERS

Reason:

The string shown contains non-alphabetic or illegal characters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6006S
VERB string IS UNKNOWN

Reason:

• An unidentifiable JCL statement was encountered
• The JCL statement was used with an incorrect z/OS level

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6007E
OVERRIDE NOT ALLOWED HERE

Reason:

A name field contained a period but was not a job stream DD statement overriding a cataloged procedure.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6008E
RESERVED DDNAME ddname USED INCORRECTLY

Reason:

A JOBLIB or JOBCAT statement occurred after the first EXEC statement in a job.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6009E
MISPLACED /*PRIORITY CARD

Reason:

A JOB statement was not followed by a /*PRIORITY statement.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6010S
JOB HAS NO STEPS

Reason:

This job has no EXEC statements.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6011S
MISPLACED STATEMENT

Reason:

A DD statement other than JOBLIB or JOBCAT was found before the first EXEC statement. This message appears if any
DD statement is misplaced.

Note:  This message is generated for the EASYPROC PROCLIB DD if the EASYPROC option was not selected.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6012W
CATALOG IGNORED - CSI OPTION NOT SELECTED

Reason:

A JOBCAT or STEPCAT statement, or an IDCAMS control statement with a CATALOG parameter was encountered but
the CSI option was not selected. Results are correct only when the CSI option is selected.

Action:
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Correct and re-submit. .

 CAY6013E
MULTIPLE ddname STATEMENTS ENCOUNTERED - DDNAME IGNORED

Reason:

Multiple JOBCAT or JOBLIB statements were encountered before the first EXEC statement of the job. To avoid errors
later, CA JCLCheck ignores the ddname on the second and subsequent appearances of JOBCAT or JOBLIB. Such
statements are listed as concatenations on the merged JCL listing. z/OS ignores the multiple specification entirely.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6014E
THIS STATEMENT SHOULD HAVE A NAME

Reason:

• An unnamed PROC statement was found in the job stream
• An unnamed DD statement was not preceded by a named one

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6015E
PROCEDURE HAS NO STEPS

Reason:

A cataloged procedure contains no EXEC statements.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6016E
OVERRIDDEN STEP name NOT FOUND IN PROCEDURE

Reason:

• The step name specified was not found in the procedure
• Step names are specified in the wrong order when multiple steps are overridden

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6017E
SYMBOLIC PARAMETER name NOT USED IN PROCEDURE

Reason:
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• The specified symbolic parameter was not found anywhere in the procedure
• A legitimate EXEC statement parameter is misspelled

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6018E
UNMATCHED PARENTHESES

Reason:

A statement contains an unequal number of right and left parentheses.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6019E
SPURIOUS string1 IGNORED NEAR string2

Reason:

The characters for  string1  were discarded from the statement because they follow a quoted or bracketed string with no
intervening comma.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6020E
EXPECTED CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED

Reason:

A statement terminated with a comma-blank sequence or had a non-blank character in column 72. However, the next
statement was not a valid continuation statement.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6021E
CONTINUATION DATA STARTS AFTER COLUMN 16

Reason:

z/OS requires that a continuation statement begin between columns 4 and 16 and treats any statement left blank in these
columns as a comment. CA JCLCheck processes the statement line as a continuation.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6022E
NULL OPERAND FIELD INVALID

Reason:

A JCL statement without an operand was encountered.

Note:  This syntax is valid only for PROC, PEND, and INCLUDE statements and for DD statements overriding a
concatenation.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6023E
POSITIONAL PARM string1 FOUND AFTER KEYWORDS NEAR string2

Reason:

The positional parameter  string1  was discarded because it followed one or more keyword parameters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6024S
UNMATCHED QUOTES FOUND NEAR string

Reason:

A statement contains an odd number of quotation marks.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6025E
REQUIRED PGM, PROC, or MEMBER PARAMETER MISSING

Reason:

• The first parameter on an EXEC statement was not PGM, PROC, or MEMBER
• The first parameter on an INCLUDE statement was not MEMBER

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6026E
PROCEDURE CALL NOT ALLOWED FROM WITHIN A PROCEDURE

Reason:

An EXEC PROC statement was found within a cataloged procedure.

Note:  Nested procedures are illegal in standard version 3.x and lower. This message does not appear if you are using
version 4.1 or higher.
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Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6027E
PROCEDURE name NOT FOUND

Reason:

The procedure called  name  does not exist in the currently active procedure library and was not specified as an in-stream
procedure.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6028E
PARAMETER name SHOULD NOT CONTAIN SUBPARAMETERS

Reason:

A value in parentheses was specified for parameter  name  . Subparameters are not valid.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6029E
name STATEMENT SHOULD NOT CONTAIN POSITIONAL PARAMETERS

Reason:

Positional parameters were found on a PROC or SET statement. The only parameters allowed on a PROC or SET
statement are default specifications for symbolic parameters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6030E
KEYWORD name IS TOO LONG

Reason:

A keyword exceeds eight characters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6031E
KEYWORD name HAS INVALID FORMAT

Reason:

A keyword starts with a numeric character or contains multiple periods.
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Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6032W
VALUE OF name1 PARAMETER OF name2 SHOULD NOT BE NULL

Reason:

Parameter  name1  , which is a subparameter of  name2  , should not have a zero-length value.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6033W
ATTEMPTED OVERRIDE OF ddname IN STATEMENT stmt FAILED - STATEMENTS OUT OF ORDER

Reason:

A DD statement in the job stream had the same  ddname  as a procedure statement. An override was not recognized
because there were other job stream DD statements between the overriding one and its target.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6034W
DDNAME ddname HAS ALREADY OCCURRED IN STATEMENT stmt

Reason:

There are two DD statements with the same name in the same step. z/OS ignores the second DD statement.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6035S
TOO MANY POSITIONAL PARAMETERS SUPPLIED FOR name

Reason:

There were more positional parameters for  name  than those defined for CA JCLCheck. CA JCLCheck ignores the extra
parameters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6036E
REQUIRED POSITIONAL SUBPARAMETER name1 OMITTED FROM name2

Reason:

You did not supply the positional parameter  name1  , which is required when you specify  name2  .
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Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6037E
UNKNOWN KEYWORD name1 SPECIFIED IN OPERAND OF name2

Reason:

Keyword  name1  was not defined as a subparameter of  name2  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6038E
SYMBOLIC PARAMETER name IS TOO LONG

Reason:

The name of a symbolic parameter exceeds the seven-character limit.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6039S
PARAMETER name1 IS SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE IN OPERAND OF name2

Reason:

The keyword parameter  name1  was specified more than once. CA JCLCheck ignores the second and subsequent
appearances of the keyword parameter.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6040E
PARAMETER name1 IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH EARLIER PARAMETERS

Reason:

Parameter  name1  cannot be specified because it is logically inconsistent with an earlier parameter.

Example:  The parameter SYSOUT cannot be specified on a DD * statement, and the PGM= parameter cannot be
specified on an EXEC statement with a PROC name.

NOTE
For more information, see the appendix of the IBM  MVS JCL Reference Manual  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6041E
OPERAND value IS TOO SHORT FOR name

Reason:

The value provided is shorter than the minimum length allowed for an operand of  name  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6042E
OPERAND value IS TOO LONG FOR name PARAMETER OF name

Reason:

The value provided is longer than the maximum length allowed for an operand of  name  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6043E
OPERAND value FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2 CONTAINS ILLEGAL CHARACTERS

Reason:

The value provided for parameter  name1  contains invalid characters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6044E
OPERAND string FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2 DOES NOT BEGIN WITH AN ALPHABETIC OR NATIONAL
CHARACTER

Reason:

The value supplied for  name1  is not a valid name because it does not begin with an alphabetic (A-Z) or national (@, $, #)
character.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6045E
value IS TOO SMALL A VALUE FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2

Reason:

The numeric value  value  is smaller than the minimum allowable value for  name1  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6046E
value IS TOO LARGE A VALUE FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2

Reason:

The numeric value  value  is larger than the maximum allowable value for  name1  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6047E
VALUE OF PARAMETER name SHOULD NOT BE QUOTED

Reason:

The operand of  name  was specified in quotes. Quoted values are not allowed for this parameter.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6048E
value IS ILLEGAL OPERAND FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2

Reason:

The value specified as an operand of  name1  is not one of the set of allowable keyword values.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6048I
value IS ILLEGAL OPERAND FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2. DASD ASSUMED.

Reason:

The NORUNTIME option was specified, and the UNITNAME was not found in the CAZ2UTAB unit name table. A DASD
device class is assumed, and processing continues.

Action:

Update CAZ2UTAB to include the missing UNITNAME.

 CAY6049E
BACK REFERENCE NOT VALID FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2

Reason:

The operand of  name1  begins with the characters asterisk period (*.). This parameter cannot be a backward reference.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6050E
BACK REFERENCE value HAS INVALID FORMAT (USED IN name1 PARAMETER OF name2)

Reason:

An error exists in the backward reference  value  more than three levels, two consecutive periods, and so on.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6051E
STATEMENT REFERENCED BY BACK REFERENCE value CANNOT BE FOUND (USED IN name1 PARAMETER OF
name2)

Reason:

A backward reference refers to a step or statement that cannot be located.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6052E
DSNAME dsname IS INVALID NEAR string

Reason:

The data set name  dsname  has an invalid syntax in the following conditions:

• A level exceeds eight characters
• It begins with a numeric character
• It has two consecutive periods
• It uses a nonalphanumeric character

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6053E
DSNAME dsname CONTAINS INVALID MEMBER NAME

Reason:

• A member name contains invalid characters
• A member name exceeds eight characters in length

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6054E
DSNAME dsname CONTAINS INVALID GENERATION NUMBER

Reason:
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A value specified in parentheses begins with a digit or a sign but is not a valid generation number.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6055E
TEMPORARY DSNAME dsname CONTAINS MORE THAN 8 CHARACTERS

Reason:

The data set name  dsname  begins with an ampersand, but there are more than eight characters following the
ampersand. The maximum length of a temporary dsname is eight characters.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6056E
DSNAME dsname IS INVALID TEMPORARY DSNAME

Reason:

The data set name  dsname  begins with an ampersand. The name contains periods or other special characters, or a
numeric character immediately follows the ampersand.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6057W
STMT stmt REFERENCED BY BACK REFERENCE value DOES NOT CONTAIN name PARAMETER

Reason:

Although the backward reference  value  was correctly resolved (to statement  stmt  ), there may be no value of  name  to
pick up.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6058E
PROCEDURE STATEMENT MAY NOT CONTAIN DD * OR DD DATA PARAMETER

Reason:

A procedure statement references an in-stream data set. Standard z/OS does not allow procedure statements to
reference in-stream data sets.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6059S
NO DELIMITER FOUND FOR DD DATA DATA SET. JCL MAY HAVE BEEN FLUSHED, INCLUDING ANY OTHER
JOBS FOLLOWING

Reason:

A DD DATA statement was found, but no /* statement (or other delimiter, if specified by the DLM parameter) was found.
CA JCLCheck considers all statements that follow this statement as part of the input stream, including any other jobs.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6060W
DCB PARAMETERS SHOULD NOT BE USED ON DD * OR DD DATA STATEMENTS IN A HASP SYSTEM

Reason:

In a non-z/OS system, specification of DCB parameters on an input stream data set causes the data set to be spooled by
z/OS rather than by HASP, greatly increasing the overhead.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6061E
DSNAME dsname NOT FOUND IN CATALOG

Reason:

One of the following data sets was not cataloged as required:

• A data set name specified as an operand of DCB, VOL=REF
• A generation data group
• A VSAM data set member was not cataloged

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6062E
UNKNOWN JES2 CONTROL CARD

Reason:

The statement begins with /* followed by a nonblank, but the statement is not recognized as a JES2 control statement.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6063E
INVALID string CONTROL CARD

Reason:
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The JES2 control statement /*  string  has an invalid or misspelled parameter or has data in an incorrect column.

Example  : In non-z/OS systems, the two operands of /*ROUTE must begin in columns 10 and 16.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6064E
PEND CARD MISSING ON INSTREAM PROCEDURE

Reason:

A PROC statement was found, but no delimiting PEND statement was found. All remaining JCL in the job was flushed.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6065E
INSTREAM PROCEDURE name HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED IN STATEMENT stmt

Reason:

The in-stream procedure named  name  has been defined multiple times. The first definition occurred at statement  stmt  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6066E
DATA SET dsname NOT FOUND ON VOLUME volume

Reason:

A disk data set was specified as currently existing but cannot be located on the volume specified. Unless the data set is
created before the job is run, the job abends with an S213 ABEND code when it tries to open the data set.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

NOTE
The SUBALLOC option can affect this message. For more information, see the runtime options in the Command
Reference article.

 CAY6067W
UNABLE TO VERIFY THAT DATA SET dsname IS ON VOLUME volume - VOLUME IS NOT MOUNTED

Reason:

An existence check was required for  dsname  , but it could not be completed.

Action:

The volume can be mounted by adding the following DD statement to the JCL used to execute CA JCLCheck:
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   //SYSDD

   

    xxx

   

   DD VOL=SER=

   

    volume

   

   ,UNIT=

   

    unit

   

   ,DISP=SHR

  

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6068E
DDNAME ddname HAS NOT OCCURRED IN THIS STEP (USED IN name1 PARAMETER OF name2)

Reason:

A parameter, for example SEP or AFF, references an earlier DD statement. CA JCLCheck cannot find the referenced DD
statement.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6069W
STATEMENT stmt BACKREFERENCED IN PGM PARAMETER DOES NOT DEFINE A MEMBER OF A PDS

Reason:

A program name is specified as a backward reference. The statement referenced (statement number  stmt  ) does not
define a member of a PDS.

Note:  The job probably abends upon execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6070E
DDNAME PARAMETER REFERENCES STATEMENT stmt WHICH ALSO CONTAINS A DDNAME PARAMETER

Reason:

The  ddname  parameter of this statement points to another statement that also contains a  ddname  parameter. This
usage is illegal in standard z/OS.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6071W
DDNAME ddname NOT FOUND IN STEP AFTER THIS STATEMENT

Reason:

A  ddname  forward reference could not be resolved. The statement is treated as DD DUMMY.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6072E
UNIT NAME NOT SUPPLIED

Reason:

• A new data set was defined without a unit specification (either explicitly or with VOL=REF).
• The DISP parameter is omitted for an existing data set.

NOTE
An omitted DISP defaults to NEW,DELETE.

• An old data set was defined without a unit specification (either explicitly or with VOL=REF).

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6073W
SYSIN DD STATEMENT GENERATED

Reason:

A non-JCL statement was found in the job stream. A //SYSIN DD * statement was inserted by CA JCLCheck (and would
be inserted by z/OS) to make it part of an input stream data set.

NOTE
If this was intended, no further action is necessary.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6074W
SPECIFIED VOLUME volume1 DIFFERS FROM VOLUME IN CATALOG volume2

Reason:

A data set cataloged on  volume2  has  volume1  specified in its JCL. The statement is assumed to reference a different
data set than the cataloged one.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6075E
UNIT unit INCONSISTENT WITH DSNAME dsname (CATALOGED ON volume)
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Reason:

A cataloged data set volume is inconsistent with its unit type. The cataloged data set name can be inconsistent with the
unit name in the following conditions:

• An explicitly specified unit on the DD statement conflicts with the volume serial in the catalog
• The volume serial in the catalog has changed units since the data set was cataloged

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6076E
UNIT unit INCONSISTENT WITH VOLUME volume

Reason:

The DD statement specifies a permanently mounted volume that is mounted on a specific type of unit. The UNIT
parameter specifies another type of unit.

Example:  A unit type of 3380 was requested for a volume serial already mounted on a 3390 volume.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6077E
NO unit UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR volume

Reason:

Volume  volume  is not currently mounted, and no online units of type  unit  are available for mounting it.

NOTE
Unless the operator can vary a unit online at runtime, you must cancel the job upon execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6078W
INVALID DISP SPECIFIED FOR TEMPORARY DATA SET - CHANGED TO PASS

Reason:

A disposition of KEEP, CATLG, or UNCATLG was requested (or implied) for a temporary data set. The invalid disposition
was ignored.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6079E
DATA SET dsname WAS SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT CANNOT BE FOUND

Reason:
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The specified  dsname  was not passed to this step and could not be found in the catalog. The most frequent cause of this
message is a misspelled data set name.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

NOTE
The DSNERR option causes CA JCLCheck to display this message for each occurrence of the data set in the
JCL. The LOCATE option can cause CA JCLCheck to suppress this message.

 CAY6080E
DATA SET dsname WAS SPECIFIED AS NEW, BUT ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The DD statement specifies that a new disk data set should be allocated. A data set of this name however, already exists
on the specified volume.

NOTE
In an SMS environment,  only  the first volume of the storage group associated with this file is used for duplicate
dsname on volume. If the data set is on the first volume of the storage group, this message is issued. If the data
set is on any other volume other than the first, this message is not issued.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

NOTE
The SUPCAT and CA11 options can cause CA JCLCheck to suppress this message.

 CAY6081E
DISP OF CATLG INVALID FOR dsname - DATA SET ALREADY CATALOGED

Reason:

The disposition of this data set requests that it be cataloged, but there is a data set of this name already cataloged.

NOTE
If this situation is not corrected before the job runs, the attempt to catalog this data set results in a NOT
CATLGED 2 message, and subsequent references through the catalog will keep the old version of the data set.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

NOTE
The SUPCAT and CA11 options can cause CA JCLCheck to suppress this message.

 CAY6082E
DISP OF UNCATLG INVALID FOR dsname - DATA SET IS NOT CATALOGED

Reason:

The disposition of this job requests that the data set be uncataloged. The data set is not currently cataloged.

Action:
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Correct and reenter.

 CAY6083E
SPACE PARAMETER NOT PROVIDED FOR NEW DIRECT ACCESS DATA SET

Reason:

A new disk data set was defined without a space allocation.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6084E
DISP INCOMPATIBLE WITH DSNAME

Reason:

A disposition of SHR was requested for a new member of a generation data group, or a disposition of NEW was
requested for an existing member of a generation data group.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6085E
PATTERN DSCB NOT PROVIDED FOR A NEW MEMBER OF A GENERATION DATA GROUP

Reason:

z/OS requires that a new member of a generation data group have a pattern DSCB.

To provide the pattern DSCB in the DCB parameter, perform one of the following actions:

• Specify the DCB=dsname (for example, DCB=SYS1.MACLIB).
• Create a new data set on the volume containing the catalog that defines the generation data group. This data set must

have the same name as the generation index without the generation number, and so it cannot be cataloged.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6086E
BLKSIZE INCONSISTENT WITH LRECL FOR FIXED RECORD DATA SET

Reason:

The JCL statement specifies a data set with fixed records in the following situations:

• If the data set is blocked, the block size is not a multiple of the logical record length.
• If the data set is unblocked, the block size is not equal to the logical record length.

Either situation results in an S013 ABEND code when the job is run.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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NOTE
The DCBCHK option suppresses this message for SYSOUT data sets.

 CAY6087W
BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION

Reason:

A new or DUMMY data set was found with no BLKSIZE parameter. Unless it was written to provide a BLKSIZE, the
program abends with a S013 completion code when it tries to open the data set.

NOTE
The BLKMSG option eliminates this message for DD statements within procedures.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6088E
INVALID COMBINATION OF RACF PARAMETERS

Reason:

Both the USER and PASSWORD parameters must be specified if either one is specified. In addition, if GROUP is
specified, both USER and PASSWORD must also be specified.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6089E
DATA SET dsname IS NOT A PDS

Reason:

Data set  dsname  was specified in a JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statement or was specified with a member name in
parentheses. It is not a partitioned data set (possibly because it was allocated without directory blocks). The program and
member existence checking feature did not try to open it.

NOTE
Lowering the severity of this error can cause duplicate messages if you use the PXREF option.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

NOTE

This error may also occur if you are using the VSAM option. Please discontinue use of the VSAM option and use
the CSI option instead.

 CAY6090W
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE LIBRARY dsname. ALLOCATION ERROR string

Reason:
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The program and member existence checking feature was unable to allocate a library to check for its programs. The
reason for the allocation failure is specified in  string  . If  string  is NO DD, there is no SYSDD  xxx  DD statement
specifying the library's volume in the CA JCLCheck JCL.

NOTE
A  string  of eight hexadecimal digits is a z/OS dynamic allocation error code. For an explanation, see the  z/OS
Job Management  manual.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

CAY6091W
UNABLE TO OPEN LIBRARY dsname

Reason:

The program and member existence checking feature was unable to open the library dsname.

This message may be issued for the following reasons:

• Security (including password protection) prevents access to the file
• The actual file open fails
• Errors in the statement prevent CA JCLCheck from attempting an opening

When the library is part of a concatenation (JOBLIB or STEPLIB), this scenario will terminate the concatenation search.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6092W
JOBLIB/STEPLIB NOT REQUIRED FOR PROGRAM program

Reason:

Program  program  was not found in the JOBLIB or STEPLIB specified for the step but was located in the system link
library.

NOTE
Unless the program dynamically invokes another program, the JOBLIB or STEPLIB is not needed and must be
removed to save system overhead upon execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6093E
PROGRAM program NOT FOUND

Reason:

Program  program  was not found in the STEPLIB or JOBLIB libraries and does not exist in the system link library. Unless
action is taken, the job abends with an S806 completion code when it runs.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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NOTE
The PNFMSG option can affect this message.

 CAY6094E
BLKSIZE LESS THAT LRECL+4 FOR VB DATA SET dsname

Reason:

A variable-blocked data set is being used, but the logical record length is greater than the block size. The job abends with
an S013 completion code when the data set is opened.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6095E
UNABLE TO USE CATALOG dsname IDCAMS MESSAGE string

Reason:

The VSAM option was selected, and the IBM utility IDCAMS was called to validate the catalog  dsname  named in a
JOBCAT or STEPCAT statement. IDCAMS returned the error message  string  and CA JCLCheck does not attempt to use
the catalog.

NOTE
For an explanation of the IDCAMS message, see the IBM  System Messages  manual.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6096E
INVALID CONCATENATION

Reason:

A data set that cannot logically be part of concatenation, such as a SYSOUT data set, is concatenated to another data
set. This condition most often results from an omitted  ddname  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6097W
DATA SET dsname1 (BLKSIZE number) IS CONCATENATED TO dsname2 WITH A SMALLER BLKSIZE

Reason:

Two data sets are concatenated with the one with the smaller block size first in the concatenation. The job will probably
experience an I/O error during execution, possibly with an S001 ABEND code.

Action:

To avoid concatenated data sets, perform one of the following tasks:
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• Reverse the order of the concatenated data sets
• Explicitly specify a large enough BLKSIZE on the first DD statement that defines the concatenation

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6098W
DATA SET dsname1 IS CONCATENATED TO dsname2 ON A DIFFERENT DEVICE TYPE

Reason:

This DD statement defines a concatenation of devices with unlike attributes. Unless written specially to handle this
situation, the program abends with an S637 ABEND code upon execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6099W
GENERATION DATA GROUP dsname SPECIFIED WITHOUT A GENERATION NUMBER - ALL MEMBERS
SELECTED

Reason:

The generation data group  dsname  was specified with no relative generation number. z/OS considers this to be a
reference to the entire generation data group. z/OS treats the statement as if it were a concatenation of all existing
members, from the most recent to the oldest.

NOTE
If you want to reference the entire generation data group, no further action is required.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6100W to CAY6199W
The topics that follow describe the CAY6100W to CAY6199W messages.

 CAY6100W
DISP=disposition SPECIFIED FOR CATALOGED DATA SET dsname

Reason:

The data set  dsname  is cataloged, and the DD statement disposition specifies that it be cataloged again. This situation
results in a NOT CATLGED 2 error message.

Note:  This situation may not be an error. For example, this disposition is necessary if executing the job could add
volumes to the data set.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6101E
PROGRAM program IS NOT EXECUTABLE
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Reason:

Program  program  is either an invalid load module or was flagged not executable or only loadable by the linkage editor.
This job will abend with an S706 ABEND code during execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6102W
MEMBER name NOT FOUND IN LIBRARY dsname

Reason:

The member  name  was not found in the named library. A member name is not necessary if the program is going to write
the new member. If the program tries to open the member for input, the job abends with an S013 ABEND code.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6103W
DISP PARAMETER OMITTED FOR DATA SET dsname - DISP=(NEW,DELETE) ASSUMED

Reason:

The permanent data set  dsname  was specified without a DISP parameter. The disposition defaults to (NEW,DELETE). If
this is not the intention, this message is probably followed by a CAY6072E message.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6104E
ISAM AREAS MUST BE DEFINED IN ORDER INDEX, PRIME, OVERFLOW

Reason:

An ISAM data set was encountered with its prime, index, and overflow areas specified on multiple DD statements The
areas were not defined in the proper sequence, as follows:

• The (optional) index area first
• The prime area next
• The (optional) overflow area last

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6105E
INCONSISTENT ISAM DEFINITION

Reason:

An ISAM data set was defined on multiple DD statements. The statements were inconsistent in one of the following ways:
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• The dsname changed from one statement to the next
• DCB=DSORG=IS (or equivalent) was not specified on each DD statement

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6106E
STATEMENT NOT TERMINATED WITH A COMMA OR BLANK

Reason:

A JCL statement had a non-blank character in column 72, indicating that the next statement was a continuation. Column
71 was neither a comma nor a blank, indicating that the statement text may have overflowed its prescribed area.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6107E
VALUE string SPECIFIED FOR name1 PARAMETER OF name2 CONTAINS SPECIAL CHARACTERS AND MUST BE
ENCLOSED IN QUOTES

Reason:

An illegal value was specified for parameter  name2  . Because this parameter can have a quoted operand, the value is
legal if it is enclosed in quotes.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6108W
UNABLE TO STAGE MSS VOLUME volume FOR VERIFICATION OF dsname - ALLOCATION FAILED WITH CODE
number

Reason:

A currently unstaged data set on MSS volume  volume  was encountered and the MSS option was selected, indicating CA
JCLCheck should stage the volume's VTOC for existence verification. Its attempt to do so failed in dynamic allocation with
error code  code  .

NOTE
For information about the meaning of the code, see the  z/OS Job Management  manual.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6109S
DDNAME ddname DOES NOT REFERENCE A PDS

Reason:

The PDS option was specified, requesting that CA JCLCheck use an entire PDS for its input data. The input data set on 
ddname  is not a PDS. CA JCLCheck terminates with return code 16.
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Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6109S
DDNAME ddname DOES REFERENCE A PDS

Reason:

The PDS option was not specified, requesting that CA JCLCheck use a sequential file for its input data. The input data set
on  ddname  is a PDS. CA JCLCheck terminates with return code 16.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6110S
NO MEMBERS SELECTED FOR PDS, CA Panvalet OR CA Librarian INPUT

Reason:

One of the PDS, CA Panvalet or CA Librarian options was specified, requesting that CA JCLCheck take its input from a
library. There were no members in the range specified. CA JCLCheck terminates with return code 12.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6111I
JOBNAME ON JOBCARD jobname DOES NOT MATCH PDS MEMBER NAME membername

Reason:

Input to CA JCLCheck is a PDS, CA Librarian or CA Panvalet file and the member name does not match the jobname on
the job card.

Action:

This is an informational only message; no corrective action is required.

 CAY6112S
CA Panvalet ERROR return-code MESSAGE: ppyyy

Reason:

While processing a CA Panvalet data set, an error occurred during retrieval or interface processing. For return code 0009,
the following messages correlate to the  ppyyy  portion of this message text:

• IE003 Internal processing error
• IE005 Interface error on link edit of PAM
• IE007 Interface error during CLOSE processing
• IE009 Interface error during OPEN processing
• IE011 Interface error during dynamic LOAD of PAM
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NOTE
For any return code other than 0009, see the  CA Panvalet z/OS User Guide  . The  ppyyy  refers to the
appropriate error message explanation in that guide.

Action:

For any return code other than 0009, see the action in the  CA Panvalet z/OS User Guide  . For return-code 0009 and
IE003, contact Technical Support. For IE005 and IE001, contact the systems programmer, who should verify that the CA
Panvalet interface is properly installed. For IE007, IE009, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6113S
RESTART STEP NOT FOUND

Reason:

The JOB statement RESTART parameter specified a nonexistent step name. The majority of CA JCLCheck validation for
the job was suppressed.

Action:

Correct the restart step name and rerun CA JCLCheck.

 CAY6114E
STATEMENT stmt REFERENCED BY BACK REFERENCE value IS IN A STEP SKIPPED BY RESTART

Reason:

A backward reference for the PGM or COND parameter, or for the VOL=REF parameter to a statement not including
VOL=SER, is made to a DD statement in a step skipped based on a JOB statement RESTART parameter. The reference
is illegal and fails upon execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6115E
NO CONTINUATION INDICATOR IN COLUMN 72

Reason:

A utility control statement ended with a comma, indicating continuation, but column 72 was blank. IBM utility control
statement syntax rules require a non-blank character to process the continuation. CA JCLCheck processes the
continuation as if a non-blank character had been coded.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6116E
CONTINUATION DATA DOES NOT START IN COLUMN 16

Reason:

The first non-blank character of a utility control statement and JCL statements continuation did not begin in column 16.
Continuation data must start in column 16 according to IBM utility control statement syntax rules. CA JCLCheck processes
the continuation correctly.
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Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6117E
stmt1 ENCOUNTERED WITH NO PRECEDING stmt2

Reason:

An IDCAMS IF-THEN-ELSE or DO-END group was incompletely specified. The most frequent cause of this problem is
missing continuation indicators.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6118E
IF NOT FOLLOWED BY THEN

Reason:

The THEN statement following an IF was not provided. CA JCLCheck skips to the next statement.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6119E
DD STATEMENT ddname IS REQUIRED BY PROGRAM program BUT WAS NOT PROVIDED

Reason:

CA JCLCheck recognized  program  as an IBM or user utility requiring certain DD statements. Statement  ddname  was
not included in the JCL. The utility fails upon execution.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6120E
REQUIRED KEYWORD name OMITTED FROM OPERAND OF verb

Reason:

The keyword parameter  name  was not supplied in the operand of utility control statement  verb  . It is required for the
control statement to successfully execute.

Note:  This message can also appear for regular JCL statements.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6121W
UNABLE TO OPEN CONTROL STATEMENT FILE ddname
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Reason:

CA JCLCheck recognized an IBM or user utility in this step. Its attempt to open the control statement file failed. This step
does not process utility control statements.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6122W
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE CONTROL STATEMENT FILE ddname - ALLOCATION ERROR string

Reason:

CA JCLCheck recognized an IBM or user utility in this step. Its attempt to allocate the control statement file failed. The
reason for the allocation failure is given in  string  under the following conditions:

• If  string  is NO DD, there is no SYSDD  xxx  DD statement in the CA JCLCheck JCL to specify the control statement
file's volume.

• If  string  is NO MEMBER, the control statement DD describes a PDS with no member specified.

NOTE
If  string  is eight hexadecimal digits, it can be interpreted as a z/OS dynamic allocation error code. For an
explanation, see the  z/OS Job Management  manual.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6123S
SINGLE TOKEN EXCEEDS 255 CHARACTERS - CONTROL STATEMENT SCAN TERMINATED FOR THIS STEP

Reason:

A single IDCAMS control statement was extended with plus sign (+) continuation indicators to exceed 255 significant
characters and overflowed the CA JCLCheck internal buffer. Control statement scanning is abandoned for this step.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6124E
NO UTILITY ALLOCATION DD STATEMENT PROVIDED FOR VOLUME volume

Reason:

A utility control statement requests action on a data set on volume  volume  .

The step has no DD statement allocating the volume. Because most IBM utilities are incapable of dynamic allocation, the
control statement fails.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6125E
DDNAME ddname NOT FOUND

Reason:

A utility control statement operand specifies DD  ddname  . No DD statement by this name exists in the JCL for the step.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6126E
DDNAME ddname DOES NOT ALLOCATE VOLUME volume

Reason:

An IDCAMS DEFINE control statement has a file parameter specifying  ddname  . The DD statement specified does not
allocate the volume specified in the VOLUMES parameter, and the define fails.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6127W
NO FILE PARAMETER SPECIFIED AND VOLUME volume IS NOT RESIDENT

Reason:

An IDCAMS DEFINE control statement defining a data set on  volume  was encountered. CA JCLCheck could not obtain
a unit for the volume because there was no FILE parameter and the volume was not online.

Note:  The volume not being resident does not necessarily cause an error because IDCAMS can find the unit in the
VSAM catalog. CA JCLCheck assumes a 3330 unit.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6128W
STEP NAME name HAS ALREADY OCCURRED IN STATEMENT number

Reason:

The step name on this EXEC statement duplicates an earlier step name. The job still executes, but you cannot make
backward references to this step. Also, SMF records for the job are ambiguous.

Action:

None.

 CAY6129W
DATA SET dsname SPECIFIED AS NEW, BUT ALREADY EXISTS ON UNIT unit

Reason:
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Data set  dsname  is allocated to a nonspecific volume by this DD statement. A data set with the same dsname exists on
at least one eligible volume. CA JCLCheck and the system try to find another eligible volume, creating two different yet
identically named data sets. If this search is unsuccessful, this message is followed by Message CAY6077W (no units
available).

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

NOTE
The SUPCAT and CA11 options can suppress this message.

 CAY6130W
NO VALUE SPECIFIED FOR PARAMETER &name - PARAMETER RETAINED AS WRITTEN

Reason:

A name with the format of a symbolic parameter (an ampersand followed by one to seven characters) was encountered.
No value was specified on either the EXEC or the PROC statements. No substitution was made and the value is used as
specified, including the ampersand.

NOTE
If you did not intend to use the value as specified, other messages will probably follow.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6131W
SPURIOUS PARENTHESES DISCARDED FROM name1 PARAMETER OF name2

Reason:

The operand of parameter  name1  was specified with one or more parentheses. The use of these parentheses is
incorrect syntax, but some versions of the operating system accept them. The job will still run.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6133E
COMMENTS ILLEGAL ON JES3 CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:

A JES3 control statement was encountered with additional data following a blank, which terminates the operand. JES3
does not support comments on control statements.

NOTE
This format is illegal.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
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 CAY6134E
MORE THAN 255 STEPS IN JOB name

Reason:

The job  name  was found to consist of more than the allowable 255 steps. The statement number associated with this
message is in the EXEC statement for the 256th step. CA JCLCheck continues to process the job.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6135W
PREFIX OPTION WAS NOT SPECIFIED, JES3 ALTERNATE PROCLIB SUPPORT BYPASSED

Reason:

A JES3 //*MAIN control statement contained the parameter PROC= giving the suffix for a JES3 alternate PROCLIB
DDNAME. The prefix portion of the  ddname  was not provided to CA JCLCheck through the PREFIX option.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6136S
LIBRARIAN (FAIRVS) ROUTINES HAVE NOT BEEN LINKED

Reason:

The CA Librarian routines necessary for CA JCLCheck to interface with CA Librarian have not been link edited together
with CA JCLCheck.

Action:

Consult the systems programmer responsible for CA JCLCheck, and correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6137S
LIBRARIAN ERROR text DURING modname

Reason:

A serious error occurred during processing of a request from CA JCLCheck by the CA Librarian (FAIRVS) routines. The
contents of  text  are the first 4 to 20 bytes of the Results Area returned to CA JCLCheck by FAIRVS routine  modname  .
It is possible that the SYSIN data set is not a CA Librarian file.

Action:

• Consult the  CA Librarian File Access Interface Routines  manual for interpretation of the results area information for
the respective FAIR routine, and then contact Technical Support.

• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
• Verify that CA Librarian is accessible on the system where the job was run, and that the CA Librarian File Access

Interface Routines are also available.

 CAY6138W
UNKNOWN UCB DEVICE TYPE string, CONTACT COMPUTER ASSOCIATES FOR ASSISTANCE
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Reason:

While attempting to compute utilization of direct-access space requested by the SPACE option, CA JCLCheck
encountered an unknown device type  string  .

Action:

• Contact your systems programmer to verify that this is a valid direct-access device type. If so, contact Technical
Support.

• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6139W
DSNAME dsname FOLLOWS A DUMMY IN CONCATENATION AND WILL NOT BE USED

Reason:

A DD statement referencing data set  dsname  is concatenated after a DD dummy. Data sets that follow a dummy in a
concatenation are not processed.

Action:

If this is what you intended, no further action is required.

 CAY6140I
STEP WAS NOT RUN DUE TO CONDITION CODE code operator stepname (FROM EXEC PROC STATEMENT
OVERRIDE FOR THIS STEP)

Reason:

A CA JCLCheck conditional execution simulation was requested. This step met condition  code operator stepname  and
was bypassed. An override on the EXEC statement for this procedure provided the condition code for this step.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6141I
STEP WAS NOT RUN DUE TO CONDITION CODE code operator stepname

Reason:

This is the same as Message CAY6140I except that the condition code on the step was not overridden.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6142I
STEP WAS NOT RUN DUE TO CONDITION CODE string

Reason:

This is similar to Message CAY6140I except in the following ways:

• The reason for skipping the step was an EVEN or ONLY parameter
• A preceding step had a return code that satisfied a JOB statement condition code
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Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6143I
ABEND OF STEP stepname WILL BE SIMULATED DUE TO USER REQUEST

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck COND option was specified, requesting the simulation of an ABEND for this step.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6144I
RETURN CODE value WILL BE SIMULATED FOR stepname DUE TO USER REQUEST

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck COND option was specified, requesting that return code  value  is simulated for this step.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6145I
CONDITION CODE PROCESSING TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS

Reason:

This message is issued because errors were found in one of the following places:

• On the CA JCLCheck COND option
• On COND parameters in the JCL

CA JCLCheck conditional execution cannot accurately proceed and is terminated at this point.

NOTE
Other error messages accompany this message for the parameters in error.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6146E
STEP stepname CONTAINS MORE THAN number DD STATEMENTS

Reason:

The step  stepname  had more than the allowable  number  of DD statements. The  number  of DD statements is 1635
for z/OS, 255 for all other operating systems. This message is associated with the DD statement that causes the step to
exceed the limit. CA JCLCheck continues to process the job.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
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 CAY6147E
SYMBOLIC PARAMETER &name IS INCORRECTLY USED

Reason:

Symbolic parameter  &name  is used incorrectly in one of the following ways:

• The symbolic was never specified on an EXEC or DD statement from the procedure (although it may have been used
on an override)

• The symbolic is an EXEC statement reserved parameter (such as REGION or COND) that cannot be used as a
symbolic

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6148W
DSNAME dsname FALLS BELOW MINIMUM SPECIFIED VALUE number1 PERCENT WITH number2 PERCENT
TRACK UTILIZATION

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck track efficiency analysis feature was specified with a threshold of  number1  percent. Data set  dsname
used only  number2  percent.

Action:

• Adjust the block size of  dsname  to a more efficient value to avoid wasting direct-access space.
• Correct and reenter.

 CAY6149E
BLKSIZE number1 SPECIFIED IN DCB IS LESS THAN ACTUAL DATA SET BLKSIZE number2

Reason:

The DCB parameter for this statement specified a block size  number1  that was less than the actual block size  number2 
of the data set found by CA JCLCheck.

NOTE
If this situation is not corrected, an S001 ABEND code will probably occur upon execution.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6150W
tape interface ROUTINES HAVE NOT BEEN LINKED, tape interface OPTION SUPPRESSED

Reason:

The tape interface option  tape interface  was specified for this execution. The correct CA JCLCheck tape interface
module was not linked with CA JCLCheck. The correct modules are as follows:

• CAZ2TMS/CAZ2TMS5 for CA 1
• CAZ2TLMS for CA TLMS

Action:
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• Consult the systems programmer responsible for CA JCLCheck. CA JCLCheck continues to process the job.
• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6151W
option IS NOT ACTIVE, option OPTION SUPPRESSED

Reason:

An option was specified that CA JCLCheck encountered and could not activate for one of the following reasons:

• A product interface was selected that is unavailable.
• The option specified is unavailable due to installation requirements.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Remove the option.
• Contact your systems programmer or product installer.

 CAY6152E
VOLUME volume IS NOT IN tape interface, MUST CODE LABEL=EXPDT=98000

Reason:

Tape volume serial number  volume  is not valid for  tape interface  .

Failure to code LABEL=EXPDT=98000 (which indicates the tape is non-CA 1 and non-CA TLMS causes CA TLMS or CA
1 to abend the job when the requested tape is processed by the open routines.

Action:

• CA TLMS users: Bypass CA TLMS processing by coding SPACE=(1,(1,1)).
• All users: Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6153E
DATASET dsname1 IS NOT ON VOLUME volume, tape interface DATASET NAME IS dsname2

Reason:

The data set name  dsname1  specified in the JCL was not on the tape volume  volume,  according to  tape interface.  CA
TLMS or CA 1 indicates that the data set name is  dsname2.

Action:

• Correct the data set name, the volume serial number (if coded), or the catalog entry, as required. If not corrected, CA
TLMS or CA 1 abends the job when the open routines process this tape.

• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

NOTE
Sample code exists in CAZ2TLMS to eliminate this message based on the program being executed.

 CAY6154E
DATASET SEQUENCE NUMBER number1 DOES NOT MATCH tape interface DATASET SEQUENCE NUMBER
number2
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Reason:

The data set sequence number  number1  specified in the JCL LABEL= parameter did not correspond to the data set
sequence number  number2  recorded in  tape interface  . If not corrected, this can result in a CA TLMS, CA 1, or an S613
ABEND code.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6155W
LABEL TYPE value1 DOES NOT MATCH tape interface LABEL TYPE value2

Reason:

The label type  value1  specified in the JCL did not agree with the label type  value2  recorded in  tape interface  .

NOTE
Because CA TLMS or CA 1 record only certain types of labels (for example, CA TLMS records SL, NL, NSL,
BLP, ANS, USR; CA 1 records SL, NL, NSL, BLP), this discrepancy may not be an error.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Check with your Technical Support group for correct CA TLMS or CA 1 processing options at your site.
• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6156W
VOLUME volume1 IS NOT PART OF dsname, LAST tape interface VOLUME volume2

Reason:

Volume  volume1  was specified in the VOL=SER= parameter, but  volume2  was the last volume in the data set  dsname,
according to the tape interface. If standard label processing is used,  volume1  is not read.

Action:

• Specify bypass label processing if you want to include  volume1  as part of the data set.
• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6157E
VOLUME SEQUENCE ERROR AFTER volume1, NEXT JCL VOLUME volume2, NEXT tape interface VOLUME
volume3

Reason:

The sequence in which volume serial numbers were specified after  volume1  did not correspond to the sequence
recorded in  tape interface  . JCL indicates  volume2  is next, while  tape interface  expects  volume3  . If not corrected, 
tape interface  abends the job.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
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 CAY6158W
UNABLE TO VERIFY LABEL number IS CONSISTENT FOR volume

Reason:

The JCL indicates a tape with multiple data sets (a stacked tape) is being created, but CA JCLCheck cannot determine
whether this data set sequence number  number  is consistent (for example, exactly one greater than the previous file on
the tape).

Action:

• Ensure that the data set sequence numbers are coded correctly.
• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

NOTE
The STACK option can cause this message to be suppressed.

 CAY6159E
INCONSISTENT DATASET SEQUENCE NUMBER number1, LAST DATASET SEQUENCE WAS number2 AT
STATEMENT stmt

Reason:

The data set sequence number  number1  specified in the JCL LABEL= parameter was inconsistent with the last data
set sequence number  number2  used at statement  stmt  . When stacking files on tape, the data set sequence number
should be incremented by exactly one for each data set. This determination is based solely on the JCL provided.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6160W
DISPOSITION OF DELETE ON THIS STATEMENT WILL DELETE ENTIRE LIBRARY

Reason:

A DD statement with DSN=PDS(  member  ) was coded with disposition DELETE. This request deletes the entire
partitioned data set, not just the specified member.

Action:

If you intended to delete the entire partitioned data set, no further action is necessary.

 CAY6161E
VOLUME volume1 IS NOT FIRST VOLUME, FIRST tape interface VOLUME IS volume2

Reason:

The volume  volume1  specified in the JCL was not the first volume of the data set  volume2  as recorded in  tape
interface.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
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 CAY6162W
STEPCAT SHOULD BE FIRST DD STATEMENT IN STEP

Reason:

CA JCLCheck processed DD statements in the order encountered. Unless the STEPCAT precedes any other DD
statements that reference cataloged data sets, CA JCLCheck may not correctly resolve those statements.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6163E
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE FOR UVS REQUESTS, INCREASE REGION SIZE AND RESUBMIT

Reason:

While executing under the z/OS operating system, CA JCLCheck received a return code 16 from the unit verification
service routine IEFEB4UV, indicating virtual storage in subpool 230 was not available for the UCB list for this DD
statement. CA JCLCheck terminates after this statement.

Action:

Increase the CA JCLCheck region size and resubmit.

 CAY6164S
UVS REQUEST TO IEFEB4UV FAILED, RETURN CODE number

Reason:

While executing under the z/OS operating system, CA JCLCheck received return code  number  from unit verification
service routine IEFEB4UV, indicating a serious error has occurred that may prevent correct JCL validation of this job.

Note:  Return codes from IEFEB4UV are documented in the IBM publication  Systems Programming Library, Systems
Modifications  .

Action:

• If you need to contact Technical Support for assistance, first rerun the job with the DEBUG option and have hardcopy
output available.

• Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6165W
PATTERN DSCB NOT PROVIDED FOR A NEW MEMBER OF A GENERATION DATA GROUP

Reason:

A pattern DSCB was not provided for the new GDG member and CA JCLCheck was unable to determine the catalog
volume on which the index was cataloged. A volume may need to be mounted, but CA JCLCheck cannot tell.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
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 CAY6166E
EXCESSIVE PARAMETER LENGTH IN THE SYMBOLIC PARAMETER(S)

Reason:

One or more symbolic parameters on this statement are too long. z/OS cannot process a statement where, because of
substitution of a longer value, there are more than 120 characters from the start of the first symbolic parameter value to
the end of the statement.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6167W
UNFINISHED COMMENT STATEMENT

Reason:

An IDCAMS comment statement (beginning with /*) was not terminated with the terminator characters */. This can cause
IDCAMS to treat following statements also as comments. You should always terminate comment statements correctly.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6168E
MORE THAN 15 INSTREAM PROCEDURES

Reason:

z/OS allows only 15 in-stream procedures to be defined in a single job stream. This error message is generated on the
16th and all subsequent PROC statements found in the job stream. CA JCLCheck continues to process the job, including
the additional procedures.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6169E
UNRECOGNIZABLE CA 7 STATEMENT

Reason:

The CA 7 runtime option was specified, and CA JCLCheck encountered an unrecognizable CA 7 statement (CA 7
statements begin with #).

Action:

If this is a valid CA 7 control statement at your installation, add the control statement name to CA7TBL in MVSTABLE.

 CAY6170E
CA 7 CONTROL STATEMENT HAS NO PARAMETERS

Reason:

A CA 7 scheduled override control statement (#JI, #JO) with no operands was encountered.
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NOTE
Ignore this message if this statement is correct.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6171E
DCB SUBPARAMETER name1 IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH name2

Reason:

DCB subparameter  name1  was coded but was mutually exclusive with the  name2  parameter. Some parameters, such
as DDNAME=, place restrictions on which subparameters can be coded in the DCB.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6172S
TOO MANY STATEMENTS FOR JCLROSCO, USE BATCH

Reason:

While processing a job under the CA JCLCheck CA Roscoe monitor, CA JCLCheck reached the limit of statements
specified for your installation. CA JCLCheck terminated processing of the job at this point.

Action:

• Submit a batch execution of CA JCLCheck.
• If available, execute CA JCLCheck under TSO.

 CAY6173W
JOB ENTRY SUB-SYSTEM UNABLE TO VALIDATE REMOTE DESTINATION name

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck option DESTCHK(JES) was specified, but CA JCLCheck was unable to use subsystem communication
to validate the remote destination name  name  with JES.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer for assistance if this message persists.

 CAY6174E
name IS AN INVALID DESTINATION

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck option DESTCHK(JES) was specified, requesting validation by JES. The remote destination name 
name  was invalid to your primary Job Entry Subsystem.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.
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 CAY6175E
SPECIAL JCL STATEMENTS NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

CA JCLCheck found a special JCL statement (CNTL or ENDCNTL) but these statements are not permitted under your
current version of JES.

Action:

If these special subsystem control statements are allowed, the SSCTLTBL (subsystem control table) must be linked with
CA JCLCheck.

 CAY6176E
STATEMENT name HAS ALREADY OCCURRED

Reason:

The name field of this special JCL statement (CNTL or ENDCNTL) is the same as a preceding special JCL statement. The
name field on all special JCL statements must be unique within a job stream.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6177E
MISSING ENDCNTL STATEMENT

Reason:

A regular JCL statement (for example, DD) was found following a CNTL statement without an intervening ENDCNTL
statement. An ENDCNTL statement must terminate CNTL statement groups.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6178E
ERROR INITIALIZING FOR COBOL MODULE - modname

Reason:

A COBOL exit routine  modname  was requested for this execution of CA JCLCheck by the COBEXIT runtime option.
CA JCLCheck detected errors while initializing the COBOL interface (the module was not found or did not return control
properly to CA JCLCheck from the initialization call). CA JCLCheck continues to process without the COBOL exit.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6179E
LABEL GREATER THAN 1 SPECIFIED FOR NON-SPECIFIC VOLUME REQUEST

Reason:
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This DD statement stacks (that is, creates a new file other than the first) on tape. No volume serial number or volume
reference information was provided. The system tries to stack the file on a scratch tape.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6180S
INCLUDED MEMBER name NOT FOUND

Reason:

The member specified by  name  was not found in the PDS library specified by the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET
option. This member was listed on the INCLUDE option.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6181S
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE SPECIFIED WITHOUT PDS, PAN OR LIB OPTION

Reason:

The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE options cause specific members of a partitioned data set to be selected or ignored for
processing. Therefore, one of the options that requests partitioned data set processing must also be used. These options
are PDS, PANVALET, or LIBRARIAN.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6182I
ERROR INITIALIZING AUTOPROC, program RETURN CODE IS return code

Reason:

This message is issued for the following return code:

• 01 AUTOPROC Completed Successfully w/o PROC00

This is an informational message indicating the JES2 default PROCLIB named PROC00 was not found in the active
procedure library configuration for JES2. All other procedure libraries have been defined successfully and processing
continues.

Action:

None.

 CAY6182S
ERROR INITIALIZING AUTOPROC, program RETURN CODE IS return code

Reason:

This message is issued for the following return codes from program CAZ2XAUP:
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• 04 Invalid Parameter
• 12 Insufficient CSA
• 16 Unable to Locate JES2 Address Space
• 20 Not APF Authorized
• 24 Unable to Schedule SRB
• 28 SRB Not Posting
• 32 Abend: See LOGREC
• 36 Logic Error, SRB
• 40 SRB Abended
• 44 JESCT Not Found
• 48 SSCT Not in Eyecatcher
• 52 SSCT Not Found
• 56 HCCT Not Found
• 60 HCT Not Found
• 68 Entry not in OPSYS Offset Table
• 64 CAT Table Empty
• 88 JES2 PAD Error
• 806 JCLSRB Not Found

This message is issued for the following return code from program CAZ2CCHK:

04 Autoproc Not Supported on Fujitsu/MSP or Hitachi/VOS Systems

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

This error may also appear after an operating system upgrade. Review the  z/OS Release Compatibility - Workload
Automation  page and apply the required fixes for the z/OS release that is running CA JCLCheck. These fixes are
downward release compatible to your other z/OS systems.

 CAY6183E
GRAPH OUTPUT TERMINATED DUE TO ERRORS IN THE JCL

Reason:

CA JCLCheck does not print a flowchart if the JCL contains errors because the flowchart may not be accurate.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6184I
dsname HAS BEEN MIGRATED

Reason:

The data set name  dsname  has been migrated off the system.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.
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 CAY6185E
INVALID CONCATENATION, THE CONCATENATED DDNAME REFERENCE MUST IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW
STATEMENT number

Reason:

The object of a DD forward reference (if a concatenation) must immediately follow the DD statement containing the
forward reference. If the object of the DD forward reference does not immediately follow the DD statement containing the
forward reference, the concatenation may not be handled correctly.

Action:

See the  IBM MVS JCL Reference Manual  for more information.

 CAY6186E
GDG INDEX NOT BUILT indexname

Reason:

The JCL contains a reference to a GDG for which an index has not been built.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6187E
MORE THAN 5 DDNAME REFERENCES IN THIS STEP

Reason:

z/OS only allows five  ddname  references in a step.

Action:

See the  IBM MVS JCL Reference Manual  for more information.

 CAY6188E
TOO MANY DESTINATIONS - ONLY FOUR ALLOWED

Reason:

z/OS allows only four destinations on an output statement. CA JCLCheck found an output statement with continuations
that contained more than four destinations.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6189E
//JOBCAT IS BEFORE //JOBLIB

Reason:

JOBLIB must occur before JOBCAT.

Action:
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Correct the JCL and resubmit.

 CAY6190W
INVALID DISP PARAMETER - KEEP WILL BE SUBSTITUTED AT JOB EXECUTION

Reason:

The disposition parameter given is incorrect. The system substitutes the KEEP parameter when the job executes.

Action:

Correct the JCL before you resubmit this job.

 CAY6191I
AMP PARM(S) SHOULD BE ENCLOSED IN PARENTHESIS

Reason:

z/OS JCL manuals specify that all AMP parameters must be enclosed in parentheses.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6192E
REFERBACK REFERS TO ITSELF

Reason:

You can refer the system to an earlier DD statement in the job for certain information by using the JCL backward
reference. In this statement, the backward reference refers to itself.

Action:

Determine which is the correct JCL statement containing the necessary information to which you want to refer and alter
your reference accordingly.

NOTE
Be sure to use the correct parameters defined in the  IBM JCL Reference Manual  .

 CAY6193I
DSNAME dsname WILL BE RELOADED BY THE ASM2 IXR FACILITY

Reason:

The  dsname  specified has been archived by CA ASM2 and is restored when the job is actually executed.

Action:

This is an informational message.

NOTE
The return code is 0. This message is issued only when CA ASM2 (verbose) is specified.
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 CAY6194I
UTILITY PROGRAM SIMULATION DID NOT OCCUR BECAUSE DSNAME DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The utility program input file created when the JCL actually runs.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6195S
CATASTROPHIC ERROR AT csect and offset

Reason:

CA JCLCheck detected a severe error.

Action:

Have this information and the associated dump output available and contact Technical Support.

 CAY6196I
ABEND REQUESTED

Reason:

The DEBUG option was specified. This message precedes the CA JCLCheck formatted dump.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6197I
CONFLICT BETWEEN DCB DSORG AND SPACE PARAMETER, WHEN THE JOB EXECUTES THE DATA SET
CREATED WILL HAVE A DSORG=PO

Reason:

A DD statement was found with directory blocks specified and a DCB DSORG=PS. Under these conditions z/OS creates
a data set with DSORG=PO.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6198W
DISPOSITION OF MOD MAY BE INCOMPATIBLE WITH A PDS SPECIFIED WITH A MEMBER NAME

Reason:

A B14-04 ABEND may occur if the member specified already exists.

Action:

• Check the disposition specified.
• Check that the member does not already exist.
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 CAY6199W
CA ASM2 IXR FACILITY NOT ACTIVE, OPTION SUPPRESSED

Reason:

The CA ASM2 IXR facility must be active.

Action:

Take the necessary steps to start IXR.

 CAY6200I to CAY6299S
The topics that follow describe the CAY6200I to CAY6299S messages.

 CAY6200I
DATABASE UPDATED FOR JOB job ID

Reason:

The job named  job ID  was replaced in the database. All job, data set, and program records for the job are updated.
Records for data sets and programs no longer referenced by the job have been deleted. The  job ID  under which the job
is cataloged in the database is normally the job name from the JOB statement but may be something else if an installation
database exit was coded.

Action:

None. This is an informational message. The return code is 0.

 CAY6201I
JOB job ID ADDED TO DATABASE

Reason:

The job named  job ID  has been added to the database. The job did not exist in the database prior to this run. Records
have been created for the job and for all data sets and programs it references. The job name under which the job is
cataloged in the database is normally the job name from the JOB statement but may be something else if an installation
database exit was coded.

Action:

None. This is an informational message. The return code is 0.

 CAY6202E
DATABASE ERROR code DURING operation FOR RECORD KEY string

Reason:

The VSAM request macro  operation  used to access the database returned the logical error feedback code  code  .

NOTE
For more information about code meaning, see the IBM  VSAM Programmer's Guide  .

Action:

Consult the IBM  VSAM Programmer's Guide  before contacting Technical Support for programming support and make
corrections accordingly.
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 CAY6203W
JOB IS IN NETWORK network1 NOT network2 LIKE PREVIOUS JOB

Reason:

A CA JCLCheck run with the NETWORK  network  option encountered jobs already collected into different systems. The
current job was recorded in the database as being in  network1  , while the preceding job in the input stream system (or
the name specified as an operand to the NETWORK) was  network2  . The network name in the database was retained.

Action:

Use the PROMAINT JOB control statement to change the job's network name, if required.

 CAY6204W
PREDECESSOR jobname HAS CHANGED RELATIVE POSITION

Reason:

A CA JCLCheck run with the NETWORK option has changed the order of the current job's predecessor. The job  jobname
was originally in a different place in the predecessor list.

Action:

This is a warning message. Job execution will probably be successful, but the programmer should check the flagged
statement to ensure that the indicated condition was intended.

 CAY6205W
PREDECESSOR jobname REFERENCES CATALOGED DATA SET dsname, BUT DSNAME IS NOT IN CATALOG

Reason:

While CA JCLCheck was building catalog and VTOC update tables for job  jobname  (a predecessor of the current job), it
encountered data set  dsname  . This data set was recorded in the database as being cataloged, but it was uncataloged
by a previous predecessor. The volume and unit name in the database were used for the data set.

Action:

This is a warning message. Job execution will probably be successful, but the programmer should check the flagged
statement to ensure that the indicated condition was intended.

 CAY6206W
PREDECESSOR jobname DEFINES DATA SET dsname, BUT DATA SET ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

While CA JCLCheck was building catalog and VTOC update tables for job  jobname  (a predecessor of the current job), it
encountered data set  dsname  . This data set was recorded in the database as being created by job  jobname  , but the
data set was already created by a previous predecessor. The definition by job  jobname  was ignored.

Action:

This is a warning message. Job execution will probably be successful, but the programmer should check the flagged
statement to ensure that the indicated condition was intended.
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 CAY6207W
PREDECESSOR jobname DELETES DATA SET dsname, BUT DATA SET IS ALREADY DELETED

Reason:

While CA JCLCheck was building catalog and VTOC update tables for job  jobname  (a predecessor of the current job),
it encountered data set  dsname.  This data set was recorded in the database as being deleted by job  jobname  , but the
data set had already been deleted by a predecessor. The deletion by job  jobname  was ignored.

Action:

This is a warning message. Job execution will probably be successful, but the programmer should check the flagged
statement to ensure that the indicated condition was intended.

 CAY6208W
PREDECESSOR jobname UNCATALOGS DATA SET dsname, BUT DATA SET IS NOT CATALOGED

Reason:

While CA JCLCheck was building catalog and VTOC update tables for job  jobname  (a predecessor of the current job),
it encountered data set  dsname.  This data set was recorded in the database as being uncataloged by job  jobname  ,
but the data set was already uncataloged by a previous predecessor. The uncataloging reference from job  jobname  was
ignored.

Action:

This is a warning message. Job execution will probably be successful, but the programmer should check the flagged
statement to ensure that the indicated condition was intended.

 CAY6209W
PREDECESSOR jobname CATALOGS DATA SET dsname, BUT DATA SET IS ALREADY CATALOGED

Reason:

While CA JCLCheck was building catalog and VTOC update tables for job  jobname  (a predecessor of the current job), it
encountered data set  dsname.  This data set was recorded in the database as being cataloged by job  jobname  , but the
data set was already cataloged by a previous predecessor. The cataloging reference from job  jobname  was ignored.

Action:

This is a warning message. Job execution will probably be successful, but the programmer should check the flagged
statement to ensure that the indicated condition was intended.

 CAY6210W
PREDECESSOR jobname NOT CATALOGED IN DATABASE

Reason:

Job  jobname  was recorded as a predecessor to the current job, but could not be found in the database. The  jobname 
may have been inadvertently deleted.

Action:

Because the predecessor does not exist, create the job and resubmit.
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 CAY6211W
DATABASE NOT UPDATED FOR JOB jobname

Reason:

The attempt to update the database for this job was not successful.

Action:

This is a warning message. Take the following actions:

• Check your JCL
• Make corrections accordingly
• Resubmit the job

 CAY6212E
UPDATE FAILED, FAILED TO OBTAIN RESOURCE (ENQ), TRY AGAIN LATER RETURN CODE=nn,

Reason:

The database file is unavailable at this time.

Action:

This database is available to one user at a time for updating purposes. Try again later.

 CAY6213S
UNABLE TO LOAD CASUMPYL, EXECUTION TERMINATING

Reason:

The module CASUMPYL is not available.

Action:

This module was not correctly installed. See your systems programmer about this installation.

 CAY6214E
UNABLE TO LOAD CASULOCK, UPDATE TERMINATED

Reason:

The resource manager CASULOCK is not available.

Action:

The resource manager was not correctly installed. See your systems programmer about this installation.

 CAY6215W
EXPECTED JOBCARD NOT FOUND, JOBCARD GENERATED

Reason:

CA JCLCheck found nulls (//) in the input file.

Action:
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Correct this JCL.

 CAY6216S
ENQUE FAILURE rc=04, EXECUTION TERMINATED DATABASE ERROR rc=08, EXECUTION TERMINATEDOUT OF
MEMORY rc=12, EXECUTION TERMINATED

Reason:

Database interface routing detected an error. These messages can appear for the following reasons:

• Database unavailable at this time
• Database access error encountered
• Insufficient memory

Action:

Correctly identify your error situation, and perform one of the following actions:

• Update the database when no one else is using it.
• Direct the database interface routine error to your systems programmer.
• Increase the region size of execution JCL.

 CAY6218W
TEMP DSN WAS SPECIFIED AS NEW TWICE. IT WILL BE REUSED.

Reason:

The same temporary DSN was referenced with a DISP of NEW. This is correct JCL, but the data set will be reused.

Action:

If you intended to code a NEW disposition, ignore the message. Otherwise, make the appropriate changes.

 CAY6299S
UNABLE TO OPEN DATABASE - OPEN ERROR CODE code

Reason:

A nonzero return code was issued by VSAM when CA JCLCheck attempted to open the database. The most likely cause
for this error is missing DD statements for the primary cluster or alternate path.

Action:

VSAM open error return codes are documented in the IBM manual  VSAM Programmer's Guide  . Consult this manual
before contacting CA for programming support.

 CAY6300S to CAY6399S
The topics that follow describe the CAY6300S to CAY6399S messages.

 CAY6300S
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE FILE. DAIR CODE string DDN ddname DSN dsname

Reason:
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CA JCLCheck was unable to successfully allocate data set  dsname  specified in an ALLOCATE statement in the
SUBCHKDD or EDCHKDD control file.

NOTE
The reason for the allocation failure  string  is documented in the appropriate z/OS job management manual for
your operating system.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6301E
TOO MANY ERRORS TO INSERT

Reason:

This error message is issued by EDCHEK when your job stream JCL has many errors. EDCHEK halts the error detection
process.

Action:

Submit your JCL through a batch job to see all the errors in report format.

 CAY6302E
PROTECT IS ONLY VALID ON THE FIRST FILE OF A TAPE (LABEL=1)

Reason:

The PROTECT=YES parameter can be used only on the first file of a tape volume.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

 CAY6303E
CA ASM2 IXR FACILITY ERROR RETURN CODE=nn, REASON CODE=nn, INFORMATION CODE=nn

Reason:

The IXR facility interface detected an error.

Action:

Have this report available and contact Technical Support.

 CAY6304I
INQUIRY REQUEST WAS NOT PROCESSED BY CA ASM2 IXR FACILITY

Reason:

The current version of CA ASM2 does not support the CA JCLCheck interface or the installation options are preventing
batch calls to the IXR facility.

Action:

Have this report available and contact Technical Support.
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 CAY6305W
UNABLE TO FIND SMS classid CONSTRUCT VALUE name

Reason:

The DATACLASS.MGMTCLAS.STORCLAS value parameter in the DD statement is not valid for one of the following
reasons:

• The value is not defined in the active SMS address space
• SMS is not active on the system

Action:

• Correct or remove the specification. ISMF can be used under TSO to display current valid class names for SMS.
• If you still cannot determine the correct value, contact your storage administrator.

 CAY6306S
ERROR ATTEMPTING TSO LINK MODULE RETURN CODE IS rc note

Reason:

If  rc  indicates 806,  note  will contain the name of the module not found.

NOTE
The parameter  note  is optional.

Action:

If the error is due to module-not-found, try to determine why the needed program cannot be found, and perform one of the
following actions:

• If you have authority problems, contact your systems programmer.
• For all other problems, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6307E
AMP PARAMETER IS INVALID WITH NONVSAM DATA SET

Reason:

AMP parameter is coded with a non-VSAM data set. AMP is only supported with VSAM data sets.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6308E
CA 7 REQUIRES BLANKS IN CARD COLUMNS 70-71

Reason:

CA 7 requires blanks in columns 70 and 71 on the JOB statement.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.
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 CAY6309E
STATEMENT stmt REFERENCED BY value DOES NOT CONTAIN name PARAMETER

Reason:

Although the background reference  value w  as correctly resolved to  stmt,  there is no value of  name  to pick up.

Example:  A DD with unit=off refers to  stmt  without a valid unit.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6310E
IMS element ELEMENT name NOT FOUND

Reason:

While validating an IMS program specification block or database definition for existence, CA JCLCheck could not load the
specified element, PSB, or DBD member in the IMS DD concatenation.

Action:

Verify that the PSB/DBD is defined and that you are using the proper target IMS DD. For information, contact your local
database administrator or systems programmer.

 CAY6311W
CODED RECFM DIFFERS FROM ACTUAL RECFM

Reason:

The RECFM coded in the JCL differs from the actual RECFM of the data set.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

 CAY6312E
JCLLIB STATEMENT CANNOT BE IN AN INCLUDE

Reason:

The JCLLIB statement ID is not allowed in an INCLUDE group.

Action:

Remove the statement from the INCLUDE group.

 CAY6313E
EXCEEDED 15 LEVELS OF NESTING

Reason:

Nested procedures/INCLUDES are limited to a depth of 15 levels.

Action:
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Remove the procedures/INCLUDES that go beyond the maximum level or rearrange EXEC PROC= or INCLUDE
statement.

 CAY6314W
SYMBOLIC PARAMETER name WITH VALUE value IGNORED, PARAMETER REPEATED IN STATEMENT

Reason:

The  name  symbolic parameter, with the  value  shown, has been ignored. The parameter occurs more than once in the
statement.

Action:

None.

 CAY6315E
STATEMENT NOT ALLOWED IN AN INCLUDE GROUP

Reason:

This statement is not allowed to be coded in an INCLUDE group.

Action:

Remove the restricted statement.

 CAY6316E
INSTREAM PROCEDURE NOT ALLOWED TO CALL ANOTHER INSTREAM PROCEDURE

Reason:

In-stream procedures cannot call other in-stream procedures.

Action:

• Convert the in-stream procedure to a cataloged procedure.
• Rearrange the in-stream procedures so that they do not reference one another.

 CAY6317E
DISCONTINUED NESTING - SUSPECTED INFINITE LOOP

Reason:

An EXEC PROC= or INCLUDE member= statement called itself.

Action:

Change the coding so that a procedure or INCLUDE does not have an EXEC PROC= that references itself.

 CAY6318E
DUPLICATE VERB verb name IS NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

You can only list the specified verb once per job.
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Action:

Remove the extra verbs and rerun the job.

 CAY6319E
SPACE REQUESTED UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

The space coded on the JCL statement is excessive.

Action:

Specify a smaller value or a different UNIT/VOLUME.

 CAY6320I
USER userid VIRTUAL SIGNON TO CAISSF COMPLETE

Reason:

CA JCLCheck has successfully signed one  userid  through the CAISSF VSIGNON function. Signing this user ID allows
CA JCLCheck to make validation checks on behalf of users other than the ones currently executing CA JCLCheck. The
user ID in the message is spaces if the security check is for the user who invoked CA JCLCheck.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6321W
POTENTIAL SECURITY VIOLATION DETECTED text ACID=userid

Reason:

A potential security violation that may occur when the job's JCL is run has been detected. The description text describes
the resource along with the access level, if applicable.

NOTE
This message may be followed by Message CAY6323I or CAY6490I, which provide additional detail.

Action:

Check the JCL and access levels required to the mentioned resources. If necessary, perform the following actions:

• Arrange to have the correct security privileges defined so that the job can execute properly.
• Update the JCL to reference the correct resources.

 CAY6322E
option HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED reason

Reason:

An  option  has been suppressed. The  reason  field explains why this occurred.

Action:

If you can correct the reason, make the correction and rerun the job.
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 CAY6323I
FEEDBACK=feedback message

Reason:

The CAISSF interface passes this informational message back to CA JCLCheck to further explain the potential security
violation. This message is only issued when additional feedback information has been provided by the interface.

Action:

See the appropriate security product manual for the message or CA Common Services for z/OS messages about SAF-
compatible products.

 CAY6324W
resource RESOURCE NOT DEFINED TO SECURITY

Reason:

The resource defined by  resource  is not defined and therefore not protected.

Action:

Determine whether this resource should be protected. If so, arrange with the security administrator for the appropriate
definitions to your security product.

 CAY6325E
INTERNAL CAISSF INTERFACE ERROR AT call SECURITY VALIDATION STOPPED

Reason:

A return code (12) indicating that there has been an internal error in the CAISSF interface was returned to CA JCLCheck
at call  call  . This internal error can be an environmental or coding error.

NOTE
Message CAY6323I may also be issued with additional information.

Action:

• If this is the first time the security interface has been invoked, ensure that the correct supported levels of the security
product are installed and activated.

• If the supported levels are not installed, perform the following actions:
– Disable the interface until the correct level has been installed.
– Check the console log for any error messages from the security product and contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Security validation is bypassed for the rest of this execution of CA JCLCheck.

 CAY6326S
call UNKNOWN RETURN CODE rc FROM CAISSF, SECURITY VALIDATION STOPPED

Reason:

An unknown return code  rc  from CAISSF was received by CA JCLCheck interface at call  call.  The internal error can be
an environmental or coding error.
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NOTE
Message CAY6323I can also be issued with additional information.

Action:

• If this is the first time the security interface has been invoked, ensure that the correct supported levels of the security
product are installed and activated.

• If the supported levels are not installed, perform the following actions:
– Disable the interface until the correct level has been installed.
– Check the console log for any error messages from the security product and contact Technical Support.

NOTE
Security validation is bypassed for the rest of this execution of CA JCLCheck.

 CAY6327W
CAISSF/SECURITY INTERFACE INACTIVE, BUT SECURITY FEATURE SPECIFIED

Reason:

The security option was specified but the CAISFF interface is not active, possibly because the correct level of the security
product has not been installed.

Action:

• If this is the first time the security interface has been invoked, ensure that the correct supported levels of the security
product are installed and activated.

• If the supported levels are not installed, disable the interface until the correct level has been installed.

NOTE
Security validation is bypassed for the rest of this execution of CA JCLCheck.

 CAY6328I
RESOURCE CHECK BYPASSED, STEP WAS BYPASSED OR NO PXREF OPTION

Reason:

CA JCLCheck is unable to do resource checking on the program because the data it needs is unavailable. The two
primary causes for this are as follows:

• A step bypassed with a RESTART on the JOB statement
• Failure to code the PXREF option

Action:

Perform the following process to allow resource checking:

• Ensure that option PXREF is specified.
• If you do not specify PXREF, specify it and rerun the application. Otherwise, a possible coding error can occur in an

exit or CA JCLCheck.
• If there are any exits referencing CA JCLCheck control blocks, rerun the application with these exits disabled and

contact Technical Support for further assistance if the problem persists.
• If there are not any exits referencing CA JCLCheck, inspect your exit for possible coding errors.

 CAY6329W
ACCESS DENIED TO dataset name BY SECURITY RC=nn ACCESS LEVEL=READ FOR ACID=userid
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Reason:

CA JCLCheck has determined that it does not have READ access to the  dataset name  ; therefore, existence checking
appropriate to the data set library is not available. The CTL and PXREF options cause CA JCLCheck to open libraries to
validate control input and to perform existence checking of programs and PDS members.

Action:

Give the user running CA JCLCheck READ access to these libraries so that CA JCLCheck can open them.

 CAY6330E
SMS ERROR RC=return code, REASON CODE=reason code

Reason:

Return code  return code  with reason code  reason code  was returned to CA JCLCheck after calling DFSMS to derive
the appropriate SMS classes and storage groups. This is a condition that is unknown to CA JCLCheck. It is possible that
SMS may have been restarting while CA JCLCheck was being run.

Action:

• The RETURN CODE and REASON CODE can be found in the IBM z/OS DFSMSdfp Diagnosis manual, section 17.9
Storage Management Subsystem Return and Reason Codes.

• If after reviewing the RETURN and REASON codes the problem cannot be resolved, contact Technical Support for
further assistance.

 CAY6331E
SMS NOT ACTIVE, IMPOSSIBLE TO DERIVE STORAGE GROUP

Reason:

Because the SECURITY option was specified but DFSMS is not active, it is impossible to derive the correct SMS classes
or storage groups assigned and do the necessary security calls.

Action:

Security validation is bypassed for the STORClas and MGMTClas resource classes. However, DATA SET and DASDVOL
checks are performed on the assumption that SMS will not be active when the job executes.

 CAY6332E
ERROR IN IF STATEMENT FOUND NEAR string1

Reason:

A syntax error was encountered near  string1  .

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6333E
MAXIMUM OF 15 LEVELS OF IF STATEMENT NESTING EXCEEDED

Reason:

IF statement nesting levels cannot exceed 15.
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Action:

Reduce the number of nested IF clauses to the allowable level.

 CAY6334E
MISPLACED ELSE/ENDIF STATEMENT

Reason:

An  ELSE/ENDIF  clause is misplaced.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6335E
UNIDENTIFIED OPERATION FOUND NEAR string

Reason:

An unidentified operation is found within a relational expression.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6336E
INCOMPATIBLE COMPARISON TYPES FOUND NEAR string

Reason:

A misplaced logical NOT operator was found near  string  .

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6337E
IF STATEMENT WITHOUT CORRESPONDING ENDIF

Reason:

An IF statement was detected without a matching ENDIF clause.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6338E
UNEXPECTED END OF JCL ENCOUNTERED

Reason:

An unexpected end of JCL was encountered following an IF-THEN-ELSE-ENDIF clause. An unexpected end usually
occurs because of a misplaced statement.
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Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6339E
STATEMENT MISPLACED WITHIN AN IF-THEN-ELSE CLAUSE

Reason:

An unexpected statement follows an IF-THEN-ELSE clause.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6340
STANDARDS COMPLIANCE/ENFORCEMENT VIOLATION DETECTED. JOB MAY NOT BE SCHEDULED FOR
EXECUTION

Reason:

The Standards Enforcement function of CA JCLCheck created this message because an abnormal condition was
encountered in the JCL.

Action:

Contact the standards administrator or the systems programmer who is responsible for standards enforcement at your site
to help determine how to correct the problem.

 CAY6341
number level message

Reason:

The Job Control Standards Enforcement or REXX Interface function of CA JCLCheck generates this message when a
JCL standards violation is encountered. The message contains fields that will be filled in when the message is displayed.
The contents of these fields, and the error severity, are derived from an error definition previously defined through the
ISPF dialog process or the REXX EXEC.

Action:

Contact the standards administrator or systems programmer, whoever is appropriate at your site, if you cannot determine
how to correct this problem.

NOTE
The user sets the severity of this error.

 CAY6342W
UNABLE TO LOAD JCS MODULE

Reason:

The Job Control Standards Enforcement function of CA JCLCheck generates this message when module CAZISUSR
cannot be loaded for execution. The Job Control Standards checking function is terminated.

Action:
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Contact the standards administrator or systems programmer to determine how to make this module accessible.

 CAY6343W
NO ROUTINES ARE DEFINED FOR REQUESTED JOB CONTROL STANDARD

Reason:

The Job Control Standards Enforcement function of CA JCLCheck generates this message when the requested standard
name has been found on the Rules Database, but no rules have been defined for this standard. The job standards
checking function is terminated.

Action:

Contact the standards administrator or systems programmer to define rules for the requested standard name.

 CAY6344W
REQUESTED JOB CONTROL STANDARD NOT FOUND

Reason:

The Job Control Standards Enforcement function of CA JCLCheck generates this message when the requested standard
name cannot be found on the Rules Database. The Job Control Standards function is terminated.

Action:

Check the spelling of the name specified on the CA JCLCheck STANDARD runtime option. If it is correct, contact your
standards administrator or systems programmer.

 CAY6345S
A REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL STORAGE HAS FAILED, INCREASE REGION SIZE AND RESUBMIT JOB

Reason:

A conditional request for more main storage failed.

Action:

• Increase the region size.
• Reduce the amount of input for processing. If this is not possible, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6346E
ENDIF DETECTED WITHOUT CORRESPONDING IF CLAUSE

Reason:

An extraneous ENDIF clause was encountered.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6347E
RUN RELATIONAL EXPRESSION REQUIRES A STEPNAME

Reason:
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You must specify a stepname along with the run relational expression.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6348E
UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD keyword name FOR VIOPLUS OPTION

Reason:

A keyword is incorrectly coded or specified for the VIOPLUS option.

Action:

Remove or correct the keyword and rerun the job.

 CAY6349S
DSNAME dsname WILL BE INVALID NEAR dsname IF DUMMY REMOVED

Reason:

If the DUMMY was removed, the resulting data set name would be invalid.

Action:

Correct the  dsname  and resubmit the job.

 CAY6350E
VOLUME volume IS IN USE OR NOT IN SERVICE

Reason:

A tape that was requested from the TLMS catalog is already in use or out of service.

Action:

Specify a different tape VOLSER in the JCL.

 CAY6351E
STATEMENT no. REFERENCED BY REFERRAL IS IN A SKIPPED STEP

Reason:

Referral points to a statement that will be skipped at runtime because the RESTART= parameter on a condition code
checks if the COND option is on.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6352E
REFERRAL STATEMENT CANNOT FOLLOW A FORWARD REFERENCE TO THIS STATEMENT

Reason:
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The referback points to a statement that is between a forward reference to this statement.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6353E
DISPOSITION INVALID - SMS DATASET dsname CANNOT BE DELETED AND CREATED WITHIN SAME STEP

Reason:

A new data set under SMS control was specified as DISP=(OLD,DELETE), and specified later as DISP=(,CATLG) in the
same step. SMS does not allow you to specify a disposition of DELETE and CATLG in the same step.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6354S
HCD UVS REQUEST FAILED, RETURN CODE number

Reason:

While executing under the z/OS operating system, CA JCLCheck receives a return code number from the unit verification
service routine UCBSCAN/UCBLOOK. This means a serious error occurred that may prevent correct JCL validation of this
job.

NOTE
For more information about return codes from UCBSCAN/UCBLOOK, see the IBM publication  z/OS   MVS
Authorized Assembler Services Reference  .

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

NOTE
If you need to contact Technical Support for assistance, first rerun the job with the DEBUG option and have
hardcopy output available.

 CAY6355S
HCD UVS REQUEST FAILED; INTERFACE MODULE CAZ2HCD NOT ACCESSED, REASON IS reason code

Reason:

This is a CAZ2 CA JCLCheck internal error. CAZ2HCD could not be located.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

 CAY6356S
UNABLE TO VERIFY UCB INFORMATION, NOT APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

APF authorization is required for CA JCLCheck to verify UCB information within an HCD environment.
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Action:

If you have authority problems, contact your systems programmer. For all other problems, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6357W
REGION SPECIFIED MAY BE LESS THAN REQUIRED FOR ERROR FREE EXECUTION

Reason:

CA JCLCheck determined that the program size was greater than the region coded on either the JOB or EXEC
statements.

Action:

Increase the region parameter to accommodate the size of the program.

 CAY6358W
STEP NOT RUN DUE TO CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION ON STATEMENT number

Reason:

CA JCLCheck conditional execution simulation was requested. This step met conditions specified by the referenced
statement number.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6359E
UNIT=AFF IS INVALID FOR NEW DIRECT-ACCESS DATA SETS

Reason:

UNIT=AFF is invalid for new direct-access data sets.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

 CAY6360W
CA11 ENVIRONMENT INACTIVE, BUT CA11 RUNTIME OPTION SPECIFIED

Reason:

The CA11 option was specified, but CA JCLCheck has determined that CA 11 is not currently installed.

Action:

CA 11 validation is bypassed for the rest of this execution of CA JCLCheck.

 CAY6361S
ERROR DURING pppppppp PHASE OF REXX INTERFACE. CODE=cccc, additional-info

Reason:
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While processing the REXX interface, an unrecoverable error occurred. The  ppppppp  portion indicates the aspect of
processing that failed. The code=  cccc  is used when reporting problems to the support center.

NOTE
If you are unfamiliar with REXX, contact your systems programmer.

The possible values for  pppppppp  are as follows:

'EXEC FREE'
Indicates an error freeing the loaded EXEC.

'INITIALIZATION'
Indicates initialization of the REXX environment failed.

'TERMINATION'
Indicates the REXX environment terminated with errors.

'VARIABLE ACCESS'
Indicates an error while processing the CA JCLCheck variable pool.

'EXEC LOAD'
Indicates an error loading the STDREXX option member. Look for IRX messages to help diagnose the problem.

'EXECUTION'
Indicates the REXX EXEC encountered errors, either syntax or other. Look for IRX messages to help diagnose
the problem.

The  additional-info  values can include the following values:

REXX OPTION NEGATED
Indicates the error was severe enough to deactivate the STDREXX option.

CONTINUING
Indicates the error should not affect processing in a negative way. CA JCLCheck still flag responds with a severe
return code of 12.

REAS=  nnnn  , OPTION NEGATED
Indicates an initialization error occurred. The message supplies the reason code from the REXX interface, which
Technical Support uses for debugging purposes.

Action:

In most circumstances you will see IRX messages in addition to CA JCLCheck messages. IRX messages will be the most
helpful in debugging EXECUTION and LOAD failures.

NOTE
For information about errors with the preceding  ppppppp  values that cannot be resolved through the IBM
message guide, see  TSO/E Version 2 Messages  .

 CAY6362E
SMS ACS MESSAGE TEXT: IGDXXXXXI user text

Reason:

SMS ACS routines issued a message regarding this data set allocation. The text is arbitrary and site-dependent. The text
may also contain error messages issued by SMS during error recovery.

Action:

Contact your storage administrator or systems programmer for additional information.
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 CAY6363I
STEP BYPASSED DUE TO A CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION ON STATEMENT nn

Reason:

The step this message is associated with will not execute as the result of an IF statement evaluation as indicated by the
statement number.

Action:

None.

 CAY6365
message-id ISSUER: nnnnnnnn+ooo INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR

Reason:

While processing an error message, a logical condition occurred that should not have happened. The parts of the
message are as follows:

• The  message-id  area of this message indicates the message that encountered the error.

NOTE
The severity of this message is equal to the severity of the message that is in error.

• ISSUER refers to the internal module name that tried to issue  message-id  . This area contains either the actual name
of the program in error or the location in virtual storage that correlates to the origin of the same.

• The +  ooo  portion of this message indicates the relative offset within  nnnnnnn  of the next sequential instruction. An
error was issued during processing when no valid statement parameter block existed.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

 CAY6366W
INVALID TSO/E RELEASE LEVEL FOR REXX INTERFACE

Reason:

While processing the STDREXX option, the REXX interface determined that the TSO/E version level could not support
REXX.

Action:

Processing continues and the STDREXX option is negated.

 CAY6367E
DATA SET dsname IS NOT SMS-MANAGED, BUT SMS-MANAGED VOLUME WAS SPECIFIED

Reason:

The data set referenced by  dsname  has a reference to an SMS-managed volume. Because the data set is not eligible for
SMS management, CA JCLCheck cannot place it on this volume. If you execute this JCL, it will fail allocation processing.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.
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 CAY6368E
MAXIMUM SECURITY ERROR MESSAGES EXCEEDED

Reason:

More than 72 errors were encountered under a security violation. No further security errors were printed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6369E
SPURIOUS PARENTHESIS NOT PERMITTED IN name1 PARAMETER OF name2

Reason:

Parameter  name1  , which is a subparameter of  name2,  should not have extra parentheses.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6370E
DATA SET dsname UNABLE TO BE DEFINED, A DUPLICATE NAME WILL EXIST IN CATALOG

Reason:

The data set referenced by  dsname  has been previously cataloged. Furthermore, the data set is eligible for SMS
management. Duplicate data sets that are SMS-managed cannot coexist under SMS control. If you execute this JCL, it
will fail allocation processing.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6371E
MAXIMUM ERROR MESSAGES EXCEEDED

Reason:

More than 72 errors were encountered under control of options requiring authorization. No further errors for these options
were printed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6372E
POTENTIAL SECURITY VIOLATION DETECTED text

Reason:

A potential security violation for READ access can occur when the job's JCL is run. This message can be followed by
Message CAY6323I, which describes the potential error in more detail.

Action:
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See the appropriate security product manual for the message or CA Common Services for z/OS messages about SAF-
compatible products.

 CAY6373E
POTENTIAL SECURITY VIOLATION DETECTED text

Reason:

A potential security violation for SCRATCH access can occur when the job's JCL is run. This message can be followed by
Message CAY6323I, which describes the potential error in further detail.

Action:

See the appropriate security product manual for message or CA Common Services for z/OS messages about SAF-
compatible products.

 CAY6374E
ERROR PROCESSING element; IDCAMS MESSAGE message text

Reason:

During invocation of IDCAMS for data set validation, an error occurred. The associated IBM message text follows this
message.

Action:

Follow the instruction in the IBM message text.

 CAY6375E
SMS-MANAGED DATA SET dsname IS WITHIN THE SCOPE OF A JOBCAT/STEPCAT

Reason:

The  dsname  is SMS-managed. The system catalog is the only catalog that can be used by SMS.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6377W
REFDD SHOULD NOT REFER BACK TO condition

Reason:

The REFDD parameter should not be used to refer back to a DD statement where the data set name is coded as one of
the following options:

• A temporary file
• Another refer back
• A PDS member
• A cataloged (already existing) data set
• A relative GDG

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CAY6378W
NULL STATEMENT FOUND IN PROCEDURE name

Reason:

It is no longer invalid to code a null statement in a procedure. However, when a procedure contains a null statement, there
may be JCL statements following it that will not be part of the execution.

Action:

Determine whether the null statement alters the execution from what is intended, and remove it if necessary.

 CAY6379E
SUBSYSTEM subsystem name IS UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

The specified  subsystem name  was not found in the subsystem's name table.

Action:

Correct the JCL and use a valid subsystem.

 CAY6380E
CA7/NCF REQUIRES A BLANK IN CARD COLUMN 69 AND A BLANK OR COMMA IN COLUMN 68

Reason:

CA 7 uses columns 69 through 80 of JCL. You cannot code user data here.

Action:

Shorten JCL or specify continuation.

 CAY6381E
DATABASE PLAN plan name NOT FOUND

Reason:

The DB2  plan name  was not found in the DB2 database. This may affect program execution.

Action:

Ensure you are using the proper DB2 subsystem, and perform one of the following actions:

• Correct the JCL.
• Contact the database administrator.

 CAY6382E
ERROR DURING interface name INTERFACE, RC=return code, REASON CODE is reason code

Reason:

An error occurred during interface. The interface name will appear along with a return code and reason code values.

Action:
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Contact the systems programmer to ensure proper CA JCLCheck interface installation.

 CAY6383E
REGION REQUESTED UNAVAILABLE

Reason:

The region specified on the statement is larger than the private area below the 16 MB line.

Action:

Decrease the region size on the offending statement.

 CAY6384W
REMOVABLE MEDIA IS OFFSITE OR IN THE VAULT

Reason:

Tapes or cartridges in the CA 1 or CA TLMS tape libraries are possibly offsite.

Action:

Ensure volumes are available before submitting JCL.

 CAY6385W
NULL INPUT, EXECUTION RESULTS MAY BE UNEXPECTED

Reason:

A utility control data set that should contain control statements is empty.

Action:

Ensure the data set is correct or that the null input is legitimate.

 CAY6386E
CA 7 NULL OPERAND FIELD INVALID

Reason:

The operand found in the CA 7 statement is missing, misplaced, or invalid.

Action:

Correct the operand on the offending statement.

 CAY6387E
VOLUME AND UNIT ARE INVALID ON STEPCAT/JOBCAT

Reason:

A STEPCAT or JOBCAT statement was found containing a VOLUME and UNIT designation in its DD definition.

Action:

Remove the VOLUME and UNIT keywords and any associated data.
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 CAY6388W
NO SUBSTITUTION OCCURRED FOR PARAMETER parameter, - PARAMETER RETAINED AS WRITTEN

Reason:

A symbolic parameter was found in which no value was designated. As a result, no substitution could be performed.

Action:

• Examine the statement.
• Determine whether the substitution is required.
• Make any needed corrections.

 CAY6389E
PERMISSION WAS NOT GRANTED TO SEARCH SOME COMPONENT OF THE PATH

Reason:

Insufficient security authorization was found for the user's job to access the catalog resources required to validate a DASD
storage file assignment.

Action:

• Review the user security designations and make any needed corrections.
• Contact the person responsible for storage administration.

 CAY6390E
A LOOP EXISTS IN SYMBOLIC LINKS THAT WERE ENCOUNTERED DURING RESOLUTION OF THE PATH

Reason:

The USS interface encountered a directory designation whose resolution resulted in a processing loop.

Action:

Contact your site's system support personnel to validate that the correct file name has been provided.

 CAY6391E
NOT ALLOWED; UCB CATALOG RESIDES ABOVE THE 16M LINE

Reason:

The operating system does not support the STEPCAT or JOBCAT DD statement for catalogs that have a unit control block
(UCB) above the 16 MB line. JCL streams submitted with such statements will fail with system messages IGD04001I and
IDC3009I VSAM CATALOG RETURN CODE IS 198 - REASON CODE IS 6.

Action:

Contact your site's system programming personnel.

 CAY6392E
UNKNOWN PATH VALIDATION ERROR - RETURN CODE=rc, REASON CODE=rs

Reason:
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The request for service from the IBM USS Callable Services Interface resulted in an unusual response not covered by one
of the specific errors designated with CA JCLCheck.

NOTE
This is a system-level condition outside the CA JCLCheck product.

Action:

Contact your site's system programming staff with this error along with its returned condition and reason codes.

 CAY6393E
PATH DOES NOT EXIST, SPECIFY AS NEW PATH

Reason:

The HFS PATH requested does not exist and must be specified as a NEW PATH, not an existing PATH.

Action:

Change the file disposition to reflect a NEW PATH.

 CAY6394E
PATH DOES EXIST, CANNOT SPECIFY AS NEW PATH

Reason:

The HFS PATH requested does exist and must be specified as an OLD PATH, not a NEW PATH.

Action:

Change the file disposition to reflect an OLD PATH.

 CAY6395E
PATH CANNOT BE USED ON DD NAME SPECIFIED

Reason:

The PATH keyword is invalid or conflicts with the characteristics of the file on which it is specified.

Action:

• Research the file and correct the file name specified.
• Remove the PATH designation.

 CAY6396E
PATH CANNOT BE USED WITH DD PARM OF parm

Reason:

There is a processing conflict between the PATH designation and the DD parameter shown in the message.

Action:

Research the designated file and perform one of the following actions:
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• Correct the parameter shown.
• Remove the parameter shown.
• Remove the PATH designation.

 CAY6397E
PATH SPECIFIED DOES NOT EXIST

Reason:

The PATH was specified as an existing file but could not be found.

Action:

Research the designated file and perform one of the following actions:

• Correct the PATH name specified.
• Correct the PATH disposition.

 CAY6398E
PATH SPECIFIED ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The PATH was specified as a new file but was found to exist.

Action:

Research the designated file and perform one of the following actions:

• Correct the PATH name specified.
• Correct the PATH disposition.

 CAY6399I
JCLCHECK IS RUNNING NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

This is an informational message to inform the user that JCLCheck is not APF authorized. JCLCheck will continue to run
in a non-authorized environment.

Action:

None.

 CAY6399S
JCLCHECK IS RUNNING NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

This is an error message to inform the user that JCLCheck is not APF authorized as required by one or more JCLCheck
options. JCLCheck will terminate with a return code of 12.

Action:

Establish JCLCheck as APF authorized or remove the JCLCheck option(s) that require APF authorization.
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 CAY6400E to CAY6499E
The topics that follow describe the CAY6400E to CAY6499E messages.

 CAY6400E
A COMPONENT OF THE PATHNAME PREFIX IS NOT A DIRECTORY

Reason:

A segment or component of the PATH name could not be located as a designated directory.

Action:

• Research the name specified and correct.
• Contact your site's system programming or storage management personnel.

 CAY6401I
NO ERRORS FOUND, JCL WILL BE SUBMITTED

Reason:

SUBCHEK found no errors. The JCL will be submitted to z/OS for background processing. This message informs the user
that the submit will be successful.

Note:  This message follows all other CA JCLCheck error messages.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6402E
ERRORS FOUND, JCL WILL NOT BE SUBMITTED

Reason:

Errors were found by SUBCHEK while analyzing this input stream. The JCL will not be submitted for background
processing.

NOTE
This message follows all other CA JCLCheck error messages.

Action:

Correct the JCL to prevent future problems.

 CAY6403E
SUBCHEK BYPASSED DUE TO PROGRAM REQUEST

Reason:

The input JCL stream will not be processed by SUBCHEK. The routines installed in SUBCHEK at your installation have
bypassed this processing.

Action:

The JCL will be submitted for execution.
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 CAY6405E
INVALID USE OF " FOR QUOTED STRINGS

Reason:

Use of double quotes ("") is an invalid delimiter for quoted strings.

Action:

Reenter the command with the correct delimiter.

 CAY6406E
CONTENT OF ''PATH'' REQUIRES QUOTES

Reason:

Due to special characters within the PATHNAME, the command must be entered with quotes.

Action:

Reenter the command with quotes.

 CAY6407E
JOBCAT/STEPCAT STATEMENTS DISABLED

Reason:

This message is issued on IBM z/OS 1.5 and higher-versioned systems when the JOBSTEPCAT function is disabled.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Remove all occurrences of JOBCAT and STEPCAT statements within the JCL.
• Enable the JOBSTEPCAT function with the IBM MODIFY CATALOG,ENABLE(JOBSTEPCAT) command.
• Use the JCLCHECK NORUNTIM option to bypass this check.

 CAY6408I
JCL STATEMENTS FLUSHED FOR JOBNAME 'jobname'

Reason:

JCL is being bypassed (not checked) because it follows an EOJ card.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

NOTE
This message carries the return code as specified by the FLUSHRC runtime option. If the FLUSHRC return
code is specified as zero, this message is suppressed.

 CAY6409W
JOBCARD OPTION DEFAULTED TO JOBCARD(1)

Reason:
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The JOBCARD(  n  ) option was specified in the options file, but  n  is larger than the number of job cards specified in the
JOBCARD CSECT.

The JOBCARD(  n  ) option was specified in the options file, but the  n  th job card in the JOBCARD CSECT is not a valid
job card.

Action:

Correct the  n  specification in JOBCARD(  n  ) or correct the  n  th job card in the JOBCARD CSECT to be a valid job
card.

 CAY6410E
IMS DD NAME 'DDname' is required by DBD 'DBDname' but was not provided

Reason:

While validating an IMS database definition for existence, CA JCLCheck could not find the specified DDname within the
JCL stream nor in the dynamic allocation member (in STEPLIB) if provided.

Action  :

Verify the DDname referenced in the database definition is defined, or if the dynamic allocation member for this definition
contains the DDname.

 CAY6411E
OUTFMT OPTION var DD STATEMENT(S) MISSING

Reason:

The OUTFMT option requires several additional JCL statements as described in Using Alternative Report Formats. One or
more of these JCL statements are missing. The  var  variable is either: CSV, PDF, or LIST.

Action:

Depending on which JCL statement is missing, either, CSV conversion cannot be done, PDF conversion cannot be done,
or neither can be done. (This is a WTO message because the output file is not open at this time.)

 CAY6412E
OUTFMT OPTION OPEN FILE ERROR

Reason:

CSV or PDF conversion processing attempted to open a file but the open failed.

Action:

Depending on which file could not be opened, either CSV conversion processing cannot be done, PDF conversion
processing cannot be done, or neither can be done. (This is a WTO message because the output file is not open at this
time.)

 CAY6413E
OUTFMT OPTION REPORT FILE NOT DASD FILE

Reason:

The primary report file (usually SYSPRINT) is not a DASD-resident file.
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Action:

Neither CSV nor PDF conversion can be done. (This is a WTO message because the output file is not open at this time.)

 CAY6414E
OUTFMT OPTION ERROR ENCOUNTERED. SEE ddname FILE FOR DETAILS.

Reason:

A conversion processing error has been encountered. The detailed error message is to be found in the JCKCSVO or in
the JCKPDFO output file.

Action:

Go to the JCKCSVO or JCKPDFO file for the detailed error message. (This is a WTO message to inform the user that an
error was encountered and to direct the user where to look for the specific error message.)

 CAY6415E
OUTFMT OPTION CSV TEMPLATE INVALID. MATCHING TEXT ERROR. CSV TEMPLATE PRINTED BELOW.

Reason:

This error message is found in the JCKCSVO file and is caused by the matching text not containing an open and/or
closing quote, or the heading template pair being a null string. The problematic template pair is printed immediately after
this error message.

Action:

CSV conversion processing is aborted.

 CAY6416E
OUTFMT OPTION CSV TEMPLATE INVALID. UNDEFINED KEYWORD. CSV TEMPLATE PRINTED BELOW.

Reason:

This error message is found in the JCKCSVO file and is caused by an undefined template pair keyword. The problematic
template pair is printed immediately after this error message.

Action:

CSV conversion processing is aborted.

 CAY6417E
OUTFMT OPTION CSV TEMPLATE INVALID. COLUMN LOCATOR ERROR. CSV TEMPLATE PRINTED BELOW.

Reason:

This error message is found in the JCKCSVO file and is caused by an error in the comma template pair. The comma
locator values are missing, greater than 132, less than 1, not numeric, not ascending, etc. The problematic template pair
is printed immediately after this error message.

Action:

CSV conversion processing is aborted.
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 CAY6418W
OUTFMT OPTION CSV TEMPLATE INVALID. INCORRECT NUMBER. CSV TEMPLATE PRINTED BELOW.

Reason:

This warning message is found in the JCKCSVO file and is caused by an error in the n value immediately following a
template pair keyword. The number is either greater than 9999, less than 1, or not numeric. The problematic template pair
is printed immediately after this warning message.

Action:

CSV conversion processing continues and the default n value is used.

 CAY6419E
OUTFMT OPTION INTERNAL ERROR DETECTED. CSV CONVERSION ABENDING.

Reason:

This error message is found in the JCKCSVO file and is caused by an unexpected internal error in the CSV conversion
process.

Action:

CSV conversion processing terminates abnormally.

 CAY6420I
REPORT FILE OUTPUT COPIED TO DDNAME ddname

Reason:

This informational WTO message informs the user that the DASD-resident primary report file was copied to a SYSOUT
file and is contained in the JCLCheck job output.

Action:

This is an informational message. It tells the user where the SYSOUT primary report file is in the JCLCheck job output.

 CAY6421E
SCHEDULING ENVIRONMENT 'xxxxxxxx' DOES NOT EXIST - REASON CODE 'xxxx'

Reason:

The scheduling environment requested by the SCHENV parameter does not exist.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6422E
MCOUSR OPTION DDNAME ddname NOT FOUND

Reason:

The MCOUSR option was requested and the  ddname  listed in the message does not exist in the JCL.

Action:
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Correct and reenter.

 CAY6423E
ERROR OCCURRED ON MCO FILE OPEN FOR DDNAME ddname

Reason:

An error occurred during OPEN processing for the  ddname  listed in the message as a result of either an MCOSYS or
MCOUSR option.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6424E
MCO FILE FORMAT ERROR ON STATEMENT: statement

Reason:

The  statement  listed in the message contains a format error.

Action:

Correct the statement according to the format described in the MCOUSR or MCOSYS option and reenter.

 CAY6425I
mcooption CHANGED MESSAGE number TO SEVERITY severity SEVCOD sevcode

Reason:

The  mcooption  listed in the message will change the message  number  with the indicated  sevcode  to the  severity 
listed in the message if the message is generated. If  sevcode  is a comma, then the change will apply to the message
number, no matter which severity.

Action:

None. This informational message is generated when the CAISUPT option is specified.

 CAY6426E
ALLOCATION FAILED FOR MCOSYS DATASET - RC=rc RE=reason

Reason:

A dynamic allocation error occurred for the dataset listed on the MCOSYS option. The return code and reason code are
listed in the message.

Action:

Refer to additional messages in the JESLOG and take corrective action where necessary.

 CAY6427E
VALUE OF THE PARAMETER IS MISSING

Reason:
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There is no value coded for the parameter. The value should immediately follow the equal sign.

Action:

Review and correct the parameter's value.

 CAY6428E
THE CHECK OF A MEMBER EXISTENCE FAILED. NO AUTHORIZATION FOR data set.

Reason:

The check of a member existence could not be performed because the user does not have the authorization to access the
data set.

Action:

Review the authorization for the data set.

 CAY6429E
MEMBER member name IS NOT IN THE LIBRARY

Reason:

Member was not found in the data set.

Action:

Review and correct the member name.

 CAY6430E
name IS AN ILLEGAL PARAMETER

Reason:

Parameter was typed incorrectly.

Action:

Review and correct the parameter name.

 CAY6431E
XCOM PARAMETER MUST START AT THE FIRST POSITION

Reason:

Parameter does not start at the first column.

Action:

Correct the position of a parameter.

 CAY6432E
XCOM PARAMETER IS TOO LONG

Reason:
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Parameter is longer than 16 characters.

Action:

Review and correct the parameter name.

 CAY6433E
XCOM PARAMETER IS TOO SHORT

Reason:

Parameter length is less than 2 characters.

Action:

Review and correct the parameter name.

 CAY6434E
XCOM PARAMETER MUST BE FOLLOWED BY EQUAL SIGN

Reason:

Every XCOM parameter must be followed by an equal sign except the NEWXFER parameter.

Action:

Review the parameter name and put an equal sign right after the parameter.

 CAY6435E
LFILE PARAMETER WAS NOT CODED

Reason:

LFILE parameter must be coded to be able to make a transfer.

Action:

Code the LFILE parameter.

 CAY6436E
QUOTES SHOULD BE DONE ON THE LINE BASIS

Reason:

There are no quotes at the end of the line.

Action:

Review and correct the quoted value of a parameter.

 CAY6437E
CONTINUATION MUST START FROM 2nd TO 16th POSITION

Reason:

The continuation of a previously coded statement must start from 2nd till 16th position.
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Action:

Review and correct the continuation statement.

 CAY6438E
CONTINUATION IS EXPECTED

Reason:

The statement ends with a plus sign, but no continuation was coded.

Action:

Review and correct the continuation statement or erase the plus sign.

 CAY6440E
stmt STATEMENT IS INVALID NEAR column

Reason:

The statement type indicated by  stmt  has a syntax error near the column indicated.

Action:

Correct the statement to specify the correct syntax.

 CAY6441E
SET COMMAND ALTERED SEVERITY OF PRIOR MESSAGES

Reason:

An IDCAMS SET MAXCC= statement was processed and it was found that errors had previously occurred that exceeded
the CC value specified in the SET.
The severity of the prior messages were reduced to match the value specified in the SET statement.

Action:

None.

 CAY6442E
INVALID VALUE IN 'pppp' PARAMETER OF 'kkkk'

Reason:
The value specified in the parameter (pppp) of the indicated keyword (kkkk) is not valid.

Action:  Correct the JCL statement to specify the value correctly.

 CAY6443E
TIME IS IN THE PAST IN 'pppp'

Reason:  The value specified in the parameter (pppp) is in the past. The value must be a future time.

Action:  Correct the JCL statement to specify a future time value.
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 CAY6444#
OLDER THAN LAST YEAR IN 'pppp' PARAMETER OF 'kkkk'

Reason:
The value specified in the parameter (pppp) of the indicated keyword (kkkk)  is too old and will fail if submitted.
The year cannot be before the current year-1.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the value correctly.

CAY6445E
NAME IS NOT ALLOWED ON THIS STATEMENT

Reason:
The statement is not allowed to have a name specified after the //.  The // must be followed by a blank.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6446E
NAME ON 'stmt1' MUST MATCH THE NAME ON 'stmt2'

Reason:
The //name on the statement type indicated by 'stmt1', such as ENDSET or ENDGROUP, must match the previously
defined 'stmt2', such as JOBSET or JOBGROUP.  The JOBSET/ENDSET and JOBGROUP/ENDGROUP indicate the start
and end of a set of statements, and must have the same //name.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6447E
'stmt1' STATEMENT MUST FOLLOW A 'stmt2' STATEMENT

Reason:
A statement is out of place. The statement listed in 'stmt1', such as BEFORE, AFTER, or CONCURRENT, must follow the
type of statement indicated in 'stmt2', such as GJOB or JOBSET.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6448E
'stmt1' IS MISSING 'stmt2' STATEMENT

Reason:
A statement is missing from a group or set. The statement listed in 'stmt1', such as JOBGROUP or JOBSET, is missing
the statements that define jobs, as indicated in 'stmt2', such as GJOB or JOBSET for JOBGROUP, or SJOB for JOBSET.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6449E
ERROR IN 'stmt' STATEMENT FOUND NEAR 'statement text'

Reason:
An error was found in the statement indicated by 'stmt' near the string shown in the 'statement text'. This generally occurs
on a condition string contained in an ERROR= or WHEN= parameter.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6450E
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OPERAND/COMMENT NOT ALLOWED ON 'stmt'

Reason:
The statement type indicated by ‘stmt’ does not allow and text to follow the 'stmt' operator.  Only a sequence number in
73-80 is allow for this type of statement.  SJOB, ENDSET, and ENDGROUP are examples of statements that do not allow
test following the operator.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6451EINSUFFICIENT STORAGE TO INITIALIZE

Reason:

There is insufficient virtual storage available to initialize the JCLROSCO interface.

Action:

Try the JCL command again at a later time. If this message persists, contact your Technical Support group to determine
whether to increase the region size for Roscoe .

 CAY6452E
IDENTIFY FAILED FOR JCLROSCO

Reason:

The identify macro issued by the RSSCJCKO monitor was unsuccessful.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

 CAY6453E
ATTACH FAILED FOR JCLROSCO

Reason:

The attach macro issued by the RSSCJCKO monitor was unsuccessful.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

 CAY6454E
UNABLE TO INITIALIZE FOR AWS READ

Reason:

JCLROSCO received a nonzero return code for the AWSI FUNC=INIT macro.

Action:

If your [assign the caroscoe value for your book] system version is a version that is earlier than 5.3A, ensure that the
appropriate level of the AWSI routine is link edited with RSSCJCKO.

 CAY6455E
JCLCHECK ABENDED WITH CODE number
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Reason:

CA JCLCheck has abended with return code  number  .

Action:

• Run the JCL from the AWSI through CA JCLCheck in batch to obtain more complete documentation.
• Contact Technical Support.

 CAY6456E
OUTPUT TERMINATED BY ATTN KEY

Reason:

After entering the JCL command, you pressed the attention key. This action causes CA JCLCheck to terminate its
processing.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6457E
JCLCHECK MONITOR ABEND - DUMP ON JCHKDUMP

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck monitor routine, RSSCJCKO, has abended.

Action:

• Retrieve the dump printed on the JCHKDUMP DD statement
• Contact Technical Support

 CAY6458E
CAS ERROR TYPE=type, RC=rc code, REASON CODE=reason code, text

Reason:
The construct access services failed. The cause of the failure is indicated in the return code and reason code. The
error message also indicates what type of service has been requested. The accompanying text string will give a better
explanation of the cause.

Action:
Correct the problems and resubmit the job. If the problem cannot be identified, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6459E
TOO MANY CONDITIONS ON THE 'stmt' STATEMENT

Reason:
The number of condition clauses entered for the indicated 'stmt' exceeds the maximum allowed by IBM. This generally
occurs on an ERROR= or WHEN= parameter.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.
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 CAY6460E
CIRCULAR DEPENDENCY, NAME= SPECIFIES THIS JOB'S NAME: 'jobname'

Reason:
The NAME= parameter on a BEFORE, AFTER, or CONCURRENT statement specifies a jobname that is the same as the
one specified on the preceding GJOB or JOBSET to which the statement applies.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

 CAY6461E
DUP DEPENDENCY, NAME CAN ONLY BE DEFINED ONCE: 'jobname'

Reason:
The NAME= parameter specifies a jobname that occurs more than once in the set of BEFORE, AFTER, or
CONCURRENT statements that follow a GJOB or JOBSET statement.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

 CAY6462E
NAME= LISTS JOB THAT IS NOT DEFINED IN JOBGROUP: 'jobname'

Reason:
The indicated 'jobname' is defined in a NAME= parameter, but does not exist in the JOBGROUP. All jobs referenced in the
NAME= must be defined in the same JOBGROUP as the statement that names the job.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.   Either add the missing job with a GJOB or SJOB statement or
remove the jobname from the NAME= list.

 CAY6463E
'stmt' CANNOT BE SPECIFIED AS A DEPENDENCY: 'jobname'

Reason:
The indicated 'jobname' is defined in a NAME= parameter, but the name does not refer to a GJOB or JOBSET. The name
is for the statement type indicated in 'stmt', which is not valid for use in a NAME= statement.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

 CAY6464E
DUPLICATE JOB NAME DEFINED: 'jobname'

Reason:
The indicated 'jobname' is specified as a //name on more than one statement in the JOBGROUP.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the correct value.

CAY6465W  JES2_CKPT_LEVEL 'lvl' DOES NOT SUPPORT JOBGROUP

Reason:
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The JES2 checkpoint level, 'lvl', does not support the JOBGROUP and SCHEDULE statements. JCLCheck will continue
to verify the statements, but unless the checkpoint is changed to Z22 level before the JOBGROUP is submitted, the job
will fail.
This warning will only be reported if the DYNCHEK/CAZ1DYNC is run to define the CA JCLCheck dynamic area in CSA.

Action:
None required. Correct checkpoint level in JES2 if JOBGROUP support is required. Refer to the JES2 manuals for details.

CAY6466E  VALUE OF 'p' PARAMETER OF 'k' IS INVALID

Reason:
The parameter 'p' of the keyword 'k' contains an invalid value.

Action:
Correct the parameter to specify a valid value. Note that some command keywords allow blanks in values when specified
in the EXEC PARM, but not if specified through an input DD.

CAY6467E
PARM OPTIONS MUST COME BEFORE CONTROL STATEMENTS

Reason:
Parm options were found in $ORTPARM after the first sort control statement.

Action:
Parm options must be before any control statements.

CAY6468W
IF SYNCSORT TIMESTMP OPTION IS IN USE DSN PREFIX IS TOO LONG >21

Reason:
The dataset prefix specified may be too long if your installation uses the SyncSort TIMESTMP installation option.

Action:
If you use this option in your environment, reduce the length of the prefix to 21 characters or less.

CAY6469E
DSN PREFIX MUST END IN A PERIOD FOR BKPTDSN=

Reason:
The BKPTDSN= option requires the prefix to end in a period.

Action:
Add a period to end of the prefix name. Make sure the new length does not exceed the length limits.

CAY6470E
DDNAME 'ddn' IS REQUIRED WHEN KEYWORD 'keyword' IS SPECIFIED

Reason:
The indicated keyword requires that the DDname 'ddn' is present.

Action:
Add the DDname to your JCL.

CAY6471E
OFFSET VALUE NOT ALLOWED FOR KEYWORD 'keyword'

Reason:
The value in the indicated keyword contains a plus (+) or minus (-) character, but the keyword does not support a +nnn or
-nnn offset value.

Action:
Correct the value specified.
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CAY6472E
'keyword' CANNOT BE USED WITH OPTION 'option'

Reason:
The statement or keyword shown is not allowed when running with the PARM option indicated.

Action:
Remove the keyword or the option.

CAY6473E
DATE SPECIFIED IS INVALID: 'date value'

Reason:
The value specified for a date field is invalid.

Action:
Correct the date value specified.

CAY6474E
PRODUCT 'xxx' VERS 'yyyy' NOT INITIALIZED BY CAIRIM
Reason:  The TMS or TLMS version that was specified in the JCLCHECK options has not been initialized by the CAIRIM
process.
Action:  Verify the TMS(xx) or TLMS(xx) value.

CAY6475E
SUBSYS xxxx ERROR: ttttt
Reason:  The TMS or TLMS keyword was specified in the JCLCHECK options and there was a problem with verifying
that the tape product subsystem was active.
Action:  Research the error reason.

CAY6476I
'name' IS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH EARLIER OPERATION AND WILL BE IGNORED

Reason:
Command 'name' is mutually exclusive with a previously specified command and will be ignored.
Example: DFSORT commands 'SORT' and 'MERGE' are mutually exclusive.  If SORT is specified first, then the MERGE
command will be ignored.

Action:
Informational message, no action required.

CAY6477W   EDIT PATTERN 'pattern' HAS 'i'(s) THAT FOLLOW A 't'.   THESE WILL BE TREATED AS 't' CHARS.
VERIFY INTENDED RESULTS.

Reason:

The Sort EDIT= or EDxy= keyword has insignificant pattern characters, such as I, in the edit pattern that follow the
significant pattern characters, such as T. This is a invalid edit pattern, but sort accepts it and treats the insignificant (I) as
significant and will not blank them if they contain zeros.

Example: Pattern TTTIII will be treated as TTTTTT.
Is it possible that the pattern was incorrectly specified and should have been IIITTT, which would blank leading zeros. With
a value 10 and an edit pattern of TTTIII, the value would come out as 000010. With edit pattern IIITTT, the output would
be 010.

Action:  Ensure the pattern is correct so that you receive the output you want.

CAY6478E
MODULE 'mmmmmmmm' IS INVALID - 'rrrrrrr'

Reason:
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JCLCHECK determined that a load module was not valid (where mmmmmmmm is the module name and rrrrrr is the
reason).

Action:
Use the text in the reason provided above to research and determine why the module is not valid.

CAY6479
JCLCHECK WILL PROCESS UP TO 15 DSN FROM DB2 PLAN TABLE

Reason:
When CA JCLCheck is running under a CA ROSCOE or CA 7 environment, there is a limited amount of virtual storage
available below the 16M line. Large DB2 PLAN tables require CA JCLCheck to request a large amount of virtual storage
to process all entries in the table. Therefore, to prevent storage-related problems, CA JCLCheck will report on a maximum
of 15 DSN entries from the PLAN table.

Action:
Run CA JCLCheck Batch JCL and include a DB2 DSN JCL member to have CA JCLCheck report on additional PLAN
table DSNs.

CAY6480IDEBUG CONDITION WAS NOT DETECTED - SVC DUMP GENERATED FOR ID:  svcdump

Reason:

The message number requested on the DEBUG option was not detected in the CA JCLCheck execution. As a result, an
SVC DUMP was requested at the end of CA JCLCheck processing.

Action:

Review the JESMSGLG log and the IEA794I message that was generated when the SVC DUMP was taken. The dump
title on the IEA794I message and the  svcdump  value in the CAY6480I message will be listed.

 CAY6481I
DEBUG CONDITION WAS DETECTED FOR MESSAGE nnn - SVC DUMP GENERATED FOR ID: svcdump

Reason:

The message number requested on the DEBUG option was detected in the CA JCLCheck execution. As a result, an SVC
DUMP was requested at the time the message was issued and the CA JCLCheck execution continues.

Action:

Review the JESMSGLG log and the IEA794I message that was generated when the SVC DUMP was taken. The dump
title on the IEA794I message and the  svcdump  value in the CAY6481I message will be listed.

 CAY6482E
DEBUG ERROR OCCURRED GENERATING SVC DUMP - RETURN CODE = 0000rerc

Reason:

An SVC DUMP was requested as a result of the CA JCLCheck DEBUG option and an error occurred while scheduling the
SVC DUMP. The Reason Code (  re  ) and Return Code (  rc  ) are listed in the message.

Action:

For more information, review the Reason Codes and Return Codes listed in the  MVS Authorized Assembler Services
Reference  manual for the  SDUMPX  macro and take appropriate action where necessary.
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 CAY6483E
DEBUG REQUESTED AND CAZ2DUMP IS NOT RUNNING APF AUTHORIZED

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck DEBUG option was requested and program CAZ2DUMP is not APF authorized.

Action:

Make sure that program CAZ2DUMP is APF authorized and resubmit the request.

 CAY6484E
DEBUG REQUESTED AND CAZ2DUMP IS NOT EXECUTING ON AN IBM OPERATING SYSTEM

Reason:

The CA JCLCheck DEBUG option was requested through program CAZ2DUMP and CA JCLCheck is not executing on an
IBM operating system.

Action:

Contact Technical Support for assistance.

 CAY6485I
UNSUPPORTED KEYWORD name1 SPECIFIED IN OPERAND OF name2

Reason:

For IF statements, IBM restricts by documenting keywords that are valid; however, many function correctly during
execution. CA JCLCheck validation is done based on IBM documentation in the JCL Reference Manual Section 17.1.4.5
Relational-Expression Keywords.

If your site wishes this message to be a higher severity, you may customize the severity of this message.

Action:

Check site coding standards. If required, recode the IF statement to meet IBM documented restrictions.

 CAY6486E
Keyword keyword1 requires keyword keyword2 which is not specified

Reason:

The use of  keyword1  in the statement being validated requires that  keyword2  also be coded.

Action:

Correct the error and resubmit.

 CAY6487E
AUTOPROC IS reason WITH THIS CHEKPLEX TARGET SERVER

Reason:

This message is issued when JCLCheck is executed with ChekPlex on a target GTS server and the reason indicated in
the message does not agree with the AUTOPROC option specified in that target GTS server.
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If the reason specified in the message indicates "REQUIRED", all JCLCheck executions using ChekPlex on this GTS
target server must use AUTOPROC in JCLCheck.

If the reason specified in the message indicates "NOT ALLOWED", all JCLCheck executions using ChekPlex on this GTS
target server must not use AUTOPROC in JCLCheck.

Action:

Review the value of the AUTOPROC parameter in the PARMCP00 member in the GTS PARMLIB library of the target
server. For more information, see the topic named ChekPlex Startup Parameters. Correct the JCLCheck option as
appropriate and rerun the job.

CAY6490I
CHECKED RESOURCES: 'volser', 'entity'

Reason:
This message lists the volser and entity (program name, file name, etc.) that were being checked for access. This
message follows CAY6321W when SEC(NOLOG) is specified, or if no CAY6323I feedback message is issued.

Action:
Refer to message CAY6321W.

 CAY6500S to CAY6999E
The topics that follow describe the CAY6500S to CAY6999E messages.

 CAY6500S
ABEND abend code IN module, EXECUTION HALTED

Reason:

Abnormal termination occurred.

Action:

Check the JCL being formatted to ensure it is free of errors. If there are no errors, contact CA Support.

 CAY6501E
Duplicate Volume Serial - volser

Reason:

The volume serial shown in the message has been specified more than once.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6501S
INLIB=SEQ AND OUTLIB=PDS NOT VALID, RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

The combination of sequential input and partitioned output is not supported by JCLNeat.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:
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• Copy the input into a PDS and specify INLIB=PDS.
• Change the OUTLIB DD statement to point to a sequential data set and specify OUTLIB=SEQ.

 CAY6502S
MEMBER PARAMETER ERROR, RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the MEMBER option.

Action:

Specify */EXCLUDE/INCLUDE and resubmit.

 CAY6503S
MEMBERS DD CARD MISSING OR EMPTY INPUT FILE, RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

You requested the inclusion or exclusion of members from the input PDS, but the MEMBERS DD data set was not
specified.

Action:

Add the MEMBERS DD statement and resubmit.

 CAY6504S
OPEN FAILURE FOR DDNAME, RUN TERMINATED

Reason:

There are two reasons for this error:

• You failed to specify one of the required JCLNeat DD statements.
• The input library did not contain any of the members specified in the MEMBERS file.

Action:

Perform one of these actions:

• See the required execution JCL in the Command Reference article  ,  and do the following steps:
a. Correct the JCL.
b. Resubmit the job.

• Verify that the data set contains the members.

NOTE
The member names must start in position one of the MEMBERS data set.

 CAY6505I
THE FOLLOWING CARD CONTAINS A FORMAT ERROR

Reason:

A global editing request from the CHANGES DD data set contains a syntax error for one of the following reasons:
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• The From or To data is greater than 34 characters
• The / delimiters were not found

Processing will be subsequently terminated with a CAY6999A message.

Action:

Decrease the number of characters and resubmit.

 CAY6506I
ABOVE PARM INVALID OR UNACCEPTABLE

Reason:

An option specified in the PARM field is invalid. Processing of the options input through the PARM field continues in an
effort to diagnose all errors. The run will be subsequently terminated with a CAY6999A error message.

Action:

Correct the PARM field and resubmit.

 CAY6507I
ABOVE CARD HAS FORMATTING ERRORS

Reason:

A request in the KEYWORDS DD data set did not specify EXEC/DD/DCB/PROC in column 1. Processing will
subsequently be terminated with a CAY6999A message.

Action:

Correct the instruction and resubmit.

 CAY6508I
JCL PROCESSING ERROR AT LOCATION xxxxxxxx IN MODULE= yyyyyyyy MEMBER= mmmmmmmm ERROR=
zzzz

Reason:

While processing the original JCL, an error was encountered in module  mmmmmmmm  at hexadecimal offset 
xxxxxxxx  in JCLNeat. If the input is a PDS, CA Librarian, or CA Panvalet library, the message will indicate the member 
mmmmmmmm  being processed. Processing will continue with this member or job being ignored. In most cases, the error
encountered is a JCL error.

The types of error indicated by  zzzz  are as follows:

0001
Indicates the qualified  ddname  is greater than 26 characters.

0002
Indicates the  ddname  is greater than eight characters but no period (.) was found, meaning that it was qualified.

0003
Indicates no operator was found in a JCL statement.

0004
Indicates the operator in a JCL statement was greater than four characters.
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0005
Indicates an invalid operator was specified in a JCL statement.

0006
Indicates an incomplete keyword=data was specified, but no continuation was shown.

0007
Indicates a continuation JCL statement line did not contain the // characters in columns 1 and 2.

0008
Indicates a keyword and its associated data cannot be continued and are too long to fit on a single JCL statement
line.

0009
Indicates the continuation statement line of an inline comment did not contain the // characters in columns 1 and
2.

0010
Indicates the keyword table has no more room.

0011
Indicates a continuation JCL statement line started after column 16.

0012
Indicates a keyword value is too large to fit on a single card. The value contains no separators, such as commas,
that allow the value to continued to another line. If the card listed in the IMAGE: line that follows is not a
continuation, and contains a JCL operator, like DD, then reducing the value in the OPSC option can allow the
statement to be formatted.

0013
Indicates a keyword value has too many closing parentheses. JCL should be free of JCL errors before running
JCLNeat.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• For  zzzz  =10, increase the value of the Maximum Keywords (MKW) and rerun.
• For all other errors, correct the member or job and resubmit it to JCLNeat.

 CAY6509I
LOGIC PROCESSING FAULT AT LOCATION xxxxxxxx IN MODULE yyyyyyyy MEMBER= mmmmmmmm

Reason:

An unexpected condition was encountered at hexadecimal location  xxxxxxxx  in module  yyyyyyyy  (while processing
member  mmmmmmmm  if input is from PDS, CA Librarian or CA Panvalet). JCLNeat cannot logically process this
member because of the options specified.

Example:  A high inline comment (ICSC) value might prevent processing inline comments. The member is bypassed and
JCLNeat processing continues.

Action:

• Review the member.
• Correct any illogical definition.
• Resubmit the job.
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 CAY6510I
CEC xx RESET TO CSC xx+6

Reason:

The user's specification of CSC  xx  and CEC  xx  resulted in inadequate space between the starting and ending columns
for a keyword and its associated data (  xx  is either J, EX, DD, IF, IN, JL, OP, PR, S, or CN). Processing continues using
the reset values indicated in the message.

Action:

Change the options to reflect the new value and resubmit the job.

 CAY6511I
ICSC xx RESET TO CEC xx+1

Reason:

The value specified for the start of the inline comment (ICSC  xx  ) was lower than the ending column for the keyword and
its associated data (CEC  xx  ). ICSC  xx  is reset as indicated and processing continues (  xx  is either J, EX, DD, IF, IN,
JL, OP, PR, S, or CN).

Action:

Change the options to reflect the new value and resubmit the job.

 CAY6512I
INLINE COMMENTS WILL BE DELETED DUE TO THE CEC SPECIFIED

Reason:

The user's combination of options would cause inline comments to extend beyond column 69, effectively preventing
continuation statement lines.

Action:

Correct the options and resubmit the job.

 CAY6513I
ABOVE CARD CAUSED TABLE OVERFLOW, INCREASE "MKW" OR DECREASE NUMBER OF THIS TYPE CARD

Reason:

JCLNeat processing has encountered more keywords than specified in the Maximum Keywords (MKW) value.

Action:

• If the keyword maximum was encountered while processing a JCL statement, increase the MKW value and resubmit.
• If the keyword maximum was encountered while inputting a new keyword order for an operator through the

KEYWORDS DD data set, perform one of the following tasks:
– Increase the MKW value.
– Decrease the number of keywords input for this operator.

 CAY6515I
REXXMEM AND FORMAT= N ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE REXXMEM AND JOBF= N ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
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Reason:

JCLNeat processing has encountered mutually exclusive options.

Action:

Respecify the options and resubmit the job.

 CAY6516E
ERROR ON library dsname, NO ACCESS; RC= nn

Reason:

For INLIB/OUTLIB, the LISTDSI command ended with the specified return code.

Action:

To determine the cause of the error, refer to the  IBM z/OS V1R9 TSO/E CLISTs  manual for the LISTDSI statement return
codes.

 CAY6517I
UNABLE TO UPDATE ACCT FIELD - ANY CHANGES WILL NEED TO BE APPLIED MANUALLY

Reason:

JCLNeat cannot update the job card ACCT field.

Action:

Determine if there are changes to be made to the ACCT field of the job card and manually make those updates.

 CAY6518I
Invalid entry detected in REXX data stack

Reason:

JCLNeat encountered an unrecognized entry in the REXX data stack. The unrecognized entry is discarded and
processing continues.

Action:

No action is required; however, the REXX program can be reviewed for other use of the data stack.

 CAY6519I
JCLNEAT RETURN CODE SET BY REXXMEM ROUTINE

Reason:

The REXX program specified on the JCLNeat REXXMEM option has specified a return code in the $CA.NEATRC variable
to override the JCLNeat return code.

Action:

None. The message is informational.
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 CAY6520I
FORMAT=B SPECIFIED. THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS WILL BE OVERRIDDEN

CSC, ICSC, BCI, BNS, CDEL, CEC, JOBF, OPSC, PACK, AND RSYM

Reason:

FORMAT=B was specified in the JCLNeat options. FORMAT=B minimizes the reformatting of the JCL. The options listed
are modified during processing as needed to maintain the original formatting. If you have specified values for any of these
options, the value you specified will not be used.

Action:

None required. The message is informational.

If you have specified values that you want to be used for formatting, specify FORMAT=Y so that full formatting using these
values will be performed.

 CAY6521I
SELECTED MEMBER mmmmmmmm IS AN ALIAS AND WAS SKIPPED

Reason:

JCLNEAT encountered an alias while processing a PDS. Member  mmmmmmmm  was skipped. Processing continues
with the next member. If the only member selected was skipped, message CAY6504S will be issued as well.

Action:

None required.

CAY6522W
IF statement exceeds 20 keywords - only first 20 will be passed to REXX
Reason:
An IF statement in the JCL contained more than 20 tests separated by AND or OR. JCLNeat only allows for 20 test values
to be passed in formatted REXX stem variables.  Action:
This will have no effect unless the stem variables are updated by REXX. If the values are updated on the IF statement
call, the resulting IF statement will only contain the 20 values. The original statement will be passed to the RAW REXX call
and can be updated in its entirety by the RAW processing.

CAY6523W
CONTINUATION NOT COMPLETE IN MEMBER
Reason:
The last statement in the member indicated that a continuation card should follow, but the member ended without the
expected continuation.  Action:
Check the JCL being formatted to ensure it is free of errors. If there are no errors, contact CA Support.

CAY6524W   EXEC statement exceeds 190 keywords - only the first 190 will be passed to REXX   Reason:  An
EXEC statement for a cataloged procedure in the JCL contained more than 190 keyword parameters. JCLNeat only
allows for 190 keyword parameters to be passed in formatted REXX stem variables.
Action:   This will have no effect unless the stem variables are updated by REXX. If the values are updated on the EXEC
statement call, the resulting EXEC statement will only contain 190 values. The original statement will be passed to the
RAW REXX call and can be updated in its entirety by the RAW processing.

CAY6541    number level message

Reason:

This message is generated by the Job Control Standards Enforcement or REXX Interface function of JCLNeat when a
JCL standards violation is encountered. The message contains fields that will be filled in when the message is displayed.
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The contents of these fields, and the error severity, are derived from an error definition previously defined through the
ISPF dialog process or the REXX EXEC.

Action:

Contact the standards administrator or systems programmer, whoever is appropriate at your site, if you cannot determine
how to correct this problem.

NOTE
The user sets the severity level of this error.

 CAY6550E
VOLUME IS NOT DEFINED TO SYSTEM: volume

Reason:

Volume name specified in the control cards is not defined to the operating system.

Action:

Correct control cards to specify a valid volume name.

 CAY6551E
UNIT NAME IS NOT VALID: unit

Reason:

Unit name specified in the control cards is not defined to the operating system.

Action:

Correct control cards to specify a valid unit name.

 CAY6552S
DEVICE NUMBER LIST TOO SMALL- CONTACT CA

Reason:

When attempting to retrieve the device list from the operating system, IBM's EDTINFO macro returned an error indicating
the provided device number list was too small. Initially this was set at 25000 entries. This problem will only occur if you
have more devices than the set limit.

Action:

Contact CA to have the size of this table increased in the JCLCDSSU module.

 CAY6553S
INTERNAL ERROR. JCLCDSSU NOT PASSED EXIT

Reason:

Internal logic error occurred. The JCLCDSSU modules must be called with a control card exit address. This exit address
was missing.

Action:

Report this problem to CA for correction.
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 CAY6554E
ALLOCATION FOR ADRSDSSU type TEMP FILE FAILED RC= return code REASON= reason code

Reason:

The indicated temporary file could not be allocated. The dynamic allocation return code and reason code are displayed.

Action:

Check the ‘Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes’ section of IBM’s Auth Assembler Services Guide to determine the
cause of the allocation failure.

 CAY6555E
LOAD FAILED FOR ADRDSSU- CONTROL CARDS NOT CHECKED

Reason:

The load for IBM’s ADRDSSU module failed. CA JCLCheck calls this module to validate the control cards for this utility.
The checking of the ADRDSSU control cards will be bypassed.

Action:

Make sure that the IBM load library containing the ADRDSSU utility is available to CA JCLCheck by including it in the
STEPLIB or in your z/OS LINKLIST.

 CAY6556E
FILE FOR ADRDSSU type DID NOT OPEN, CONTROL CARDS NOT CHECKED

Reason:

The indicated temporary file used by ADRDSSU did not open. The checking of the ADRDSSU control cards will be
bypassed.

Action:

Examine the output for system error messages that may explain the cause of failure. Re-run the CA JCLCheck job. If the
problem persists contact CA Support for assistance.

 CAY6557E
ADRDSSU RETURNED AN ERROR, RC= return code CONTROL CARDS NOT CHECKED

Reason:

When calling ADRDSSU, the program returned a non-zero return code indicating an error occurred. The checking of the
ADRDSSU control cards will be bypassed.

Action:

Examine the job log for messages from ADRDSSU. Correct any problems found. If problem persists, contact CA support.

 CAY6558S
STATEMENT EXECEEDED 20,000 CHARACTERS. CONTROL CARDS NOT CHECKED

Reason:
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An ADRDSSU statement, including continuations, exceeded the maximum of 20,000 characters. The checking of the
ADRDSSU control cards will be bypassed.

Action:

Examine the ADRDSSU control cards to determine if the statement is continued in error. If no error is found and problem
persists, contact CA Support.

CAY6560E
GDG LIMIT PARAMETER 'nnn' NOT WITHIN VALUE RANGE

Reason:
The value (nnn) specified for the LIMIT keyword is not within GENERATIONDATAGROUP limit maximum number range.

Action:
Correct the IDCAMS limit parameter statement to specify the value correctly.

CAY6561E
REQUIRED SUB-PARAMETER (LIMIT) IS MISSING

Reason:
When Defining a generation data group (GDG) the LIMIT parameter keyword is a required parameter.

Action:
Specify the IDCAMS GDG Define LIMIT parameter keyword.

CAY6562W
ESOTERIC DEVICE TYPE

Reason:
An esoteric device group name was specified for DEVICETYPE parameter.

Action:
Specify DEVICETYPE parameter with a generic device type.

CAY6563EIF STATEMENTS NESTED MORE THAN 10 LEVELS

Reason:  More than 10 IF statements are nested in IDCAMS statements. The maximum allowed by IBM is 10.

Action: Correct your IDCAMS control cards logic to use less than 10 IFs in a group.

CAY6564  I  'MAXCC|LASTCC' CHANGED TO 'nn'

Reason:  A SET statement was found to be active in IDCAMS and this message indicates that the MAXCC or LASTCC
was changed to the indicated value (nn).

NOTE

If SETPRP is set or defaulted, the severity of the message will change to match the 'nn' indicated. See the
SETPRP option for more information.

Action: None. Message is informational.

CAY6565I'option1' OPTION IGNORED, IS NOT VALID WITH 'option2'

Reason:  An option (option1) was specified that is not allowed when another option (option2) is specified. The message
indicates that option1 is ignored due to the conflict. Processing proceeds normally.

Action:
None.  Message is informational.

CAY6566SYSUT1 DATASET LRECL PROVIDE IN PREVIOUS STEP BY PROGRAM
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Reason:  During the step to process IEBGENER or ICEGENER, the SYSUT1 dataset was found to contain zero LRECL.
JCLCheck determined that the dataset was defined in a previous step in this JOB without DCB attributes. JCLCheck also
assumes the DCB LRECL is provided by an execution program, such as SORT or COBOL.

Action: Check the previous job step where the dataset is defined and ensure that the execution program is providing the
DCB LRECL value. If the execution program is not providing the DCB LRECL value, you must add the DCB attribute to
the JCL statement for this output dataset.

CAY6567WNEW MEMBER NAME 'ISTHERE' ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:
On a function that is renaming a member, the name specified for the new name already exists. Most likely this will fail if
the member still exists when the job is run.

Action:
Determine if the new name is correct and adjust the JCL if needed. Ignore the the error if the member will be deleted
before the job is run.

CAY6568SYSUT1 DATASET LRECL IS ZERO WHEN BYPRUNT(DSE) IS SPECIFIED

Reason:
During the step to process IEBGENER or ICEGENER, the SYSUT1 dataset was found to contain zero LRECL. The
suboption  DSE  is specified, indicating that JCLCheck will bypass dataset existence checking, including catalog and tape
management. This suboption also bypasses MEM and PGM runtime checking.

Action:  If you want JCLCheck to perform dataset existence checking, remove suboption  DSE  . See the  BYPRUNT 
page for more information on bypassing runtime checks.

CAY6569EMCO FILE ERROR: COMMA AND SEV CODES CANNOT BE USED FOR SAME MSG NUMBER   
statement

Reason:  The  statement  listed in the message conflicts with a previously defined statement for the same message
number. A statement that has a comma in column 4 cannot be included in a MCO file that has a statement with a severity
code (M, I, W, E, or S) in column 4 for the same message number.

Action:  Either remove the statement for the message number that uses a comma, or remove any statements for the
message number that contain severity codes. You can have multiple statements for the message number that use severity
codes.

CAY6570I
VSAM OPTION IS OBSOLETE, DEFAULTING TO CSI

Reason:
The VSAM option is no longer supported. The CSI option will be used instead.

Action:
None. Message is informational.

CAY6572I
GDG Resolved Name: 'GDG.DSN.NAME.G????V00'

Reason:
Informational message showing the resolved generation dataset name.

Action:
None. Message is informational.

CAY6573I
LOAD MODULE 'name' FOUND IN LOADLIB OVERRIDE LIBRARY 'library.name'

Reason:  The load module 'name' was found in the LOADOVER/LOADOVDD override library indicated.
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Action:
None. Message is informational.

CAY6574
VOLUME NOT REQUIRED FOR STEPLIB ALIAS DATASET

Reason:
CA JCLCheck detected that the STEPLIB ALIAS dataset DD statement contains a volume serial name that is not required
for alias loadlib.

If this situation is not corrected, an S213 ABEND code will likely occur upon execution of JOB.

Action:
Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAY6575W
DSNAME dsname NOT FOUND IN CATALOG

Reason:
CA JCLCheck was processing IDCAMS control statement for DEFINE CLUSTER with RECATALOG operand and
detected a dataset not found in the catalog.

Warning message CAY6575W issued.

Action:
Ensure that VSAM file currently exists on the DASD volume. If not, correct the file name or volume and resubmit.

CAY6579W
ALIAS TARGET DSN NOT FOUND: 'target dsn'

Reason:
The alias dataset name points to a related target dataset that is not found. This most often occurs when the ALIAS is
defined using SYMBOLICRELATE and the dataset resolved from the symbols does not exist.

Action:
Correct the missing dataset and resubmit.

CAY6580E   VALUE IS NOT ALLOWED FOR  keyword_name  KEYWORD

Reason:

A value was specified for the indicated keyword and a keyword value is not allowed.

Action:

Correct the statement in error by removing the keyword value.

 CAY6581E
LIST OF VALUES FOR keyword_name KEYWORD MUST BE ENCLOSED IN PARENTHESIS

Reason:

The statement syntax requires that the value for the indicated keyword be a list of values enclosed within parenthesis and
the value specified was not enclosed within parenthesis.

Action:

Correct the statement in error by specifying a list of values enclosed within parenthesis.
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CAY6560
GDG LIMIT PARAMETER 'nnn' NOT WITHIN VALUE RANGE

Reason:

The value (nnn) specified for the LIMIT keyword is not within the GENERATIONDATAGROUP limit maximum number
range.

Action:

Correct the IDCAMS limit parameter statement to specify the value correctly.

CAY6561
REQUIRED SUB-PARAMETER (LIMIT) IS MISSING

Reason:

When defining a generation data group (GDG), the LIMIT parameter keyword is a required parameter.

Action:

Specify the IDCAMS GDG Define LIMIT parameter keyword.

CAY6562W
ESOTERIC DEVICE TYPE

Reason:

An esoteric device group name was specified for DEVICETYPE parameter.

Action:

Specify DEVICETYPE parameter with a generic device type.

CAY6566W
SYSUT1 DATASET LRECL PROVIDED IN PREVIOUS STEP BY PROGRAM

Reason:

JCLCheck processing IEBGENER or ICEGENER step where SYSUT1 dataset contains zero LRECL. JCLCheck
determined the dataset was defined in a previous step in this JOB without DCB attributes. JCLCheck assumes DCB
LRECL is provided by that program (execution programs like SORT or COBOL).

Action:

Check the previous job step where dataset is DEFINE and ensure the executed program is providing DCB LRECL value.
If the program being executed is not providing LRECL, the DCB attribute should be added to the JCL statement for this
output dataset.

CAY6568W
SYSUT1 DATASET LRECL IS ZERO WHEN BYPRUNT(DSE) IS SPECIFIED

Reason:
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JCLCheck is processing an IEBGENER or ICEGENER step where SYSUT1 dataset contains zero LRECL. JCLCheck
suboption DSE is specified, indicating JCLCheck will bypass data set existence checking, including catalog and tape
management. This sub-option also bypasses MEM and PGM runtime checking.

Action:

To allow JCLCheck to perform data set existence checking, remove suboption DSE. For additional information, see the
BYPRUNT article.

CAY6574
VOLUME NOT REQUIRED FOR STEPLIB ALIAS DATASET

Reason:

JCLCheck detected that the STEPLIB ALIAS dataset DD statement contains a volume serial name that is not required for
alias loadlib.
If this situation is not corrected, an S213 ABEND code will probably occur upon execution of JOB.

Action:

Correct the JCL and resubmit.

CAY6575W
DSNAME dsname NOT FOUND IN CATALOG

Reason:

JCLCheck processed IDCAMS control statement for DEFINE CLUSTER with RECATALOG operand and detected a
dataset not found in the catalog. Warning message CAY6575W issued.

Action:

Ensure that the VSAM file currently exists on the DASD volume. If not, correct file name or volume and resubmit.

CAY6579W
ALIAS TARGET DSN NOT FOUND: 'target dsn'

Reason:

The alias dataset name points to a related target dataset that is not found. This most often occurs when the ALIAS is
defined using SYMBOLICRELATE and the dataset resolved from the symbols does not exist.

Action:

Correct missing dataset and resubmit.

 CAY6582S
STATEMENT BUFFER HAS BEEN OVERRUN

Reason:

The buffer containing the current statement being processed has been overrun. This could be due to an excessively long
statement caused by incorrect continuation.

Action:

Ensure the correct statement syntax was specified. If the problem persists, contact Technical Support.
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 CAY6583E
STATEMENT LABEL NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

A label has been specified for the statement and a label is not allowed.

Action:

Correct the statement in error by removing the statement label.

 CAY6584E
STATEMENT LABEL IS TOO LONG

Reason:

The label specified for the statement is too long.

Action:

Correct the statement in error by specifying a label with a valid length.

 CAY6585I
OVERRIDDEN CONTROL STATEMENT IGNORED

Reason:

The control statement is being ignored because a similar statement was specified in another control statement source.

NOTE
This functionality is utility-dependent because control statements are processed differently by various utilities.

For example: A DFSORT INREC statement was specified in the DFSPARM DD and another INREC statement was
specified in the SYSIN DD. The INREC statement specified in the SYSIN DD will be been overridden by the INREC
statement specified in the DFSPARM DD.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6586E
SYMBOL symbol_name IS UNDEFINED

Reason:

An undefined symbol identified by  symbol_name  has been specified in a control statement.

Action:

Define the symbol or correct the statement in error to specify a valid symbol name.

 CAY6587I
VALUE symbol_value SUBSTITUTED FOR SYMBOL symbol_name

Reason:
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The value identified by  symbol_value  has been substituted for the control statement symbol identified by  symbol_name 
.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6588E
statement_name STATEMENT IN SOURCE source_ddname IS NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

The statement identified by  statement_name  is not allowed to be specified in the control statement source identified by 
source_ddname  .

Action:

Ensure the statement is allowed to be used in the specified source. Correct or relocate the statement in error.

 CAY6589E
keyword_name STATEMENT IN SOURCE source_ddname IS NOT ALLOWED

Reason:

The keyword identified by  keyword_name  is not allowed to be specified in the control statement source identified by 
source_ddname  .

Action:

Ensure the statement keyword is allowed to be used in the specified source. Correct or relocate the statement/keyword in
error.

 CAY6590I
keyword_name STATEMENT IN SOURCE source_ddname IS IGNORED

Reason:

The keyword identified by  keyword_name  is ignored when it is specified in the control statement source identified by 
source_ddname  .

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6591E
SYMBOL symbol_name WITH VALUE symbol_value IS INVALID FOR operand_name OPERAND OF
keyword_name

Reason:

A symbol with a valid name was specified in a control statement, but the substitution value is not consistent with the value
required for the keyword operand. For example, a symbol with a decimal constant value was specified for a keyword that
requires a character constant.

Action:

Correct the statement in error.
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 CAY6592E
REQUIRED statement_name STATEMENT WAS NOT SPECIFIED IN CONTROL CARDS

Reason:

The control card statement identified by  statement_name  is required but was not specified.

Action:

Ensure all of the required control statements are specified.

 CAY6593E
operand_1 AND operand_2 HAVE CONFLICTING OR INCONSISTENT VALUES

Reason:

The values specified for  operand_1  and  operand_2  have conflicting or inconsistent values.

Action:

Examine the specified values to determine what the conflict or inconsistency is and correct the statement in error.

 CAY6594E
NO OPERANDS WERE SPECIFIED FOR statement_name

Reason:

The statement identified by  statement_name  was specified and no operands were present. Although no specific operand
is required, at least one operand must be specified.

Action:

Review the statement syntax and correct the statement in error.

 CAY6595
ROSCOE ENVIRONMENT ADRDSSU NOT PERFORMED

Reason:

When JCLCheck is running under the CA Roscoe environment, there is a limited amount of virtual storage available below
the 16M line.
ADRDSSU requires a large amount of virtual storage, therefore ADRDSSU JCLCheck processing will not be performed
under the Roscoe address space.

Action:

Run JCLCheck batch JCL and include the ADRDSSU JCL member to have JCLCheck perform this function.

 CAY6596E
STORAGE CALL FAILED FOR text

Reason:

A storage request failed for the indicated storage.    text  will indicate the type of request (OBTAIN or RELEASE) and what
the storage was for, for example "ADRDSSU WA31 WORK AREA."
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Action:

Increase the region size and rerun.

CAY6597E
INVALID PROCLIB RECFM / LRECL - 'variable.record.PROCLIB'

Reason:
This message is issued when a procedure library with a variable length record format is detected in the procedure library
concatenation.

Action:
Remove the invalid procedure library and re-submit.

CAY6601EPRE-VALIDATION VARIABLE SUBSTITUTION ERROR '  nn  '

Reason:

This message displays when an error is detected during CHANGE processing initialization. The following are the error
codes:

00 - 01
The CHANGE file could not be dynamically allocated.

02 - 06, 12
Internal/environmental error.

07, 09
The CHANGE file is a PDS but member name was not specified.

08
The CHANGE file is not a sequential file or PDS member.

10 - 11
The CHANGE file is a PDS but the specified member name does not exist, or the CHANGE file is a sequential
data set but member name was also specified.

13
LEFT DLM / RIGHT DLM was specified without a delimiter.

14
A CHANGE statement does not start with 'CHANGE' (message CAY6602E contains the invalid CHANGE
statement).

15
A CHANGE statement's 'from' data string's left delimiter is invalid (message CAY6602E contains the invalid
CHANGE statement).

16
A CHANGE statement's 'from' data string's right delimiter is invalid, or the 'from' data string is greater than 30
characters (message CAY6602E contains the invalid CHANGE statement).

17
A CHANGE statement's 'from' data string's length equals zero (message CAY6602E contains the invalid
CHANGE statement).

18
A CHANGE statement has no '=' sign between the 'from' data string and the 'to' data string (message CAY6602E
contains the invalid CHANGE statement).

19
A CHANGE statement's 'to' data string's left delimiter is invalid (message CAY6602E contains the invalid
CHANGE statement).
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20
A CHANGE statement's 'to' data string's right delimiter is invalid, or the 'to' data string is greater than 30
characters (message CAY6602E contains the invalid CHANGE statement).

22
No valid CHANGE statements are present in the CHANGE file.

Action:

Correct the CHANGE file or the specific CHANGE statement and rerun.

 CAY6602E
INVALID CHANGE STATEMENT: ' change_statement'

Reason:

This message displays the invalid CHANGE statement referenced in message CAY6601E.

Action:

Correct the specific CHANGE statement and rerun.

 CAY6603I
CHANGE STATEMENT: ' change_statement'

Reason:

This message displays the raw CHANGE statement if the CAISUPT(9) option is active.

Action:

None.

 CAY6604I
BEFORE CHANGE: ' jcl or control statement'

Reason:

This message displays the before-image of the changed JCL or inline control statement if the CAISUPT(9) option is
active.

Action:

None.

 CAY6605I
AFTER CHANGE: ' jcl or control statement'

Reason:

This message displays the after-image of the changed JCL or inline control statement if the CAISUPT(9) option is active.

Action:

None.
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 CAY6606E
CATALOG SEARCH INTERFACE ERROR: ‘error details’

Reason:

This message is displayed when an error is detected during catalog lookup and data set existence checking when the CSI
option is in use. The error details are different depending on where the error occurred. There are 2 distinct formats:

• CSI error: location, module id, return code, reason code
• JCLCheck error: internal error code

Action:

Contact CA Support for assistance.

 CAY6608E
CONTINUATION DATA DOES NOT START IN ALLOWED COLUMN RANGE

Reason:

A continuation of the prior statement does not conform to the rules of the utility program being validated.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

CAY6609E
ALIAS TARGET DSN CONTAINS UNRESOLVED SYMBOLIC:target_dsn

Reason:

The statement specifies a DSN that is an alias defined in the catalog using system symbols, such as &SYSNAME, to
specify the target dataset name. The target has symbolics that are not defined on the system and therefore could not be
resolved. target_dsn lists the DSN that was returned by the catalog when the ALIAS info was retrieved.

Action:

1. Verify that the correct variable was specified in the IDCAMS definition for Alias. Correct the Alias definition if needed.
2. Verify that the variable is defined on the system where JCLCheck was run. Add the variable to the system, or run on

the correct system where the variable is defined.

 CAY6611I
EMAIL: 'email@address' SUCCESSFULLY MAPPED TO USER: 'user id'

Reason:

The JCL contains a JOB card with an EMAIL= parameter. JCLCheck calls your security system to get the user id that is
mapped to the specified email address. The user id will be used for security checks for the JOB.

Action:

Informational message, no action needed.

 CAY6612W
EMAIL: 'email@address' MAP TO USER FAILED. SRC/RC/RSN: '0008/0008/0010'
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Reason:

The JCL contains a JOB card with an EMAIL= parameter. JCLCheck calls your security system to get the user id that is
mapped to the specified email address. For the email address indicated, the request failed, and no user id was returned.
The return codes from the IRRSIM00 routine are displayed. SRC is the SAF return code, RC is the RACF return code,
and RSN is the RACF reason code. The user id used will not be changed.

Action:

If needed, correct the email specified or check to see if the email address is properly mapped in the security database.

 CAY6614I
XEDIT INPUT DD OVERRIDES NOT IN PROC STEP ORDER

Reason:

Invoking EDCHEK with the use of EDCHEL option does not reorder the override statements that are not in proc step
order. EDCHEK runs as an edit macro under ISPF, and the SYSTERM display will not reorder these statements. A new
informational message, "CAY6614I XEDIT INPUT DD OVERRIDES NOT IN PROC STEP ORDER," displays.

Action:

To discard the message, override procedure DD statements should be entered in PROC step order.

 CAY6616W
'in_dd' VB LRECL > 'out_dd' VB LRECL, RECORDS LONGER THAN 'out_lrecl' WILL FAIL TO COPY

Reason:

The JCL contains an IDCAMS REPRO that is copying from one VB file to another VB file. The LRECL on the output file
is smaller than the input file. This may cause an error when run if the input file has any records that are longer than the
output file LRECL. When run, IDCAMS will skip any long records and set a RC=8. If no records exceed the out LRECL
length, the job will complete without error.

Action:

To protect from possible error, use the same LRECL size for both files. If this practice is common in your shop and you are
sure it will not fail, you can reduce the severity or suppress this message using MCOSYS/MCOUSR options.

CAY6617I
STMT from MEM: 'member' DSN: 'data.set.name'

Reason:

This is an informational message that follows an error message for a control card. It indicates the concatenated member
and dataset name in which a ‘statement in error’ resides. Option CTlscan(CONCatms) must be specified for this message
to be reported.

Action:

This is an informational message. No action is required.

CAY6618I
---- and MEM: 'member' DSN: 'data.set.name'

Reason:
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This is an informational message that follows a CAY6617I message indicating additional concatenated member and
dataset names in which a ‘statement in error’ resides. If a statement spans more than one file on the concatenation, one
CAY6618I message will be reported for each additional concatenation file. Option CTlscan(CONCatms) must be specified
for this message to be reported.

Action:

This is an informational message. No action is required.

CAY6619E
INSTREAM PROCS ARE PROHIBITED BY NOINSTRM OPTION

Reason:

The NOINSTRM option is specified, causing instream procedures to be prohibited in JCL.

Action:

Remove the instream procedure or check with your JCLCheck support if you need instream procedures to be allowed.

 CAY6622E
DEFAULT JOB CARD REQUIREDSELECT OPTION 0 TO DEFINE JOB CARD

Reason:

A JOB statement must be defined before a foreground submit or batch submit invocation of CA JCLCheck is allowed.

Action:

Select Option 0 on the CA JCLCheck/SPF menu (JCK0200).

 CAY6625E
RESOLVE ERROR: details

Reason:

This message is displayed when an error is detected during external variable resolution processing. The error details are:

NO JCL RECORDS IN ISPF EDIT SESSION

CAZ1RSBB NOT FOUND

CAZ1RSBB RETURNED WITH RC = nnn

INVALID KEYWORD IN RESOLVE PARAMETER FILE: undef

CAZ1RSBB RETURNED WITHOUT RESOLVED JCL

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR - eeeeiiii ddname

OPEN ERROR - ddname

See Message CAY6A019E for additional error details.

Action:

Check that the product installation was successfully completed, correct the RESOLVE parameter file keyword, or call CA
Support.
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 CAY6626E
CNTLOV ERROR: cause

Reason:

This message is displayed when an error is detected during control card override processing. The cause of the error is
one of the following:

• CNTLOVER AND CNTLOVDD ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
– CNTLOVER and CNTLOVDD should not be specified together.

• CNTLOVER/CNTLOVDD INTERNAL ERROR n
– There is a problem with the XCCOSAVE exit. Call CA Technical Support.

• CNTLOVDD DDNAME NOT FOUND: ddname
– The DD name does not exist in the JCLCheck invocation JCL. Correct the JCL and re-run the job.

• DSNAME NOT CATALOGED: dsname
– The data set specified in CNTLOVER is not cataloged. Perhaps the name was misspelled or the data set was

deleted. Correct the data set name and re-run the job.
• SVC 99 ERROR eeeeiiii: dsname

– A dynamic allocation error occurred. The error (eeee) and information (iiii) codes are fully explained in z/OS MVS
Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide (Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes).

• DATA SET NOT PDS: dsname
– All control card override libraries specified in CNTLOVER must be partitioned data sets or PDSEs. Correct the data

set name and re-run the job.
• CONCATENATION ERROR eeeeiiii

– A dynamic concatenation error occurred. The error (eeee) and information (iiii) codes are fully explained in z/OS
MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide (Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes).

• AT LEAST 1 DATA SET NOT AUTHORIZED
– The user is not authorized to access at least 1 data set specified in CNTLOVER or in the CNTLOVDD

concatenation. Message CAY6329W precedes this message and contains the data set name. Contact your systems
programmer.

• CANNOT OPEN CCO FILE CONCATENATION
– An error occurred while JCLCheck attempted to open the control card override concatenation. This message is

accompanied by other IBM messages which fully describe the error.
• BLDL K FILE nn NOT FOUND

– There is a problem with the BLDL processing code. Call CA Technical Support.
• CANNOT OPEN CCO FILE dsname

– An error occurred while JCLCheck attempted to open this control card override library. This message is
accompanied by other IBM messages which fully describe the error.

Action:

Check that the product installation was successfully completed, correct the JCLCheck options, correct the JCLCheck
invocation JCL, or call CA Technical Support.

 CAY6627I
CONTROL CARDS TAKEN FROM OVERRIDE LIBRARY pds(member)

Reason:

This message is related to the CNTLOVDD and CNTLOVER options. The message is displayed when JCLCheck finds
a control card member which matches a utility control card DD statement in one of the override libraries. The message
identifies the override library and the member name.
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Action:

None.

 CAY6628E
OPROCLIB ERROR: cause

Reason:

This message is issued when an error occurs while processing the OPROCLIB option. The cause of the error is one of the
following:

• OPROC AND OPROCLIB ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE
– The OPROC and OPROCLIB options should not be specified together.

• INTERNAL ERROR
– There is a problem with the XOPRSAVE exit. Call CA Technical Support.

• OPROC DDNAME NOT FOUND: ddname
– The DD name does not exist in the CA JCLCheck invocation JCL. Correct the JCL and re-run the job.

• DSNAME NOT CATALOGED: dsname
– The library name specified in OPROCLIB is not cataloged. Perhaps the name was misspelled or the library was

deleted. Correct the data set name and re-run the job.
• SVC 99 ERROR eeeeiiii: dsname

– A dynamic allocation error occurred. The error (eeee) and information (iiii) codes are fully explained in  z/OS MVS
Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide  (Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes).

• DATA SET NOT PDS: dsname
– All libraries specified in OPROCLIB must be partitioned data sets or PDSEs. Correct the data set name and re-run

the job.
• CONCATENATION ERROR eeeeiiii

– A dynamic concatenation error occurred. The error (eeee) and information (iiii) codes are fully explained in  z/OS
MVS Programming: Authorized Assembler Services Guide  (Interpreting DYNALLOC Return Codes).

• AT LEAST 1 DATA SET NOT AUTHORIZED
– The user is not authorized to access at least 1 data set specified in OPROCLIB or in the OPROC concatenation.

Message CAY6329W precedes this message and contains the data set name. Contact your systems programmer.
• MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OPROCLIB DATA SETS EXCEEDED

– There are more than 256 OPROCLIB data sets defined. Contact CA Technical Support for assistance.

Action:

Correct the CA JCLCheck options or invocation JCL and resubmit.

 CAY6629W
CA JCLCHECK INPUT FILE IS EMPTY

Reason:

This message is issued when the input SYSIN file is empty.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.
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 CAY6630W
EXPDT DATE 'date' PASSED ALREADY

Reason:

The date supplied on the EXPDT keyword has already passed.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6632W
JCL VALIDATION RESULTS MAY BE INCORRECT BECAUSE OF PREVIOUS ERROR(S)

Reason:

The user specified the ALLOWMNF and SXREF option and one or more members on the INCLUDE list were not found.
This message indicates that JCL validation may be incorrect due to the missing member(s).

Action:

Remove the missing member(s) from the INCLUDE list or omit the SXREF option and resubmit the job.

 CAY6633S
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO NOHCD

Reason:

CA JCLCheck is running APF Authorized but does not have access to hardware configuration information due to the
NOHCD option being specified.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6634I
option LIBRARY library NOT FOUND. PROCESSING CONTINUES.

Reason:

This message is displayed during CNTLOVER and OPROCLIB option processing when a library specified on those
options was not found and the user specified a ‘,C’ after the library name. CA JCLCheck validation processing continues.

Action:

Check whether the library name was misspelled or the library was deleted. Correct and re-run the job.

 CAY6635E
option1 AND option2 ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE

Reason:

This message is displayed when CA JCLCheck detects that 2 options explicitly or implicitly specified are mutually
exclusive, that is, they are logically inconsistent.

Example: The BYPRUNT and NORUNTIM options cannot be specified together.
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Action:

Correct and re-run the job.

 CAY6636I
SWITCHING SECURITY USERID TO uuuuuuuu

Reason:

This message is displayed when the user ID being used to access the data set is changed to another user ID. This only
occurs if the SIGNON option is being used.

Action:

None. This is an informational message.

 CAY6637W
SWITCH TO USER uuuuuuuu FAILED. SAF RC: nnnn RC: nnnn REASON:nnnn

Reason:

An attempt was made to switch the user ID, but the RACROUTE request failed. The user ID and the RACROUTE return
codes are included.

Action:

Check the JOBLOG for further messages from your Security system and correct any issues described.

 CAY6638W
USER ID uuuuuuuu NOT VALID. USING DEFAULT ID.

Reason:

The user ID specified in the JCL or the CA JCLCheck USER() option is not known to the security system and may have
defaulted to a generic user ID. CA JCLCheck has reset the ID back to the ID that was used to run JCLCheck.

Action:

Check the user ID to make sure it was specified correctly. Check that the ID is defined to your security system in the
system on which CA JCLCheck was run.

 CAY6640W
SIGNON OPTION IGNORED, NOT AUTHORIZED

Reason:

CA JCLCheck is not running from an authorized library. The SIGNON option requires that CA JCLCheck be running
authorized. Processing continues without the SIGNON option.

Action:

Authorize the CA JCLCheck load libraries or do not use the SIGNON option.

 CAY6641W
SIGNON NOT SUPPORTED UNDER TSO, IGNORED
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Reason:

SIGNON option is not supported under TSO/ISPF. Processing continues without the SIGNON option.

Action:

Do not specify SIGNON when running under TSO/ISPF.

 CAY6644E
ADRDSSU MSG: message text

Reason:

ADRDSSU returns the shown message to CA JCLCheck. The severity of this message depends on the severity of the
ADRDSSU message received.

Action:

Review the message and if necessary, correct your ADRDSSU control cards accordingly.

NOTE
The severity level of this error depends on the ADRDSSU message severity.

 CAY6645I
PROCESSING FOR CA 7 SCHEDULE ID nnn

Reason:

The CA7 Option specified a 0 (zero) Schedule ID indicating all ID's should be checked. This message indicates the job
listed was processed for the Schedule ID indicated by  nnn  .

Action:

Message is informational.

CAY6648E
OPERAND 'oooo' MUST HAVE QUOTES FOR 'pppp' PARAMETER OF 'kkkk'

Reason:
The operand (oooo) of the indicated keyword (kkkk) and parameter (pppp) are required to be specified in quotes.

Action:
Correct the JCL statement to specify the value in quotes.

 CAY6649W
Member Checking Stopped Due to Prior Control Card Error

Reason:

CA JCLCheck detected an error in the previous control card. Because of this error, input member existence checking is
not possible.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.
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 CAY6650E
Member Checking Cannot be Done. INDD Name Missing or Invalid.

Reason:

CA JCLCheck detected an error in the specification of the input file. Because of this error, input member existence
checking is not possible.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAY6651E
LSPACE ERROR. VOLSER = vvvvvv RC = nn

Reason:

This message indicates that CA JCLCheck encountered an LSPACE error and could not calculate whether this data set
could fit on the volume. The volser and return code are contained in the message text.

Action:

See the LSPACE section of the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services manual for an explanation of the error encountered
and/or contact the systems programmer.

 CAY6652E
OBTAIN ERROR. VOLSER = vvvvvv STAGE = xxxx RC = nn

Reason:

This message indicates that CA JCLCheck encountered an OBTAIN error and could not calculate accurate data set space
utilization values. The volser and return code are contained in the message text. The stage part of the message is either:

• 1->3 (attempting to address a format-3 DSCB from a format-1 DSCB)
• 8->9 (attempting to address a format-9 DSCB from a format-8 DSCB)
• 9->3 (attempting to address a format-3 DSCB from a format-9 DSCB)

Action:

See the OBTAIN section of the IBM DFSMSdfp Advanced Services manual for an explanation of the error encountered
and/or contact the systems programmer.

 CAY6653E
DATA SET SIZE LIMIT OF nnnnn TRACKS EXCEEDED

Reason:

MVS will fail this data set allocation because the data set size limit has been exceeded.

Action:

Allocate a smaller data set.

 CAY6654E
function ERROR. MEMBER = member RTN = nnnn RSN = nnnn
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Reason:

This message indicates that CA JCLCheck encountered an error when invoking the IBM DESERV (GET or GET_ALL)
or FIND macros. CA JCLCheck may not be able to correctly process the PDS, INCLUDE, and/or EXCLUDE option. The
member name, return code, and reason code are contained in the message text.

Action:

See the DESERV or FIND sections of the IBM  DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets  manual for an explanation of the
error encountered and/or contact the systems programmer.

CAY6655E    SMS IS NOT ACTIVE SO THE DSNTYPE PARAMETER IS IGNORED BY THE SYSTEM

Reason:
JCLCheck determined that SMS was inactive on the system, which will cause the DSNTYPE DD statement keyword to be
ignored. This message can also be issued when the JCLCheck NOSMS option is specified.

Action:
On a system without SMS, the DSNTYPE keyword will be ignored, which could mean that the dataset will not be allocated
as expected.

 CAY6656E
EXTENDED FORMAT (STRIPED) DATA SETS MUST RESIDE ON AN SMS-MANAGED VOLUME

Reason:

JCLCheck detected that a non SMS dataset requested extended format attributes. This attribute requires SMS
management.

Action:

Determine why the dataset is not selected for SMS management or remove the extended format attribute and rerun
JCLCheck.

 CAY6657E
RLSQ/RLSE CANNOT BE SPECIFIED WITHOUT LOG PARAMETER

Reason:

The IDCAMS DEFINE USERCATALOG command was specified with the RLSQ (RLSQUIESCE) or RLSE (RLSENABLE)
parameter but without the LOG parameter.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6659E
NEW NAME MUST EQUAL ENTRY NAME

Reason:

When using an IDCAMS ALTER to rename a PDS member the ENTRY NAME and NEW NAME must be the same.

Action:

Correct and re-submit.
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 CAY6660E
EXCLUDE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH COPYGRP

Reason:

The IEBCOPY COPYGRP statement is not compatible with EXCLUDE.

Action:

Correct the control statements.

 CAY6661E
EXCLUDE IS NOT VALID WITH COPYGROUP UNLESS SELECT IS ALSO SPECIFIED

Reason:

The EXCLUDE statement cannot be used in conjunction with COPYGROUP unless a SELECT statement is also
specified.

Action:

Correct the control statements.

 CAY6662E
PARMDD DDNAME ddname NOT FOUND IN STEP

Reason:

The PARMDD EXEC JCL parameter was specified in the step but the step did not contain the  ddname  DDNAME.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6663E
parameter SYNTAX ERROR NEAR value

Reason:

The SYSAFF or SYSTEM JOB JCL  parameter  was specified in the job but it contained a syntax error. The syntax error is
the displayed  value  .

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6664S
PACKED PDS MEMBER FOR JOBNAME ' jobname' STEPNAME ' stepname' FLUSHED

Reason:

CA JCLCheck detected that JCL member have been packed by ISPF EDIT. The PACK ON command in ISPF EDIT save
spaces by removing duplicate blanks in the member. When other programs, such as IEBGENER or CA JCLCheck, read
the members they appear to contain garbage.

Action:
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Correct member and rerun batch job.

 CAY6665E
SYMLIST REQUIRES INTRDR ON SYSOUT

Reason:

The SYMLIST keyword requires that the SYSOUT keyword specify the writer name INTRDR.

Action:

Correct the DD statement.

 CAY6666I
EXPORTED SYMBOLS WERE NEVER SET

Reason:

Symbols specified on the EXPORT statement were not subsequently assigned values via the SET statement.

Action:

This is an informational message. This condition will not cause a JCL error in the current JOB but may cause utilities or
submitted jobs to fail if the symbols were required.

 CAY6667E
CONTROL CARD SYMBOLIC SUBSTITUTION ERROR

Reason:  A symbol substitution was performed that generated an invalid or malformed control card. This may be caused
by a symbolic having long values that will not fit on the line. This may also indicate that an internal logic error occurred.

Action:  Verify the symbol(s) specified were valid. If no errors are discovered, report this problem to CA Technologies for
correction.

 CAY6668E
SYMLIST KEYWORD INVALID UNLESS SYSOUT IS ALSO SPECIFIED

Reason:

The SYMLIST keyword requires SYSOUT be specified as well.

Action:

Correct the DD statement.

 CAY6669E
PROCLIB CANNOT BE SPECIFIED ON BOTH JOBPARM AND JCLLIB STATEMENTS

Reason:

PROCLIB cannot be specified on both /*JOBPARM and JCLLIB statements.

Action:

Remove one of the statements or PROCLIB keywords.
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 CAY6670E
DUPLICATE KEYWORD keyword SPECIFIED ON STATEMENT statement

Reason:

Only a single instance of  keyword  is allowed on statement  statement  .

Action:

Correct the statement by removing one of the keywords.

 CAY6672E
PATHOPTS AND PATHMODE PARAMETERS INCONSISTENT

Reason:

This message is related to a ‘DISP=NEW’ type of UNIX PATH DD statement. The statement’s PATHOPTS and
PATHMODE parameters are not consistent. For example, when PATHMODE is set to SIRUSR (file owner can read the
file) and PATHOPTS is set to ORDWR (the program will attempt to read from and write to the file), this error message is
displayed.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CAY6673E
service ERROR: SAF=xxxx RTN=xxxx RSN=xxxx

Reason:

This message is issued when an error is encountered in the initACEE (service = initACEE) or deleteACEE (service = del
ACEE) callable service. Error message details can be found in the z/OS Security Server RACF Callable Services manual.

Action:

Depending on the return and reason codes, there may be an error communicating with the security environment. If the
error message is unclear, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6674E
ACCESS ERROR: USER=userid RTN=xxxxxxxx RSN=xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This message is issued when an error is encountered in the access callable service. Error message details can be found
in the z/OS Security Server RACF Callable Services manual and in the z/OS UNIX System Services Messages and
Codes.

Action:

Depending on the return and reason code, there may be an error in the UNIX PATH name or the user ID is not authorized
to access the UNIX PATH. If the error message is unclear, contact Technical Support.

 CAY6675E
DSNTYPE EXTREQ NOT SUPPORTED WITH DSORG PO
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Reason:

A DSNTYPE of EXTREQ was specified for a dataset with a dataset organization of partitioned. This is an invalid
combination.

Action:

Correct the DSNTYPE and or DSORG and rerun JCLCheck.

 CAY6676E
SPECIFIED DSNTYPE NOT SUPPORTED WITH VERSION 2

Reason:

A DSNTYPE was specified that was not compatible with version 2.

Action:

Correct the DSNTYPE and rerun JCLCheck.

 CAY6677E
MAXGENS VALUE EXCEEDS SITE ALLOWED MAXIMUM

Reason:

A MAXGENS value was specified that exceeded the site allowed maximum.

Action:

Correct the MAXGENS value and rerun JCLCheck.

 CAY6678E
DSNTYPE OF PIPE ONLY VALID WHEN PATH SPECIFIED

Reason:

A DSNTYPE of PIPE was specified for a dataset that was not resident on the Unix file system.

Action:

Correct the DD statement and rerun JCLCheck.

 CAY6679I
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE PROCxx PROCEDURE RETRIEVED FROM PROCyy

Reason:

A job class definition specified a particular procedure library concatenation (PROCxx), but JCLCheck was unable to
allocate those libraries. The procedure was expanded from the default procedure library concatenation (PROCyy) instead.

Action:

None, this is an informational message only.

CAY6680
IDD Subsystem string truncated - it exceeds 256 bytes
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Reason:

A DD statement with the SUBSYS keyword had a parameter list that exceeded 256 bytes. The JCLNeat REXX subsystem
string variable is limited to 256 bytes in length.

Action:

This will have no effect unless the variables were to be updated by REXX processing. When this situation occurs, REXX
processing is terminated for these variables. The original statement will be passed to the RAW REXX call and can be
updated in its entirety by the RAW processing.

 CAY6681
CAY6681NEW NAME MEMBER 'newname' ALREADY EXIST IN DATA SET

Reason:

While processing IEHPROGM RENAME control statement for NEWNAME member, JCLCheck detected that the
NEWNAME member already existed in the dataset and error message CAY6681E was issued.

Action:

Ensure that new member name specified doesn't already exist. Correct NEWNAME member (NEWNAME=newname) and
resubmit.

 CAY6682
MEMBER NAME 'oldname' NOT FOUND IN DATA SET

Reason:

While processing IEHPROGM RENAME control statement for MEMBER name, JCLCheck detected that the OLDNAME
member is not found in the dataset and error message CAY6682E was issued.

Action:

Ensure that old member name specified does exist in DATA SET. Correct MEMBER NAME (MEMBER=oldname) and
resubmit.

 CAY6683
CAY6683 INPUT DATASET(mbr) CONTAIN SLASH ASTERISK

Reason:

While processing an IDCAMS control statement where the IDCAMS input DD dataset specified a member name,
JCLCheck detected a (/*) slash asterisk within the member and issued message CAY6683E.

Action:

Ensure that the dataset member name doesn't contain a slash asterisk (/*). Remove any existing slash asterisk from the
input member and resubmit.

 CAY6684W
MEMBER 'mbr' NOT FOUND IN OVERRIDE LIBRARY 'Dataset.Name'

Reason:
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While processing IDCAMS JOB step using JCLCHECK Control Card Override option CNTLOVDD(DDname), the member
was not located in the file provided by the override. Warning message CAY6684W is issued.

Action:

Correct and reenter if a member is incorrect.

CAY6685I
MEMBER 'mbr' NOT FOUND IN LIBRARY 'Dataset.Name'

Reason:

While processing IDCAMS JOB step using JCLCHECK Control Card Override option CNTLOVDD(DDname), the member
was not located in the original sysin PDS dataset. Information message CAY6685I is issued.

Action:

No action required.

 CAY6686E
AMP SUBPARAMETER 'keyword' VALUE 'value' IS INVALID

Reason:

While processing a DD statement that contains the 'AMP=' parameter, the keyword sub parameters 'SMBVSPI' or
'SMBVSP' contained an invalid value message. Message CAY6686E is issued.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

CAY6687E
MISSING (DSN=) FOR DSNAME 'MY.MYTEST.DSN1'

Reason:

Processing JCL DD statement where the DD data-set-name is coded without DSNAME (DSN=) keyword parameter.
When the condition is detected, JCLCHECK issue message CAY6687E.

Action:

Ensure that DD Statement data-set-name contains the keyword parameter DSNAME (DSN=). Add (DSN=) parameter and
resubmit.

CAY6690E
INVALID DD 'dddddddd' DETECTED FOR 'utility' 

Reason:

DD statement definition dddddddd was found to be inconsistent with its use by the utility program utility.

An example of this could be:

A DD statement used by the utility for output was defined as an instream input data set.  

Action:
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Correct the JCL and rerun JCLCheck.

 CAY6999E
CAIRIM SERVICE WAS NOT INSTALLED OR AT INCORRECT GENLEVEL

Reason:

The CAIRIM service provided by CA Common Services for z/OS (SYSMOD CS91000) must be currently installed.

Action:

Install or upgrade CAIRIM service provided by CA Common Services for z/OS.

 CAY6A001E to CAY6Z21
The topics that follow describe the CAY6A001E to CAY6Z21 messages.

 CAY6A001E
INVALID MESSAGE NUMBER; R2=value, RETURN OFFSET=+offset

Reason:

An attempt was made to issue a message that had an invalid message number. The return offset into program
CAZ1PRES is identified by +offset. The value in general register 2 is identified by value.

Action:

This is an internal error, call CA Support.

 CAY6A002E
EXECUTION PARAMETERS WERE NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

The required execution parameters were not specified when program CAZ1PRES was executed. In the case of batch
execution, the PARM operand of the EXEC statement was not specified.

Action:

Specify the required execution parameters. In the case of batch execution, specify the PARM operand of the EXEC
statement with valid RESOLVE() parameters. The syntax of the RESOLVE() parameters are listed under the Description
of Runtime Options section.

 CAY6A003E
INVALID SYNTAX IN EXECUTION PARAMETERS

Reason:

The value of the execution parameters used to execute program CAZ1PRES contain a syntax error. In the case of batch
execution, the RESOLVE() parameters specified on the PARM operand of the EXEC statement are in error.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
The syntax of the RESOLVE() parameters are listed under the Description of Runtime Options section.
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 CAY6A004E
INVALID KEYWORD SPECIFIED IN EXECUTION PARAMETERS

Reason:

The execution parameters used to execute program CAZ1PRES contain an invalid keyword.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
The syntax of the RESOLVE() parameters are listed under the Description of Runtime Options section.

 CAY6A005E
INVALID PRODUCT SPECIFIED IN RESOLVE PARM

Reason:

An invalid product code was specified in the RESOLVE() parameters.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
The syntax of the RESOLVE() parameters are listed under the Description of Runtime Options section.

 CAY6A006E
INVALID DATA SET SPECIFIED IN RESOLVE PARM

Reason:

An invalid data set name was specified in the RESOLVE() parameters.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
The syntax of the RESOLVE() parameters are listed under the Description of Runtime Options section.

 CAY6A007E
INVALID MEMBER NAME SPECIFIED IN RESOLVE PARM

Reason:

An invalid PDS member name was specified in the RESOLVE() parameters.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
The syntax of the RESOLVE() parameters are listed under the Description of Runtime Options section.

 CAY6A008E
OPEN FOR ddname FAILED, RC=rc

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to open the data set identified by ddname. The open return code is identified by rc.

Action:
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Check the job output and message log to determine the cause of the open error.

 CAY6A009E
ALLOCATION OF RESOLVE FILE FAILED, RC=rc , REASON=X'reason’

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to dynamically allocate the RESOLVE file. The DYNALLOC return code is identified by rc
and the hexadecimal reason code by reason.

Action:

Ensure that either the data set name and optional member name or the ddname specified in the RESOLVE parameter of
the PARM operand of the EXEC statement specifies a valid RESOLVE file.

 CAY6A010E
UNALLOCATION OF RESOLVE FILE FAILED, RC=rc , REASON=X'reason’

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to dynamically unallocate the RESOLVE file. The DYNALLOC return code is identified by rc
and the hexadecimal reason code by reason.

Action:

Call CA Support.

 CAY6A011E
UNSUPPORTED DSORG FOUND FOR RESOLVE FILE

Reason:

The data set organization of the specified RESOLVE file is not supported. The RESOLVE file must be a sequential file. If
the RESOLVE file parameters reside in a PDS member, the RESOLVE file data set name must include the member name.

Action:

Ensure the RESOLVE file data set name specifies a sequential data set or a PDS data set with a member name.

 CAY6A012E
MEMBER EXECUTION PARAMETER MUST BE SPECIFIED WHEN RESOLVE FILE IS A PDS

Reason:

The data set name specified in the RESOLVE() parameters is a PDS and the member name RESOLVE() parameter was
not specified.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
Specify the RESOLVE() member name parameter when the RESOLVE file is a PDS.

 CAY6A013E
MEMBER EXECUTION PARAMETER SHOULD NOT BE SPECIFIED WHEN RESOLVE FILE IS SEQUENTIAL
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Reason:

The data set name specified in the RESOLVE() parameters is sequential and the member name RESOLVE() parameter
was specified.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
Do not specify the RESOLVE() member name parameter when the RESOLVE file is sequential.

 CAY6A014E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIED FOR RESOLVE FILE PARAMETER: xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for the RESOLVE file parameter identified by xxxxxxxx.

Action:

Correct the invalid RESOLVE file parameter value. The supported values for the RESOLVE file parameters are listed
under the Resolve External Variables section.

 CAY6A015E
ONE OR MORE REQUIRED PARAMETERS MISSING FROM RESOLVE FILE

Reason:

At least one required RESOLVE file parameter has been omitted from the RESOLVE parameter file.

Action:

Ensure the required RESOLVE parameters are specified in the RESOLVE file. The supported values for the RESOLVE
parameters are listed under the Resolve External Variables section

 CAY6A016E
ERROR(S) FOUND PROCESSING RESOLVE FILE; PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

One or more errors were found while processing the RESOLVE file. Resolution pre-processing is terminated.

Action:

Look for previous error messages that identify the source of the RESOLVE processing error and take the appropriate
action.

 CAY6A017E
LAPI function ERROR OCCURRED; LAPI RC=rc, REASON=reason, TYPE=type DDNAME=ddname,
MEMBER=member

Reason:

An unexpected error has occurred accessing the data set and member identified by ddname and member. The CA
JCLCheck LAPI return and reason codes are identified by rc and reason. The LAPI function and data set type are
identified by function and type.

Action:
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Call CA Support.

 CAY6A018E
RESOLVE FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED; PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

The RESOLVE file could not be opened. Resolve processing has been terminated.

Action:

Look for previous error messages that identify the source of the RESOLVE file open error and take the appropriate action.
If necessary, call CA Support.

 CAY6A019E
RESOLUTION PROCESSOR ERROR; FUNCTION=function, RC=rc, MESG=message

Reason:

The resolution function identified by function was called and a processing error occurred. The resolution return code is
identified by rc and the detailed error condition is identified by message.

The possible messages are:

CTM FAILED JCL - JCL FLUSHED
The CTMAES utility failed the JCL. Check for error messages returned following the CAY6A041I message for
more information.

INTERNAL ERROR- LIST NOT SUPPORTED FOR CTM
Internal error, contact CA Support.

CTM INTERFACE NOT INITIALIZED
RESOLVE interface was called without being initialized. Contact CA Support.

RESPARMS CONTAINED NO CTMAES OPTIONS
The RESPARMS file contains CTMAESIM no selection criteria. Correct the RESPARMS file and re-run.

ERROR ON DYNAMIC INFO FOR RESPARMS
A dynamic allocation information call for the RESPARMS DD returned an unexpected error. Re-run, if problem
persists, call CA Support.

NO JCL OPERATION FOUND- TWS APPL XXXXXXXX
The TWS application did not contain any operations that have JCL. No JCL will be processed.

NO OPERATIONS FOUND FOR TWS APPL XXXXXXXX
The TWS application did not contain any operations. No JCL will be processed.

RESPARMS DD MISSING
The RESPARMS DD is not allocated. This should only occur in Batch. Allocate a RESPARMS DD to your
CAZ1PRES job step.

DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR CTMAES DD DASIM
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR CTMAES DD DASUBMIT
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR CTMAES DD SYSPRINT
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR TEMP JCL FILE
Dynamic allocation failed for the indicated file. Look for associated IBM error messages in the JOBLOG. If
problem persists, call CA Support.
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DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION FAILED FOR CTMAES DD DASIM
DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION FAILED FOR CTMAES DD DASUBMIT
DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION FAILED FOR CTMAES DD SYSPRINT
DYNAMIC UNALLOCATION FAILED FOR TEMP JCL FILE
Dynamic allocation failed for the indicated file. Look for associated IBM error messages in the JOBLOG. If
problem persists, call CA Support.

ERROR GETTING STORAGE FOR CTM MESSAGE BUFFER
ERROR GETTING STORAGE FOR JCL BUFFER
Storage for the indicated buffer could not be obtained. Check the region size you are using and increase it to
make more storage available.

NO JCL PROVIDED WHEN SOURCE=E
When providing external source, as through SYSIN in batch or through EDCHEK (EJCK), no JCL was passed to
the RESOLVE interface. Check your input JCL.

Action:

Attempt to correct the indicated problem. If unsuccessful, call CA Support.

 CAY6A020E
SYSIN FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED; PROCESSING TERMINATED

Reason:

The SYSIN file containing external JCL could not be opened. Resolve processing has been terminated.

Action:

Look for previous error messages that identify the source of the SYSIN open error and take the appropriate action. If
necessary, call CA Support.

 CAY6A021E
ERROR READING JCL FROM SYSIN, RC=rc'

Reason:

An error occurred reading the SYSIN file containing external JCL. The read return code is identified by rc.

Action:

Look at the job output and system messages to determine the cause of the read error. If necessary, call CA Support.

 CAY6A022W
JCL FOR MEMBER member WAS NOT FOUND IN ANY SPECIFIED JCL SOURCE'

Reason:

No JCL was found for the member name identified by member. If the source of the JCL is external, the JCL for the
member was not found in the SYSIN data set. If the source of the JCL is internal, no JCL was returned by the product
responsible for resolving the JCL.

Action:

This may or may not be an error condition. Determine whether JCL for the identified member name should exist. If so,
ensure the JCL actually does exist in the appropriate source.
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 CAY6A023I
RESOLVING JCL; SOURCE=INTERNAL, MEMBER=member'

Reason:

This informational message indicates JCL resolution is in progress for the member name identified by member. The JCL
to be resolved resides internally in the resolving product.

Action:

No action is necessary.

 CAY6A024I
RESOLVING JCL; SOURCE=EXTERNAL, SEQUENTIAL FILE

Reason:

This informational message indicates JCL resolution is in progress. The JCL to be resolved resides externally in the
sequential SYSIN file.

Action:

No action is necessary.

 CAY6A025I
RESOLVING JCL; SOURCE=EXTERNAL, MEMBER=member

Reason:

This informational message indicates JCL resolution is in progress for the member name identified by member. The JCL
to be resolved resides externally in a member of the SYSIN data set.

Action:

No action is necessary.

 CAY6A026I
PRE-RESOLVED JCL RECORD COUNT: nn,nnn

Reason:

This informational message indicates the pre-resolved JCL is ready to be resolved. The record count that is input to the
resolve processor is identified by nn,nnn.

Action:

No action is necessary.

 CAY6A027I
RESOLVED JCL RECORD COUNT: nn,nnn

Reason:

This informational message indicates the JCL has been processed by the resolve processor. The record count that is
output from the resolve processor is identified by nn,nnn.
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Action:

No action is necessary.

 CAY6A028E
JCL RESOLUTION ERROR HAS OCCURRED

Reason:

A serious error has occurred during JCL resolution.

Action:

Look for previous error messages that identify the source of the resolution error and take the appropriate action. If
necessary, call CA Support.

 CAY6A029E
UNABLE TO LOAD MODULE module

Reason:

The required load module identified by module could not be loaded.

Action:

Ensure the required product libraries exist in the LINKLIST or STEPLIB concatenation. If necessary, call CA Support.

 CAY6A030E
DATA SET INFORMATION RETRIEVAL FAILED, RC=rc, REASON=X'reason’, DD=ddname

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to dynamically retrieve information about the data set with the DD name identified by
ddname. The DYNALLOC return code is identified by rc and the hexadecimal reason code by reason.

Action:

Call CA Support.

 CAY6A031E
MEMBER NAME MAY NOT BE SPECIFIED ON RESOLVE PARM WHEN USING DDNAME:ddname

Reason:

The RESOLVE() parameters contained both the DDNAME:ddname and member operands. The member operand may not
be specified when DDNAME:ddname is specified for the data set name.

Action:

Correct the RESOLVE() parameters. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
Do not specify the member RESOLVE() parameter when specifying a RESOLVE data set name in the format
DDNAME:ddname.

 CAY6A032E
NO RESOLVED JCL WAS PRODUCED BY THE RESOLUTION PROCESS
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Reason:

One or more JCL resolution processes have been performed and no resolved JCL has been returned.

Action:

Look for previous messages that indicate why no resolved JCL was returned and take the appropriate action.

 CAY6A033I
TOTAL LINES OF RESOLVED JCL WRITTEN TO RESJCL: n,nnn,nnn

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the number of lines of resolved JCL that have been written to the RESJCL file.

Action:

No action is necessary.

 CAY6A034I
RESOLUTION WARNING COUNT: nn,nnn

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the number of resolution warnings that have occurred.

Action:

If the warning count exceeds zero, look for previous messages that indicate why the warning condition(s) occurred and
take the appropriate action.

 CAY6A035I
RESOLUTION ERROR COUNT: nn,nnn

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating the number of resolution errors that have occurred.

Action:

If the error count exceeds zero, look for previous messages that indicate why the error condition(s) occurred and take the
appropriate action.

 CAY6A036E
INVALID NAME SPECIFIED IN JOBNAME PARM

Reason:

An invalid job name was specified in the JOBNAME() parameter.

Action:

Correct the JOBNAME() parameter. In the case of batch execution, correct the PARM operand of the EXEC statement.
The syntax of the JOBNAME() parameters are listed under the Description of Runtime Options section.
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 CAY6A037W
NO JCL WAS RETURNED BY RESOLUTION OF SEQUENTIAL INPUT FILE

Reason:

JCL resolution using a sequential input file was attempted. The JCL was supplied to the resolution processor and a return
code 4 was received on the resolve request. No resolved JCL was returned.

Action:

Ensure JCL actually exists in the sequential input file. If necessary, call CA Support.

 CAY6A038E
REQUIRED SYSIN DD WAS NOT SPECIFIED

Reason:

SOURCE=E or SOURCE=EI was specified in the resolve parameters and a SYSIN data set was not allocated.

Action:

Specify a SYSIN DD statement that allocates a SYSIN data set appropriate for the value specified in the SRCETYPE
resolve parameter.

 CAY6A039E
SRCETYPE=SEQ WAS SPECIFIED AND SYSIN DATA SET IS NOT SEQUENTIAL

Reason:

SRCETYPE=SEQ was specified indicating the SYSIN data set is sequential. However, the SYSIN data set is not
sequential.

Action:

Specify a valid combination of the SRCETYPE resolve parameter and SYSIN data set.

 CAY6A040E
RESOLVE(DDNAME:ddname) WAS SPECIFIED BUT ddname IS NOT ALLOCATED

Reason:

The resolve DDNAME:ddname parameter was specified but the indicated ddname has not been allocated.

Action:

Allocate the resolve parameter file and/or specify the proper ddname value.

 CAY6A041I
pppp MESSAGE(S) RECEIVED; FUNCTION=ffff

Reason:

One or more messages were received from the product identified by pppp while processing the resolution function
identified by ffff. These messages may simply be informational or they may provide additional diagnostic information in the
event of a failed request.
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Action:

Consult the appropriate product documentation for a description of the product specific message.

 CAY6A042I
RESOLVING JCL FOR CONTROL-M

Reason:

Informational message indicating that JCL is being resolved using the Control-M interface.

Action:

No action required.

 CAY6A043E
SYSPRINT NOT ALLOWED WITH CTM - USE JCKPRINT

Reason:

The SYSPRINT DD is allocated to the CAZ1PRES job step. Control-M requires the use of SYSPRINT DD, so when using
the CTM option, JCKPRINT should be allocated to CAZ1PRES instead of SYSPRINT.

Action:

In the CAZ1PRES step of your JCL , change SYSPRINT to JCKPRINT.

 CAY6A044E
SOME JCL DID NOT RESOLVE. SEE ERROR MESSAGES. THESE JOBS WERE SKIPPED.

Reason:

Multiple JCL members were processed and some of the members failed to resolve without errors. The JCL that has errors
is not included in the RESJCL file that is passed to JCLCheck for validation. CAZ1PRES will complete with RC=4. See
product specific error messages also listed in the report.

Action:

Correct errors indicated by product specific messages.

 CAY6A045W
JOBNAME PARAMETER IGNORED WHEN RESOLVING xxx VARIABLES

Reason:

Warning message indicating that the JOBNAME parameter was ignored when attempting to resolve xxx (product)
variables imbedded in the JCL. Variable resolution and JCL validation continues.

Action:

No action required.

 CAY6A046I
RESOLVING JCL WITH xxx VARIABLES
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Reason:

Informational message indicating that JCL is being resolved using the xxx (product) interface.

Action:

No action required.

 CAY6A047I
PROCJOB NOT DEFINED TO ESP, PROCESSING AS A NEW JOB

Reason:

The name contained in the PROCJOB option is not defined to CA Workload Automation ESP Edition. The job will be
treated as an unknown or new job and CA Workload Automation ESP Edition will generate a temporary entry to process
the JCL. This is normal when new JCL is being checked before it is defined to CA Workload Automation ESP Edition. The
value for PROCJOB comes from the resolve parm file PROCJOB option or if not specified will default to the ISPF EDIT
member name for EJCK or the JOBNAME= EXEC parameter in batch.

Action:

No action required.

 CAY6Z01
Used when an error message is reported via WTO. It appears in job's SYSPRINT and z/OS SYSLOG.

Cause:

Determined by error message, usually C related.

 CAY6Z02
Used when a DEBUG message is reported via WTO. It is only used during in-house development debugging. It
appears in the job's SYSPRINT and z/OS SYSLOG.

Cause:

Determined by debug message, usually C related.

 CAY6Z03
Failed using the Java-Native-Interface. JniRc=<|Decimal Return Code|>. Details follow:\n<|Java error message
and details|>\nMessages also sent to job's SYSPRINT.

Cause:

Something with the Java Native Interface did not function properly. Contact support.

 CAY6Z04
z/OS service failed with ReturnCode=0x<|Hexadecimal Return Code|> ReasonCode=0x<|Hexadecimal Reason
Code|>. Details follow:\n<|Java error message and details|>\nMessages also sent to job's SYSPRINT.

Cause:
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The z/OS service failed to start, or encountered an unresolved error that caused it to terminate.

 CAY6Z05
Input dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>' does not exist. Make sure the name is correct and the dataset is cataloged.

Cause:

The dataset does not exist or is not cataloged.

 CAY6Z06
Input dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>' DSORG is invalid (fldata() dsorg value: <|DSORG Value|>). Must be PS
(physical sequential) or PDS (partitioned dataset) member.

Cause:

The DSORG of the dataset is not valid. It must have a DSORG of Physical Sequential or Partitioned DataSet.

 CAY6Z07
Input dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>' LRECL = '<|Decimal Logical Record Length|>' is invalid. Must be '80'

Cause:

The logical record length of the dataset is invalid for JCL. It must have a LRECL of 80.

 CAY6Z08
Input dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>' RECFM = '<|Record Format|>' is invalid. Must be 'FB' (fixed blocked)

Cause:

The record format of the dataset is not Fixed Blocked. It must be Fixed Blocked.

 CAY6Z09
Input dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>' could not be opened by the ZFile service. Reason: <|Java error message
and details|>

Cause:

The ZFile service experienced a problem opening the dataset. Evaluate the reason specified. Verify the dataset exists,
has the correct LRECL, RECFM, and DSORG, then try again. If the issue persists, contact support.

 CAY6Z10
Exception encountered when reading records from dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>'. Reason: <|Java error
message and details|>

Cause:

The ZFile service experienced a problem trying to read the dataset. Evaluate the reason specified. Verify the dataset is
still available and try again. If the issue persists, contact support.
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 CAY6Z11
Exception encountered when closing dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>'. Reason: <|Java error message and details|>

Cause:

The ZFile service experienced a problem trying to close the dataset. Evaluate the reason specified. Verify the dataset is
still available.

 CAY6Z12
Exception encountered checking for existence of dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>'. Reason: <|Java error message
and details|>

Cause:

The ZFile service experienced a problem trying to check if the dataset exists. Evaluate the reason specified. Verify the
dataset exists and is cataloged. If the issue persists, contact support.

 CAY6Z13
Exception encountered when getting file stats (DSORG/RECFM/LRECL) for input dataset '<|Full Dataset Name|>'.
Reason: <|Java error message and details|>

Cause:

The ZFile service experienced a problem trying to get dataset information. Evaluate the reason specified. Verify the
dataset exists and is cataloged. If the issue persists, contact support.

 CAY6Z14
Failure to parse the JCLCheck report. Reason: <|Java error message and details|>

Cause:

The JCLCheck API failed to properly parse the report returned by JCLCheck. Contact support.

 CAY6Z15
Exception encountered when reading input JCL. Line '<|Decimal Line Number|>' exceeds the allowable length of
'<|Decimal Maximum Allowable Length|>' (length '<|Decimal Actual Length|>')

Cause:

The input JCL has too many lines.

 CAY6Z16
JCLCheck service is active.

Cause:

Someone visited the <host>:<port>/api/v1/status endpoint and the service is running.
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 CAY6Z17
Pipe communication failure. RC=<|Decimal Return Code|>. Details follow:\n<|Java error message and details|>
\nMessages also sent to job's SYSPRINT.

Cause:

JCLCheck failed to properly communicate with the spawned child process. Please try again. If the issue persists, contact
support.

 CAY6Z18
Failed to load JCLCheck JNI DLL = <|JNI DLL Name|> using the following java.library.path:\n<|DLL Path|>
\nReason = <|Java error message and details|>. Message also logged in job's SYSPRINT.

Cause:

One or more of the JCLCheck JNI DLLs failed to load. Verify that the PTF was applied properly and all files exist. Contact
support.

 CAY6Z19
User '<|Username|>' does not have security access to JCLCheck. ReturnCode=0x<|Hexadecimal Return Code|>
ReasonCode=0x<|Hexadecimal Reason Code|>. Message also logged in job's SYSPRINT. Details follow:\n<|Error
message and details|>

Cause:

The user specified attempted to use the service but has not been given access to the JCLCHECK SAF resource. Grant
the user access to the SAF resource.

 CAY6Z20
The request was rejected by the server because the JCLCheck API job queue limit of '<|Decimal Configured Job
Queue Limit|>' has been reached.

Cause:

The configured JCLCheck job queue is full. Wait until the service is no longer overloaded, or increase the configured
maximum queue size.

 CAY6Z21
Client disconnected before entire response could be sent. Details follow:\n<|Java error message and details|>

Cause:

The client that submitted the request to the JCLCheck API timed out or stopped listening before the service was able to
return the entire response.

 CAZAC003 to CAZAV025
The topics that follow describe the CAZAC003 to CAZAV025 messages.
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 CAZAC003
REQUEST IGNOREDCANCEL COMMAND IS NOT VALID

Reason:

The cancel command was requested but is not a valid command.

Action:

Press End to stop of the function.

 CAZAC005
ESCAPE CANCELLEDESCAPE REQUEST HAS BEEN CANCELLED; PROCEED WITH EDITING

Reason:

The ESCAPE command was entered but was canceled by pressing END.

Action:

None.

 CAZAC006
ONE ROW DELETEDDELETE COMMAND DELETES ONE ROW AT A TIME

Reason:

The DELETE line command was entered and executed successfully.

Action:

None. The line is deleted from the screen.

 CAZAD001
STANDARDS DATABASE UNAVAILABLEFAILED TO OPEN THE STANDARDS DATABASE. RC=return code

Reason:

The Standards Database is unavailable at this time and cannot be opened.

Action:

Check your file allocations. If they are correct, try again later. If the problem continues, contact your systems programmer
to run a VSAM Verify against the database.

 CAZAD003
CANNOT WRITE TO DATABASEFAILED TO WRITE A RECORD TO THE STANDARDS DATABASE. RC=return code

Reason:

Attempted to write a record to the Standards Database and failed. A severe return code was returned from VSAM.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.
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 CAZAD005
STANDARD NOT FOUNDNO STANDARD FOUND ON DATABASE MATCHING ENTERED VALUES

Reason:

For the standard name requested, no standard record was found on the database.

Action:

Enter a different name or a mask (*) to view a directory of all standards on the database.

 CAZAD006
STANDARD NOT FOUNDCORRECT STANDARD NAME OR USE E TO CREATE A NEW STANDARD

Reason:

For the standard name requested, no standard record was found on the database.

Action:

• Enter a different name or a mask (*) to view a directory of all standards on the database.
• Create a new standard by entering option E and a new standard name.

 CAZAD007
STD I/O ERRORFAILED TO POSITION TO A RULE IN STANDARD DB. RC=return code

Reason:

When attempting to read a record on the Standards Database, an I/O error or severe VSAM error occurred.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAD008
STD I/O ERRORFAILED TO READ NEXT RULE IN STANDARD DB. RC=return code

Reason:

When attempting to read a record on the Standards Database, an I/O error or severe VSAM error occurred.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAD009
STD I/O ERRORFAILED TO DELETE EXISTING RULE IN STANDARD DB. RC=return code

Reason:

When attempting to delete a record on the Standards Database, an I/O error or severe VSAM error occurred.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.
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 CAZAD015
ENTER REQUIRED VALUEEITHER ENTER THE REQUIRED VALUE OR USE CANCEL TO EXIT

Reason:

An invalid value was entered on a required field.

Action:

Enter the required value or press Cancel to exit.

 CAZAD016
EITHER ENTER THE REQUIRED VALUE OR USE CANCEL TO EXIT

Reason:

An invalid value was entered on a required field.

Action:

Enter the required value or press Cancel to exit.

 CAZAD017
INVALID NUMERIC VALUECORRECT THE VALUE OR USE CANCEL TO EXIT

Reason:

No numeric data was entered in a field that should contain only numeric data.

Action:

Enter the required value or press Cancel to exit.

 CAZAD018
CORRECT THE VALUE OR USE CANCEL TO EXIT

Reason:

No numeric data was entered in a field that should contain only numeric data.

Action:

Enter the required value or press Cancel to exit.

 CAZAD019
INVALID PARAMETEREXTRANEOUS OR INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFIED WITH THIS COMMAND

Reason:

A command such as RFIND, which does not require any parameter, had a parameter specified.

Action:

Correct the command.
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 CAZAD020
EXTRANEOUS OR INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFIED WITH THIS COMMAND

Reason:

No numeric data was entered in a field that should contain only numeric data.

Action:

• Remove any extra parameters.
• Correct the spelling of the misspelled parameter, and press Enter.

 CAZAD021
REQUIRED STRING MISSINGENTER REQUIRED STRING; USE QUOTES (') IF SPECIAL CHARS ARE EMBEDDED

Reason:

The FIND command was specified without a character string.

Action:

• Correct the command.
• Add a character string containing the characters you want to find.

NOTE
If the string contains special characters, enclose it in single quotation marks (').

 CAZAD023
NO CHARS string FOUNDCHARS string - NOT FOUND ON ANY LINES

Reason:

The FIND command was specified and the character string was not found.

Action:

None.

 CAZAD025
CHARS string FOUNDSTRING FOUND; USE RFIND TO FIND THE NEXT OCCURRENCE

Reason:

The FIND command was specified and the character string was found. The cursor is placed at the first occurrence of the
character string.

Action:

Use RFIND if you want to find the next occurrence of the character string.

 CAZAD026
STRING FOUND, USE RFIND TO FIND THE NEXT OCCURRENCE

Reason:
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The RFIND command was issued and the character string was found again. The cursor is placed at this occurrence of the
character string.

Action:

Use RFIND if you want to find the next occurrence of the character string.

 CAZAD027
*BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED*CHARS string NOT FOUND, USE RFIND TO CONTINUE FROM TOP

Reason:

The FIND command was specified and the character string was not found between the previous cursor placement and the
bottom of the current panel.

Action:

Use RFIND to continue the same FIND from the top of the text.

 CAZAD029
NO CHANGES TO SAVETHE TEXT BEING EDITED IS IDENTICAL TO THE TEXT ON THE DATABASE

Reason

The SAVE command was specified but there is nothing to save. The current panel was not modified since the last SAVE
command.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG001
DATABASE UNAVAILABLEFAILED TO OPEN THE CROSS REFERENCE DATABASE (SYSDICT)

Reason:

When accessing the CA APCDOC database from CA JCLCheck, an input/output error occurred.

Action:

Review the output for additional messages.

NOTE
If you are using CA APCDOC version 1.2 or higher, ensure you coded the proper DBHLQ qualifier.

 CAZAG002
CANNOT CREATE TABLECHECK YOUR FILE ALLOCATIONS OR CALL YOUR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

Reason:

Unable to create a necessary ISPF table.

Action:

Check your file allocations or call your systems programmer.
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 CAZAG003
DATABASE UNAVAILABLEFAILED TO OPEN THE DOCUMENTATION DATABASE (DOCDICT)

Reason:

When accessing CA APCDOC from CA JCLCheck, an input/output error occurred.

Action:

Review the output for additional messages.

NOTE
If you are using CA APCDOC version 1.2 or higher, ensure you coded the proper DBHLQ qualifier.

 CAZAG015
RESOURCE CONTENTIONFAILED TO OBTAIN RESOURCE (ENQ); TRY AGAIN LATER

Reason:

When enqueueing a resource before updating the Standards Database, a resource contention occurred.

Action:

Try again later.

 CAZAG019
INSUFFICIENT STORAGEGETMAIN ERROR; UNABLE TO ALLOCATE REQUIRED STORAGE

Reason:

CA JCLCheck tried to allocate storage using GETMAIN, and the GETMAIN failed due to insufficient storage.

Action:

Increase your region size or contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAG027
ENTER SECOND OPERANDTHE command name COMMAND REQUIRES A SECOND OPERAND

Reason:

A command was entered that requires a second operand, but none was specified.

Action:

Enter a second operand.

 CAZAG030
BROWSE FUNCTION NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

Reason:

A browse command was entered in the Related Standard Selection screen. This function is not supported.

Action:

Enter a valid command (that is, Edit, Copy, or Rename).
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 CAZAG034
DELETE FUNCTION NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

Reason:

The delete function was selected during related rule definition processing.

Action:

Choose another option to select a JCL parameter or error message definition.

 CAZAG035
PROCESSING ERROREDITING OF RULE ABANDONED, BECAUSE OF CAZ1RXSL ERROR

Reason:

When editing a standard, a severe internal error occurred and processing could not continue.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAG036
STD I/O ERRORAN UNKNOWN RECORD TYPE HAS BEEN FOUND IN THE STANDARDS DB

Reason:

When reading the Standards Database, an unknown record type was found, indicating a potential data integrity problem.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAG037
STANDARD DELETEDTHE STANDARD standard name WAS SUCCESSFULLY DELETED FROM THE DATABASE

Reason:

The standard was deleted from the database as requested.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG038
DELETE CANCELLEDREQUESTED DELETE OF STANDARD standard name HAS BEEN CANCELLED

Reason:

The standard was not deleted from the database. The delete request was canceled because End was pressed.

Action:

None.
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 CAZAG039
PANEL ERRORDELETE CONFIRMATION PANEL ENDED WITH A SEVERE ERROR RC=return code

Reason:

A severe ISPF panel error occurred and the panel could not be displayed.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer. Ensure that the ISPF panel library is allocated.

 CAZAG040
UPDATE CANCELLEDUPDATE OF STANDARD CANCELLED

Reason:

The standard has not been updated on the database because after the update confirmation was displayed, the End key
was pressed.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG041
STANDARD UPDATEDSTANDARD UPDATED ON THE DATABASE

Reason:

The standard has been updated on the database because after the update confirmation was displayed, the Enter key was
pressed.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG042
STANDARD ADDEDSTANDARD ADDED TO THE DATABASE

Reason:

The standard has been added to the database because after the update confirmation was displayed, the Enter key was
pressed.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG043
ENTER A NAMEENTER A STANDARD NAME

Reason:

No value was entered in the standard name field. This field is required.

Action:

Enter a standard name or mask.
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 CAZAG044
INVALID NAMESTANDARD NAME CANNOT CONTAIN SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Reason:

A standard name was entered that contains special characters.

Action:

Enter a valid standard name.

NOTE
Characters can be letters A through Z, numbers 0 through 9, and characters #, @, or $. The first character,
however, cannot be a number.

 CAZAG045
INVALID NAMEACTION NAME CANNOT CONTAIN SPECIAL CHARACTERS

Reason:

An action name that contains special characters was entered on the Rules Definition panel.

Action:

Enter a valid action name.

NOTE
Characters can be letters A through Z, numbers 0 through 9, and characters #, @, $, or the underscore
character (_). The first character, however, cannot be a number.

 CAZAG046
ENTER KEY IGNOREDPRESS END TO UPDATE DATABASE; USE CANCEL COMMAND TO CANCEL

Reason:

The Enter key was pressed from the Update Confirmation panel without any command.

Action:

• Press End to update the database.
• Use the CANCEL command, and press Enter.

 CAZAG047
RETURN IGNOREDRETURN KEY NOT PERMITTED; USE END KEY INSTEAD

Reason:

The Return key was pressed. This is not valid.

Action:

Use the End key instead.

 CAZAG048
STANDARD NOT ADDEDTHIS STANDARD WAS NOT ADDED BECAUSE THERE WERE NO RULES DEFINED
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Reason:

The End key was pressed from the Update Confirmation panel to update the database. Because no rules had been
defined for this standard, there was nothing to add.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG050
STANDARD NAME stdname WAS SUCCESSFULLY RENAMED TO name

Reason:

The standard name specified for rename was successfully renamed to the new name supplied.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG051
STANDARD RENAMEDSTANDARD NAME stdname WAS SUCCESSFULLY COPIED TO newname

Reason:

The standard name specified for copy was successfully copied to the new name supplied.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG052
PROCESSING ERRORINTERNAL PROCESSING ERROR, IN: CAZ1RTCL RC=return code

Reason:

An illogical condition occurred in program CAZ1RTCL. The return code is provided to help determine the problem.

Action:

Contact Technical Support.

 CAZAG053
REQUEST CANCELLEDTHE RENAME/COPY REQUEST WAS CANCELLED BY USER REQUEST

Reason:

The user pressed End while in the Copy/Rename panel.

Action:

None.

 CAZAG054
INVALID TARGET NAMERENAME/COPY "TO" NAME: stdname CANNOT BE THE SAME AS "FROM" NAME
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Reason:

The target standard name specified for a copy or rename operation was identical to the original name. A standard cannot
be copied to itself or renamed to the same name.

Action:

Reenter the new target name and retry the operation.

 CAZAG055
INVALID TARGET NAMEstdname ALREADY EXISTS, RE-ENTER THE "TO" STANDARD NAME

Reason:

The target standard name specified for a copy or rename operation already exists in the standards database. All standard
names must be unique.

Action:

Reenter the new target name and retry the operation.

 CAZAG056
INVALID TARGET NAMESTANDARD NAME SPECIFIED stdname MUST NOT BEGIN WITH A NUMBER

Reason:

The target standard name specified for a copy or rename operation contained a nonalphabetic first character. The first
character of every standard must begin with A-Z, but subsequent characters can contain numbers.

Action:

Change the first character to an alphabetic value and retry the copy or rename operation.

 CAZAO005
INTERNAL ERRORSVC99 PARAMETER LIST ERROR DURING SVC99 verb

Reason:

An internal logic error has occurred while attempting an SVC99. There is a problem with the parameter block that was
passed to the SVC99 verb.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to ensure that all programs have been properly installed.

 CAZAO006
PRIMARY SPACE MISSINGPRIMARY SPACE AMOUNT NOT SPECIFIED; SEE SYSGEN OPTION 5.2

Reason:

A report has been requested to be produced for online viewing, but the primary space amount has not been specified
using the space parameter in the PARMFILE.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to enter the required space parameter in the PARMFILE.
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 CAZAO007
SECONDARY SPACE MISSINGSECONDARY SPACE AMOUNT NOT SPECIFIED; SEE SYSGEN OPTION 5.2

Reason:

A report has been requested to be produced for online viewing, but the secondary space amount has not been specified
using the space parameter in the PARMFILE.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to enter the required space parameter in the PARMFILE.

 CAZAO007
UNIT NAME MISSINGUNIT NAME NOT SPECIFIED; SEE SYSGEN OPTION 5.2

Reason:

A report has been requested to be produced for online viewing, but the unit name has not been specified using the unit
name parameter in the PARMFILE.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to enter the required unit name parameter in the PARMFILE.

 CAZAO007
VOLSER MISSINGVOLSER SERIAL NOT SPECIFIED; SEE SYSGEN OPTION 5.2

Reason:

A report has been requested to be produced for online viewing, but the volume serial has not been specified using the
VOLSER parameter in the PARMFILE.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to enter the required VOLSER parameter in the PARMFILE.

 CAZAO010
SPACE TYPE MISSINGSPACE TYPE NOT SPECIFIED; SEE SYSGEN OPTION 5.2

Reason:

A report has been requested to be produced for online viewing, but the space type (tracks or cylinders) has not been
specified using the type parameter in the PARMFILE.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer to enter the required type parameter in the PARMFILE.

 CAZAO012
REPORT FILE IN USEDATA SET IN USE BY userid

Reason:

This report cannot be created at this time because there is a previous version of the report, and this report is currently in
use by the specified user.
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Action:

Ensure that you do not have the report file in use in another ISPF screen.

 CAZAO013
ALLOCATION FAILEDRC=8 ON INFORMATION RETRIEVAL FOR DATA SET NAME

Reason:

The SVC99 Information Retrieval request terminated with a return code of 8, indicating that the request was denied by an
installation exit.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAO014
ALLOCATION FAILEDRC=8 ON ALLOC dsname OLD, DELETE, KEEP

Reason:

The SVC99 Allocation request terminated with a return code of 8, indicating that the request was denied by an installation
exit.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAO015
ALLOCATION FAILEDRC=8 ON DELETE REQUEST FOR report file name

Reason:

The SVC99 Delete request terminated with a return code of 8, indicating that the request was denied by an installation
exit.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAO017
REPORT FILE IN USEreport file name IN USE BY ANOTHER JOB OR USER

Reason:

This report cannot be created at this time because there is a previous version of the report, and this report is currently in
use by another job or user.

Action:

Try to create the report again later.

 CAZAO018
ALLOCATION FAILEDSVC99 verb FAILED; RC=04; ERROR REASON CODE=reason code
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Reason:

CA JCLCheck was unable to allocate a required data set. The named SVC99 verb request returned a return code of 4.
The error reason code provides additional information about why the allocation failed.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAP001
TBCREATE ERROR return codeUNABLE TO CREATE ISPF TABLE FOR A table name PANEL

Reason:

A severe ISPF error was returned during the attempt to create a table with the TBCREATE function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAP002
TBADD ERROR return codeUNABLE TO ADD TO A ISPF TABLE FOR A table name PANEL

Reason:

A severe ISPF error was returned during the attempt to add an entry to a table with the TBADD function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAP003
END IGNOREDPRESS Enter FOR ERRORS

Reason:

The End key was pressed on the Rules Definition panel, but there are one or more outstanding errors.

Action:

Correct the errors.

 CAZAP004
LOCATE UNAVAILABLETHE LOCATE COMMAND IS NOT SUPPORTED ON THIS SCREEN

Reason:

The locate command was requested on a panel where it is not available.

Action:

None.

 CAZAP005
OPTION option IGNOREDCANNOT PERFORM OPTION option MORE THAN ONE ITEM FOUND
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Reason:

An option was entered along with a name containing a mask. More than one standard was found matching the requested
name.

Action:

A directory displays with all the standards matching the requested name. Enter the option on the Standards Directory
panel next to the standard you want.

 CAZAP006
CANNOT CREATE TABLECHECK YOUR FILE ALLOCATIONS OR CALL YOUR SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

Reason:

A severe ISPF error was returned during the attempt to create a table with the TBCREATE function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAP007
ENTER SECOND OPERANDTHE command name COMMAND REQUIRES A SECOND OPERAND

Reason:

The Locate command was entered without a second operand.

Action:

Enter a second operand, and enter the value on which you want to execute the Locate command.

 CAZAP008
TBSKIP FAILED - RC=return codeAN ERROR OCCURRED READING THE table name TABLE

Reason:

A severe ISPF error was returned during the attempt to read an entry in the table with the TBSKIP function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAP009
TBGET FAILED - RC= return codeGETTING A RECORD FROM table name TABLE

Reason:

A severe ISPF error was returned during the attempt to read an entry in the table with the TBGET function.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAP010
INITIAL RULE ERRORTHE INITIAL RULE IN THE AGGREGATE RULES TABLE IS MISSING
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Reason:

When processing the rules table, an internal error was detected that might result in the database being incorrectly
updated.

Action:

Get a report of the standard being updated or view the standard online. If the report is not correct, edit the standard and
correct it.

 CAZAP012
INVALID SELECTIONSTATEMENT TYPE AND PARAMETER ALREADY SELECTED; CANNOT RESELECT

Reason:

Once a statement and parameter are selected, a rule must be defined. Otherwise, any pending rules must be deleted.

Action:

Delete any rules that you do not want, and press End.

 CAZAP013
MISSING RELATED RULEDURING UPDATE OF JCL STANDARD, UNABLE TO FIND RELATED RULE

Reason:

When updating the database, an internal error occurred and a related rule was not found. The standard may be
incomplete on the database.

Action:

Get a batch listing of the standard or view the standard online. If the batch listing is incomplete, edit it so that it is correct.

 CAZAP014
INVALID SELECTIONCANNOT SELECT TYPE AND PARAMETER OF A HIGHER LEVEL THAN PREVIOUS

Reason:

On the Related Statement Selection panel, a statement type and parameter were selected that are a higher level than the
previous statement type and parameter.

Action:

Select a different statement type and parameter that are the same level or a lower level as the previous statement type.
The selection must follow a fixed hierarchy.

 CAZAP015
ACTION HAS NOT BEEN DEFINED, THE RULE PATH IS INCOMPLETE

Reason:

You exited the Job Standards Related Selection panel without defining the action.

Action:

Define the current action.
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 CAZAS022
JOBLIST FULLTHE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MEMBERS (256) HAS BEEN REACHED

Reason:

The job list contains the maximum number of members (256). No additional members can be added.

Action:

If you want to add any more members, you must first delete some members or create a new job list.

 CAZAS023
DATASET NOT PARTITIONEDA JOBLIST CANNOT BE CREATED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATASET

Reason:

The data set name that was entered is a sequential data set and is not valid for job lists. A job list can be created only for
a partitioned data set, a CA Librarian library, or a CA Panvalet library.

Action:

Correct the data set name.

 CAZAS024
DATASET ERRORERROR PROCESSING dsn

Reason:

There was an error in trying to process the data set using the requested data set name. It is possible that the data set was
not found.

Action:

Correct the data set name. Ensure that you have entered a fully-qualified data set name.

 CAZAS027
INVALID COMMANDVALID COMMANDS ARE B (BROWSE), N (NEXT), and ORDER NUMBERS (0-999)

Reason:

An invalid command was entered.

Action:

Correct the command or blank it out.

 CAZAS028
DIRECTORY IS EMPTY data set CONTAINS NO MEMBERS

Reason:

The data set that you requested to create a job list does not contain any members. A job list cannot be created for this
data set.

Action:

Enter a different data set name.
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 CAZAS029
INVALID COMMANDVALID COMMAND IS B (BROWSE)

Reason:

An invalid command was entered. The valid command is B (browse).

Action:

Cancel out of the current operation and enter B (browse).

 CAZAS037
EMPTY MEMBER member IS AN EMPTY MEMBER

Reason:

The member that you selected to browse is empty.

Action:

• If the member is part of the job list, check to see whether this member is still valid for this job list.
• If the member is still valid, perform one of the following actions:

– Delete the member from the job list.
– Add data to the member so that it is no longer empty. If the member is not part of the job list, do not add it as long

as it is empty.

 CAZAS038
MEMBER NOT FOUNDmember NO LONGER IN data set

Reason:

A member that was previously added to this job list is no longer in this data set.

Action:

Check to see if this member is still valid for this job list. If so, delete the member from the job list.

 CAZAS039
BROWSE ERRORSEVERE ERROR BROWSING member

Reason:

The requested member cannot be viewed. ISPF returned a severe browse error (return code greater than 12).

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS054
CA Librarian MOD ERRORFAIRMOD RETURN CODE = return code MODRET = return

Reason:

The FAIRMOD function of CA Librarian returned an error.

Action:
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Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS055
CA Librarian READ ERRORFAIRREC RETURN CODE = return code RECRET = return

Reason:

The FAIRREC function of CA Librarian returned a read error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS056
CA Librarian CLOSE ERRORFAIRCLS RETURN CODE = return code

Reason:

The FAIRCLS function of CA Librarian returned an error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS057
PAM OPEN ERRORERROR OPENING CA Panvalet DATASET

Reason:

The OPEN function of PAM (CA Panvalet Access Method) returned an error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS058
PAM SEARCH ERRORERROR READING CA Panvalet DIRECTORY

Reason:

The SEARCH function of PAM (CA Panvalet Access Method) returned a read error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS059
PAM CLOSE ERRORERROR CLOSING CA Panvalet DATASET

Reason:

The CLOSE function of PAM (CA Panvalet Access Method) returned an error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.
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 CAZAS060
PAM READ ERRORERROR READING CA Panvalet MEMBER

Reason:

The READ function of PAM (CA Panvalet Access Method) returned an error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS061
LMOPEN ERRORERROR DOING LMOPEN ON data set name

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to open a partitioned data set. The LMOPEN function of Library Management Facilities
returned the error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS062
LMCLOSE ERRORERROR DOING LMCLOSE ON data set name

Reason:

An error occurred when attempting to close a partitioned data set. The LMCLOSE function of Library Management
Facilities returned the error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS063
LIBRARIAN OPEN ERRORFAIROPEN RC=return code;OPENRET=fair return code;OPENREAS=fair reason code

Reason:

The FAIROPEN function of CA Librarian returned an error.

Action:

Contact your systems programmer.

 CAZAS124
EXISTENCE TEST FAILEDABNORMAL TERMINATION DURING DATA SET EXISTENCE TEST: RC=return code

Reason:

While invoking CA JCLCheck, a data set that was being dynamically allocated either could not be allocated or does not
exist.

Action:

Check to ensure that all required CA JCLCheck data sets exist. Otherwise, contact your systems programmer.
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 CAZAV001
ACTION IS MISSINGAN ACTION NAME IS A REQUIRED ENTRY

Reason:

The action name on one or more lines of the Rules Definition panel is blank. This field is required.

Action:

Enter an action name.

 CAZAV002
MAXIMUM RULES EXCEEDEDTHE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RULES PER STATEMENT PARAMETER IS 100

Reason:

More than 100 rules have been added on this Rules Definition panel.

Action:

Delete all lines after 100.

 CAZAV003
OPERATOR INVALIDENTRY IS MISSING OR INVALID. USE EQ, NE, GT, LE, CO, or NC

Reason:

The operator on one or more lines of the Rules Definition panel is blank or invalid. This field is required and the valid
values are as follows:

• EQ (equal)
• NE (not equal)
• GT (greater than)
• LE (less than)
• CO (coded)
• NC (not coded)

Action:

Enter a correct operator.

 CAZAV004
COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZEDCORRECT IT OR BLANK IT OUT

Reason:

An invalid command was entered on the Rules Definition panel. Valid commands are as follows:

• I (Insert)
• D (Delete)
• R (Replicate)
• C (Copy)
• M (Move)
• A (After)
• B (Before)
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Action:

Correct the command.

 CAZAV005
10 RECORDS ADDEDA LINE CAN BE ADDED UP TO 10 TIMES WITH ONE COMMAND

Reason:

The insert command was entered with a value greater than 10. Only 10 lines were added.

Action:

None.

 CAZAV006
MOVE/COPY IS PENDINGENTER MATCHING A OR B LINE COMMAND

Reason:

On the Rules Definition panel, the move or copy command was entered without a matching A (after) or B (before)
command.

Action:

• Enter an A or B command.
• Blank out the C or M command.

 CAZAV007
MOVE/COPY IS PENDINGENTER MATCHING C OR M LINE COMMAND

Reason:

On the Rules Definition panel, the A (after) or B (before) command was entered without a matching C (copy) or M (move)
command.

Action:

• Enter a C or M command.
• Blank out the A or B command.

 CAZAV008
VALID SEVERITY VALUES ARE I, W, E, OR S

Reason:

An invalid severity code was entered on the Error Message Definition panel. The valid values are I, W, E, or S.

Action:

Correct the severity code.

 CAZAV009
MESSAGE NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC
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Reason:

An invalid message number was entered on the Error Message Definition panel. This field must be numeric.

Action:

Correct the message number.

 CAZAV010
MESSAGE TEXT MISSINGENTER APPROPRIATE ERROR MESSAGE TEXT

Reason:

Message text was not entered on the Error Message Definition panel. This field is required.

Action:

Enter a message text.

 CAZAV011
VALUE IS MISSINGTHE VALUE FIELD IS A REQUIRED ENTRY

Reason:

The value field on one or more lines of the Rules Definition panel is blank. This field is required unless the operator is
coded (CO) or not coded (NC).

Action:

Enter a value field.

 CAZAV012
SELECTION ERRORACTION RESERVED WORDS AND, OR, AND ACCEPT CANNOT BE SELECTED

Reason:

A line was selected (with the S command) whose action is  AND  ,  OR  , or  ACCEPT  . These actions cannot be
selected.

Action:

Select a different line.

 CAZAV013
OPTION ERROR VALID OPTION IS "D" FOR DELETE

Reason:

You specified an option that is not valid in the current panel.

Action:

Cancel out of the current operation and enter D (delete).

 CAZAV014
CANNOT DELETE LINEACTION STILL EXISTS. ONLY A NONEXISTENT ACTION CAN BE DELETED
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Reason:

A line was deleted on the Rules Definition panel, but its action still exists.

Action:

If you want to delete this line, you must first delete the action associated with the line.

 CAZAV015
RESERVED WORD ERRORTHE LAST ACTION CANNOT CONTAIN THE RESERVED WORDS AND OR OR

Reason:

The action for the last line on a Rules Definition panel is either  AND  or  OR.  When these reserved words are used, they
must be followed by another rule.

Action:

Add another rule.

 CAZAV016
ACTION ALREADY DEFINEDAN ACTION CANNOT BE USED TWICE; CHANGE ACTION NAME

Reason:

An action name was specified on the Rules Definition panel that was already defined somewhere else within this
standard. An action name cannot be referenced from more than one rule because this causes a loop in the evaluator.

Action:

Specify a unique action name.

 CAZAV017
INVALID VALUEFOR OPERATORS CO AND NC, THE VALUE FIELD MUST BE BLANK

Reason:

The value field on one or more lines of the Rules Definition panel is not blank, but the operator for that line is  CO  or  NC 
. These operators stand for coded and not coded, so no value field is permitted.

Action:

Change the operator or the value field.

 CAZAV018
INVALID CHARACTER CHARACTERS & ( ) AND , NOT ALLOWED IN VALUE FIELD

Reason:

An invalid character was entered in the value field on the Rules Definition panel.

Action:

Use any character other than &.,( ), and ,.
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 CAZAV019
QUOTE INVALIDIF QUOTE IS USED WITHIN ERROR TEXT, IT MUST BE SPECIFIED TWICE

Reason:

A single quotation mark (') was used within the error text.

Action:

If you use the quotation mark, it must be specified twice ('').

 CAZAV021
ACTION NOT ALLOWEDACTION actionid CANNOT BE USED WITH OPER operator, REENTER

Reason:

The  actionid  specified is not valid when used with the operator supplied; that is, the EL (else) operator cannot be used
with the ACCEPT action or any reserved name.

Action:

Change the action name or operator to comply.

 CAZAV022
OPERATOR ERRORTHE ELSE OPERATOR CANNOT BE THE FIRST RULE, REENTER

Reason:

The EL operator should not logically be the first rule coded for any parameter.

Action:

Delete the rule or insert another rule before the rule containing the EL operator (that is, insert after EL then move before).

 CAZAV023
OPERATOR ERRORTHE ELSE OPERATOR MUST BE THE LAST RULE, REPOSITION OR REMOVE

Reason:

The EL operator cannot be embedded between any rules. This is an illogical condition.

Action:

Perform one of the following actions:

• Delete the offending EL rule.
• Move the EL rule after the last rule entered.

 CAZAV024
OPERATOR ERRORONLY OPERATOR VALUES OF: CO, EL, OR NC ARE VALID

Reason:

The JCL parameter of this rule definition does not contain values. Therefore, EQ, NE, GT, and LT are not valid operations.

Action:
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Code one of the valid operators: CO, NC, or EL.

 CAZAV025
ACTION NOT CHANGEDAN ACTION CANNOT BE CHANGED IF THE ACTION ALREADY EXISTS

Reason:

The action name cannot be changed unless all attached (subordinate) rules are deleted.

Action:

Delete all subordinate rules to change this action.

 CAZB552S to CAZB621I
The topics that follow describe the CAZB552S to CAZB621I messages.

 CAZB552S
MEMBER DOES NOT EXISTSPECIFIED MEMBER: member name CANNOT BE LOCATED

Reason

The member specified cannot be found, probably because of a misspelling.

Action:

Correct the member name and reissue the command.

 CAZB553E
ENTER Y, N, OR PVALUE OF Y, N, OR P (FOR "PRINTOFF" OPTION) IS REQUIRED

Reason:

The valid values for the printoff option are Y, N, or P.

Action:

Specify one of the three valid values, and press Enter.

 CAZB554E
A NON-ZERO VALUE SHOULD BE SPECIFIED WITH SPACE=Y

Reason:

Check BLKSIZE efficiency was specified, but the percentage to check for was zero.

Action:

Specify a value for the percentage, and press Enter.

 CAZB555E
A NON-ZERO RETURN CODE HAS BEEN RECEIVED

Reason:
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CA JCLCheck ended with a non-zero return code as errors were detected.

Action:

Correct the error(s) and resubmit.

 CAZB557E
DATA SET: data set name INVALID DATASET SYNTAX OR LENGTH

Reason:

The data set name shown in the message does not conform to the IBM ISPF panel verification service for data set names.

Please refer to the  IBM ISPF Dialog Developers Guide  , section 7.2.10 for data set name entry rules.

Action:

Correct and resubmit.

 CAZB559E
ORDER CANNOT BE SPECIFIED ON ISPF V1

Reason:

ORDER was indicated for an ISPF version 1 environment.

Action:

Remove the order number from the member selection list.

 CAZB560E
SYSTERM OR SYSLIST MUST BE SPECIFIED AS YES

Reason:

Both SYSTERM and SYSLIST specified NO. One must be set to YES.

Action:

Specify Y for either SYSTERM or SYSLIST.

 CAZB564E
ENTER A VALUE OF "1" or "2"

Reason:

The value specified for this option was not 1 or 2.

Action:

Specify a value of 1 or 2 and resubmit the job.

 CAZB565S
ALTERNATE PROCLIB(S) HAVE BEEN SELECTED, BUT NONE ARE DEFINED!!!

Reason:
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The alternate PROCLIB option was selected, but no alternate PROCLIBs were defined.

Action:

Select the Define Alternate PROCLIB option, and define alternate PROCLIBs.

 CAZB566S
DATA SET IS CATLG, BUT NOT FOUND ON THE PACK THE CATALOG POINTS TO

Reason:

CATALOG has incorrect information.

Action:

Correct CATALOG and resubmit the job.

 CAZB567S
DATA SET NOT FOUND, CHECK YOUR SPELLING!

Reason:

An attempt was made to allocate the data set name entered, but it could not be found.

Action:

Correct the spelling and resubmit the job.

 CAZB568E
ENTER "Y" OR "N" YES OR NO MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR THIS OPTION

Reason:

A value other than YES or NO was entered.

Action:

Specify either YES or NO for this option and resubmit the job.

 CAZB572E
ENTER SEQ, PDS, PAN OR LIB

Reason:

You must specify the correct type of input data set if it is not a sequential data set.

Action:

Select either PDS, PAN, or LIB for the input data set, and press Enter.

 CAZB575E
INVALID *ASTERISK PERMITTED ONLY WITH OPTION 3

Reason:
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You entered an asterisk in the Member field in the JCKSPF/Foreground Invocation panel (Option 2). This is not a valid
entry.

Action:

• To scan an entire library or libraries, use Option 3 (Batch Invocation).
• To scan a specific library, perform the following tasks:

– Leave the Member field blank.
– Press Enter.
– Select a member from the Member Selection list.

 CAZB576E
INVALID LIB TYPEDATA SET NOT A SEQUENTIAL DATA SET

Reason:

The input data set type selected did not match the actual input data set type (that is, PDS, LIB, PAN, or SEQ).

Action:

Correct the mismatch and retry.

 CAZB577E
INVALID DATESPECIFY DATE IN FORMAT MM/DD/YY

Reason:

On the Processing Options panel JCK0203, an invalid date was entered for the date within RUNDATE.

Action:

Specify RUNDATE in format  mm/dd/yy  .

 CAZB578E
INVALID TIMESPECIFY TIME IN FORMAT HH:MM

Reason:

On the Processing Options panel JCK0203, an invalid time was entered for the time within RUNDATE.

Action:

Specify RUNTIME in  hh:mm  format.

 CAZB580E
INVALID VALUE SPECIFIEDTHE VALUE SPECIFIED IS NOT ACCEPTABLE FOR THIS VARIABLE

Reason:

This option requires a valid value. Processing will stop until the correct value is entered.

Action:

• Refer to the documentation for the valid value for this option.
• Correct the value.
• Press Enter.
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 CAZB581E
ICSC VALUE TOO LOWTHE VALUE OF ICSC CANNOT BE LESS THAN CEC + 1

Reason:

The option Inline Comment Start Column (ICSC) requires a value that is one greater than the value given to the
Continuation Ending Column (CEC) option.

Action:

• Perform one of the following actions:
– Decrease the CEC value.
– Increase the ICSC value to an appropriate value.

• Press Enter.

 CAZB583E
ENTER "Y", "N" OR "D"YES, NO or DEFAULT MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR THIS OPTION

Reason:

A value other than YES, NO, or DEFAULT was entered.

Action:

Specify either YES, NO, or DEFAULT for this option and resubmit the job.

 CAZB590E
SYSEXEC DID NOT OPEN RC(8), MAY NOT BE ALLOCATED. REXX MEMBER NAME SELECTION CANNOT BE
DISPLAYED

Reason:

A pattern member name containing ‘*’ or ‘%’ characters was entered for either a STDREXX or REXXMEM parameter on
an ISPF panel. While attempting to display a member list, the SYSEXEC DD failed to open. The short ISPF message
includes value other than YES, NO, or DEFAULT was entered.

Action:

Allocate the SYSEXEC DD to your ISPF session to define the REXX library that contains your REXX programs to be used
with CA JCLCheck’s STDREXX and REXXMEM options.

 CAZB591I
NO MEMBER NAME WAS SELECTED FROM THE REXX MEMBER LIST

Reason:

A pattern member name containing ‘*’ or ‘%’ characters was entered for either a STDREXX or REXXMEM parameter on
an ISPF panel. The member list was displayed, but the panel was exited without selecting a member. The member field is
set to blanks.

Action:

None required.
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 CAZB592I
NO MEMBERS MATCHED pattern MEMBER SELECTION PATTERN, OR SYSEXEC LIBRARY HAS NO MEMBERS

Reason:

A member name  pattern  containing ‘*’ or ‘%’ characters was entered for either a STDREXX or REXXMEM parameter on
an ISPF panel. No members SYSEXEC library matched the specified  pattern  , or SYSEXEC points to a empty library.

Action:

Specify a correct pattern or specify a single * to display all members in the SYSEXEC library. Check to see the the
SYSEXEC DD is defined to the correct library.

 CAZB621I
DEFAULT OPTION SETTINGS WILL BE USEDSELECT OPTION 0 TO UPDATE

Reason:

When invoking CA JCLCheck for the first time, option settings will be initialized using the default.

Action:

You can update control options by selecting Option 0 on the CA JCLCheck/SPF menu (JCK0200).

 CASUO011
The topic that follows describes the CASUO011 message.

ChekPlex Messages
ChekPlex messages are issued from the General Transaction Server (GTS).

Most messages have the following format:

CACPnnnnnx

CACP
Indicates the message prefix for ChekPlex

nnn
nn
Indicates the message number

x
Indicates the severity code of the message

Code Description
A Indicates that a severe error occurred during the JCLCheck

initialization process.
Correct the error and resubmit the run.

D Indicates a diagnostic message.
E Indicates that an error has occurred; the job will probably fail.
I Indicates an informational message only.
S Indicates a severe error; the job will definitely fail. 
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W Indicates a warning message; something is wrong, but not serious
enough to stop processing.

Example:

The message CACP04101E has a prefix of CACP for ChekPlex, a message number of 04101, and a severity code of E.

The term processing continues or any other state of processing refers to the processing of ChekPlex, not JCLCheck or
EDCHEK.

 

 CACP00001I
CATLG'D Work: dsn

Reason:

This message displays the data set name of a work file that is cataloged. This message is only issued if the ChekPlex
operator command HARDEN was issued with a data set name prefix. The  dsn  value is the generated data set name.
Normally, these data sets are allocated a temporary data set with a system generated name and no message is issued.
Generally, the HARDEN command is only used at the request of Broadcom Support.

Action:

None.

 CACP00020D to CACP00082D
The topics that follow describe the CACP00020D to CACP00082D messages.

CACP00020D
CAGSCPI2 Subtask successfully initialized for address space id/spool- address in memory

Reason:

This message displays information about the initialized subtask. It displays the address space, used spool, and beginning
address in memory (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00021D
CAGSCPI2 Main task successfully initialized on server name address in memory

Reason:

This message displays information about the initialized main task. It displays the server name and the beginning address
in memory (processing continues).

Action:

None.

CACP00031W
Syntax error in member name : text
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Reason:

There is a syntax error in the GTS parameter library member name (processing continues on next statement).

Action:

Correct the error and rerun GTS.

 CACP00032W
Command length exceeded in member name: text

Reason:

Command (  text  ) used in  member name  in GTS parameter library is too long. Processing continues on next statement.

Action:

Go into  member name  in GTS parameter library, correct the error and rerun GTS.

 CACP00033D
CAGSCPBD Debug <ON/OFF> activated in member name

Reason:

This message informs whether the Debug option is turned on or off in the GTS parameter library member name
(processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00037D
CAGSCPBD Allocated block: block type

Reason:

ChekPlex has allocated a block of  block type  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00038I
CAGSCPBD** ChekPlex service starting.

Reason:

ChekPlex has allocated a block of  block type  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00040D
CAGSCPTE Subtask shutting down subtask
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Reason:

This message informs that  subtask  is being terminated (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00041D
CAGSCPTE Enter

Reason:

Cleaning and Termination started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00046I
CAGSCPTExx ChekPlex service terminating

Reason:

ChekPlex service is now terminating (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00047D
CAGSCPTE ----------------------------------------

Reason:

Separator only.

Action:

None.

 CACP00049D
CAGSCPTE <Return

Reason:

Cleaning and Termination ends (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00051W
Invalid command command

Reason:
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The command used is invalid, check for a syntax error.

Action:

Use correct command.

 CACP00052I
CP debugging has been turned ON/OFF

Reason:

This message indicates the setting of the debugging option for ChekPlex (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00053I
Prefix xxxx will be used to catalog work files

Reason:

This message displays in response to the ChekPlex operator command HARDEN. The  xxxx  value is the data set prefix
that was entered on the command. Generally, the HARDEN command is only used at the request of CA Support.

Action:

None.

 CACP00054I
Work files will not be cataloged

Reason:

This message displays in response to the ChekPlex operator command HARDEN. If the HARDEN command is issued
without a data set prefix, it turned off the option to catalog the ChekPlex work files. Generally, the HARDEN command is
only used at the request of CA Support.

Action:

None.

 CACP00055I
xxxxxxxx has been turned ON|OFF

Reason:

The desired option has been turned on or off from the operator modify command.

Action:

None.

 CACP00056I
ChekPlex Settings
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Reason:

These messages are the result of the "F gts,CMDCP INFO" operator modify command. The current ChekPlex options are
shown.

Action:

Consult the JCLCHECK Programmers manual for details on setting values.

 CACP00057I
HARDEN value discarded when turning on TEMPDSN

Reason:

Previous to specifying TEMPDSN(ON), the HARDEN option was on. Temporary files will be written to datasets starting
with the requester's userid as requested.

Action:

None.

 CACP00058I
xxxxxxxx is currently on and will be turned off to allow yyyyyyyy processing

Reason:

Mutually exclusive parameters were found and the new function was turned on with a modify command. The older
function will be turned off to accommodate the new one.

Action:

None.

 CACP00059I
Turning on TEMPDSN processing because HARDEN was turned on via %%ON

Reason:

The modify command "F gts,CMDCP HARDEN(%%ON)" command was issued before the TEMPDSN function was turned
on. TEMPDSN is now on.

Action:

None.

 CACP00060I
TEMPDSN HLQ will be used for HARDEN files

Reason:

HARDEN processing was turned on with the %%ON keyword, so the usual temporary files are retained with the
TEMPDSN prefix of "userid.JCLCHECK."

Action:

None.
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 CACP00081D
CAGSCPxx* Block obtain: block type-memory address

Reason:

This message informs that block of  block type  was allocated and begins at  memory   address  . The XX represents the
module where the allocation was made (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP00082D
CAGSCPxx/ Block release: block type-memory address

Reason:

This message informs that block of  block type  , beginning at  memory address  , was released. The XX represents the
module where the allocation was made (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP01001E to CACP01099D
The topics that follow describe the CACP01001E to CACP01099D messages.

 CACP01001E
CAGSCPIS Error in IS, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued at the end of processing of the Information Service when any error occurs during the checking of
available GTS servers used in REMVAL (processing continues).

Action:

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP01050D
CAGSCPIS> Enter

Reason:

This message informs of the Information Service starting (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP01051D
CAGSCPIS> Received request
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Reason:

The Information Service received a request to check the GTS server availability (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP01052S
CAGSCPIS Error in input block block type

Reason:

A Severity Error in an input block was detected. The Information Service terminates immediately (processing of the
Information Service terminates with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that REMVAL is coded correctly.
• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP01055D
CAGSCPIS Blocks OK

Reason:

Input blocks for the Information Service are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP01090D
CAGSCPIS <Returning routing info

Reason:

Processing of the Information Service ends (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP01099D
CAGSCPIS< Return

Reason:

Results from the Information Service are returned back to the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.
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 CACP02013E to CACP02088D
The topics that follow describe the CACP02013E to CACP02088D messages.

 CACP02013E
CAGSCPPR Error in block block type

Reason:

An error in a block was detected. The Local Server terminates (processing of the Local Server terminates with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP02052D
CAGSCPPR { Starting TS loop

Reason:

Target Server loop starting (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02053D
CAGSCPPR } End of loop

Reason:

Target Server loop ending (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02054D
CAGSCPPR preparing request for: server name

Reason:

The Local Server is preparing a request for the GTS server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02055D
CAGSCPPR Blocks OK
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Reason:

Input blocks for the Local Server are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02056D
CAGSCPPR Merging TS responses(TRBs)

Reason:

The Local Server is merging responses from the Target Servers (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02083D
CAGSCPPR >Requesting target servers

Reason:

The Local Server is sending a request to the Target Servers (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02084D
CAGSCPPR - TS server name returned with CC: completing code

Reason:

This message shows the returned completion code from the Target Server to the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP02085D
CAGSCPPR <Return results to client

Reason:

Results are returned back to the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02086D
CAGSCPPR x TS target_node returned with RC retcode RSN rsncode
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Reason:

JCLCheck sent a request to the target server, but the request failed.

Action:

Look for error messages in all GTS servers. Attempt to correct and rerun the job. For additional assistance, contact CA
Technical Support.

 CACP02087D
CAGSCPPR >Getting routing information

Reason:

The Local Server calls Information Service to check GTS server availability (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP02088D
CAGSCPPR x GTS server server name not available

Reason:

This message is issued when the GTS server, used in REMVAL, is not available. Processing continues if the requested
server was the Target Server, and if REMVAL is presented with any other Target Server. If not, processing ends.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that REMVAL code is correct.
• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP03001E to CACP03099D
The topics that follow describe the CACP03001E to CACP03099D messages.

 CACP03001E
CAGSCPSS Error in SS, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when an error is detected during processing of the Source Server (processing continues with next
request).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check if input file or dataset exists and is accessible.
• Check other CACP messages and ChekPlex output for more details.
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Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP03002E
CAGSCPSS Error in LD or LL, RC=return code, LAPI RSN=reason code

Reason:

This message is issued when CAZ2LAPI on the Source Server detects an error when loading a directory or processing
members from a PDS, PDSE, PANVALET, or LIBRARIAN dataset. Processing continues.

Action:

Ensure the PDS, PDSE, PANVALET, or LIBRARIAN option is used correctly based on the  return code  and  reason code 
specified in the message. Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message
and correct the problem as indicated. Related message: CACP03001E.

 CACP03004E
CAGSCPSS Dataset Not Accessible - mmmmmmmm RC=ddddd Reason=rrrrrrrr DSN: ddd

Reason:

This message is always issued if DEBUG(VV) mode is on, regardless of the return code.

If DEBUG(VV) is not on and the return code is higher than 4, this message is issued. If higher than 4, the security system
has returned a value that disallows access to the dataset.

Action:

If the RC value is higher than 4, please check the security access to this dataset.

 CACP03050D
CAGSCPSS> Enter

Reason:

Processing of the Source Server has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP03051D
CAGSCPSS Received request from TS=server name

Reason:

The Source Server received the request from the Target Server named  server name  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP03052S
CAGSCPSS Error in input block block type
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Reason:

A severe error in an input block was detected. The Source Server terminates immediately (processing of the Source
Server terminates with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP03053E
CAGSCPPR Error in input block block type

Reason:

An error in an input block was detected. The Source Server terminates (processing of the Source Server terminates with
an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP03054E
CAGSCPSS Inconsistent request for type input file(s). RC=rc

Reason:

The input file is a partitioned data set (type=PO) but the PDS option was not specified or the input file is a sequential file
(type=PS) but the PDS option was specified.

Action:

Correct the input file name and add or delete the PDS option. Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on
the return code listed in the message and correct the problem as indicated.

 CACP03055D
CAGSCPSS Blocks OK

Reason:

The input blocks for the Source Server are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP03060D
CAGSCPSS Reading file dataset(member)
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Reason:

The Source Server started to read a file (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP03070L
SS RES=result ACC=action type FILE=dataset MBR=member USER=userid TS=server name

Reason:

This log message is a summary of any request to the Source Server for a file (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP03090D
CAGSCPSS <Returning file content to TS=server name

Reason:

The Source Server is returning a file's content back to the requesting Target Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP03099D
CAGSCPSS< Return

Reason:

The Source Server finished processing a request (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04001E to CACP04099D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04001E to CACP04099D messages.

 CACP04001E
CAGSCPTS Error in TS, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when no TRB block is presented on the Target Server (processing continues with the next
request).

Action:

Perform the following actions:
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• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04040L
TS PR=server name SS=server name RS=server name USER =userid RC=return code

Reason:

This log message is a summary of the requests processed by the Target Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04050D
CAGSCPTS> Enter

Reason:

The Target Server processing has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04051D
CAGSCPTS Received request from PR

Reason:

The Target Server received request from the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04052S
CAGSCPTS Error in input block block type

Reason:

A severe error in an input block was detected. The Target Server terminates immediately (processing of the Target Server
ends with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.
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 CACP04053E
CAGSCPTS Error in input block block type

Reason:

An error in an input block was detected. The Target Server terminates (processing of the Target Server ends with an
error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP04055D
CAGSCPTS Blocks ok

Reason:

The input blocks for the Target Server are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04062D
CAGSCPTS >Requesting RA: server name

Reason:

The Target Server is sending a request to the Result Acceptor (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04063D
CAGSCPTS Error from RA: RC=return code

Reason:

The Result Acceptor returned an error (processing continues).

Action:

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04070D
CAGSCPTS Preparing environment for JCLCheck

Reason:

The Target Server is preparing the environment for JCLCheck (processing continues).
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Action:

None.

 CACP04071D
CAGSCPTS Running local JCLCheck for validation

Reason:

The JCLCheck validation is starting (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04072D
CAGSCPTS Reading output from local JCLCheck

Reason:

The Target Server is reading output from the local JCLCheck (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04085E
ABEND xxxxxxxx detected in module yyyyyyyy

Reason:

An ABEND has been detected in a ChekPlex module. For more details, look for other error-related messages in all
ChekPlex GTS log and trace files. A LOGREC entry will be written for the ABEND on behalf of the abending address
space.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

CACP04086E SSPROC Member xxxxxxxx STOW RC=rr   - No space in directory | RSN=rrrrrrrr

Reason:  The STOW (save of a SSPROC PDS member) failed with the RC shown. For RC=12, "- No Space in directory"
is shown. For other return codes, the reason code is displayed.

Action:  For RC=12, you need to increase the directory value by adding or increasing the DIRBLK value for the
INPSPACE parameter in the PARMCPxx GTS member.

For other Return Code values, please consult the IBM  z/OS DFSMS Macro Instructions for Data Sets manual for more
information.

 CACP04087D
CAGSCPTS >Getting routing information

Reason:

The Target Server calls Information Service to check GTS server availability (processing continues).

Action:
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None.

 CACP04088D
CAGSCPTS x GTS server server name not available

Reason:

This message is issued when any of the requested GTS servers, used in REMVAL, are not available. Processing
continues if the requested server was the Target Server, and if REMVAL is presented with any other Target Server. If not,
processing ends.

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that REMVAL code is correct.
• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP04090D
CAGSCPTS <Returning to PR

Reason:

Processing returns from the Target Server to the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04099D
CAGSCPTS <Return

Reason:

The Target Server processing ends (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04101E to CACP04199D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04101E to CACP04199D messages.

 CACP04101E
CAGSCPSI Error in SI, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when any error occurs during the process of getting SYSIN input (processing continues).

Action:
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Check other CAGS and CACP messages.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04150D
CAGSCPSI> Enter

Reason:

The retrieval of SYSIN input has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04151D
CAGSCPSI Preparing input JCL

Reason:

The input JCL is being prepared to go into blocks.

Action:

None.

 CACP04160D
CAGSCPSI >Requesting SS server name for file

Reason:

The Source Server is requested for  file  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04161D
CAGSCPSI Error from SS: RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Source Server encounters errors during the process of getting SYSIN input (processing
continues).

Action:

Perform the following action:

• Check that SYSIN file exists and is accessible.
• Check other CAGS and CACP messages.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.
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 CACP04187D
CAGSCPSI >Getting routing information

Reason:

The Information Service is called to check availability of required GTS servers (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04188D
CAGSCPSI x GTS server server name not available

Reason:

This message is issued when any of the requested GTS servers, used in REMVAL, are not available. Processing
continues if the requested server was the Target Server, and if REMVAL is presented with any other Target Server. If not,
processing ends.

Action:

None.

 CACP04199D
CAGSCPSI< Return

Reason:

The retrieval of SYSIN input has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04250D to CACP04299D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04250D to CACP04299D messages.

 CACP04250D
CAGSCPSP> Enter

Reason:

The SYSPROC allocation has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04251D
CAGSCPSP< Return

Reason:

The SYSPROC allocation is in the preparing of procedures phase (processing continues).
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Action:

None.

 CACP04260D
CAGSCPSP >Requesting SS server name for file

Reason:

The Source Server is requested for  file  during SYSPROC allocation (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04261D
CAGSCPSP Error from SS: RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Source Server encounters errors during processing of SYSPROC allocation (processing
continues).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check the job's REMVAL file and make sure that SYSPROC, PROC, and SPROC files exist and they are accessible.
• Check other CAGS and CACP messages.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04262E
CAGSCPSP Error in SP: RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when any error occurs during the SYSPROC allocation (processing continues).

Action:

Check other CAGS and CACP messages.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04287D
CAGSCPSP >Getting routing information.

Reason:

The Information Service is called to check the availability of required GTS servers (processing continues).

Action:

None.
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 CACP04288D
CAGSCPSP x GTS server server name not available

Reason:

This message is issued during SYSPROC allocation when the requested GTS server is not available. Processing
continues if the requested server was the Target Server, and if REMVAL is presented with any other Target Server. If not,
processing ends.

Action:

None.

 CACP04299D
CAGSCPSP< Return

Reason:

The SYSPROC allocation has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04380D to CACP04399D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04380D to CACP04399D messages.

 CACP04380D
CAGSCPRU> Enter

Reason:

A local JCLCheck instance has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04382D
CAGSCPRU .Linking to JCLCheck

Reason:

Linking to JCLCheck has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04383D
CAGSCPRU JCLCheck returned with RC=return code

Reason:

This message displays the return code from JCLCheck after JCLCheck ends its processing (processing continues).
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Action:

None.

 CACP04399D
CAGSCPRU< Return

Reason:

A local JCLCheck instance has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04420E to CACP04499D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04420E to CACP04499D messages.

 CACP04420E
All SIB slots are in use

Reason:

This is an internal error in the STATUS command processing module,   CAGSCPST.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 CACP04430I
No ChekPlex requests processed yet

Reason:

The user invoked the ChekPlex STATUS operator command, but no ChekPlex requests have been processed yet on this
GTS server.

Action:

None.

 CACP04440I
No active ChekPlex requests currently being processed

Reason:

The user invoked the ChekPlex STATUS operator command, but no ChekPlex requests are currently being processed on
this GTS server.

Action:

None.
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 CACP04450I
Request# RCA_addr TimeStrt Duration ChekPlex_Phase

Reason:

This is the title line for the ChekPlex STATUS operator command. The request number is a sequence number
representing the ChekPlex remote validation request. The RCA address is the address of an internal control block
representing the ChekPlex request. The phase, time start, and duration identify the phase currently being processed,
when the phase began, and how long the phase has been processing.

Action:

None.

 CACP04460I
-------- -------- -------- -------- --------

Reason:

This title line is displayed after message CACP04450I.

Action:

None.

 CACP04470I
req_num rca_addr time_start how_long chekplex_phase

Reason:

This data line is displayed after title line messages CACP04450I and CACP04460I.

Action:

None.

 CACP04480D
CAGSCPRE> Enter

Reason:

A local JCLCheck instance from EDCHEK has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04482D
CAGSCPRE .Linking to JCLCheck

Reason:

Linking to JCLCheck has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.
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 CACP04483D
CAGSCPRE JCLCheck returned with RC=return code

Reason:

This message displays the return code from JCLCheck after JCLCheck ends its processing (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04499D
CAGSCPRE< Return

Reason:

A local JCLCheck instance from EDCHEK has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04550D to CACP04599D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04550D to CACP04599D messages.

 CACP04550D
CAGSCPPP> Enter

Reason:

The Preparing for Processing has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04560D
CAGSCPPP >Requesting SS server name for file

Reason:

The Source Server is requested for  file  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04561D
CAGSCPPP Error from SS: RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Source Server encounters errors during Preparing of Processing (processing
continues).
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Action:

Perform the following action:

• Check the job's REMVAL file and make sure that SYSPROC, PROC, and SPROC files exist and they are accessible.
• Check other CAGS and CACP messages.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04570E
ERROR While receiving PDS. STOW failed RC=return code RSN=reason code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Source Server is requested for a whole PDS and STOW failed. ChekPlex returns the
results of the JCL that was scanned before STOW failed.

Action:

Change the value DIRBLK in PARMCP00 in the GTS PARMLIB to a higher number.

 CACP04590D
CAGSCPPP <Returning to JCK

Reason:

Processing returns to JCLCheck (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04599D
CAGSCPPP< Return

Reason:

Processing returns to JCLCheck (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04650D to CACP04699D
The topics that follow describe the CACP04650D to CACP04699D messages.

 CACP04650D
CAGSCPAL> Enter

Reason:

The Allocation of DD statement has started (processing continues).

Action:
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None.

 CACP04670D
CAGSCPAL Preparing environment for JCLCheck

Reason:

ChekPlex is preparing the environment to call JCLCheck for a local validation (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04699D
CAGSCPAL< Return

Reason:

The Allocation of DD statement has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP04700E to CACP04790E
The topics that follow describe the CACP04700E to CACP04790E messages.

 CACP04700E
GTS server gtsname unavailable

Reason:

Remote GTS server with indicated name is not accessible, or it is not running the ChekPlex subsystem. Server might not
be setup correctly to have connection with other servers.

Action:

Check server availability, presence of ChekPlex subsystem and network, or other connection. Run server if it is not
running. Rerun the validation.

 CACP04710S
DDNAME ddname DOES NOT REFERENCE A PDS

Reason:

The PDS option was specified, requesting that CA JCLCheck use an entire PDS for its input data. The input data set on 
ddname  is not a PDS. CA JCLCheck terminates with return code 16.

Action:

Correct and reenter.
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 CACP04710S
DDNAME ddname DOES REFERENCE A PDS

Reason:

The PDS option was not specified, requesting that CA JCLCheck use a sequential file for its input data. The input data set
on  ddname  is a PDS. CA JCLCheck terminates with return code 16.

Action:

Correct and reenter.

 CACP04720E
Missing or Error in ddname DD File

Reason:

The  ddname  is missing from the JCLCheck invocation JCL, the data set organization is unexpected, or an error was
encountered when reading the file.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04730E
Error copying ddname DD File (RC retcode)

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to copy the file to an internal control block.

Action:

Save the job output and call Technical Support.

 CACP04740E
Error copying to/from EDCHEK ISPF EDIT File

Reason:

An error was encountered when attempting to copy the ISPF EDIT session to an internal control block, or to copy from an
internal control block to the ISPF EDIT session.

Action:

Call Technical Support.

 CACP04750E
Local Server local_node not running

Reason:

The ChekPlex local node is not operational.

Action:

Activate the ChekPlex local node and rerun the job.
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 CACP04770E
REMVAL DD missing or I/O error encountered

Reason:

The REMVAL ddname is missing from the JCLCheck invocation JCL, or an error was encountered when reading the file.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04780E
Required keyword keyword missing from REMVAL file

Reason:

The required keyword must be present in the REMVAL file, but it is not present.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04790E
REMVAL keyword with no keyword value

Reason:

The REMVAL keyword is present in the REMVAL file, but it does not have a value associated with it. This message is
followed by message CACP04840E.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04800E to CACP04890E
The topics that follow describe the CACP04800E to CACP04890E messages.

 CACP04800E
Error getting file filename(member)

Reason:

On the target server there was an error getting the indicated file from the source server. Either the file does not exist, is
not accessible, or has wrong format.

Action:

Check that the right file was specified, correct its name and rerun.

 CACP04810E
Undefined REMVAL keyword

Reason:

The REMVAL file contains an undefined keyword. This message is followed by message CACP04840E.
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Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04820E
Duplicate REMVAL keyword

Reason:

The REMVAL file contains more than the allowed number of this particular keyword. This message is followed by
message CACP04840E.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04830E
REMVAL keyword value too long

Reason:

The REMVAL keyword value is longer than the allowed length. This message is followed by message CACP04840E.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04835E
Duplicate member name specified

Reason:

The same member name was specified in more than one REMVAL CNTLOVER statement. This message is issued as
a WTO in the JCLCheck job. The statement with the duplicate member is displayed in the CACP04840E message that
follows.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04840E
remval_line

Reason:

This message follows messages CACP04790E, CACP04810E, CACP04820E, and CACP04830E.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04860E
Allocation error for input|proc|reports|term|graph|options|oproc DD

Reason:
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Error occurred during allocation of indicated input or output on this target server. System generated ddnames are used for
all allocations. This message indicates purpose of the ddname, not its name. See GTS log for more error information.

Action:

Check that all datasets to be allocated to the indicated name exist, and are accessible. If error reason cannot be found,
refer to GTS log for more information.

 CACP04870E
Error writing to input/proc/options DD

Reason:

Error occurred during write to indicated ddname type on target server. See GTS log for more error information.

Action:

Check data used for indicated input has the correct format and can be written on the target server.

 CACP04880E
Error reading from report/term/graph DD

Reason:

Error occurred during read from indicated ddname type on target server. The ddname contains invalid data, wrong format,
or is inaccessible. See GTS log for more information.

Action:

Correct as indicated by message in GTS log or contact Technical Support if error reason is unknown.

 CACP04890E
Procedure library not found or concatenation error

Reason:

One of the procedure libraries was not found on the target server, or an error occurred during concatenation of more
procedure libraries.

Action:

Check all procedure library names are correct and accessible; rerun validation.

 CACP04900E to CACP04995E
The topics that follow describe the CACP04900E to CACP04995E messages.

 CACP04900E
TARGET SERVER target_node RETURNED WITH ERROR (RC AABBCCDD)

Reason:

An error was encountered by the ChekPlex  target_node  when attempting to do CA JCLCheck validation.

Action:
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The return code listed in the message (RC), contains four pieces of information:

1. AA  : Represents the location of the service that generated this return code.
2. BB  : Reason Code-1 -- identifies the error that occurred.
3. CC  : Reason Code-2 -- further identifies Reason Code-1.
4. DD  : Actual Return Code associated with the error.

The following is a list of the values associated with each section of the return code. For additional information, review the
messages from all GTS servers as well as any CA JCLCheck output. Correct the problem and rerun the job. For additional
assistance, contact CA Technical Support.

AA  : Represents the location of the service that generated this return code.

01 Information service ID
The Information service is used to check availability of GTS servers.

02 Local server ID
The Local server sends requests to the Target server and requests results from the Result server.

03 Source server ID
The Source server contains the JCL that will be validated on the Target server.

04 Target server ID
The Target server is a node that performs actual JCLCheck validation of JCL supplied by the Source server,
conveys the results to the Result server, and informs the Local server requestor about it.

05 Result acceptor ID
The Result acceptor is the part of the Result server that receives the validation results and stores them on the
Result server under a unique ID.

06 Result provider ID
The Result provider is the part of the Result server that provides results to the Local server.

07 Garbage collector ID
The Garbage collector is the part of the Result server that periodically looks for results that have been processed
and deletes them.

08 Requestor ID
The Requestor is the JCLCheck job or TSO address space (ISPF online or EDCHEK) that invokes the remote
validation request.

09 JCLCHECK 'Kernel'
The requestor is the JCLCHECK analysis execution.

BB  : Reason Code-1 -- identifies the error that occurred.

01 GTS not available
The GTS server is not available.

02 Target server GTS processing error
A problem was detected in the target server. Look for CAGS or CACP prefixed messages to find more
information.

03 Result acceptor GTS processing error
A problem was detected in the result acceptor. Look for CAGS or CACP prefixed messages to find more
information.

04 Result provider GTS processing error
A problem was detected in the result provider. Look for CAGS or CACP prefixed messages to find more
information.
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05 Source server GTS processing error
A problem was detected in the source server. Look for CAGS or CACP prefixed messages to find more
information.

06 Information service GTS processing error
A problem was detected in the information service. Look for CAGS or CACP prefixed messages to find more
information.

07 Local server GTS processing error
A problem was detected in the local server. Look for CAGS or CACP prefixed messages to find more information.

0A Block not present
A required control block is missing. Refer to Reason Code-2 under BLOCKS for additional information.

0B Invalid block ID
The ID of a control block contains invalid data format or is damaged. Refer to Reason Code-2 under BLOCKS for
additional information.

0C Bad RTYPE
An invalid request type was detected. Refer to Reason Code-2 under BLOCKS for additional information.

0D Block content is inconsistent
The contents of a control block are inconsistent. Refer to Reason Code-2 under BLOCKS for additional
information.

14 DD allocation error (#ALLOC)
A problem occurred during file allocation. Refer to Reason Code-2 under DDS for additional information.

15 DD free error
A problem occurred during file de-allocation. Refer to Reason Code-2 under DDS for additional information.

16 Any file input error
A problem was detected in an input file. Refer to Reason Code-2 under FILE for additional information.

17 Any file output error
A problem was detected in an output file. Refer to Reason Code-2 under FILE for additional information.

18 File info error
A problem occurred while processing input file information. Refer to Reason Code-2 under DDS for additional
information.

19 Error while processing a file directory or file contents
A problem occurred while processing an input file directory or file contents. Refer to Reason Code-2 under
PROCESSING for additional information.

1A Stow error
A problem occurred during output file processing. Refer to Reason Code-2 under STOW for additional
information.

1B File not cataloged
A problem occurred during input file processing, where the file is not cataloged. Refer to Reason Code-2 under
FILE for additional information.

1C Input file inconsistency
The error occurred while the input file was being processed. The input file is a partitioned data set but the PDS
option was not specified or the input file is a sequential file and the PDS option was specified. Refer to Reason
Code-2 under FILE for additional information.

1E Results ID error
A problem occurred when the ID of the results do not match. Refer to Reason Code-2 under OTHER for additional
information.
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1F Requesting user doesn't match author
A problem occurred when the requesting user does not match the author.

28 Error in override procedures
An error was detected when override procedures. Refer to Reason Code-2 under FILE for additional information.

29 Error in SYSPROC
An error was detected in SYSPROC.

2A Error in OVR & PRC concatenation
An error was detected in concatenation of normal procedures and overriding procedures.

32 Error in JCK run
An error was detected during JCLCheck processing.

34 Error in LOAD
An error was detected during program LOAD.

3C Error in #FPRINT
An error was detected during FPRINT invocation.

3D Error in #MSG
A problem occurred during message generation.

46 Error in OPEN in CAGSCPPP
A problem occurred during OPEN processing in CAGSCPPP.

50 Security Error
A security error occurred during input file processing. Refer to Reason Code-2 under SECURITY for additional
information.

55 An ABEND was detected in a ChekPlex module
Refer to Reason Code-2 under OTHER for additional information.

CC  : Reason Code-2 -- further identifies Reason Code-1.

• BLOCKS
• 01 RCA block

The problem is in the RCA block.
• 02 VRB block

The problem is in the Validation Request block.
• 03 TRB block/TRB block from TS

The problem is in the Target Result block.
• 04 TRB block from RS

The problem is in the Target Result block.
• 05 CTB block

The problem is in the Content Transfer block.
• 06 CGB block/CGB block from LS

The problem is in the Content Group block.
• 07 CGB block from RP

The problem is in the Content Group block.
• 08 CGB block from SS

The problem is in the Content Group block.
• 09 TRL block from TS

The problem is in the TRB List block.
• DDS
• 01 Work DD
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The problem is in the Work DD.
• 02 Input JCL DD

The problem is in the JCL DD.
• 03 Reports DD

The problem is in the Reports DD.
• 04 Procedures DD

The problem is in the Procedures DD.
• 05 TERM DD

The problem is in the TERM DD.
• 06 GRAPH DD

The problem is in the GRAPH DD.
• 07 OPTS DD

The problem is in the OPTS DD.
• 08 OPROC DD

The problem is in the OPROC DD.
• STOW
• 04 Duplicate job name

The error occurred while processing a PDS library and two or more members have the same job name.
• 0C Directory full

The error occurred while processing a PDS library and insufficient space was provided on output.
• SECURITY
• 01 Dataset is not accessible

The user is not authorized to access the dataset.
• FILE
• 01 Open Error

The error occurred when opening a dataset.
• 02 Close Error

The error occurred when closing a dataset.
• 03 Get member Error

The error occurred when getting list of members.
• 04 Work member Error

The error occurred when processing a member.
• 05 Name Error

The error is in the name of a dataset or member.
• 06 Dataset does not exist

The error occurred because the dataset does not exist.
• 07 Sequential file processing error

The error occurred when the input file request was sequential and one of the following errors occurred:
The input file was DSORG=PO and no member name was specified or
The input file was DSORG=PS and a member name was provided

• 08 An ABEND occurred processing the file
This error may occur if an I/O error or other unforeseen error occurs when processing an input file.

• OTHER
• 01 Request failed

The error occurred while processing a request.
• 02 RID not available
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The Result ID is not available.
• ABEND information will be found in the source server
• ABEND information will be found in the target server
• ABEND information will be found in the result server (RA)
• ABEND information will be found in the result server (RP)
• ABEND information will be found in the JCLCheck 'kernel'
• 64 A ChekPlex server is not available or there is a server connection error
• 6C A security switch-related GTS error has been detected
• PROCESSING
• 01 APIWA address missing on request

The error occurred on the program request.
• 02 Call type invalid on request

The error occurred on the program request when the call type is invalid.
• 03 File type invalid on request

The error occurred on the program request when the file type is invalid.
• 04 DDNAME is missing on request

The DDNAME is missing on the program request.
• 05 DDNAME is not allocated in JCL

The DDNAME is not currently allocated in the JCL.
• 06 API workarea address already exists

The API work area address was incorrectly specified on the program request.
• 07 Anchor address already exists

The program anchor address was incorrectly specified on the program request.
• 08 API workarea address is invalid

The API work area address on the program request is invalid.
• 09 Anchor address is missing

The program anchor address is missing on the program request.
• 0A Unable to load module FAIROPN

An attempt was made to load CA Librarian module FAIROPN and the module could not be located. Check STEPLIB or
LINKLIST to ensure this module exists.

• 0B Unable to load module FAIRMOD
An attempt was made to load CA Librarian module FAIRMOD and the module could not be located. Check STEPLIB or
LINKLIST to ensure this module exists.

• 0C Unable to load module FAIRREC
An attempt was made to load CA Librarian module FAIRREC and the module could not be located. Check STEPLIB or
LINKLIST to ensure this module exists.

• 0D Unable to load module FAIRCLS
An attempt was made to load CA Librarian module FAIRCLS and the module could not be located. Check STEPLIB or
LINKLIST to ensure this module exists.

• 0E Unable to load module PAM
An attempt was made to load CA Panvalet module PAM and the module could not be located. Check STEPLIB or
LINKLIST to ensure this module exists.

• 0F Selected member was not found
The member selected does not exist.

• 10 Only 80-byte records are supported
The selected file contains a LRECL (logical record length) greater than 80-bytes and only 80-byte records are
supported.

• 14 Error occurred during FAIROPN process
An error occurred during CA Librarian processing when opening the file.

• 15 FAIROPN could not open DDNAME
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An error occurred during CA Librarian processing when opening the DDNAME for the file.
• 16 Error occurred during FAIRMOD process

An error occurred during CA Librarian processing the file.
• 17 Error occurred during FAIRREC process

An error occurred during CA Librarian processing the file.
• 19 Error occurred during PAM OPEN process

An error occurred during CA Panvalet processing when opening the file.
• 1A Error occurred during PAM SEARCH process

An error occurred during CA Panvalet processing when searching the file.
• 1B Error occurred during PAM READ process

An error occurred during CA Panvalet processing when reading the file.
• 1E Error occurred during PDS OPEN process

An error occurred during PDS processing when opening the file.
• 1F Error occurred during PDS DESERV process

An error occurred during PDS processing when calling DESERV to process the file.
• 20 Error occurred during PDS FIND process

An error occurred during PDS processing when calling FIND to process the file.
• 21 Error occurred during PDS READ process

An error occurred during PDS processing when reading the file.

DD  : Actual Return Code associated with the error.

00 OK
Processing ends normally.

04 Warning
Processing ends with a warning.

08 Error
Processing ends with an error.

0C Severe Error
Processing ends with a severe error.

10 Termination
Processing ends abnormally.

 CACP04910E
Error loading module modulename

Reason:

Error occurred during load of one of the CA JCLCheck load modules.

Action:

Check that JCLCheck and ChekPlex are correctly installed and execution JCL contains both JCLCheck and GTS libraries.

 CACP04920E
Error running JCLCheck RC=returncode

Reason:

JCLCheck returned with severe error without producing reports.

Action:
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Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04930E
Other error RC(errorcode)

Reason:

Other error occurred during ChekPlex run.

Action:

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP04940E
Internal fields field_code not set properly

Reason:

An internal error has occurred. Certain internal fields have not been set properly.

Action:

Look for error messages in all GTS servers. Attempt to correct and rerun the job. For additional assistance, contact CA
Technical Support.

 CACP04950E
Error encountered when attempting to open ddname

Reason:

JCLCheck could not open the file referenced in the  ddname  DD statement. The DD statement is missing from the
JCLCheck invocation JCL or the data set organization is unexpected.

Action:

Correct and rerun the job.

 CACP04960E
Cannot connect to GTS API (RC retcode)

Reason:

One or more load modules are missing from the job's STEPLIB concatenation.

Action:

Make certain that all JCLCheck and ChekPlex GTS load libraries are present in the job's STEPLIB concatenation. Correct
and rerun the job.

 CACP04970E
GTS result_node request failed (RC retcode)

Reason:
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JCLCheck sent a request to the result server, but the request failed.

Action:

Look for error messages in all GTS servers. Attempt to correct and rerun the job. For additional assistance, contact CA
Technical Support.

 CACP04980E
RCARC contains RC retcode

Reason:

JCLCheck sent a request to the result server, but the request failed.

Action:

Look for error messages in all GTS servers. Attempt to correct and rerun the job. For additional assistance, contact CA
Technical Support.

CACP04990E    blk  block error  code

Reason:  An internal error has occurred. Certain internal fields have not been set properly. A potential cause for  TRB
BLOCK ERROR BLKCONTENT  is when no reports have been requested in the JCKCheck parameters.

Action:  Look for error messages in all GTS servers. Check your report options. Attempt to correct and rerun the job. For
additional assistance, contact CA Technical Support.

CACP04991E
No output files returned, check LIST and TERM options

Reason:
No data output was returned from a remote JCLCheck request. This error is generally caused when JCLCheck is run with
no reporting options specified, resulting in no reports created.

Action:
Check your JCLCheck options and make sure at least one report option is specified, such as the LIST or TERM options.

CACP04995E   ABEND detected in result server (RP)

Reason:

An ABEND has been detected in the result server's address space. For more details, look for message CACP04085E in
the result server's log and trace file. A LOGREC entry will be written for the ABEND on behalf of the address space.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 CACP05001E to CACP05099D
The topics that follow describe the CACP05001E to CACP05099D messages.

 CACP05001E
CAGSCPRA Error in RA, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Result Acceptor detects an error. Result will be lost (processing continues).

Action:
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Perform the following action:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP05002E
CAGSCPRA File error

Reason:

This message is issued when the Result Acceptor detected an error in the output file. Results will be lost (processing
continues).

Action:

Perform the following action:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Check other CAGS and CACP messages.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP05052S
CAGSCPRA Error in input block block type

Reason:

A Severity Error in an input block was detected. The Result Acceptor terminates immediately (processing of the Result
Acceptor ends with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP05053E
CAGSCPRA Error in input block block type

Reason:

An error in an input block was detected. The Result Acceptor terminates (processing of the Source Acceptor ends with an
error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.
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If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP05070L
RA RECEIVE TS=server name USER=userid ID=resultid

Reason:

This log message is a summary of the results processed by the Target Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP05081D
CAGSCPRA> Enter

Reason:

The Result Acceptor processing has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP05086D
CAGSCPRA Storing results under ID resultid

Reason:

The Result Acceptor is storing a result as ID  resultid  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP05088D
CAGSCPRA Blocks OK

Reason:

The input blocks for the Result Acceptor are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP05091D
CAGSCPRA Received request from TS

Reason:

The Result Acceptor received a request from the Target Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.
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 CACP05097D
CAGSCPRA <Returning to TS

Reason:

The processing has moved from the Result Acceptor to the Target Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP05099D
CAGSCPRA< Return

Reason:

The processing of the Result Acceptor has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06001E to CACP06099D
The topics that follow describe the CACP06001E to CACP06099D messages.

 CACP06001E
CAGSCPRP Error in RP, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Result Provider detects an error. Results will be lost (processing continues).

Action:

Perform the following action:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP06050D
CAGSCPRP> Enter

Reason:

The Result Provider processing has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06051D
CAGSCPRP Received request from PR
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Reason:

The Result Provider received a request from the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06052S
CAGSCPRP Error in input block block type

Reason:

A Severity Error in an input block was detected. The Result Provider terminates immediately (processing of the Result
Provider ends with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP06053E
CAGSCPRP Error in input block block type

Reason:

An error in an input block was detected. The Result Provider terminates (processing of the Result Provider ends with an
error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP06055D
CAGSCPRP Blocks OK

Reason:

The input blocks for the Result Provider are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06056D
CAGSCPRP Reading file content from ID resultid

Reason:
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The Result Provider is reading results from ID  resultid  (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06070L
RP RECEIVE PR=server name USER=userid ID=resultid

Reason:

This log message is a summary of the requests processed from the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06085D
CAGSCPRP <Returning file content to PR

Reason:

The Result Provider is returning content of requested results to the Local Server (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP06099D
CAGSCPRP< Return

Reason:

The Result Provider processing has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07001E to CACP07099D
The topics that follow describe the CACP07001E to CACP07099D messages.

 CACP07001E
CAGSCPGC Error in GC, RC=return code

Reason:

This message is issued when the Garbage Collector detects an error (processing continues).

Action:

Perform the following action:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.
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Refer to message CACP04900E for the reason based on the return code listed in the message and correct the problem
as indicated.

 CACP07002I
CAGSCPGC Collecting garbage …

Reason:

The Garbage Collector is collecting results (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07003W
CAGSCPGC Discarding results ID=resultid

Reason:

The Garbage Collector is discarding a result from ID  resultid  . Periodically, the Garbage Collector looks for results that
have not been requested for a long time, and discards them to prevent memory leaks. To small a value in GCPERIOD in
PARMCP00 in the GTS PARMLIB library may cause that job returns are discarded before they can be delivered back to
the user (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07050D
CAGSCPGC> Enter

Reason:

ChekPlex has started the Garbage Collector (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07051D
CAGSCPGC GC Starting

Reason:

The Garbage Collector processing has started (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07052S
CAGSCPGC Error in input block block type

Reason:
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A Severity Error in an input block was detected. The Garbage Collector terminates immediately (processing of the
Garbage Collector ends with an error).

Action:

Perform the following actions:

• Check that GTS servers are running and communicating with each other.
• Rerun the job.

If problem persist, contact Technical Support.

 CACP07055D
CAGSCPGC Blocks OK

Reason:

The input blocks for the Garbage Collector are ok (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07070D
GC DISCARD TS= USER= ID=resultid

Reason:

This log message displays the ID of the discarded result (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07090D
CAGSCPGC <GC done

Reason:

The Garbage Collector processing has ended (processing continues).

Action:

None.

 CACP07099D
CAGSCPGC< Return

Reason:

The processing is returned to the caller from the Garbage Collector (processing continues).

Action:

None.
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CACP980
CACP980(01I-99D)

CAGSCPDB Dump content blocks in hex

Reason:

These messages are used to display content of blocks in hex (processing continues).

NOTE
These messages are not displayed during normal processing of ChekPlex. They can be enabled by running the
GTS server with DEBUG(v)(specific block) or DEBUG(vv)(all blocks) in PARMCP member in GTS PARMLIB.

JCLCheck Return Codes
When JCLCheck ends normally, it sets a return code in general purpose register 15. You can test this return code in batch
JCL or in a TSO CLIST.

JCLCheck issues the following return codes:

0
Indicates the normal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
Only informational messages are issued.

4
Indicates the normal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
Only warning messages are issued.

8
Indicates the normal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
Error messages are issued.

12
Indicates the normal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
Serious error messages are issued.

13
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
An open error (ABEND S013) occurred for an input file. Look for IBM message IEC141I 013-RC in your
system output file (RC is the reason code for the open error). JCLCheck suppressed the 013 ABEND
code.

16
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
JCLCheck was unable to open one or more DD statements. Look for IBM message IEC130I that will
name the missing DD statements.
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24
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
JCLCheck was improperly invoked, probably because JCLCheck was not correctly installed. Review the
installation procedures in Installing.

25
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
JCLCheck was improperly invoked, probably because JCLCheck was not correctly installed. Review the
installation procedures in Installing.

26
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
JCLCheck encountered mix Release or Maintenance. The full JCLCheck product level (CAZ1RLSE)
does not match the JCLCheck Common Component Product level (CAZ2RLSE).

28
Indicates a remote validation error

NOTE
JCLCheck encountered an error related to the user's remote validation request. Look for error
messages in the job log. Depending on the error messages, there may also be error messages in the
following General Transaction Server (GTS) address spaces: local server, target server, source server,
and result server. The error may be related to the allocation or contents of the REMVAL, SYSIN, or
OPTS DD statements, to the copying or contents of the EDCHEK ISPF EDIT session, or to the GTS
local node or the target server.

48
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
CAIRIM service was not installed or is at an incorrect genlevel. Review the installation procedures in
Installing.

64
Indicates the abnormal end of JCLCheck

NOTE
A Null JCL CARD (EOJ CARD) was encountered causing the remaining JCL to be flushed. The
FLUSHRC(nn) option can override the return code value.

ABEND Codes
If JCLCheck ends abnormally, it issues a user-ABEND code indicating that an internal error was detected. At that time, the
DEBUG runtime option also requests an abnormal termination.

JCLCheck issues the following ABEND codes:

U0011
Indicates the TMS option was specified

NOTE
The attempt by JCLCheck to establish the interface to CA 1 failed. Contact your operations personnel or
systems programmer to determine the problem with CA 1.
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U0222
Indicates a storage error.

NOTE
An error occurred when JCLCheck attempted to free TSO shared storage in subpool 78. Forward the
dump to Broadcom Support for analysis.

U0999
Indicates the TLMS option was specified

NOTE
The attempt by JCLCheck to establish the interface to TLMS failed. Contact your operations personnel
or systems programmer to determine the problem with TLMS.

U1000
Indicates a catastrophic error

NOTE
JCLCheck prints a catastrophic error message stating the module name and offset in which the error
occurred. All resulting reports will contain additional diagnostic information. Have the full output from
JCLCheck available before contacting Broadcom Support.

U1004
Indicates a catastrophic error

NOTE
JCLCheck issues this user-ABEND when the debug routine could not establish a valid global data area.
All resulting reports will contain additional diagnostic information. Have the full output from JCLCheck
available including a Cross-Reference AMBLIST of CAZ2CJCL and the NOSPIE option execution
before contacting Broadcom Support.

U1008
Indicates an Out of Storage condition
JCLCheck issues this user-ABEND when a request for additional storage could not be satisfied.

NOTE
Increase the size of the region in which JCLCheck is running to see if the problem can be solved. If not,
contact Broadcom Support to help resolve the problem.

U2222
Indicates this ABEND code is issued when JCLCheck is invoked with the DEBUG option and the error-msg-
number was not issued or the occurrence number of the message was not reached (Non-IBM operating systems
only).

CA0
Indicates that JCLCheck is not licensed on the CPU on which it is running. You must obtain a new JCLCheck
license key.

NOTE
If you need assistance obtaining a license key or authorization code, click the Licensing link on
Broadcom Support. Update the member that the KEYS DD statement points to in the CAS9 procedure
with the new JCLCheck key. Execute the CAS9 procedure, and then re-invoke JCLCheck.

JCLNeat Return Codes
When JCLNeat ends normally, it sets a return code in general purpose register 15. This return code may be tested in
batch JCL or a TSO CLIST.

JCLNeat issues the following return codes:
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0
Indicates the normal end of JCLNeat

NOTE
Only report messages are issued.

4
Indicates minor problems were encountered in processing a single member or job in the input stream.

NOTE
SYSPRINT will contain JCLNnnnI messages.

8
Indicates a premature termination of JCLNeat

NOTE
SYSPRINT will contain CAY6 messages.

16
Premature termination of JCLNeat

NOTE
Most likely an ABEND has occurred with RECOVERY=Y specified. Change to RECOVERY=N and retry
failing operation to get ABEND specific information.

JCLCheck Runtime Options
Runtime options affect a wide range of input, processing, and output functions. Each installation has its own set of
defaults, and with each execution of JCLCheck you can change the defaults or options for that run. As the initiation of
processing begins, JCLCheck evaluates the options in effect for that execution.

You can override the default options for each execution of JCLCheck in one of the following ways:

• Through the ISPF online panels
• Using the supplementary OPTIONS file (OPTIONS=) (if an OPTIONS file is present)
• Using the PARM field on the EXEC statement (PARM=)

You either select these options in the ISPF online panels, or identify them to JCLCheck as keyword parameters in the
PARM field of the EXEC statement. You can specify the OPTIONS= option in this field (which allows you to supply more
options on a card-image file), as well as other options. For more information, search OPTIONS.

The message output that precedes the standard JCLCheck reports display:

• The options that were supplied (using the OPTIONS file or the PARM field)
• Warning or error messages that are associated with those options
• A complete list of the options in effect

Specify Runtime Options
Specify requested runtime options in list format, with each keyword separated from the next by a comma or blanks. You
can list the options in any sequence. If an option includes an additional operand, that operand must immediately follow the
option keyword and must be enclosed in parentheses.

Default options are established for each installation. With each execution of JCLCheck, you need only supply changes to
the defaults or additional options for that run.

NOTE
Never specify LIBRARIAN, PANVALET, or PDS options as default options.
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CA provides a set of suggested defaults known as vendor-supplied defaults. These defaults vary, depending on which
Broadcom products are installed at your site.

If you only have JCLCheck, the vendor-supplied defaults are:

CTLSCAN, FULLLIST, JOB, LIST, PXREF(RPT), XREF

If you have JCLCheck and APCDOC, the vendor supplied defaults are:

ACTION, CTLSCAN, FULLLIST, JOB, LIST, PULL, PXREF(RPT), XREF, XREFAL, SYNTAX, RUNTIME

NOTE
Your systems programmer may have chosen an entirely different set of defaults.

JCLCheck evaluates the requested options at the beginning of its processing. Errors in option specification may result
in JCLCheck bypassing the option request, substituting a default option, or terminating its execution immediately with a
return code of 16. The options supplied, any messages associated with those options, and a complete list of the options in
effect are displayed on the message output that precedes the standard JCLCheck reports.

Active and Inactive Options (or the NO Option Prefix)
JCLCheck options can be active or inactive. Active options produce some sort of action and several active options have
an inactive option counterpart. This inactive option counterpart suppresses the action of the active option. Inactive option
keywords begin with the prefix NO and can have the same spelling as the active option word that opposes them. Initially,
options are inactive. To become active, you must make them the default option.

NOTE
If an option is inactive, do not specify it in the defaults as an inactive option. If the option is initially active, you
can specify it as inactive to change its status.

The following examples show active and inactive options:

• USER NOUSER
• SYNtax NOSYNtax
• RUNTime NORUNTim

Processing and Evaluation Rules
This article explains how JCLCheck processes and evaluates options.

You can define options as active and inactive on three different levels:

• as a default
• in the OPTIONS file
• in the PARM field.

Due to this setup, JCLCheck  must process and evaluate options one level at a time by applying three specific rules at
each level:

• Turn on options that are defined as active (even if they have been defined as inactive at the previous level).
• Merge the options at this level with those options at previous levels.
• Turn off options that are defined as inactive (even if they have been defined as active at the current or previous level).

WARNING
The evaluation rules that are shown previously establish the option that is in effect for a specific JCL check. If
an option and its inactive counterpart are specified on different levels, you want to ensure that you are applying
the option that you need. You can test which options are in effect by running JCLCheck using the NOSYNTAX
option, and examining the "Options in Effect" report.
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Levels are processed in the following order:

1. Defaults
2. Option File
3. PARM field

The following display is an example of processing options:

         Default = RUNTIME

         OPTIONS = NORUNT

         PARM =    RUNTIME

 

In this example, all three rules are applied to each level in the following manner:

The Default level:

• Rule #1 -- The option is turned on.
• Rule #2 -- There is no previous level to merge the option with.
• Rule #3 -- No inactive counterpart exists, so the option remains active.

The OPTIONS= level:

• Rule #1 -- The option was not turned off at the previous level.
• The Default and OPTIONS option (RUNTIME - NORUNT) are merged.
• The option is turned off, as specified by the inactive counterpart.

The PARM= level:

• The option (now inactive) is made active. (In other words, NORUNT on the OPTIONS= level is changed to RUNTIME.)
• The options from the previous levels are merged.
• The option remains active (or turned on) because it is now active on all three levels.

The rules allow you the flexibility to change runtime options from run to run, even if undesirable option settings have been
established at a default level.

NOTE
To view the inactive options and their active counterparts, search Description of Runtime Options.

Summary of Options by Function
JCLCheck options described include:
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• Input Specification Options
• Supplementary Input Options
• Output Options
• Validation Options
• Environment Specification Options
• System/Related Job Analysis Options
• Product Support Options
• Security Validation Options
• Diagnostic Options
• Report File Options
• Message Control Options
• Report Format Options
• Standard Report Options
• Supplementary Report Options

For information about options that begin with the prefix NO, search Active and Inactive Options (or the NO Option Prefix).

Input Specification Options
Input Specification options specify source JCL information.

ALLOWMNF
Informs JCLCheck to process the remaining members of an INCLUDE member list when one or more members
on the list were not found.

EXCLUDE
Specifies members to exclude from the partitioned data set that is defined as the JCLCheck primary input.
Use this option with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET options.

INCLUDE
Specifies members to include from the partitioned data set that is defined as the JCLCheck primary input.
Use this option with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET options.

INPUT
Specifies an alternate ddname that describes the primary input to JCLCheck (for example, the job streams that
you want JCLCheck to analyze).
The default ddname is SYSIN.

LIBRARIAN
Specifies to retrieve the primary input from a Librarian master file.

PANVALET
Specifies to retrieve the primary input from a Panvalet library.

PDS
Specifies to retrieve the primary input from a partitioned data set.

Supplementary Input Options
Supplementary Input Options specify supplementary JCL input source information.

CHANGE
Requests that JCLCheck substitute variables on a temporary basis before JCL validation takes place.

CNTLOVDD
Specifies the DDNAME of a pre-allocated set of control card override libraries.
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CNTLOVER
Specifies a control card override library.

EDCHEK
Activates support for calling JCLCheck from EDCHEK and is a front-end to the TSO/ISPF edit session.

FLUSHRC
Sets the return code for JCLCheck when JCL is flushed.

JOBCARD
Indicates that JCLCheck inserts a default JOBCARD as assembled in the "JOBCARD" CSECT.

KEEP7380
Causes EDCHEK to preserve the information in columns 73-80 for processing by user exits.

LOADOVDD
Specifies the DDNAME of a pre-allocated set of load library override libraries.

LOADOVER
Specifies the load library override library.

OPROC
Searches a user-defined library ahead of all normal IBM defaults.

OPROCLIB
Specifies an override procedure library.

OPTIONS
Specifies that additional options are input using a card-image file.

PROC
Specifies an alternate ddname for the statement defining the default procedure library.
The default ddname is SYSPROC.

SUBCHEK
Indicates that JCLCheck is being called from SUBCHEK, which is used when passing control to the TSO SUBMIT
command.

SYSCHEK
Activates support for invoking JCLCheck from the IEFUJV Job Validation SMF exit point and is used for
compatibility purposes.

Output Options
Output Options specify additional JCL output processing information.

EDCHKLB
If you activate this option, all JCL statements in error contain a generated ISPF label. All labels contain a period (.)
followed by five alphabetic characters identifying the line in error. You can locate the next line in error by entering
the LOCATE LABEL command.
This option is only valid with the EDCHEK runtime option.

EDCHKSL
Produces: additional information on the number of statements in a job by severity, a message summary about
each message, and the message's associated relative line number. Additionally, if the EDCHKLB option is in
effect, a generated ISPF label displays in a list for the lines in error.
This option is only valid with the EDCHEK runtime option.

RDR
Specifies an alternate ddname to use with the output job streams generated by the SUBMIT option.
The default ddname is SYSRDR.
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SUBMIT
Requests the automatic submission of error-free job streams.

Validation Options
Validation Options specify how to validate the scanned JCL.

BYPROUT
Bypasses all processing of the JES3 Route card.

BYPRUNT
Selects runtime checks to bypass.

COBEXIT
Activates COBOL User Exit facility.

COND
Activates condition code and IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF simulation.

CSI
Requests the use of the IBM Catalog Search Interface when doing catalog lookup and data set existence
checking.

CTLSCAN
Requests that JCLCheck read and interpret control statements for certain IBM, SYNCSORT, Broadcom, and user-
defined utility programs.

DESTCHK
Requests validation of remote destination names on DD statements and JES control statements.

DYNEXITS
Specifies the names of the assembler exits for JCLCheck to load dynamically.

JCLLIB
Controls whether JCLCheck uses the default PROCLIBs instead of the procedure directories defined in the
JCLLIB statement.

LOCATE
Causes JCLCheck not to look up data sets in the system catalog when you code UNIT and VOLSER data on the
DD statement.

NJBCHK
Affects the validation of JCL following an NJB statement that is preceded by a route XEQ statement.

NOTE
NJB is a JCL option for JES3 users only.

PREVEX
Suppresses the expansion of library procedures and includes.

PROCDFLT
Causes JCLCheck to search the default PROCLIB defined by the SYSPROC DD statement when JCLCheck does
not find a cataloged procedure in the alternate PROCLIB.

NOTE
JES2 alternate PROCLIBs are defined in the job stream using a /*JOBPARM PROCLIB=ddname
statement.

PVTCAT
The PVTCAT option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to
allow this option, but it will have no effect.
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PXREF
Activates the program and member existence checking and reporting feature.

RUNTIME
Requests the runtime checking of JCL.

SCHENV
Activates validation of the scheduling environment.

SPACE
Requests DASD space efficiency analysis.

STACK
Suppresses message CAY6158W when the file sequence count for DD statements that are stacking files on the
same tape do not occur in sequential order.

STANDARD
Names the standard to use for scanning JCL.
You define the standard name using Job Control Standards.

STDREXX
Specifies the REXX EXEC member name.
JCLCheck fetches the member from the default library of the installation and it is specific to the site. (The IBM
default is SYSEXEC DD.)

SUBALLOC
The SUBALLOC option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to
allow this option, but it will have no effect.

SYNTAX
Requests syntax checking of JCL.

USERDATA
Specifies user-defined data that is passed to exits and the REXX interface.

Environment Specification Options
Environment Specification Options specify alternate processing activities under different environments.

AUTOPROC
Extracts the cataloged procedure library (PROCLIB) definitions from the JES2 or JES3 address space.

CNTL
Activates support for program control statements in the input stream.

DBCS
Parses double-byte character sets for IBM, Hitachi, and Fujitsu systems.

DEQUE
Frees selected enqueued data sets under Roscoe.

FACOM
Activates support for executing JCLCheck on a Hitachi or Fujitsu system.

HCD
Obtains UCB addresses for both static and dynamically-defined devices for users utilizing HCD (Hardware
Configuration Definition).

INDEX
Restricts catalog lookup and data set existence checking to the specified high-level indexes.
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INTUSR
Initializes all four user words ($USER-$USER4) in the GLBL data area from the address pointed to by parameter
4 when JCLCheck is called by a user program.

JES3
Specifies JES3 statements as valid JCL and performs both syntactical and runtime validation.

JOBTYPE
Specifies the type of JCL to scan JOB, started task, or time-sharing user.

MSS
Requests the VTOC of mass storage volumes when necessary to verify the existence of a data set on MSS.

PASSWORD
The PASSWORD option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue
to allow this option, but it will have no effect.

PREDNO
Scans the system without building a predecessor list (only used with APCDOC).

PREFIX
Specifies the ddname prefix to use for dynamic allocation in non-z/OS systems.

REMOTE
Activates validation on remote servers.

REVINDEX
The REVINDEX option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to
allow this option, but it will have no effect.

ROSCOE
Invokes JCLCheck within the Roscoe address space.

SCHEDLER
Requests basic support when running JCLCheck under APCDOC.

SMS
Specifies whether to simulate an SMS environment.

SRCH
Searches all libraries on a JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenation, even if one of the libraries is a temporary data set
created during the job being analyzed.

SYSUID
Specifies the user ID value to use in replacement of the system symbolic parameter &SYSUID.

XREFAL
Causes JCLCheck to save all references to a data set in a job in the corresponding cross-reference database
record.

System/Related Job Analysis Options
System/Related Job Analysis Options specify handling of multiple jobs.

PDSRELATE
Specifies that JCLCheck treat the primary input library as a series of consecutive, related job streams.

SXREF
Activates related job data set reference checking and reporting.
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Product Support Options
Product Support options specify options for use with other program products.

ACF2
Specifies ACF2 statements as valid JCL and performs both syntactical and runtime validation.

ACTION
Requests a job action report.
This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

APPEND
Specifies the job (in APCDOC) where jobs that are being added can be inserted before or after.

ASM2
Requests support of the ASM2 storage manager.

CA11
Automatically activates and deactivates the SUPCAT option, CAY6081E message suppression to indicate that a
job is being rerun.

CA7
Requests support, and provides criteria, for processing CA 7 scheduled override statements.

CA7CTL
Enables support for CA 7 control statements.

CADRIVER
Requests toleration support for Driver commands that appear in JCL when running CA 7 or APCDOC.

DB2
Automatically activates and deactivates proper validation of DB2 plans, tables, and subsystems.

DBHLQ
Accesses the PARMFILE associated with the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.
This high-level qualifier is used for APCDOC Version 1.1 and above.

DELTA
Limits the scanning and updating of job streams and library members to those that have changed since the last
database update on the Cross-Reference database.

DICT
Accesses the installed APCDOC documentation database to obtain information about predecessor jobs to the one
being analyzed.

DICTDD
Defines the ddname that is used for the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.

DIRUPD
Tells APCDOC to create a current date and time stamp for members that do not have one and gives it the user ID
APCDOC so that you know that APCDOC updated the member. This option is used with the DELTA option.

DISPATCH
Requests that Dispatch information in the JCL being checked is printed in Report 5.

EASYPROC
Activates Easyproclib.

EASYRDR
Activates Easyproclib. This option is the same as the EASYPROC option.

IAM.
Activates recognition of Innovation Access Method data sets.
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IMS
Activates support for the IBM database product (Information Management System).

JOBJBRAM
Passes a job list name when used with APCDOC.

LIBLIST
Enables APCDOC to process multiple JCL libraries at one time.

MIGVOL
Specifies a volume name that JCLCheck uses to identify data sets that storage management products archive or
migrate.

NETWORK
Limits the network name that is associated with the SYSTEM option. This option is only available when invoked
from JCLCheck with APCDOC installed.

ONEMEM
Forces the ending member name to be the same as the starting member name. Occurs only when the starting
member name is specified for PDS, Panvalet, or Librarian.

PANEXEC
Requests support of the Panexec transparent loader.

PRCDELTA
Limits the APCDOC scanning of job streams and the updating of those jobs whose cataloged procedures have
changed since the last database update on the Cross-Reference database.

PULL
Requests a tape pull list of tapes used in jobs being checked.
This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

REPORT
Provides the same functionality as the RPTRPT option but is only available if invoked from APCDOC without the
full version of JCLCheck.

RESOLVE
Requests JCLCheck to resolve external variables of a scheduling product imbedded in the JCL.

ROSLIMIT
Specifies the maximum number of JCL statements to process when JCLCheck is run as a Roscoe monitor
routine.

SECURITY
Activates the standard security interface.
This interface supplies information about a resource and its use that your security system defines. This option
works with ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF.

SUBLIB
The SUBLIB option allows the SUBMIT option to be specified together with the PDS, Panvalet, or Librarian option
so that JCLCheck submits jobs from a library.

SYSID
Requests that a CPU ID associated with the job is placed on the APCDOC Database.
This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

SYSTEM
Identifies a collection of jobs that reside in the APCDOC database.

TLMS
Requests support of the TLMS tape library management system.
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TMS
Activates CA 1 support for tape data set validation.

TSOE
Activates TSOLINK (a TSO Service Facility for EDCHEK), SUBCHEK, ISPF, and JCLCheck as a Command
Processor.
You only use TSOLINK (only available under the IBM product TSO EXTENSIONS (TSO/E)) to obtain the
authorization that is required for certain types of options, such as AUTOPROC.

VIOPLUS
Activates recognition of the VIOCTL DD statement.

VSAM
The VSAM option is no longer supported. If specified, the VSAM option will be converted to the CSI option and an
informational message will be issued.

XEROX
Activates the XEROX XPAF output statements.

Security Validation Options
Security Validation options specify options to use when security pre-validation is in effect.

RUNCPU
Specifies a CPU ID to use for the security validation process.

RUNDATE
Specifies a future run date and time to use to determine if access is granted at that time.
See the DATEFMT option for information about specifying European date format.

NOTE
RUNDATE is only valid for ACF2 r6.0 users.

SIGNON
Uses the current user ID and makes that ID the current user for the processing duration of the job. Controls the
use of the alternate user ID feature.

USER
Specifies the user ID to use with security checking.

Diagnostic Options
Diagnostic options specify options to use for abnormal processing.

DBGJCL
Turns on JCL debugging. Use at the request of Broadcom Support.

DEBUG
Generates debugging information.

DUMPUCB
Requests a formatted dump of the portion of the system nucleus containing UCB pointers and control blocks.

NOSPIE
Suppresses the SPIE function, so that JCLCheck abnormally terminates if there is an 0Cx interrupt.

Report File Options
Report File options specify files to use for reporting.
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LIST
Writes reports to the primary report file (normally SYSPRINT).

SUPRPT
Conditionally suppresses report generation that is based on the highest severity specified.

TERM
Generates the terminal report file containing only the erroneous statements and their associated messages
(normally SYSTERM).

Message Control Options
Message control options control when various messages can be issued.

BLKMSG
Eliminates the CAY6087W (BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED) message for DD statements within procedures.

DCBCHK
Suppresses message CAY6086E for SYSOUT data sets.

DSNERR
Issues error message CAY6079E DATASET <data set name> SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT CANNOT BE
FOUND each time that <data set name> is referenced.

IEBMSG
Issues the CAY6119W message when the SYSIN DD statement is omitted when executing IEBCOPY regardless
of the release level of the operating system.

MCOSYS
Activates System message control option list. This option allows the user or administrator to suppress messages
or set message severity.

MCOUSR
Activates User message control option list. This option allows the user or administrator to suppress messages or
set message severity.

MSGLEVEL
Permits suppression of informational messages on the SYSTERM file.

PNFMSG
Forces message CAY6093E PROGRAM NOT FOUND if a program or an EXEC statement is found to exist in a
library mentioned in the JCLCheck STEPLIB/JOBLIB.

REXXMSG
Enables the user or administrator to process messages and change message severity via the REXX EXEC
specified in the STDREXX option.

STEPMSG
Allows the CAY6128W message to be issued for duplicate step names within a job.

STPCAT
Suppresses the CAY6162W message indicating the STEPCAT DD should be the first DD statement in the step.

SUPCAT
Suppresses messages CAY6081E, CAY6080W, and CAY6129E when a DD has DISP=(,CATLG) for a data set
that is already cataloged.

USRMSG
Issues the CAY6088E message only when USER is coded on a JOB statement without the PASSWORD
parameter.
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UTLSEV
Downgrades messages CAY6060 through CAY6085 to warnings (SEV=4) when issued for utility control
statements.

Report Format Options
Report format options specify alternate processing options for reports.

CCLIST
Lists the first few statements of every input stream data set (such as utility control statements).

DATEFMT
Specifies European date format (dd/mm/yy).
Specify this option before the RUNDATE option to use the date in European date format.

EDCHEL
Enables the expansion of Procedure and Include statements when the EJCK macro is invoked from EDCHEK.

ERROR
Generates Report 6 - Error Messages that specify location of error messages on the JCLCheck reports.

FULLLIST
Generates Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL Report.

JOBSEV
Sets the return code to the highest error message severity of all jobs JCLCheck analyzes in this run.
Otherwise, the return code is set to the highest error message severity of the last job JCLCheck analyzes in this
run.

LINECNT
Specifies the number of detail lines to print on each report page.

OUTFMT
Specifies reports are to be generated in alternative formats.

SEV
Specifies the minimum severity level of errors to include on reports.

KILLSEP
Prevents the printing of the separation lines between each JCLCheck report.

Standard Report Options
Standard Report options specify the production of standard reports.

AUDIT
Produces Audit Trail Report

JOB
Produces Report 1 - Listing of Jobstream JCL Report

PROCXREF
Produces Report 11 - Symbolic Cross-Reference Report

PXREF(RPT)
Produces Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference Report

RPTRPT
Produces Report 5 - Report Listing
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XREF
Produces Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference Report

Supplementary Report Options
Supplementary Report options specify the production of special reports for use with optional analysis features.

GRAPH
Produces the Report 10 - Flow Diagram Report, and, optionally, provides the ddname of the SYSOUT file.

SPACE
Activates the direct-access space efficiency analysis and reporting feature.

SXREF
Activates the related job data set existence checking and reporting feature, based on other options, it can produce
Reports 7, 8, and 9. For a complete description of all JCLCheck reports, see JCLCheck Reports. The following list
summarizes the correspondence of the various reports and their controlling options.

AUDIT
Audit Report

JOB
Report 1 - Listing of Jobstream JCL

FULLLIST
Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL

XREF
Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference

PXREF
Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference

RPTRPT
Report 5 - Report Listing

ERROR
Report 6 - Error Messages

SXREF/XREF
Report 7 - Summary Data Set Cross-Reference

SXREF/PXREF
Report 8 - Summary Program Cross-Reference

SXREF/RPTRPT
Report 9 - Summary Report

GRAPH
Report 10 - Flow Diagram Report

PROCXREF
Report 11 - Procedure Cross-Reference

UPDTDSN/UPDTDD
Creates an XREF update log to the specified DSN/DD

Description of Runtime Options
Use the navigation panel to the left to view descriptions of JCLCheck runtime options. Where appropriate, the description
includes active and inactive option keywords.
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Each option described is available in Batch and ISPF (EDCHEK, SUBCHEK, and TSO Foreground), unless noted
otherwise.

The following table contains a summary of the runtime options syntax:

Option Name Default Setting Notes
ACF2/NOACF2 JCLCheck attempts to dynamically

determine the presence of ACF2 on the
system. If ACF2 is active, ACF2 is the
default; otherwise, NOACF2 is the default.

ACF2 must be active.

ACtion/NOAction NOAction Requires APCDOC.
ALLOWmnf/NOALLmnf NOALLmnf Related options: INCLUDE, PDS,

LIBRARIAN, and PANVALET.
APPEND(AFTER,jobname)|
(BEFORE,jobname)/NOAPPEND

NOAPPEND Requires APCDOC.

ASM2/NOASm2 NOASm2 APF authorization is required.
Specify this option if you run ASM2.

AUDit/NOAUDit NOAUDit
AUtoproc/NOAUtopr NOAUtopr APF authorization is required.

Mutually exclusive with: NORUNTIM and
PROC.

BLKMsg/NOBLkmsg NOBLkmsg
BYPRout/NOBYprou NOBYprou
BYPRUnt(suboption1-suboption12)
/NOByprun

NOByprun Mutually exclusive with: NORUNTIM.

CA11(stepname.procstep)/NOCA11 NOCA11 Related Option: SUPCAT.
CA7[([schedule-id] [date] [time])]
/NOCa7

NOCa7 Use with the CA7CTL option.

CA7Ctl/NOCA7Ctl NOCA7Ctl Use with the CA7 option.
CADriver/NOCADriv NOCADriv Requires CA 7 or APCDOC.
CClist[(number-of-cards)]/NOCClist NOCClist
CHAnge(target,dsname,member)
/NOCHAnge

NOCHAnge

CNTL/NOCNTL NOCNTL
CNTLOVDd/NOCNTLDD NOCNTLDD Requires option: CTLSCAN.

Mutually exclusive with: CNTLOVER.
CNTLOVEr/NOCNTLER NOCNTLER Requires option: CTLSCAN.

Mutually exclusive with: CNTLOVDD.
Multiple CNTLOVER options allowed.

COBexit(module-name)/NOCOBol NOCOBol Not Available under ROSCOE.
If running APF AUTH, exit must be in APF
library also.

CONd[(step.procstep code
abendcc)]/NOCOnd

NOCOnd Multiple COND options allowed.

CSI/NOCSi CSI Mutually exclusive with: INDEX,
LOCATE, REVINDEX, PVTCAT, STPCAT,
SUBALLOC, and VSAM options.
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CTlscan(RPT1list)/NOCTl NOCTl
DATEfmt(Euro)/NODAtefm NODAtefm Use with the RUNDATE option.
DB2(subsystem,planname)/NODB2 DB2 is the default if a DB2 subsystem is

active; otherwise, NODB2 is the default.
DBCS NODBCS
DBGjcl/NODBGjcl NODBGjcl Use at the request of Broadcom Support.
DBHLQ (high-level-qualifier)
/NODBHLQ

NODBHLQ Use with the DICT option.
Requires APCDOC Version 1.1 and above.

DCBChk/NODCbchk NODCbchk
DEBug[([error-msg-number] [occurrence-
number])]/NODEbug

NODEbug APF authorization is required.
Typically used with Broadcom Support.

DELTA/NODELTA NODELTA Requires APCDOC.
DEQue[(List|NOList)]/NODEQue NODEQue APF authorization is required.

Use at the request of Broadcom Support.

Use in batch or under Roscoe - not under
TSO.

DESTchk[(Jes|NOJes)]/NODEStch NODEStch APF authorization is required.
DFLTJOBC/NODFltjc The default used is CLASS(A). Use with the AUTOPROC option.
DIct/NODIct NODIct Requires APCDOC.
DICTDd(ddname)/NODICtdd The default ddname is SYSDICT. Requires APCDOC.
DIRUPD/NODIRUPD NODIRUPD Use with the DELTA option.

Requires APCDOC.
DISPATCH (R M A)/NODISpat NODISpat
DSNErr/NODSnerr NODSnerr
DUmpucb/NODUmpuc NODUmpuc Use at the request of Broadcom Support.
DYNexits(exit1,...exit9)/NODYNexi NODYNexi
EAsyproc([ONLY])/NOEasyrd NOEasyrd Same as the EASYRDR option.
EAsyrdr/NOEasyrd NOEasyrd Same as the EASYPROC option.
EDCHEK There is no default. Valid only in a TSO/ISPF session.
EDCHEL/NOEDCHEL NOEDCHEL Valid only under EDCHEK.
EDCHKLb/NOEDCHKL NOEDCHKL Valid only under EDCHEK.
EDCHKSl/NOEDCHKS NOEDCHKS Valid only under EDCHEK.
Error[([Start] [Inline] [End,Nor6head])]
/NOERror

By default, error messages are printed in
Report 6 only.

EXClude(member1...member10)
/NOEXclud

There is no default. Use only with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or
PANVALET options.
Multiple EXCLUDE options allowed.

FAcom(iefname) NOFAcom Valid only on Hitachi and Fujitsu systems.
FLUSHrc(nn)/NOFLushr FLUSHrc(64)
Fulllist/NOFull Fulllist
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GRaph[(ddname,Left|Right)]
/NOGraph

NOGraph. However, if only GRAPH
is specified, the default DD name is
SYSGRAPH and the existing data sets are
printed on the left side.

HCD/NOHCD HCD is the default for IBM z/OS operating
systems. NOHCD is the default for Fujitsu
and Hitachi operating systems.

APF authorization is required.

IAM/NOIAM If IAM is active, IAM is the default;
otherwise, NOIAM is the default.

To obtain the OWNER value, specify the
VSAM option.
To obtain the SMS storage class, do not
specify the SMS or NOSMS options.

IEBmsg/NOIEbmsg NOIEbmsg
IMS/NOIMS NOIMS
INClude(member1... member10)
/NOINclud

There is no default. Use only with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or
PANVALET options.
Multiple INCLUDE options allowed.

INDex(hi-index1[, hi-index2,...,
hi-index16])/NOINDex

NOINDEX Obsolete. Has no function.

INPut[(ddname)]/NOINPut INPut(SYSIN)
INTusr/NOINTusr If omitted or if NOINTusr is specified, only

the $USER field is initialized.
JCLlib/NOJCllib JCLlib
JES3/NOJES3 JCLCheck attempts to dynamically

determine the presence of JES3 on the
system. If the JES3 subsystem is active,
JES3 is the default; otherwise, NOJES3 is
the default.

JOB/NOJob JOB
JOBCARD(nn) JOBCARD(1)
JOBJBRAM(joblist)/NOJOBJbr NOJOBJbr Requires APCDOC.
JOBSEV/NOJOBSEV JOBSEV
JOBType(type)/NOJOBTyp JOBType(J)
KEEP7380/NOKEep73 NOKEep73 Valid only under EDCHEK.
KILLsep/NOKIllse NOKIllse
LIBLIST(lblst)/NOLIblis NOLIblis Requires APCDOC.
LIBrarian[([member1]...[membern])]
/NOLIBrar

NOLIBrar Mutually exclusive with: PANVALET and
PDS.

LINecnt[(number-of-lines)]
/NOLINecn

LINecnt(60)

LISt(ddname)/NOList In batch, the default is LISt(SYSPRINT). In
all other modes, the default is NOList.

LOADOVDD(ddname)|NOLOADDD NOLOADDD Mutually exclusive with: LOADOVER
LOADOVER(library[,C])|NOLOADOV NOLOADOV Mutually exclusive with: LOADOVDD
LOcate/NOLOcate LOcate Obsolete. Has no function.
MCOSys(dsname,[membername])
/NOMCOSys

NOMCOSys
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MCOUsr(ddname)/NOMCOUsr NOMCOUsr If MCOUSR is specified without a ddname,
MCOUSR(MCOUSR) is used.

MIGvol(volumename)/NOMIgvol By default, JCLCheck recognizes volume
names MIGRAT, ARCHIV, and ARCIVE.
If the option is omitted or NOMIgvol is
specified, @@@@@@ is used.

MSGLevel(Info/Error)/NOMSGLvl MSGLevel(I)
Mss/NOMss NOMss
NETWORK(netname)/NONEtwor NONEtwor Requires APCDOC.

Same as the SYSTEM option.
NJBchk/NONJbchk NONJbchk Valid only for JES3 users.
NOSPie By default, JCLCheck issues a SPIE. Typically used with Broadcom Support.
ONEmem/NOONemem NOONemem Use only with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or

PANVALET options.
OPRoc(ddname)/NOOProc NOOProc Mutually exclusive with: OPROCLIB.
OPROCLib/NOOPrclb NOOPrclb Mutually exclusive with: OPROC.

Multiple OPROCLIB options allowed.
Options[(ddname)]/NOOption NOOption

If OPTIONS is specified without the DD
name, the default DD name is JCLOPTS.

OUTfmt(Csv/Pdf)/NOOUTfmt NOOUTfmt Valid only in batch.
PANExec/NOPANE NOPANE Does not function under Roscoe.
PANvalet[([member1]..[membern])]
/NOPAn

NOPAn Mutually exclusive with: LIBRARIAN and
PDS.

PASsword(character-string)
/NOPASswo

NOPASswo Obsolete. Has no function.

PDS[([member1]...[membern])]
/NOPDS

NOPDS Mutually exclusive with: LIBRARIAN and
PANVALET.

PDSRelate/NOPDSRel NOPDSRel Use only when the SXREF option and one
of the following library input options are
specified: LIBRARIAN, PANVALET, and
PDS.

PNFmsg/NOPNfmsg NOPNfmsg
PRCDELTA/NOPRDELta NOPRDELta Use only with the DELTA option.

Requires APCDOC.
PREDNO/NOPREDNO NOPREDNO Requires APCDOC Version 1.3 and above.
PREfix(character-string)/NOPRefix PREfix(SYSDD) Only used in non-z/OS systems and with

JES3 //*MAIN PROCLIB support.
PREVEX(VERIFY,RUNTIME)
/NOPREVEX

NOPREVEX This option forces the setting of the
NOAUTOPR and NORUNTIM options.

PROc[(ddname, LIB|PAN)]|
/NOPROC

PROc(SYSPROC) Mutually exclusive with: AUTOPROC.

PROCDflt/NOPROCDf NOPROCDf
PROCXref/NOPROCXr NOPROCXr
PULl/NOPUll NOPUll Requires APCDOC.
PVtcat(AUTH)/NOPVtcat NOPVtcat Obsolete. Has no function.
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PXref[(Rpt|NORpt)]//NOPXref PXref(Rpt)
RDr[(ddname)]/NORDr RDr(SYSRDR) Use only with the SUBMIT option.
REMote/NOREMote NOREMote APF authorization is required.
REport/NORptrpt NORptrpt Requires APCDOC.

Similar to the RPTRPT option.
REVIndex(hi-index1[,hi-index2,...
hi-index16])/NOREVind

NOREVind Obsolete. Has no function.

REXXMSg/NOREXXms NOREXXms
ROSCoe In a Roscoe  environment, the default is

ROSCoe; otherwise, this option is ignored.
Valid only when running in a Roscoe
environment.

ROSLimit(statement-count)
/NOROslim

NOROslim Valid only when running in a Roscoe 
environment.

RPtrpt/NORptrpt NORptrpt Similar to the REPORT option.
RUNCpu(CPU_ID)/NORUNcpu NORUNcpu Automatically turns on security validation.
RUNDate(mm/dd/yy,hh:mm)
/NORUNDt

NORUNDt Automatically turns on security validation.
Valid only for ACF2 r6.0 users.

RUNTime/NORUNTim RUNTime NORUNTim is mutually exclusive with
the AUTOPROC option but there are
exceptions.

RV This option is used internally by JCLCheck.
You should not set this option.

SCHedler/NOSCHEDl NOSCHEDl Valid only when running APCDOC.
SCHENV/NOSCHENV NOSCHENV APF authorization is required and the

RUNTIME option must be set to use this
option.

SECurity(options)/NOSECure NOSECure APF authorization is required.
Designed to work with ACF2, Top Secret,
RACF, or any other SAF-compatible
product.

SEv(error-level)/NOSEV SEv(0)
SIGNon/NOSIGNon APF authorization is required.
SMS/NOSMS By default, if this option is not specified and

SMS is active, the JCL will be validated
using the active SMS configuration. If
SMS is active and you want to use the
active SMS configuration, do not specify
this option. If SMS is not active and you
want to perform JCL checking according
to SMS rules, specify the SMS option
to simulate SMS processing. If SMS is
active and you do not want to perform
JCL checking according to SMS rules,
specify the NOSMS option. If you do not
specify this option, JCLCheck determines
your SMS environment and selects the
appropriate path.

SPace[([Rpt|NORpt]
[min-percentage][All|NOAll])]
/NOSPAce

NOSPAce
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SRCh/NOSRch NOSRch
STACk/NOSTACk NOSTACk
STandard(standard-name1, ...
standard-name8)/NOSTANd

NOSTANd

STDRexx(REXX EXEC-member-name,
[REXX EXEC DD name][,REXX EXEC
DSN)/NOSTDrex

NOSTDrex is the default but if STDRexx is
specified and the REXX EXEC DD name is
omitted, the standard SYSEXEC DD name
is used to find the user-specified REXX
EXEC. A DSN can optionally be specified.

STEPMsg/NOSTEpms NOSTEpms
STPCat/NOSTPcat NOSTPcat Obsolete. Has no function.
SUBAlloc/NOSUBAll NOSUBAll Obsolete. Has no function.
SUBCHEK There is no default. This options runs under TSO.
SUBLib/NOSUBLib NOSUBLib Use only with the SUBMIT option and

with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET
options.

Submit(Even|NOEven)
/NOSUbmit

NOSUbmit Use with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or
PANVALET options if the SUBLIB option is
specified.

SUPCat/NOSUPCat NOSUPCat
SUPRpt(severity)/NOSUPrpt NOSUPrpt
SXref(NOMEM|Rpt|NORpt|Only)
/NOSXref

NOSXref Related to the XREF, PXREF, and RPTRPT
options.

SYNtax/NOSYNtax SYNtax This option, in conjunction with the
RUNTIME option, determines the type of
JCL checking performed by JCLCheck.

SYSChek There is no default. This option should not be used.
SYSid/NOSYsid NOSYsid Requires APCDOC.
SYSTem(system1...system5)
/NOSYSTem

There is no default. Requires APCDOC.
Same as the NETWORK option.

SYSUID(userid)/NOSYSUid When not specified, JCLCheck attempts to
dynamically determine the user ID.

TERM[(ddname)]/NOTerm Term(SYSTERM) Valid only when running in a TSO/ISPF
environment.

TLms(nn)/NOTLms NOTLms Use with the TLMS tape library
management system.

TMs(nn)/NOTMs NOTMs Use with CA 1.
TSOE/NOTSoe TSOE JCLCheck attempts to determine whether

you have TSO/E installed at your site.

Use with the EDCHEK, SUBCHEK, and
AUTOPROC options.

Ignored when running JCLCheck in batch,
Roscoe , and VM/CMS.

UPDTDD(ddname)/NOUPDTDD NOUPDTDD Mutually exclusive with UPDTDSN
UPDTDSN(dataset)/NOUPDTDS NOUPDTDS Mutually exclusive with UPDTDD
USER(userid)/NOUSER NOUSER Use with the SECURITY option.
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USERData(string)/NOUSERDA There is no default.
USRMsg/NOUSRmsg NOUSRmsg
UTLsev/NOUTlsev NOUTlsev
VIOplus/NOVIOpls NOVIOpls Use with the VIOPLUS product.
Vsam[(Reverse|NORevers)]
/NOVsam

NOVsam Obsolete. Will be converted to the CSI
option if specified.

XERox/NOXERox NOXERox Use when the OUTPUT statement may
contain XPAF parameters.

Xref(NOMEM)/NOXref Xref
XREFAL/NOXREFAl NOXREFAl Requires APCDOC.

ACF2
The ACF2 option specifies syntactical checking and runtime validation for ACF2 JCL.

This option has the following format:

ACF2|NOACF2

Default: If ACF2 is active, ACF2 is the default; otherwise, NOACF2 is the default.

The ACF2 option is optional. JCLCheck attempts to dynamically determine the presence of ACF2 on the active system.

ACTION
The ACTION option produces a job action report. This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

This option has the following format:

ACtion|NOACtion

Default: NOACtion

ALLOWMNF
The ALLOWMNF option is directly related to the INCLUDE, PDS, LIBRARIAN, and PANVALET options. The ALLOWMNF
option informs JCLCheck to process the remaining members of an INCLUDE member list when one or more members on
the list were not found. Without this option, JCLCheck aborts validation processing when a member is not found.

When ALLOWMNF is specified and one or more members on the INCLUDE list are not found, the CAY6180 message
is changed to a warning message. Also, when ALLOWMNF and SXREF are specified and one or more members on the
INCLUDE list are not found, the CAY6632W message is also displayed to warn users of unexpected validation results.

This option has the following format:

ALLOWmnf/NOALLmnf

Default: NOALLmnf
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APPEND
The APPEND option specifies the job before which or after which to put jobs that are being added.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

APPEND (AFTER,jobname)|NOAPPEND

       (BEFORE,jobname)

Default: NOAPPEND

Using this option causes APCDOC to add the jobs for the current run instead of rebuilding the entire system. If the job
name is omitted, the jobs are added before the first job or after the last job in the system.

ASM2
The ASM2 option requests JCLCheck support ASM2.

This option has the following format:

ASM2|NOASm2

Default: If ASM2 is active, you need to specify the ASM2 option; otherwise, this option is not active.

This option causes JCLCheck to access the Intelligent Transparent Restore (IXR) to obtain information for archived data
sets.

The ASM2 option requires that JCLCheck be properly authorized by APF.

AUDIT
The AUDIT option produces:

• A statistical summary of jobs, steps, and DD statements
• Input records of jobs, steps, and DD statements
• Averages of jobs, steps, and DD statements

This option has the following format:

AUDit|NOAUDit

Default: NOAUDit

AUTOPROC
The AUTOPROC option extracts the cataloged procedure library (PROCLIB) from the JES2 or JES3 address space.
With this option activated, it is not necessary to maintain PROCLIB allocation information in the JCLCheck cataloged
procedures, CLIST, or SUBCHEK/EDCHEK control files.

This option has the following format:
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AUtoproc|NOAUtopr

Default: NOAUtopr

When AUTOPROC is specified in a batch execution of JCLCheck, the SYSPROC and other PROCLIB allocation DD
statements normally required in the execution JCL must be omitted.

When AUTOPROC is specified in a SUBCHEK or EDCHEK control file, the ddnames used in the JES2 procedure (for
example, PROC00, PROC01) or JES3 procedure (for example, IATPLBST) must not already be allocated to the TSO
session.

• If the allocation of the procedure libraries is successful, these libraries are searched for the procedures. The ddnames
that are supplied by the PROC option are ignored.
If the allocation of the procedure libraries is unsuccessful, the CAY6182S message is issued and the ddname that is
supplied by the PROC runtime option (if allocated) is the target of the procedure library search.
Specifically, AUTOPROC is in effect unless there is an error message indicating the allocation failed.

• The AUTOPROC option requires that JCLCheck is APF authorized.
• The AUTOPROC option is not available when executing JCLCheck under VM/CMS or Roscoe Version 5.6 and below.
• The AUTOPROC option is not available on Fujitsu MSP operating systems.
• The AUTOPROC and NORUNTim options are mutually exclusive with the following four exceptions:

– JCLCheck Common Component with CA 7
– JCLCheck Common Component with APCDOC
– JCLCheck Common Component with ESP
– JCLCheck Full Product

• The AUTOPROC option on JES3 is supported only on the master system that owns the PROCLIBS.
• The AUTOPROC option on JES3 supports only static defined proclibs.
• The AUTOPROC option on JES2 supports static proclibs, JOBCLASS definitions, and DYNAMICALLY added

PROCLIBS that are supported by z/OS 1.2 and above.
• The AUTOPROC option uses the DDNAMES as specified in JES2, such as, PROC00, PROC01, and so on. Care must

be taken so as not to duplicate allocations to the same DDNAME when using the EDCHKDD ALLOC commands. If a
duplicate allocation is detected, message CAY6300 is issued with a DAIR code of 0410. When allocating procedure
libraries, use either AUTOPROC option or the EDCHKDD ALLOC commands, not both.

• When invoking JCLCheck from any other environment (for example, Roscoe and CA 7) with the AUTOPROC option,
JES procedure library DD names must not be allocated. If they are allocated, message CAY6300 is issued with a DAIR
code of 410 and JCLCheck terminates.

Also, review the related option DFLTJOBC (Default Job Class).

BLKMSG
The BLKMSG option suppresses message CAY6087W message (BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY
DATASET) for DD statements in library and instream procedures.

This option has the following format:

BLKMsg|NOBLkmsg

BYPROUT
The BYPROUT option bypasses all processing of the JES3 Route card.

This option has the following format:
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BYPRout|NOBYprou

BYPRUNT
The BYPRUNT runtime option lets you select runtime checks to bypass. The BYPRUNT runtime option has 12 defined
sub-options that enable individual runtime checks to be bypassed, that is, not done. All other runtime checks are made.

This option has the following format:

 BYPRUnt(suboption1,suboption2,suboption3, . . . suboption12) | NOByprun

suboption
Specifies the runtime check to bypass.

Default: NOByprun

You can specify the following suboptions:

• CTL -- Bypass utility control card checking.
• DB2 -- Bypass DB2 runtime checking.
• DSE -- Bypass data set existence checking, including catalog management and tape management. This sub-option

also bypasses MEM and PGM runtime checking.
• IMS -- Bypass IMS runtime checking.
• JES -- Bypass JES runtime checking.
• MEM -- Bypass member existence checking (if DSE is not specified).
• PGM -- Bypass program existence checking (if DSE is not specified).
• RGN -- Bypass region size checking.
• SCE -- Bypass SCHENV checking.
• SMS -- Bypass SMS runtime checking.
• USS -- Bypass USS runtime checking.
• VOL -- Bypass volume and unit runtime checking.

Usage notes:

• The BYPRUNT and NORUNTIM options are mutually exclusive.
• The SECURITY option handles all security-related runtime checks. The SECURITY option is not part of or related to

the BYPRUNT option.
• The following BYPRUNT sub-options are mutually exclusive with these JCLCheck options:

– The DSE sub-option and the TLMS and TMS options.
– The IMS sub-option and the IMS option.
– The JES sub-option and the DESTCHK option.
– The SCE sub-option and the SCHENV option.
– The SMS sub-option and the SMS option. If the SMS sub-option is specified, JCLCheck does not use the active

SMS configuration and does not simulate SMS processing.

Example: Bypass Runtime Checks

In this example, the DB2 and USS runtime checks are bypassed while executing all other runtime checks:

 BYPRUNT(DB2,USS)

 

Example: Specify the BYPRUNT Runtime Option under EDCHEK

When running JCLCheck under EDCHEK, you have the flexibility to specify the BYPRUNT runtime option in one of two
places:
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• You can specify %EJCK BYPRUNT(suboption) on the ISPF EDIT command line.
• You can specify the BYPRUNT runtime option in the EDCHEKDD file as follows:

 EDCHEK PROC(PROC00)               - 

        LIST(EDCPRINT)              - 

        BYPRUNT(DB2,USS) 

 ALLOC FI(PROC00)   DA(SYS1.PROCLIB) 

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(SYS2.PROCLIB) 

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(USER.PROCLIB)  

        GO 

 

Example: Specify the BYPRUNT Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the BYPRUNT runtime option in a batch job:

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A,             

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT)       

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAILOAD,DISP=SHR     

 //         DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAIPLD,DISP=SHR       

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR            

 //SYSIN    DD   DSN=USERID1.JCK.CNTL(JCKINPUT),DISP=SHR

  

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *    

  BYPRUNT(DB2,USS)

 //

 

CA11
The CA11 option automatically activates and deactivates the SUPCAT option to indicate that a job is being rerun. This
option causes JCLCheck to suppress error messages for error conditions that WA Restart Option prevents. The SUPCAT
option is turned off at each job statement and turned on when a step that executes WA Restart Option is encountered in
the JCL.

If CA 7 is supplying the CA11 step at submission time, activate the SUPCAT option and do not use this option.

This option has the following format:

CA11(stepname.procstep)|NOCA11

stepname and procstep are optional. stepname and procstep are the names of the WA Restart Option restart your
installation uses. If you omit this information, JCLCheck does not recognize refer backs to the WA Restart Option restart
procedure.

CA7
This CA7 option requests support of and provides criteria for processing CA 7 (CA 7) scheduled override statements.

This option has the following format:

 CA7[([schedule-id] [date] [time])]
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The schedule-id operand is optional. If omitted, it defaults to one (1) and the test of the ID of all #JI, #JO, #XI, or #XO
statements is considered true.

The Julian date (yyddd) and time (hhmm) operands are optional. If you omit these operands, JCLCheck uses the current
system date and time. #JI, #JO, #XI, or #XO statements are considered true if this date falls between the begin date/time
(BD,BT) and end date/time (ED,ET) parameters.

#JI, #JO, #JEnd, #XI, #XO, #XEnd , #VER, #HLD, #MNT, #MSG, #NOX, #NTR, #JCL, #RES, and #SCC, JCL statements
in the input file are conditionally included or omitted based on testing of the ID, BD, BT, ED, and ET parameters of the #JI,
#JO, #XI, and #XO statements.

For example, CA7(1 93214 1900) requests that JCLCheck process the input and include or exclude JCL based on a
schedule ID of 1, as if the job were to run on Friday, August 2, 1998, at 7:00 p.m.

CA7(0)

Specify CA7(0) to search the members for all IDs used in the CA7 #cards and process the job once for each unique ID
found.

If more than one ID is specified for a statement, then only one of the values will be used in order to prevent unnecessary
process duplication. Note that if you are processing multiple jobs from a sequential file and the CA7(0) option is specified,
only the last job will run with multiple IDs. Using a PDS (or Librarian or Panvalet), all jobs containing CA 7 schedule IDs
will be processed for multiple IDs. If a member contains more than one job, both jobs will be processed for each ID found
in the member.

CA7CTL
The CA7CTL option enables support for CA 7 control statements (they start with the pound (#) sign).

This option has the following format:

CA7Ctl|NOCA7Ctl

If this feature is not specified, these statements are treated as in-stream data and a //SYSIN DD * statement is generated.
If this option is specified and the CA 7 runtime option is not specified, the "#" statements are treated as comments.

CADRIVER
The CADRIVER option requests basic support for Driver commands that may appear in JCL when running CA 7 or
APCDOC.

This option has the following format:

CADriver|NOCADriv

Default: NOCADriv

CCLIST
This CCLIST option requests a listing of the first few cards of every input stream data set (such as utility control
statements). The listing appears on the Listing of Merged JCL Report, Report #2.

This option has the following format:

 CClist[(number-of-cards)]|NOCClist
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number-of-cards
(Optional) Specifies the number of cards to print.

Default: CClist(5)

Limits: 32767

NOTE

If you are using the CTLSCAN option, the CCLIST option will not apply to any of the utilities defined in the
JCLUPT utility table. All control statements for these utilities will be listed.

Example: List ten cards

This example requests that JCLCheck list the first ten cards of every input stream.

 CC(10)

 

CHANGE
The CHANGE option requests that JCLCheck substitute variables on a temporary basis before JCL validation takes place.

Immediately after each input JCL or inline control statement has been read, the CHANGE runtime option causes the input
line to be examined against a user-defined conversion table that contains one or more 'from' and 'to' data strings. If a
match is found, the 'from' data string is converted to the 'to' data string. For a detailed description of the conversion table,
search Pre-Validation Variable Substitution.

This option has the following format:

 CHAnge(target,dsname[,member])|NOCHAnge

 

Default: NOCHAnge

target
The target sub-option informs JCLCheck where to search for and implement CHANGE conversions. This is a
required sub-option.
JCL

Indicates JCL statements only (including comment lines).
CTL

Indicates inline control statements only.
BOTH

Indicates JCL and inline control statements.
dsname

The dsname sub-option is the LRECL 80 sequential file or PDS containing the user-defined conversion table. This
is a required sub-option.

member
The member sub-option is the LRECL 80 PDS member containing the user-defined conversion table. If the
dsname sub-option is a PDS, then the member sub-option is a required sub-option. If the dsname sub-option is a
sequential data set, then the member sub-option must not be specified.

Example: Using the CHANGE option

The following example shows the CHANGE option using the target sub-option of BOTH, and specifying a PDS and
member name:
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 CHANGE(BOTH,USERID1.JCK.CNTL,CHGMEM)

 

CNTL
The CNTL option activates support for program control statements in the input stream.

This option has the following format:

CNTL|NOCNTL

Default: NOCNTL

JCLCheck performs syntax checking of CNTL and NOCNTL JCL statements for a subsystem (that is, the IBM Print
Services facility, PSF).

CNTLOVDD
The CNTLOVDD runtime option lets you specify the DDNAME of a pre-allocated set of control card override libraries. This
runtime option is mutually exclusive with the CNTLOVER runtime option.

This option has the following format:

 CNTLOVDD(ddname)|NOCNTLDD

 

ddname
Specifies the DDNAME of a pre-allocated set of control card override libraries. The control card override libraries
have already been allocated under the DDNAME specified before JCLCheck is invoked.

Usage notes:

• All data sets in the CNTLOVDD concatenation must be DSORG=PO files (that is, PDS or PDSE). You can use
simulated PDS files in the concatenation, for example, Librarian with SUBSYS=LAM.

• The CNTLOVDD runtime option must be used with CTLSCAN.
• When the control card member is not found in the CNTLOVDD concatenation, the library member referenced in the

utility CONTROL CARD DD is used.
• When the utility CONTROL CARD DD statement in the JCL being checked does not point to a PDS member, the

feature is not activated for that DD statement.
• When the control card member is validated from an override library, a message informs you of the library the control

cards came from.
• When the utility CONTROL CARD DD statement in the JCL being checked refers to a dataset that does not exist, the

member is read from the override DD statement.

Example: Specify the CNTLOVDD Runtime Option under EDCHEK

When running JCLCheck under EDCHEK, you have the flexibility to specify the CNTLOVDD runtime option in one of two
places:

• You can pre-allocate the override concatenation using a private CLIST, REXX, or the TSO logon procedure, and then
specify %EJCK CNTLOVDD(ddname) on the ISPF EDIT command line.

• You can also specify the CNTLOVDD option in the EDCHEKDD file. The following example shows how to use the
CNTLOVDD option in the EDCHEKDD file:
 EDCHEK AUTOPROC                  - 

        LIST(EDCPRINT)             - 

        CNTLOVDD(CNTLCRDS)
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 ALLOC FI(CNTLCRDS)   DA(MY.CNTLCRDS)

        GO

 

Example: Specify the CNTLOVDD Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the CNTLOVDD runtime option in a batch job. Before JCLCheck validates the
IDCAMS SYSIN DD data set PROD.CNTL.CARDS(PRDCARDS), JCLCheck looks for the PRDCARDS member in each
library of the override concatenation and uses the first one found for JCLCheck validation. If not found in any of these
libraries, the PROD.CNTL.CARDS library member PRDCARDS is used for JCLCheck validation.

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A, 

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT) 

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAILOAD,DISP=SHR     

 //         DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAIPLD,DISP=SHR       

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //CNTLCRDS DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=QA.CNTL.CARDS

 //         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.CNTL.CARDS

 //         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=DEVL.CNTL.CARDS 

 //SYSIN    DD   DATA,DLM=FF

 //IDCAMSTP EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

 //SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.CNTL.CARDS(PRDCARDS)

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 FF  

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *  

  CNTLOVDD(CNTLCRDS) 

  CTLSCAN  LIST  

 // 

 

NOTE
For information about using the CNTLOVDD runtime option in ISPF, search Control Card Override Panel
(JCK12).

CNTLOVER
The CNTLOVER runtime option lets you specify a control card override library. This runtime option is mutually exclusive
with the CNTLOVDD runtime option.

This option has the following format:

 CNTLOVER(library[,C])|NOCNTLER

 

library
Specifies the data set name of a control card override library. JCLCheck allocates the specified data set.

C
Indicates to issue an information message and continue validation processing when the library is not found.

Usage notes:
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• You can specify multiple CNTLOVER options; the libraries are concatenated in the order they are specified.
• The libraries must be cataloged PDS or PDSE libraries.
• The CNTLOVER runtime option must be used with CTLSCAN.
• When the control card member is not found in the CNTLOVER concatenation, the library member referenced in the

utility CONTROL CARD DD is used.
• When the utility CONTROL CARD DD statement in the JCL being checked does not point to a PDS member, the

feature is not activated for that DD statement.
• When the control card member is validated from an override library, a message informs you of the library the control

cards came from.
• When the utility CONTROL CARD DD statement in the JCL being checked refers to a dataset that does not exist, the

member is read from the override library.

Example: Bypass a Missing DSN

In this example, JCLCheck attempts to locate TEST.CNTLCRDS. If the library is not found, JCLCheck displays an
information message and validation processing continues.

 CNTLOVER(TEST.CNTLCRDS,C)

 

Example: Specify the CNTLOVER Runtime Option under EDCHEK

When running JCLCheck under EDCHEK, you have the flexibility to specify the CNTLOVER runtime option in one of two
places:

• You can specify %EJCK CNTLOVER(library) on the ISPF EDIT command line.
• You can specify the CNTLOVER runtime option in the EDCHEKDD file as follows:

 EDCHEK PROC(PROC00)               - 

        LIST(EDCPRINT)              - 

        CNTLOVER(QA.CNTL.CARDS)     - 

        CNTLOVER(TEST.CNTLCRDS,C)   - 

        CNTLOVER(DEVL.CNTL.CARDS) 

 ALLOC FI(PROC00)   DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)   

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(SYS2.PROCLIB)   

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(USER.PROCLIB)   

        GO   

 

Example: Specify the CNTLOVER Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the CNTLOVER runtime option in a batch job. Before JCLCheck validates the
IDCAMS SYSIN DD data set PROD.CNTL.CARDS(PRDCARDS), JCLCheck looks for the PRDCARDS member in each
library of the override concatenation and uses the first one found for JCLCheck validation. If not found in any of these
libraries, the PROD.CNTL.CARDS library member PRDCARDS is used for JCLCheck validation.

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A,  

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT) 

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAILOAD,DISP=SHR  

 //         DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAIPLD,DISP=SHR  

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=* 

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=* 

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=* 

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR 

 //SYSIN    DD   DATA,DLM=FF

 //IDCAMSTP EXEC PGM=IDCAMS
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 //SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.CNTL.CARDS(PRDCARDS)

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 FF

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *

  CNTLOVER(QA.CNTL.CARDS)

  CNTLOVER(TEST.CNTL.CARDS) 

  CNTLOVER(DEVL.CNTL.CARDS)

  CTLSCAN  LIST

 //

 

NOTE
For information about using the CNTLOVER runtime option in ISPF, search Control Card Override Panel
(JCK12).

COBEXIT
The COBEXIT option activates the COBOL User Exit facility.

This option has the following format:

 COBexit(module-name)|NOCOBol

 

Default: NOCOBol

module-name
Specifies the name of the COBOL load module to invoke for user exit processing.

• JCLCheck dynamically loads the specified COBOL exit from the specified library if there is a COBLIB DD
statement present. If JCLCheck is running authorized, the COBOL exit and all called modules must also reside
in an APF-authorized library.

• This feature is not available under Roscoe.

NOTE
For a complete description of the COBOL User Exit facility, search COBOL User Exit Facility.

Example: Use module JCEXIT12

The following example activates the COBOL Exit Feature and directs JCLCheck to use module JCEXIT12 for the exit
program:

 COB(JCEXIT12)

 

COND
The COND option activates condition code simulation. If this option is specified without parameters, JCLCheck assumes
that every step ends with a condition code of zero. This option also allows you to specify an alternate completion condition
for a specific step.

This option has the following format:

CONd[(step.procstep code abendcc)]|NOCOND

Default: NOCOND
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step.procstep
Defines the fully qualified step name to which the completion code applies.

code
Defines the completion code value (0 to 4095) or one of the following keywords:
ABEnd, ABEndCC

abendcc
Defines either a system completion code (Sxxx) or user completion code (Uxxx). Specify S followed by three
hexadecimal characters or U followed by a four-digit decimal user code.
JCLCheck evaluates condition codes for IF statements and EXEC statements, including overrides from an EXEC
PROC=statement. It skips any steps that have a condition satisfied.
The default for the COND option is NOCOND. Thus, if you do not specify COND, JCLCheck assumes NOCOND,
and every step runs regardless of condition codes that are specified in the JCL. If COND is specified without any
parameters, JCLCheck assumes every step ends with a condition code of zero.
If you specify ABEnd or ABEndCC, JCLCheck simulates an abnormal termination of the step. If there is any
conditional disposition, JCLCheck uses all DD statements in the step. Execution of subsequent steps depends
on the evaluation of an IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF construct with COND=EVEN and COND=ONLY as appropriate.
Although subsequent steps can be bypassed, JCLCheck continues to analyze the JCL for syntactical (not logical)
correctness.
This option may be specified multiple times to simulate nonzero completion codes for more than one job step.
If more than one COND option is specified for the same step name, JCLCheck observes the last COND
parameter for the step.
Typically only one job is processed when using the COND option to analyze conditional execution characteristics.
If the input to JCLCheck is a series of multiple jobs, COND option specifications only apply to the first job stream.
Condition code processing remains active for remaining jobs but all completion codes default to zero.

Examples: Assign completion codes

The following example causes JCLCheck to assign a completion code of 12 to the step named STEPA.PSTP2 and
simulate an abnormal termination of step STEPB. Conditional execution of all other steps is appropriately evaluated.

CON(STEPA.PSTP2 12) CON(STEPB ABEnd)

The following example causes JCLCheck to assign a user completion code of U1000 to the step named STEPA.PSTP2
and simulate an abnormal termination of step named STEPA.PSTP2. Conditional execution of all other steps is
appropriately evaluated.

CON(STEPA.PSTP2 ABEndCC U1000)

CSI
The CSI option requests that JCLCheck call the IBM Catalog Search Interface when doing catalog lookup and data set
existence checking.

This option has the following format:

 CSI | NOCSi

 

Default: CSI
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CTLSCAN
The CTLSCAN option reads and interprets control statements of certain IBM utility programs, SyncSort, and the XCOM
Data Transport program. Syntax checking and validation is performed for the following utilities:

IBM and SyncSort
IEHPROGM

ADD, BLDA, BLDG, BLDX, CATLG, CONNECT, DLTA, DLTX, DELETEP, LIST, RELEASE, RENAME, REPLACE,
SCRATCH, UNCATLG

IDCAMS
ALLOCATE, ALTER, BLDINDEX, CANCEL, CHKLIST, CREATE, CNVTCAT, DCOLLECT, DEFINE, DELETE,
EXAMINE, EXPORT, EXPORTRA, IMPORT, IMPORTRA, MPRA, LISTCAT, LISTCRA, PARM, PRINT, REPRO,
RESETCAT, SET, SHCDS, VERIFY
IF/THEN/ELSE
DO/END

LINKAGE EDITOR
ALIAS, CHANGE, ENTRY, EXPAND, IDENTIFY, INCLUDE, INSERT, LIBRARY, MODE, NAME, ORDER,
OVERLAY, PAGE, REPLACE, SETCODE, SETSSI

DB-2
BIND, DCLGEN, DSN, END, FREE, REBIND, RUN

DFSORT and SyncSort
DFSORT (Note 1)
ALTSEQ, DEBUG, INCLUDE, INREC, JOINKEYS, JOIN, MERGE, MODS, OMIT, OPTION, OUTFIL, OUTREC,
RECORD, REFORMAT, SORT, SUM

ADRDSSU
ADRDSSU (Note 1)
All ADRDSSU supported options.

IEBCOPY
IEBCOPY (Note 1)
ALTERMOD, COPY, COPYGRP, COPYMOD, INDD=, EXCLUDE, SELECT

IEBGENER
IEBGENER (Note 1)
GENERATE, EXITS, LABELS, MEMBER, RECORD

NOTE
Syntax checking only. No runtime checking performed.

XCOM Data Transport

Basic syntax checking is performed for all statements.
Validation is performed for the LFILE statement. If the following statements describe attributes of the LFILE statement,
they are also validated: LVOL, SPACE, TYPE, FILEOPT, BLKSIZE, LRECL, and RECFM.

Option Syntax

This option has the following format:

 CTlscan(options)|NOCTl

 

Default: CTlscan(RPT1list)

Use options to modify the operation of the control card processing:
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RPT1list
Show control cards on Report 1, as well as the default of Report 2.

IDCamsim
IDCAMS condition code simulation should be used. This simulation changes the severity of JCLCheck messages
that are reported to match the CC that IDCAMS would return for the same error.
These adjusted CC values can then be checked in IDCAMS statements using IF, THEN, ELSE, DO, and END
statements. For condition checks that are false, the statements that are associated with the IF or ELSE are
bypassed for runtime checking. This more closely simulates the conditions that will occur when the job is run.
When used with the SETPRP/NOSETPRP option, the set option will affect the condition codes reported, but will
not affect the IF/THEN simulation.

NODssu
ADRDSSU control cards should not be processed. ADRDSSU is called by JCLCheck to validate the control cards.
In a region restricted environment, calling ADRDSSU may exceed the region size available. This option can be
used to prevent ADRDSSU from being checked.

CONCatms
Concatenation messages, CAY6617I and CAY6618I, are reported to identify the member and dataset name
in which a ‘statement in error’ resides. This only affects utility program JCL that have control cards in a DD
concatenation.
Sample:
CAY6079E DATA SET 'file.not.found’ SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT CANNOT BE FOUND
CAY6617I STMT from MEM: 'SSFC04' DSN: 'TEST.JCL.CNTL'
CAY6618I ---- and MEM: 'SSFC05' DSN: 'TEST.JCL.CNTL'

CTLSCAN Processing

• JCLCheck reads control statements from the data set the control statement DD specifies (normally SYSIN for IBM and
SYSIN01 for XCOM). JCLCheck assigns a statement number to each statement. The number displays on the reports
as a suffix after the decimal point of the control statement DD. For example, if the control statement DD is statement 4,
the first control statement is 4.1, the second 4.2, and the tenth 4.10.

• Specifying the CCLIST option does not affect this option. Under CTLSCAN, all control statements for the supported
utilities are listed.

• Specifying this option can cause JCLCheck to list control statements for other utility programs. JCLCheck declares
these programs in the JCLUPT CSECT.

NOTE
For more information, search The JCLUPT CSECT.

• XCOM contains a number of parameters that are longer than eight characters; therefore, just the first eight characters
are reported.

• The ADRDSSU control card processing uses ADRDSSU TYPE=SCAN to validate the control cards. During the
SCAN processing, ADRDSSU may attempt to open DD names defined in the control cards causing IBM informational
message ‘IEC130I ddname DD STATEMENT MISSING’ to be listed in the JOBLOG for the JCLCheck job.
These are informational messages and can be ignored. JCLCheck verifies if DD names that are listed in the JCL are
defined in the JCL that is being checked. JCLCheck issues message CAY6125E DDNAME 'ddname' NOT FOUND if
the DD is not in the JCL.
The NODSSU can be used to disable ADRDSSU control card validation.

DATEFMT
The DATEFMT option specifies the date in European date format (dd/mm/yy). You must specify this option before the
RUNDATE option, and you must specify the RUNDATE option to use the date in this format.

This option has the following format:
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DATEfmt(Euro)|NODAtefm

DB2
The DB2 option is used to activate actual validation of DB2 subsystems and plans. When plans have table dependencies
(access requirements), the tables are identified in Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference.

This option has the following format:

 DB2(subsystem,planname,dsnlimit)|NODB2

 

Default: DB2 is the default if a DB2 subsystem is active; otherwise, NODB2 is the default.

subsystem
(Optional) The default subsystem is the first subsystem found in the subsystem names table associated with DB2.
If a DB2 subsystem is found, DB2 plans will be validated unless the NODB2 option is coded.

planname
(Optional) The default planname is CAZ2JCAF. This is the PLANNAME used in the installation step (Optional)
Install Support for the DB2 Interface. Specification of a unique plan name for each release of JCLCheck allows for
multiple releases of JCLCheck to be bound to the same DB2 system simultaneously. This is useful for sustaining
the current usage of a production release while also validating functionality of a test release of JCLCheck.

dsnlimit
(Optional) The DSNLIMIT value specifies the maximum number of DB2 plan table DSNs to process when running
JCLCheck Batch. If a DSNLIMIT value is not present, all DB2 PLAN table DSNs will be processed.
Limit: 9999
Example: Set a 200 DSN Limit
The following example causes JCLCheck Batch to terminate processing the DB2 PLAN table DSNs when more
than 200 DSN names are included in the report:
DB2(DB11A,PLAN11A,200)

DBCS
The DBCS option causes JCLCheck to parse double-byte character sets for Hitachi, IBM, and Fujitsu systems. This option
displays and prints message text in double-byte format properly.

This option has the following format:

DBCS|NODBCS

Default: NODBCS

DBGJCL
The DBGJCL option turns on JCL debugging. Use this option only at the request of Technical Support.

This option has the following format:

DBGjcl|NODBGjcl
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DBHLQ
The DBHLQ option is used with the DICT option and specifies the high-level qualifier of the APCDOC PARMFILE
associated with the Cross-Reference database. This option is valid for APCDOC Version 1.1 and above.

This option has the following format:

DBHLQ(high-level qualifier)

DCBCHK
The DCBCHK option suppresses message CAY6086E for SYSOUT data sets.

This option has the following format:

DCBChk|NODCbchk

JCLCheck flags an invalid LRECL/BLKSIZE specification regardless of the statement type. Certain versions of JES ignore
invalid DCB information on spooled data sets.

DEBUG
IBM Operating Systems - Debug Actions:

The DEBUG option causes an SVC DUMP to be taken for diagnostic analysis by Broadcom. Use of the DEBUG option
requires that JCLCheck be APF authorized. After the DUMP is produced, JCLCheck processing continues.

Non-IBM Operating Systems - Debug Actions:

The DEBUG option causes an ABEND to produce a formatted dump on the standard SYSABEND DD statement. For
additional information, see ABEND codes: U1000, U2222, and U3xxx. Once the dump is produced, JCLCheck processing
terminates.

This option has the following format:

DEBug[([error-msg-number] [occurrence-number])]|NODEbug

Default: NODEbug

error-msg-number
(Optional) Defines the number of JCLCheck errors. These errors are prefixed by the character string CAY6 and
are defined by the JCLMSG modules, or by the user of the Job Control Standards option.

occurrence-number
(Optional) Defines how many occurrences of the specified error-msg-number should occur at the time JCLCheck
issues an ABEND.

If you do not supply any operands, JCLCheck DEBUG actions are taken upon completion of JCLCheck processing.

If you do not specify the occurrence-number, a default value of 1 is used.

• Typically, you use this option only at the request of Broadcom Support; however, it can be useful in debugging user exit
routines.

• JCLCheck automatically produces the same formatted dump if it encounters a program check during operation. In this
case, the user-ABEND code is set to 1000.

Example: Cause a dump on the second occurrence of message 66
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The following example causes JCLCheck to take DEBUG actions on the second occurrence of message CAY6066.

DEBUG(66 2)

Example: Cause a dump on the occurrence of message number 79

The following example causes JCLCheck to take DEBUG actions on the first occurrence of message CAY6079.

DEBUG(79)

DELTA
The DELTA option limits the scanning and updating of job streams and library members to those that have changed since
the last database update.

The DELTA option uses the ISPF directory statistics for the PDS member. If there are no ISPF statistics information for a
member, the job will be processed by APCDOC since the last update information is not available. 

The member name must be the same as the jobname in the member for the DELTA option to work correctly.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

DELTA|NODELTA

Default: NODELTA

DEQUE
The DEQUE option issues a DEQ macro instruction to free selected data sets that are enqueued to JCLCheck (or to the
job that invokes JCLCheck under Roscoe).

You can optionally request a list of the DEQ macro return codes, data set names, and so forth.

This option has the following format:

DEQue[(List|NOList)]|NODEQue

Default: NODEQue

• Use List to obtain a list of the DEQ macro return codes, data set names, and so forth. You normally use this feature
only upon request of Broadcom to assist in problem determination.

• JCLCheck must be linked as authorized and executed from an authorized library to use this feature.
• An alternate method is to run program CAZ2DEQ without options, but with the same DDs.
• This option is available for use in batch or under Roscoe, not under TSO.
• This option requires two additional JCL statements, which JCLCheck uses to bracket the JCL statements that describe

the data sets to dequeue:

//JCHKFREE DD DUMMY

Code this statement as shown. It marks the beginning of the sequence of DD statements that describe the data sets to
dequeue.
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/JENDFREE DD DUMMY

Code this statement as shown. It marks the end of the sequence of DD statements to free.

Example: Free selected data sets

The following example dequeues the data sets allocated to SYSPROC and PROC01 and makes them available for use by
other jobs on an exclusive basis (DISP=OLD).

    //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM=DEQ

    //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

    //JCHKFREE DD   DUMMY marks start of DSNs to free

 

    //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

    //         DD   DSN=SYS2.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

    //PROC01   DD   DSN=TEST.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

    //JENDFREE DD   DUMMY marks end of dsn's to free

    //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*

DESTCHK
The DESTCHK option validates remote destination names on DD statements and JES control cards.

This option has the following format:

 DESTchk[(Jes|NOJes)]|NODEStch

 

Default: NODEStch

Jes
(Optional) Causes JCLCheck to validate remote destination names using calls to JES2 or JES3.

NOTE
JES2 SP410 versions and above have generally relaxed destination validation. Validation by JCLCheck
beyond that of JES2 is based on the user-defined DESTTBL.

NOJes
Turns off this option. If NOJES or DESTCHK is omitted, JCLCheckdoes not validate remote destination names
using calls to JES2. Validity checking is directed solely against the user-defined DESTTBL.

NOTE
For more information about DESTTBL, see Building.

Use of the DESTCHK(J) option with JES2 (Version 3.0 or higher) or with JES3 requires APF to properly authorize
JCLCheck.

DFLTJOBC
The DFLTJOBC option specifies a default job class to use when the AUTOPROC option is active and no class parameter
is specified on the JOB card. If the JOB card or the DFLTJOBC option does not specify a job class, class A is used. The
job class is used to assign the JES procedure library for the job being checked.

This option has the following format:

DFLTJOBC(x)|NODFltjc
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NOTE
x is any valid JES job class.

DICT
The DICT option accesses the installed APCDOC Cross-Reference database to obtain information about predecessor
jobs to the one being analyzed.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

This option has the following format:

DIct(Update)|NODIct

Default: NODict

Update requests that JCLCheck access the APCDOC Cross-Reference Database and update the database with the jobs,
data sets, and programs in the input JCL.

DICTDD
The DICTDD option supplies a ddname that is used for the APCDOC Cross-Reference database.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

DICTDd(ddname)|NODICtdd

DIRUPD
The DIRUPD option, used with DELTA, directs APCDOC to create a current date and time stamp for members without
one. The option also supplies the user ID APCDOC so that you know that APCDOC updated the member.

WARNING

Do not use the DIRUPD option with Endevor libraries.

DIRUPD updates the PDS directory for the member in the ISPF format, while Endevor updates the PDS
directory member in a different format, so DIRUPD is incompatible with Endevor libraries.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

DIRUPD|NODIRUPD

Default: NODIRUPD
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DISPATCH
The DISPATCH option prints Dispatch information in the JCL being checked in Report 5 - Report Listing.

This option has the following format:

DISPATCH (R,M,A)|NODISpat

R is the report class, M is the message class, and A is the archive class.

When you specify the Dispatch SYSOUT classes, all reports that use the class display the external writer name as a
Dispatch controlled report.

DSNERR
The DSNERR option issues error message CAY6079E DATASET <data set name> SPECIFIED AS OLD OR SHR, BUT
CANNOT BE FOUND each time that <data set name> is referenced.

This option has the following format:

DSNErr|NODSnerr

Normally, JCLCheck issues this message only the first time the not found condition is encountered. Since the data set is
cataloged, all subsequent references are resolved as well. Some installations want all jobs that refer to a (not cataloged
data set) to be flagged with errors because they run their daily production schedule through JCLCheck.

DUMPUCB
The DUMPUCB option requests a formatted dump of the portion of the system nucleus containing UCB pointers and
control blocks.

This option has the following format:

DUmpucb|NODUmpuc

Default: NODUmpuc

Using this option causes JCLCheck to terminate with a user completion code 1000, unless a particular error occurrence
is requested by the DEBUG option. The formatted dump appears on the Listing of Merged JCL Report, the Data Set
Cross-Reference Report, the Program Cross-Reference Report, and the Report Listing (Reports 2 through 5). This option
requires that the DEBUG Option also be specified.

Use this option only upon the request of Technical Support.

DYNCHEKD
The DYNCHEKD runtime option allows you to change from the default DDNAME of "CAZ1DYNC" used to specify local
overrides for the system values determined by the DYNCHEK rexx exec. 

See Local Overrides for DYNCHEK for values in the DYNCHEKD file.

DYNEXITS
The DYNEXITS option specifies the names of the assembler exits that are to be dynamically loaded by JCLCheck.
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This option has the following format:

DYNexits(exit1,...exit9)|NODYNexi

exit1 through exit9
Define the suffix names of the standard assembler exits that are as follows:
XJOB,XEXE,XDD,XSTE,XERR,XEOJ,XEOF,XCTL,XSEC,XGET

These exit suffixes correlate to the assembler exits which begin with CAZ1 and end with one of these suffixes, for
example CAZ1XJOB.

NODYNexi
Specifies no assembler exits are to be loaded.

NOTE
Exits linked into CAZ2CJCL or passed as a register 1 parameter are not overridden with the dynamically loaded
exit.

EASYPROC
The EASYPROC option activates support of Easyproclib (or EASYRDR).

This option has the following format:

EAsyproc([ONLY])|NOEasyrd

Default: NOEasyrd

• If you select this option and JCLCheck encounters an EASYPROC PROCLIB DD statement prior to the first EXEC
statement of a job, JCLCheck opens and uses the specified PROCLIB in addition to the one specified on its own
SYSPROC DD.

• In non-z/OS systems, this option requires a SYSDDxxx DD statement in the JCLCheck JCL allocating the volume
containing the procedure library. In practice, if you use the EASYPROC option in a non-z/OS system, it is usually most
convenient to add a SYSDDxxx DD statement to the JCLCheck cataloged procedure for every resident or reserved
volume in the installation. The CTLSCAN, EASYPROC and PXREF options all use these DD statements for dynamic
allocation.

• The sub-parameter ONLY is optional. If you specify this sub-parameter, JCLCheck only searches the PROCLIB DD
statement for a procedure resolution.

EASYRDR
The EASYRDR option has the same functionality as the EASYPROC option, which activates support of Easyproclib (or
EASYRDR). For more information, see the EASYPROC option.

This option has the following format:

 Easyrdr([ONLY])|NOEasyrd

 

Default: NOEasyrd

EDCHEK
The EDCHEK option activates support for calling JCLCheck from EDCHEK, a front-end to the ISPF edit session.

This option is only valid in a TSO/ISPF session.
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This option has the following format:

EDCHEK

Default: By default, the EDCHEK option must be coded in the file pointed to by the EDCHEK DD statement.

EDCHEL
The EDCHEL option enables the expansion of procedure and include statements when the EJCK macro is invoked from
EDCHEK. The expanded procedure and include statements will be inserted as NOTELINEs instead of MSGLINEs to
distinguish them from error messages.

This option has the following format:

EDCHEL

EDCHKLB
The EDCHKLB option provides generated ISPF labels on all JCL statements in error. The label format is a period (.), then
five alphabetic characters, for example, ".AABJA". The label identifies the line in error. You can locate the next line in error
by entering the LOCATE LABEL command.

This option is only valid with the EDCHEK runtime option.

This option has the following format:

EDCHKLB|NOEDCHKL

EDCHKSL
The EDCHKSL option enhances the EDCHEK Edit Error report with:

• Additional information about the number of statements by their severity level.
• A message summary for each error message.
• The relative line number that is associated with each error message.
• A generated ISPF label for each line containing a JCL statement in error, if the EDCHKLB option is in effect. The labels

display in a column entitled LABEL #. If the EDCHKLB option is not in use, the LABEL # column is blank.

This option is only valid with the EDCHEK runtime option.

This option has the following format:

EDCHKSL|NOEDCHKS

ERROR
The ERROR option specifies the location of error messages on the JCLCheck reports.

This option has the following format:

ERror[([Start] [Inline] End [Inline]] )]ôNOERR[([Start] [Inline] End [Nor6head]] )]
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Default: Error messages are generated in Report 6 only.

Start
Causes Report 6 - Error Messages to print at the start of the listing (Start), the (End) operand at the end of the
listing (End), or within the expanded JCL listing, immediately following the statement flagged in error (Inline)
operand. End is the default. Start also causes Report 6 - Error Messages to print immediately prior to Report 1 -
Listing of Jobstream JCL.

Inline
Causes errors to print on Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL Report.

End
Causes Report 6 to print immediately following Report 5 - Report Listing.

Nor6head
Suppresses the header on Report 6.

If you do not specify the ERROR option (or you do not specify a location operand), error reports can appear in multiple
places.

Specification ER(I) should not be used with EDCHEK, SUBCHEK, or SPF SYSTERM because it suppresses message
writing (except for CAY6000) to the SYSTERM exit; hence no error messages are displayed.

Do not use ER(S E) with EDCHEK or SUBCHEK. It causes JCLCheck to write duplicate entries to the SYSTERM exit and
to display duplicate error messages.

Example:

The following example requests that JCLCheck include error messages in the body of the listing (Report 2) and as a
separate report at the end (Report 6):

ER(I E)

EXCLUDE
The EXCLUDE option specifies members to exclude from the partitioned data set that is defined as the JCLCheck primary
input with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET options. You can specify multiple EXCLUDES when you want to specify
more than ten members.

This option has the following format:

EXClude(member1... member10)|NOEXclud

This option causes JCLCheck to exclude data set members.

You must specify the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET option with the EXCLUDE option. If you specify a range on the
PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET option, JCLCheck processes all members within the range except those members listed
in the EXCLUDE option.

FACOM
The FACOM option requests support for executing on Hitachi and FJUJITSU systems.

This option is only valid on Hitachi and Fujitsu systems.

This option has the following format:
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FAcom(iefname)|NOFAcom

Default: NOFAcom

FLUSHRC
The FLUSHRC option sets the return code for JCLCheck when JCL is flushed.

This option has the following format:

 FLUSHrc(nn)|NOFLushr

 

Default: FLUSHrc (64)

Should JCL exist between a NULL or EOJ statement and the next JOB statement, it is flushed when submitted for
execution. When this condition is detected, JCLCheck uses a return code of 64 upon termination.

To override the return code value (1-256), use the FLUSHRC(nn) option.

Using FLUSHRC(0) suppresses message CAY6408I.

NOTE
When FLUSHRC(8) is specified and JCLCheck issues an error message with a return code of 8, JCLCheck
terminates using the greater value, in this example 8. In other words, using the FLUSHRC option does not cause
JCLCheck to use a lower return code than it would have already issued.

FULLLIST
The FULLLIST option generates Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL. It requests that JCLCheck list all input JCL on Report
2.

This option has the following format:

Fulllist|NOFull

Default: Fulllist

If you omit this option (or if the default is nullified), the listing contains only statements JCLCheck flags with errors or
warnings. In such a case, JCLCheck does not generate Report 2 if JCLCheck does not flag any statements.

GRAPH
Requests Report 10 - Flow Diagram Report and, optionally, provides the ddname of the SYSOUT file.

This option has the following format:

 GRaph[(ddname,Left|Right)]|NOGraph

 

ddname
Defines the name of the DD statement. Use this option to specify a DD statement that defines the SYSOUT data
set for the Flow Diagram Report. The default ddname is SYSGRAPH. Use this DD statement to specify LRECL
and FCB information for this report.

• This option only takes effect if the JCL being verified contains no error or severe error messages. Some
warning messages still allow the GRAPH to function.
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NOTE

• For information about the DD statement, see Executing JCL DD Statements.
• For information about Report 10, see Report 10 - Flow Diagram.

Left|Right
Determines which side of the graph lists the existing data sets.
Default: Left

HCD
The HCD option obtains UCB addresses and scans UCBs for both static and dynamic devices defined using Hardware
Configuration Definition services (HCD).

This option has the following format:

HCD|NOHCD

Default: For IBM z/OS operating systems, HCD is the default. For Fujitsu and Hitachi operating systems, NOHCD is the
default.

The HCD option requires that JCLCheck be properly authorized by APF.

IAM
The IAM option activates JCLCheck recognition of data sets under IAM (Innovation Access Method) control. This option is
only required if JCLCheck cannot dynamically determine that IAM is present on the active system. 

This option has the following format:

IAM|NOIAM

Default: If IAM is active, IAM is the default; otherwise, NOIAM is the default.

A file is determined to be an IAM file based on one or more of the following attributes:

1. The DSNAME contains the characters of $IAM.
2. The OWNER value as stored in the VSAM/ICF catalog is $IAM.
3. The SMS storage class name contains the characters $IAM.

In order to obtain the SMS storage class from the active SMS configuration, the NOSMS and SMS options must not be
specified.

IEBCOPY
The IEBCOPY option is used to override the type of IEBCOPY utility. JCLCheck dynamically determines the IEBCOPY
type when this option is not specified.

This option has the following format:

IEBCOPY(t)

You can specify one of the following IEBCOPY types:

• I - IBM DFSMS
• F - PDSMAN FastCopy  
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When the IEBCOPY step is using the PDSMAN FastCopy type, the product's special DDnames can be used to determine
which IEBCOPY type is used by JCLCheck when processing the IEBCOPY control cards:     

//FCOPYON  DD DUMMY - Use PDSMAN FastCopy commands for this step.  
//FCOPYOFF DD DUMMY - Use IBM DFSMS IEBCOPY commands for this step.

NOTE

PDSMAN Multiple Member Versions is not supported by JCLCheck

When JCLCheck dynamically determines that the IEBCOPY type is PDSMAN FastCopy (if the IEBCOPY option not
specified), the PDSMAN initialization $IEBCOPY control statements are not used by JCLCheck, so FastCopy is always
considered enabled.

IEBMSG
With MVS Release 4.2 or higher, IEBCOPY no longer requires SYSIN DD STATEMENTS. Therefore, CAY6119W
messages are not issued for missing IEBCOPY SYSIN DD statements even when marked required in JCLUPT. If you
want to issue this message without regard to the operating system level, use the IEBMSG option.

This option has the following format:

IEBmsg|NOIEbmsg

IMS
The IMS option requests support for the IBM-database product Information Management System, to validate PSB and
DBD entries as coded on the parameter statement in the JCL. This option also validates DD names that are referenced
within DBDs, and supports the IMS dynamic allocation feature.

This option has the following format:

IMS|NOIMS

Default: NOIMS

INCLUDE
The INCLUDE option specifies members to include from the library that is defined as the JCLCheck primary input. Use
this option with the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET options. You can specify multiple INCLUDEs when you need to
specify more than ten members.

This option has the following format:

INClude(member1... member10)|NOINclud

Include member1 through member10.

• You must specify the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET option with the INCLUDE option. If you specify a range on
the PDS, LIBRARIAN, or PANVALET option, JCLCheck ignores this range. It processes the members listed in the
INCLUDE option.

• You must select at least one member and a maximum of ten members.
• The INCLUDE option is one of the few runtime options that you can repeat indefinitely. Although there is a limit of up to

ten members per option, there is no limit on the number of repeatable INCLUDE options.
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INDEX
The INDEX option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to allow this
option, but it will have no effect. 

INITUSER
Use the INITUSER option to override the user ID of the person using JCLCheck for INITIALIZATION processing only. Use
options SIGNON and USER to override the user ID during actual job processing (checking).

This option has the following format:

INITUser

Default: User ID of the JCLCheck user

Only specify INITUser(userid) when required to override the user ID at initialization, perhaps in situations where the actual
user lacks access to JCL procedure libraries when AUTOPROC is also specified.

INSTREAM
The INSTREAM|NOINSTRM option specifies whether instream procedures are allowed in the JCL being processed.

This option has the following format:

INSTREAM|NOINSTRM

Default: INSTREAM

By default, instream procedures are allowed in JCLCheck processing. If NOINSTRM is specified, error message
CAY6619E is issued to indicate that instream procedures are prohibited.

INTUSR
The INTUSR option initializes all four user words ($USER-$USER4) in the GLBL data area from the address pointed to by
parameter 4. This initialization occurs when a user program calls JCLCheck.

This option has the following format:

INTusr|NOINTusr

If this feature is not specified, only $USER is initialized.

JCLLIB
The JCLLIB option requests support for the JCLLIB statement.

The NOJCLLIB option makes JCLLIB support inactive.

This option has the following format:

JCLlib|NOJCLlib

Default: JCLlib
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JES3
The JES3 option specifies the syntax rules that JES3 JCL is eligible for syntactical and runtime validation.

This option has the following format:

JES3|NOJES3

Default: If the JES3 subsystem is active, JES3 is the default; otherwise, NOJES3 is the default.

The JES3 option is optional. JCLCheck attempts to dynamically determine the presence of JES3 on the active system.

JOB
The JOB option produces Report 1 - Listing of Jobstream JCL.

This option has the following format:

Job|NOJob

Default: Job

This is a standard default option.

JOBCARD
When checking PROCS, JCLCheck inserts a default JOBCARD. The JOBCARD option causes JCLCheck to use the
nnTH default JOBCARD as assembled in the "JOBCARD" CSECT using the USERMOD MZ2C020. The nn value can be
specified within a range of 1-32.

This option has the following format:

JOBCARD(nn)

Default: JOBCARD(1)

When the value of nn represents a value higher than the amount of default JOBCARDS assembled in the "JOBCARD"
CSECT, JOBCARD(1) is used.

JOBJBRAM
The JOBJBRAM option is used with APCDOC to pass a job list name.

This option is only valid with the APCDOC product.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

JOBJBRAM(joblist)|NOJOBJbr
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JOBSEV
The JOBSEV option sets the return code to the highest error message severity of all jobs JCLCheck analyzes in this run.
Otherwise, the return code is set to the highest error message severity of the last job JCLCheck analyzes in this run.

This option has the following format:

JOBSEV|NOJOBSEV

Default: JOBSEV

JOBTYPE
WARNING

We recommend that JOBTYPE(S) be specified to enable system symbolics for all job types UNLESS
AU(TOPROC) is specified in a complex procedure library environment.

The JOBTYPE option specifies the type of JCL to scan: JOB, started task, or time-sharing user.

This option can impact procedure library selection when AUTOPROC is specified, and it can affect system symbol
substitution.

JES parameter keyword JOB/STC/TSUCLASS has sub-parameters that specify procedure library selection which can
differ for started tasks, TSO sessions, and batch jobs (as well as batch job classes). When AUTOPROC is specified in an
environment where procedure libraries differ based on job category (JOB/STC/TSU), the JOBTYPE option can affect how
JCL procedures are expanded.

This option has the following format:

JOBType(type)|NOJOBTyp

type is one of the following values:

J -- (batch job) - System Symbolics are disabled
S -- (started task) - System Symbolics are enabled
T -- (time-sharing user) - System Symbolics are enabled

Default: JOBType(J)

KEEP7380
The KEEP7380 option causes EDCHEK to preserve the information in columns 73-80 for processing by user exits.

Normally EDCHEK uses columns 73-80 of the JCL image to track the sequence of the statement in the ISPF member
being checked.

This option is only valid with EDCHEK.

Use of this option alters the functionality of EDCHEK as follows:

• The statement in error and its messages appear at the top of the screen (rather than at the location of the line within
the file).

• The line numbers are missing from the EDCHKSL report when using the EDCHKSL option.

This option has the following format:
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KEEP7380|NOKEep73

KILLSEP
The KILLsep option prevents the printing of the separation lines between each JCLCheck report. For example, KILLsep
prevents the printing of the separation lines when running JCLCheck with reports 1 through 6 turned OFF because only
the summary reports are desired.

This option has the following format:

KILLsep|NOKIllse

LIBLIST
The LIBLIST option enables APCDOC to process multiple JCL libraries at one time.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

LIBLIST(lblst)|NOLIblis

LIBRARIAN
The LIBRARIAN option specifies that the primary input is retrieved from a Librarian master file.

This option has the following format:

LIBrarian[([member1]...[membern])]|NOLIBrar

Default: NOLIBrar

member1 is the name of the starting member JCLCheck processes and membern is the name of the ending member
JCLCheck processes.

• Do not specify the LIBRARIAN option in your default options.
• JCLCheck processes members one by one, in alphabetical member name order; it treats each as a separate job.
• The member name operands are optional. You can use one or both to restrict processing to a subset of the library. If

you do not specify a member name, JCLCheck uses the entire master file as input. If you omit membern, it defaults to
99999999 (implying the last member of the Librarian master file).

• If a member does not begin with a JOB statement, JCLCheck does not use the default JOB statement in the
JOBCARD CSECT, but uses the actual name of the member JCLCheck is processing as the JOB name in report
headings.

• JCLCheck considers members of a Librarian master file as unrelated, unless you also specify the PDSRELATE option.
• To use this option, you must link the required Librarian subroutines when you install JCLCheck.
• If you specify EXCLUDE with Librarian, JCLCheck processes all members within the range of member1 to membern

except those on the EXCLUDE statement. JCLCheck ignores any range you specify in the LIBRARIAN option if you
specify INCLUDE.
See the description of the INPUT option for specification of the INPUT ddname.

Example: Process members starting with letter J
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LIB(J J9999999) causes JCLCheck to process all members of the input Librarian master file with names starting with the
letter J.

LINECNT
The LINECNT option specifies the number of detail lines that are printed on each report page.

This option has the following format:

LINecnt[(number-of-lines)]|NOLINecn

Default: LINecnt(60)

• The LINECNT option applies to all reports JCLCheck prints.
• When calculating the number of lines that are desired for a physical page, allow ten lines for the JCLCheck standard

heading information.
• If you do not specify this option, JCLCheck prints 50 detail lines per page (60 lines total per page).

LIST
The LIST option requests that reports be written to the primary report file (normally SYSPRINT).

This option has the following format:

LISt(ddname)|NOList

Default: In Batch, the default is LISt(SYSPRINT). In all other modes, the default is NOList.

ddname
(Optional) Specifies an alternate ddname for the primary report file. If you omit this operand, JCLCheck uses
SYSPRINT for its report file.

LIST is a standard default option.

If you do not specify this option, the primary report file is not opened and no reports are printed, regardless of other
options. NOLIST (nullification of the LIST option) is normally useful only when JCLCheck is invoked from a time-sharing
terminal and only when the TERM option is active. (If you do not specify LIST or TERM, JCLCheck terminates without
performing its analysis.)

Example: Write reports to CHKRPTS file

The following example causes JCLCheck to write its primary report output to the file defined by the DD statement named
CHKRPTS:

LIS(CHKRPTS)

LOADOVDD
The LOADOVDD runtime option lets you specify the DDNAME of a pre-allocated set of load library override libraries. This
runtime option is mutually exclusive with the LOADOVER runtime option.

This option has the following format:

 LOADOVDD(ddname)|NOLOADDD
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ddname
Specifies the DDNAME of a pre-allocated set of load library override libraries. The load library override libraries
have already been allocated under the DDNAME specified before JCLCheck is invoked.

Usage notes:

• All data sets in the LOADOVDD concatenation must be DSORG=PO load libraries (either PDS or PDSE).
• When the load library member is validated from an override library, a message informs you of the library the load

module came from.
• Since this is only used for existence checking and the module is not loaded, the library checks for the modules only

after the normal loadlibs/linklibs are checked and the module isn’t found.   

Example:  Specify the LOADOVDD Runtime Option under EDCHEK

When running JCLCheck under EDCHEK, you have the flexibility to specify the LOADOVDD runtime option in one of two
places:

• You can pre-allocate the override concatenation using a private CLIST, REXX, or the TSO logon procedure, then
specify %EJCK LOADOVDD(ddname) on the ISPF EDIT command line.

• You can also specify the LOADOVDD option in the EDCHEKDD file. The following example shows how to use the
LOADOVDD option in the EDCHEKDD file:
 EDCHEK AUTOPROC                  - 

        LIST(EDCPRINT)             - 

        LOADOVDD(OVERLLIB)

 ALLOC FI(OVERLLIB)   DA(MY.OVERLLIB)

        GO

 

Example: Specify the LOADOVDD Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the LOADOVDD runtime option in a batch job. When JCLCheck can’t find a
module in the STEPLIB or LINKLIST, it checks the libraries concatenated to the OVERLLIB DD specified in the
LOADOVDD(OVERLLIB) option.

JCLCheck looks for the NEWPAYR module in each library of the override concatenation and uses the first one found for
existence validation. If not found in any of these libraries, the "not found" message is issued since this is checked last. 

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A, 

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT) 

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAILOAD,DISP=SHR     

 //         DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAIPLD,DISP=SHR       

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //OVERLLIB DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=QA.LOADLIB

 //         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=TEST.LOADLIB

 //         DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=DEVL.LOADLIB 

 //SYSIN    DD   DATA,DLM=FF

 //IDCAMSTP EXEC PGM=NEWPAYR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 FF

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *  

  LOADOVDD(OVERLLIB) 

  // 
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NOTE

For information about using the LOADOVDD runtime option in ISPF, see the Load Library Override Panel
(JCK15).

LOADOVER
The LOADOVER runtime option lets you specify a load library override library. This runtime option is mutually exclusive
with the LOADOVDD runtime option.

This option has the following format:

 LOADOVER(library[,C])|NOLOADOV

 

library
Specifies the data set name of a load library override library. JCLCheck allocates the specified data set.

C
Indicates to issue an information message and continue validation processing when the library is not found.

Usage notes:

• You can specify multiple LOADOVER options; the libraries are concatenated in the order they are specified.
• The libraries must be cataloged PDS or PDSE load libraries.
• When the load library member is validated from an override library, a message informs you of the library the load

module came from.
• Since this is only used for existence checking and the module is not loaded, the library checks for the modules only

after the normal loadlibs/linklibs are checked and the module isn’t found.   

Example: Bypass a Missing DSN

In this example, JCLCheck attempts to locate TEST.OVERLLIB. If the library is not found, JCLCheck displays an
information message and validation processing continues.

 LOADOVER(TEST.OVERLLIB,C)

 

Example: Specify the LOADOVER Runtime Option under EDCHEK

When running JCLCheck under EDCHEK, you have the flexibility to specify the LOADOVER runtime option in one of two
places:

• You can specify %EJCK LOADOVER(library) on the ISPF EDIT command line.
• You can specify the LOADOVER runtime option in the EDCHEKDD file as follows:

 EDCHEK PROC(PROC00)               - 

        LIST(EDCPRINT)              - 

        LOADOVER(QA.LOADLIB)     - 

        LOADOVER(TEST.OVERLLIB,C)   - 

        LOADOVER(DEVL.LOADLIB) 

 ALLOC FI(PROC00)   DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)   

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(SYS2.PROCLIB)   

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(USER.PROCLIB)   

        GO   

 

Example: Specify the LOADOVER Runtime Option in Batch
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This example shows how to specify the LOADOVER runtime option in a batch job. When JCLCheck can’t find a module in
the STEPLIB or LINKLIST, it checks the libraries specified in the LOADOVER() options.

JCLCheck looks for the NEWPAYR module in each library specified in a LOADOVER option and uses the first one found
for existence validation. If not found in any of these libraries, the "not found" message is issued since this is checked last. 

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A,  

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT) 

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAILOAD,DISP=SHR  

 //         DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAIPLD,DISP=SHR  

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=* 

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=* 

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=* 

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR 

 //SYSIN    DD   DATA,DLM=FF

 //IDCAMSTP EXEC PGM=NEWPAYR

 //SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=PROD.LOADLIB(PRDCARDS)

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 FF

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *

  LOADOVER(QA.LOAD)

  LOADOVER(TEST.LOAD) 

  LOADOVER(DEVL.LOAD)

 //

 

NOTE

For information about using the LOADOVER runtime option in ISPF, see the Load Library Override Panel
(JCK15).

LOCATE
The LOCATE option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to allow this
option, but it will have no effect. 

MCOSYS
The MCOSYS option enables you to specify the data set name of a system message control option file; you can also
specify a member name. The system message control option file is a text file that specifies message numbers and
severities to be used instead of severities specified in the JCLMSG file. This file is dynamically allocated by JCLCheck.

This option has the following format:

 MCOSys(datasetname[,membername]) | NOMCOSys

 

datasetname
Specifies the data set name of the message control file to be processed. This file must point to an existing
sequential file that contains a logical record length of 80.

membername
Specifies the optional member name of the message control file to be processed. This file must point to an
existing sequential file that contains a logical record length of 80.

The format of every line in the system message control option file is:
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 messagenumberSEVnewmessageseverity

messagenumber
Indicates the error message number. The messagenumber must be present in columns 1-3. The messagenumber
must be numeric and a valid JCLCheck message number in the range of 001-999.

SEV
Contains a severity code indicating the message severity of a message prior to MCO processing. The SEV must
be present in column 4.

• Comma (,) - indicates that all severities of the message should change to the new severity.
• M - indicates that messages that have been suppressed (-1) should be changed to the new severity.
• I - indicates that the informational message should be changed to the new severity.
• W - indicates that warning messages should be changed to the new severity.
• E - indicates that error messages should be changed to the new severity.
• S - indicates that server messages should be changed to the new severity.

newmessageseverity
Indicates the message severity to be used when the message is issued in JCLCheck. The newmessageseverity
must be present in columns 5-6. A newmessageseverity of -1 indicates the message is to be suppressed.
The newmessageseverity must be numeric and within a range of -1 through 15 as shown below:
-1        Suppress the message

 00  -  03   Informational severity

 04  -  07   Warning severity

 08  -  11   Error severity

 12  -  15   Serious error severity

The messagenumber and newmessageseverity must be separated by a comma or severity code. If the line starts with
an asterisk (*) in column 1, it is considered to be a comment. Entries can be input in any sequence; duplicate entries are
overwritten. Invalid entries result in an error. Any matching entries will be modified and unmatched entries will be added in
this sequence.

When using severity codes in column 4, you can have a message number statement for each of the severity codes
(M,I,W,E, and S). If a comma is used to apply to all severities, then only one statement can be specified for the message
number. For an individual message number the comma (,) cannot be used with any other severity codes.

While processing a message, the following order of precedence is used to establish the message severity:

1. JCLMSG (out of the box or as modified by USERMOD MZ2C023)
2. JCLCheck program that issues the message
3. MCOSYS (if option specified)
4. MCOUSR (if option specified)
5. CAZ1REX2, CAZ1REXX, or REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option (if REXXMSG option is specified)
6. CAZ1XERR (if option specified; out of the box retains all messages or as modified by USERMOD MZ1C030)

When options SETPRP or CTLSCAN(IDCAMSIM) are used for IDCAMS control cards, the message severities can
change after they are initially issued. To allow better control of these altered messages, MCOSYS and MCOUSR are used
a second time in these cases to allow you to change the severity of these modified messages.

You can elect to use the current Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL) to disable this option, or the MCOUSR option.

NOTE

For more information on the Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL), see Installation Options (Login
Required).

For more information on the user exit CAZ1XERR, see User Exits.
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MCOUSR
The MCOUSR option enables you to specify the DDNAME of a user message control option file. The user message
control option file specifies message numbers and severities to be used instead of severities specified in the JCLMSG file
or the MCOSYS option.

This option has the following format:

 MCOUsr([ddname]) | NOMCOUsr

 

ddname
Specifies an optional name for the DD statement pointing to the user message control file to be processed. If
ddname is omitted, MCOUSR is used as the DDNAME. This DDNAME must be present in the JCL and must point
to an existing sequential file that contains a logical record length of 80.

The format of every line in the user message control option file is:

 messagenumberSEVnewmessageseverity

messagenumber
Indicates the error message number. The messagenumber must be present in columns 1-3. The messagenumber
must be numeric and a valid JCLCheck message number in the range of 001-999.

SEV
Contains a severity code indicating the message severity of a message prior to MCO processing. The SEV must
be present in column 4.

• Comma (,) - indicates that all severities of the message should change to the new severity.
• M - indicates that messages that have been suppressed (-1) should be changed to the new severity.
• I - indicates that the informational message should be changed to the new severity.
• W - indicates that warning messages should be changed to the new severity.
• E - indicates that error messages should be changed to the new severity.
• S - indicates that server messages should be changed to the new severity.

newmessageseverity
Indicates the message severity to be used when the message is issued in JCLCheck. The newmessageseverity
must be present in columns 5-6. A newmessageseverity of -1 indicates the message is to be suppressed.
The newmessageseverity must be numeric and within a range of -1 through 15 as shown below:
-1        Suppress the message

 00  -  03   Informational severity

 04  -  07   Warning severity

 08  -  11   Error severity

 12  -  15   Serious error severity

The messagenumber and newmessageseverity must be separated by a comma or severity code. If the line starts with
an asterisk (*) in column 1, it is considered to be a comment. Entries can be input in any sequence; duplicate entries are
overwritten. Invalid entries result in an error. Any matching entries will be modified and unmatched entries will be added in
this sequence.

When using severity codes in column 4, you can have a message number statement for each of the severity codes
(M,I,W,E, and S). If a comma is used to apply to all severities, then only one statement can be specified for the message
number. For an individual message number the comma (,) cannot be used with any other severity codes.

While processing a message, the following order of precedence is used to establish the message severity:

1. JCLMSG (out of the box or as modified by USERMOD MZ2C023)
2. JCLCheck program that issues the message
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3. MCOSYS (if option specified)
4. MCOUSR (if option specified)
5. CAZ1REX2, CAZ1REXX, or REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option (if REXXMSG option is specified)
6. CAZ1XERR (if option specified; out of the box retains all messages or as modified by USERMOD MZ1C030)

When options SETPRP or CTLSCAN(IDCAMSIM) are used for IDCAMS control cards, the message severities can
change after they are initially issued. To allow better control of these altered messages, MCOSYS and MCOUSR are used
a second time in these cases to allow you to change the severity of these modified messages.

You can elect to use the current Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL) to disable this option, or the MCOUSR option.

MIGVOL
The MIGVOL option specifies a volume name that JCLCheck uses to identify the data sets that a storage management
product archives or migrates (for example, Data Facility Hierarchical Storage Management (DFHSM)).

This option has the following format:

MIGvol(volume name)|NOMIgvol

Default: By default, JCLCheck recognizes the following volume names:

• MIGRAT
• ARCHIV
• ARCIVE
• volume name

Defines a pseudo-name your storage management product uses to identify archived or migrated data sets. The
MIGVOL option is only required when JCLCheck cannot recognize your archive volume name.
Limits: 1 to 6 characters

MSGLEVEL
The MSGLEVEL option permits suppression of informational messages on the SYSTERM file.

This option has the following format:

MSGLevel(Info/Error)|NOMSGlvl

Default: MSGLevel(I)

Info
Causes informational messages to print.

Error
Suppresses the informational messages by setting the severity to 8 and suppressing the end of job messages on
the SYSTERM file.

MSS
The MSS option requests the VTOC of mass storage volumes when necessary to verify the existence of a data set on
MSS.

This option has the following format:
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Mss|NOMss

Default: NOMss

• JCLCheck performs staging after an existence check fails because an MSS volume is not mounted. JCLCheck flags
this condition with a CAY6067W warning message if you did not specify the MSS option.

• If you have mass storage, use this option to ensure complete validation. Be aware however, that this option can
increase the JCLCheck running time as well as contribute to contention on the staging volumes. Use this option with
caution at peak periods.

NETWORK
The NETWORK option limits the network name associated with the SYSTEM option, but NETWORK is only available if
invoked from JCLCheck when APCDOC is installed.

This option is only valid with the APCDOC product.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

Network(netname)|NONEtwor

Default: NONEtwor

NJBCHK
The NJBCHK option affects the validation of JCL following an NJB statement that is preceded by a route XEQ statement.

NOTE
NJB is a JCL option for JES3 users only.

This option has the following format:

NJBchk|NONJbchk

When this feature is selected, JCLCheck assumes that the job is to run on the current system. As usual, the JCL is
validated. When this feature is not selected, JCLCheck assumes that the job is to run on another system. Only the syntax
of the statements following the NJB statement are checked.

NOSPIE
The NOSPIE option suppresses the SPIE function, so that JCLCheck abnormally terminates if there is an 0Cx interrupt.

This option has the following format:

NOSPie

• Normally JCLCheck intercepts an 0Cx ABEND with a user-ABEND 1000 and prints relevant diagnostic information on
the catastrophic error message and formatted dumps identical to those generated by the DEBUG option. If you specify
this option, JCLCheck ignores the interrupt bypass and does not generate the catastrophic error message.

• You use this option typically at the request of Broadcom Support, but it is also useful in debugging user exit processing
under TSO Test.
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ONEMEM
The ONEMEM option forces the ending member name to be the same as the starting member name, when only the
starting member name is specified. This option applies to PDS, Panvalet, or Librarian.

This option has the following format:

ONEmem|NOONemem

Normally, JCLCheck interprets this syntax as a request to process from the starting name to the end.

NOTE
When this feature is enabled, there is no implicit way to process from a given member to the end. An ending
member name of 9999999 must be coded explicitly.

OPROC
The OPROC option allows you to search a user-defined procedure library ahead of all normal IBM defaults.

This option has the following format:

OPRoc(ddname)|NOOProc

Default: NOOProc

ddname
Indicates the data definition name (already allocated) to search prior to normal search sequence. This ddname is
used to resolve both PROC, as well as INCLUDE members.

NOTE
You must pre-allocate the ddname to use this option. For example, the ddname specified must appear in your
JCL (for a batch execution). Alternatively, under TSO, you must pre-allocate the ddname using the ALLOC
command or the logon procedure.

Librarian and Panvalet PROCLIB data sets cannot be properly allocated using the TSO ALLOCATE command since
ALLOCATE does not support the SUBSYS parameter. JCLCheck provides JCLOPROC, a TSO command processor for
this purpose. At the TSO READY prompt or ISPF Option 6, enter the following:

JCLOPROC 'dsn' ddname LIB|PAN

LIB is the default. Enter the data set name in quotes unless it is to be prefixed with your TSO user ID. If the command
is successful, the READY prompt is returned. Otherwise, dynamic allocation error messages or a LOCATE error will be
returned. The Panvalet PANALLOC command may also be used for this purpose.

OPROCLIB
The OPROCLIB runtime option enables you to specify an override procedure library.

This option has the following format:

 OPROCLib(library[,C])|NOOPrclb

 

library
Specifies the data set name of the override procedure library.
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C
Indicates to issue an information message and continue validation processing when the library is not found.

Usage notes:

• You can specify the OPROCLIB option up to 256 times; the libraries are concatenated in the order they are specified.
• The libraries must be cataloged DSORG=PO files (that is, PDS or PDSe).
• The OPROCLIB runtime option is mutually exclusive with the OPROC runtime option.

Example: Bypass a Missing DSN

In this example, JCLCheck attempts to locate DEV.PROCLIB. If the library is not found, JCLCheck displays an information
message and validation processing continues.

 OPROCLIB(DEV.PROCLIB,C) 

 

Example: Specify the OPROCLIB Runtime Option under EDCHEK

When running JCLCheck under EDCHEK, you have the flexibility to specify the OPROCLIB runtime option in one of two
places:

• You can specify %EJCK OPROCLIB(library) on the ISPF EDIT command line.
• You can specify the OPROCLIB runtime option in the EDCHEKDD file as follows:

 EDCHEK PROC(PROC00)               - 

        LIST(EDCPRINT)              - 

        OPROCLIB(EMERGNCY.PROCLIB)   - 

        OPROCLIB(DEV.PROCLIB,C)      - 

        OPROCLIB(PROD.PROCLIB)  

 ALLOC FI(PROC00)   DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)  

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(SYS2.PROCLIB)  

 ALLOC FI(*)        DA(USER.PROCLIB)  

        GO  

 

Example: Specify the OPROCLIB Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the OPROCLIB runtime option in a batch job:

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A,             

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT)       

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAILOAD,DISP=SHR     

 //         DD   DSN=FID.JCK.CAIPLD,DISP=SHR       

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*                                                

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR            

 //SYSIN    DD   DSN=USERID1.JCK.CNTL(JCKINPUT),DISP=SHR

  

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *         

  OPROCLIB(EMERGNCY.PROCLIB) 

  OPROCLIB(DEV.PROCLIB,C) 

  OPROCLIB(PROD.PROCLIB)

 //
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NOTE
For information about using the OPROCLIB runtime option in ISPF, see OPROC and OPROCLIB Panel
(JCK13).

OPTIONS
This option overrides the default ddname for additional JCLCheck processing options.

This option has the following format:

Options[(ddname)]|NOOption

Default: NOOption

ddname
(Optional) Specifies the name of the DD statement defining the additional options input file. If you omit ddname,
JCLCheck uses JCLOPTS as the ddname for this file.

You can place options in this data set (SYSIN data) anywhere between Columns 2 and 71 (inclusive), however individual
options cannot be divided across lines (for example, if you specify CCLIST(50), (50) must be on the same line as
CCLIST).

Example: Override CCLIST option

 //STEPCK EXEC CAZ1JCHK,PARM='O(OPTS)'

 //OPTS DD *

  CCLIST(50) COND(JOBSTEP1.PROCSTP5 16)

  COND(JOBSTEP8.PROCSTP3 ABEnd)

  SXREF(NORPT)

 /*

OUTFMT
The OUTFMT option is a batch-only option that requests JCLCheck to produce reports in alternative formats.

This option has the following format:

 OUTfmt(Csv,Pdf)|NOOUTfmt

 

Default: NOOUTfmt

OUTfmt
Requests a report be generated in an alternative format. When specified, Csv and/or Pdf must also be specified.

Csv
Indicates a report will be generated in the comma separated values (CSV) format.

Pdf
Indicates a report will be generated in portable document format (PDF).

When OUTFMT is specified in a batch execution of JCLCheck, the primary report file must be a DASD-resident file. After
the primary report file is written and closed, JCLCheck creates a CSV and/or PDF format file from the primary report file
so that you can do further processing and analysis of the reports on personal workstations.
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NOTE
The primary report file is usually SYSPRINT, but you can modify this using the LIST option. For more
information, see Alternative Report Formats.

The use of this option requires additional JCL statements.

Example: Create a PDF from the primary report file

This example displays the command to generate a PDF from the primary report file.

 OUTfmt(Pdf)

 

PANEXEC
The PANEXEC option requests support of the Panexec transparent loader.

This option has the following format:

PANExec|NOPANE

Default: NOPANE

This option lets you contain programs in a Panexec library. This option also requests that you use the
Panexec transparent loader in program existence checking. When a PECNTL file exists in the step JCLCheck is
analyzing, JCLCheck dynamically allocates it to its job step before issuing the BLDL macro.

• This option does not function under Roscoe.
• JCLCheck only allocates this PECNTL file if it is an existing sequential data set or member of a partitioned data set,

and when the data set is on an accessible disk volume.
• JCLCheck does not support instream data sets and concatenated inputs.

PANVALET
The PANVALET option specifies that the primary input is retrieved from a Panvalet library.

This option has the following format:

PANvalet[([member1]...[membern])]|NOPAN

Default: NOPAN

member1
Defines the name of the starting member JCLCheck processes.

membern
Defines the name of the ending member JCLCheck processes.

Do not specify the PANVALET option in your default options.

JCLCheck processes members one by one, in alphabetical member name order and treats each one as a separate job.

The member name operands are optional. You can use one or both to restrict processing to a subset of the library. If
you do not specify an operand, JCLCheck uses the entire Panvalet library as input. If you omit membern, it defaults to
99999999 (implying the last member of the Panvalet library).

If a member does not begin with a JOB statement, JCLCheck does not use the default JOB statement in the JOBCARD
CSECT, but uses the actual name of the member it is processing as the JOB name in report headings.
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Members of a Panvalet library are unrelated, unless you also specify the PDSRELATE option.

If you specify EXCLUDE with PANVALET, JCLCheck processes all members within the range of member1 to membern
except those you specify in the EXCLUDE option. JCLCheck ignores any range you specify on the PANVALET option if
you specify INCLUDE.

Example: Process members starting with letter J

The following example requests that JCLCheck process all members of the Panvalet library with names starting with the
letter J:

PAN(J J9999999)

PASSWORD
The PASSWORD option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to allow
this option, but it will have no effect. 

PDS
The PDS option specifies that the primary input is retrieved from a partitioned data set.

This option has the following format:

PDS[([member1]...[membern])]|NOPDS

Default: NOPDS

member1
Defines the name of the starting member JCLCheck processes.

membern
Defines the name of the ending member JCLCheck processes.

Do not specify the PDS option in your default options.

Members are processed one by one, in alphabetical member name order. Each one is treated as a separate job.

The member name operands are optional. One or both may be used to restrict processing to a subset of the library. If
none is specified, JCLCheck uses the entire partitioned data set as input. If you omit membern, it defaults to 99999999
(implying the last member of the library).

If a member does not begin with a JOB statement, JCLCheck uses the default JOB statement in the JOBCARD CSECT,
but uses the actual name of the member being processed as the JOB name in report headings.

The input library may be a JCL job stream library or a procedure library.

JCLCheck considers members of the partitioned data set unrelated unless you also specify the PDSRELATE option.

If you specify EXCLUDE with PDS, JCLCheck processes all members within the range of member1 to member2 except
those listed on the EXCLUDE statement. JCLCheck ignores any range you specify on the PDS option if you specify
INCLUDE.

Example: Process members starting with letter J

PDS(J J9999999) causes JCLCheck to process all members from the input partitioned data set with names that begin
with J.
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PDSRELATE
The PDSRELATE option specifies that JCLCheck treat the primary input library as a series of consecutive, related job
streams.

This option has the following format:

PDSRelat|NOPDSRel

Default: NOPDSRel

Use this option to extend related job data set validation and cross-reference reporting to library input.

Use this option only if the SXREF option and one of the library input options (LIBRARIAN, PANVALET or PDS) are also in
effect.

PNFMSG
The PNFMSG option forces message CAY6093E PROGRAM NOT FOUND. This message occurs when a program or an
EXEC statement is not found to exist in a library mentioned in the JCLCheck STEPLIB/JOBLIB.

This option has the following format:

PNFmsg|NOPNfmsg

When JCLCheck is executed with a STEPLIB, programs in that library are normally found as an extension of the linklist
search. When the library is not in the linklist, the jobs could fail without a JOBLIB or STEPLIB. This option is not needed if
JCLCheck is linklisted or isolated in its own library.

PRCDELTA
The PRCDELTA option limits the APCDOC scanning of job streams and the updating of those jobs whose cataloged
procedures have changed since the last database update. You must use this option with the DELTA option. This option is
only valid with PDS procedure libraries.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

PRCDELTA|NOPRDELta

PREDNO
The PREDNO option scans the system without building a predecessor list.

This option has the following format:

PREDNO|NOPREDNO

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC Version 1.3 and above.
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PREFIX
The PREFIX option specifies the ddname prefix that is used for the dynamic allocation in non-z/OS systems and for
JES3 //*MAIN statement CA PROCLIB support.

This option has the following format:

PREfix[(SYSDD)|(character-string)]|NOPRefix

SYSDD|character string is the name of the dynamic allocation prefix.

• Dynamic allocation is required to allocate any of the following:
– Control statement data sets for the CTLSCAN option.
– Procedure libraries for the EASYPROC option.
– Program and source libraries for the PXREF option.

• For non-z/OS dynamic allocation to succeed, specify a DD statement with a ddname beginning with the specified
PREFIX character-string in the JCLCheck JCL that allocates the volume containing the library. In practice, it is best to
provide such a DD statement for every resident and reserved volume in the installation.

• JCLCheck uses SYSDD as the non-z/OS dynamic allocation prefix, when you do not specify this option or if you omit
the PREFIX character-string operand.

You can also use this option with JES3 //*MAIN ALT PROCLIB support. PRE(DYNAL) causes JCLCheck to look for DD
statements with names that begin with the characters DYNAL, rather than SYSDD, when performing necessary dynamic
allocation.

PREVEX
The PREVEX option suppresses the expansion of library PROCEDURE and INCLUDE members. The instream
procedures are still expanded.

By default, no existence checking is performed (CAY6027 is not issued), and the NORUNTIM (No Runtime) and
NOAUTOP (No Autoproc) options are also activated.

This option has the following format:

PREVEX(VERIFY,RUNTIME)|NOPREVEX

Default: NOPREVEX

VERIFY
(Optional) Performs existence checking for the procedure and issues message CAY6027 when it is not found.

RUNTIME
(Optional) Bypasses the automatic activation of the NORUNTIM and NOAUTOP options.

Usage notes:
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• Use of the PREVEX option causes JCLCheck to validate less than the complete job. As a result, the analysis is
incomplete and can produce inaccurate results.

• Use the PREVEX option when procedure libraries are not available or procedures inside them are not to be used.
When a JCLLIB statement specifies procedure libraries and the libraries are not available, use the NOJCLLIB option to
prevent error message CAY6079E (Dataset cannot be found).

• When using the PREVEX option, error message CAY6027E (Procedure not found) is not issued and procedures are
not expanded, but EXEC statement keywords and symbolic parameters are checked for duplicity and syntax.

• Other error messages can be reported. For example, errors on JCL overrides of DD definitions in the unexpanded proc
(since the procedure is not available). Also, procedure keywords cannot be verified so errors may exist that cannot be
detected when using this option.

• Using the PREVEX option forces the use of the NOAUTOPROC and NORUNTIME options.

PROC
The PROC option specifies an alternate ddname for the statement defining the procedure library.

This option has the following format:

PROc[(ddname, LIB|PAN)]|NOPROC

Default: PROc(SYSPROC)

ddname refers to a single data set DD statement or to a concatenation of procedure libraries.

LIB and PAN are optional parameters and explicitly request Librarian or Panvalet support using the specified ddname.

NOTE
When you specify the ddname and either the Lib or Pan subparameter, the ddname is limited to one data set
and no concatenation.

• If you omit the option (or the ddname operand), JCLCheck uses SYSPROC as its procedure library DD statement.
• The PROC option is mutually exclusive with the AUTOPROC option.

Example: Specify Alternate Ddname

The following example points JCLCheck to the DD statement named TESTPROC for the procedure libraries:

PRO(TESTPROC)

Example: Specify Alternate Ddname and Librarian Access

The following example points JCLCheck to the DD statement named TESTPROC for the procedure libraries, and uses the
Librarian access method for retrieval of records.

PRO(TESTPROC,LIB)

NOTE
Support is dynamic when you use the Librarian (LAM) or Panvalet (PAN) access method.

PROCDLFT
The PROCDLFT option causes JCLCheck to search the default PROCLIB (defined by the SYSPROC DD statement) after
searching any JES2 alternate PROCLIBs defined in the job stream using a /*JOBPARM PROCLIB=ddname statement if
JCLCheck does not find a cataloged procedure in the alternate PROCLIB.
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Normally JCLCheck only searches the alternate PROCLIB. (The need for this option depends on how JES2 is installed at
your site.)

This option has the following format:

PROCDLFT|NOPROCDF

Default: NOPROCDF

PROCXREF
The PROCXREF option generates Report 11 - Symbolic Reference Report.

This option has the following format:

PROCXref|NOPROCXr

Default: NOPROCXr

PULL
The PULL option requests a tape pull list of tapes used in jobs being checked.

This option is only valid when running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

This option has the following format:

PULL|NOPUll

Default: NOPUll

PVTCAT
The PVTCAT option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to allow this
option, but it will have no effect. 

PXREF
The PXREF option activates the program and member existence checking and reporting feature.

Member existence checking is limited to PDS datasets that existed prior to the JCLCheck execution. The PDS directory
(member list) is the same for all steps and jobs in a JCLCheck execution. JCLCheck does not keep a record of members
added or deleted during the current step for use in analysis by JCLCheck in future steps. Member existence checking is
not performed on IEBCOPY statements that use generics (for example: SELECT MEMBER=A*).

This option has the following format:

 PXref(Rpt|NORpt)¬|NOPXref

 

Default: PXref(Rpt)

Rpt
(Optional) Generates Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference Report.
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NORpt
(Optional) Suppresses Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference Report.

PXREF is a standard default option. If you specify NOPXREF, JCLCheck does not perform program or member existence
checking.

If you request the PXREF option, but omit the reporting operand, JCLCheck activates the feature and produces the report.

In non-z/OS systems, program existence checking requires a SYSDDxxx DD statement for each volume containing a
program library referenced by a JOBLIB or STEPLIB DD statement. In practice, if the PXREF option is used in a non-z/
OS system, it is usually most convenient to add a SYSDDxxx DD statement to the JCLCheck cataloged procedure for
every resident or reserved volume in the installation. The CTLSCAN, EASYPROC and PXREF options all use these DD
statements for dynamic allocation.

NOTE
For information about reporting considerations if related job processing is invoked, see SXREF.

Example: Perform checking and suppress Report 4

The following example causes JCLCheck to perform program and member existence checking but suppresses the Report
4 - Program Cross-Reference Report.

 PX(NOR)

 

RDR
The RDR option specifies the ddname to use with the output job streams generated by the SUBMIT option.

This option has the following format:

RDr[(ddname)]|NORDr

Default: RDr(SYSRDR)

ddname is the name of the DD statement to use.

• Use this option only if the SUBMIT option is also in effect.
• If you request the SUBMIT option and omit this option or the ddname operand, JCLCheck defaults to SYSRDR for the

DD statement defining the SUBMIT output file.

Example: Automatically submit and write to destination

The following example causes JCLCheck to activate the automatic submission feature and to write those error-free jobs to
the destination in the DD statement JOBGO.

SU RD(JOBGO)

REMOTE
The REMOTE option enables remote validation of JCL on remote servers using the ChekPlex feature. Use of this option
requires APF authorization.

This option has the following format:

 REMote|NOREMote
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Default: NOREMote

Remote validation requires the REMVAL DD name be pre-allocated and defined in the ISPF options panel, or defined in
JCL for a batch run. This DD name defines: the systems on which to do the validation, the JCL to be validated, and which
procedures to use for procedure overrides.

NOTE
For information about the available options in the REMVAL DD, see The ChekPlex Feature.

REPORT_JCLCheck
The JCLCheck REPORT option functions like the RPTRPT option, but REPORT is only available if invoked from
APCDOC without a full version of JCLCheck.

This option is only valid with the APCDOC product.

NOTE
For more information, see the APCDOC documentation.

This option has the following format:

Report

RESOLVE
The RESOLVE option requests JCLCheck resolve external variables that are imbedded in the JCL for a scheduling
product. The variable resolution occurs before JCLCheck validates the JCL.

You can specify the RESOLVE option in batch runs using the CAZ1JCC7, CAZ1JCES, CAZ1JCTW, or CAZ1JCCM
procedures using the RESPARM= parameter. The RESPARM= parameter is passed to the CAZ1PRES pre-resolution
program that runs before the JCLCheck step in these procedures.

The JCLCheck program also accepts a form of this command for EDCHEK RESOLVE processing. THIS FORM IS
INTENTED FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY. The RESOLVE option requires setup that the EJCK edit macro provides and
SHOULD NOT be specified to the JCLCheck program directly.

NOTE
For information about how to use external variables with EDCHEK, see Specify the Product and Parameters
using EDCHEK ISPF.

NOTE
You can use the NORESOLVE form of the command with the EJCK edit macro to prevent the external variable
resolution.

This option has the following formats for use with the CAZ1PRES program:

 RESolve(product,dsname[,member])

 RESolve(product,DDNAME:ddname)

 RESolve(product,NOPARM)

 

This option has the following format for use with the EJCK command:

 %EJCK NORESolve
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product
Specifies the name of the scheduling product that JCLCheck calls. This sub-option is required, valid values are
CA7, ESP, TWS, or CTM.

dsname
Specifies the sequential file (LRECL 80) or PDS that contains the product-specific parameters that are used for
the external variable resolution.

member
Specifies the PDS member (LRECL 80) that contains the product-specific parameters that are used for the
external variable resolution. If the dsname sub-option specified is a PDS, then the member sub-option is required.
When the dsname sub-option is a sequential data set, do not specify the member.

ddname
Specifies the DDNAME that is allocated to the CAZ1PRES step JCL. The DDNAME contains the product-specific
parameters that are used for the external variable resolution.

NOPARM
Specifies that the product-specific parameters file is not used. The default values are used for all parameters.
NOPARM can only be used with the CTM option. All other products require specified parameters.

NORESolv
Specifies not to perform External Resolution (EJCK only).

Example: Specify a Product and Data Set Name for the CAZ1PRES RESOLVE Option

This example shows how to specify ESP as the product that JCLCheck calls to resolve external variables in a batch run of
the CAZ1JCES procedure. The related dsname and member name are also specified.

 //CHECK    EXEC CAZ1JCES,REGION=0K,           

 //   RESPARM='RESOLVE(ESP,USERID1.JCK.CNTL,RESPARMS)',                   

 

REVINDEX
The REVINDEX option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to allow
this option, but it will have no effect. 

REXXMSG
The REXXMSG option enables you to process messages and change message severity via the REXX EXEC specified in
the STDREXX option.

This option has the following format:

 REXXMSg (POPulate) | NOREXXms

 

REXXMSG can be specified without an option, or with the option POPulate. The POPulate option causes the statement
variables for the statement in error to populate with the values that have been processed up to the point when the error
was issued.

Default: NOREXXms

While processing a message, the following order of precedence is used to establish the message severity:

JCLMSG (out of the box or as modified by USERMOD MZ2C023)

1. JCLCheck program that issues the message
2. MCOSYS (if option specified)
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3. MCOUSR (if option specified)
4. CAZ1REX2, CAZ1REXX, or REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option (if REXXMSG option is specified)
5. CAZ1XERR (if option specified; out of the box retains all messages or as modified by USERMOD MZ1C030)

Additionally, you can elect to use the current Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL) to disable this option.

NOTE

For more information on the Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL), see Installation Options.

For more information on the user exit CAZ1XERR, see User Exits.

ROSCOE
The ROSCOE option specifies that you are invoking JCLCheck within the Roscoe address space. This option is specified
automatically by the Roscoe supplied JCLCheck monitor "JCK".

This option has the following format:

ROSCOE

Default: In a Roscoe environment, the default is ROSCOE. Outside of a Roscoe environment, this option is not active.

ROSLIMIT
The ROSLIMIT option specifies the maximum number of JCL statements to process when JCLCheck is run as a
Roscoe monitor routine.

Use this option only in a Roscoe environment.

This option has the following format:

ROSLimit(statement-count)|NOROslim

statement-count
Specifies JCLCheck logical statements that include all continuation statements. The actual count of statements
JCLCheck processed is higher than the specified limit.
Limit: 9999

Usage notes:

• All tasks compete for the virtual storage in the Roscoe address space. If your installation is short on storage, you can
use this option to restrict the size of job streams (including PROCLIB statements) that can be processed online.

• The statement-count limit cannot be greater than the limits your AWS determines.
• Omit this option if adequate virtual storage is available. Most MVS/ESA sites would not use this option.

Example: Set an 80 statement limit

The following example causes JCLCheck operating under Roscoe to terminate processing prematurely when more than
80 statements are included in the input stream.

ROSL(80)
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RPTRPT
The RPTRPT option requests production of Report 5 - Report Listing (SYSOUT) generated by the job/system. This report
contains information about all the SYSOUT in a job or production system. For information about reporting considerations if
related job processing is invoked, see SXREF.

This option has the following format:

 RPtrpt|NORptrpt

 

Default: NORptrpt

RUNCPU
The RUNCPU option specifies a CPU ID to use for security validation. (RUNCPU simulates that the JCL is being run from
an alternate CPU.) Specifying this option automatically turns on security validation.

This option has the following format:

RUNCpu(CPU ID)|NORUNcpu

Default: NORUNcpu

RUNDATE
The RUNDATE option specifies a future run date and time to use for security validation. Specifying this option
automatically turns on security validation.

This option is valid only for ACF2 r6.0 users.

This option has the following format:

RUNDate(mm/dd/yy,[hh:mm])|NORUNDt

Default: NORUNDt

Hours and minutes (hh:mm) are designated in military time (24-hour clock) and are optional. You can specify the date in
mm/dd/yy format if the DATEFMT option is turned on.

RUNTIME
The RUNTIME option performs runtime checking of JCL. Runtime checking activates functions that verify the scanned
JCL runs properly at execution time. This verification is accomplished by a wide variety of functions. For example, the
execute program must be found and executable, cataloged data sets must actually exist on the disk packs or be available
through the tape management system, security rules must be validated, and so forth.

NOTE

For more information about this option, see the SYNTAX option.

This option has the following format:

 RUNTime|NORUNTim

 

Default: RUNTime
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Limits: The NORUNTim and AUTOPROC options are mutually exclusive with the following four exceptions:

• JCLCheck Common Component with CA 7
• JCLCheck Common Component with Scheduler
• JCLCheck Common Component with ESP
• JCLCheck Full Product

RV
The RV option is used internally by the ChekPlex remote validation option to indicate that the validation request is being
done on a remote system. Do not specify this option in calling options or in OPTIONS dataset.

This option has the following format:

RV

SCHEDLER
The SCHEDLER option requests basic support for APCDOC. Use this option only when running under APCDOC.

This option has the following format:

SCHedler|NOSCHEDl

SCHENV
The SCHENV option enables validation of the scheduling-environment name parameter specified on the JOB statement.

This option has the following format:

 SCHENV | NOSCHENV

Default: NOSCHENV

Using the SCHENV option requires JCLCheck be APF authorized, and the use of the RUNTIME option.

SECURITY
The SECURE option requests support of the pre-validation of the security environment.

This option has the following format:

 SECurity(options)|NOSECure

 

Default: NOSECure

Use options to modify security checking. Specifying the Security option automatically activates various pre-validation
checks. The following are these checks:

CATLG|NOCATLG
The CATLG option specifies that update access to the catalog dataset should be checked when a datasets
security is being checked for create or scratch (delete) access.
NOCATLG will bypass security resource checks for catalog datasets, unless the catalog dataset being processed
directly by the job/JCL.
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Default: NOCATLG
DASDvol|NODASD

Provides information from the security system about a particular volume.
Default: DASDvol

FOUND|NOFOUND
FND|NOFND
The FOUND or FND option specifies that security access should be limited to only datasets that are found on
devices. Files that are migrated (archived), receive a dataset or volume not found error and possibly other errors,
will not be checked for security access. New files created in the JCL will be checked.
NOFOUND|NOFND will not restrict the security resource checks.
Default: NOFOUND

MGMTclas|NOMgmt
Provides information about a derived Management Class and how it is defined to the security system. Your site
ACS routines determine the Management Class. The high-level qualifier is used as the owner.
Default: NOMgmt

NOPGMPAT
Deactivates the Program Pathing function, causing calls to the security system to have the JCLCheck program
name and not the program name from the job step being analyzed.

NOTE

While this option may benefit violation reports, the security check executed by JCLCheck will not be
using the same program name as the batch job it is simulating. This is only a concern if you have
security rules that use the program name for allowing or disallowing access.

Default: NOPGMPAT
PATH|NOPAth

Activates security validation for UNIX PATHs. The user ID checked against comes from the USER(userid)
JCLCheck option or the USER=userid JOB statement parameter.
Default: NOPAth

PROGram|NOPROGr
Provides information about how the program on the EXEC statement is defined to the security system. Use of the
DEFine sub-parameter reports whether the program is defined to the security system.
Default: PROGram

SHRupd|NOSHRupd
Only performs a security check for ACCESS=READ on data sets defined in the JCL as DISP=SHR.

STORClas|NOStor
Provides information about a derived Storage Class and how it is defined to the security system. Your site ACS
routines determine the derived Storage Class name. The high-level qualifier is used as the owner.
Default: NOStor

TAPEDEF|
TAPE|NOTAPE
The TAPE option specifies that security access should be checked for datasets that reside on or will be created
on a tape device.
The TAPEDEF option specifies that security access should be checked for datasets that reside on or will be
created on a tape device, but only if they are on a defined volume.
NOTAPE will bypass security resource checks for datasets that reside on or will be created on a tape device.
Default: TAPE

TEMP|NOTEMP
The TEMP option specifies that temporary datasets should be checked by security.
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NOTEMP will bypass security resource checks for temporary datasets.
Default: TEMP

When you activate either PROGram or DASDvol, all other default security options are activated (MGMTclas, STORClas,
and SHRupd). You can choose to activate or deactivate an option individually. However, you cannot deactivate basic data
set level security checking which is fundamental to security checking.

Just specifying SECURITY activates the call to the CA Standard Security Facility (CAISSF). This interface makes an
inquiry of the security package currently active through CAISSF. This interface is designed to work with ACF2, Top Secret,
and any SAF-compatible product (for example, RACF).

• Non-DFSMS users do not need to specify NOSTOR, NOMGMT.
• When using the SECURITY option, APF authorization is required.

The SECURE option is still available to users of SECURE to provide downward compatibility. The SECURE option turns
off the Standard Security interface. With this option, JCLCheck reads protected libraries, if the user is authorized. This
option is only used if the installation has the SECURE product.

Examples: Change the security environment

CATLG
Turns on Catalog security checking for created or scratched datasets. (DEFAULT MODE - NOCATLG).

FOUND
Limited Security checking to only datasets that are found. (DEFAULT MODE - NOFOUND).

NODASD
Turns off all DASDVOL resource checking.

NOLOG
Turns off logging of security violations, preventing USERID suspensions. (DEFAULT MODE - Active Logging).

NOMGMT
Turns off SMS MGMTCLAS resource checking.

NOPROG
Turns off all PROGRAM resource checking.

NOSTOR
Turns off SMS STORCLAS resource checking.

NOTAPE
Turns off security checks for tapes datasets. (DEFAULT MODE - TAPE).

NOTEMP
Turns off security checks for temporary datasets. (DEFAULT MODE - TEMP).

SEC
Activates validation of resources through the Standard Security facility (CAISSF).

SECurity
(NO PROG, NODASD, NOSTOR, NOMGMT, PROGRAM(DEFINE)).

SEC(PROG(DEF))
Activates validation of resources through the CAISSF and issues messages about whether the executed program
is defined to the active security package.

SEC(SEC)
Use only for the SECURE product.
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SETPRP
The SETPRP option indicates that return or condition codes from the IDCAMS SET command are to be propagated to
end of step (EOS) and or end of job (EOJ), as well as message severity for messages issued by that step or job.

This option has the following format:

SETPrp|NOSETprp

Default: SETPrp

Specify NOSETprp in the JCLCheck runtime options to disable SET return/condition code propagation. The SET
command is parsed and validated, but the return or condition code from the SET command is not propagated.

SEV
The SEV option specifies the minimum severity level of errors to include on reports.

This option has the following format:

SEv(error-level)|NOSEV

Default: SEv(0)

Standard JCLCheck error messages are assigned the following values:

0
Informational

4
Warning

8
Error

12
Critical Error

16
Severe Error

Error messages that user exit processing generates can be assigned any value within the range of 0 through 16.

This option selectively suppresses messages that JCLCheck generates based on the numeric severity level.

Installations can also modify the severity of individual JCLCheck messages to any value in the range of 0 through 16.

Specifying SEV in combination with the MSGLEVEL(error) option, causes JCLCheck to use the severity that SEV
specifies. MSGLEVEL(error) specifies severity level 8, which is the severity level that is overridden.

Example: Suppress Messages with Severity Less Than 8

The following example requests that JCLCheck suppress all informational and warning messages (any message with a
severity value less than 8):

SE(8)
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SIGNON
The SIGNON and NOSIGNON runtime options control the use of the alternate user ID feature. You can use the SIGNON
option only when JCLCheck is APF authorized.

NOTE

As distributed, the SIGNON option is included in the CAZ2JOEL CSECT to prevent it from being changed from
the default options specified in the JCLDFLT CSECT. To use this option, you will first need to remove it from the
CAZ2JOEL CSECT.

This option has the following format:

 SIGNon|NOSIGNon

 

SIGNON
Uses the current user ID and makes that ID the current user for the processing duration of the job. You can
establish the user ID in the following ways:

• You can specify the USER option to JCLCheck. When the USER option is present, this ID applies to all jobs
processed in this JCLCheck run. The ID also overrides any user IDs that are specified in the JCL being
validated.

• You can define user IDs in the JCL being validated. The most common is the specification of USER= on the
JOB card. If you are using the ACF2 option, the ID can also come from one of the ACF2 specific comment
cards, such as //*LOGONID user_id.
Each time a JOB card is processed, the user changes to the current user ID when it has changed. The job
is validated using the ID that JCLCheck originally ran with when the USER option is not in use and the JCL
contains no user ID. When all jobs have been processed, the ID is re-established to the original user.

• If you are running JCLCheck under Endevor, be aware that using the SIGNON option with Endevor’s ALTID
option may prevent SIGNON from being effective. Specifying ALTID=N on the ENDEVOR PROCESSOR step
that invokes JCLCheck will turn off Endevor’s ID processing for the JCLCheck step.
For example:
 //JCLC EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,ALTID=N

NOSIGNON
Prevents the SIGNON option from being used. If NOSIGNON is specified, it overrides the SIGNON specified in
JCKDFLT or at execution. Placing NOSIGNON in the JCLDFLT does not prevent use of the SIGNON.

SMS
The SMS (Storage Management Subsystem) option requests that JCLCheck perform JCL checking according to SMS
rules. If SMS is not active, JCLCheck performs simulation checking, and it validates JCL based on the minimal SMS
requirements. The NOSMS option requests JCL checking according to non-SMS rules, even if SMS is active.

If SMS is active and you want to use the active SMS configuration, do not specify either option.

If SMS is not active and you want to perform JCL checking according to SMS rules, specify the SMS option to simulate
SMS processing.

If SMS is active and you do not want to perform JCL checking according to SMS rules, specify the NOSMS option.

If you do not specify the SMS/NOSMS option, JCLCheck determines your SMS environment and selects the appropriate
path.

This option has the following format:
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SMS|NOSMS

Default: If neither option is specified and SMS is active, the JCL will be validated using the active SMS configuration.

SORTPROD
The SORTPROD option overrides the detection of the sort product being used in your environment. If not specified,
JCLCheck will determine which sort product is installed at your site and select the correct processing. If you have a
STEPLIB that points to a different sort product than is installed in your LINKLIST, you may need to specify SORTPROD to
select the product you want to be checked. 

This option has the following format:

SORTPROD(D|S|N)

The D|S|N operand specifies the sort product to check:

D - DFSORT
S - SyncSort
N - do not process sort statements

SPACE
The SPACE option activates the direct-access space efficiency analysis and reporting feature.

This option has the following format:

SPace[([Rpt|NORpt] [min-percentage] [All|NOAll])]|NOSPAce

Default: NOSPace

RPT|NORPT
Controls whether JCLCheck lists direct-access space used by existing files or requested for new files. If you
specify RPT, the DASD space usage is listed on Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference Report and Report 7 -
Summary Data Set Cross-Reference Report
Default: NORPT

min-percentage
Specifies the minimum percentage of track utilization used in space efficiency checking. With this feature, if
JCLCheck finds files using less than the specified minimum percentage of a track, a warning message is issued.
The user specifies any value from 0 to 99. A value of 0 suppresses this efficiency check feature. Initially, we
recommend a value of 75-80 percent.
Default: 0, which suppresses the feature.

ALL|NOALL
Controls whether the space efficiency check (specified by operand 2) is performed on both new and existing
(ALL) data sets or only on new (NOALL) data sets created by the input job stream. Use this operand only if the
minimum track efficiency percentage requested is greater than 0. The operands are positional. At least one of
these operands must be specified if the SPACE option is requested.
Default: NOALL

If this feature was specified as a system default during installation, you must code nullification of this option as NOSPA (to
distinguish it from NOSP that activates the NOSPIE option).

This option does not check the percentage of space used in a total allocation, rather, this option checks the efficiency of
track utilization based on block size.
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Examples: Analyze and report on space

The following example requests JCLCheck to report on space usage for all files and to issue a warning on any new files
using less than 75 percent track capacity.

SP(RPT 75)

The following example requests that JCLCheck not report on data set DASD usage, except to issue a warning for any file
(new or existing) using less than 75 percent track capacity.

SP(NOR 75 ALL)

The following example requests that JCLCheck report on space usage for all files but not perform any track efficiency
analysis.

SP(RPT)

SRCH
The SRCH option searches all libraries on a JOBLIB or STEPLIB concatenation, even if one of the libraries is a temporary
data set.

This option has the following format:

SRCh|NOSRch

When a temporary data set is found in the search order, JCLCheck assumes the program being executed is found
because the actual contents of the temporary library cannot be determined until runtime.

STACK
The STACK option suppresses message CAY6158W when the file sequence count for DD statements that are stacking
files on the same tape do not occur in sequential order.

There is no requirement to have DDs in order by label number, since the order in which they are opened is what counts.

This option has the following format:

STACk|NOSTACk

Default: NOSTACk

STANDARD
The STANDARD option specifies the set of standards to use for job control standard compliance checking.

This option has the following format:

 STandard(standard-name1, ... standard-name8)|NOSTANd

 

standard-name1 ... standard-name8
Identifies the job control standards to use for compliance checking. It also activates the Job Control Standard
feature.
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NOTE

When you specify more than one standard name, each standard is invoked in the order that they are
coded in the standard option. Also, each standard group is always invoked independent of the others.

While the Job Control Standards rules are a fully-supported function of JCLCheck™ Workload
Automation, the preferred implementation of Job Control Standards is through the REXX interface. For
more information about JCL elements that are currently supported by the Job Control Standards rules
file, search Parameters Supported by Compliance/Enforcement. Since this list has been stabilized, any
new JCL elements will be added to the REXX interface only.

Example: Activate Feature and Specify a Set of Standards

The following example activates the Job Control Standard Compliance feature and directs JCLCheck to use STD001 as
the set of standards for compliance checking:

 STANDARD(STD001)

 

STDREXX
The STDREXX option enables you to use the REXX programming language for data center JCL standards enforcement.

The REXX EXEC specifies the REXX EXEC to use for job control standard checking.

This option has the following format:

STDRexx(REXX EXEC member name[,REXX EXEC DD name][,REXX library DSN]) | NOSTDrex

REXX EXEC member name
Identifies the PDS member name that contains the REXX EXEC JCLCheck should use for standards
enforcement. This must follow standard PDS member naming conventions. The library containing the REXX
program is specified by your REXX installation defaults data definition name (ddname).

REXX EXEC DD name
Specifies an optional, alternate DD name used to load the REXX EXEC member name. If omitted, the standard
DD name of SYSEXEC is used.

REXX library DSN
Specifies an optional, alternate dataset name used to load the REXX EXEC member name. If omitted, the
standard DD name of SYSEXEC or the file allocated to the REXX EXEC DD is used. If specified, the REXX EXEC
DD may be specified as * to generate a system ddname, or a name can be specified that will be used for the
dynamic allocation of the library.
Ex. STDREXX(REXXPGm,*,REXX.EXEC.LIBRARY)

NOSTDrex
Specifies no REXX EXEC is in use.

JCLCheck invokes the REXX EXEC for each JCL statement.

The REXX environment created for this interface varies according to the runtime environment. This means that certain
TSO/E specific functions are not valid under non-TSO/E address spaces. This is because you can run this interface under
any supported environment (Batch, TSO, and so forth).

STEPMSG
This option allows the CAY6128W message to be issued for duplicate step names within a job; otherwise, the message is
not issued.
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This option has the following format:

STEPMsg|NOSTEpms

STPCAT
The STPCAT option suppresses message CAY6162W STEPCAT SHOULD BE FIRST DD STATEMENT IN STEP.

This option is mutually exclusive and cannot be used together with the CSI option.

This option has the following format:

STPCat|NOSTPcat

SUBALLOC
The SUBALLOC option only applied to the VSAM option, which is no longer supported. JCLCheck will continue to allow
this option, but it will have no effect. 

SUBCHEK
The SUBCHEK option indicates that JCLCheck is called from SUBCHEK, which is used when passing control to the TSO
SUBMIT command.

NOTE

For more information, search:

• (Optional) Install SUBCHEK
• The SUBCHEK Feature

This option has the following format:

 SUBCHEK

 

SUBLIB
The SUBLIB option allows the SUBMIT option to be specified together with the PDS, PANVALET, or LIBRARIAN option so
that JCLCheck submits jobs from a library.

This option has the following format:

SUBLib|NOSUBLib

Caution must be used with this option because improper specification of library member names in the PDS, PANVALET,
or LIBRARIAN option may cause many more jobs (possibly the whole library) to be submitted.

SUBMIT
The SUBMIT option automatically submits error-free job streams that are then written to the SYSRDR DD statement.

This option has the following format:
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SUbmit(Even|NOEven)|NOSUbmit

Default: NOSUbmit

Even
Causes JCLCheck to submit all jobs, regardless of errors, thereby suppressing the production of a JES2 control
statement.

Installations with other spooling programs can use EVEN.

Unless you specify the SUBLIB option, jobs are not submitted by the SUBMIT option with either the PDS, PANVALET, or
LIBRARIAN options. Use this to protect against inadvertently submitting a large number of jobs in error.

The SYSRDR DD statement (or alternate DD named by the RDR option) must describe the output destination for error-
free jobs processed under this option. If this DD statement describes an internal reader, the jobs are automatically
submitted to JES.

Jobs with errors are written to the point of the error and purged with a JES2 (or HASP) /*PURGE control statement (or /
*DEL in non-z/OS systems).

SUPCAT
The SUPCAT option suppresses messages CAY6081E, CAY6080W, and CAY6129E when a DD has DISP=(,CATLG) for
a data set that is already cataloged.

This option has the following format:

SUPCat|NOSUPCat

Some installations have a module on the system to re-catalog the data set instead of the normal course, which is to retain
the previous catalog entry.

SUPRPT
The SUPRPT option conditionally suppresses report generation based on the highest severity specified.

This option has the following format:

SUPRpt(severity)|NOSUPrpt

Default: NOSUPrpt

severity
Indicates the severity level at which reports are suppressed.

Example: Suppress report generation

The following example indicates that any job with a severity less than or equal to four is suppressed.

SUPRPT(4)

SXREF
The SXREF option activates the related job data set existence checking and reporting feature. This option specifies that
the job streams JCLCheck analyzes are related jobs that run in succession.
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This option has the following format:

SXref(NOMEM|Rpt|NORpt|Only|SORT)|NOSXref

Default: NOSXref

NOMEM
Suppresses PDS member names from the Summary Dataset Cross Reference Report.

RPT
Activates the related job data set validation feature and generates all selected reports (per XREF, PXREF,
RPTRPT options) at both the individual job and summary (system) level.

NORPT
Activates the related job data set validation feature but suppresses all summary reports.

ONLY
Activates the related job data set validation feature and generates all selected reports (per XREF, PXREF,
RPTRPT options) at only the summary (system) level (Reports 7, 8, 9). Individual job reports, Report 3 - Data Set
Cross-Reference, Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference, and Report 5 - Report Listing are not produced.

SORT
Causes the Summary Dataset Cross Reference report (7) to be produced in ascending dataset name order.

Under this feature, JCLCheck remembers catalog and data set updates from job to job, simulating the execution of a
system of related jobs. If a job creates and catalogs a data set and a subsequent job references the same data set using
the catalog, JCLCheck interprets the reference as correct. When the SXREF option is not specified, the catalog data set
updates from job to job are not maintained. This action can result in invalid error messages when jobs are related.

JCLCheck offers up to three summary reports that are associated with this feature:

• Report 7 - Summary Data Set Cross-Reference Report describes all data sets referenced in the system, the series of
related jobs input to JCLCheck.

• Report 8 - Summary Program Cross-Reference Report describes all programs used in the system.
• Report 9 - Summary Report Listing describes all SYSOUT reports that the system produces.

The generation of these reports is controlled by a combination of the SXREF reporting operand and the individual report
options (XREF, PXREF, and RPTRPT).

SYNTAX
The SYNTAX option causes JCLCheck to perform syntax checking of JCL. Syntax checking validates the JCL being
scanned for compliance with the rules set forth by IBM.

This option has the following format:

SYNtax|NOSYNtax

Default: SYNtax

Specifying both the SYNTAX and RUNTIME options results in a normal JCLCheck execution with both syntactical and
runtime checking. Specifying SYNTAX and NORUNT performs syntactical checking only. Specifying NOSYNTAX and
NORUNT results in only the JCLCheck options being printed; the JCL is not checked. Use this combination if you need to
know what options are in effect prior to running JCLCheck.

Your site's parameter and standard exits are called when syntax checking is active.
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SYSCHEK
The SYSCHEK option activates support for invoking JCLCheck from the IEFUJV Job Validation SMF exit point.

This option has the following format:

SYSChek

SYSID
The SYSID option places CPU ID associated with the job on the APCDOC database. This option is only valid when
running JCLCheck with APCDOC.

This option has the following format:

 SYSId|NOSYsid

 

Default: NOSYsid

SYSTEM
The SYSTEM option limits JCLCheck to only those jobs within the specified APCDOC systems. This option is valid only
when running JCLCheck with APCDOC. You can specify up to five APCDOC systems.

This option has the following format:

SYSTem(system1... system5)|NOSYSTem

system1...system5
Defines the APCDOC system names.

SYSUID
The SYSUID option specifies the user ID value that JCLCheck uses in replacement of the system symbolic parameter,
SYSUID.

This option has the following format:

SYSUID(userid)|NOSYSUid

(userid)
Defines the replacement value for the system symbolic &SYSUID for JCLCheck to use.

JCLCheck replaces the symbolic variable SYSUID as follows:

• When the JOB statement contains USER=userid, JCLCheck uses the coded value as the replacement value for
&SYSUID.

• When USER=userid is not coded on the JOB statement, JCLCheck uses the value the SYSUID runtime option
specifies as the replacement value.

• When USER=userid is not coded in the JOB statement and SYSUID is not specified, JCLCheck attempts to determine
the user ID dynamically.
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TERM
The TERM option generates the terminal report file, containing only the erroneous statements and their associated
messages.

This option is only available in an ISPF environment.

This option has the following format:

Term[(ddname)]|NOTerm

Default: Term(SYSTERM)

ddname
Provides for specification of an alternate ddname for the report file. If you omit the ddname, JCLCheck uses the
SYSTERM DD statement.

The report produced by this option is designed to route to a terminal. The output file has a logical record length of 80 and
no carriage control characters. This report is useful when a time-sharing user invokes JCLCheck.

TLMS
The TLMS option requests support of the TLMS tape library management system.

This option has the following format:

TLms(nn)|NOTLms

Default: NOTLms

nn
Defines the version of TLMS that you are using. Entering the version number causes JCLCheck to validate that
version of the product on your system. Specify TLMS(55) for TLMS r5.5, 11.0, and higher.
With the latest updates applied, you are no longer required to specify the version of TLMS. For example, you can
specify TLMS instead of TLMS(E0).

This option causes JCLCheck to access the Volume Master File (VMF) to retrieve volume, DCB, and data set sequence
information for tape data sets.

• To use this option, the required CAZ1TLMS routine must be assembled and linked during JCLCheck installation.
• The Volume Master File (VMF) must be allocated to the task using this option. The ddname is CAIVMFI.

TMS
The TMS option activates CA 1 support for tape data set validation.

This option has the following format:

TMs(nn)|NOTMs

Default: NOTMs

nn
Defines the version of TMS that you are using. Entering the version number causes JCLCheck to validate that
version of the product on your system.
Specify TMS(52) for CA 1 R5.2, 11.0 and 11.5.
Specify TMS(C0) for CA 1 R120.
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Specify TMS(C6) for CA 1 R12.6.
With the latest updates applied, you are no longer required to specify the version of TMS. For example, you can
specify TMS instead of TMS(E0).

This option causes JCLCheck to access the tape management catalog (TMC) to retrieve volume, DCB, and data set
sequence information for tape data sets.

To use this option, the required CAZ1TMS5 routine must be assembled and linked during JCLCheck installation.

TSOE
The TSOE option activates TSOLINK. TSOLINK is a TSO Service Facility for EDCHEK, SUBCHEK, ISPF, and JCLCheck
(as a Command Processor). Use TSOLINK (only available under the IBM product TSO EXTENSIONS (TSO/E)) to obtain
the authorization that is required for certain types of options, such as AUTOPROC.

This option has the following format:

TSoe|NOTSoe

Default: TSoe

JCLCheck automatically tries to identify whether you have TSO/E installed at your site. However, it cannot do this task at
your site when you have a modified IKJEFTSR module. If this is the case, use this option.

JCLCheck ignores this option for Batch, Roscoe, and VM/CMS.

UPDTDD
The UPDTDD runtime option lets you specify the DDNAME of a pre-allocated cross-reference update log file. This runtime
option is mutually exclusive with the UPDTDSN runtime option.

This option has the following format:

 UPDTDD(ddname)|NOUPDTDD

 

• ddname
Specifies the DDNAME of a pre-allocated cross-reference update log file. The log must be allocated to the DDNAME
specified before JCLCheck is invoked.

Default: NOUPDTDD

Usage Notes:

• Cross reference log records will be written to the file as JCL is validated by JCLCheck.
• The file must be allocated as a sequential file Fixed Block, LRECL 1024. The file must be large enough to hold the

records that will be logged. The UPDTDSN(COUNT) option can be used to determine the minimal size needed. See
the UPDTDSN option.

• CAZ2JCL member AJ6XRALC can be used allocate the files.
• Three types of records are written to the log. DSN for dataset references, PGM for program references, and PROC for

procedure references.
• The following JCLCheck options determine which cross reference records will be logged.
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– XREF Required for DSN records to be logged.
– PXREF Required for PGM records to be logged.
– PROCXREF Required for PROC records to be logged.

• The runtime for JCLCheck can be improved when creating a cross reference for a large number of jobs by turning off
some JCLCheck options.
– SXREF is not needed as all the log records come from job level reporting. Specify NOSXREF to turn off this option.
– RUNTIME option will provide some additional information but turning it off will greatly reduce the JCLCheck runtime.

Specify NORUNT to turn off this option.
– You may want to turn off the SYSPRINT report to reduce the job output. NOLIST can be used to turn this off.
– It is recommended that you keep the TERM option to create the SYSTERM report in case any errors occur during

the run.
• See “XREF reporting using the UPDTDSN/UPDTDD options” in the JCLCheck “USING” manual for more information

on merging the update log with a permanent file and reporting on the records produced.   

Example: Specify the UPDTDD Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the UPDTDD runtime option in a batch job.

 //USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A, 

 //         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT) 

 //SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*  

 //SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //UPDTXREF DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=JCLCHECK.XREF.UPDATE

 //SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=JCLCHECK.JCL.PDS

 //JCLOPTS  DD   *  

 UPDTDD(UPDTXREF) 

 PDS

 // 

 

UPDTDSN
The UPDTDSN runtime option lets you specify the cross-reference update log file name. This runtime option is mutually
exclusive with the UPDTDD runtime option.

This option has the following format:

UPDTDSN(log. File)|NOUPDTDS

UPDTDSN(COUNT)

• log.file
Specifies the data set name of the existing cross-reference update log file.  JCLCheck dynamically allocates the
specified data set. 

• COUNT
Indicates that instead of writing log records, the logging will be simulated in order to count the number of the records
and the minimum space needed for the update log. JCLCheck will WTO the following messages with the counts for the
jobs processed by JCLCheck:

CAY6576I XREF COUNTS: DSN:    25528 PGM:       9369  PROC:     865 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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CAY6577I TOTAL RECORDS   |   MINIMUM SPACE REQUIRED: 3390_CYLS 3380_CYLS 

CAY6578I 35762           |   (DOUBLE FOR GROWTH.)    45        55

Default: NOUPDTDS

Usage Notes:

• Cross reference log records will be written to the file as JCL is validate by JCLCheck. 
• The file must be allocated as a sequential file Fixed Block, LRECL 1024. The file must be large enough to hold the

records that will be logged. The UPDTDSN(COUNT) option can be used to determine the minimal size needed.
CAZ2JCL member AJ6XRALC can be used allocate the files. 

• Three types of records are written to the log: DSN for dataset references, PGM for program references, and PROC for
procedure references. 

• The following JCLCheck options determine which cross reference record will be logged. 
– XREF Required for DSN records to be logged. 
– PXREF Required for PGM records to be logged. 
– PROCXREF Required for PROC records to be logged. 

• The runtime for JCLCheck can be improved when creating a cross reference for a large number of jobs by turning off
some JCLCheck options. 
– SXREF is not needed as all the log records come from job level reporting. Specify NOSXREF to turn off this option. 
– RUNTIME option will provide some additional information but turning it off will greatly reduce the JCLCheck runtime.

Specify NORUNT to turn off this option. 
– You may want to turn off the SYSPRINT report to reduce the job output. NOLIST can be used to turn this off. 
– It is recommended that you keep the TERM option to create the SYSTERM report in case any errors occur during

the run.
• See “XREF reporting using the UPDTDSN/UPDTDD options” in the JCLCheck “USING” manual for more information

on merging the update log with a permanent file and reporting on the records produced.

Example: Specify the UPDTDSN Runtime Option in Batch

This example shows how to specify the UPDTDSN runtime option in a batch job.

//USERID1J JOB  '1234','DEVELOPER',MSGLEVEL=(1,1),CLASS=A, 

//         MSGCLASS=X,REGION=0M,COND=(0,LT),NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//JCLCHECK EXEC PGM=JCLCHECK,PARM='OPTIONS(JCLOPTS)',COND=(0,LT) 

//SYSTERM  DD   SYSOUT=*  

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*  

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*  

//SYSPROC  DD   DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=JCLCHECK.JCL.PDS

//JCLOPTS  DD   *  

UPDTDSN(JCLCHECK.XREF.UPDATE) 

PDS

// 

USER
The USER option specifies the user ID to use with security checking.

This option has the following format:

USER(userid)|NOUSER
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Default: NOUSER

Use this option with the SECURITY option to override the user ID of the person using JCLCheck.

USERDATA
The USERDATA option allows the user to specify a data string of one to 24 characters. This data is made available to all
user exits and the REXX interface. The value that is specified is at the discretion of the user and JCLCheck does not use
or verify the value.

This option has the following format:

 USERData(string)|NOUSERDA

 

Default: None

USRMSG
The USRMSG option issues the CAY6088E message only when USER is coded on a JOB statement, not the
PASSWORD parameter.

This option has the following format:

USRMsg|NOUSRmsg

UTLSEV
The UTLSEV option downgrades messages CAY6060 through CAY6085 to warnings (SEV=4) when issued for utility
control statements.

This option has the following format:

UTLsev|NOUTlsev

The absence of this option causes the message severity to be issued as specified in JCLMSG.

VIOPLUS
The VIOPLUS option indicates that the VIOPLUS product is being used.

This option has the following format:

VIOplus|NOVIOpls

Default: NOVIOpls

If you specify this option and JCLCheck encounters a VIOCTL DD, JCLCheck validates the first qualifier of the data set
name which must be either Activate or Suppress.

VSAM
The VSAM option is no longer supported. If specified, the VSAM option will be converted to the CSI option and an
informational message will be issued.
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XEROX
The XEROX option provides syntactical validation of XPAF parameters on the output statement.

This option has the following format:

XERox|NOXERox

Default: NOXERox

XREF
The XREF option requests Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference Report. This report provides various information for all
data sets in use by the job.

This option has the following format:

Xref(NOMEM)|NOXref

Default: XREF

NOMEM
Suppresses PDS member names from the Dataset Cross Reference Report.

XREFAL
The XREFAL option causes JCLCheck to save all references to a data set in a job in the corresponding cross-reference
database record.

This option has the following format:

XREFAL|NOXREFAl

Normally, only references which change the status of the data set are recorded in the Cross-Reference database (for
example, DEFINE, DELETE, and CATALOG). In any event, only the first 20 references to a file are recorded for any
job in the Cross-Reference database data set record. This feature must be set when running combined APCDOC and
JCLCheck. This option is valid only when APCDOC is also installed.

Local Overrides for DYNCHEK
The system-level values set by the DYNCHEK Rexx exec can be overridden by using the DYNCHEK local override
file. The default DDNAME is CAZ1DYNC, which can be changed with the JCLCheck option DYNCHEKD(ddname) as a
regular JCLCheck option.  

The system values are obtained dynamically by the DYNCHEK Rexx Exec, and this file can be used to override them (or
to specify them if the exec has not been executed).

Here is an example using the default DDNAME of CAZ1DYNC, showing all current supported field names and system
defaults at z/OS 2.2:

//CAZ1DYNC DD * 
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INPUTDEF JES3JECL I 

INPUTDEF NULLJCL I 

* 

JES2 CKPT_LEVEL Z11 

CATRPT GDGEX N 

* 

JES2JECL JOBPARM P 

JES2JECL MESSAGE P 

JES2JECL NETACCT P 

JES2JECL NOTIFY P 

JES2JECL OUTPUT P 

JES2JECL PRIORITY P 

JES2JECL ROUTE P 

JES2JECL SETUP P 

JES2JECL XEQ P 

JES2JECL XMIT P 

* 

JES3JECL MAIN I 

JES3JECL DATASET I 

JES3JECL ENDDATASET I 

JES3JECL FORMAT I 

JES3JECL NET I 

JES3JECL NETACCT I 

JES3JECL OPERATOR I 

JES3JECL PAUSE I 

JES3JECL PROCESS I 

JES3JECL ENDPROCESS I 

JES3JECL ROUTE I

The syntax rules for the Local Override files are: Type, followed by a single space, followed by the field name, followed by
a single space, then followed by the value. An asterisk in column one is a comment.  

Here are some rules on the values:  

• The values for the INPUTDEF, JES2JECL, and JES3JECL are the first character of the values that IBM allows for
these in the JES2 commands. For example, for JES2JECL: F (Fail), I (Ignore), P (Process), or W (Warn). 

• The value for JES2 CKPT_LEVEL can be 1-8 characters long. If you are specifying this value manually, for a valid
checkpoint level string, the IBM JES2 manual. 

• The value for "CATRPT GDGEX" can be Y (GDG Extended is on) or N (GDG Extended is off). 

You could use the local override file is to process JCL on a system before being at the level where the support was added
to JES or the operating system.

JCLCheck Reports
Use the navigation panel to the left to view overviews of the JCLCheck reports you can receive after JCL is processed.
JCLCheck produces this first group of reports for each job in the JCL input stream:

• Report 1 - Listing of Jobstream JCL
• Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL
• Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference
• Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference
• Report 5 - Report Listing (SYSOUT reports)
• Report 6 - Error Messages
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Using the SXREF option, you can produce three summary reports in addition to job-oriented reports. The summary
reports document the entire input production system. In this context, the production system refers to the series of jobs
JCLCheck analyzes during a single execution.

The summary reports include:

• Report 7 - Summary Data Set Cross-Reference
• Report 8 - Summary Program Cross-Reference
• Report 9 - Summary Report Listing (SYSOUT reports across all jobs)

A one-page listing of JCLCheck message output precedes the reports for the first job. This listing displays the level of
JCLCheck in use and the options that are selected for the current execution. At the bottom of the last report, a message
indicating NORMAL END OF JCLCheck is displayed.

If you specify the GRAPH option to produce flow diagrams, the JCL is charted in standard job flow format, suitable for use
in a runbook.

If you specify the AUDIT option, you produce an Audit Report with a statistical summary, input records, and averages of all
related jobs, steps, and DD statements.

The GRAPH and AUDIT options produce the following reports:

• Report 10 - Flow Diagram
• Report 11 - Procedure Cross-Reference
• Audit Report

Report 1 - Listing of Jobstream JCL
The Listing of Jobstream JCL report is a card image listing of the JCL as submitted. The report also includes control
statements if the CCLIST option is requested.

Use the following steps to view the various types of JCLCheck reports, substituting the option of the report you want to
produce.

Note: Depending on which report options may already be active, each step may produce any series of reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter 0 on the OPTION line to select Option Specifications, from the JCLCheck SPF Menu.
2. Enter 2 to select Output Control Options, from the JCLCheck Control Options Menu.
3. Enter Y in the JOB field and press F3 (End), from the JCLCheck Output Control Options panel. Alternatively, you can

enter the JOB option in the OPTIONS field on the INVOCATION panel, and press enter to run JCLCheck against a
JCL member.

 

CA                            REPORT   1 - LISTING OF JOBSTREAM JCL

CA JCLCHECK      SYS: xxxx    JOB: JCHKTEST     PGMR: CAI-JB0           THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT

  NUM     STATEMENT    TEXT

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

   1.  //JCHKTEST    JOB  (40100000),'CAI-JB0'

   2.  //            JCLLIB ORDER=CAI.J6B0.PROCLIB

   3.  /*OUTPUT 1234 F=0004,DEST=TSC32702

   4.  //TESTPROC    PROC D=,U=3380,V=,PROG=IEBGENER

       //STEP1       EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,PARM='01/03/2000'
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       //INPUTT      DD   DSN=&D,UNIT=&U,VOL=SER=&V,DISP=SHR

       //DOCDB       DD   DSN=CAI.MTLAUREL.CAAPCDOC.DOCDICT,DISP=SHR

       //STEP12      EXEC NESTPROC

       //NSTEP2.SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=(J,,1234),COPIES=4

       //            PEND

   5.  //            SET  GDG='BAD.GDGBASE',D='CAI.J660.SYSTMAST'

   6.  //PROC        EXEC TESTPROC

This report contains the following fields:

STMT NUM
Indicates the internally assigned statement number.
Use this number for reference in all JCLCheck error messages.

STATEMENT TEXT
Indicates the verbatim text coded on the input JCL TEXT statements.
JCLCheck does not display resolution of PROCs, symbolic parameters, backward references, and so forth on this
report.

Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL
The Listing of Merged JCL report is a listing of the entire JCL for the job, including procedure library statements. For ease
of use, the listing is similar to pre-z/OS format; procedure statements and substitution JCL statements are listed in line,
but are indented four columns. Based on the setting of the FULLLIST option, this report contains either all of the job's JCL
or only those statements flagged with error messages.

The Relative DD Concatenation count value for control cards is by statement number. Add the count value to the starting
labeled control card DD statement to find the statement where the control cards originated. This count value is to the left
of the control cards and is proceeded by a "+" sign if there is a DD concatenation for the control card file.

To generate this report, specify the FULLLIST option.

CA                            REPORT   2 - LISTING OF MERGED JCL

CA JCLCHECK      SYS: xxxx    JOB: JCHKTEST     PGMR: CAI-JB0        THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT   STEP    PROCSTEP    ERR    CMNT    

  NUM    NAME    NAME        SEV    COL    STATEMENT    TEXT

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   1.                                      //JCHKTEST  JOB  (40100000),'CAI-JB0'

   2.                                      //          JCLLIB ORDER=CAI.J6B0.PROCLIB

   3.                                      /*OUTPUT 1234 F=0004,DEST=TSC32702

   4.                                      //TESTPROC  PROC D=,U=3380,V=,PROG=IEBGENER

                                           //STEP1     EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,PARM='01/03/2000'

                                           //INPUTT    DD   DSN=&D,UNIT=&U,VOL=SER=&V,DISP=SHR

                                           //DOCDB     DD   DSN=CAI.MTLAUREL.CAAPCDOC.DOCDICT,DISP=SHR

                                           //STEP12    EXEC NESTPROC

                                           //NSTEP2.SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=(J,,1234),COPIES=4

                                           //          PEND

   5.                                      //          SET  GDG='BAD.GDGBASE',D='CAI.J660.SYSTMAST'

   6.   PROC                 8             //PROC      EXEC TESTPROC

   7.   PROC                        L01    ++TESTPROC  PROC D=,U=3380,V=,PROG=IEBGENER

   8.   PROC     STEP1              L01    ++STEP1     EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,PARM='01/03/91'

   9.   PROC     STEP1              L01    ++INPUTT    DD   DSN=&D,UNIT=&U,VOL=SER=&V,DISP=SHR
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  SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSN=CAI.J660.SYSTMAST,UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=,DISP=SHR

  10.   PROC     STEP1              L0     ++DOCDB     DD   DSN=CAI.MTLAUREL.CAAPCDOC.DOCDICT,DISP=SHR

  11.   STEP12                      L01    ++STEP12    EXEC NESTPROC

  12.   STEP12                      L02    ++NESTPROC  PROC

  13.   STEP12   NSTEP1             L02    ++NSTEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

  14.   STEP12   NSTEP1             L02    ++INPUTT    DD  DSN=CAI.J6B0.SYSTMAST,DISP=SHR

  15.   STEP12   NSTEP2             L02    ++NSTEP2    EXEC PGM=&PROG

                                             SUBSTITUTION JCL - PGM=IEBGENER

  16.   STEP12   NSTEP2             L02    ++          INCLUDE MEMBER=GENERDUP

  17.   STEP12   NSTEP2             L01    XXNSTEP2.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=(J,,1234),COPIES=4

  18.   STEP12   NSTEP2             L02 01 I/SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

  19.   STEP12   NSTEP2             L02    ++SYSUT1    DD  DSN=*.NSTEP1.INPUTT,DISP=SHR

  20.   STEP12   NSTEP2      8      L02    ++SYSUT2  

  DD  DSN=&GDG(+1),DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=&U,VOL=SER=&V,

                                           

  SUBSTITUTION JCL - DSN=BAD.GDGBASE(+1),DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3380,VOL=SER

                                    L02    ++          SPACE=(TRK,(30,30),RLSE,,ROUND),DCB=CAI.J660.SYSTMAST

This report contains the following fields:

STMT NUM
Indicates the internally assigned statement number.
Use this number for reference in all JCLCheck error messages.

STEP NAME
Indicates the name of the most recent EXEC PGM= or EXEC PROC= statement.
This field is blank if the statement had no name.

PROCSTEP NAME
Indicates the name of the most recent EXEC PGM= statement within the current procedure.
If the current step is not from a procedure or had no name field, this column is blank.

ERR SEV
Indicates the severity code of the most serious error associated with this statement.
Standard values include the following:
4

Indicates a warning
8

Indicates an error
12

Indicates a serious error

NOTE
This may have prevented diagnosis of other errors.

The text of the error message is contained in Report 6 - Error Messages unless ER(I) is specified. This field is
blank if no errors were associated with the statement.

CMNT COL
Indicates the number of the column where comments start.
This field is intended to bring the existence of comments to the attention of the JCLCheck user, so as to ensure
that no blanks have been erroneously inserted. This field is blank if the JCL statement contains no comments or if
it begins with //*.
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STATEMENT TEXT
Indicates the text of the JCL statement.
The first two TEXT characters of the statement indicate its source:
// = Jobstream JCL

LEVEL #
Indicates the level number (Lnn nn) within the STATEMENT TEXT.
This is the nesting level of called JCL. Lnn is the nested procedure level number, and the next nn is the INCLUDE
group nested level number. In addition to the nested level number is a two-character source code:
XX = JCL from a procedure library

X/ = Overridden procedure library JCL

++ = JCL from an instream procedure

+/ = Overridden instream procedure JCL

IX = JCL from an INCLUDE member

I/ = Overridden INCLUDE JCL

Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference
The Data Set Cross-Reference report lists all data sets and members used by the job, and that exist for more than one
step. Included in the report are all permanent data sets and all temporary data sets with a disposition other than NEW,
DELETE.

To generate this report, specify the XREF option.

CA                           REPORT 3 - DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE                                    

  PAGE      3

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx    JOB: BK042005    PGMR: CAUSER02                        

 WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 12, yyyy

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                         MEMBER            

 DSET    DCB INFO      DEFN    DELETE    CATLG  REFERENCED    

                              SPACE             VOL(S)  

 TYPE  FMT LRECL,BLK   STMT    STMT      STMT   IN STATEMENTS 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                                                                            

KNEBO01.$J6ESTG.LISTING                         >TSU028  PDSE   F

  133,3325                                             

                                                                                                         

 3             

                                      DATACLAS: DCWRKD   STORCLAS: TSO        

 MGMTCLAS: TSO                          

KNEBO01.MYLIB.N                                        

  ??????                                                               

                                      ASMDSECT                                                          

  8             

                                      CONVDATE                                                          

  9             

                                      CONVTIME                                                          

  6             

                                                                                                         

 11            

                                      IEBGENER                                                          

  4             
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 5             

KNEBO01.REP.VOLSER2                                      ??????                                              

                

                                                                                                         

 12            

KNEBO01.REPORT#3                                >TSU014  PDSE   F

  80,3120                                              

                                      ASM#ONLY                                                          

  7             

                                      DATACLAS: DEFAULT  STORCLAS: TSO        

 MGMTCLAS: TSO                          

********************************************************************************************************************

This report contains the following fields:

DATA SET NAME
Indicates the data set name of the data set.
Generation data group members are listed with the relative generation numbers in existence before the job
executes. Temporary data sets are listed with a data set name beginning with a single ampersand (&). For
unnamed data sets included on this report, JCLCheck generates a data set name in the following format:
&nnnn

nnnn
Indicates the statement number of the statement creating the data set.

SPACE
Indicates the space allocation for the data set.

MEMBER
Indicates the member name of the data set.

VOL(S)
Indicates the volume serial numbers of the volumes containing the data set.
Direct-access data sets created by this job with no volume explicitly assigned (including all temporary data
sets) are arbitrarily assigned to the first eligible volume associated with their unit type. (When the job is actually
executed, the system may choose a different volume assignment.) VOL is shown as *VIO* if the data set is
eligible for allocation on a VIO device and as *MSS* for a nonspecific mass storage volume.

DSET TYPE
Indicates the data set type:
ALIAS

Indicates an alias data set
CART

Indicates a cartridge
DASD

Indicates a non-VSAM, non-PDS disk data set
GDGB

Indicates a base GDG entry
ISAM

Indicates an ISAM data set
PDS

Indicates a partitioned data set
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PDSE
Indicates PDS extended

PDSX
Indicates PDSE/X

TABLE
Indicates a DB2 table

TAPE
Indicates a tape data set

VSAM
Indicates a VSAM data set

VSAM-D
Indicates a data component

VSAM-I
Indicates an index component

DCB INFO
Indicates the DCB of this data set, including the following:

• Record format (F = fixed, V = variable, U = undefined)
• Logical record length
• Block size

If the data set has a logical record length of 0, only the block size is displayed. DCB information is taken from
the DD statement for data sets created or modified in this job and from the data set label for other (previously
existing) data sets.

DEFN STMT
Indicates the statement number of the DD statement that created this data set.
This field is blank if this job does not create the data set.

DELETE STMT
Indicates the statement number of the DD statement that deleted this data set.
This field contains the value EOJ if the data set was created in this job and passed from step to step without ever
being kept or cataloged. This field is blank if this job does not delete this data set.

CATLG STMT
Indicates the statement number of the DD statement that cataloged this data set.
This field is blank if this job does not catalog this data set.

REFERENCED IN STATEMENTS
Indicates the statement numbers of all DD statements that reference the data set, including the creating, deleting
and cataloging statements, if applicable.

DATACLAS
Indicates the data class associated with the data set.

STORCLAS
Indicates the storage class associated with the data set.

MGMTCLAS
Indicates the management class associated with the data set.

NOTE
DATACLAS, STORCLAS, and MGMTCLAS are fields that display for output data sets when DFSMS is installed.
The values printed in these fields are the derived DFSMS data constructs used for the allocation. For more
information, see the IBM documentation for Storage Management Library.
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Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference
The Program Cross-Reference report lists all programs used by the job and the libraries where they reside. This includes
all programs referenced on EXEC statements and programs invoked by IMS (specified in the second PARM field
parameter when the program name is DFSRRC00).

To generate this report, specify the PXREF option.

 CA                          REPORT   4 - PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE

CA JCLCHECK    SYS: xxxx    JOB: JCHKTEST    PGMR: CAI-JB0             THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM    LIBRARY    CONTAINING PROGRAM                     REFERENCED IN

NAME       VOLUME     DSNAME                                 STATEMENT (STEP)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

IEBGENER   MVXAD2     SYS1.LINKLIB                           15   (STEP12.NSTEP2)

IEFBR14               SYS1.LPALIB                             8   (PROC.STEP1) 13 (STEP12.NSTEP1)

 

This report contains the following fields:

PROGRAM NAME
Indicates the program name.

LIBRARY CONTAINING PROGRAM VOLUME
Indicates the volume serial number of the partitioned data set in which the program is located.

LIBRARY CONTAINING PROGRAM DSNAME
Indicates the data set name of the partitioned data set in which the program is located.
The name is enclosed in parentheses if the data set cannot be opened for the existence check feature. The library
name is shown as SYSTEM LINK LIBRARY [+nn] if the program is found in the linklist. In such a case, [+nn]
indicates that the program is located in the nth library beyond SYS1.LINKLIB. The library name is shown as ***
PROGRAM NOT FOUND *** if the program cannot be located in any library.

REFERENCED IN STATEMENT (STEP)
Indicates the statement numbers of the EXEC statements invoking this program.
The stepname (in the form step.procstep) is displayed in parentheses following the statement number.

NOTE
If the program is located in the STEPLIB allocated to the JCLCheck task, JCLCheck is unable to
determine whether the module is really linklisted and in which library it actually resides. For information
about this report, see the PNFMSG option.

Report 5 - Report Listing
The Report Listing contains all SYSOUT reports produced by the job. A SYSOUT report is assumed to result from any DD
statement specifying the SYSOUT parameter, including those requesting an internal reader. Information for this report is
obtained from both the SYSOUT DD statement itself and from any associated JES2 /*OUTPUT control statement.

To generate this report, specify the RPTRPT option.

CA                         REPORT 5 - REPORT REPORT    

CA JCLCHECK    SYS: xxxx   JOB: JCHKTEST   PGMR: CAI-JB0           THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy    

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 STMT   STEP      PROCSTEP               SYSOUT     SPECIAL    COPY    SYSOUT     CA DISPATCH   REPORT  
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 NUM    NAME      NAME       DDNAME      CLASS      FORMS      COUNT   PROGRAM                

  DESTINATION(S)  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 18.    STEP12    NSTEP2     SYSPRINT      J        0004         4     ________                 TSC32622    

This report contains the following fields:

STMT NUM
Indicates the statement number of the DD statement defining this report.

STEP NAME
Indicates the name of the most recent EXEC PGM= or EXEC PROC= statement.
This field is blank if the statement had no name.

PROCSTEP NAME
Indicates the name of the most recent EXEC PGM= statement within the current procedure.
If the current step is not from a procedure or had no name field, this column is blank.

DDNAME
Indicates the name of the DD statement defining this report.

SYSOUT CLASS
Indicates the SYSOUT class of this report.
This field is eight bytes long to allow for JES3 SYSOUT classes.

SPECIAL FORMS
Indicates the special forms number of the forms for this report.
This field is blank if you want the report to print on standard forms.

COPY COUNT
Indicates the number of copies requested of this report.
This field is blank if only one copy is requested.

SYSOUT PROGRAM
Indicates the name of the special processing program (for example, INTRDR) processing this report.
This field is blank if the report is not processed by any special program.

CA DISPATCH
YES indicates that the report is under the control of Dispatch.

REPORT DESTINATION(S)
Indicates the destination or destinations specified for this report.
This field is blank if default routing was requested.

Report 6 - Error Messages
The Error Messages report lists all error messages associated with this job. It is produced only if one or more errors are
detected. Direct this report to appear at the beginning or end of the report output or incorporate it with Report 2 - Listing of
Merged JCL, depending on the setting of the ERROR option.

To generate this report, specify the ERROR option.

 CA                       REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES   

CA JCLCHECK   SYS: xxxx  JOB: JCHKTEST   PGMR: CAI-JB0           THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy    

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT    MESSAGE    

  NUM     NUMBER      MESSAGE TEXT   

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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   6.     CAY7019E    DD STATEMENT 'SYSIN' IS REQUIRED BY PROGRAM 'IEBGENER' BUT WAS NOT PROVIDED    

  20.     CAY7086E    GDG INDEX NOT BUILT    

CAY6000 2 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'JCHKTEST' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

 

This report contains the following fields:

STMT NUM
Statement number of the erroneous statement.

MESSAGE NUMBER
JCLCheck message number.
This number provides a reference if further explanation of a message is required. JCLCheck messages can
almost always be interpreted without reference to the manual. The message number includes a suffix indicating
the severity of the error.

MESSAGE TEXT
The text of the message. Variable text (data set names, for example) is enclosed in single quotes.

At the end of this report, a single CAY6000 message summarizes the total number of statements flagged in error and the
maximum severity encountered for the job. The CAY6000 message is issued regardless of the Error Message Report
being generated.

NOTE

For error messages and ABEND codes generated by JCLCheck, search:

• JCLCheck Messages
• ABEND Codes

Report 7 - Summary Data Set Cross-Reference
The Summary Data Set Cross-Reference report lists all permanent data sets and members used by any job within a
production system (series of jobs analyzed using a single run of JCLCheck). It is produced only if both the SXREF and
XREF options are selected. The report is similar to Report 3 - Data Set Cross-Reference, except that all data sets used by
the related jobs are included. The report is sequenced by data set name.

To generate this report, specify the SX(RPT) and SX(ONLY) options.

CA                         REPORT 7 - SUMMARY DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE                             PAGE    1

CA JCLCHECK    SYS: xxxx                                                       WEDNESDAY  SEPTEMBER 12, yyyy

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATA SET NAME                      MEMBER            DSET    DCB INFO    

 REFERENCED IN                            

                           SPACE            VOL(S)   TYPE  FMT LRECL,BLK  JOB (STATUS)  - STEP  

  (STMT)             

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

KNEBO01.$J6ESTG.LISTING                     >TSU028  PDSE  F 133,3325    

 BK042005 -                               

                                                                                         

 S1.DDD00 (3)                      

KNEBO01.MYLIB.N                             ??????                      

  BK042005 -                               

                                   ASMDSECT                                               S1.DDD3

  (8)                       
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                                   CONVDATE                                               S1.DDD4

  (9)                       

                                   CONVTIME                                               S1.DDD1

  (6)                       

                                                                                          S2.DDD2 (11)                      

                                   IEBGENER                                              

 S1.DDD1A (4)                      

                                                                                          S1.DDD1B (5)                      

KNEBO01.REP.VOLSER2                         ??????                      

  BK042005 -                               

                                                                                          S2.DDDX (12)                      

KNEBO01.REPORT#3                            >TSU014  PDSE  F 80,3120    

  BK042005 -                               

                                   ASM#ONLY                                               S1.DDDA

  (7)                       

************************************************************************************************************************************

This report contains the following fields:

DATA SET NAME
Indicates the data set name of the data set.
Generation data sets are shown with the relative generation numbers as they would exist prior to execution of the
first job within the production system.

SPACE
Indicates the space allocation for the data set.

MEMBER
Indicates the member name of the data set.

VOL(S)
Indicates the serial numbers of the volumes on which the data set resides.
Disk data sets created within this production system for which no volume is explicitly specified are arbitrarily
assigned to the first eligible volume within their unit. The system may make a different assignment when the job is
actually executed. VOL is shown as *MSS* for data sets on a nonspecific mass storage volume.

DSET TYPE
Indicates the data set type:
DASD

Indicates a non-VSAM, non-PDS disk data set
ISAM

Indicates an ISAM data set
PDS

Indicates a partitioned data set
TAPE

Indicates a tape data set
VSAM

Indicates a VSAM data set
CART

Indicates a cartridge
DCB INFO

Indicates the DCB of this data set, including the following:
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• Record format: (F = fixed, V = variable, U = undefined)
• Logical record length
• Block size

If the data set has a logical record length of 0, only the block size is displayed. DCB information is taken from the
DD statement for data sets created or modified in this system and from the data set label for other (previously
existing) data sets.

REFERENCE IN JOB (STATUS) STEP (STMT)
Indicates the job and statements referencing this data set.
Each job begins a new line. If the job created, cataloged, or deleted the data set, the values DEFN, CATLG or
DELETE, respectively, are listed in parentheses following the job name. The statements referencing the data set
are formatted step.procstep.ddname (stmt). This format allows JCLCheck to use the report independently of the
detailed reports for each job within the system. The inclusion of the statement number permits easy reference to
the detailed reports, if wanted.

Report 8 - Summary Program Cross-Reference
The Summary Program Cross-Reference report lists all programs used by any job within a production system (series
of jobs analyzed using a single run of JCLCheck). The report is similar to the Report 4 - Program Cross-Reference,
except that all programs included in the system are reported in program name sequence. The listing includes all programs
referenced on EXEC statements and programs invoked by IMS (specified in the second PARM field parameter when the
program name is DFSRRC00). This report is produced only if the SXREF and PXREF options are both selected.

To generate this report, specify the SXREF and PXREF options.

 CA                           REPORT 8 - SUMMARY PROGRAM CROSS REFERENCE  

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx                                                THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy    

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROGRAM      LIBRARY     CONTAINING PROGRAM           REFERENCED IN   

NAME         VOLUME      DSNAME                       JOB, STEP (STATEMENT)   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IEBGENER     MVXAD2      SYS1.LINKLIB                 JCHKTEST, STEP12.NSTEP2 (15)    

IEFBR14                  SYS1.LPALIB                  JCHKTEST, PROC.STEP1 (8) JCHKTEST, STEP12.N 

 

This report contains the following fields:

PROGRAM NAME
Indicates the program name.

LIBRARY CONTAINING PROGRAM VOLUME
Indicates the volume serial number of the partitioned data set in which the program is located.

LIBRARY CONTAINING PROGRAM DSNAME
Indicates the data set name of the partitioned data set in which the program is located.
The name is enclosed in parentheses if the library could not be opened for the existence check. (See Report 6 -
Error Messages for the first job referencing the library for further details.) The library name is shown as SYSTEM
LINK LIBRARY [+nn] if the program was found in the linklist. In such a case, "[+nn]" indicates that the program
was located in the nth library beyond SYS1.LINKLIB. The library name is shown as *** PROGRAM NOT FOUND
*** if the program could not be located in any library.

REFERENCED IN JOB, STEP (STATEMENT)
Indicates the statements referencing the program.
References are formatted job name, step.procstep (stmt). This format allows JCLCheck to use the report without
referencing the detailed reports for the individual jobs within the system. The inclusion of the statement number
however, permits easy reference to the detailed reports.
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Report 9 - Summary Report Listing
The Summary Report Listing contains all SYSOUT reports produced by any job within a production system (series of
jobs analyzed using a single run of JCLCheck). It is produced only if the SXREF and RPTRPT options are both selected.
A SYSOUT report is assumed to result from any DD statement specifying the SYSOUT parameter, including those
requesting an internal reader. Information for this report is obtained from both the SYSOUT DD statement itself and from
any associated JES2 /*OUTPUT control statement.

To generate this report, specify the RPTRPT and SXREF options.

CA                       REPORT 9 - SUMMARY REPORT REPORT    

CA JCLCHECK   SYS: xxxx                                   THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STMT    JOB       PROCSTEP   STEP              SYSOUT  SPECIAL COPY    SYSOUT    REPORT  

NUM     NAME      NAME       NAME     DDNAME   CLASS   FORMS   COUNT   PROGRAM   DESTINATION(S)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

18.     JCHKTEST  STEP12     NSTEP2   SYSPRINT   J     0004     4      ________  TSC32622    

This report contains the following fields:

STMT NUM
Indicates the statement number of the DD statement defining this report.

JOB NAME
Indicates the name of the job producing this report.

PROCSTEP NAME
Indicates the name of the most recent EXEC PGM= statement within the current procedure.
If the current step is not from a procedure, or had no name field, this column is blank.

STEP NAME
Indicates the name of the most recent EXEC PGM= or EXEC PROC= statement.
This field is blank if the statement had no name.

DDNAME
Indicates the name of the DD statement defining this report.

SYSOUT CLASS
Indicates the SYSOUT class of this report.
This field is eight bytes long to allow for JES3 SYSOUT classes.

SPECIAL FORMS
Indicates the special forms number of the form for this report.
This field is blank if you want to print the report on standard forms.

COPY COUNT
Indicates the number of copies of this report.
This field is blank if only one copy is requested.

SYSOUT PROGRAM
Indicates the name of the special program (for example, INTRDR) processing this report.
This field is blank if the report is not processed by any special program.

REPORT DESTINATION(S)
Indicates the destination or destinations specified for this report.
This field is blank if default routing was requested.
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Report 10 - Flow Diagram
The Flow Diagram report is a graphic representation of the flow of the JCL processed by JCLCheck. The first page lists
the name of the JCL member being charted and any JOBLIB, JOBCAT, or PROCLIB data sets associated with the job.
STEPLIB and STEPCAT data sets are listed at the beginning of each step. Input and output data sets, respectively, are
listed on the left and right side of the process box (procstep/step/program). As much relevant information as is available
from the JCL or the system catalog is also listed for each symbol:

• Data set name
• Data set disposition
• Unit and volume information (all volumes)
• Data set attributes: LRECL, BLKSIZE, DSORG, RECFM

In addition, the following information is listed for tape data sets:

• LABEL type
• File number

In addition, the following information is listed for SYSOUT data sets:

• SYSOUT CLASS
• FCB/UCS character-set identifier
• Number of copies
• SYSOUT program name

The process symbol shows the procedure and procedure step name, or instream step name, along with the program
name.

Standard flowchart graphic symbols are used to represent disk, tape, card and printed files, communications lines, and
online terminals. For impact printers, the symbols themselves are labeled. Non-impact printers do not have labeled
symbols, as they can achieve higher graphic resolution. Each symbol includes the ddname and the corresponding
statement number from the JCL.

When a chart for one step extends beyond one page, the process symbol is repeated, with page connectors on each
page.

Concatenated DD statements are represented by having the file symbol duplicated. All concatenated files are listed in
order of concatenation. Concatenated files that extend on to a second page do not generate repeated symbols.

To generate this report, specify the GRAPH runtime option.

Operational Notes

If there are errors or severe error messages during JCL checking, JCLCheck does not produce a graph. This is a safety
measure that safeguards against the documentation of errors and other significant problems in the graph.

When simulating condition code checking or restarting, JCLCheck only graphs those steps simulated to execute. It does
not graph the skipped steps and issues a warning message.

You can allocate a SYSGRAPH DD statement that allows use of the GRAPH option with a TSO CLIST or the JCLCheck
ISPF Interface.

Report 11 - Procedure Cross-Reference
The Procedure Cross-Reference report lists all procedures used by a job and a cross-reference of all of the symbolic
parameters used in each procedure. It is produced only if the PROCXREF option is selected. To generate this report,
specify the PROCXREF option.
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CA                           REPORT 11 - PROCEDURE CROSS REFERENCE                                     

 PAGE      3

CA JCLCHECK 12.0   SYS: xxxx      JOB: JCHKTEST    PGMR: CAI-JB0         THURSDAY JANUARY 9, yyyy      

 11:28:41 AM

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PROCEDURE      LIBRARY CONTAINING PROCEDURE                REFERENCED IN

NAME           VOLUME          DSNAME                      STATEMENT   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        

JCK1236P       TSO79A  USER01.PUBLIC.TESTCASE              20

 LABEL                        '(2,BLP,,,EXPDT=98000)'            20 31

*LABEL                        'JCLERROR'                         21

*SOUT                         'J'                                21

 TAPETYP                      'HCTAPE'                           20 31

*TAPETYP                      'JCLERROR'                         21

 VOLSER                       'JCLERROR'                         21

 VPW                          '(V,,TOPI)'                        20 29

SYMBOLICS DEFINED AT THE RUNJCL LEVEL (IF ANY) WILL FOLLOW THIS LINE:

 ALLCDAT                      'D151231.'                         1

 ALLCREL                      'R125S0.'                          1

 CADISKX                      'R125S0F.'                         1

 CATPK                        'MVCA11'                           1

 CCSDATE                      'D170127.'                         1

 CCSREL                       'R141SE.'                          1

 CHRDATE                      'D150206.'                         1

 CMGRDAT                      'D130104.'                         1

This report contains the following fields:

PROCEDURE NAME
Indicates the name of the cataloged procedure followed by a list of symbolics.

LIBRARY CONTAINING PROCEDURE VOLUME
Indicates the volume on which the PROCLIB exists.

LIBRARY CONTAINING PROCEDURE DSNAME
Indicates the PROCLIB data set name.

REFERENCED IN STATEMENT
Indicates the statement number on which JCLCheck executes the PROC or uses the symbolic.

NOTE
An asterisk (*) in column 1 signifies the default value.

Audit Report
The JCL Processing Audit Report shows you a statistical summary, input records, and averages of jobs, steps, and DD
statements.

To generate this report, specify the AUDIT option.

 CA                                       JCL  PROCESSING AUDIT REPORT

CA JCLCHECK              SYS: xxxx                                                       TUESDAY  OCTOBER 24,

 yyyy

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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           -- (RECORDS) --           |                -- (TOTALS) --            |                  --

 (AVERAGES) --

    GRAND    SYSIN  PROCLIB CTL-CARD |                                          |  PROCS     STEPS      STEPS

    DDS       DDS

    TOTAL    TOTAL  TOTAL   TOTAL    |    JOBS      PROCS      STEPS        DDS |  PER JOB   PER PROC   PER

 JOB  PER STEP  PER PROC

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

      29        6      23       0          1          3          8           7        3.0       2.7       8.0

       3.0     6.0

#################################################  END OF AUDIT REPORT FOR RUN 

 ########################################

 

This report contains the following fields:

GRAND TOTAL
Indicates the total of all input records.

SYSIN TOTAL
Indicates the total records read from the SYSIN DD statement.

PROCLIB TOTAL
Indicates the total procedure records read from any procedure libraries.

CTL-CARD TOTAL
Indicates the total control statements read from all control statement libraries.

JOBS
Indicates the total number of jobs processed.

PROCS
Indicates the total number of procedures processed.

STEPS
Indicates the total number of steps processed.

DDS
Indicates the total number of DD statements processed.

PROCS PER JOB
Indicates the average number of procedures per job.

STEPS PER PROC
Indicates the average number of steps per procedure.

STEPS PER JOB
Indicates the average number of steps per job.

DDS PER STEP
Indicates the average number of DD statements per step.

DDS PER PROC
Indicates the average number of DD statements per procedure.

JCLNeat Options
The JCLNeat component contains default options that are entirely different from the JCLCheck runtime options. The
JCLNeat default options control how the JCLNeat component operates and interprets data. You can change these
defaults, as discussed in "Using JCLNeat." With each execution of JCLNeat, you supply required changes to the defaults.
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JCLNeat evaluates the requested options at the beginning of its processing. An error in an option specification results in
JCLNeat terminating its execution. JCLNeat analyzes all of the options that are specified before terminating to diagnose
multiple errors.

Specification of certain options determines the ddname that JCLCheck OPENs for processing by JCLNeat.

Summary of Options by Function

Input Options

Input options specify source JCL information.

INLIB
Specifies the data type of the input for this invocation of JCLNeat, determining the ddname to OPEN.

MEMBERS
Selects members of the input partitioned data set or source management library to process.

MKW
Specifies the maximum number of keywords expected on an input JCL statement.

MQKW
Specifies the maximum number of qualified keywords expected on an input EXEC JCL statement.

Comment Options

Comment options specify how JCLNeat formats comments in the JCL.

BCI
Boxes stand-alone comments in the reformatted JCL.

BCS
Inserts a blank comment statement after each JCL statement.

CDEL
Specifies the disposition of comments JCLCheck encounters in the input stream.

FCC
Specifies the fill character JCLNeat uses in the stand-alone comments box.

ICSC
Specifies the column number on which to start inline comments on the reformatted JCL statement. Also, the
following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• ICSCJ -- for JOB statements
• ICSCEX -- for EXEC statements
• ICSCDD -- for DD statements
• ICSCIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• ICSCIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• ICSCJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• ICSCOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• ICSCPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• ICSCS -- for SET statements
• ICSCSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• ICSCCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

SECC
Specifies the character for the start and end of a stand-alone comments box.
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Debugging Options

Debugging options specify diagnostic information that is useful to Broadcom Support.

RECOVER
Specifies whether to use the JCLNeat recovery environment.

JCL Statement Reformatting Options

JCL statement reformatting options specify how to reformat the JCL for JCLNeat.

CEC
Specifies the ending column number to use on a JCL statement for placement of keywords and associated data
before generating a continuation statement. Also, the following statement level options for each specific JCL
statement are available:

• CECJ -- for JOB statements
• CECEX -- for EXEC statements
• CECDD -- for DD statements
• CECIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• CECIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• CECJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• CECOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• CECPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• CECS -- for SET statements
• CECSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• CECCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

CSC
Specifies the starting column number for the first keyword on each JCL statement. Also, the following statement
level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• CSCJ -- for JOB statements
• CSCEX -- for EXEC statements
• CSCDD -- for DD statements
• CSCIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• CSCIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• CSCJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• CSCOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• CSCPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• CSCS -- for SET statements
• CSCSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• CSCCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

CTLONLY
Specifies that input should be treated as only containing control cards.

DCBS
Controls splitting of the DCB subparameters across several statements.

FMTRAW
Specifies if REXX RAW processing should occur after JCL formatting.

JOBF
Specifies formatting of the JOB statement.
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OPSC
Specifies the starting column number for the JCL operator on the reformatted JCL statement. Also, the following
statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• OPSCJ -- for JOB statements
• OPSCEX -- for EXEC statements
• OPSCDD -- for DD statements
• OPSCIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• OPSCIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• OPSCJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• OPSCOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• OPSCPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• OPSCS -- for SET statements
• OPSCSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• OPSCCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

PACK
Specifies the maximum number of keyword parameters that can be placed between the starting and ending
columns. Also, the following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• PACKJ -- for JOB statements
• PACKEX -- for EXEC statements
• PACKDD -- for DD statements
• PACKIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• PACKIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• PACKJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• PACKOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• PACKPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• PACKS -- for SET statements
• PACKSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• PACKCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

REXXMEM
Specify the REXX member name for standards and manipulation of JCL. When specifying REXXMEM in ISPF
panels JCKN01 or JCK0205, you can use standard IBM member pattern characters to display a member list for
the data sets that are allocated to your SYSEXEC DD. Use the asterisk (*) for multiple characters and the per cent
sign (%) for a single character. Select the member that you want to use from the list and press Enter. The selected
member name fills in as the REXXMEM value.

Output Options

Output Options specify additional JCL output processing information for JCLNeat.

FORMAT
Specifies how to format the JCL.

INCR
Specifies the increment between sequence numbers for reformatted JCL statements.

LINES
Specifies the number of lines to print on each report page.

OPTDESC
Provides a brief description of all JCLNeat options in effect.
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OUTLIB
Specifies the data type of the JCLNeat output, determining the ddname to OPEN.

REPORT
Specifies the types of reports to generate.

RSYM
Indicates whether JCLNeat should replace the symbolic parameters in PROC statements in the original JCL in the
reformatted JCL.

SEQ1
Specifies the beginning sequence number for each new member or job in the output stream.

SIM
Specifies simulation of JCLNeat processing.

Other Options

Other Options specify options that are unique from the other groupings.

USERDATA
Allows the client to specify data to be passed to REXX.

Description of JCLNeat Options
The following table summarizes the JCLNeat options:

BCI=Y|N
BCS=Y|N
CDEL=0|1|2|3|4|9
CEC=column-number

CECCN=column-number

CECDD=column-number

CECEX=column-number

CECIF=column-number

CECIN=column-number

CECJ=column-number

CECJL=column-number

CECOP=column-number

CECPR=column-number

CECS=column-number

CSC=column-number

CSCCN=column-number

CSCDD=column-number

CSCEX=column-number

CSCIF=column-number

CSCIN=column-number

CSCJ=column-number

CSCJL=column-number
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CSCOP=column-number

CSCPR=column-number

CSCS=column-number

CTLONLY=Y|N
CTM=Y|N
DCBS=Y|N
FCC=character

FMTRAW=Y|N
FORMAT=Y|N|B
ICSC=column-number

ICSCCN=column-number

ICSCDD=column-number

ICSCEX=column-number

ICSCIF=column-number

ICSCIN=column-number

ICSCJ=column-number

ICSCJL=column-number

ICSCOP=column-number

ICSCPR=column-number

ICSCS=column-number

INCR=number

INLIB=LIB|PAN|PDS|SEQ
JOBF=Y|N
LINES=number

MEMBERS=*|INCLUDE|EXCLUDE
MKW=number

MQKW=number

OPSC=column-number

OPSCCN=column-number

OPSCDD=column-number

OPSCEX=column-number

OPSCIF=column-number

OPSCIN=column-number

OPSCJ=column-number

OPSCJL=column-number

OPSCOP=column-number

OPSCPR=column-number

OPSCS=column-number

OPTDESC=Y|N
OUTLIB=PDS|SEQ
PACK=max-number
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PACKCN=max-number

PACKDD=max-number

PACKEX=max-number

PACKIF=max-number

PACKIN=max-number

PACKJ=max-number

PACKJL=max-number

PACKOP=max-number

PACKPR=max-number

PACKS=max-number

RECOVER=Y|N
REXXMEM=member-name

REPORT=0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7
RSYM=Y|N
SECC=character

SEQ1=number

SIM=Y|N
USERDATA=’user text‘

BCI
The Block Comment Insert (BCI) option specifies whether JCLNeat boxes stand-alone comments in the reformatted JCL.
A box is composed of an opening delineation line (defined by the SECC and FCC options), a blank comment line, the
stand-alone comment, a blank comment line, and a closing delineation line.

JCLNeat places Column 4 of the original comment in Column 6 of the reformatted comment, followed by the first 65
columns of the original comment.

This option has the following format:

BCI=Y|N

Y
Boxes stand-alone comments in the reformatted JCL. This is the default.

N
Does not box stand-alone comments in the reformatted JCL. Specifying N causes JCLNeat not to produce a box.
Specify N to eliminate production of multiple boxes during repeat runs of the JCLNeat utility.

Example: Box a stand-alone comment

This example PARM sets BCI to yes, which produces the boxed JCL that follows:

PARM='BCI=Y,SECC=*,FCC=-'

Column Number

12345678

//**----------------------------------------------------*

//**                                                    *

//**STAND-ALONE COMMENT                                 *

//**                                                    *
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//**----------------------------------------------------*

BCS
The Blank Comment Separator (BCS) option specifies whether JCLNeat inserts a blank comment statement after each
JCL statement.

This option has the following format:

BCS=N|Y

N
Does not insert a comment statement. This is the default.

Y
Inserts a //* comment statement after each JCL statement in the reformatted JCL.

CDEL
The Comment Delete (CDEL) option determines the disposition of comments JCLCheck encounters in the input stream.

This option has the following format:

CDEL=0|1|2|3|4|9

0
Indicates delete no comments. This is the default.

1
Indicates delete all comments.

2
Indicates delete stand-alone comments.

3
Indicates delete blank stand-alone comments.

NOTE
If you specify CDEL=3, the blank stand-alone comment statements that JCLNeat inserts in response to
BCS=Y are not deleted.

4
Indicates delete inline comments.

9
Requests that comments, embedded and inline, are to be locked or associated with the keyword that precedes it.
An inline comment is one that is on the same card as the keyword.
An embedded comment is one that is on a line by itself within the current logical statement.

Example: Inline comment

//DDNAME DD  DSN=MY.DSN,      This is an inline comment

//           DISP=SHR

Example: Embedded comment

//DDNAME DD  DSN=MY.DSN,
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//* This is an embedded comment

//           DISP=SHR

In the examples above, JCLCheck locks both the inline and embedded comments with the DSN keyword.

CEC
The Continuation End Column (CEC) option specifies the ending column number to use on a JCL statement. If additional
keywords exist on the input JCL statement, JCLCheck generates continuation lines.

This option has the following format:

CEC=column-number

column-number
Defines a column from 4 to 71. The default is Column 35.
Additionally, the following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• CECJ -- for JOB statements
• CECEX -- for EXEC statements
• CECDD -- for DD statements
• CECIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• CECIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• CECJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• CECOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• CECPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• CECS -- for SET statements
• CECSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• CECCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

If a statement level option is not specified, JCLNeat uses the associated global option value. If a statement level
option is specified, this value overrides the associated global option value.

NOTE
JCLNeat attempts to divide the parameter at a logical point such as, a comma, when PACK=1 and the data
portion of the keyword exceeds CEC. PACK=1 means only one keyword parameter per reformatted JCL
statement line. If you cannot divide the keyword parameter, the data exceeds CEC. When the data exceeds
column 71, JCLNeat backspaces the keyword start (CSC) until it can contain the entire keyword on the JCL
statement line.

CSC
The Continuation Start Column (CSC) option specifies the starting column number for the first keyword on each JCL
statement line.

This option has the following format:

 CSC=column-number

column-number
Defines a value from 4 through 16. The default is Column 16.
For JCL containing the operator, the CSC is the ending column of the operator + 1 if the specified column is not
available.
Additionally, the following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:
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• CSCJ -- for JOB statements
• CSCEX -- for EXEC statements
• CSCDD -- for DD statements
• CSCIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• CSCIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• CSCJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• CSCOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• CSCPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• CSCS -- for SET statements
• CSCSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• CSCCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

If a statement level option is not specified, JCLNeat uses the associated global option value. If a statement level
option is specified, this value overrides the associated global option value.

NOTE
JCLNeat overrides CSC when a reformatted JCL statement cannot contain a single keyword parameter and its
data. See the CEC option for a description of this processing logic.

CTLONLY
The CTLONLY option is for processing members that only contain control cards (no JCL). This option lets JCLNeat know
that the input should be treated the same as inline control cards are in JCL. This prevents line numbers from overlaying
any information that may be in columns 73-80.

This option has the following format:                                    

 CTLONLY=Y|N

 

Y
- Treats the input as control cards.

N
- Processes the input as normal JCL.

CTM
The CTM option specifies whether the Control-M %% keywords should be allowed.

This option has the following format:                                    

CTM=Y|N

Y
Turns on Control-M support.

N
Turns off Control-M support. This option is the default.

Usage notes:                                                            

When CTM=Y is specified, the following options are set as follows:
CDEL=9
BCI=N
BCS=N                                                                
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CDEL is set to 9 to lock comments to associated keywords. If you set CDEL=4 in your options, inline comments will be
removed without affecting the locking of other comments.

REXX processing can also be affected. For JCL statements that have %% statements interleaved in them, REXX will not
receive a statement call. Only a RAW call will be provided, which contains the entire statement.        

For example:  

 //TESTJOB  JOB %%GROUP,CLASS=%%CLASS                                      

 /*                                                                        

 //TESTST1 EXEC TESTJOB,                                                    

 //PARM=%%RUNNOW,REGION=%%REGION                                    

 /*                                                                    

 //TESTST2 EXEC IMSBATCH,                                              

 //MBR=ASPGA35,PSB=ASPGA35,                                           

   %%IF %%RSTEP EQ ASPGA35                                            

   %%SET %%RSTEP = NONE                                               

 //CKPTD=LAST,                                                        

   %%ENDIF                                                           

 //PROD=YES

In the JCL above, the JOB and the first EXEC statement (TESTST1) are each passed to REXX as a formatted statement
call and as a RAW call. These statements will also be reformatted according to your options.

The %% variables specified for PARM and REGION are sent to REXX on the statement call as the values for their
parameters:
EXEC.PARM will be set to %%RUNNOW
EXEC.REGION will be set to %%REGION

Since the EXEC statement must retain the %% statements as supplied, the TESTST2 EXEC statement will be passed
only on a RAW call, and will include all the lines in the step.            

 //ASPGA35 EXEC IMSBATCH,                                              

 //MBR=ASPGA35,PSB=ASPGA35,                                           

   %%IF %%RSTEP EQ ASPGA35                                           

   %%SET %%RSTEP = NONE                                              

 //CKPTD=LAST,                                                        

   %%ENDIF                                                           

 //PROD=YES    

Statements that include imbedded %% statements are not reformatted.

DCBS
The DCB split (DCBS) option controls the splitting of DCB subparameters across several statements.

This option has the following format:

DCBS=N|Y

N
Specifies not to split DCB subparameters. This is the default.
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Y
Specifies that JCLNeat place one DCB subparameter per statement. If you specify Y, JCLNeat ignores the value
in CEC for the DCB subparameters.

ESP
The ESP option activates or deactivates the processing of CA WA ESP Edition (ESP) %INCLUDE and %ENDINCL cards
in the JCL.

This option has the following format:

ESP=Y|N

Y
Process %INCLUDE and %ENDINCL statements as needed by ESP. This is the default.

N
No special processing for %INCLUDE and %ENDINCL statements. Set ESP=N if your JCL contains statements
with these values in column 1 and you are not using ESP.

FCC
The Fill Comment Character (FCC) option specifies the character JCLNeat uses in Columns 5-70 of the boxes JCLNeat
produces for stand-alone comments.

This option has the following format:

FCC=character

The default character is a hyphen (-).

FMTRAW
The FMTRAW option specifies that RAW processing calls for statements should not occur until after the statement has
been formatted by JCLNeat.

This option has the following format:                                    

 FMTRAW=Y|N

 

Y
- Turns on formatted RAW calls and disables the traditional unformatted RAW calls.

N
- Turns off formatted RAW calls. The traditional unformatted RAW calls continue to occur.

Usage Notes:

• When using the FMTRAW=Y, the $CA.RSTYPE values for the statements are preceded by an “F” to indicate they are
formatted.
Pre-formatting types: JOB, EXEC, PROC, DD, COMM, INCL, CTL, and PEND.
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Formatted types: FJOB, FEXE, FPRO, FDD, FCOM, FINC, FCTL, and FPEN.
• For FMTRAW=Y, any updates to the RAW statements will be written out and reported as returned. No additional

formatting done are the formatted RAW call.
• Non-statement RAW calls with $CA.RSTYPE or OPTS or CLOS will occur and are not affected by the FMTRAW value.

FORMAT
The FORMAT option specifies if the JCL is formatted before generating the output file.

This option has the following format:

FORMAT=Y|N|B

Y
Turns on formatting. This option is the default.

N
Turns off formatting (REXXMEM cannot be used with N).

B
Turns on Basic formatting. Basic formatting allows REXXMEM to be used while minimizing the changes to the
original format JCL.

Usage notes:

• If you are using FORMAT=N without global string replacement, JCLNeat effectively performs a COPY operation.
• JCLNeat is designed to perform formatting. Therefore, you cannot specify FORMAT=N as a system installation default.

Additionally, this option is not available under the ISPF environment.
• When FORMAT=B is specified, JCLNeat overrides several options to adjust them as needed based on the input JCL.

Any values that are specified for these options are not used. These options include:
CSC, ICSC, BCI, BNS, CDEL, CEC, JOBF, OPSC, PACK, AND RSYM.
CDEL is set to 9 to lock comments to associated keywords. If you set CDEL=4 in your options, inline comments will be
removed without affecting the locking of other comments.

• When using FORMAT=B, changes that REXX makes to the $CA.OPTRESET and $CA.OPTS variables are ignored.
Changing JCLNeat Options from REXX is not supported when using Basic formatting.

• FORMAT=B minimizes changes to the original formatting, with the following exceptions:
a. The output JCL includes changes that the REXXMEM user REXX routine makes. These changes could modify the

lengths of parameters, add additional parameters, or add and delete entire statements. These changes affect the
resulting JCL.

b. Parameters that contain multiple subparameters, such as DCB=, COND=, VOL=, LABEL=, and PARM=, could
possibly not format as entered. This format change occurs when they are split across multiple lines in the original
JCL. Generally, if the parameter can fit on a single line then the multiple lines are consolidated on a single line.
If the parameter requires multiple lines, the split of the parameter is done without regards for the original format.
Comments that are contained within a parameter that was split across lines are moved to separate comment lines.

ICSC
The Inline Comment Start Column (ICSC) option specifies the column number on which to start inline comments on the
reformatted JCL statement.

This option has the following format:

ICSC=column-number
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column-number
Specifies a number from 4 through 71. A specification of column 71 causes JCLNeat to right-justify the inline
comment on the JCL statement. The default is Column 37.
Additionally, the following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• ICSCJ -- for JOB statements
• ICSCEX -- for EXEC statements
• ICSCDD -- for DD statements
• ICSCIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• ICSCIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• ICSCJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• ICSCOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• ICSCPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• ICSCS -- for SET statements
• ICSCSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• ICSCCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

If a statement level option is not specified, JCLNeat uses the associated global option value. If a statement level
option is specified, this value overrides the associated global option value.

INCR
The Increment (INCR) option specifies the increment between sequence numbers for reformatted JCL statements.

This option has the following format:

INCR=number

number
Specifies a value to increment between sequence numbers. This is the default is 10.
Limits: 1-99999999

INLIB
The Input Library (INLIB) option specifies the data type of the input for this invocation of JCLNeat, determining the
ddname to OPEN.

This option has the following format:

INLIB=LIB|PAN|PDS|SEQ

LIB
Specifies Librarian input and opens the LIBIN DD statement.

PAN
Specifies Panvalet input and opens the PANIN DD statement.

PDS
Specifies partitioned data set input and opens the PDSIN DD statement.

SEQ
Specifies sequential input and opens the SEQIN DD statement. The default is SEQ.

NOTE
JCLNeat does not support the options combination INLIB=SEQ and OUTLIB=PDS.
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When using INLIB=PDS and OUTLIB=PDS, the PDSIN and PDSOUT DD statements must not reference the same PDS
or JCLNeat discontinues processing with a CAY6504S message.

JOBF
The JOB statement Format (JOBF) option specifies formatting of the JOB statement.

This option has the following format:

JOBF=Y|N

Y
Formats the JOB statement. This is the default.

N
Does not format the JOB statement.

LINES
The LINES option specifies the number of lines to print on each report page. This includes headers and blank lines
JCLNeat inserts.

This option has the following format:

LINES=number

number
Specifies the number of lines per page. The default is 55.
Limits: 10 through 72

MEMBERS
The MEMBERS option selects members of the input partitioned data set or source management library to process.

This option has the following format:

MEMBERS=*|INCLUDE|EXCLUDE

*
Specifies processing of all the members in the input data set. This is the default.

INCLUDE
Specifies processing of only the members listed in the MEMBERS DD data set.

EXCLUDE
Specifies processing of all the members of the input data set except those listed in the MEMBERS DD data set.

MKW
The Maximum Keyword (MKW) slots option specifies the maximum number of keywords expected on an original JCL
statement. It ensures adequate working storage for JCLNeat to process the statement. We recommend that you set MKW
at 60 or higher. JCLCheck issues a CAY6508E message if the value is too low to process the JCL.

This option has the following format:
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MKW=number

number
Specifies the maximum number of keywords. The default is 60.
Limit: 10-999

MQKW
The Maximum Qualified Keyword (MQKW) slots option specifies the maximum number of qualified keywords JCLNeat
expects on an original EXEC JCL statement. MQKW ensures that there is adequate working storage to process an EXEC
procedure JCL statement.

This option has the following format:

MQKW=number

number
Specifies the maximum number of keywords. The default is 10.

OPSC
The Operator Start Column (OPSC) option specifies the starting column number for the JCL operator on the reformatted
JCL statement.

This option has the following format:

OPSC=column-number

column-number
Specifies the starting column number. The default is Column 12.
Limits: 4 through 16
Additionally, the following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• OPSCJ -- for JOB statements
• OPSCEX -- for EXEC statements
• OPSCDD -- for DD statements
• OPSCIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• OPSCIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• OPSCJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• OPSCOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• OPSCPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• OPSCS -- for SET statements
• OPSCSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• OPSCCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements

If a statement level option is not specified, JCLNeat uses the associated global option value. If a statement level
option is specified, this value overrides the associated global option value.

OPTDESC
The OPTDESC option provides a brief description of all JCLNeat options in effect. This information is displayed on the
Options Report, search JCLNeat Reports.
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This option has the following format:

 OPTDESC=Y|N

 

Y
Specifies to include the brief description. This is the default.

N
Specifies not to include the description.

OUTLIB
The OUTLIB option specifies the data type of the JCLNeat output, determining the ddname to OPEN.

This option has the following format:

OUTLIB=PDS|SEQ

PDS
Specifies output to a partitioned data set. The PDSOUT DD statement is opened.

SEQ
Specifies output to a sequential data set. The SEQOUT DD statement is opened. This is the default.

Note: JCLCheck does not support the options combination INLIB=SEQ and OUTLIB=PDS.

When using INLIB=PDS and OUTLIB=PDS, the PDSIN and PDSOUT DD statements must not reference the same PDS
or JCLNeat discontinues processing with a CAY6504S message.

PACK
The PACK option specifies the maximum number of keyword parameters that can be placed between the starting and
ending columns on each JCL statement.

This option has the following format:

PACK=max-number

max-number
Specifies the maximum number of keyword parameters. The default is 1.
Limits: 1 through 80
Additionally, the following statement level options for each specific JCL statement are available:

• PACKJ -- for JOB statements
• PACKEX -- for EXEC statements
• PACKDD -- for DD statements
• PACKIF -- for IF/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• PACKIN -- for INCLUDE statements
• PACKJL -- for JCLLIB statements
• PACKOP -- for OUTPUT statements
• PACKPR -- for PROC/PEND statements
• PACKS -- for SET statements
• PACKSC -- for SCHEDULE statements
• PACKCN -- for CNTL/PRINTDEV/ENDCNTL statements
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If a statement level option is not specified, JCLNeat uses the associated global option value. If a statement level
option is specified, this value overrides the associated global option value.

Usage notes:

• For compatibility with earlier releases, PACK=N and PACK=Y are still accepted. PACK=N is treated as PACK=1 (each
reformatted JCL statement contains only one keyword parameter and its data). PACK=Y is treated as PACK=80 (each
reformatted JCL statement contains as many keyword parameters as possible within the limits of the starting column
and Column 71).

• JCLNeat converts any inline comments that it encounters into stand-alone comments and output before the
reformatted JCL statement.

• The following rules apply when using DCBS and PACK together:
– When PACK=1 (or PACK=N) and DCBS=Y are specified, the DCB subparameters are each split onto separate JCL

statements.
– With all other combinations of PACK and DCBS, the string of DCB subparameters are all considered one single

keyword parameter.

RECOVER
The RECOVER option specified whether JCLNeat intercepts ABEND conditions for diagnosis.

This option has the following format:

RECOVER=Y|N

Y
Establishes the recovery environment. This is the default.

N
Does not establish a recovery environment.

REXXMEM
The REXXMEM option invokes a REXX EXEC to process the input JCL and update it according to the rules specified in
the REXX EXEC.

This option has the following format:

REXXMEM=member-name

member-name
Indicates the REXX program name for update processing. This member name is loaded from the SYSEXEC
ddname.

Usage notes:

• This option is mutually exclusive with the FORMAT=N option. JCL is always reformatted when the REXX interface is
active. FORMAT=B can be used to minimize reformatting.

• Include a SYSEXEC ddname either in the JCL (batch run) or in your installations TSO logon PROC/CLIST. If you use
EXECUTIL SEARCHDD(YES/NO) under TSO, it determines whether you need SYSEXEC, SYSPROC, or both. See
your systems programmer or the IBM manual for a complete explanation of the EXECUTIL command.

• The member is loaded from the installations default library. The installation default library is site-specific (the default is
the SYSEXEC DD).

• When specifying REXXMEM in ISPF panels JCKN01 or JCK0205, you can use standard IBM member pattern
characters to display a member list for the data sets that are allocated to your SYSEXEC DD. Use the asterisk (*) for
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multiple characters and the per cent sign (%) for a single character. Select the member that you want to use from the
list and press Enter. The selected member name fills in as the REXXMEM value.

REPORT_JCLNeat
The JCLNeat REPORT option specifies the combination of reports to generate.

This option has the following format:

REPORT=0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7

You can generate reports by selecting one of the following:

0
Specifies reporting of only the options used and error messages
JCLCheck always includes the Option Report with any of the other reporting options 1-7.

1
Requests the Original JCL Report (Report 1)

2
Requests the Reformatted JCL Report

3
Requests the Changes Report

4
Requests the Original and Reformatted Reports

5
Requests the Original Report and the Changes Report

6
Requests Reports Reformatted Report and the Changes Report

7
Requests the Original Report, the Reformatted Report, and the Changes Report. This is the default.

RSYM
The RSYM option indicates whether JCLNeat should replace the symbolic parameters in PROC statements in the original
JCL in the reformatted JCL.

This option has the following format:

RSYM=Y|N

Y
Replaces the symbolic parameters in the reformatted JCL. JCLNeat does not replace symbolics with a null value
(SYMBOL=,). You can specify other symbolics to exclude from replacement as an entry in the KEYWORDS DD
data set.

N
Does not replace the symbolic parameters. This is the default.
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SECC
The SECC option specifies the character to use for the start and end of a stand-alone comments box. JCLNeat places
character in Columns 5 and 70 of the stand-alone comment statements JCLNeat uses to create a box when you specify
BCS=Y.

This option has the following format:

SECC=character

character
Specifies a one-character field for start and end stand-alone comments box. The default is * (asterisk).
Limits: The character cannot be & (ampersand).

SEQ1
The SEQ1 option specifies the beginning sequence number for each new member or job in the output stream.

This option has the following format:

SEQ1=number

number
Specifies that sequencing restarts with the specified number at a logical break in the original JCL. The default is
10.

Usage notes:

• To prevent the generation of sequence numbers, code SEQ1=0. Any other value for SEQ1 results in the generation of
sequence numbers in Columns 73-80.

• Specifying SEQ1=0 also causes the clearing (blanks) of existing sequence numbers in columns 73-80. It is similar to
the ISPF UNNUM option.

• If the ISPF NUM ON option is in effect for the members JCLNeat is processing, ISPF overrides JCLNeat and
generates sequence numbers regardless of the setting of the SEQ1 option.

SIM
The SIM option simulates all JCLNeat processing, without writing the results to the output file. All reports are produced as
if the JCL were updated. This allows you to preview the JCL that is affected, before actually making the change.

This option has the following format:

SIM=Y|N

Y
Turns on simulation.

N
Turns off simulation. JCLNeat produces an output file, with the formatted JCL, changed JCL, or both. This is the
default.

Usage notes:
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• Under ISPF, this option does not format the JCL in the EDIT work area. Since there are not any reports under ISPF,
there are not any reports to simulate.

• SIM is a batch runtime only option. You cannot specify SIM=Y as a system installation default.

USERDATA
The JCLNeat USERDATA option specifies up to 62 characters of user text.

This option has the following format:

 USERDATA='text'

The text is limited to 62 characters and must be in quotes if it contains blanks or asterisks (*).

This value will be provided to REXX in variable $CA.USERDATA if the REXXMEM option is used.

JCLNeat Reports
JCLNeat produces up to four reports for each execution:

JCLNeat Changes Report
Changes From and To JCL statements that are generated as a result of your global editing requests.

JCLNeat Options Report
A Listing of options and features that are used in this execution.

JCLNeat Original Report
The Original JCL

JCLNeat Reformatted Report
The Reformatted JCL

If you are using the GSRCNTL DD in your execution JCL to perform the global string replacement, you receive a different
version of the reports than the ones listed. Use the navigation panel to the left to view these reports.

If you are using the JCLNeat REXXMEM option, you receive a different version of the reports. Use the navigation panel to
the left to view these reports.

Changes Report
This report is a before and after listing of the JCL resulting from the global editing requests specified in the CHANGES DD
data set. Each before original JCL statement is prefixed with FRM, and each after reformatted JCL statement is prefixed
with an identifier of TO.

All the FRM JCL statement lines are printed first, followed by all the TO JCL statement lines. A new page begins when a
logical break is encountered in the input stream.

CA                             JCLNeat CHANGES

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx

FRM //DD1  DD  DSN=BROWN01.TEST.TAPE,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),UNIT=3380,            00022034

FRM //         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                            00022134

FRM //         DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)                         00023034

TO  //DD1  DD  DCB=(BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=VBS),                        00000100

TO  //         DISP=(NEW,DELETE),                                            00000110
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TO  //         DSN=BROWN01.TEST.DISK,                                        00000120

TO  //         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                            00000130

TO  //         UNIT=3380                                                     00000140

FRM //DD1  DD  DSN=BROWN01.TEST.TAPE,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),UNIT=3380,            00024935

FRM //         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                            00025035

FRM //         DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)                         00025135

TO  //DD1  DD  DCB=(BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=VBS),                        00000220

TO  //         DISP=(NEW,DELETE),                                            00000230

TO  //         DSN=BROWN01.TEST.DISK,                                        00000240

TO  //         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                            00000250

TO  //         UNIT=3380                                                     00000260

Options Report
This report describes the options and features that were used for JCL reformatting during this job run.

CA                           JCLNeat OPTIONS

CA JCLCHECK    SYS: xxxx

PARM FIELD OPTIONS SPECIFIED BY USER:

INLIB=PDS

OUTLIB=SEQ

MEMBERS=INCLUDE

PARMS IN EFFECT THIS RUN:

BCI=Y

BCS=N

CDEL=0

CEC=35

CECJ=35

CSC=16

DCBS=N

FCC=-

FORMAT=Y

JOBF=Y

ICSC=37

INCR=10

INLIB=PDS

LINES=55

MEMBERS=INCLUDE

MKW=60

MQKW=10

OPSC=12

OPTDESC=Y

OUTLIB=SEQ

PACK=N

RECOVER=Y

REPORT=7

REXXMEM=
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RSYM=N

SECC=*

SEQ1=10

SIM=N

This report contains the following fields:

PARM FIELD OPTIONS SPECIFIED BY USER:
The options specified by the user in the JCLNeat PARM field are listed in the order in which they were coded.

PARMS IN EFFECT THIS RUN:
Alphabetical list of the values used for all of the JCLNeat options during this run.

Specifying GSRCNTL DD Control Cards

If you are using global string replacement (GSRCNTL DD), the Options report output looks like the following:

CA                            JCLNEAT OPTIONS                   PAGE 001

CA JCLCHECK    SYS: xxxx

PARM FIELD OPTIONS SPECIFIED BY USER:

    INLIB=PDS

    OUTLIB=SEQ

    MEMBERS=INCLUDE

    PACK=Y

    PARMS IN EFFECT THIS RUN:

    BCI=Y

    BCS=N

    CDEL=0

    CEC=35

    CSC=16

    DCBS=N

    FCC=-

    FORMAT=Y,

    JOBF=Y

    ICSC=37

    INCR=10

    INLIB=PDS

    LINES=55

    MEMBERS=INCLUDE

    MKW=60

    MQKW=10

    OPSC=12

    OPTDESC=Y

    OUTLIB=SEQ

    PACK=Y

    REPORT=7

    RSYM=N

    SECC=*

    SEQ1=10

GSRCNTL CARDS INPUT BY USER:
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|UNIT=3350|REPL|          * REPLACE STRING WITH STRING ON NEXT LINE

|UNIT=(SYSDA,2)|          * REPLACEMENT STRING

|CLASS=A|REPL|            * REPLACE STRING WITH STRING ON NEXT LINE

|CLASS=X|                 * REPLACEMENT STRING

|CLASS=A|INSA|            * FIND CLASS=A AND INSERT A LINE AFTER IT

|//  ROLL=(NO,NO)|        * NEW JCL CARD FOR INSERTION

|CLASS=A|INSB|            * FIND CLASS=B AND INSERT A LINE BEFORE IT

|//  PRTY=15|             * NEW JCL CARD FOR INSERTION

|DD2|DELT|                * FIND DD1 AND DELETE THE LINE

|DD3|COMM|                * FIND DD3 AND COMMENT OUT THE LINE

This report contains the following fields:

PARM FIELD OPTIONS SPECIFIED BY USER:
The options specified by the user in the JCLNeat PARM field are listed in the order in which they were coded.

PARMS IN EFFECT THIS RUN:
Alphabetical list of the values used for all of the JCLNeat options during this run.

GSRCNTL CARDS INPUT BY USER
Produces a list of all control statements used by global string replacement for this execution.

Original JCL Report
This report is a sequential listing of the statements read from the input stream specified to JCLNeat. Each statement line
is prefixed with an identifier of IN. A new page begins when a logical break is encountered in the input stream.

This report also contains the JCLNeat error messages documented in the JCLCheck Messages. Many of the error
messages are then followed by the statement line that was being processed when the error was encountered. This
statement is prefixed with an identifier of IMAGE. A new page begins after an error message and its associated IMAGE
record is printed.

 CA                           JCLNeat ORIGINAL JCL

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx

 

IN  //BROWN01F JOB '40700000',BROWN,MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=K,NOTIFY=BROWN01        00010034

IN  //IEF  PROC                                                              00020034

IN  //STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                                 00021034

IN  //DD1 DD DSN=BROWN01.TEST.TAPE,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),UNIT=3380,              00022034

IN  //    SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                                 00022134

IN  //    DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)                              00023034

IN  //    PEND                                                               00024034

IN  //STEP1 EXEC IEF                                                         00024134

IN  //                                                                       00024634

IN  //IEF  PROC                                                              00024734

IN  //STEP1 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                                 00024834
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IN  //DD1 DD DSN=BROWN01.TEST.TAPE,DISP=(NEW,DELETE),UNIT=3380,              00024935

IN  //    SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                                 00025035

IN  //    DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)                              00025135

IN  //    PEND                                                               00025434

IN  //STEP1 EXEC IEF                                                         00025534

 

Specifying GSRCNTL DD Control Cards

If you are using global string replacement (GSRCNTL DD), the Original JCL report output looks like the following:

 CA                              JCLNeat ORIGINAL JCL

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx

 

IN   //BELST023 JOB (40100000),'CAUSER1',                            0001000

 

INSB // PRTY=15,

 

IN   //     CLASS=A,                                                 0002000

 

REP  //     CLASS=X,                                                 0002000

 

IN   //     MSGCLASS=X                                               0003000

 

INSA //     ROLL=(NO,NO)

 

IN   //STEP01 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                       0004000

 

IN   //DD0  DD UNIT=3350,VOL=SER=SER001,SPACE=(TRK,0),DCB=(BUFNO=7)  0005000

 

REP  //DD0  DD UNIT=(SYSDA,2),VOL=SER=SER001,SPACE=(TRK,0),          0005000

 

REP  // DCB=(BUFNO=7)

 

IN   //DD1  DD UNIT=3350,VOL=SER=SER001,SPACE=(TRK,0)                0006000

 

REP  //DD1  DD UNIT=(SYSDA,2),VOL=SER=SER001,SPACE=(TRK,0)           0006000

 

IN   //DD2  DD UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=SER002,SPACE=(TRK,0)                0007000

 

DEL  //DD2  DD UNIT=3380,VOL=SER=SER002,SPACE=(TRK,0)                0007000

 

IN   //DD3  DD UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=SER003,SPACE=(TRK,0)                0008000

 

COM  //*DD3  DD UNIT=3390,VOL=SER=SER003,SPACE=(TRK,0)               0008000

 

Output
When you use the GSRCNTL parameter, the report identifies each of the changes by prefixing each line of output
with one of following:

COM
Commented JCL statement
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DEL
Deleted JCL statement

IN
Input JCL line (FROM string)

INSA
Inserted JCL statement after

INSB
Inserted JCL statement before

REP
Line string replacement

Reformatted JCL Report
This report is a sequential listing of the JCL statements generated by JCLNeat in reformatting the JCL. Each statement
line is prefixed with an identifier of OUT. A new page begins when a logical break is encountered in the input stream.

CA                              REFORMATTED JCL

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx

OUT //BROWN01F JOB '40700000',                                               00000010

OUT //             BROWN,                                                    00000020

OUT //             MSGCLASS=X,                                               00000030

OUT //             CLASS=K,                                                  00000040

OUT //             NOTIFY=BROWN01                                            00000050

OUT //*                                                                      00000060

OUT //IEF      PROC                                                          00000070

OUT //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                              00000080

OUT //*                                                                      00000090

OUT //DD1  DD  DCB=(BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=VBS),                        00000100

OUT //         DISP=(NEW,DELETE),                                            00000110

OUT //         DSN=BROWN01.TEST.DISK,                                        00000120

OUT //         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                            00000130

OUT //         UNIT=3380                                                     00000140

OUT //*                                                                      00000150

OUT //         PEND                                                          00000160

OUT //STEP1    EXEC IEF                                                      00000170

OUT //*                                                                      00000180

OUT //

OUT //IEF      PROC                                                          00000190

OUT //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                              00000200

OUT //*                                                                      00000210

OUT //DD1  DD  DCB=(BLKSIZE=3200,LRECL=80,RECFM=VBS),                        00000220

OUT //         DISP=(NEW,DELETE),                                            00000230

OUT //         DSN=BROWN01.TEST.DISK,                                        00000240

OUT //         SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),                                            00000250

OUT //         UNIT=3380                                                     00000260

OUT //*                                                                      00000270

OUT //         PEND                                                          00000280

OUT //STEP1    EXEC IEF                                                      00000290

OUT //*                                                                      00000300
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JCLNeat Options Report Using REXX
This report describes the options and features that were used for JCL reformatting during this job run.

CA                                JCLNEAT OPTIONS

CA JCLCHECK     SYS: xxxx

PARM FIELD OPTIONS SPECIFIED BY USER:

INLIB=PDS

OUTLIB=SEQ

MEMBERS=INCLUDE

REXXMEM=CAZ1NREX

PARMS IN EFFECT THIS RUN:

BCI=Y

BCS=N

CDEL=0

CEC=35

CECJ=35

CSC=16

DCBS=N

FCC=-

FORMAT=Y

JOBF=Y

ICSC=37

INCR=10

INLIB=PDS

LINES=55

MEMBERS=INCLUDE

MKW=60

MQKW=10

OPSC=12

OUTLIB=SEQ

PACK=N

RECOVER=Y

REPORT=7

REXXMEM=CAZ1NREX

RSYM=N

SECC=*

SEQ1=10

SIM=N

MEMBERS TO BE INCLUDED BY USER:

NEAT@W96

JCLNeat Original JCL Report Using REXX
This report is a sequential listing of the statements read from the input stream specified to JCLNeat using the REXXMEM
option.
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NOTE

For more information about the Original JCL Report, search Original JCL Report.

 CA                                 JCLNEAT ORIGINAL JCL

CA JCLCHECK    SYS: xxxx

 

IN    //BELST029 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,                 00010000

IN    //     NOTIFY=BELST02                                                   00020000

REPL  //BELST029 JOB (40100000),'S. BELL',CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=A,                 00010000

IN    //STEP0  EXEC PGM=OLDPGM                                                00030000

DELT  //STEP0  EXEC PGM=OLDPGM                                                00030000

IN    //STEP1  EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                               00031000

INSA  //STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.J6B0.CAILOAD

IN    //DD1    DD  DISP=(,CATLG),DSN=BELST02.SSC95.DATA,                      00040000

IN    //       UNIT=BOGUS,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1),RLSE),                             00050000

IN    //       DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80)                            00060000

REMV  //       UNIT=BOGUS,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),                                  00050000

REMV  //       SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)),                                             00050000

REPL  //       DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=0)                             00060000

IN    //DD2    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBSOLETE.DATASET                               00070000

COMM  //*DD2   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBSOLETE.DATASET                           

 

This is a sample of the JCLNeat Reformatted JCL report.

 CA                               REFORMATED JCL

CA JCLCHECK   SYS: xxxx

 

OUT //BELST029 JOB (40100000),                                              00000010

OUT //             'S. BELL',                                               00000020

OUT //             CLASS=K,                                                 00000030

OUT //             MSGCLASS=A,                                              00000040

OUT //             NOTIFY=BELST02                                           00000050

OUT //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                             00000060

OUT //STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,                                                00000070

OUT //             DSN=CAI.J6B0.CAILOAD                                     00000080

OUT //DD1  DD  DCB=(BLKSIZE=0,LRECL=80,RECFM=FBA),                          00000090

OUT //         DISP=(,CATLG),                                               00000100

OUT //         DSN=BELST02.SSC95.DATA,                                      00000110

OUT //         SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                                            00000120

OUT //**------------------------------------------------------------------* 00000130

OUT //**                                                                  * 00000140

OUT //*DD2    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=OBSOLETE.DATASET                              00000150
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Building
The topics in this area of the documentation provide information about user-modifiable CSECTs, macros, control blocks,
COBOL user exits, REXX, and control statements for SUBCHEK and EDCHEK. This area also describes the ChekPlex
feature and how to use alternative report formats.

Use the navigation panel to the left to access the following Building topics:

• Installation Options
• Interfaces with Other Products
• Special Usage Considerations
• List PDS Members with CAZ2LPDS
• User Exits
• Job Control Standards
• REXX for JCLCheck and JCLNeat
• Utility Program Table

Installation Options
Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following installation topics:

• Runtime Options
• TSO Option Specifications
• Automatic PROCLIB Recognition
• JCLCheck User-Modifiable CSECTs
• JCLCheck Macros
• The SUBCHEK Feature
• The EDCHEK Feature
• Modify the JCLNeat Default Options
• Modify JCLNeat Tables
• The ChekPlex Feature

Runtime Options
JCLCheck runtime options control a wide range of input, processing, and output functions. JCLCheck establishes a set of
default runtime options that can be modified for each installation. With each execution of JCLCheck, you can change or
add options for that run. Upon initiation of processing, JCLCheck evaluates the options in effect for that execution.

To change the default options you must modify the JCLDFLT CSECT.

NOTE

For information about changing the default options, search JCLCheck User-Modifiable CSECTs.

To specify options for each execution of JCLCheck, use one of the following:

• The PARM field on the EXEC statement
• The supplementary OPTIONS file

You identify options to JCLCheck as keyword parameters on the PARM field of the EXEC statement. By specifying
OPTIONS in the PARM field you can supply additional options in a SYSIN file.

JCLCheck evaluates the options you request at the start of processing. Errors in option specification can cause JCLCheck
to bypass the option request to substitute an option or to terminate its execution immediately with a return code 16.
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JCLCheck displays the options from the PARM field and the supplementary OPTIONS file, any warning or error messages
associated with those option specifications, and a complete list of the options in effect on the message output that
precedes the standard JCLCheck reports.

TSO Option Specifications
The first time a user completes the JCLCheck Main Menu, the product takes the user through the Option Specification
panel and the Output Control Options panel to establish the options. JCLCheck then automatically saves these options
specifications in the user's profile data set.

When installing the ISPF Interface, review the defaults JCLCheck establishes in the Options panels. You can tailor the
default options setup to conform to your installation requirements by modifying these panels.

Automatic PROCLIB Recognition
AUTOPROC is an automatic procedure library (PROCLIB) recognition option, which is available for systems running JES2
or JES3. AUTOPROC is not available on Fujitsu MSP Operating Systems.

To use AUTOPROC, you must meet this specific authorization requirement.

WARNING
The JCLCheck program, its aliases and key programs, must exist in an APF-authorized library that is either a
linklist library (LNKLST00) or LPALIB. For more information about establishing JCLCheck as APF-authorized,
search Establish JCLCheck as APF Authorized.

When you specify the AUTOPROC option, JCLCheck schedules a Service Request Block (SRB) into the JES2 or JES3
address space to collect the procedure library allocations. The operating system returns this information to JCLCheck
to allocate cataloged procedure libraries to the JCLCheck address space. An FRR assembler macro covers the SRB
routine for maximum protection. Depending on other runtime options, JCLCheck may not have additional authorized code
requirements.

Execution of JCLCheck as an authorized program in batch or under TSO/ISPF can be subject to further restrictions that
your security system imposes. Check with the systems programmer or security coordinator at your site when planning to
use AUTOPROC.

You should not use the AUTOPROC and PROC options together. If both options are specified, be aware that the following
actions take place:

AUTOPROC is invoked to allocate ddnames of the procedure libraries found in the JES2 or JES3 address space.

• If this allocation of the procedure libraries is successful, these libraries are searched for the procedures. The ddnames
supplied by the PROC option will be ignored.

• If the allocation of the procedure libraries is unsuccessful, the CAY6182S message is issued. The ddname supplied by
the PROC runtime option (if allocated) is the target of the procedure library search.

Specifically, AUTOPROC is in effect unless there is an error message indicating that the allocation failed. If you are using
EDCHEK, SUBCHEK or ISPF, you must use TSO/E to run the authorized programs under TSO.

You must use TSO/E to use the AUTOPROC feature. You must also update the appropriate TSO/E authorization tables.
In addition, you must execute the JCLCheck load modules from an authorized library and link them as authorized (for
example, with AC=1).

The EDCHEK interface calls JCLCheck which, in turn, uses the TSOLINK service program, CAZ2CTSO module to
schedule the SRB as an authorized program.

JCLCheck User-Modifiable CSECTs
You can modify JCLCheck operation by assembling and linking in a number of parameter CSECTs. These include:
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CAZ2JAC2
Supports ACF2 control statements.
(This CSECT was named ACF2TBL in prior releases of JCLCheck. The name has been changed to fit standard
Broadcom naming conventions.)

CA7TBL
Supplies decoding tables for CA 7 schedule override control statements.

CAZ2DTBL
Supplies decoding tables for the DEST parameter on the DD statement and on the JES2 /*OUTPUT statement
and for the destination field on the JES2 /*ROUTE statement.

CAZ2UTAB
Supplies unit name/device type equivalences for the no runtime option NORUNT.
(This CSECT was named CMSUTAB in prior releases of JCLCheck. The name has been changed to fit standard
Broadcom naming conventions.)

CAZ2JOEL
Supplies an Option Exclusion list.

EXECACTG
Supplies decoding tables for the EXEC statement ACCT parameter.

CAZ2JAPT
Supplies the IMS Program Name Table.
(This CSECT was named IMSNMTBL in prior releases of JCLCheck. The name has been changed to fit standard
Broadcom naming conventions.)

JCLDFLT
Supplies default option values.

JCLTABLE
Provides the JCL decoding table:
MVS4XTBL - MVS version 4 and higher including z/OS

JCLUPT
Supplies the JCLCheck Program Table.

JCLUTIL
Contains decoding tables for IBM Utility Control Statements.

JESTBL
Defines additional JES2 control statements.

CAZ2JAJ3
Supports both JES3 and ACF2 control statements.
(This CSECT was named JESACF2 in prior releases of JCLCheck. The name has been changed to fit standard
Broadcom naming conventions.)

CAZ2J3TB
Support for JES3 control statements.
(This CSECT was named JES3TBL in prior releases of JCLCheck. The name has been changed to fit standard
Broadcom naming conventions.)

JOBACTG
Supplies decoding tables for the JOB statement account field

JOBCARD
Supplies text for the default JOB statement JCLCheck provides (JCLCheck uses this JOB statement when the
input stream does not begin with a JOB statement).
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OPCMDTBL
Supplies decoding tables for z/OS operator commands.

ROUTETBL
Supplies decoding tables for the JES2 /*ROUTE control statement.

SSCTLTBL
Supplies decoding tables for JES2/3 special JCL statements and subsystem control statements.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view detailed descriptions of each of the CSECTs.

 

 

The CAZ2JAC2 Table
The CAZ2JAC2 table is a special CAZ2J3TB CSECT that JCLCheck uses only to support ACF2 control statements. The
$JESCTL macro instruction generates entries. The $JESCTL macro that does not contain any operands indicates the end
of the table.

 CAZ2J3TB      CSECT

  

               $JCLCB        GLBL,JTB,PCB,PTB,VTB,REGS

               $JESCTL       LOGONID                    ACF2  //*LOGONID CARD

               $JESCTL       PASSWORD,EXIT=XJ3PSWD      ACF2  //*PASSWORD CARD

               SPACE 2

               $JESCTL ,                                MARK END OF TABLE

               END

 

NOTE
When you support ACF2, comments that precede the first step initiate the following warning message:
CAY6132W. This message displays when the comments have an alphabetic character (A - Z) in column 4.

The CA7TBL CSECT
The CA7TBL CSECT supplies decoding tables for CA 7 schedule override control statements.

See MVS4XTBL in the CAZ2SRC library for sample coding of CA7TBL.

The CAZ2DTBL CSECT
The CAZ2DTBL CSECT defines the syntax of the DEST parameter on the DD statement or JES2 /*OUTPUT statement,
and the /*ROUTE statement's destination specification. The JCLCheck CAZ2DTBL enforces standard destination codes
for your operating system.

The JCLCheck z/OS version looks like this:

 CAZ2DTBL        CSECT

                 $VTB        KTB=(*,MASKED),VAL=NUM,RANGE=(1,255),   

                             LEN=(0,17), 

                             EXIT=XDEST,LOAD=YES 

                 $KTB        LAST=PRINTR+#   

                 $J6PCB      NAME=(ANYLOCAL) 

                 $J6PCB      NAME=(LOCAL,RMT###,RM###,R###)  

                 $J6PCB      NAME=(PUNCH+#,PRINTER+,PRINTR+#)    
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If you choose to replace this table, be sure to retain the reference to the XDEST exit. You need this exit to save
destinations that display in Report 5 and Report 9 - Summary Report.

The DESTCHK runtime option controls validation of remote names. If you code DEST, JCLCheck checks remote names
against CAZ2DTBL and if it does not find a match, it produces a CAY6037E message. If you code DEST(J), JCLCheck
checks JES2/JES3 for a valid destination name. If it is not a valid name, JCLCheck produces error message CAY6174E. If
you use DEST(J), you do not need to modify CAZ2DTBL. To turn off the option, specify DEStchk(NOJes).

JES2 Version SP410 and above has generally relaxed destination validation.

NOTE

For more information about the DESTCHK runtime option, search DESTCHK.

Also, see CAZ2DTBL in the CAZ2SRC library, which is an independent CSECT that contains the destination
parameter decoding table. The default version of CAZ2DTBL is in the CAZ2SRC library.

When tailoring JCLCheck for your installation, modify CAZ2DTBL to contain all the valid values for the DEST parameter.
These are valid values when coding either on the DD statement or on a JES3 control statement.

The EXECACTG CSECT
The EXECACTG CSECT supplies decoding tables for the EXEC statement ACCT parameter.

 EXECACTG        CSECT   

                 $PTB     LAST=(ACCOUNT,REUSE)   

                 $J6PCB   NAME=ACCOUNT,BTB=EACCT 

 EACCT           $VTB     LEN=(0,140),VAL=ALPHA,QUOTE=YES,SPEC=HYPH  

 

NOTE
For information about the syntax, search JCLCheck Macros. For coding examples, see MVS4XTBL in the
CAZ2SRC library.

The CAZ2JAPT CSECT
The CAZ2JAPT CSECT supplies the alias name of IMS Program DFSRRC00 and CA APCDDS Program CATKJCL. If
JCLCheck finds that PGM= on the EXEC statement matches an entry in this CSECT, it searches for the actual program
name in the second field of the PARM operand.

The following example uses the second parameter on the EXEC=PARM for passing the program name. Program
CATKJCL uses the first positional parameter, as does DFSRRC00.

 

CAZ2JAPT CSECT

         SPACE

         SPACE

         $APT  DFSRRC00,2,IMS  IMS BATCH PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM=(DLI,IEFBR14

         $APT  CATKJCL,2       CA APCDDS PGM=CATKJCL,PARM='DDS,IEFBR14'

         $APT  MYUTIL,3        PGM=MYUTIL,PARM='...,...,IEFBR14'

         $APT  TESTIT,1        PGM=TESTIT,PARM='IEFBR14'

         $APT                  * END OF TABLE INDICATOR *

         END

Note: You can find the supplied source for this CSECT in member CAZ2JAPT of the CAZ2SRC library.
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The CAZ2UTAB CSECT
The CAZ2UTAB CSECT supplies unit name/device type equivalences for the no runtime option (NORUNT). This assists
in validation for the JCLCheck user, because JCLCheck does not access the z/OS unit name tables directly in this mode.
Unit names not defined in this table are arbitrarily assumed to be direct access (3390).

The CSECT consists of one or more ten-byte entries, and is terminated by a single X'FF' byte. Each entry consists of an
eight-byte unit name and a two-byte device type code. Device type codes correspond to the last two bytes of the UCBTYP
field, as documented in various IBM manuals.

Some of the more common codes include:

Device Type Hex String
2305 2006
3330 (model1) 2009
3340 200A
3350 200B
3375 200C
3330-I (model 2) 200D
3380 200E
3390 200F
3400-series 8003 (magnetic tape)
3480 8080 (magnetic tape)
3490 8181 (magnetic tape)
3590 8083 (magnetic tape)
9345 2004
9348 8081 (magnetic tape)

The default CAZ2UTAB CSECT supplied with JCLCheck is:

CAZ2UTAB CSECT

         DC   CL8'3420',X'8003'

         DC   CL8'3480',X'8080'

         DC   CL8'3490',X'8081'

         DC   CL8'3590',X'8083'

         DC   CL8'CART',X'8080'

         DC   CL8'TAPE',X'8003'

         DC   X'FF'              END OF TABLE

         END

The CAZ2JOEL CSECT
The CAZ2JOEL CSECT supplies a list of JCLCheck options that cannot be changed from the default options specified in
the JCLDFLT CSECT.

CAZ2JOEL CSECT

         SPACE

         $OEL  SMS                    (SMS OPTION)  

         $OEL  NORUNT                 (NORUNTIM OPTION) 
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         $OEL

         SPACE

         END

NOTE
This CSECT ensures that specific JCLCheck options are used at your installation (for example, specific standard
names are used with the STDREXX option).

The JCLDFLT CSECT
The systems programmer at your site can change the standard defaults by modifying the JCLDFLT CSECT during
installation. JCLDFLT contains the standard defaults that JCLCheck provides. The defaults that are shown here are the
supplied defaults.

 CTLSCAN FULLLIST JOB LIST PXREF(RPT) XREF

 

You can nullify a default option by specifying the option keyword (or its recognized abbreviation) preceded by NO. For
example, to request the CA 1 (TMS) program product support feature and negate the FULLLIST option, specify it as
follows:

 //    EXEC   JCLCHECK,PARM='TMS NOF'

 

JCLCheck evaluates the requested options at the start of JCL processing. Any errors in the option specifications can
cause JCLCheck to bypass the option request, substitute a default option, or terminate its execution immediately
with a return code of 16. JCLCheck displays a complete list of the options in effect (from either the PARM field or the
supplementary OPTIONS file). JCLCheck also displays any warning or error messages that are associated with those
option specifications, and a complete list of the options in the message output that precedes the standard JCLCheck
reports.

The following example shows the JCLDFLT CSECT:

 JCLDFLT         CSECT   

                 DC          AL2(OPTLEN) 

 OPT             DC          C'CTL FULL JOB LIST XREF PXREF(RPT) '   

 OPTLEN          EQU         *-OPT   

                 END 

 

When defining the options in this CSECT, apply the following rules:

• Do not use commas to separate keywords.
• Enter a blank space after the last keyword and before the ending single quote.

The JCLTABLE CSECT
This table provides the JCL decoding table MVS4XTBL. See the CAZ2SRC library for the tables and the various
environments.

The JCLUPT CSECT
This CSECT provides the Utility Program Table (UPT).
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The JCLCheck recognition of IBM and user utility programs is table-driven. The CAZ2SRC data set member, JCLUPT,
provides source for the utility program table. You can modify this table to define other utility programs in use at your
installation.

The utility program table is built using the $UPT macro. To terminate this table, code a $UPT macro without operands. In
the following example, the $UPT macros are coded in JCLUPT for the IEBGENER, IEHPROGM, IDCAMS, and XCOM
utilities.

JCLUPT    CSECT

          PRINT     NOGEN   

          $UPT      IEBGENER,          IBM SEQUENTIAL COPY UTILITY 

                    REQ=(SYSIN,SYSPRINT),   

                    COPY=(SYSUT1,SYSUT2)    

 

          $UPT      IEHPROGM,          IBM CATALOG MANAGEMENT UTILITY  

                    CTL=SYSIN,  

                    VBT=IEHVBT, 

                    REQ=SYSPRINT    

 

          $UPT      IDCAMS,            IBM VSAM UTILITY    

                    CTL=SYSIN,  

                    VBT=AMSVBT, 

                    REQ=SYSPRINT    

 

          $UPT      XCOMJOB,           CA XCOM 

                    CTL=SYSIN01,    

                    VBT=XCOMVBT 

NOTE
For information on XCOM parameters, see the XCOM Data Transport for z/OS User Guide.

The JCLUTIL CSECT
The JCLUTIL CSECT contains decoding tables for IBM Utility Control statements and for XCOM utility control statements.
This module is reentrant and reusable.

JCLUTIL   CSECT

          PRINT     NOGEN   

IEHVBT    $VERBTBL  TYPE=IBM,LAST=UNCATLG,SAVE=XJBUVERB 

          $VERB ADD,PTB=ADD,XJBUSIZE,CODE=XJBUVXXX  

See the CAZ2SRC library for coding examples.

The JESTBL CSECT
The JESTBL CSECT defines JES2 control statements to JCLCheck and to control their analysis.

The default JCLCheck JESTBL CSECT is:

JESTBL    CSECT

          $JESCTL DUP,PTB=DUPTBL,XJBSIZE=XJBPLEN

          $JESCTL JOBPARM,PTB=PARMTBL,XJBSIZE=XJBPLEN,
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                  EXIT=XJOBPARM

          $JESCTL MESSAGE      /*MESSAGE CONTROL STATEMENT

          $JESCTL NETACCT      /*NETACCT NJE CONTROL STATEMENT

          $JESCTL NOTIFY       /*NOTIFY NJE CONTROL STATEMENT

          $JESCTL SCAN         /*SCAN CONTROL STATEMENT

          $JESCTL SETUP        /*SETUP CONTROL STATEMENT

          $JESCTL XEQ          /*XEQ NJE CONTROL STATEMENT

          $JESCTL ,            MARK END OF TABLE

See MVS4XTBL in the CAZ2SRC library for sample coding.

The following JES2 control statements do not require or use JESTBL entries:

/*ROUTE

/*OUTPUT

/*PRIORITY

JCLCheck special routines handle these control statements.

The CAZ2JAJ3 Table
The CAZ2JAJ3 table is a special CAZ2J3TB CSECT JCLCheck uses to support both JES3 and ACF2 control statements.

For more information about this macro and sample coding, see the CAZ2SRC library member CAZ2JAJ3. You can also
search The CAZ2J3TB Table.

The CAZ2JAJ3 - JES3 Verb Table
This table controls decoding JES3 control statements, except for //**PAUSE and //**COMMAND, which
JCLCheck handles internally. JCLCheck does not perform validation or syntax checking of COMMAND. JCLCheck does
support the ACF2 //*LOGONID and //*PASSWORD control statements. It blocks out the passwords on the //*PASSWORD
statement with Xs on all reports.

Entries are generated with the $JESCTL macro instruction. JCLCheck indicates the end of the table using a $JESCTL
macro without operands.

NOTE
When you use ACF2 or JES3 support, comments preceding the first step receive a warning message,
CAY6132W, if they have an alphabetic character (A - Z) in column 4.

The CAZ2J3TB Table
The CAZ2J3TB CSECT defines JES3 control statements.

For more information on example coding, see the CAZ2SRC library member CAZ2J3TB.

The CAZ2J3TB - JES3 Verb Table
This table controls decoding JES3 control statements, except for //**PAUSE and //**COMMAND, which JCLCheck
handles internally. JCLCheck does not perform validation or syntax of COMMAND. JCLCheck does support the ACF2 //
*LOGONID and //*PASSWORD control statements. It blocks out the passwords on the //*PASSWORD statement with Xs
on all reports.

For more information about the $JESCTL macro, see the JCLCheck Macros.
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NOTE
When you use JES3 support, comments preceding the first step receive a warning message, CAY6132W, if they
have an alphabetic character (A - Z) in column 4.

The JOBACTG CSECT
The JOBACTG CSECT supplies decoding tables for the JOB statement account field.

          MNOTE 0,'JOBACTG - JOB STMT ACCOUNT VALIDATION CSECT'

 JOBACTG  CSECT             SEPARATE CSECT TO ALLOW USER SPEC

          $PTB   LAST=(ACCOUNT,REUSE)    

          $J6PCB     NAME=ACCOUNT,VTB=JACCT  

 JACCT    $VTB   LEN=(0,140),VAL=ALPHA,QUOTE=YES,SPEC=HYPH   

 

NOTE
See MVS4XTBL in the CAZ2SRC library for currently coded values. For more information about the $PTB,
$J6PCB, and $VTB macros, search JCLCheck Macros.

The JOBCARD CSECT
The JOBCARD CSECT supplies text for the default JOB statement provided by JCLCheck (used when the input stream
does not begin with a JOB statement). The JOBCARD CSECT provides JOB statements for JCLCheck to use in the
event that the input file does not have one. This can occur when input comes from a PROCLIB or if you use the EDCHEK
interface while editing a JCL file without a JOB statement.

The CSECT consists of the following set of macros:

 JOBCARD  TITLE  'JCLCheck DEFAULT JOB CARD CSECT '

          EJECT

 JOBCARD  CSECT

          $DJOBINI  ***  DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE  ***

          $DJOBGEN '//UNKNOWN JOB (UNKNOWN) , UNKNOWN  ***  JOB STATEMENT SUPPLIED *** '

 ***                 INCLUDE JOB STATEMENTS DEFINITION HERE                 ***

          $DJTBGEN  ***  DO NOT REMOVE THIS LINE  ***

 

Macros $DJOBINI and $DJTBGEN are required at the beginning and at the end. It is important you do not move or
remove the macros.

$DJOBGEN is a macro that generates a default JOB statement, or it can generate multiple JOB statements. You can
change the JOB statements generated by $DJOBGEN. Additionally, the macro can generate more than one line of the
JOB statement; each line is coded as one parameter of the macro. For example:

  $DJOBGEN         '//MYJOB  JOB  (ACCOUNT) , PROGRAMMER, +   ',

                   '//             USER=MYUSER,  ',

                   '//             MSGCLASS=A '

 

Use the JOBCARD(nn) option to determine the JOB statement to use when multiple JOB statements are generated. For
information about the JOBCARD(nn) option, see JOBCARD.

NOTE
You must link this CSECT into JCLCheck. The JOB statement must be syntactically valid; otherwise, JCLCheck
loops.
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The OPCMDTBL CSECT
The OPCMDTBL CSECT supplies decoding tables for z/OS operator commands.

NOTE
For supplied CSECTs, see MVS4XTBL in the CAZ2SRC library. This table contains the z/OS operator
commands that you can find in job streams that JCLCheck processes.

The abbreviations for the commands immediately precede the respective commands in the table.

The ROUTETBL CSECT
The ROUTETBL CSECT defines the syntax of the JES2 /*ROUTE control statement. JCLCheck scans this control
statement as if there were a comma between the second and third parameters (so that it scans the /*ROUTE PRINT
LOCAL COMMENTS as though it were coded /*ROUTE PRINT,LOCAL COMMENTS). The JCLCheck ROUTETBL
enforces standard /*ROUTE syntax, including operand column requirements in non-MVS systems.

The JCLCheck ROUTETBL CSECT is:

ROUTETBL  CSECT

          $PTB     LAST=DEST

          $J6PCB   NAME=OUTPUT,VTB=ROUTPUT,REQ=YES

          $J6PCB   NAME=DEST,VTB=CAZ2DTBL,REQ=YES

 

ROUTPUT   $VTB     LEN=(1,5),KTB=*

          $KTB     LAST=XEQ

          $J6PCB   NAME=(PRINT,PUNCH,XEQ)

NOTE
See MVS4XTBL in the CAZ2SRC library for the JCLCheck CSECTS.

The SSCTLTBL CSECT
The SSCTLTBL CSECT defines special JCL and subsystem control statements to JCLCheck. Two JCL statements, CNTL
and ENDCNTL, and a Print Services Facility control statement, PRINTDEV, were added to job control language in JES2
and JES3 System Product, Version 1.3.4. As distributed, JCLCheck flags these statements as errors.

You must link the SSCTLTBL with JCLCheck to activate support for these JCL statements. Define SSCTLTBL entries with
the same $JESCTL macro you use to define JES2 or JES3 control statements.

When subsystem control statement support is active, JCLCheck checks for proper usage of CNTL and ENDCNTL and
also checks the syntax of the PRINTDEV control statement. JCLCheck also allows the CNTL=*.name DD statement
keyword and checks that the backward reference is coded correctly.

NOTE
See SSCTLTBL in the CAZ2SRC library.

JCLCheck Macros
This section explains JCLCheck macros. The product syntax scan is table-driven. The JCLCheck CAZ2SRC member
MVS4XTBL contains the source for these tables. You can modify these tables to accommodate local standards, activate
hooks for exit routines, or provide tables for the JCLCheck scan of the accounting parameters.
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WARNING
If you examine the source for JCLCheck macros, you see undocumented keywords and positional parameters
in the definitions macros. Internal parameters Broadcom uses are not documented. We recommend that you do
not use these parameters because unpredictable results can occur.

Syntax Table Macros
Use the following macros to construct JCL syntax tables:

$KTB (Keyword Table)
Defines keyword subparameters.
This table points to the $J6PCB macros describing each valid keyword.

$J6PCB (Parameter Control Block)
Defines a parameter and provides a name for the parameter.
The actual keyword for keyword parameters. $J6PCB is an eight-character name used in messages, for positional
parameters.
This parameter control block points to either a $PTB macro describing the subparameters or to a $VTB macro
describing the parameter's valid values.

$PTB (Pointer Table)
Defines a parameter that includes subparameters.
This table points to the $J6PCB macros defining any positional subparameters and optionally points to a $KTB
macro to define any keyword subparameters.

$VTB (Value Table)
Defines valid values for a parameter.
The value table controls the validation of the parameter's operand, indicates whether to save the operand, and
indicates whether an exit routine exists for the parameter.

All tables begin with a $PTB macro and use other macros as they apply. The following topics describe the syntax of these
macros. To clarify their use, examine the tables in the JCLCheck Macro library or the parameter CSECTs (JOBACTG,
ROUTETBL, and DESTTBL).

The macros use predefined assembler tag names in their expansion. Provide these names by coding a macro as follows:

$JCLCB   PCB,PTB,VTB,KTB    

This macro generates the DSECTs JCLCheck requires for any syntax table assembly.

NOTE
When adding to or modifying a table, refer to a similar entry within the table as a model for your changes.

Utility Table Macros
Use the following tables to construct JCL utility tables:

$KAT (Keyword Abbreviation Table)
Relates the abbreviation to the keyword.

$UPT (Utility Table)
Defines the ddnames JCLCheck requires for utility programs and the control input files for control statement
processing.

$VERB (Verb)
Builds verb table entries.
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$VERBTBL (Verb Table)
Builds a verb table

Functional Table Macros
Use the following macros to construct JCL functional table macros:

$CA7CMD (CA 7 Command)
Supplies the CA 7 scheduling override control statements.

$DMSG (Define Messages)
Defines error messages to JCLCheck.

$JESCTL (JES Control)
Describes JES control statements.

$OPRCMD (Operator Command Table)
Builds the operator command table.

User Exit Macros
You can use the following user exit macros to invoke a JCL subroutine call in the global data area, generate
JCLCheck control blocks, generate an initialization code for standard and parameter exits, issue error messages, invoke
the JCLCheck storage management routines, generate termination code, and to generate specific supplied JCLCheck
routines.

$JCLCALL
Invokes a JCL subroutine call whose address is in the global data area or is specified as a parameter.

$JCLCB
Generates JCLCheck control blocks.
Use $JCLCB to generate all control block DSECTs JCLCheck requires for an exit routine with a single instruction.

$JCLENT
Generates the initialization code for standard and parameter exits.

$JCLERR
Issues error messages.

$JCLGETM
Invokes the JCLCheck storage management routines to allocate an area of storage.

$JCLPRTN
Generates termination code for use in parameter exits.

$JCLRTRN
Generates the termination code for use in standard exits.

$J6ENTRY
Generates the initialization code for exits you define outside of JCLCheck. This macro includes symbolics. Do not
use this macro for standard or parameter exits.

$J6EXIT
Generates termination code for $J6ENTRY exits.

The $CA7CMD Macro
The $CA7CMD macro supplies the CA 7 scheduling override control statements.

This macro has the following format:
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 -label-       ,$CA7CMD=   name 

             -,PTB=-

             -,XJBSIZE=size-

             -,EXIT=name-

             [,LOAD=NO|YES]

 

label
Defines the name of the table.
This name is eight alphanumeric characters in length.

name
Identifies the name of the CA 7 control statement.

PTB
Specifies the external name of a pointer table defining the syntax and analysis of the control statement.
The name you specify must appear on a CSECT or ENTRY statement. If you omit this parameter, JCLCheck does
not analyze the JES2 statement's operands.

XJBSIZE
Optional, unless you specify the PTB operand. This parameter specifies the size, in bytes, of the XJB that
JCLCheck requires to contain the flags and extracted values for control statement analysis.
JCLCheck ignores this operand if you omit the PTB operand.

EXIT
Specifies the external name of an exit routine to use when encountering the control statement.
If JCLCheck requests operand analysis, it performs the analysis before you enter the exit. You enter control
statement exits with the registers set up as for a control statement exit. For a full description of exit routine coding
conventions, register assignments, and related topics, see User Exits.

LOAD
YES loads the exit at runtime, NO links the exit with JCLCheck.
Default: NO

The $DMSG Macro
The $DMSG macro defines error messages to JCLCheck. The text of all messages is in the JCLMSG member of the
OPTION library. This member consists of a series of $DMSG macros, each defining a message.

This macro has the following format:

 #nnn $DMSG    -text1-,text2-,...---

               SEV=value/SUPPRESS

 

#nnn
Specifies the JCLCheck message number.
JCLCheck requires the pound sign (#). You do not need to specify leading zeros. You must define $DMSG
macros in ascending sequence by message number.

text1-,text2-,...--
Specifies constant message text segments.
If there is more than one text segment, JCLCheck assumes the message contains variable message text.
JCLCheck must provide these variables when it issues the $JCLERR macro for the message. JCLCheck inserts
variable message text units between text segments when it constructs the message. Indicate the presence of
multiple consecutive variables by specifying null text segments. For information about variable message text units,
see The $JCLERR Macro.
If you omit the text parameter, you must supply the entire message as a single variable parameter.
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SEV
Specifies the severity of the message:
-1        Suppress the message

 00  -  03   Informational severity

 04  -  07   Warning severity

 08  -  11   Error severity

 12  -  15   Serious error severity

SEV value must range between 0 and 15. All JCLCheck messages have severities of 0, 4, 8, or 12.
You can use other values to have JCLCheck selectively suppress messages using the runtime SEV option.
SEV=SUPPRESS causes JCLCheck to suppress the message, regardless of the setting of the SEV runtime
option.
While processing a message, the following order of precedence is used to establish the message severity:

1. JCLMSG (out of the box or as modified by USERMOD MZ2C023)
2. JCLCheck program that issues the message
3. MCOSYS (if option specified)
4. MCOUSR (if option specified)
5. CAZ1REX2, CAZ1REXX, or REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option (if REXXMSG option is specified)
6. CAZ1XERR (if option specified; out of the box retains all messages or as modified by USERMOD MZ1C030)

The $DMSGEND Macro
The JCLMSG member in the CAZ2SRC library consists almost entirely of $DMSG macros, in message number sequence.
You must follow the last $DMSG macro with a $DMSGEND macro. Code this as follows:

 $DMSGEND

 

The $DMSGEND macro does not have any operands.

You can modify the text or severity of JCLCheck messages or add installation-specific messages; number user messages
in the range of 700 to 997. Broadcom reserves other numbers for JCLCheck and other products.

NOTE
For information about the source code for JCLMSG, see CAZ2SRC in Installing.

The $J624 Macro
The $J624 macro does not accept operands. Use this macro to jump to 24-bit addressing mode within
JCLCheck standard exits or parameter exits.

The $J631 Macro
Use the $J631 macro to jump to 31-bit addressing mode within JCLCheck. You can only use this macro within standard
exits and parameter exits. This macro does not accept operands.

The $J6ENTRY Macro
Use the $J6ENTRY macro for supplied JCLCheck routines. This macro includes symbols. Use this macro instead of the
$JCLENT macro for routines outside the JCLCheck main set of routines (do not use for standard or parameter exits).

$J6ENTRY   [EQU=Y]

           [RENT=Y]
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           [RESTORE=N]

           [SP=]

           [DATE=N]

           -WA=workarea DSECT name-

           -LEN=length of workarea DSECT-

EQU
Equates registers 0 through 15 to values of R0 through R15.
Default: Y

RENT
Specifies reentrant code.
Default: Y

RESTORE
Specifies whether to restore registers 0 and 1 from the caller save area.

SP
Specifies the subpool area of the save area JCLCheck allocates.
Default: 0

DATE
Specifies the date that appears in the assembly.
Default: N

BASE
R12/reg, base register to use.
Default: register 12

WA
Work area to obtain.
If you do not supply this parameter, a default 72-byte area is obtained to save the registers (DSECT name).

LEN
Length of work area DSECT.

The $J6ESTG Macro
Use the $J6ESTG macro to obtain storage above-the-line. Use only the GET service.

Example:

$J6ESTG     GET,CBID=   id,CBLEN=value/(reg),-,CBLIFE=STEP,CB24BIT=NO,CBPADCHR=00-

The invocation in this example returns a 31-bit address in register 1 pointing to an area of extended storage of len bytes.
This area is prefixed by a STIP (Storage Identification Prefix), which contains the four-character eyesight of ID and contain
control information for future storage management, such as when the area is marked as reusable. In this case, the
storage area has a life of one STEP. Optionally, the area is padded with x'00' (low-values).

GET
$J6ESTG is a service request macro.
The only valid service request for users is GET.

CBID=
Required parameter for GET service.
Specify an expression that resolves to the number of bytes-of-storage to obtain above-the-line.

CBLEN=
Defines the length of storage to obtain.
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If you specify a register as CBLEN=(R2), you must use the MF=E form of the macro and provide for a map of
the parameter area by adding a '$J6ESTG MF=L' statement in the working storage area as pointed to by the WA
parameter of the $JCLENT macro.

CBLIFE=-TASK|JOB|PROC|STEP|STMT|-
Optional parameter specifying the life of the area to obtain.
Marks the storage area as reusable as soon as the next life occurs. (For example, if you obtain storage for JOB
life, it is available for your use until processing begins on the next JOB, if any, STMT life is the default.)

CB24BIT=-Yes|No-
CB24BIT=YES obtains area below-the-line (24-bit addressable).

CBPADCHR=[xx|]
CBPADCHR=hexadecimal value fills obtained storage.
CBPADCHR=4B fills the entire area (from R1 for CBLEN) with the character '4B.' Default is no padding.

The $J6EXIT Macro
You only use the $J6EXIT macro when you use $J6ENTRY.

-label-  -$J6EXIT RC=value-

         [FLAG=]

         [LENGTH=]

label
Defines a reference point.

FLAG
Y specifies an unused save area.

RC
Places a return code value in register 15.

LEN
Specifies the length of area to free.
This value is the same as the area in the $J6ENTRY macro. This macro assumes that the area to free is in
register 13.

The $J6PCB Macro
The $J6PCB macro defines a parameter. It provides a name for the parameter (keyword for keyword parameters and
eight-character name used in messages for positional parameters). It points either to a $PTB macro describing the
subparameters or to a $VTB macro describing the parameter's valid values.

$J6PCB NAME=parameter-name

       -FLAG=name of byte in XJB-         |-XFLAG=name of byte in XJB-

       -BIT=name of bit within flag-byte- |-XBIT=name of bits within xflg-byte-

       -EXCL=(bits1,bits2,bits3,bits4)-   |-XEXCL=(bits,flag-byte)-

       [REQ=NO|YES]

       -PTB=dtb-name-

       -VTB=vtb-name-

NAME
Parameter name to use in all messages about the parameter.
This is a one- to eight-character alphanumeric name.
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When using this name in a keyword table, make it identical to the keyword used in the JCL. Specify this
parameter as a list of names enclosed in parentheses and use it to define multiple PCBs with identical
requirements. This is particularly useful in defining keyword operand values (see the LAST parameter of the
$KTB, $PTB, and $VERBTBL macros).

FLAG|XFLAG
Required parameter if you specify BIT and specifies the name of a byte in the XJB containing a bit that is set
when JCLCheck encounters this parameter.
Specify the name of the bit in the BIT parameter. Use XFLAG if you use the XEXCL parameter.

BIT|XBIT
JCLCheck requires this parameter if you use FLAG and specifies the name of a bit that is in the XJB and is set
when JCLCheck encounters this parameter.
Specify the name of the byte containing the bit in the FLAG parameter. Use XBIT if you use the XEXCL
parameter.

EXCL
Specifies the parameters that are mutually exclusive with this one.
Define this specification as four bit masks, which are tested against the fields XJBxFLG1, XJBxFLG2, XJBxFLG3,
and XJBxFLG4 (where x signifies the statement type: J=JOB, E=EXEC, D=DD, O=/*OUTPUT, P=/*JOBPARM).
Use XEXCL if the bit that needs testing is outside these four bytes.

XEXCL
Specifies parameters that are mutually exclusive with this parameter.
The bit specification is given one or more bits which are tested against a single specified flag byte. The flag byte
can exist in an XJB, global, or extended global. You can repeat the bit, byte combination without restriction. If you
use XEXCL, you must also use XBIT and XFLAG, instead of BIT and FLAG.

REQ
Specifies whether JCLCheck requires the parameter.
If you specify REQ=YES and you omit the parameter, this causes JCLCheck to generate the CAY6036E error
message. You can only code the required parameter for positional parameters.
Default: NO

PTB
Required parameter if you do not specify VTB and names the $PTB macro describing the subparameters.
PTB is mutually exclusive with the VTB parameter. It allows the parameter's operand to contain subparameters.

VTB
Required only if you do not specify PTB and specifies the parameter's operand as a single value without
subparameters.
VTB names the $VTB macro describing the value. It is mutually exclusive with the PTB parameter.

NOTE
Assemble defaults: Use the $JCLXJB macro to list the names of valid bits and bytes in XJB as follows:

$JCLXJB TYPE=ALL (instruction to map XJB fields)

The $J6XGBL Macro
Use the $J6XGBL macro to locate the extended global. Use only the LOCATE service.

Example:

$J6XGBL LOCATE,BASEREG=reg
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This example assigns the address of the extended global to general purpose register 5. You must be in 31-bit addressing
mode to properly locate an extended global on an MVS system; therefore, the $J631 macro must precede this macro.

LOCATE
$J6XGBL is a service request macro.
The only valid service request for users is LOCATE.

BASEREG=
Specifies a general purpose register to contain the address of the extended global (R1 to R15).

The $JCLCALL Macro
The $JCLCALL macro invokes a JCL routine with an address residing in the global data area.

This macro has the following format:

label    $JCLCALL epname,parmadr

        [LOAD=NO|YES]

        [RR=R14]

label
Defines a reference tag.
This tag is eight characters in length.

epame
Identifies an entry point name.

parmadr
Identifies the address of the parameter list.
The parameter list contains addresses which point to the parameters to use for this call.

LOAD
Determines whether JCLCheck should load the called module before the call. YES generates LOAD and delete
instructions for the called module. NO requires the entry point name to link with JCLCheck.
Default: No

RR
Identifies the return register.
Specify this register if you do not want R14, the default return register.

The $JCLCB Macro
The $JCLCB macro generates JCLCheck control blocks. Use $JCLCB to generate all control block DSECTs JCLCheck
requires for an exit routine with a single instruction.

This macro has the following format:

$JCLCB - cbname1,cbname2,...-

Valid values for cbname include the following:

DDT
Specifies data set definition table.

GLBL
Specifies global area.
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JPB
Specifies JCL parameter block.

PCB
Specifies parameter control block.

PTB
Specifies pointer table block.

REGS
Specifies register equates.

RJB
Specifies raw JCL block.

RSA
Specifies standard register save area.

SPB
Specifies statement pointer block.

VTB
Specifies value table block.

XGBL
Specifies extended global area.

XJBDD
Specifies XJB for DD statement.

XJBEXEC
Specifies XJB for EXEC statement.

XJBHASP
Specifies XJB for JES2 control statements.

XJBJES3
Specifies XJB for JES3 control statements.

XJBJOB
Specifies XJB for JOB statement.

XJBINCL
Specifies XJB for INCLUDE statement.

XJBIF
Specifies XJB for IF/THEN statements.

The $JCLENT Macro
The $JCLENT macro generates the initialization code. $JCLENT generates all code JCLCheck requires to save registers,
set up a base register, and call $JCLGETM to acquire a save area. If you specify the WA and WALEN operands, the
$JCLGETMed area is WALEN bytes in length, and a USING statement for WA off register 13 is generated. Use this macro
for exits JCLCheck invokes.

This macro has the following format:

$JCLENT -BASE=R11/reg-

        [WA=]

        [LEN=]
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WA
DSECT name of work area to obtain.

LEN
Length of work area DSECT.
(If you omit this parameter, JCLCheck obtains a default 72-byte area to save the registers.)

NOTE
When defining the WA DSECT, be sure to identify the first field as an area of 18F (fullwords). JCLCheck
uses this for establishing the standard IBM save area at the address pointed to by register 13. Your
variables can follow the standard save area.

The $JCLERR Macro
The $JCLERR macro issues error messages, and an exit routine can place those messages in Report 6 - Error
Messages.

This macro stores an error message for the statement whose SPB (statement pointer block) is addressed by register 9;
so an exit routine can store a message for any statement by loading the appropriate SPB address into register 9. If R9 is
zero, JCLCheck uses the SPB for the JOB statement.

A routine issuing a message must pass any required parameters (variable text) in the $WA field of the global area. Each
parameter consists of a one-byte field containing the length-minus-1 of the variable text, followed by the text itself. The
error formatting routine strips trailing blanks from the text and then inserts it into the message, surrounded by single
quotes. You can provide a numeric parameter by specifying a length field of X'80', followed by a three-byte binary value.

If JCLCheck requires multiple parameters, you must specify them in succession in the $WA, with the length field of each
parameter immediately following the last text character of the preceding parameter.

It is acceptable for the variable parameters to overflow the 80-byte $WA field into the $ABDPSW and $ABDREGS field.
The remaining fields in the global area ($ABDPSW and $ABDREGS) are used only if JCLCheck encounters a program
check during execution.

This macro has the following format:

-label-    $JCLERR message number

label
Defines a reference point.
label is eight alphanumeric characters in length.

message number
Defines the number of the $DMSG macro defining the message.

The $JCLGETM Macro
The $JCLGETM macro invokes JCLCheck storage management routines to allocate an area of storage. The address of
the $JCLGETMed area is returned in register 1.

All storage JCLCheck dynamically obtains is by using GETMAINs in 4096-byte units in z/OS subpool 5, and FREEMAIN
only when JCLCheck terminates. JCLCheck suballocates these page size storage units according to $JCLGETM
requests, with JCLCheck requiring an z/OS GETMAIN only when it needs another page for a $JCLGETM requesting
more than 4088 bytes. (JCLCheck uses the first eight bytes of each block for control information.) This approach greatly
improves execution speed and simplifies storage management for you of $JCLGETM.

This macro has the following format:
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$JCLGETM    LEN=    value/(reg),SP=subpoolname,CBID=name

You must specify the SP operand, which provides the disposition of storage as follows:

$SPSTMT
Frees at end of current statement.

$SPSTEP
Frees at end of current step.

$SPPROC
Frees at end of current proc.

$SPJOB
Frees at end of current job.

$SPPERM
Frees when JCLCheck terminates.

You must also specify the CBID operand to provide a 1 to 4 byte storage identifier. This ID will be placed in the obtained
storage header to aid in dump analysis.  

The $JCLPRTN Macro
The $JCLPRTN macro generates the termination code for a parameter exit. $JCLPRTN generates code to meet the
requirements for returning from a parameter exit. Specify parameter exits in a syntax table (JCLTABLE) through the $VTB
macro, using the EXIT=parameter. The $JCLPRTN macro provides many services. It resets registers to their contents
on entry, optionally calls an original Broadcom parameter exit, frees all obtained storage, and then returns to JCLCheck.
Parameter exits always return through register 10. JCLCheck ignores the return code specified in register 15.

This macro has the following format:

$JCLPRTN -ca- exitname-

ca-exitname
Guarantees that the exit is performed prior to returning to JCLCheck.
If the syntax table contained an original exit name, as EXIT=caname, you need to supply this name as the first
positional parameter.

NOTE
Do not include any comments on this statement.

The $JCLRTRN Macro
The $JCLRTRN macro generates the termination code for a standard exit. $JCLRTRN generates code that JCLCheck
requires to free the $JCLGETMed storage and return to caller. If you specify the RC operand, it provides a return code.
If you specify the RR operand, it provides the name of the return register. The default register is R14 for all exits except
parameter exits, which use register R10. Use this macro with $JCLENT.

This macro has the following format:

$JCLRTRN    -RC=value/(reg)-

            -RR=reg-
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The $JESCTL Macro
The $JESCTL macro describes JES control statements and you code it as follows:

 $JESCTL verb        -,PTB=name-

                     -,XJBSIZE=value-

                     -,EXIT=name-

                     [,LOAD=:NO|YES]

 

verb
Required variable unless you code it at end of the table.
It is 12 alphanumeric characters in length.
It specifies the verb on the JES2 control statement JCLCheck is analyzing.

PTB
Specifies the external name of a pointer table defining the syntax and analysis of the control statement.
The name you specify must appear on a CSECT or ENTRY statement. If you omit this parameter, JCLCheck does
not analyze the JES2 statement's operands.

XJBSIZE
JCLCheck requires this parameter if you specify the PTB operand; specifies the size, in bytes, of the XJB
JCLCheck requires to contain the flags and extracted values when analyzing the JES2 control statement.
JCLCheck ignores this operand if you omit the PTB operand.

EXIT
Specifies the external name of an exit routine JCLCheck uses when it encounters the JES2 control statement.
JCLCheck performs requested operand analysis before it enters the exit. JCLCheck enters the JES2 control
statement exits with the registers set up as they are for a JES statement exit. For a full description of exit routine
coding conventions, register assignments, and related topics, search User Exits.

LOAD
YES loads the exit at runtime. NO links the exit to JCLCheck.
Default: NO

The $KAT Macro
The $KAT macro relates the abbreviation to the keyword. Use this macro in the JCLUTIL syntax table to describe
abbreviations for utility commands.

label   $KAT keyword, abbreviation

label
Defines a reference point.
Required on first entry in TABLE and ignored on subsequent entries.

keyword
Identifies a full keyword, maximum length=255.

abbreviation
Defines an abbreviation of keyword.
This is an eight-character alphanumeric field.

NOTE
The name operand of a PCB relating to a $VERB table that has a related KAT value that must use this
abbreviated value (ABBR). End KAT Table by coding a $KAT END.
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The $KTB Macro
The $KTB macro defines keyword subparameters. It establishes the following $J6PCB macros as describing each valid
keyword:

-label-    $KTB LAST=last keyword name

label
Defines a tag for the KTB operand of the $PTB and $VTB macros to reference the $KTB macro.

LAST
Names the last $J6PCB macro in the keyword table.
Specify this name as the same value you use for the NAME parameter on the last of the $J6PCB macros
associated with (immediately following) this $KTB macro.

The $OPRCMD Macro
The $OPRCMD macro builds the operator command table. It is coded as follows:

 OPRCMD=name,

        [,PTB=]

        [,XJBSIZE=]

        [,EXIT=]

 

name
Defines the name of the operator command.

PTB
Specifies the external name of a pointer table defining the syntax and analysis of the control statement.
The name you specify must appear on a CSECT or ENTRY statement. If you omit this parameter, JCLCheck does
not analyze the JES2 statement operands.

XJBSIZE
JCLCheck requires this operand if you specfiy PTB and specifies the size, in bytes, of the XJB JCLCheck requires
to contain the flags and extracted values when analyzing the command statement. JCLCheck ignores this
operand if you omit the PTB operand.

EXIT
Specifies the external name of an exit routine to use when JCLCheck encounters the command statement.
If requested, JCLCheck performs operand analysis before entering the exit, JCLCheck enters command
statement exits with the registers set up as for a command statement exit. For a full description of JCLCheck exit
routine coding conventions, register assignments, and related topics, search User Exits.

The $PTB Macro
The $PTB macro defines a parameter that includes subparameters. It is immediately followed by $J6PCB macros that
define any positional subparameters. $PTB points to a $KTB macro to define any keyword subparameters.

-label-  $PTB     -KTB=0|KTB=address-

                  [POSIT=YES|NO]

                  -LAST=(last $J6PCB macro-,REUSE-)-

label
Defines a reference point.
JCLCheck only requires this parameter if a $J6PCB macro references.
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KTB
Specifies the label on a $KTB macro, which defines keyword subparameters valid for this parameter.
If you omit the KTB operand, keyword subparameters are not valid for this parameter.

POSIT
Allows you to include positional subparameters.
If you omit this parameter or specify it as POSIT=YES, the LAST operand must be specified.

LAST
JCLCheck requires this parameter unless you specify POSIT=NO and specifies the name of the last positional
subparameter valid for this parameter.
The name you specify must be the same as the value for the NAME parameter on the last of the $J6PCB macros
associated with (immediately following) this $PTB macro.
Specification of REUSE as the second subparameter signifies that JCLCheck can reuse the last $J6PCB during
the syntax scan. This means that the parameter can have an unlimited number of positional subparameters of the
same format. If you do not specify REUSE, you can omit the surrounding parentheses.

The $UPT Macro
Tailoring JCLCheck can increase its usefulness. For example, the $UPT macro defines the required ddnames for
utility programs and defines control input files for control statement processing. Coding this macro to your installation
requirements enables JCLCheck to check that all required DD statements are coded.

$UPT USERPGM,REQ=(SYSUT1,SYSUT2,SYSPRINT,SYSIN)

You can also use the $UPT entry to define control input files to JCLCheck for control statement processing (for example,
IDCAMS, IEHPROGM, DFSORT, and ADRDSSU). The following $UPT macro defines the control input file for the SORT
utility:

$UPT SORT,CTL=SYSIN

Coding this statement causes JCLCheck to retrieve the control statements and list them on Report 2 - Listing of Merged
JCL Report. JCLCheck also provides the examples of verb tables to validate user utility control statements (the VBT
parameter) in CAZ2SRC.

Use the $UPT macro to define entries in the utility program table. The last entry in the table is a $UPT macro that is coded
without operands.

$UPT name,

      COPY=(ddname1,ddname2),

      CTL=(ddname1[-{R|C|O}][,...ddname[-{R|C|O}]),

      OPTCOPY=(ddname1,ddname2),

      REQ=(ddname,...ddname),

      VBT=name,

      EXEPARM={YES|NO|UCP},

      UCP=name,

      CALLPGM=name,

      VERB=verbname

name
JCLCheck requires this parameter except when using an end-of-table indicator name and specifies the name of
the utility program this UPT entry is defining.
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If you omit this operand, JCLCheck terminates the table. JCLCheck flags any $UPT macro that is coded after this
one as an error.

COPY
Specifies pairs of required ddnames that a copy operation uses.
Utility program execution copies the data set that the first ddname of each pair defines to the second ddname. All
ddnames defined in the COPY parameter are considered required, and if the copy operation omits any ddnames,
JCLCheck generates a CAY6119E message. The information about file copy operations is only significant if you
use APCDOC.

CTL
Specifies the ddnames of the control statement input files and specifies whether the ddnames are required
(ddname or ddname-R), conditional (ddname-C) or optional (ddname-O). The following example shows two
methods to specify that the SYSIN DD is required and the OPTIN DD is optional.
CTL=(SYSIN,OPTIN-O)

CTL=(SYSIN-R,OPTIN-O)

You can specify the conditional identifier (-C) when control statement input is required to be specified in at least
one of a group of sources. Also, when control statement input can be specified in more than one source. The
following example specifies that the SYMNAMES DD is optional and the SYSIN and DFSPARM DD statements
are conditional. At least one of the DD statements (SYSIN or DFSPARM) must exist. Both SYSIN and DFSPARM
DD statements can exist.
CTL=(SYMNAMES-O,SYSIN-C,DFSPARM-C)

Control statements for DD names that are specified in the CTL parameter are listed and processed. The control
statement DDs are processed in the order specified in the CTL parameter.
JCLCheck always lists control statements in these input files, regardless of the setting of the CCLIST option.
JCLCheck lists control statements in permanent disk files or libraries when the CTLSCAN option is active. In
addition, if you code the VBT or UCP parameter, JCLCheck scans the control statements.
JCLCheck issues a CAY6119E message for each missing ddname when: you omit required ddnames or do not
specify at least one conditional ddname.

OPTCOPY
Specifies pairs of ddnames that JCLCheck uses in a copy operation.
This parameter has the same function and requirements as the COPY parameter, except that JCLCheck does not
require these ddnames. Therefore, the CAY6119E message is not issued for omitted ddnames.

REQ
Specifies one or more ddnames JCLCheck requires for the execution of this utility program.
If any of these ddnames are missing in the JCL, a CAY6119E message is generated.

VBT
Requests that JCLCheck analyze the control statements in the input file (CTL) using the verb table named in this
parameter. This action occurs when the CTLSCAN option is active.
JCLCheck provides verb tables for IEHPROGM, IDCAMS, XCOM, DFSORT, and other utilities.

EXEPARM
Specifies whether the PARM value on the EXEC statement should be validated. Specify YES, NO, or UCP. The
PARM value is not validated when you specify NO or the default is used. The Verb Table validates the PARM data
when you specify YES. The VBT parameter specifies the Verb Table. The Utility Call Program validates the PARM
data when you specify UCP. The UCP parameter specifies the Utility Call Program.

UCP
Specifies the name of a Utility Call Program (UCP) that is called to validate the control statements. This action
occurs when the CTLSCAN option is active.
JCLCheck provides the UCP to validate DFSORT and ADRDSSU statements and parameters.
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CALLPGM
Specifies whether a Utility Call Program (UCP) is called to validate the control statements. Specify YES or NO.
The traditional Verb Table (VBT) validates the control statements when you specify NO or the default is used. The
program specified in the UCP parameter is used to validate the control statements when you specify YES. This
action occurs when the CTLSCAN option is active.

VERB
Specifies a verb name to use with a user utility program that has operands only on the input control statements.
JCLCheck depends on the verb-operand syntax it finds in IBM utilities.
JCLCheck substitutes this verb internally to meet the verb-operand syntax requirement. Use the same verb name
here as is in the verb table that the VBT parameter points to. See members JCLUPT and JCLUTIL in CAZ2SRC
for examples of this macro and $VERB macro.

The $VERB Macro
The $VERB macro builds verb table entries. This is similar to a $J6PCB and $KTB macro.

 $VERB verbname, -PTB=dtbaddress-,

                 -XJBSIZE=size-,

                 -MINLN=length-,

                 -CODE=xjbcode-,

                 -EXIT=addr-,

                 -PREEXIT=addr-,

                 [LOADE=NO|YES],

                 [LOADP=NO|YES]

 

verbname
Specifies the verb name JCLCheck is searching for.

PTB
Specifies the external name of a pointer table defining the syntax and analysis of the control statement.
The name must appear on a CSECT or ENTRY statement. If you omit this parameter, JCLCheck does not
analyze the JES2 statement's operands.

XJBSIZE
JCLCheck requires this parameter if you specify the PTB operand and specify the size, in bytes, of the XJB.
JCLCheck requires the XJB to contain the flags and extracted values when analyzing the utility control statement.
JCLCheck ignores this operand if you omit the PTB operand.

MINLN
Minimum number of characters for this verb.

CODE
Code number JCLCheck sets in XJB.

NOTE

For information on XJBUTIL, search User Exits.

EXIT
JCLCheck enters this exit after it scans the verb.

PREEXIT
JCLCheck enters this exit after it scans the verb.

LOADE
YES loads the exit at runtime, NO links the PREEXIT exit with JCLCheck.
Default: NO
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LOADP
YES loads the PREEXIT at run time, NO links the PREEXIT exit with JCLCheck.
Default: NO

NOTE

For information about XJBUTIL, search User Exits.

The verb tables for IEHPROGM, IDCAMS, and XCOM are in member JCLUTIL in the CAZ2SRC library.

The $VERBTBL Macro
The $VERBTBL macro builds a verb table.

label $VERBTBL -TYPE=flagname-,

                -LAST=verbname-,

                -SAVE=xjbuaddr-,

                [ENTRY=YES|NO],

                -KAT=tablename-

label
Defines the name of the VBT.
The $UPT Macro VBT operand points to the verb table.

TYPE
The following are valid for flagname:
IBM

Keyword is the same as utility format.
IEHPROGRAM control statements are an example of IBM format, which has a format of keyword=value.

AMS
Keyword is the same as IDCAMS format, which has a format of keyword(value).

USER
Keyword is similar to IBM but no label parameter.
Command statement operands can start in column one.

UAMS
Keyword is similar to AMS but no label parameter.
Command statement operands can start in column one.

LAST
Names the last $VERB macro following the $VERBTBL.
The name you specify must be the same as the value for the NAME parameter on the last of the $VERB
macros.

SAVE
Specifies that JCLCheck should save the operand and names the field in the utility statement XJB (XJBUTIL)
where JCLCheck should store the operand.
If you specify VAL=NUM, JCLCheck saves the operand in halfword binary; otherwise it saves the operand exactly
as it is coded on the JCL statement (excluding quotation marks), padded to its maximum length with spaces.
Saving operand values occurs prior to invoking an exit routine. This way the exit can refer to the operand in the
XJB field (that is, $JCLXJB TYPE=ALL).

ENTRY
Specifies whether JCLCheck should generate an ENTRY statement for label.
Default: YES.
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KAT
Defines the name of keyword abbreviation table.

The verb tables for IEHPROGM, IDCAMS, and XCOM are in member JCLUTIL in the CAZ2SRC library.

NOTE
For information on XCOM parameters, see the XCOM Data Transport for z/OS User Guide.

The $VTB Macro
The $VTB macro defines valid values for a parameter. The value table controls the validation of the parameter's operand,
indicates whether JCLCheck should save the operand, and indicates whether an exit routine exists for the parameter.

label    $VTB     -LEN=(0,72)|(min-length,max-length)-

                   -EXIT=exit-routine name-

                   -SAVE=buffer-name-|-XSAVE=buffer-name-

                   -KTB=(*|ktb-name-,MASKED-)-

                   [VAL=ALPHA|ALPH1|NUM]

                   [SPEC=SLASH|DOT|HYPH]

                   [BREF=NO|YES]

                   [QUOTE=NO|YES]

                   -RANGE=(min-value,max-value)-

                   [LOAD=NO|YES]

                   [OPTEXIT=NO|YES]

                   [FULWD=NO|YES]

                   -CAEXIT=name

label
Defines a value table name $J6PCB macros reference.

LEN
Specifies the minimum and maximum lengths of the operand, in bytes.

EXIT
Specifies the name of a routine to invoke after JCLCheck validates the operand.
You must specify the name of an external symbol.

SAVE
Specifies saving the JCL parameter's value and names the field in the XJB where JCLCheck should store the
operand.
If you specify VAL=NUM, JCLCheck saves the operand in halfword binary; otherwise JCLCheck saves the
operand exactly as it is coded on the JCL statement (excluding quotation marks), padded to its maximum length
with spaces. Saving of operand values occurs prior to invoking an exit routine, so that the exit can refer to the
operand in the XJB field (that is, $JCLXJB TYPE=ALL). Do not use the SAVE parameter in combination with the
XSAVE parameter.

XSAVE
Works like the SAVE parameter.
Use this parameter to save the value of specific parameters in the extended global or main global. Do not use the
XSAVE parameter in combination with the VAL=NUM or SAVE parameters.

VAL
Prompts JCLCheck validation on the following operands:
ALPHA

Specifies the operand must be alphanumeric.
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ALPH1
Specifies the operand must be alphanumeric and first character cannot be a digit.

NUM
Specifies the operand must be numeric.

KTB
Allows keyword value operands and names the keyword table defining all valid values.
If you specify KTB=*, JCLCheck uses a modified keyword table. Its $KTB macro must immediately follow this
$VTB macro. JCLCheck ignores all operands on its $J6PCB macros other than NAME, resulting in a much
shorter table. If you code a VAL parameter, the KTB=* is inoperative.
If you specify MASKED as the second operand, JCLCheck treats the values in the keyword table as masks for a
programmed comparison. Characters within a mask have the following significances:
.

Matches any character
#

Matches any digit or trailing blank
+

Matches any nonzero digit
@

Matches any alphanumeric character
Use the RANGE parameter when you want JCLCheck to perform a range check on the digits extracted with # and
+ masks.

SPEC
Allows an alphanumeric operand that can contain specific special characters:
SLASH

Specifies the operand can contain slashes (/).
HYPH

Specifies the operand can contain hyphens (-).
DOT

Specifies the operand can contain periods (.).
BREF

Specifies to allow a backward reference operand (for example, *.step.ddname)
QUOTE

Allows you to enclose the operand in quotes.
If you specify QUOTE=YES and the operand is enclosed in quoted, JCLCheck bypasses alphanumeric validation.

RANGE
Specifies the permissible range of values for a parameter validated as numeric.

LOAD
YES loads the exit at runtime. NO links the exit with JCLCheck.
Default: NO

OPTEXIT
If this is set to Y, and the linkage editor does not find the EXIT parameter, no error will occur.

FULWD
VAL-NUM with SAVE=NAME and FULWD=YES saves the operand in a fullword binary; otherwise JCLCheck
saves in a halfword.

CAEXIT
Refers to a supplied JCLCheck parameter exit.
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This parameter changes the way you would code a user parameter exit that is defined by the EXIT parameter.
If the $VTB macro already contains a CAEXIT and you want your own exit, you must specify both EXIT and
CAEXIT and use the LOAD=YES parameter.

In the user parameter exit, upon return you need to use the $JCLPRTN macro and code the parameter NOCAEXIT. The
JOBACTG and EXECACTG CSECTs define the syntax of the JOB statement accounting fields and the EXEC statement
ACCT parameter, respectively. The JCLCheck tables accept any syntactically legal value for these parameters. The
JCLCheck default JOBACTG CSECT is:

JOBACTG  CSECT

         $PTB   LAST=(ACCOUNT,REUSE)

         $J6PCB   NAME=ACCOUNT,VTB=JACCT

 

JACCT    $VTB   LEN=(0,140),QUOTE=YES,SPEC=HYPH

The JCLCheck default EXECACTG CSECT is almost identical to the preceding one.

The SUBCHEK Feature
The SUBCHEK program is an optional feature of JCLCheck. It is installed as a front-end to the IBM-supplied TSO
SUBMIT command processor.

This feature allows JCLCheck to analyze the JCL in the file you are submitting before JCLCheck sends the JCL to the
internal reader. If JCLCheck identifies any errors, it displays the JCLCheck messages on your terminal and does not
submit the JCL for background processing. If JCLCheck does not detect any errors, it transfers control to the IBM SUBMIT
routine for normal processing, including any SUBMIT exit routines installed on your system. JCLCheck displays warning
messages (severity 4 or less), but does not stop submitting the JCL for execution.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view additional articles on the SUBCHEK feature.

Control SUBCHEK
There are two ways to control SUBCHEK:

• You can specify the runtime options and PROCLIBs JCLCheck uses to validate the JCL prior to submission.
• You can specify whether SUBCHEK validates the JCL or passes it directly to SUBMIT without validation.

You specify runtime options and PROCLIBs in a control file that is allocated to SUBCHKDD. CAZ2OPTN contains
examples of this file in members CAZ1SSUP and CAZ1SSUA. CAZ1SSUP shows you how to define the PROCLIB
allocations and CAZ1SSUA shows you how to set up SUBCHEK using AUTOPROC. AUTOPROC does not need
PROCLIB allocations.

If you do not allocate the control file SUBCHKDD, SUBCHEK does not validate the JCL, but passes it directly to SUBMIT.
You can use a sample CLIST, SUBCHK, in CAZ2CLS0 to allocate and deallocate SUBCHKDD at your discretion.
SUBCHK OFF deallocates SUBCHKDD prior to invoking SUBCHEK and JCLCheck does not validate the JCL. SUBCHK
ON allocates SUBCHKDD, causing validation of the JCL before submission. Tailor this CLIST to allocate the appropriate
file and to allocate and deallocate the TLMS CAIVMFI file, if you are using the TLMS option.

You can use the CAZ1JSDX exit to dynamically allocate SUBCHKDD if it is not allocated to the TSO session. This is
useful for sites that want to force certain users to use SUBCHEK. See the comments in the source for CAZ1JSDX module
on OPTION.
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SUBCHEK Control Statements
Code SUBCHEK control statements in standard AMS syntax, using columns 1 through 71. You can continue statements
using the dash (-).

There are three valid SUBCHEK control statements:

SUBCHEK
Required statement specifying the JCLCheck processing options JCLCheck uses to analyze the submitted JCL.

NOTE
SUBCHEK only generates TERM output, so any report control options do not have an effect.

If you specify the AUTOPROC option, you must also specify TSO/E. AUTOPROC must be the last option on the
SUBCHEK statement.

ALLOCATE
Optional statement that allocates the PROCLIBs that JCLCheck requires to locate cataloged procedures
referenced in the submitted JCL. You cannot use ALLOCATE statements if you specify AUTOPROC.

GO
Required statement (unless you specify the AUTOPROC option) which specifies the end of the control statement
file and initiates JCLCheck processing.
This statement does not have operands. If you specify AUTOPROC, do not specify the GO statement.

The following pages contain a detailed description of the ALLOCATE statement operands and syntax along with examples
of SUBCHEK control statements.

ALLOCATE Control Statement
The SUBCHEK ALLOCATE statement is similar to the TSO ALLOC command, except that you must use a fully-qualified
data set name and you must not enclose it in quotes. The statement always generates an allocation with a SHR REUS
attribute. Unlike the TSO ALLOC command, the SUBCHEK ALLOCATE statement can concatenate cataloged and
uncataloged libraries to the same file.

This statement has the following format:

ALLOCATE FILE(filename)   DATASET(dsname)  -UNIT(unit name)-

                                           -VOLUME(volser)-

                                           -BUFL(nnnn)-

Specify valid abbreviations of keyword parameters as uppercase characters. Enclose optional parameters in brackets.

filename
Specifies the file name (ddname) for this allocation.
Use an asterisk (*) to request that JCLCheck concatenate the data set to the most recent ALLOCATE statement
that contains a file name.

dsname
Specifies the fully-qualified data set name of the library.
Do not enclose the name in quotes.

unit name
Specifies the unit name JCLCheck uses if the library is not cataloged.

volser
Specifies the volume serial number JCLCheck uses if the library is not cataloged.

nnnn
Specifies the buffer length JCLCheck uses instead of the block size of the library in this ALLOCATE statement.
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Using this parameter can cause concatenation to begin with a library with a smaller block size than the
subsequent libraries.

SUBCHEK Control Statement File Example
This is an example of a SUBCHEK control statement without the AUTOPROC option.

SUBCHEK  PX(NOR) SX(NOR)(NOL) -

         COND TMS SP(NOR 75) -

         PROC(PROC00)

ALLOC FI(PROC00) DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(*)      DA(PROD.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(*)      DA(PROD.IMSVS.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(TESTPROC) DA(TEST.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(TESTIMS)  DA(TEST.IMSVS.PROCLIB)

GO

SUBCHEK Control Statement File with AUTOPROC Option
This is an example of defining a SUBCHEK control statement if you are using the AUTOPROC option.

SUBCHEK  PX(NOR) SX(NOR) TSOE-

         COND TMS SP(NOR 75)-

                      AU

NOTE
To use AUTOPROC, specify the TSOE parameter and run TSO/E. Specify the AUTOPROC parameter last.

The EDCHEK Feature
The EDCHEK program is an optional feature of JCLCheck. It is an interface to installations using the IBM Interactive
Systems Productivity Facility (ISPF) Version 2 and above. EDCHEK is a sophisticated edit macro, which effectively makes
JCLCheck a subcommand of EDIT. You can invoke it using the PF keys.

The JCLCheck Options panel (JCK21) contains the most frequently changed options. You can modify the following
members to add additional options.

JCK21  ==> CAZ2PNL0 Library

%EJCK  ==> CAZ2CLS0 Library

You use EDCHEK so JCLCheck can analyze the JCL in the file you are currently editing while you are in EDIT mode. If
JCLCheck detects any errors, it returns messages to your terminal directly beneath the incorrect statement in the edit
file. When JCLCheck finds errors in external statements, JCLCheck inserts the incorrect statements and their associated
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messages in the edit file. The statements follow the appropriate job stream JCL statements (for example, procedure
statements follow the EXEC PROC= statement that invoked the procedure).

The ==MSG> tag identifies the error messages in the left margin of the line. JCLCheck displays these message lines
as high-intensity or multicolor, depending on the type of display terminal you use. Additionally, you can activate the
EDCHKLB option. This option provides generated ISPF labels on all JCL statements in error. The label format is a period
(.), then five alphabetic characters.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view additional articles on the SUBCHEK feature.

Use and Control EDCHEK
You invoke EDCHEK as an ISPF/PDF V2 edit macro. The EJCK CLIST invokes EDCHEK. You can invoke EDCHEK with
the %EJCK command (a shorthand form of the name JCLCheck). The best method, though, is to establish the %EJCK
command as a PF key, thereby making JCLCheck analysis a push-button operation. You can enter runtime options
following the %EJCK command.

When EDCHEK finishes its processing, and JCLCheck inserts all error messages into the edit file, it displays the ISPF
short message, LAST CC nn, displaying the highest JCLCheck return code. JCLCheck displays a STATEMENTS
FLAGGED message at the top of the file for each job stream JCLCheck processes.

You can locate the ==MSG> lines or ISPF labels in the file that are not currently displayed using the LOCATE
subcommand. On the ISPF command line, enter the subcommand LOCATE SPECIAL to locate the next message line
and LOCATE LABEL to locate the next line containing a label. This function is especially useful when working with a large
file.

You can continue to edit the file with the message lines and labels in place, or you can use the RESET command to
clear the lines or RESET LABEL to clear the labels. JCLCheck does not save the message lines and labels with the
data set and it does not need to clear before re-executing EDCHEK. EDCHEK executes the RESET and RESET LABEL
commands internally.

Like SUBCHEK, EDCHEK requires a control file allocated to the TSO user's session to provide information on JCLCheck
processing options and file allocation information for PROCLIBs. The ddname for this file is EDCHKDD. Its contents are
similar to the control file for SUBCHEK; however, if the EDCHEK control file is not allocated, EDCHEK is still performed
using the default options linked into JCLCheck.

EDCHEK Control Statements
Code EDCHEK control statements in standard AMS syntax using columns 1 through 71 (see exception in the note that
follows). Continue statements using a dash (-).

Three valid EDCHEK control statements exist:

EDCHEK
Specifies the JCLCheck processing options JCLCheck uses to analyze the submitted JCL.

NOTE

Normally, since EDCHEK generates the TERM output, report control options do not have any effect.
Search Write JCLCheck Reports to Disk for a description of how to allocate a file to receive standard
report output, if JCLCheck uses the LIST(ddname) option.

You can also specify the report control options on the EDCHEK control statement. If you specify the
AUTOPROC option, use it as the last option on the EDCHEK statement.

See the examples by searching EDCHEK Control Statement File Example.
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ALLOCATE
Allocates the PROCLIBs JCLCheck requires to locate cataloged procedures referenced in the submitted JCL.
This statement is optional.
Do not use ALLOCATE statements to allocate procedure libraries if you specify the AUTOPROC option. This
action causes a duplicate allocation for the same DDNAME and message CAY6300 is issued with a DAIR code of
0410.

GO
Specifies the end of the control statement file and initiates JCLCheck processing. This statement does not have
any operands. This statement is required unless you specify the AUTOPROC option.
Do not use the GO statement if you specify the AUTOPROC option.

NOTE
Except for the EDCHEK control statement (which replaces the SUBCHEK control statement), the control
statements for EDCHEK are identical to those statements for SUBCHEK. You can use two examples,
CAZ1SEDA and CAZ1SEDP, in the CAZ2OPTN library to turn EDCHEK on and off. CAZ1SEDP is non-
AUTOPROC and CAZ1SEDA is AUTOPROC.

You can include a comment statement by preceding the text with an asterisk (*) in column 1. This syntax is the
only valid syntax you can use for comments.

Write JCLCheck Reports to Disk
This article explains how to write JCLCheck reports to disk

The EDCHEK program is designed for maximum convenience and ease of use while working in ISPF Edit. However,
when working with large job streams or cataloged procedures, it is often useful to refer to the full set of JCLCheck reports.

You can generate JCLCheck report output with EDCHEK by allocating a listing file and specifying that file name in the
EDCHEK control statement file using the LIST(ddname) option. You can also specify any JCLCheck report options you
want on the EDCHEK control statement. You can browse this listing file to view the reports from the most recent EDCHEK
command.

See the CAZ1SEDC member in the CAZ2CLS0 library for a sample CLIST, which allocates a listing file for JCLCheck
report output.

You can find a sample EDCHEK control statement file that JCLCheck uses with the CAZ1SEDC CLIST in member
CAZ1SEDL in the CAZ2OPTN library.

Additionally, users can specify REPORTS, an EDCHEK-only option which puts you into ISPF browse mode on the file
allocated to the EDCPRINT ddname. This option only works if the standard ddname (EDCPRINT) is allocated or if you
attached the EJCK CLIST to allocate some other ddname designated as a standard.

EDCHEK Control Statement File Example
This article shows an EDCHEK control statement file example.

EDCHEK   PX(NOR) SX(NOR) -

         L(EDCPRINT) -

         COND TMS SP(NOR 75) -

         PROC(PROC00)

 

 

ALLOC FI(PROC00) DA(SYS1.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(*)      DA(PROD.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(*)      DA(PROD.IMSVS.PROCLIB)
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ALLOC FI(TESTPROC) DA(TEST.PROCLIB)

ALLOC FI(TESTIMS)  DA(TEST.IMSVS.PROCLIB)

 

 

GO

EDCHEK Control Statement File with AUTOPROC Option Example
This article shows an example EDCHEK control statement file with AUTOPROC option.

EDCHEK    PX(NOR) SX(NOR) TSOE -

          COND TMS SP(NOR 75) -

                       AU

NOTE
AU is used in place of GO when AUTOPROC is used.

Modify the JCLNeat Default Options
Specify the defaults for the JCLNeat options using the CAZ1NDMP macro, which JCLCheck then assembles in the
CAZ1NDEF CSECT. You can modify these defaults by:

• Reassembling the CAZ1NDMP macro, specifying your changes to the option defaults.
• Linking the resultant CAZ1NDEF CSECT as a stand-alone load module.

The format of changes to the CAZ1NDMP macro is identical to options input using the PARM field at execution time. For
example, to change the defaults for Blank Comment Separator (BCS) and PACK options, code the following:

 CAZ1NDMP   BCS=Y,PACK=Y

 

CAZ1NDEF resides in the CAZ2SRC library.

NOTE

Optionally, you can input default options using ISPF panels described in ISPF Panels Control of JCLNeat.

Each of the JCLNeat options are fully described in the JCLNeat Options.

Modify JCLNeat Tables
Modify the JCLNeat tables to change the default keyword order and define valid JES3 or operator command control
statements.

Modify the JCLNeat Keyword Ordering

Broadcom distributes the JCLNeat component of JCLCheck with a default keyword order (alphabetical) for JOB,
EXEC, PROC, DD, PRINTDEV, CNTL, and OUTPUT parameters and the DCB subparameter. These defaults reside
in the CAZ2SRC library in members CAZ1NCJB, CAZ1NCEX, CAZ1NCPR, CAZ1NCDD, CAZ1NCPD, CAZ1NCCN,
CAZ1NCOU, and CAZ1NCDC, respectively.

You can modify the defaults doing either of the following:
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• Reordering the CSECTs with your preferred keyword order.
• Reassembling and linking the CSECTs as a stand-alone load module.
• Using ISPF panels as described in ISPF Panels Control of JCLNeat.

Code Keyword Order CSECTs

Code the format of each keyword order CSECT as follows:

1 10 16

#1.name CSECT

#2. DC AL2((end-name-3)/9)

#3. DC AL1(0),CL8' '

#4. DC AL1(n),CL8'keyword1'

#5. DC AL1(n),CL8'keyword2'

#6. DC AL1(n),CL8'keywordn'

#7. DC AL1(255)

#8.end EQU *

#9. END

#1
Specifies the CSECT name, which is one of the following: CAZ1NCJB, CAZ1NCEX, CAZ1NCPR, CAZ1NCDD,
CAZ1NCPD, CAZ1NCCN, CAZ1NCOU, or CAZ1NCDC.

#2
Provides a count of the number of entries in the keyword table.
Code the entries exactly as indicated using the appropriate CSECT name and end tags.

#3
Provides positional parameters for JCLNeat use.
Code the parameters exactly as specified. Its exact location varies depending on the statement.

#4-#6:
Specifies the keywords in their preferred sequence.
JCLCheck specifies each keyword with a one-byte address-constant indicating the number of significant
characters in the keyword and an eight-byte constant containing the keyword and fill blanks.

#7:
Provides an end of table indicator for JCLNeat.
Code the end of table indicator exactly as specified.

#8:
Indicates the end of the CSECT. You must specify this number with the same value as #2.
JCLCheck uses this number to calculate the correct offsets for #2.

#9:
Specifies the end of the CSECT to the Assembler.
Code the end of the CSECT exactly as specified.

Examples of Coding Keyword Order CSECTs
If a DD is for a SYSOUT data set and you want to build your own DD table and primarily care about the order
of the DSN, DISP, UNIT and VOL parameters, you can alphabetically order the parameters to define the
printout. To satisfy these specifications, code the following:
 CAZ1NCDD CSECT
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          DC     AL2((DDEND-CAZ1NCDD-3)/9)

          DC     AL1(0),CL8' '

          DC     AL1(6),CL8'DSNAME'

          DC     AL1(4),CL8'DISP'

          DC     AL1(4),CL8'UNIT'

          DC     AL1(6),CL8'VOLUME'

          DC     AL1(6),CL8'SYSOUT'

          DC     AL1(6),CL8'COPIES'

          DC     AL1(3),CL8'FCB'

          DC     AL1(5),CL8'FLASH'

          DC     AL1(3),CL8'UCS'

          DC     AL1(255)

 DDEND    EQU    *

          END

 

Specify the DSNAME and VOLUME parameters in their long form to ensure that JCLCheck processes both
the long and abbreviated form when it encounters either of these parameters in the original JCL. If JCLCheck
encounters keyword parameters in the original JCL and they are not specified in this sequence, one of the
following conditions occurs:

• If DSNAME and VOLUME are coded in the original JCL, they are alphabetized and placed in the
reformatted JCL before the last keyword in the table.

• If the last keyword in the table is not coded in the original JCL, DSNAME and VOLUME are alphabetized
and placed in the reformatted JCL last.

To code an EXEC table ensuring that the REGION and DPRTY parameters are first and the PARM field last,
code the following:
 CAZ1NCEX CSECT

          DC     AL2(EXEND-CAZ1NCEX-3)/9)

          DC     AL1(3),CL8'PGM'

          DC     AL1(4),CL8'PROC'

          DC     AL1(0),CL8' '

          DC     AL1(6),CL8'REGION'

          DC     AL1(5),CL8'DPRTY'

          DC     AL1(4),CL8'PARM'

          DC     AL1(255)

 EXEND    EQU    *

          END

 

NOTE
You must include the PGM and PROC keywords in your EXCSECT table followed by the
positional parameter slot.

Modify the JCLNeat JES3 Control Card Table

The JES3 Control Card Table for JCLNeat defines the valid JES3 control statements. JCLCheck does not change the
JES3 control statements it finds in this table in the original JCL when it passes it to the reformatted JCL.

The JCLNeat default JES3 CSECT is as follows:

 CAZ1NCJ3 CSECT

          DC    CL10'DATASET'

          DC    CL10'ENDDATASET'

          DC    CL10'FORMAT'
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          DC    CL10'PR'

          DC    CL10'PU'

          DC    CL10'MAIN'

          DC    CL10'NET'

          DC    CL10'NETACCT'

          DC    CL10'OPERATOR'

          DC    CL1O'PAUSE'

          DC    CL10'PROCESS'

          DC    CL10'ROUTE'

          DC    CL10'user-card1'

          DC    CL10'user-card2'

          DC    CL1O'user-cardn'

          DC    X'FF'

          END

 

NOTE
JCLNeat treats the NJB statement as a JOB statement.

To modify the JES3 Control Statement Table, input the preceding table replacing JOB statement entries with the JES3
control statements created at your site. If there are fewer than three entries, do not code the remaining entries.

Modify the JCLNeat Operator Command Table

The operator command table for JCLNeat defines valid operator commands that JCLNeat encounters in the job stream.
If JCLNeat encounters an operator command that does not exist in this table, the CAY6508I error code 5 message is
issued.

ChekPlex Remote Validation
ChekPlex is an optional feature that provides the remote validation of JCL. ChekPlex is available through the JCLCheck
ISPF panels, by using ISPF edit with the JCLCheck EDCHEK feature, or a JCLCheck batch job. ChekPlex lets you issue
a JCL validation request between systems that are connected by XCF or TCP/IP. You can issue a validation request from
a local system (node), and the validation takes place on another system (the target node). The nodes are connected
through GTS instances that each run the ChekPlex subsystem. The results of the validation request are automatically
transferred back to the original local system. You can view the results in ISPF edit or in a batch job. ChekPlex logs the
requests in log files.

Remote validation using the ChekPlex feature lets you define source JCL and environmental files, and transfer them
to the target system for use during the validation process on the target node. Examples of environmental files are
procedures from the local system and data sets.

The ChekPlex remote validation process is as follows:

1. A request for JCL validation is submitted to the Local server by one of the following methods: using the EDCHEK
feature panels, in a batch job, or via the JCLCheck ISPF panels.

2. The Local server forwards the request to the Target server.
The Target server compiles the required files and builds the environment to run the validation request. JCLCheck runs
on the Target server.

3. The Target server requests the required files from the Source server.
The Source server contains the source JCL.

4. The Source server passes the required source to the Target server for processing upon request.
5. The Target server calls JCLCheck and the JCL is validated.
6. The results of the JCL validation are captured in a report.
7. The report is sent to the Result server.
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The Result server stores the report and waits for the Local server to retrieve it.
8. JCLCheck completes the JCL validation request.
9. A token is sent to the Local server notifying the results are available.
10. The Local server passes the token to the Result server and requests the report.
11. The Result server sends the report to the Local server.

 

Terminology
GTS

GTS is a Common Component that runs as a persistent address space to provide communication and transaction
services. GTS can run client applications from several products to provide various services.
ChekPlex registers with the GTS to provide services that are related to JCL validation. A unique GTS name
identifies each GTS system. This name is defined during GTS configuration and is used by JCLCheck.

Node
A node is any physical machine or LPAR that participates in the ChekPlex validation process. All nodes are
required to have the GTS and ChekPlex subsystems that are installed. They must be set up for remote validation.

Local node
A local node initiates a request for JCL to be validated.

Source Server
The Source Server is a node that contains the JCL to be validated and makes it locally available. Usually, the
source servernode is the same as the local node.

Target Server
The Target Server is a node that performs the actual validation of the JCL supplied by the source server.
JCLCheck runs on the Target Server.

Result Server
The Result Server is a node that stores and provides JCLCheck results. This node is automatically set to the local
node.

Environmental Items
Environmental items are any files that must be shipped with the JCL that is being validated. Usually, it contains
JCL procedures.

Usage Considerations and Limitations

Non-IBM systems (for example, Fujitsu and Hitachi) are not supported with the ChekPlex remote validation feature.

ChekPlex uses system generated ddnames and temporary files when running the JCLCheck validation. This limits the use
of options that require fixed ddnames. To use fixed ddnames, they have to be allocated to the target GTS server and then
apply to all validation requests done on that target server.

ChekPlex will add or modify options you provide in the following cases:

Calling options
System-generated ddnames are used for all input data. For example, SYSIN (INPUT option), SYSPROC (PROC
option), and OPROC (OPROC option). These options are overridden by ChekPlex to system generated ddnames
(SYSxxxxx).

Options added by ChekPlex
ChekPlex adds options to change input and output ddnames to use system-generated ddnames. ChekPlex also
adds an RV option that indicates JCLCheck is running on a remote node.
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Install GTS and ChekPlex
This article describes how to install GTS and ChekPlex in a Sysplex environment. To view the complete GTS
documentation, visit Use GTS and GTS Messages on CA 7® Edition.

Install GTS

GTS installs during the JCLCheck installation; GTS resides on the JCLCheck distribution tape. During the JCLCheck
installation, you have the option of not installing GTS if it is already installed with another product. If GTS (FMID
CD51C00) is not installed, you can use the installation procedures in the GTS User Guide to install it from the JCLCheck
product tape.

Configure GTS with JCLCheck

GTS must be configured for use with JCLCheck. You decide on which systems you want to run ChekPlex. You can run
GTS on every system in your environment, but in some cases this is not necessary. Generally, you will need a ChekPlex
node for each unique environment where you want to remotely check JCL. Additionally, ChekPlex needs to be available
on the systems where you will be requesting the remote validation.

Example of a Sysplex Environment

• SYSPLEX1 (Production) -- 3 LPARS, 1 JES complex
• SYSPLEX2 (Production) -- 4 LPARS, 1 JES complex
• SYSPLEX3 (Development) -- 2 LPARS, 1 JES complex

In the example environment, a job that runs on SYSPLEX1 usually has the same resources (DASD, files, proc libraries,
and security environment) available regardless of the LPAR the job runs on. Generally, this is also true for SYSPLEX2.
Therefore, the JCL can be checked on any of the LPARS in the Sysplex with the same results.

If you do not want to have remote validation originate from these systems because they are production Sysplex
environments, then ChekPlex and GTS only need to run on one LPAR in each of the Sysplex environments.

On SYSPLEX3, the development environment, ChekPlex would most likely be run on both LPARS since the requests for
validation could be from either LPAR.

The configuration that is best for you depends on your environment.

Define Connections between GTS Systems

Each ChekPlex runs within a GTS started task. GTS provides the communications infrastructure for ChekPlex.

Before you can implement ChekPlex, you need to configure GTS. A GTS to GTS connection needs to be defined between
each GTS that you run in your network. A unique name is required for each GTS node.

NOTE
For information on how to implement a GTS system, see Configuration and Security in the GTS User Guide.
GTS connections are discussed in the topic Defining GTSPLEX Connections.

WARNING
Configure GTS before proceeding.

Configure GTS for ChekPlex

ChekPlex registers with the General Transaction Server (GTS) to provide services related to JCL validation. ChekPlex
shares the GTS network architecture. GTS must be setup to have communication paths to all servers participating in the
validation process.
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The GTS load library must be present in STEPLIB concatenation for every job using ChekPlex remote validation, or the
load library needs to be in linklist. JCLCheck does not support ISPLLIB.

CAGSPARM Statement Syntax Rules

All CAGSPARM members support the following TSO style syntax:

• The ‘+’ continuation character is used if a particular statement will not fit on one line.
• An asterisk (*) in column one indicates a comment statement. Comments are ignored and may be inserted in the

middle of a member.
• On individual lines, TSO style comments (/* comment */) are permitted.
• Whitespace is ignored.
• In general, multiple parameters may be coded on a single line.
• When multiple identical keywords are found, the last keyword will be the authoritative one.
• When a keyword value contains embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in quotes.

Add a ChekPlex Subsystem to GTS

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure the JCLCheck load library is present in STEPLIB in the GTS initialization JCL (job or started task), or in the
system linklist.

2. Modify the CLIENT00 file to start the ChekPlex subsystem on GTS startup. CLIENT00 is located in the GTS parmlib.
The member name might contain a suffix, for example, CLIENTxx.
The CLIENT00 file must contain the following line:
 PRODUCT(IDENTITY(CP) MODULE(CAGSCPLD))

 

NOTE
For information on GTS syntax and additional parameters, see the GTS User Guide.

3. Copy the default ChekPlex parameter member PARMCPCP from the CAZ2OPTN library to the GTS parmlib. The
PARMCPCP parmlib member contains the starting parameters for ChekPlex. These parameters are discussed in
detail. For information, see the ChekPlex Startup Parameters.

4. Modify the LOGGER00 file. LOGGER00 is located in the GTS parmlib. The member name might contain a suffix, for
example, LOGGERxx. Add the following statement to define the ChekPlex log files to GTS:
 LOGDD(ddname ddname ddname …) TIMESTAMP(YES)

 

These ddnames are defined in the PARMCP00 startup deck. If you use the default names provided in PARMCP00, the
statement should look like the following:
 LOGDD(CPDEBUG CPERROR CPLOGSS CPLOGTS CPLOGRS) TIMESTAMP(YES)

 

NOTE
For information on GTS syntax and additional parameters, see the GTS User Guide.

5. Add DD statements to the GTS proc. These ddnames are defined in the PARMCP00 startup deck. If you use the
default names provided in PARMCP00, the statement should look like the following:
 //CPDEBUG  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=180,RECFM=F)

 //CPERROR  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=180,RECFM=F)

 //CPLOGSS  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=180,RECFM=F)

 //CPLOGTS  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=180,RECFM=F)

 //CPLOGRS  DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(LRECL=180,RECFM=F)
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6. Check the GSINIT00 member to ensure that XMEM(YES) is specified. This allows GTS to be accessed from programs
running in batch or in TSO/ISPF.

ChekPlex Startup Parameters
The following ChekPlex parameters reside in the GTS parmlib member PARMCP00:

DEBUG(OFF|ON|V|VV)
Defines the debug level for ChekPlex. The number of debugging messages issued to the CPDEBUG DD in GTS
depends on this setting. Setting this parameter to ON slows down the execution.
Only use this option when Support requests it.

• OFF -- no debug
• ON -- standard debug
• V -- verbose debug
• VV -- very verbose debug

The following command sets the debug level to standard:
DEBUG(ON)

The following command sets the debug level to very verbose:
DEBUG(vv)

AUTOPROC(YES|NO)
Specifies if you want to use AUTOPROC. If YES is specified, then all ChekPlex jobs that are sent to this GTS for
processing will be required to have the AUTOPROC parameter specified or defaulted. If NO is specified, then
all ChekPlex jobs that are sent to this GTS for processing will be required to have the NOAUTOPR parameter
specified or defaulted. If the job you submit does not have an AUTOPROC value that matches this parameter,
then the job will fail. The default is YES.
The following command sets the AUTOPROC to NO:
AUTOPROC(NO)

DEBUGDD(ddname)
Defines the ddname used for the ChekPlex debug messages. This ddname must be allocated in the GTS
initialization JCL and in the LOGGER parm member. Output to this ddname is produced only if DEBUG(ON) is
specified.
Only use this option when Support requests it.
The following command defines CPDEBUG as the ddname for debug messages:
DEBUGDD(CPDEBUG)

ERRORDD(ddname)
Defines the ddname used for the ChekPlex error messages. This ddname must be allocated in the GTS
initialization JCL and in the LOGGER parm member.
The following command defines CPERROR as the ddname for error messages:
ERRORDD(CPERROR)

TSLOGDD(ddname)
Defines the ddname used for logging target server requests. This ddname must be allocated in the GTS
initialization JCL and in the LOGGER parm member.
The following command defines CPLOGTS as the ddname for logging target server requests:
TSLOGDD(CPLOGTS)

SSLOGDD(ddname)
Defines the ddname used for logging source server requests. This ddname must be allocated in the GTS
initialization JCL and in the LOGGER parm member.
The following command defines CPLOGSS as the ddname for logging source server requests:
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SSLOGDD(CPLOGSS)

RSLOGDD(ddname)
Defines the ddname used for logging result server requests. This ddname must be allocated in the GTS
initialization JCL and in the LOGGER parm member.
The following command defines CPLOGRS as the ddname for logging result server requests:
RSLOGDD(CPLOGRS)

INPSPACE(UNIT(unitname) PRIM(prim) SEC(sec) DIRBLK(dirblks) + VOLSER(volume))
Defines the SPACE parameters (primary and secondary allocation) and the directory blocks used for allocation
of temporary input files ChekPlex uses. Values set here limit the maximum size of input JCL and the procedure
library used for procedure overrides. For the PRIM, SEC, and DIRBLK sub-parameters use the number of primary
and secondary cylinders, and the number of directory blocks of the largest PDS you plan to pass to ChekPlex for
remote validation.

• UNIT() -- the unit name to be used for the allocation (optional)
• PRIM() -- the primary allocation amount in cylinders
• SEC() -- the secondary allocation amount in cylinders
• DIRBLK() -- the number of directory blocks for the allocation
• VOLSER() -- the volume serial number for the allocation (optional)

The following command defines parameters for allocation of temporary input files:
INPSPACE(UNIT(unitname) PRIM(10) SEC(10) DIRBLK(80) VOLSER(volume))

OUTSPACE(UNIT(unitname) PRIM(prim) SEC(sec) VOLSER(volume))
Defines the SPACE parameters (primary and secondary allocation) used for allocation of temporary output
files ChekPlex uses, for example, the SYSTERM, SYSPRINT, and SYSGRAPH files. Values set here limit the
maximum size of report outputs.

NOTE
Ensure large cylinder allocations are specified to handle the output.

The following command defines parameters for allocation of temporary output files:
OUTSPACE(UNIT(unitname) PRIM(20) SEC(20) VOLSER(volume))

GCPERIOD(milliseconds)
Periodically, ChekPlex looks for temporary output data not requested for a long time and discards it. This
parameter defines how often this cleanup process runs. The parameter is defined in milliseconds and the default
is 600000 milliseconds or 10 minutes.
The following command defines a cleanup interval of one minute:
GCPERIOD(60000)

RESULTSPERIOD(milliseconds)
This parameter defines how long temporary output data is retained before the cleanup process (see GCPERIOD
above) deletes it. The parameter is defined in milliseconds and the default is 300000 milliseconds or 5 minutes.
The following command defines a temporary output data retention period of one minute:
RESULTSPERIOD(60000)

TEMPDSN(ON|OFF)
The TEMPDSN parameter is used to have ChekPlex create temporary files with the requester's userid instead of
a system generated dataset name. This allows ChekPlex to work with the security system's TEMPDSN option.

Activate ChekPlex
This topic describes how to activate ChekPlex in JCLCheck.

To use ChekPlex in batch, the REMOTE option must be set and the REMVAL DD statement must be defined.
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The following is a small JCL fragment that contains a reference to the REMVAL file and the REMOTE option:

 //REMVAL  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=USERID.JCLCHECK.CNTL(REMVAL)

 //OPTS    DD  *

 REMOTE

 JOB FULLLIST XREF

 

The results of the JCL validation are similar to the validation results when ChekPlex is not used, but for each target node
that validated the JCL, there will be the following special heading prior to the SYSTERM and GRAPH files. The heading
identifies the target node that did the validation.

 @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@    Target Server PROD     @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

 

The heading prior to the SYSPRINT file contains all of the REMVAL file control options including defaults in the order they
appear.

 @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@    Target Server PROD     @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@    Local Server  TEST     @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@    Source Server TEST     @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@   PROC    TEST.PROCLIB                                    @@@@@@@@@@@@

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

 

To use ChekPlex from the ISPF panel, the REMOTE option must be set and the REMVAL DD statement must be defined.

The following is part of the Additional Processing Options panel (JCK0203) and the EDCHEK Options Menu (JCK21).
Both panels contain fields to activate remote validation.

NOTE

For a full description of the JCK0203 panel, see Additional Processing Options Panel (JCK0203).

For a full description of the JCK21 panel, see The EDCHEK Options Menu (JCK21).

 RUNTIME  - Do runtime checking of JCL (all runtime checks)  => Y    

 REMOTE   - Do remote validation of JCL                      => N    

            REMVAL file option (B-browse, E-edit, blank) => E                           

            REMVAL =>                                                       

 

The results of the JCL validation are similar to the validation results when ChekPlex is not used, but for each target node
that validated the JCL, there will be a special heading as shown in the “Using ChekPlex in Batch” article.

Remote Validation Options
ChekPlex uses the REMVAL DD to get data set references and options for remote validation.

The data set allocated to the REMVAL DD defines the following items:

• All the nodes that are participating in the validation process.
• The data sets to be validated.
• The procedure libraries to be allocated on the target server.
• The data sets to be shipped with the source JCL from the source server to the target server.

The options available with REMVAL are:
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LOCAL
Defines the name of the local GTS server. This GTS server must be running with the ChekPlex subsystem
running on it.
This is a required keyword.
Example:
LOCAL GTS1

SOURCE
Defines the name of the source GTS server. It provides source JCL and can also provide several procedures that
you can use for procedure overrides. In most cases, this is the same server as the LOCAL node. This GTS server
must be running and the ChekPlex subsystem running on it.
This is not a required keyword; however, if omitted the LOCAL node name is used.
Example:
SOURCE GTS1

TARGET
Defines the names of GTS servers where the validation is to be performed. The GTS servers must be running
with the ChekPlex subsystem running on them. You can request validation on up to 64 servers.
This is a required keyword, it can appear multiple times.
Example:
TARGET GTS2

TARGET GTS3

SYSIN
Defines a JCL file to be validated, for example, a PDS member or a sequential data set. These data sets are
retrieved from the source server and transferred to the target servers prior to JCL validation. You can define more
than one data set or PDS member.
For library validation, one library name can be defined using this SYSIN and you need to use the PDS, LIB, or
PAN option in the JCLCheck options. Options to limit member selection (for example, INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and
ONEMEM) can be used in Calling options or OPTIONS DD.

NOTE
The SYSIN keyword in the REMVAL file completely overrides the SYSIN DD statement defined in the
execution JCL, and the input file used on the ISPF panels.

This is not a required keyword, it can appear multiple times.
Example:
SYSIN USERID.JCLCHECK.JCL(TESTJCL)

PROC
Defines procedure libraries that are used for resolving procedure and include references in JCL. These libraries
need to exist on the target server, or validation on that server fails.

NOTE
The PROC keyword in the REMVAL file completely overrides the SYSPROC DD statement defined in
execution JCL.

This is not required if using AUTOPROC; otherwise, it is a required keyword. More than one library can be
defined.
Example:
PROC USERID.JCLCHECK.PROCLIB

PROC SYS1.PROCLIB

OPROC
Defines procedure libraries that are used for the OPROC option. These procedure libraries have to exist on the
target servers or validation on that server fails.
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NOTE
The OPROC keyword in the REMVAL file completely overrides the OPROC DD statement defined in
execution JCL.

This is not a required keyword, it can appear multiple times.
Example:
OPROC USERID.JCLCHECK.PROCLIB

SSPROC
The SSPROC keyword defines a small number of procedures that are transferred with the source JCL from the
source server to all target servers. This option must refer to library members in the form PDS(member). On the
target server, these procedures are stored in a temporary PDS library which is used to locate a procedure before
using the IBM standard search libraries.

NOTE
The SSPROC and OPROC keywords are mutually exclusive. If both keywords are specified, the
SSPROC keyword overrides the OPROC specification.

The SSPROC keyword is processed whether the AUTOPROC option is specified or not.
This is not a required keyword; it can appear multiple times.
Example:
SSPROC USERID.PROCLIB(TESTPROC)

CNTLOVER
The CNTLOVER keyword defines control card members that will be transferred with the source JCL from the
source server to all target servers. This option must refer to library members in the form of PDS (member). On the
target server, these procedures are stored in a temporary PDS library which is used to as an override library for
control card members that have a matching member name.
The CNTLOVER keyword in REMVAL will override the JCLCheck control options CNTLOVER or CNTLOVDD if
they are specified. This is not a required keyword; it can appear multiple times.
Example:
CNTLOVER DEV.PARMLIB(IDCTEST)

ChekPlex Operator Commands
ChekPlex accepts operator commands through GTS.

Format

Use the following format when issuing operator commands to ChekPlex:

F CAGTS,CMDCP CMD

CAGTS
Specifies the GTS started task name.

CMDCP
Indicates that the command is for ChekPlex. This is a required keyword.

CMD
Specifies the ChekPlex command.

Commands

The following ChekPlex commands are available:

DEBUG(OFF|ON|v|vv)
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The DEBUG command defines the debug level for ChekPlex. The number of debugging messages that are issued to the
CPDEBUG DD in GTS depends on this setting. Setting this parameter to ON slows down execution.

Use this option only when Support requests it.

• OFF -- no debug
• ON -- standard debug
• v -- verbose debug
• vv -- very verbose debug

The following command sets the debug level to standard for started task DAL01:

F DAL01,CMDCP DEBUG(ON)

The following command sets the debug level to very verbose for started task DAL02:

F DAL02,CMDCP DEBUG(vv)

DEBUGDD(ddname)

The DEBUGDD command defines the ddname that is used for the ChekPlex debug messages. This ddname must be
allocated in the GTS initialization JCL and in the LOGGER parm member. Output to this ddname is produced only if
DEBUG(ON) is specified.

Use this option only when Support requests it.

The following command defines CPDEBUG as the ddname for debug messages:

F DAL01,CMDCP DEBUGDD(CPDEBUG)

HARDEN[(dsname_prefix)]

The HARDEN command specifies that ChekPlex is to create cataloged files for the dynamically allocated work files that
are used to store input JCL, input Procedures, and output reports.

The dsname_prefix value is optional and defines the data set name prefix to be used when creating the cataloged files.
The dsname_prefix value can be 1 to 17 characters long. GTS and ChekPlex must have authorization to the specified
prefix or security errors may occur.

If HARDEN is specified without dsname_prefix, then work file allocation returns to the default state of creating temporary,
system-generated files and they are deleted after they are no longer required.

Use this option only when Support requests it.

The following command enables work file cataloging with a prefix of MY.RESULTS:

F DAL01,CMDCP HARDEN(MY.RESULTS)

The following command disables work file cataloging:

F DAL01,CMDCP HARDEN

INFO

The INFO command shows the current ChekPlex options.

SECTRACE(ON|OFF)
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The SECTRACE command is used to always print out the return code from the call to the security system even if zero as
a WTO. This is typically only used when requested by Broadcom Support.

STATUS

The STATUS command displays tracking information about each active ChekPlex remote validation request on a
particular GTS server address space. The display informs you which phase is currently processing, when the phase
began, and how long the phase has been processing.

There are 11 unique ChekPlex phases:

1. Request in Local Server
2. Request that is sent to Target Server
3. Request in Target Server
4. File allocation phase
5. JCLCheck 'kernel'
6. SYSPRINT handling
7. SYSTERM handling
8. SYSGRAPH handling
9. Request left Target Server
10. Request back in Local Server
11. Request left Local Server

The following is an example of the STATUS command:

CACP04450I Request#  RCA_addr  TimeStrt  Duration  ChekPlex_Phase

CACP04460I --------  --------  --------  --------  --------------------

CACP04470I 00000003  364DC530  04:02:13  00:00:00  7) SYSTERM handling

CACP04470I 0000000E  2D5DC3B0  04:39:08  00:02:50  2) Request sent to Target

                                                      Server GTSJM11

CACP04470I 0000000F  2D5DC3B0  04:39:08  00:02:50  2) Request sent to Target

                                                      Server GTSJM31

CACP04470I 00000013  2D82E0E0  04:41:54  00:00:04  5) JCLCheck 'kernel'

TEMPDSN(ON|OFF)

The TEMPDSN command changes ChekPlex to create temporary file with the requester's userid instead of a system
generated dataset name. This allows ChekPlex to work with the security system's TEMPDSN option.

ChekPlex Logging
ChekPlex logs requests for every component in a separate log file. These files are allocated in the GTS start-up JCL and
assigned to the logger.

NOTE

For more information, see Adding a ChekPlex subsystem to GTS.

The default parmlib member PARMCP00 assigns the logs the following names: CPLOGSS, CPLOGTS, and CPLOGRS.

Target server

Target server requests are logged to the ddname specified by the TSLOGDD parameter in the PARMCP00 parmlib
member. The following shows the format of the logged data.

Log record format:
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 Time,date,msg_id,TS,LS=GTS_name,SS=GTS_name,RS=GTS_name,USER=userid,RC=return_code

 

Time,date
Specifies the time and date when the message was issued.

msg_id
Specifies the internal ID of the message.

TS
Specifies the origin of the message: the target server.

LS|SS|RS=GTS_name
Specifies the server name of the requestor: local server, source server, or result server.

USER=userid
Specifies the userid of the user requesting the validation.

RC=return_code
Specifies the JCLCheck return code.

Source server

Source server requests are logged to the ddname specified by the SSLOGDD parameter in the PARMCP00 parmlib
member. The following shows the format of the logged data.

Log record format:

 Time,date,msg_id,SS,RES=result,ACC=req_type,FILE=dsname,MBR=member_name,USER=userid,TS=GTS_name

 

Time,date
Specifies the time and date when the message was issued.

msg_id
Specifies the internal ID of the message.

SS
Specifies the origin of the message: the source server.

RES=result
Specifies the result of the request: SUCCESS or FAILED.

ACC=req_type
Specifies the request type: READ or PDSDIR.

FILE=dsname
Specifies the data set name requested.

MBR=member_name
Specifies the member requested.

USER=userid
Specifies the userid of the user requesting the validation.

TS=GTS_name
Specifies the server name of the requestor: the target server.

Result server

Result server requests are logged to the ddname specified by the RSLOGDD parameter in the PARMCP00 parmlib
member. The following shows the format of the logged data.

Log record format:
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 Time,date,msg_id,Rx,req_type,TS|LS=GTS_name,USER=userid,ID=result_id

 

Time,date
Specifies the time and date when the message was issued.

msg_id
Specifies the internal ID of the message.

Rx - RP or RA
Specifies the origin of the message: result provider(RP) or result acceptor(RA).

req_type
Specifies the request type: RECEIVE or PROVIDE.

TS|LS=GTS_name
Specifies the server name of the requestor: target server or local server.

USER=userid
Specifies the userid of the user requesting the validation.

ID=result_id
Specifies the result_ID used for storing and retrieving results.

Interfaces with Other Products
JCLCheck and JCLNeat can be used with other Broadcom products.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view product-specific information for interfacing options:

• Roscoe Support
• CA 7 Support
• Dynamic Librarian Support
• Dynamic Panvalet Support
• TLMS Support
• CA 1 Support
• Dynamic ACF2/JES3 Support
• OPC/ESA Support
• Use JCLNeat with Librarian
• Use JCLNeat with Panvalet

 

 

Roscoe Support
This article details Roscoe support with JCLCheck.

Conflict with the Roscoe EXPORT Command

Any libraries that are allocated to Roscoe by the JCHKPLIB DD statement are not available to the EXPORT command.
Roscoe uses an exclusive enqueue to gain control of the library to ensure that updates are single-threaded. Since these
libraries are allocated DISP=SHR to Roscoe, the message DATASET UNAVAILABLE, TRY AGAIN LATER is generated.

The JCLCheck DEQUE option provides a solution to this problem by removing the data set from the queue. The easiest
way to do this is to add a step to invoke CAZ2DEQ before the Roscoe online step. The necessary JCL is shown in the
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sample job in the OPTION Library. The DD statements between the JCHKFREE DD statements must be the same
(ddname and dsname) as the PROCLIB DD statements you add to the Roscoe online step.

Roscoe Jobstream Modification for the DEQUE Option

 //ROSCOE   JOB

 ///

 ///

 //JCLDEQ   EXEC  PGM=CAZ2DEQ

 //SYSPRINT DD    SYSOUT=A

  

 //JCHKFREE DD    DUMMY          MARK START OF GROUP TO FREE

 //JCHKPLIB DD    DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD    DSN=SYS2.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD    DSN=SYS1.IMS.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //JENDFREE DD    DUMMY          MARK END OF GROUP TO FREE

 ///

 //ONLINE   EXEC  PGM=ROSCOE

 //JCHKPLIB DD    DSN=SYS1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD    DSN=SYS2.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD    DSN=SYS1.IMS.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR

 

Use No Runtime Options

When specifying no runtime options using NORUNT, you must implement the CAZ2UTAB CSECT.

Statement Limitation

JCLCheck only uses virtual storage to process and analyze job streams. The amount of virtual storage it uses depends
on the size of the JCL file it is analyzing. At some installations, Roscoe address space is too small to allow JCLCheck
to process large JCL files successfully under Roscoe. For this reason, you can establish a statement count limit for
execution of JCLCheck under Roscoe.

The ROSLIMIT(nnnn) specification defines the maximum number of statements, both from the AWS and from the
PROCLIBs JCLCheck is going to process. When JCLCheck reaches this limit, it generates message CAY6172S and
terminates processing. The limit count can be any value from 1 to 9999.

If you have not upgraded to Roscoe r5.7 or higher, you can supply a ROSLIMIT option by altering the source for
RSSCJCKO on OPTION. You can specify this limit by adding it to the calling parameters in the RSSCJCK0 routine. See
the source for RSSCJCK0 for detailed instructions at statement numbers 481 through 485.

If you are at Roscoe 5.7 or higher, you can specify the ROSLIMIT option by assembling a JCLOPTS CSECT in the
RSSCJCKO module. This process is described in the Roscoe documentation.

NOTE
A statement, in JCLCheck terms, includes all continuation statements; therefore, the actual statement count is
higher than the statement count limit you specify in the ROSLIMIT parameter.

Roscoe ISPF/PDF Support

Parts of JCLCheck were developed to run solely as an ISPF dialog (for example, job control standards), whereas, other
features RPFs support. If you must use an ISPF feature under Roscoe, you can run the ISPF/PDF dialog under control of
the ETSO feature of Roscoe. As long as you meet the requirements that are listed in the Installing context box, you should
not have any ongoing maintenance tasks.
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An ISPF dialog under ETSO is almost identical to the TSO ISPF/PDF dialog; therefore, very few differences exist. These
differences are documented in the Installing context box.

If problems do occur, take advantage of existing Roscoe facilities to help in determining the cause of the problem. The
QUERY ALLOCATE command is very useful in determining exactly which files are allocated for the ISPF/PDS session.
Additionally, the ability to write the S.LASTERR variable to the panel can prove most valuable, if the ISPF/PDF session
abnormally terminates. Since the ISPF/PDF dialog is not under control of TSO, some limitations exist. For example, the
dialog must never invoke a CLIST or a REXX procedure. If it does, the ISPF session can ABEND. You can find a complete
discussion of these limitations in your Roscoe documentation. Additional comments exist in the RIF account.

CA 7 Support
When you specify the CA 7 runtime option, you allow selective processing of CA 7 control statements, for example, JI
control statement.

NOTE
When you invoke the CA 7 Scheduling Interface panel from the JCLCheck JCKSPF dialog, the skeleton
CAZ17FJC is tailored to invoke the CA 7 Batch Terminal Interface with a call to JCLCheck.

Dynamic Librarian Support
To use the Librarian option so that JCLCheck can read its input directly from a Librarian master file, ensure that the
Librarian load library is available. For example, the load library can be available through the STEPLIB in the JCL, the
system linklist, or LPA list.

NOTE
When you are using Librarian r3.8 or higher, no action is required to establish support. For maximum
efficiency, load the PAM routines in the Link Pack Area during system initialization (LPALSTxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB).

Dynamic Panvalet Support
To use the Panvalet option so that JCLCheck can read input directly from a Panvalet library, relink JCLCheck to include
the Panvalet Access Method (PAM) routines. This step is required when you are using Panvalet before Version 12. These
routines are placed in your Panvalet load library when you install Panvalet.

NOTE
When you are using Panvalet r12 or higher, no action is required to establish support. For maximum efficiency,
load the PAM (Panvalet Access Method) module in the Link Pack Area during system initialization (LPALSTxx
member of SYS1.PARMLIB).

TLMS Support
Use the TLMS option so that JCLCheck can access the Volume Master File (VMF) of TLMS. JCLCheck retrieves
volume, DCB, volume sequence, and file sequence information from the VMF. To use this option, assemble and link the
JCLCheck/TLMS interface routine CAZ1TLMS. This task completes during the installation by application of SYSMOD
CAZ1C03.

Because CAZ1TLMS uses TLMS data structures and I/O routines, it is sensitive to the version level installed. Whenever
TLMS is upgraded, reassemble and relink CAZ1TLMS using the new TLMS source and macro libraries. The procedure
also applies when upgrading from the MVS version to the z/OS version of TLMS.

NOTE
You must allocate the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF) to DD CAIVMFI when invoking JCLCheck. For more
information, search:
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• Tailor the JCLCheck JCL
• (Optional) Install TLMS and CA 1 Support

CA 1 Support
Use the TMS option so that JCLCheck can access the Tape Management Catalog (TMC) of CA 1. JCLCheck retrieves
volume, DCB, volume sequence, and file sequence information from the TMC. To use this option, assemble and link the
JCLCheck/TMS interface routine CAZ2TMS or CAZ1TMS5. This task completes during the installation by application of
SYSMOD CAZ1C02.

Because CAZ2TMS/CAZ1TMS5 uses CA 1 macros, it is sensitive to the version level installed. Whenever CA 1 is
upgraded, reassemble and relink CAZ2TMS/CAZ1TMS5 using the new CA 1. macro library. This procedure also applies
when upgrading from the MVS version to the z/OS version of CA 1.

Dynamic ACF2/JES3 Support

ACF2/JES3 Control Statement Support

JCLCheck dynamically determines the existence of ACF2 and JES3 on your system. You can make these options inactive
by specifying the NOACF2 or NOJES3 options.

The following tables are available for customization of ACF2/JES3 control statements.

CAZ2J3TB
Supports only JES3 control statements.

CAZ2JAJ3
Supports both JES3 and ACF2 control statements.

CAZ2JAC2
Supports only ACF2 control statements.

These three versions of the CAZ2J3TB are distributed in the CAZ2LOAD and are ready to be executed by JCLCheck.
JCLCheck also provides source versions with the same member names in the CAZ2SRC data set.

ACF2/JES3 Alternate PROCLIB Support

When you enable the ACF2/JES3 control statement support, JCLCheck can support ACF2/JES3 alternate PROCLIBs.
Whenever you find a //*MAIN control statement with a PROC=parameter, the suffix characters coded are appended to the
value of the JCLCheck PREFIX option. That combined ddname is used to identify the alternate PROCLIB DD statement.

Because the ddnames of ACF2/JES3 alternate PROCLIBs usually begin with the characters IATPLB, you should add the
PREFIX(IATPLB) option to the JCLCheck runtime options (or JCLDFLT CSECT). You must add the DD statements to
describe the ACF2/JES3 alternate PROCLIBs to the JCLCheck execute JCL or if you invoke JCLCheck under TSO, add it
to the CLIST.

OPC/ESA Support
The JCLCheck OPC/ESA interface is an established method that allows you to validate JCL used by OPC/A (Operations
Planning and Control/Advanced), which is an IBM scheduling package. This interface is comprised of three procedures:

• CAZ1OPCA
• CAZ1NEAT
• CAZ1JCHK

The first procedure (CAZ1OPCA) contains five steps.
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To use this interface you must have the following items available on your system:

• OPC/ESA
• The Daily Operating Plan Report
• The Plan for Workstation xxxx report (where xxxx is the CPU)
• JCLCheck V12.0 or higher
• The sample source library (CAI.CAZ2SAMP) that contains the source for CAZ1OPC1 and CAZ1OPC2 (two COBOL

programs).

NOTE
You need to change CAZ1OPC1 to identify report heading lines that are delimited by question marks (????)
in the code.

• The procedure library (CAI.CAZ2PROC) that contains the procedure CAZ1OPCA, which runs the two procedures
(member name CAZ1OPCA).
CAZ1OPCA is described in more detail on the following page.

WARNING
There is an option within OPC/ESA that allows users to concatenate the Daily Operating Plan report and the
Plan for Workstation report onto a single data set. Specify this option to ensure that the Daily Operating Plan is
placed before the Plan for Workstation. This data set is used as initial input to the five-step batch job described
in this article. You must also have a temporary sequential data set (See Step 4.)

The CAZ1OPCA interface batch job procedure does the following:

• Uses the Daily Plan Report and the Plan for Workstation Report for the CPU as input.
• Creates a sequential file of JCL that consists of all the jobs to run in the plan, enabling JCLNeat to replace all percent

(%) symbols with the proper value for JCLCheck to validate the JCL being scheduled by OPC/ESA.

The following are descriptions of the steps included in the job for CAZ1OPCA:

Step 1
This step extracts information from the data set created from the Daily Plan and Plan for Workstation reports. This
step creates two output files, which are delete/defined at the beginning of the job.

• The first output file (xxx.OPCESA.JCK.JCLCOPY) contains all the job names required to copy the job's JCL
from the various libraries onto a temporary PDS library.

• The second file (xxx.OPCESA.JCK.JCLSCHED) contains the job names ordered as they are run (as per the
Workstation report), with the corresponding application name, operation ID, input arrival date, and input arrival
time.

Step 2
This step sorts xxx.OPCESA.JCK.JCLCOPY for duplicate names in preparation for the IEBCOPY in Step 3. It
may be necessary to change the SORT module, the SORTLIB name and the sort commands where appropriate.

Step 3
This step uses the sorted xxx.OPCESA.JCK.JCLCOPY file to retrieve the specified members from OPC/ESA's
JCL libraries and places them in a temporary library, with a ddname of PDSFILE.

Step 4
This step performs an IDCAMS REPRO of the first record in OPC/ESA's log file, xxx.OPCESA.CKPT, into a small
sequential file, xxx.OPCESA.JCK.CKPT. It is necessary to create this copy file beforehand either through ISPF
or some JCL in a prior step. You must create this copy file because OPC/ESA's logfile (xxx.OPCESA.CKPT) has
an undefined record format, and the first record is required to determine which of OPC/ESA's two VSAM staging
libraries is current during the run.

Step 5
This step uses the output file from Step 1 (xxx.OPCESA.JCK.JCLSCHED) to ascertain the order of the job
dependencies. The step then copies each job's JCL from either the active OPC/ESA-VSAM file (if it exists), or
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from the temporary PDS library to a sequential file (xxx.OPCESA.JCK.JCLCheck). If JCLCheck cannot find any
JCL, a warning message is issued and the job ends with a return code 4.

The CAZ1NEAT procedure runs JCLNeat using SEQIN and SEQOUT ddnames. SEQIN points to the extracted JCL
data set. SEQOUT creates new JCL data sets with resolved %variables. Use the Global String Replacement feature in
JCLNeat. The control card looks like:

//GSRCNTL DD *

   |%MMDDYY|REPL|

   |110895|

The CAZ1JCHK procedure is the final procedure which runs JCLCheck, using batch, validating the JCL for the whole
Daily Plan in the sequential output file from Step 5, looking for syntax and environmental errors.

Usage Notes

The first COBOL program that extracts data from the reports is designed to recognize page headers as absolute literals
and, since OPC/ESA allows a site to decide which headers they want on their report, you should modify these literals
(?????) to make them site-specific. Any changes to the program CAZ1OPC1 in the COBOL source library also mean a
recompile and link edit to the load library. When recompiling the COBOL programs, the COBOL compiler option CMPR2
may be required for the compile to complete successfully.

Example
Execution JCL to invoke this interface:

//jobanme JOB ...

//JSTEP1 EXEC CAZ1OPCA   * EXTRACT JCL

//JSTEP2 EXEC CAZ1NEAT,PARM='FORMAT=N'

//GSRCNTL DD *

|%MMDDYY|REPL|

|110895|

 .        (ALL OPCA VARIABLES TO CHANGE GO HERE)

 .

 .

//JSTEP3 EXEC CAZ1JCHK

//SYSIN DD DSN=CAI.OPCESA.JCK.JCLCHECK,DISP=SHR

Use JCLNeat with Librarian
To use the LIBRARIAN option so that JCLNeat can read its input directly from a Librarian master file, ensure that the
Librarian load library is available. For example, the load library can be available through the STEPLIB in the JCL, the
system linklist, or LPA list.

NOTE
When you are using Librarian r3.8 or higher, no action is required to establish support. For maximum
efficiency, load the FAIR routines in the Link Pack Area during system initialization (LPALSTxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB).

Use JCLNeat with Panvalet
To use the PANVALET option so that JCLNeat can read its input directly from a Panvalet master file, ensure that the
Panvalet load library is available. For example, the load library can be available through the STEPLIB in the JCL, the
system linklist, or LPA list.
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NOTE
When you are using Panvalet r12 or higher, no action is required to establish support. For maximum
efficiency, load the FAIR routines in the Link Pack Area during system initialization (LPALSTxx member of
SYS1.PARMLIB).

JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The  JCLCheckPlug-in for Zowe CLI lets you validate the accuracy of Job Control Language (JCL) from a command-line
interface on your computer. Zowe CLI helps increase productivity, reduce the learning curve for developing mainframe
applications, and exploit the ease-of-use of off-platform tools. The plug-in can be used during development or automation
to identify execution-time errors, such as security violations and missing data sets that could cause jobs to fail and lead to
delays in production cycles.

NOTE
This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge. JCLCheck
users are entitled to support for this plug-in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download
or use.

Learn More

The following resources can help you learn more about the core Zowe CLI and plug-ins:

JCLCheck Worload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Learn more about this plug-in and its available commands in Brightside documentation. The documentation
includes information about Zowe Conformant plug-ins (available for general use), as well as Early Access plug-ins
that require Brightside license to download.

Installing Plug-ins
Learn how to install this and other Broadcom plug-ins to Zowe CLI.

Zowe Docs Site
Learn about installing and using core Zowe CLI and other open-source components.

Brightside is the Broadcom enterprise-class support offering for Zowe. The Brightside documentation includes
information about Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI that are available for general use, Broadcom Early Access plug-ins
that require Brightside license to download, and simplified installation methods.

Zowe CLI is an open-source component of Zowe that lets you interact with the mainframe remotely and use common
tools such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, bash scripts, and build tools for mainframe
development.

JCL Language Support Extension for VS Code
Visual Studio Code (VS Code) is a lightweight, powerful source code editor with integrated developer tools that runs on
your desktop. VS Code is available for Windows, macOS and Linux.

The JCL Language Support extension provides an interface in VS Code for developers and system administrators to
interact with Job Control Language (JCL) on IBM z/OS mainframes. Edit JCL in a local environment complete with
syntax highlighting, linting, and access to a library of sample job cards. Integrate this extension with JCLCheck Workload
Automation™ to ensure quality before submitting jobs. The extension provides the following benefits:

• Edit JCL in VS Code to enhance developer productivity.
• Use the syntax highlighting, linting, and auto-complete features to write JCL efficiently.
• Ensure that JCL is valid prior to job submission by integrating with JCLCheck on the mainframe.
• Produce JCLCheck reports in markdown or PDF format to share with your team.
• Access a library of useful JCL snippets.
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TIP
Use this extension in conjunction with Zowe Explorer to enable a suite of mainframe functionality in VS Code.

The syntax highlighting capability ispowered by the ibm-jcl extension

Release Notes

For updates about JCL Language Support features, enhancments, and fixes, refer to the JCL Language Support
Changelog on the VS Code Marketplace.

Software Requirements

You can use the JCL syntax highlighting and linting features features without installing any prerequisite software.

If you want to use JCLCheck reporting features, meet the following requirements:

• An instance of JCLCheck Workload Automation v12.0 is installed and configured on a mainframe system with latest
maintenance applied.

• Zowe CLI is installed on your PC.
• The JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI is installed to Zowe CLI.

Installing

Install the extension from the VS Code Marketplace.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch Visual Studio Code.
2. Navigate to the Extensions tab and enter "JCL Language Support" in the search field.
3. Click Install under the extension description. The JCL Language Support tab displays under the VS Code

Marketplace icon.
The extension is installed.

Configuring

To connect with a JCLCheck instance on the mainframe, create a jclcheck service profile on your computer using the
JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI. For information, see the "Create a User Profile" section in the plug-in documentation.

After you create the profile in the CLI, it becomes availabe for use in VS Code. You can now perform actions in the
extension against your default profile. Use Zowe CLI to set a different profile as your default.

You can also configure options such as syntax highlighting rules and automatic linting on save. For more information, see
the Configuring section in the extension readme.

Using

See the Using section in the extension readme for information about how to use the extension features, including syntax
highlighting and linting, producing JCLCheck reports, and accessing snippets.

Third-Party Software Agreements

This JCL Language Support release uses third-party software. To view each license, download the attached zip file.

Special Usage Considerations
Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following topics:
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• Dynamically Invoke JCLCheck
• Dynamically Invoke JCLNeat
• Security Prevalidation
• The JSMFANAL SMF Analysis Program
• Alternative Report Formats
• Pre-Validation Variable Substitution

Resolve External Variable Installation Considerations
This article explains resolve external variable installation considerations for CA 7® Edition, ESP, Control-M, and Tivoli
Workload Scheduler.

CA 7 Considerations

• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use, the ISPF interface and EDCHEK must allocate
special CA 7 DD statements. Modify the JCKUSRC7 CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &CA7REC to the data set name that holds the RECORD data. The RECORD DD statement

references this data set.
b. Set variable &CA7RECSQ to the data set name that holds the RECORDSEQ data. The RECORDSQ DD

statement references this data set.
When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use in batch jobs, modify the procedure CAZ1JCC7 to
specify the following DD statements. Allocate the statements in the step that calls CAZ1PRES:

//RECORD   DD   DSN=record.pds         RECORD DATA LIBRARY

//RECORDSQ DD   DSN=recordseq.seqfile  RECORDSEQ DATA FILE

ESP Considerations

• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use, the ISPF interface and EDCHEK must allocate
special ESP DD statements. Modify the JCKUSRES CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &ESPREC to the data set name that holds the RECORD data. The RECORD DD statement

references this data set.
b. Set variable &ESPRECSQ to the data set name that holds the RECORDSEQ data. The RECORDSQ DD

statement references this data set.
• When the RECORD and/or RECORDSEQ parameters are in use in batch jobs, modify the procedure CAZ1JCES to

specify the following DD statements. Allocate the statements in the step that calls CAZ1PRES:

//RECORD   DD   DSN=record.pds         RECORD DATA LIBRARY

//RECORDSQ DD   DSN=recordseq.seqfile  RECORDSEQ DATA FILE

Control-M Considerations 

• The user of JCLCheck is the user ID used when CTMAESIM is called. This user must have the proper authority in
CTMAESIM.

• Load module CAZ1PRES must reside in an authorized load library.
• The ISPF interface and EDCHEK must allocate several CTM DD statements before resolving CTM variables in the

JCL. Modify the JCKUSRCM CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &CTMALOC to point to the appropriate Control-M DAALOCIN file.
b. Set variable &CTMPARM to point to the appropriate Control-M DAPARM file.
c. Set variable &CTMPREN to point to the appropriate Control-M DAPRENV file.
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NOTE
Some installations use a Control-M exit to provide these files, in which case you can leave these values in
JCLUSRCM at their default values, ‘&STR()’.

• For batch jobs, update CAZ1JCCM as indicated in the procedure comments. This data includes specifying the
following CTM files in the step that calls CAZ1PRES. Customize the CAZ1JCCM proc to specify these statements
before it is used.

//DAALOCIN DD   DSN=CTM.dallocin.file,DISP=SHR  CTM allocation file

//DAPARM   DD   DSN=CTM.daparm.file,DISP=SHR    CTM Parm file

//DAPRENV  DD   DSN=CTM.daprenv.file,DISP=SHR   CTM Environment file

NOTE
Some installations use a Control-M exit to provide these files, in which case you do not need to include them.

Tivoli Workload Scheduler Considerations

• The user of JCLCheck is the user ID used to issue commands to TWS. This user must have the proper authority in
TWS to access the PIF interface and access the application, workstations, and operations they want to process.

• Load module CAZ1PRES must reside in an authorized load library.
• The ISPF interface, EDCHEK, and each batch job must allocate several TWS DD statements before resolving TWS

variables in JCL. Modify the JCKUSRTW CLIST in CAI.CAZ2CLS0 as follows:
a. Set variable &TWMLOG to the desired SYSOUT class for the EQQMLOG DD statement. This variable is for the

TWS message log.
b. Set variable &TWDUMP to the desired SYSOUT class for the EQQDUMP DD statement. This variable is for the

TWS dump file.
c. Set variable &TWYPARM to the data set that contains the parameters for the PIF interface. The EQQYPARM DD

statement references this data set.
d. Set variables &TWMLIB1 to &TWMLIB4 to the data sets that make up the EQQMLIB DD statement concatenation.

These variables are for the TWS message library.
• For batch jobs, customize the CAZ1JCTW procedure. The following four TWS DD statements must be allocated in the

step that calls CAZ1PRES.

NOTE
For more information about these statements, see Specify the Product and Parameters in Batch in the
Tutorial.

//EQQMLOG  DD   SYSOUT=*                 TWS MESSAGE LOG                          

//EQQDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*                 TWS DUMP FILE                            

//EQQYPARM DD   DSN=tws.pif.parms        PIF INTERFACE PARMS

//EQQMLIB  DD   DSN=tws.message.library  TWS MESSAGE LIBRARY 

 

Invoke JCLCheck Dynamically
You can invoke JCLCheck from a user program. This capability is especially useful with automated test-to-production
turnover systems.

Input and output exit routines can provide input and can receive the SYSTERM and SYSPRINT report files from
JCLCheck. The calling program can also provide different runtime parameters, a list of alternate ddnames, addresses of
the JCLCheck standard exit routines, and up to four address constants, which are available to your I/O exits.

The CAZ1XCAL member in the CAZ2SRC library provides a sample program to call JCLCheck and provides input and
output exits.
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NOTE
JCLCheck scans JCL in two passes. JCLCheck validates the JCL during the second pass. If you dynamically
invoke JCLCheck and you wrote your own SYSIN I/O routine, JCLCheck reads all the JCL before it validates
any of it. If your code checks our control blocks for certain data at input time, you may have to move this code to
an exit.

JCLCheck Calling Parameter List

You can call, link, or attach to JCLCheck using one to four of the following four parameters:

Parameter 1
Specifies JCLCheck runtime options. This parameter is in standard z/OS calling parameter format: a halfword
length field, followed by the option keyword, separated by commas or blanks. This parameter cannot be longer
than 100 characters. The length value in the halfword length field is that of the character data and does not
include the halfword itself.

Parameter 2
Specifies alternate ddnames. This parameter is a 50-byte field in the following format:
bytes 0-1    length of the list ( DC H'50' )

 bytes 2-9    SYSIN alternate ddname

 bytes 10-17  SYSPRINT alternate ddname

 bytes 18-25  SYSPROC alternate ddname

 bytes 26-33  SYSRDR alternate ddname

 bytes 34-41  SYSTERM alternate ddname

 bytes 42-49  prefix for non-z/OS allocation

NOTE
If you do not want to override a default ddname, specify hex zeros in the respective alternate ddname
entry in this list.

You can provide an exit routine for the SYSIN, SYSPRINT, and SYSTERM files. The first word (four bytes) of the
respective ddname entry in the list above stores the entry point address of the exit routine.

Parameter 3
Specifies the addresses of an alternate set of JCLCheck standard exit routines. The addresses passed in this 32-
byte list are the respective entry points for the CAZ1XJOB, CAZ1XEXE, CAZ1XDD, CAZ1XSTE, CAZ1XERR,
CAZ1XEOJ, CAZ1XEOF, and CAZ1XCTL exit routines. If you use the exit routines that are linked with JCLCheck,
make this parameter zero. If this parameter is supplied, JCLCheck ignores any exit routines linked with it.
Optionally, you can supply an address pointer in the list of eight exit addresses or code a fullword X'FFFFFFFF' to
indicate that any exits linked into JCLCheck remain active.

Parameter 4
Specifies an initial value of one fullword for the field $USER in the $JCLGLBL area. The $JCLGLBL area is
addressable using R12 through JCLCheck. Use this parameter to pass an address constant, perhaps the address
of a work area in the calling program, that is available to any standard or I/O exit. If you select the INTSUR option,
the initialization of all four user words, you must make this parameter four fullwords in length. JCLCheck moves
these four fullwords to the fields $USER through $USER4 in the $JCLGLBL area.

JCLCheck Return Codes

When JCLCheck returns control to the invoking user program, R15 contains a return code. Normally, this severity is the
highest error (for example, 4, 8, 12) JCLCheck encounters while processing the last job.

If you use the JOBSEV option, which sets the return code to the highest severity error message, the return code set is the
severity of the highest error JCLCheck encounters while processing any job. Consider using this option if JCLCheck is
processing more than one job in a program.
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Use Input and Output Exits with JCLCheck

Any user program invoking JCLCheck can supply its own input and output routines. See the JCLCheck Calling Parameter
List ddname parameter (calling parameter 2) above for information about the addresses of the input or output routines for
SYSIN, SYSPRINT, and SYSTERM.

When you provide an exit routine for a given ddname, the associated file is not opened, and a DD statement is not
required. Instead, the provided address is inserted in the DCB in place of the IBM GET or PUT routines. In this way,
JCLCheck always calls your routines for input or output services.

The SYSIN exit is entered whenever a job stream JCL statement is required. The SYSIN exit routine must place the
address of the returned statement in R1 and return to JCLCheck using R14. When the exit routine returns end-of-file to
JCLCheck, it must load R15 with the address found at R1, plus decimal 32 and return using R15 to the EODAD address
(for example, L R15,32(,R1) BR R15).

The SYSPRINT and SYSTERM exits are entered with R0 pointing to the record that is the output. The length of that
record is 133 bytes for file SYSPRINT, and 80 bytes for file SYSTERM. The exit routine is responsible for the disposition
of the print line records. The SYSPRINT and SYSTERM exit routines should always return to JCLCheck using R14.

Invoke JCLNeat Dynamically
You can invoke JCLNeat from a user program which is especially useful with automated test-to-production turnover
systems.

Input and output exit routines can provide input and can receive the SEQOUT and SYSPRINT report files from JCLNeat.
The calling program can also provide different runtime parameters and addresses of the JCLNeat standard I/O exit
routines.

The CAZ1NCAL member in the CAZ2SRC library provides a sample program to call JCLNeat and provides input and
output exits.

JCLNeat Calling Parameter List

You can call, link, or attach to JCLNeat using one to four of the following parameters:

Parameter 1
Specifies JCLNeat runtime options. This parameter is in standard z/OS calling parameter format: a halfword
length field, followed by the option keyword, which is separated by commas or blanks. This parameter cannot be
longer than 100 characters. The length value in the halfword length field is that of the character data and does not
include the halfword itself.

Parameter 2
Specifies the input exit for retrieval of records by JCLNeat. This exit replaces the SEQIN ddname.

Parameter 3
Specifies the output exit that receives control each time a record is written by JCLNeat. This exit replaces the
SEQOUT ddname name.

Parameter 4
Specifies an exit to receive control for each report output record. This exit replaces the SYSPRINT ddname.

JCLCheck Return Codes from JCLNeat

When JCLNeat returns control to the invoking user program, R15 contains one of the return codes.

Typically, this severity is the highest error (for example, 4, 8, 12) JCLNeat encounters while processing the last job.
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Use Input and Output Exits with JCLNeat

Any user program invoking JCLNeat can supply its own input and output routines. See the JCLNeat calling parameter list
(2, 3, and 4).

When you provide an exit routine for a given ddname, the associated file is not opened, and a DD statement is not
required. Instead, the provided address is inserted in the DCB in place of the IBM GET or PUT routines. In this way,
JCLNeat always calls your routines for input or output services.

The SEQIN exit is entered whenever a job stream JCL statement is required. The SEQIN exit routine must place the
address of the returned statement in R1 and return to JCLNeat using R14. When the exit routine returns end-of-file to
JCLNeat, it must return to JCLNeat using R14 plus 4.

The SEQOUT and SYSPRINT exits are entered with R1 pointing to the record that is the output. The length of that record
is 133 bytes for file SYSPRINT, and 80 bytes for file SEQOUT. The exit routine is responsible for the disposition of the
print line records. The SYSPRINT and SEQOUT exit routines should always return to JCLNeat using R14.

 

Security Prevalidation
Security prevalidation is available for ACF2, Top Secret, and any SAF-compatible product (for example, IBM RACF).

JCLCheck uses the CA Standard Security Facility, CAISSF, (a Common Components and Services component) to make
generic service calls to prevalidate the security environment for a job. This behavior lets JCLCheck verify access authority
to resources ahead of time, based on the actual security user who executes the JCL, not the security environment of the
person running JCLCheck. This feature is especially useful for the on-demand requests that use special data sets and
resources.

JCLCheck only performs this validation if you specify the SECURITY option.

NOTE
For more information about the SECURITY option, search SECURITY.

JCLCheck, using service calls to CAISSF, dynamically recognizes the appropriate security environment. Therefore, you do
not need customized installation procedures as long as you install the appropriate level of ACF2. The dynamic installation
of the CAS9SAFC module (which is provided with Common Components and Services) provides SAF support (also
IBM RACF support). See the cover letter for the appropriate service level and gen level of Common Components and
Services.

JCLCheck provides the following types of security prevalidation on these products:

Product Release Security Prevalidation
ACF2 Version 6.0 and above Automatic recognition of environment
ACF2 Releases before 6.0 Uses the SAF Interface
Top Secret Release 4.3 and above Uses the SAF Interface
RACF All releases Uses the SAF Interface

JCLCheck imposes limitations on the security calls that are made ahead of time. JCLCheck performs security checks
in this prevalidation process based on information that is derived from the JCL it is scanning. This information is all
that JCLCheck has available. For example, JCLCheck only knows the job-step level program and cannot know the actual
program in control, or the RB structure, when it opens a data set. This behavior limits the ability to perform program
pathing resource checks at DATASET OPENS. Another example is that JCLCheck cannot interpret the type of OPEN to
perform when a program accesses a data set from the DISPOSITION alone. When the program specifies DISP=OLD/
SHR, JCLCheck assumes the most restrictive access level and makes that call. If UPDATE access is not granted,
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JCLCheck assumes READ ACCESS and makes another call to validate this access level, with messages indicating these
assumptions.

Many variances exist in security calls based on operating system levels and the actual products and programs that are
executing. This behavior imposes limitations on security calls. For example, limitations of SAF and parameters that are
supported on the RACROUTE macro make it impossible to do certain prevalidation checks, which are available by the
simulation services available in ACF2 Version 6.0. SAF/RACROUTE cannot validate the date and time of signon for some
future date, but these features are available with ACF2.

JCLCheck Security Checking
JCLCheck performs the following checks:

• The USER authority to access the system, which is based on the date and time of access and CPU. JCLCheck derives
your ID from the JCL JOB statement or ACF2 //* LOGONID statement. If not available, it assumes the ID of the person
running JCLCheck. However, you can override the user ID with the USER runtime option or with CAZ1SSFX, the
security signon exit. The signon exit can override both the USER option and user ID found in the JCL.

• JCLCheck checks DASDVOL access, and if a user has appropriate access level to the DASD volume, it does not
check DATASET level access levels. This is only applicable to ACF2 and Top Secret environments, and not to RACF.
DASDVOL checking is not applicable for a data set in a RACF security environment.

• JCLCheck checks DATASET level access based on the following dispositions:

 

Disposition Access Level
NEW CREATE
MOD CREATE
OLD UPDATE then READ if UPDATE fails
SHR UPDATE then READ if UPDATE fails
DELETE SCRATCH
PASS SCRATCH
CATLG UPDATE to catalog volume
UNCTLG UPDATE to catalog volume

With the preceding checks, most situations are covered. JCLCheck checks VSAM data sets for updates to the catalog
volume. It does not check data set level access when there is no UCB for the unit specified.

WARNING
JCLCheck can only perform date and time-of-day checks if the security product is ACF2 r6.0 or above.

• JCLCheck checks PROGRAM access for the job-step level program. Program pathing (program access to data sets) is
not supported for ACF2.

NOTE
With RACF, JCLCheck can only perform program resource checking when the program class is active under
RACF.
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By default, JCLCheck suppresses the message indicating that a program resource is not defined to security (return
code 4 from SAF RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH). If you require this information, specify the option SECURITY
(PROGRAM(DEFINE)) at runtime.

• JCLCheck can only perform date and time of day checks if the security product is ACF2 r6.0 or above.
• Support for source restriction is not available.
• JCLCheck checks READ access to the DFSMS classes STORClas and MGMTClas if DFSMS is active for

DISP=NEW/MOD data sets.
You must authorize JCLCheck for this validation to work.

Calls to CAISSF
Security prevalidation makes three calls to CAISSF: VSIGNON, VRESCHECK, and VSIGNOFF. When
JCLCheck encounters a JOB statement, it makes a virtual signon call to CAISSF that sets up a security environment
appropriate to the security user who executes the JCL. If necessary, JCLCheck provides you with user exit CAZ1SSFX,
which allows site-specific customization of the security user ID. JCLCheck only uses this security environment for
validation checks, and it is not possible to use it to obtain access to protected resources. It is possible, therefore, for an
individual in production control to validate the JCL security environment, and not have any form of access to the secured
resources.

Once a VSIGNON request completes successfully, JCLCheck processes each JCL statement and performs virtual
resource checks (VRESCHEK). These calls perform the appropriate security environment checks, which are appropriate
according to the JCL and active security product. JCLCheck checks the DATASET, PROGRAM, DASDVOL, and SMS
class resource levels.

JCLCheck performs virtual signoff (VSIGNOFF) once it makes all the VRESCHECKs. This call defines all acquired
storage and the security environment defined at VSIGNON time.

In an SMS environment, access to the SMS classes is based on the resource owner of the data set and not the person
actually allocating the data set. In this situation, JCLCheck performs a VSIGNON call for the resource owner of the data
set, if it is someone different than you running the job. This resource owner may or may not be the same as the high-level
qualifier of the data set, and if not, the VSIGNON is held in the DFP portion of the security profile. The high-level qualifier
of the data set is only available to this interface, and JCLCheck assumes this is the resource owner. JCLCheck performs
the VSIGNON call for SMS classes using only the high-level qualifier as the resource owner for new data sets.

Interface Limitations
To prevent JCLCheck from creating a security exposure at a site, JCLCheck imposes certain limitations on security
prevalidation. JCLCheck does not do a security signon as another user and run under that user's security environment
because this creates a security exposure. This is not allowed. The result is that the standard security environment applies
to any user executing JCLCheck. For example, suppose a user runs JCLCheck and the CTLSCAN option is active;
this option forces JCLCheck to read and interpret the control statements of utility programs, such as IDCAMS. If you do
not have at least read access to the control statement input file, JCLCheck issues the message CAY6329E, ACCESS
DENIED TO LIBRARY BY SECURITY and does not attempt to open the file. The system 913 ABEND does not occur.

The following are limitations:
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• JCLCheck does not check VSAM catalog access and OS CVOL catalog access.
• JCLCheck verifies ICF catalog access by having UPDATE access to the data set on the ICF catalog volume.
• Run CPU, run date and runtime are not available for an SAF-compatible product because of the limitations of the SAF

RACROUTE macro, but they are available with ACF2.
• Use of PADS (Program Access using Data Set) is only available with ACF2 r6.0, and not with SAF-compatible

products, because the SAF RACROUTE REQUEST=AUTH macro does not support the required operands.
• JCLCheck does not check the ddnames STEPLIB and JOBLIB for either update or read access, and assumes that it

does not need to open these ddnames for read or update access, only execute.

The following are reasons for CAY6329E messages:

• The PXREF option is on and you do not have read access to a STEPLIB, JOBLIB, LINKLIST, or to a library in the JCL
that has a member name in parentheses.

• The CTLSCAN option is on and you do not have read access to the library containing the control statements.
• JCLCheck is attempting to expand a cataloged procedure and the user does not have read access to a proclib defined

to JCLCheck.
• JCLCheck can use the sample MBRCHKX exit, member CAZ1XSEC in CAZ2SRC to bypass opening a file for the

PXREF and CTLSCAN options.

JSMFANAL SMF Analysis Program
JCLCheck contains an SMF analysis program that can illuminate the high cost of JCL errors at your installation. The
program processes step end, job end, and job purge SMF records (record types 4, 5, 26, and 30). JSMFANAL reports the
total number of jobs and steps it finds in the input file and estimates the average resources used per job step. Using that
information, JSMFANAL estimates the cost of resources wasted by:

• JCL errors (other than syntax errors)
• S213 ABENDS (missing disk data set)
• Sx06 ABENDS (includes S806 (missing program), S706 or S406 (invalid or unexecutable program), and S637 (invalid

concatenations)
• S013 ABENDS (DCB problems)

The printed cost is an estimate. The following factors can cause a variance:

• Not all flushed steps are caused by JCL errors. Some are the result of steps skipped (flushed) due to condition codes.
• JCLCheck can prevent only about 95 percent of S013 ABENDS (most frequently those resulting from bad block sizes

or missing PDS members).
• JSMFANAL does not attempt to estimate the resources wasted by the ABEND step itself. These could be substantial if

the step has been in execution for some time, or prints a large dump.
• JSMFANAL does not attempt to estimate the cost of programmer or analyst time required to analyze and correct the

error and resubmit the job. This may well be the most significant cost of all.

The first two variances raise the estimated costs. The last three lower it. In most installations these effects cancel each
other, allowing the JSMFANAL estimate to be used directly.

Specify JSMFANAL Rates
This article explains how to specify JSMFANAL rates. JSMFANAL estimates the cost using the following rates:

CPU            $0.23 per CPU second

DISK I/O       $0.38 per 1000 EXCPs

TAPE I/O       $0.38 per 1000 EXCPs
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If these rates are unsuitable, you can change them using JSMFANAL control statements. Use these three control
statements to provide rates:

CPU nnnnnn
Specifies the CPU rate in cents per second.

DISK nnnnnn
Specifies the disk I/O rate in cents per thousand EXCPs.

TAPE nnnnnn
Specifies the tape I/O rate in cents per thousand EXCPs.

JSMFANAL formats rate control statements with the type (CPU, DISK, or TAPE) in column one, followed by the rate,
separated from the type keyword by at least one blank. The rate must be numeric, with no embedded commas, periods, or
currency signs. For example, to set the disk rate to $1.10 per thousand, leaving the other rates at their default, specify:

CPU 23

DISK 110

TAPE 38

Specify Currencies
This article explains how to specify the currency for certain installations. If your installation is outside the United States or
Canada, costs in dollars may not be meaningful. You can modify output format with the PIC control statements. Code the
PIC statement as follows:

PIC xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx is up to fifteen characters defining the output picture. JSMFANAL replaces any digit 9 in the picture
with a digit from the value. JSMFANAL places all other characters in the picture as they are in the output. JSMFANAL
interprets the rightmost comma or period as a decimal point. It suppresses leading zeros to the left of the decimal point.

For example, to specify output costs in Deutschemarks, specify:

PIC 9.999.999,99 DM

NOTE
The position of the comma (used in place of the decimal point) means that JSMFANAL interprets the rates on
the CPU, DISK, TAPE statements as Pfennigs (DM/100).

The default picture is: PIC $9,999,999.99

When you use a PIC control statement, it should precede any rate-setting control statements so that the rates JSMFANAL
prints on the reports are displayed using the new picture.

JSMFANAL Processing Options
Several options are available to assist you in using the JSMFANAL program. The PROCESS control statement specifies
these options as follows:

PROCESS  [LISTEXCP]

         [DETAIL]

         [DUMP=jobname]  [,TYPE30]
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JSMFANAL formats the PROCESS control statement with the verb PROCESS in column one, followed by at least one
blank, and the options within parentheses. The options do the following:

LISTEXCP
Lists the count of disk and tape EXCPs for each job, and provides a running total.

DETAIL
Lists each job and step that did not end normally that is used in JSMFANAL computation, and identifies the job or
step status, such as: flushed, ABEND, and JCL error.

DUMP
Dumps the type 4, 5, or 30 SMF records, in hex format, for the specified job name.

NOTE
You can only specify one of the options LISTEXCP, DETAIL, or DUMP per run.

TYPE30
Requests processing of MVS/SP type 30 records.
If you omit this option, JSMFANAL processes type 4 and 5 records. If you do not require any other options, you
can specify TYPE30 in the EXEC statement PARM field.

JSMFANAL Selection Options
JSMFANAL selection options let you control the range of SMF data chosen for analysis. You can include or exclude
specific classes and jobs from the analysis or ignore specific programs for flushed-step processing. The syntax of the
INCLUDE, EXCLUDE, and IGNORE statements is as follows:

INCLUDE    [CLASS=(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j)]

           [JOB=nnnnnnnn]

EXCLUDE    [CLASS=(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j)]

           [JOB=nnnnnnnn]

IGNORE  PGM=nnnnnnnn

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE
Include or exclude the stated job or classes. Use these statements to exclude jobs routed to another CPU, so that
their SMF type 26 records are not counted as JCL errors, or to include specific jobs in classes that have been
excluded (JOB has priority over CLASS).

IGNORE
Do not count the specified program in the flushed-step statistics, and do not print it on the detail report. Use for
programs, like the Linkage Editor, that are expected to flush if the preceding step's return code dictates.

Each INCLUDE/EXCLUDE statement can contain only one of the subparameters JOB or CLASS. You can specify up to
ten classes on one statement. You can only use one CLASS statement. If you only code one class, the parentheses are
not required. You must specify the TYPE30 option of the PROCESS statement when you specify inclusion or exclusion by
class. You can have an unlimited number of INCLUDE or EXCLUDE statements for the JOB subparameter, however, the
INCLUDE and EXCLUDE statements are mutually exclusive. Do not specify both with the JOB subparameter in the same
run. You can only have one job name per statement. You can also have an unlimited number of IGNORE statements, with
one program name per statement.

You can make the job and program names up to eight characters long and specify them as masks. A question mark (?)
signifies a single mask character for the corresponding position. An asterisk (*) indicates that all characters beginning at
the corresponding position are masked, until the next non-mask character.

//SYSIN DD *

PROCESS (DETAIL,TYPE30)
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EXCLUDE CLASS=A

INCLUDE JOB=RSCS1??A

INCLUDE JOB=TBSC905*

IGNORE PGM=?EWL

/*

This example produces a detail report, using SMF type 26 and 30 records as input. No jobs from class A are processed
except those that begin with RSCS1 if they end with the letter A, and those that begin with TBSC905. Both Linkage Editor
programs IEWL and HEWL are ignored if they are flushed.

//SYSIN DD *

PROCESS (LISTEXCP)

EXCLUDE JOB=ZC706*

EXCLUDE JOB=TBSC*

EXCLUDE JOB=TST*1

/*

This example produces a report showing EXCPs, using SMF record types 4, 5, and 26 as input. Any jobs having names
beginning with ZC706 or TBSC are to be excluded from processing, regardless of the job name length (up to eight
characters). Jobs with names starting with TST and ending with 1, such as TST01 and TSTAFC1, are excluded. In a
networking environment, where jobs are routed through one system on their way to the system on which they execute, it is
advisable to exclude the transient jobs to prevent their type 26 records (job purge) from counting as JCL errors.

NOTE
JSMFANAL does not support direct input from the VSAM MAN1/2 data sets on MVS/SP systems as the SMFIN
file. Use the tape file created by the SMF dump utility. See AZ1SMFA in CAZ2JCL for execution JCL.

Sort Fields
We recommend sorting the SMF data by job name, reader date and time, and buffer date and time, and using this output
as input to JSMFANAL.

When comparing the results of EXCLUDES and INCLUDES, the number of flushed steps does not agree with the totals in
a run that processes all the jobs. This behavior is because JSMFANAL can only handle a maximum of 16 flushed jobs at a
time.

For example, if using type 4, 5, and 26 records the sort control statement is:

SORT FIELDS=(18,16,BI,A,10,4,BI,A,6,4,BI,A)

If you use 30 records, the sort control statement varies by site; therefore, you need to examine your SMF records to
determine the proper sort parameters.

Alternative Report Formats
JCLCheck produces several alternative reports after checking input JCL. These reports are typically generated in plain
text format. With the use of the new OUTFMT option, you can request that JCLCheck generate reports in CSV (comma-
separated values), PDF, or both.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view articles detailing methods for generating alternative report formats.

Usage Considerations and Restrictions

The following list details considerations and restrictions when using alternative report formats:
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• The OUTFMT option is a batch-only, full product-only option.
• The conversion process is called after the primary report file (usually SYSPRINT) is written and closed. Therefore, the

conversion process does not change anything in the primary report file or the return code of the JCLCheck invocation
even if errors occur during the conversion process.

• All errors that are encountered during the conversion process are written to the JCKCSVO or JCKPDFO file or as a
WTO message, depending on what the error is and where it was encountered.

• The OUTFMT option requires the primary report file. If the NOLIST option is specified, the conversion process is
aborted. Also, the primary report file must be DASD-resident. However, as part of the conversion file, the report file is
copied to a SYSOUT file. The WTO message CAY6420I informs the user where the SYSOUT file is in the JCLCheck
job output. For example,

CAY6420I REPORT FILE OUTPUT COPIED TO DDNAME SYS00004

• The OUTFMT option requires two additional JCL statements to implement CSV conversion and two additional JCL
statements to implement PDF conversion. These JCL statements, the CSV configuration file template pairs, and the
PDF configuration file parameters are described in this documentation.

• A basic default CSV configuration file and PDF configuration file is provided in the CAI.CAZ2OPTN library. The
members are: CONFIGCS for the CSV configuration file and CONFIGPD for the PDF configuration file. If you change
the CSV configuration file that is provided by JCLCheck, any future changes to the format, for example, heading text,
titles, column layout, data items, requires a re-examination of and possible modification to the user-modified CSV
configuration file.

• The first section of the primary report file with all of the options in effect is ignored and skipped in the converted output
file during the CSV conversion process. The first section is not skipped during PDF conversion.

• Every report in the primary report file must be represented in the CSV configuration file by at least a heading template
pair. The heading template pair must be the first template pair representing each report on the primary report file. The
conversion process reads one primary report file line at a time and attempts to find a match in the CSV configuration
file following the heading template pair of that report. The first template pair that matches the current primary report file
line is used to do CSV conversion. If no match is found, the asis template pair is used as a default.

• There are two special-purpose CSV template pairs:

''

SKIP 9999

This template pair informs the conversion process to skip the remainder of the current report. If this immediately
follows the heading template pair, the entire report (except the report heading line itself) is skipped.

''

ASIS 9999

This template pair informs the conversion process to copy the remainder of the current report as-is to the converted
output file. If this pair immediately follows the heading template pair, the entire report (except the report heading line
itself) is copied as-is onto the converted output file.

• When downloading the CSV converted output file to a personal workstation, set the following file conversion
parameters:

ASCII

CRLF

NOTRUNC

The PC file name suffix should be .csv. When you invoke Excel, set the Autoformat setting. This setting enables you to
view the columns properly.

• When downloading the PDF converted output file to a personal workstation, do not set any file conversion parameters
because the output file is already in ASCII. The PC file name suffix should be .pdf.
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OUTFMT Option
After the primary report file is written and closed, JCLCheck examines the OUTFMT option and creates a CSV and/
or PDF file from the primary report file. (The primary report file is usually SYSPRINT, but may be modified by the LIST
option).

NOTE
For information about the OUTFMT option, search OUTFMT.

The CSV format is based on inserting commas and surrounding each data item by double-quotes at defined locations
in the input file line. The leading and trailing blanks of each data item are compressed out before writing them to the
converted output file. The column definitions are found in the CSV configuration file (see JCKCSVC file description
below). This conversion allows for the report file to be read and displayed on a personal workstation by Excel or a similar
spreadsheet product.

The PDF format is a widely used format and allows for the converted report file to be read and displayed on a personal
workstation.

To implement the OUTFMT option:

• JCLCheck must create a primary report file. The conversion process is aborted if the NOLIST option (no primary report
file is created) is specified.

• The primary report file must be DASD-resident. It cannot be a SYSOUT file.
• Two additional JCL statements are required for CSV conversion and two additional JCL statements are required for

PDF conversion. They are:
– JCKCSVC - CSV configuration file
– JCKCSVO - CSV output file
– JCKPDFC - PDF configuration file
– JCKPDFO - PDF output file

Required JCL and Files

The OUTFMT option uses the primary report file (usually SYSPRINT) as input. The primary report file must be DASD-
resident when the OUTFMT option is specified. When the user requests CSV conversion, the output file is JCKCSVO
(CSV output file) and JCKCSVC is the CSV configuration file. When the user requests PDF conversion, the output file is
JCKPDFO (PDF output file) and JCKPDFC is the PDF configuration file.

The following is an example of the JCL statements required when OUTFMT(CSV PDF) is specified:

 //SYSPRINT  DD  DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(3,3)),DSN=CAI.REPORTS,

 //              DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133),UNIT=SYSDA

 //JCKCSVC   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CONFIGCS)

 //JCKCSVO   DD  DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(3,3)),DSN=CAI.CSVOUT,UNIT=SYSDA

 //JCKPDFC   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CONFIGPD)

 //JCKPDFO   DD  DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(3,3)),DSN=CAI.PDFOUT,UNIT=SYSDA

 

Configuration Files and Output Files
The CSV and PDF configuration files assist JCLCheck in the conversion process.

Default CSV and PDF configuration files are provided in CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CONFIGCS) and CAI.CAZ2OPTN(CONFIGPD)
respectively. These default configuration files DO NOT have to be changed by the user. If the user wants to change the
text and formatting of the conversion output, follow the instructions outlined in the remainder of these topics.
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The CSV and PDF output files are created by JCLCheck as a result of the conversion process. After the JCLCheck job
terminates, the CSV and PDF converted output files should be downloaded to a personal workstation.

When downloading the CSV output file, use the ASCII, CRLF, and NOTRUNC file transfer/conversion parameters. The file
name suffix on the personal workstation should be .csv. Also, when you invoke Excel on the personal workstation, set the
AutoFormat option (under Format) in order to view the columns properly.

When downloading the PDF output file, it must be transferred in binary or image format. Do not use any conversion
parameters because the output file is already in ASCII. The file name suffix on the personal workstation should be .pdf.

CSV Configuration File
The CSV configuration file (JCKCSVC DD statement) guides and directs the CSV conversion process. Basically, for
each report line on the primary report file, JCLCheck CSV conversion processing attempts to find a match on the CSV
configuration file. The CSV configuration file consists of 2-line template pairs. Each template pair consists of matching text
(first line) and an action to perform (second line) when a match is found. As soon as a match is found, CSV conversion
processing performs the requested action. No additional template pairs are searched for the current report line.

There are four types of template pairs. The remainder of this topic describes the four types of template pairs.

Heading Template Pair

'matching text from first line of each report'

HEAD n

The heading template pair must be the first template pair representing each report found on the primary report file. The
matching text must be quoted on both ends and can be up to 78 characters in length. The CSV conversion process
uses this template pair to determine which report is currently being processed. The matching text must contain enough
information to match the first line of each report on the primary file. The n following the HEAD keyword is optional. When
present, it indicates the number of title lines to skip on subsequent pages (not the first page of the current report). The
default is 6.

Asis Template Pair

'matching text from line of report user wants left as-is'

ASIS n

The asis template pair requests that one or more lines on the primary report file will be copied as-is onto the converted
output file. The matching text must be quoted on both ends and can be up to 78 characters in length. The n following
the ASIS keyword is optional. When present, it indicates the number of primary report file lines to copy as-is onto the
converted output file. The default is 1 and it must be a numeric value between 1 and 9999.

If the defined matching text is simply '', each primary report line in the current report which found no match until this asis
template pair, will be matched by this asis template pair. When matched, the primary report line will be copied as-is onto
the converted output file. This is known as a catch-all, or default, template pair.

Skip Template Pair

'matching text from line of report user wants skipped'

SKIP n

The skip template pair requests that one or more lines on the primary report file will be skipped and will not be written on
the converted output file. The matching text must be quoted on both ends and can be up to 78 characters in length. The n
following the SKIP keyword is optional. When present, it indicates the number of primary report file lines to skip and not to
write on the converted output file. The default is 1 and it must be a numeric value between 1 and 9999.
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If the defined matching text is simply '', each primary report line in the current report which found no match until this skip
template pair, will be matched by this skip template pair. When matched, the primary report line will be skipped and will not
be written to the converted output file. This is known as a catch-all, or default, template pair.

Comma Template Pair

'matching text from line of report user wants converted to the CSV format'

COMMA 1,n,n,n,n,132

The comma template pair is the main template pair actually implementing the CSV conversion process. This template pair
indicates where, on the primary report file line, to place comma delimiters and double-quotes when writing the line to the
converted output file. Each number represents a column number on the primary report file line. The list of column numbers
must be in ascending order and must be between 1 and 132. The matching text must be quoted on both ends and can
be up to 78 characters in length. The column numbers following the COMMA keyword are required. There is no default
value. However, whether present or not, column 1 and 132 is assumed to be present in the list of columns. The maximum
number of columns specified is 15.

If the defined matching text is simply '', each primary report line in the current report which found no match until this
comma template pair, will be matched by this comma template pair. When matched, the primary report line will be comma-
delimited according to the columns specified and will be written to the converted output file. This is known as a catch-all,
or default, template pair.

Comment Line

*

In addition to the four template pairs, there is also a comment line. Comment lines are for user purposes only. The CSV
conversion process ignores them completely.

CSV Configuration File and Output File Example
The following example shows two reports in the primary report file, the relevant CSV configuration file lines, and the CSV
converted output file lines:

CA                REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES                                PAGE 10

CA JCLCHECK    JOB: CAUSER01  PGMR: CAUSER1   WEDNESDAY JANUARY 31, xxxx  2:35:51 AM

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  MESSAGE 

  NUM   NUMBER  MESSAGE TEXT    

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   4.   CAY6077W  NO '3390' UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'TSU014'    

  41.   CAY6092W  JOBLIB/STEPLIB NOT REQUIRED FOR PROGRAM 'XDCCALL' 

  43.   CAY6077W  NO '3390' UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'TSU045'    

  44.   CAY6077W  NO '3390' UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'TSU007'    

  55.   CAY6077W  NO '3390' UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'MVCA11'    

CAY6000 5 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'CAUSER01' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 4

*******************************************************************************

CA                 REPORT 7 - SUMMARY DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE                  PAGE 1

CA JCLCHECK                                  WEDNESDAY JANUARY 31, xxxx     2:35:51 AM

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 DSET  DCB INFO          REFERENCED  IN 
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DSNAME       SPACE   VOL(S)  TYPE  FMT  LRECL, BLK  JOB (STATUS) - STEP   (STMT)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SYS1.PROCLIB          MVCA11  PDS        F 80, 3120  TESSE01J    - CHECKJCL.SYSPROC (55)

TESSE01.CSV016        WRKD10                  TESSE01J ( DEFN, CATLG, DELETE) - MODELETE. DD1 (37)

TESSE01.CSV016        WRKD10                  TESSE01J ( DEFN, CATLG) - CHECKJCL.JCKCSVO (47)

TESSE01.ISPF.ISPPROF >TSU007  PDS   F 80, 3120   TESSE01J - CHECKJCL.ISPPROF (44)

TESSE01.JCK.CNTL     >TSU014  PDS   F 80, 27920  TESSE01J - PROCLIB (4) CALLDMY1.DMYSTEP1.IN11 (11)

                                                                CALLDMY1.DMYSTEP1.IN12 (12)   

                                                                CALLDMY1.DMYSTEP1.IN13 (13)   

                                                                CALLDMY2.DMYSTEP2.IN21 (18)   

                                                                CALLDMY2.DMYSTEP2.IN22 (19)   

                                                                CALLDMY2.DMYSTEP2.IN23 (20)   

                                                                CALLDMY3.DMYSTEP3.IN31 (25)   

                                                                CALLDMY3.DMYSTEP3.IN32 (26)   

                                                                CALLDMY3.DMYSTEP3.IN33 (27)   

                                                                CALLDMY4.DMYSTEP4.IN41 (32)   

                                                                CALLDMY4.DMYSTEP4.IN42 (33)   

                                          CALLDMY4.DMYSTEP4.IN43 (34) CHECKJCL.JCKCSVC (46) 

                                                  CHECKJCL.JCKPDFC (49) CHECKJCL.SYSIN (54)   

TESSE01.JCK.LOAD    >TSU045  PDS   U, 6144        TESSE01J - CHECKJCL.STEPLIB (43)

TESSE01.PDF016       WRKD10                       TESSE01J (DEFN,CATLG,DELETE) - MODELETE.DD3 (39)

TESSE01.PDF016       WRKD10                       TESSE01J (DEFN,CATLG) - CHECKJCL.JCKPDFO (50)

TESSE01.PRT016       WRKD10                       TESSE01J (DEFN,CATLG,DELETE) - MODELETE.DD2 (38)

TESSE01.PRT016       WRKD10          F 133        TESSE01J (DEFN,CATLG) - CHECKJCL.SYSPRINT (57)

*******************************************************************************************

The CSV configuration file segment shown below consists of a heading template pair for each report, followed by skip
template pairs for the hyphen line, title lines, and asterisk lines for each report. In report 6, there is an asis template pair
for the CAY6000 information message. The last template pair for both reports are catch-all, default comma template pairs
for the main information in each report. This means that any line in report 6 or report 7 which does not match any template
pair until this default comma template pair, will be comma-delimited as specified in this default comma template pair.

* THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CONFIGURATION FILE TEMPLATE PAIRS FOR REPORT 6

*--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0

'CA                                   REPORT 6 - ERROR'

HEAD 6

'-------------------------------------------------------------------'

SKIP 1

' STMT MESSAGE'

SKIP 1

' NUM NUMBER MESSAGE TEXT'

SKIP 1

'CAY6000'

ASIS 1

'********************************************************************'

SKIP 1

''

COMMA 1,9,18,132

* THE FOLLOWING ARE THE CONFIGURATION FILE TEMPLATE PAIRS FOR REPORT 7

*--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0--5--0

'CA                                     REPORT 7 - SUMMARY'

HEAD 6

'-------------------------------------------------------------------'
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SKIP 1

'                                                    DSET      DCB'

SKIP 1

'DSNAME                           SPACE    VOL(S)    TYPE     FMT LRECL'

SKIP 1

'**********************************************************************'

SKIP 1

''

COMMA 1,44,53,58,73,132

The converted output file segment displayed below shows the results of applying the template pairs above. The first line of
each report is the heading line. The heading line is always reformatted and copied to the converted output file in this way.
The report name, job and programmer name (if present), and the date and time is comma-delimited and placed as the first
line of each report. Following the heading lines on each report is the comma-delimited main data section of each report
with commas between the columns specified in the template pairs shown above. The CAY6000 line in report 6 is the result
of the asis template pair.

"REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES","JOB: TESSE01J","PGMR: TESSLER","WEDNESDAY JANUARY 31, xxxx 2:35:51 AM"

"4.","CAY6077W","NO '3390'  UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'TSU014'"

"41.","CAY6092W","JOBLIB/STEPLIB NOT REQUIRED FOR PROGRAM 'XDCCALL'"

"43.","CAY6077W","NO '3390'  UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'TSU045'"

"44.","CAY6077W","NO '3390'  UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'TSU007'"

"55.","CAY6077W","NO '3390'  UNITS ARE AVAILABLE FOR 'MVCA11'"

"CAY6000 5 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'TESSE01J' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 4"

Tried report font for preceding and following test.

"REPORT 7 - SUMMARY DATA SET CROSS REFERENCE","WEDNESDAY JANUARY 31, xxxx            2:35:51 AM"

"SYS1.PROCLIB","MVCA11","PDS","F 80, 3120","TESSE01J - CHECKJCL.SYSPROC (55)"

"TESSE01.CSV016","WRKD10",,,"TESSE01J  (DEFN,CATLG,DELETE)  -  MODELETE.DD1 (37)"

"TESSE01.CSV016","WRKD10",,,"TESSE01J  (DEFN,CATLG)  -  CHECKJCL.JCKCSVO (47)"

"TESSE01.ISPF.ISPPROF",">TSU007","PDS","F 80, 3120","TESSE01J  -  CHECKJCL.ISPPROF (44)"

"TESSE01.JCK.CNTL",">TSU014","PDS","F 80, 27920","TESSE01J-PROCLIB(4)CALLDMY1.DMYSTEP1.IN11(11)"

,,,,"CALLDMY1.DMYSTEP1.IN12 (12)"

,,,,"CALLDMY1.DMYSTEP1.IN13 (13)"

,,,,"CALLDMY2.DMYSTEP2.IN21 (18)"

,,,,"CALLDMY2.DMYSTEP2.IN22 (19)"

,,,,"CALLDMY2.DMYSTEP2.IN23 (20)"

,,,,"CALLDMY3.DMYSTEP3.IN31 (25)"

,,,,"CALLDMY3.DMYSTEP3.IN32 (26)"

,,,,"CALLDMY3.DMYSTEP3.IN33 (27)"

,,,,"CALLDMY4.DMYSTEP4.IN41 (32)"

,,,,"CALLDMY4.DMYSTEP4.IN42 (33)"

,,,,"CALLDMY4.DMYSTEP4.IN43 (34) CHECKJCL.JCKCSVC (46)"

,,,,"CHECKJCL.JCKPDFC (49)  CHECKJCL.SYSIN (54)"

"TESSE01.JCK.LOAD",">TSU045","PDS","U, 6144","TESSE01J - CHECKJCL.STEPLIB (43)"

"TESSE01.PDF016","WRKD10",,,"TESSE01J  (DEFN,CATLG,DELETE) - MODELETE.DD3 (39)"

"TESSE01.PDF016","WRKD10",,,"TESSE01J  (DEFN,CATLG) - CHECKJCL.JCKPDFO (50)"

"TESSE01.PRT016","WRKD10",,,"TESSE01J  (DEFN,CATLG,DELETE) - MODELETE.DD2 (38)"

"TESSE01.PRT016","WRKD10",,"F 133","TESSE01J  (DEFN,CATLG) - CHECKJCL.SYSPRINT (57)"
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PDF Configuration File
The PDF configuration file (JCKPDFC DD statement) consists of the following five single-line parameters:

PRMODE=PDFL|PDFLB|PDF|PDFB|HTML|RTF

PRMODE
Specifies the output data stream format.

PDFL
Indicates a linear PDF file; this is the default.

PDFLB
Indicates a linear PDF file with a blue bar overlay.

PDF
Indicates an Adobe Portable Document Format file.

PDFB
Indicates an Adobe Portable Document Format file with a blue bar overlay.

HTML
Indicates a Hypertext Markup Language file.

RTF
Indicates a Rich Text Format file.

ORIENT=AUTO|PORT|LAND

ORIENT
Specifies the output orientation.

AUTO
Indicates the PDF converter will analyze the input file to select the best orientation and best maximum number of
lines to print per page; this is the default.

PORT
Indicates portrait orientation.

LAND
Indicates landscape orientation.

CODEPAGE=input-codepage

CODEPAGE
Specifies the EBCDIC codepage of the input file. The default is:
CODEPAGE=IBM-1047

All EBCDIC codepages are translated into the ASCII codepage ISO8859-1, except for the following:

IBM-875
Translated into ISO8859-7 Greek

IBM-424/IBM-803/IBM-1028
Translated into ISO8859-8 Hebrew

IBM-1026
Translated into ISO8859-9 Turkish

CHARS=XX99
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CHARS
Specifies the font type (xx) and the characters per inch (99).

Characters per inch (CPI) are horizontal in range and span 1 through 29. The following font types are supported:

CB
Courier-Bold

CE
Courier

CI
Courier-Italic

CR
Courier

GB
Courier-Bold

GL
Courier

GT
Courier

OB
Helvetica-Bold

OR
Helvetica

PR
Courier

RT
Courier-Bold

SI
Courier-Italic

ST
Courier

NOTE
The default CHARS depends on the ORIENT parameter.

LC=max lines per page

LC
Specifies the maximum number of lines to print per page in the range from 0 through 255.

NOTE
The default LC depends on the ORIENT parameter. If ORIENT=AUTO is specified, the LC parameter is ignored.

PDF Configuration Example

The following is an example of a PDF configuration file:

PRMODE=PDFL

ORIENT=AUTO
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CODEPAGE=IBM-1047

Pre-Validation Variable Substitution
Pre-Validation Variable Substitution lets you change data strings present in the JCL from one value to another on a
temporary basis. This conversion occurs before  JCLCheck validates the JCL.

Immediately after each input JCL, inline control statement, or both has been read, the CHANGE runtime option causes
the input line to be examined against a user-defined conversion table that contains one or more 'from' and 'to' data strings,
and if a match is found, converts the 'from' data string to the 'to' data string. This examination and conversion may occur
multiple times on each input line before JCL validation takes place.

This option is available when running JCLCheck in batch, ISPF, EDCHEK, and ChekPlex.

All JCLCheck reports contain only the post-converted JCL lines and control statements.

Variable Substitution

• Variable substitution is done on a temporary basis.
• Variable substitution is done before the JCL is validated.
• No converted JCL or control statement can extend beyond column 71. If a converted statement extends beyond

column 71, an error message (CAY6106E) is displayed.
• If the target sub-option is set to JCL or BOTH, JCL comment lines are examined and converted.
• JCLCheck only examines and converts jobs and PROCs that are the target of the JCLCheck invocation. External

PROCs referenced in the JCL, but not present inline, are not examined and converted. Also, only inline control
statements are examined and converted. External control statements that are referenced in the JCL, but not present
inline, are not examined and converted.

• This feature applies to all invocations of JCLCheck (batch, ISPF, and EDCHEK, and ChekPlex) and to all types of
SYSIN input (sequential files, PDS members, Librarian files, and Panvalet files).

• In ChekPlex, the conversion table (specified in the CHANGE option) must be accessible and available to the target
server address space.

• All SYSPRINT, SYSTERM, and SYSGRAPH JCLCheck output displays the converted JCL, inline control
statements, or both.

Implement the CHANGE Option and the CHANGE Conversion Table
This article includes the steps to implement the CHANGE option and the CHANGE conversion table.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the CHANGE runtime option:
– In batch, specify this option in the JCLCheck options file.
– In EDCHEK, specify this option in the EDCHKDD DD file or on the EDCHEK command string, for example:

%EJCK CHANGE(target,dsname[,member])
– In ISPF, specify this option in the JCLCheck options file or on the ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS menu

(panel JCK0203).
2. Create a PDS member or sequential file containing the user-defined conversion table. The file containing the

conversion table is specified in the CHANGE option. This table contains the 'from' and 'to' data strings. In ISPF, the
CHANGE option and all  its sub-options can be specified on the ADDITIONAL PROCESSING OPTIONS menu (panel
JCK0203).

Note the following statement types in the CHANGE conversion table:
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LEFT DLM a
Defines the left delimiter that is used on the 'from' and 'to' data strings for all following CHANGE statements.
If omitted, JCLCheck uses the default open-parenthesis `(' as the left delimiter on both the 'from' and 'to' data
strings.

RIGHT DLM z
Defines the right delimiter that is used on the 'from' and 'to' data strings for all following CHANGE statements.
If omitted, JCLCheck uses the default close-parenthesis `)' as the right delimiter on both the 'from' and 'to' data
strings.

An asterisk (*) in column 1
JCLCheck ignores this statement. Use it as a comment.

CHANGE afffz=atttz
Represents the format of a standard CHANGE statement. The data must begin in column 1 and must contain
the following 7 characters: 'CHANGE ', immediately followed by the 'from' data string consisting of one or more
characters that JCLCheck searches for, surrounded by a left and right delimiter. The 'from' data string must
be immediately followed by an equal sign (=), which must be immediately followed by the 'to' data string that
JCLCheck uses as a replacement value, also surrounded by a left and right delimiter.
If a CHANGE statement is in the format CHANGE afffz=az (with an empty 'to' data string), the CHANGE
statement causes the 'from' data string to be deleted without replacing the string with a 'to' data string.

Example: CHANGE conversion table with explicit delimiters

The following example shows a CHANGE conversion table with an explicit left delimiter and right delimiter specification:

 LEFT DLM [

 RIGHT DLM ]

 CHANGE [>?<]=[SHD]      

 CHANGE [><]=[ID]        

 CHANGE [::!!¢!]=[YYMMME]

 CHANGE [!!¢!::]=[MMMEYY]

 

Example: CHANGE conversion table with implied delimiters

The following example shows a CHANGE conversion table with an implied left delimiter and right delimiter using the
default left and right parenthesis as delimiters:

 CHANGE (¢%)=(MM)   

 CHANGE (!%)=(YY)   

 CHANGE (%$)=(CC)   

 CHANGE (¢$)=(SC)   

 CHANGE (_@_)=(X)   

 CHANGE (_?_)=(1)   

 CHANGE (@)=(X)     

 CHANGE (?)=(1) 

 CHANGE (@*#)=()   

 CHANGE (%S.)=(##.) 

 CHANGE (=%S)=(=##) 

 CHANGE ('%S')=('##')

 

The following restrictions apply to the CHANGE statements:
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• All statements in the conversion table must start in column 1 and must not include embedded blanks unless they are
enclosed within the left and right delimiters.

• A CHANGE statement cannot continue onto a second line.
• The maximum length of each 'from' and 'to' data string is limited to 30 characters.

Trace Facility and CAISUPT
To help with diagnosing potential problems, use the CAISUPT(9) option. When you use the CAISUPT(9) option, the raw
CHANGE statements and the before- and after-images of all JCL and/or control statements changed during CHANGE
option processing are printed.

Example: Trace lines

The following example shows several trace lines printed by the CAISUPT(9) option:

CAY6603I CHANGE STATEMENT: 'CHANGE (%CUT)=(#)'

CAY6603I CHANGE STATEMENT: 'CHANGE (R%S)=(R##)'

CAY6603I CHANGE STATEMENT: 'CHANGE (%SH)=(##)' 

CAY6603I CHANGE STATEMENT: 'CHANGE (@*#)=()'

CAY6603I CHANGE STATEMENT: 'CHANGE ($#$)=($$$###$$$)'  

CAY6604I BEFORE CHANGE: '//SYSUT1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SVCCA><.CA11.USERID1.D090420

CAY6605I AFTER CHANGE:  '//SYSUT1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SVCCAID.CA11.USERID1.D090420

CAY6604I BEFORE CHANGE: '//SYSUT3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=APCDAL.$#$.USERID1.D090420

CAY6605I AFTER CHANGE: '//SYSUT3 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=APCDAL.$$$###$$$.USERID1.D090420

CAY6604I BEFORE CHANGE: '//SYSUT101 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=APCDAL.%¢$.USERID1.D090420

CAY6605I AFTER CHANGE:  '//SYSUT101 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=APCDAL.%SC.USERID1.D090420

CAY6604I BEFORE CHANGE: '%$::!!PX PC.U.PYM.GBD.THRANE.GBSA.!!!::   

CAY6605I AFTER CHANGE:  'CCYYMMPX PC.U.PYM.GBD.THRANE.GBSA.CMMYY 

CAY6604I BEFORE CHANGE: '%$::!!   

CAY6605I AFTER CHANGE:  'CCYYMM

List PDS Members with CAZ2LPDS
You can use program CAZ2LPDS to return information about PDS members. You can invoke CAZ2LPDS as a normal
batch program, or it can be called in a REXX program or by other means. The returned information is written to a
sequential output file, or optionally written to the REXX stack when the caller is a REXX program.

The input PDS and sequential output files must be allocated before invoking CAZ2LPDS. By default, the input and output
DDNAMEs are SYSIN and SYSPRINT. The default DDNAMEs can be overridden.

The input PDS must have an LRECL of 80 characters. Currently, this LRECL is a limitation of the CAZ2LAPI program that
is used to provide PDS access. The number of members in the input PDS has no limitation.

CAZ2LPDS is designed to support multiple functions. Currently, the only function that is supported is “LISTDIR”, which
returns a list of member names from the specified input PDS.

WARNING

The CAZ2LPDS and CAZ2LAPI programs are part of the JCLCheck Common Component. The library that
contains these modules must be included in a library concatenation, as documented in Installing.

Input Parameters

Specify the input parameters with the following syntax:
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 keyword(value)[,keyword(value)][,keyword(value)]…

 

Currently, the following input parameters are supported:

FUNC(function)
An optional parameter that specifies a function you can perform. The permitted values for function are:
LISTDIR

The LISTDIR value returns a list of PDS members. One line of output is produced for each PDS member
name. The PDS member name begins in position 1 of the output record. This value is the default.

ENV(environment)
An optional parameter that specifies the executing environment. The permitted values for environment are:
BATCH

The BATCH value indicates standard batch execution. This value is the default.
REXX

The REXX value indicates that CAZ2LPDS is being called from a REXX environment. This parameter is
not required when executing under REXX. However, it must be specified if you want to return information
on the REXX stack or if you want to return a result value in the RESULT(any value) parameter.
If ENV(REXX) is specified, you can specify ODDN(@RXSTACK) to cause the returned member list be
written to the REXX stack. Additionally, you can specify the RESULT(any value) parameter to cause a
descriptive result string be returned.

IDDN(ddname|SYSIN)
An optional parameter that specifies the DDNAME of the input PDS. The specified DDNAME must be allocated.
The PDS must currently have an LRECL of 80 characters. The default value is SYSIN.

ODDN(ddname|SYSPRINT)
An optional parameter that specifies the DDNAME of the sequential output file. The specified DDNAME must be
allocated. The output file must have the characteristics defined in Output File Characteristics. The default value is
SYSPRINT.
If the calling program is REXX and the ENV(REXX) parameter has been specified, the returned member list can
be written to the REXX stack by specifying ODDN(@RXSTACK). The list can then be retrieved using the REXX
PULL statement as shown in Write a List of Members to the REXX Stack, search REXX Execution Examples.

RESULT(any value)
An optional parameter that returns a text string that describes the return code. This parameter is available only
when REXX calls it. The ENV(REXX) parameter must also be specified. If the ENV(REXX) parameter is not
specified, the only feedback the caller receives is the return code. No default exists.
Upon return to the calling REXX program, the contents of the parameter is “RESULT(result string)”. The “result
string” is the text string describing the return code. The result string can then be used as shown in the following
REXX coding examples.

Output File Characteristics

If a sequential output file is being created, it must be allocated with the following characteristics:

• LRECL=132
• RECFM=FB
• DSORG=PS

Additionally, the output file must be allocated with sufficient space to contain the information from the input PDS or an
ABEND can occur.
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Return Codes

CAZ2LPDS returns one of the following return codes:

0
SUCCESSFUL

4
NO DATA RETURNED

8
PROGRAM ARGUMENTS TOO LONG

12
INVALID PARAMETER SYNTAX

16
INVALID PARAMETER KEYWORD SPECIFIED

20
INVALID FUNC() PARAMETER DATA SPECIFIED

24
INVALID IDDN() PARAMETER DATA SPECIFIED

28
INVALID ODDN() PARAMETER DATA SPECIFIED

32
OUTPUT FILE OPEN ERROR

36
UNABLE TO LOAD CAZ2LAPI

40
LAPI INIT ERROR, RC=rc, REASON=reason

44
LAPI PROCESSING ERROR, RC=rc, REASON=reason

48
INVALID ENV() PARAMETER DATA SPECIFIED

52
REXX ENVIRONMENT NOT FOUND

56
UNABLE TO OPEN SPECIFIED INPUT FILE

60
INPUT RECORD SIZE NOT 80 BYTES

Batch Execution Examples
CAZ2LPDS can be executed as a standard batch program. When executed in this manner, the program parameters are
supplied on the PARM= operand of the EXEC statement.

Example: Write a List of Members to SYSPRINT

The following JCL reads the input PDS (defaulted to SYSIN), and writes a list of members to the output file (defaulted to
SYSPRINT).

• JCL:
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//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=CAZ2LPDS,REGION=0K

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.jclcheck.loadlib

//SYSIN    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.input.pds

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=* 

• SYSPRINT OUTPUT:

....+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....6

MEMBER1

MEMBER2

MEMBER3

MEMBER4

************************* End of Data **********************

Example: Write a List of Members to SYSOUT

The following JCL reads the input PDS (MYPDS), and writes a list of members to the output file (SYSOUT).

• JCL:

//STEPNAME EXEC PGM=CAZ2LPDS,REGION=0K, 

//    PARM='IDDN(MYPDS),ODDN(SYSOUT)'

//STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.jclcheck.loadlib

//MYPDS    DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.input.pds

//SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=* 

• SYSOUT OUTPUT:

....+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....6

MEMBER1

MEMBER2

MEMBER3

MEMBER4

************************* End of Data **********************

REXX Execution Examples
CAZ2LPDS can be invoked from a REXX program through the LINKMVS and ATTCHMVS functions. When invoked in this
manner, the program parameters are supplied as variables on the LINKMVS or ATTCHMVS statement.

Example: Write a List of Members to the Output File #1

The following REXX program reads the input PDS (defaulted to SYSIN), and writes a list of members to the output file
(defaulted to SYSPRINT). A detailed description of the return code is returned in the result variable.

• REXX Program:

/* REXX */

env  = 'ENV(REXX)' 

result  = 'RESULT(?)'

ADDRESS LINKMVS "CAZ2LPDS env result”

SAY 'CAZ2LPDS RC=' || rc

SAY result

DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0 
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  PULL text  

  SAY 'Stack>' text

END 

EXIT RC 

• REXX Output:

CAZ2LPDS RC=0  

RESULT(SUCCESSFUL)

*** 

• SYSPRINT Output:

....+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....6

MEMBER1

MEMBER2

MEMBER3

MEMBER4

************************* End of Data **********************

Example: Write a List of Members to the Output File #2

The following REXX program reads the input PDS (MYPDS), and writes a list of members to the output file (MYSYSP). A
detailed description of the return code is returned in the result variable.

• REXX Program:

/* REXX */

env  = 'ENV(REXX)'   

result  = 'RESULT(?)'

iddn = 'IDDN(MYPDS)' 

oddn = 'ODDN(MYSYSP)'  

ADDRESS LINKMVS "CAZ2LPDS env result iddn oddn”

SAY 'CAZ2LPDS RC=' || rc

SAY result

DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0 

  PULL text  

  SAY 'Stack>' text

END 

EXIT RC  

• REXX Output:

CAZ2LPDS RC=0 

RESULT(SUCCESSFUL)

*** 

• SYSPRINT Output:

....+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....6

MEMBER1

MEMBER2

MEMBER3
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MEMBER4

************************* End of Data **********************

Example: Write a List of Members to the REXX Stack

The following REXX program reads the input PDS (MYPDS), and writes a list of members to the REXX stack. A detailed
description of the return code is returned in the result variable.

• REXX Program:

/* REXX */

env  = 'ENV(REXX)'   

result  = 'RESULT(?)'

iddn = 'IDDN(MYPDS)' 

oddn = 'ODDN(@RXSTACK)'  

ADDRESS LINKMVS "CAZ2LPDS env result iddn oddn”

SAY 'CAZ2LPDS RC=' || rc

SAY result

DO WHILE QUEUED() > 0 

  PULL text  

  SAY 'Stack>' text

END  

EXIT RC 

• REXX Output:

CAZ2LPDS RC=0  

RESULT(SUCCESSFUL)

Stack> MEMBER1

Stack> MEMBER2

Stack> MEMBER3

Stack> MEMBER4

*** 

User Exits
JCLCheck provides exit routines to enforce installation standards, using two types of exit facilities:

• The Assembler Exit facility
• The COBOL User Exit facility

JCLCheck uses two types of exit routines with these facilities:

• Standard exits
• Parameter exits

JCLCheck invokes standard exits as a part of standard processing. You use standard exits to invoke defined events when
JCLCheck is scanning a job (that is, the completion of validation for a JOB statement).

NOTE
For information about activating these exits, search DYNEXITS.

JCLCheck invokes parameter exits as a part of parameter processing. You use parameter exits when the $VTB macro
defining a parameter's operand specifies an exit routine. JCLCheck invokes a parameter exit after syntax checking the
parameter. For details, search The $VTB Macro.
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JCLCheck uses varying conventions for passing values to exit routines in registers.

You can code standard exits using the assembler exit facility and the COBOL user exit facility; however, you can only
code parameter exits in assembler.

This article covers both the assembler exit routines and the COBOL User Exit facility.

NOTE
JCLCheck is REENTRANT. The JCLCheck entry and exit macros, GETMAIN and FREEMAIN, are a work area
where you can define all data that you need to alter. Code all exits as reentrant. If they are not reentrant, link
them as NORENT. If a non-reentrant program is linked as reentrant and if it is running from an authorized library,
it receives a S0C4 (U1000) when it attempts to alter its own storage.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following topics:

• JCLCheck Control Blocks
• JCLCheck Standard Exits in Assembler
• COBOL User Exit Facility

JCLCheck Control Blocks
Like MVS, JCLCheck stores information in several control blocks. Most exit routines must reference one or more of these
blocks. Addresses within these control blocks and addresses pointing to control blocks should be tested for zero before
usage. If they are not zero, an ABEND can occur. The JCLCheck macro library, CAZ2MAC, contains mapping macros for
the following control blocks:

GLBL (Global Area)
This block is the common data area for JCLCheck, containing control block chain headers, addresses of key
routines, DCBs, and other important information.
Throughout JCLCheck, its address is in register 12. (Its mapping macro automatically generates a USING
statement for this register.)

WARNING
No JCLCheck exit should ever alter register 12.

Four fields are available to you ($USER, $USER2, $USER3, and $USER4) to anchor user control blocks or
pass information between exits. They are initialized to zero (or to the value passed by a user program invoking
JCLCheck dynamically) and left unmodified thereafter.
The GLBL mapping macro is $JCLGLBL (or $JCLCB GLBL).

NOTE
All assembler exits should execute in 31-bit mode because most JCLCheck data areas are 31-bit
eligible (that is SPB, RTB, XJB, DDT, and so on).

XGBL (Extended Global)
This block is the Extended Global area, and it has a similar purpose to the Global area. The Extended Global,
however, is above-the-line (31-bit address) on an MVS system. Obtain an address for the Extended Global using
the $J6XGLBL LOCATE service described in the Installation Options article on this documentation.
To map the extended global, specify $JCLCB XGBL or $JCLCB ALL.

SPB (Statement Pointer Block)
One SPB exists for each JCL statement JCLCheck scans. SPBs are chained together, with the head of the chain
in the $SPBSTRT field of the Global Area. Each SPB contains the statement name and points to the other control
block chains associated with the statement.
The global area also contains fields $SPBJOB and $SPBEXEC to point to the SPB for the current JOB and EXEC
statement. If these are zero, JCLCheck has not processed the JOB statements, EXEC statements, or both.
Throughout JCLCheck, the SPB for the current statement's address is in register 9.
The SPB mapping macro is $JCLSPB (or $JCLCB SPB).
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RJB (Raw JCL Block)
This block contains the text of each JCL statement, both before and after symbolic parameter substitution. RJBs
are chained together, with the head of the chain in the SPBRJB field.
The RJB mapping macro is $JCLRJB (or $JCLCB RJB).

XJB (Expanded JCL Block)
This control block contains decoded values saved by the SAVE operand of the $VTB macro. (The SAVE operand
always points to a field in the XJB.) There is one XJB per statement, except for an overridden procedure
statement that shares an XJB with the overriding statement.
The XJB address is located in the SPBXJB field in the SPB.
A different XJB exists for each type of JCL statement. Each XJB contains a 20-byte user data field, named
XJBxUSER, where x signifies the statement type:
J

JOB statement
E

EXEC statement
D

DD statement
O

JES2 /*OUTPUT statement
P

JES2 /*JOBPARM statement
F

JES3 Format
M

JES3 main control statement
U

Utility control statement
I

INCLUDE statement
T

IF/THEN statement
Its mapping macro is:
$JCLXJB TYPE=ALL/JOB/EXEC/DD/HASP/UTIL/JES3/INCL/IF

                    Or:

$JCLCB XJBJOB/XJBEXEC/XJBDD/XJBHASP/XJBUTIL/XJBJES3

DDT (Data Set Definition Table)
One DDT exists for each different data set referenced by the job. The DDT contains VOLUME, UNIT, DCB, and
references for the data set. DDTs are chained in alphabetical order from the field $DDTHEAD in the Global Data
Area.
The field XJBDDDT in each DD statement's XJB points to the DDT for the data set. XJBDDDT contains either
X'00000000' or X'40404040' if there is no data set associated with the DD statement.
The DDT mapping macro is $JCLDDT (or $JCLCB DDT).

JPB (JCL Parameter Block)
This block contains the text of a parameter, together with the keyword name (if the parameter was a keyword).
JPBs for a statement are organized in a tree structure, with the root addressed by the SPBJPB field. JPBs exist
only for the life of the statement. The address pointing to the SPB is not cleared when the JPB area is reused.
The JPB mapping macro is $JCLJPB (or $JCLCB JPB).
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VTB (Value Table)
The decoding control block constructed by the $VTB macro. This control block is addressed by the field PCBVTB.
The VTB mapping macro is $JCLVTB (or $JCLCB VTB).

PTB (Pointer Table)
The decoding control block constructed by the $PTB macro. This control block is addressed by the field PCBPTB.
The PTB mapping macro is $JCLPTB (or $JCLCB PTB).

JCLCheck Standard Exits in Assembler
JCLCheck invokes standard exits when it encounters them at defined events during a job scan. This list contains these
standard exits.

CAZ1SSFX
JCLCheck calls this exit before the VSIGNON call to CAISSF to perform security validation.

CAZ1XCTL
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation of each utility CONTROL statement. Only those control
statements syntax JCLCheck checks are passed through this exit (see VBT operand on the $UPT Macro.

CAZ1XDD
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a DD statement.
This exit can be called twice for the same DD statement if there is PROC override.  To bypass unresolved
statements, use this test:
TM SPBSTAT,SPBORIDE

To issue an error message with the right statement number, you may need to use the SPBLSPB field to locate a
previous SPB before executing the $JCLERR macro.

NOTE
Two conditions exist where JCLCheck does not pass a DD statement to the DD EXIT. They are DD
statements that are associated with a step that JCLCheck is bypassing and DD statement overrides.
JCLCheck bypasses a step because of a RESTART parameter or skips a step because of condition
code simulation. Even though it does not pass a DD statement override to DD EXIT, it does pass the DD
statement that it overrides (overridden DD statement). In this circumstance, the XJB and SPB in R8 and
R9 reflect the values contained in both statements.

CAZ1XEOF
JCLCheck calls this exit at the end of all input files. When this exit is called, the JCLCheck reports are already
printed.

CAZ1XEOJ
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a job, before printing any reports for the job.

CAZ1XERR
JCLCheck calls this exit immediately before storing an error message for a statement.

CAZ1XEXE
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for an EXEC statement.

CAZ1XJOB
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a JOB statement.

CAZ1XSTE
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a step.
If you are migrating from an earlier release of JCLCheck to version 12.0 and access utility control card data
records from the RJB data areas, you will need to change your logic.
Prior to version 12.0, there was a chain of all RJB data areas accessed from the one SPB (DD statement).
In version 12.0, there are multiple SPB data areas that point to a single RJB data area for each DD and control
card record.  The SPB has a type of DD or CTL, depending on the type of statement.
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CAZ2XDCT
JCLCheck calls this exit when a record is being written to the APCDOC database.

CAZ1XSEC
JCLCheck calls this exit before member existence checking for programs or control statements. You can use this
exit to determine whether JCLCheck should bypass existence checking for a specified library.

CAZ1XGET
The CAZ1XGET exit lets you change the JCL image after it has been read and before it is validated. This change
is performed in storage only and does not permanently alter the input file.

JCLCheck calls exits with the following register setup:

R0-R1
Unpredictable

R2
Message number (CAZ1XERR only)

R3
Message severity (CAZ1XERR only)

R4-R6
Unpredictable

R7
DDT address (CAZ1XDD only)

R8
XJB address (CAZ1XDD only)

R9
SPB address (except CAZ1XSTE, CAZ1XEOJ and CAZ1XEOF)

R10-R1
Unpredictable

R12
Global Area address

R13
Save area

R14
Return address

R15
Exit routine address

WARNING
Restore all registers that an exit routine alters using the JCLCheck $JCLENT and $JCLRTRN macros. See
the sample exits in the CAZ2SRC and CAZ2SAMP libraries (members beginning with CAZ1X or CAZ2X) for
examples.

CAZ1SSFX, CAZ1XERR, CAZ1XSTE, CAZ1XEOJ, and CAZ1XEOF
This article provides usage notes for CAZ1SSFX, CAZ1XERR, CAZ1XSTE, CAZ1XEOJ, CAZ1XEOF exits.

CAZ1SSFX

This exit lets you modify several parameters that the VSIGNON call to CAISSF uses. All standard JCLCheck control
blocks are accessible using this interface. Register 9 points to the JOBCARD SPB and register 8 points to the JOBCARDs
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XJB. Use standard JCLCheck conventions. JCLCheck calls this routine in 31-bit mode if you are running under MVS.
JCLCheck does not call this exit for the SMS resource owner VSIGNON call.

Register 1 points to your supplied security parameter list on entry to this routine. The DSECT $J6USP maps this area.
You can find DSECT $J6USP in CAI.CAZ2MAC. JCLCheck uses any value that you place in these fields at VSIGNON
time instead of the values derived from the JCL. JCLCheck clears this area to binary zeros before calling the exit. At this
point, you can only modify the $J6USP area and you must not change the SPB or XJB JOB statements.

Set register 15 to zero to ignore all values in $J6USP and set register 15 to a nonzero return code other than 20 to use the
$J6USP values. Set register 15 through 20 (x'14') to prevent VSIGNON and all subsequent security processing.

See CAZ1SSFX in CAI.CAZ2SRC for a sample exit.

CAZ1XERR

CAZ1XERR can modify the message number and message severity code (in registers 2 and 3). The exit can also inspect
or modify the parameters in $WA2 (variable message information).

CAZ1XERR sets a return code in register 15 as follows:

0
Store the message

#0
Suppress the error entirely

This exit is the only exit that must set a return code for JCLCheck. To provide compatibility with future versions, we
recommend that other exits set a return code of zero (0).

While processing a message, the following order of precedence is used to establish the message severity:

1. JCLMSG (out of the box or as USERMOD MZ2C023 modifies it).
2. JCLCheck program that issues the message.
3. MCOSYS (if the option is specified).
4. MCOUSR (if the option is specified).
5. CAZ1REX2, CAZ1REXX, or REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option (if the REXXMSG option is specified).
6. CAZ1XERR (if the option is specified; out of the box retains all messages or as USERMOD MZ1C030 modifies it).

CAZ1XSTE, CAZ1XEOJ, and CAZ1XEOF

The $JCLERR requires that R9 point to a valid SPB (Statement Pointer Block). The CAZ1XSTE, CAZ1XEOJ, and
CAZ1XEOF are not entered with R9 pointing to an SPB. Therefore, before issuing the $JCLERR macro, R9 must be
initialized to the address of the SPB for the statement with which the error message is to be associated.

Failure to initialize R9 may result in unpredictable results, including ABENDS. If R9 is zero, JCLCheck uses the SPB for
the current JOB statement. The global data area has numerous SPB pointers, which can assist you in determining the
correct SPB to use. For example, $LASTSPB is a pointer to the last valid SPB on the chain.

JES Statement Exits
Before specifying exits on the $JESCTL macro (for JES2 or JES3 control statements), JCLCheck sets up the registers as
follows:

R0-R1
Unpredictable

R2
XJB address (if XJBSIZE does not equal zero on $JESCTL)
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R3
JPB address

R4-R8
Unpredictable

R9
SPB address

R10-R11
Unpredictable

R12
Global area address

R13
Save area

R14
Return address

R15
Exit routine address

JCLCheck Parameter Exits in Assembler
JCLCheck calls a parameter exit routine after it syntactically validates a parameter's operand. Specify parameter exits on
the EXIT parameter of the $VTB macro.

NOTE
JCLCheck only sends data that successfully passes syntax checking to the parameter exit.

JCLCheck calls parameter exits with the registers set up as follows:

R0-R2
Unpredictable

R3
Address of SPB for backward referenced statement; zero if operand is not a backward reference

R4
XJB for current statement

R5
Length minus 1 of parameter value

R6
Unpredictable

R7
PCB for this parameter

R8
JPB for this parameter

R9
SPB for current statement

R10
Return address <== Note nonstandard usage

R11
Unpredictable
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R12
Global area address

R13
Save area

R14
Unpredictable <== Not the return address

R15
Exit routine address

Parameter Exit Coding Conventions
Effective with r6.1 of JCLCheck, you can load parameter exits for the z/OS table dynamically at runtime. (Parameter
exits for the Utility table, JCLUTIL, must be linked into CAZ2CJCL.) To do this, specify LOAD=YES and add the EXIT
parameter as part of the $VTB macro. Loading a parameter exit dynamically allows you to link the exit as a stand-alone
module rather than linking it as part of the JCLCheck common component.

NOTE
Effective with JCLCheck Version 11.0, JCLCheck internal parameter exits are invoked by the CAEXIT parameter
of the $VTB. Do not use CAEXIT for user exits. Continue to use EXIT.

Use the following coding conventions for z/OS table parameter exits:

• Use the $JCLENT macro to generate initialization code required to save registers and establish a base register.
• Always use the $JCLPRTN macro to invoke a supplied exit from your own parameter exit. The format of the macro call

should be label $JCLPRTN ca-exitname. The name of your exit should always be different from that of the supplied
exit for a given parameter. Otherwise, JCLCheck never invokes your exit. The $JCLPRTN macro automatically
generates a termination code for returning from your parameter exit to JCLCheck.

• If you are writing an exit for a parameter that already includes a CAEXIT on the $VTB macro, use the following coding
conventions for JCLUTIL exits:

• Use the $JCLENT macro to generate initialization code required to save registers and establish a base register.
a. Modify the $VTB in JCLUTIL to point to your exit.

Install this change using CAZ2JCL member MZ2C044.
b. Use $JCLPRTN, without a parameter, to return control from your exit to JCLCheck.
c. Use CAZ2JCL member MZ1C046 to assemble and link your exit.

See CAZ1XPAR in your CAZ2SRC library for an example of the coding conventions described here.

CAZ2SRC and CAZ2SAMP Sample Exits
The CAZ2SRC and CAZ2SAMP data sets contain a set of sample exits. These samples illustrate exit construction. Each
member is thoroughly documented. We recommend that you examine these exits in detail before attempting to write your
own exit routines. You can also use these routines as a skeleton to write your own exits.

The following members are provided:

CAZ1SSFX
VSIGNON exit

CAZ1XCOB
Skeleton COBOL exit

CAZ2XCOS
Sample COBOL exit
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CAZ1XCTL
Control statement exit

CAZ1XDD
DD exit

CAZ1XEOF
EOF exit

CAZ1XERR
ERR exit

CAZ1XEXE
EXEC exit

CAZ1XJOB
JOB exit

NOTE
Sample contains code to determine the PROCLIB DD based on job class.

CAZ1XPAR
Parameter exit

CAZ1XSTE
STEP exit

CAZ1XSEC
Exit to prevent opening files for PXREF and CTLSCAN options.

CAZ1XGET
Change JCL image exit

COBOL User Exit Facility
JCLCheck provides the facility for adding user-specific exit routines that you can write in COBOL. You can use these exits
to provide installation-specific analysis of a job stream beyond the comprehensive validation JCLCheck performs (for
example, enforcement of installation standards).

The COBEXIT option controls execution of user-written exits. The design of this feature allows the selection of the
particular COBOL user-exit program to vary with each execution of JCLCheck.

WARNING
While the COBOL User Exit Facility is fully supported in JCLCheck, this facility has been functional
stabilized and will not be enhanced. The Assembler Exit Facility or REXX is the recommended methods for
implementation of user exits.

Standard Exits

The COBOL user exits are invoked at defined times during the JCLCheck scan of a job. The following exits are available:

JCLCheck-DDEXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a DD statement (except overridden procedure DD
statements).

JCLCheck-EOJEXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a job, before printing any reports for the job.

JCLCheck-ERREXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit immediately before storing an error message for a statement.
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JCLCheck-EXECEXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for an EXEC statement.

JCLCheck-JOBEXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation for a JOB statement.

JCLCheck-STEPEXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation of a step.

JCLCheck-EOJEXIT
JCLCheck calls this exit when it completes validation of a file.

In addition to receiving processing control at the points that are listed here, JCLCheck calls the COBOL exit program
at INITIATION and at END-OF-FILE. These execution points allow for user-specific startup or shutdown tasks, such as
opening or closing of subsidiary files, and loading of tables.

JCLCheck does not provide exit points for utility control statements, JES statements, JCL comment statements, or raw
JCL procedure statements.

Data Made Available at Exit

Data areas of the COBOL exit program working-storage are supplied with relevant information by the JCLCheck interface
module, before the COBOL exit receiving control.

These data areas correspond to the JCLCheck control blocks and you can categorize them as follows:

GLOBAL
Information.

JOB
Statement information, defined by copybook (JCLCJOB).

EXEC
Statement information (JCLCEXEC).

DD
Statement information (JCLCDD).

DATASET
Information (JCLCDS).

ERROR MESSAGE
Information

The information supplied to an exit depends on the exit point itself.

ALL EXITS
Receives GLOBAL information reflecting status or other characteristics that are associated with the current
statement and job stream being JCLCheck is currently processing.

At JCLCheck-JOBEXIT
The JOB statement information reflecting data and characteristics of the JOB statement JCLCheck is validating is
supplied in the Working-Storage section of the COBOL program.

At JCLCheck-EXECEXIT
Supplies similar information associated with the current EXEC statement. This exit point leaves the JOB
statement information as is.

At JCLCheck DDEXIT
Provides the information pertaining to the current DD statement, including associated DATASET information (if
any). JCLCheck does not modify either the JOB statement or the EXEC statement information before this exit. If
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the current DD statement has no associated data set, JCLCheck does not change the DATA SET information from
the prior call.

At JCLCheck-STEPEXIT and JCLCheck-EOJEXIT
JCLCheck does not change any of the statement-specific information (JOB, EXEC, DD and DATA SET
information). The data available to the COBOL program at these points reflects the information associated with
the last such statement of each corresponding type.

At JCLCheck-ERREXIT
JCLCheck does not change any of the statement-specific information (similar to JCLCheck-STEPEXIT and
JCLCheck-EOJEXIT). Instead, special information describing the error detected and the message information to
be generated is made available for user exit analysis.

Other information, such as characteristics or parameter values that are associated with previous statements of the job
stream, may be obtained by issuing I/O requests to the JCLCheck interface module.

A complete description of the data areas can be found in the COBOL source code itself. Data areas are structured into
the previously mentioned categories and the fields are defined with associated descriptive prefixes. Throughout the data
descriptions, statement characteristics are defined using condition-names (88-level items).

COBOL Coding Considerations
COBOL exits allow you to invoke special processing at one, some, or all of the JCLCheck standard exit points. If the
COBEXIT option is active, the COBOL exit program receives processing control at every standard exit point. You control
the specific processing at each exit by including or excluding custom procedure code for each of the standard JCLCheck
exit points.

The code structure of the COBOL exit program is critical to the proper implementation of user exits. The following COBOL
code must not be altered by you, except as noted:

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

Use any name for PROGRAM-ID.

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION

Change the SOURCE-COMPUTER and OBJECT-COMPUTER statements to match your installation, if necessary.

DATA DIVISION

The Working Storage section is constructed from copybooks. It defines the data areas for the JCL statements and the
I/O function requests. Some major data division features are described here; for more in-depth documentation, see the
copybook members themselves.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

Definitions of data areas prior to the USER-WORK-AREA must remain intact. You can insert additional field re-definitions;
however, you must not change the positioning, length and PICTURE of the existing fields.

JCLCEXIT INTERFACE DATA AREA (copy member: JCLINTR)

This data area is divided into four sections, each of which handles a different data function.

Section 1
These data names are preceded by the word JCLCheck. This data area contains information returned to the
exit by JCLCheck about the JCL statement or the JCLCheck-issued error statement. Query these data fields to
find out what statement is being processed, where it came from (proc, instream), and if it is a special statement
such as STEPCAT or JOBLIB. The step status and maximum error severity encountered are found in this area.
Information regarding JCLCheck-issued error messages (what statement number and what type of statement
caused the error message to be issued) is found here.
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Sections 2 and 3
These data names are preceded by the words I-O-REQ- and JCLCEXIT- respectively. These areas set calling
values for I/O requests to JCLCheck. The data fields provided for issuing your own error messages are in this
area.

Section 4
These data names are preceded by the word JCLCXIO-. Data are returned to this area as the result of an I/O
request issued from the COBOL exit. This area also contains parameter information, the raw JCL statements, and
the substituted text for the raw statements.

JOB STATEMENT INFO (copy member: JCLCJOB)
EXEC STATEMENT INFO (copy member: JCLCEXEC)
DD STATEMENT INFO (copy member: JCLCDD)

These data areas contain information about each respective type of statement. All the data available in the fields and
indicators from the copybooks are available at the time of the exit, and also whenever an I/O request causes it to be
restored. Other types of information, however, are only available during the exit itself. For example, on the JOB or EXEC
statement, whether a REGION size was coded can always be determined, but only at the time of the exit can the value
coded for the REGION parameter be retrieved. If it is necessary to retain such information, the exit program must set up
data areas or files to do so.

Although you can modify information residing in the COBOL data areas, you cannot alter the JCL statements. Therefore,
take care when changing any information about a statement.

DATA SET INFORMATION DATA AREA (copy member: JCLCDS)

At any point in processing, you can examine data collected about the data sets processed so far. The data set information
is stored alphabetically by data set name. During JCLCheck-DDEXIT, the data set information data area contains
information about the data set on the DD statement, if there is one. The information is overlayed by the next DD
statement, if that statement has a data set. It is also overlayed if an I/O request brings in data for another data set. You
must use I/O requests to read forward or backward to a data set other than the current one.

USER WORK AREA (copy member: JCLCUSER)

Use this area to define any Working-Storage data fields that the COBOL exit program may require. You can specify user-
defined copybooks for areas unique to the exit program. Do not modify any other copybooks that originally came with the
sample COBOL exits.

LINKAGE SECTION

You must not alter the program's LINKAGE SECTION.

PROCEDURE DIVISION

Do not alter the following control paragraphs:

0000-ENTRY-AND-FINISH

1500-LOOP-TO-CXIO  (first sentence only)

9900-CALL-JCLCXIO

9998-INITIATED-BY-ERROR

9999-RETURNED-BY-ERROR

You can insert installation specific procedure code in any of the following paragraphs:

1000-INITIALIZATION

2000-JOB-EXIT

3000-EXEC-EXIT

4000-DD-EXIT
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5000-STEP-EXIT

6000-EOJ-EXIT

7000-ERR-EXIT

8000-EOF-EXIT

Additional paragraphs pertaining to and subordinate to these exit driver paragraphs may be inserted.

Do not alter the USING statement at the beginning of the Procedure Division. A primary rule to remember is that all
communication with JCLCheck, such as for I/O requests, MUST be accomplished through calls to JCLCXIO, the interface
module. The 9900-CALL-JCLCXIO paragraph provides this service.

A brief description of the Procedure Division paragraphs in the CAZ1XCOS program follows:

0000-ENTRY-AND-FINISH:

This paragraph drives the COBOL program. Do not alter the check for erroneous initiation of the exit, as this provides an
escape route should you accidentally invoke the exit.

1000-INITIALIZATION:

Open any files and set the counters the exit program uses to zero. Initialize any counters or data fields not having a
VALUE clause associated with them, if these fields are queried before being set to a value.

1500-LOOP-TO-CXIO:

This paragraph sets up the "continue with JCLCheck" call in the first sentence. Do not alter the first sentence. The next
sentence contains the PERFORM statements necessary to execute the particular types of exits. Alter this sentence as
required by exit processing.

2000-JOB-EXIT:

This routine contains several types of checks that may be made on the JOB statement.

It demonstrates the use of the special error message number series 996-999. Notice how the statement number field
is used to ensure that the error message is associated with the statement causing the error. The code to check the
password illustrates how JCLCheck uses the keyword I/O request to retrieve the actual value coded on a parameter at
exit time. Notice how all I/O requests are issued using a PERFORM of the 9900-CALL-JCLCXIO paragraph.

3000-EXEC-EXIT:

The EXEC sample exit routines show one way to determine whether the EXEC statement is from in-stream JCL or from a
procedure at exit time by checking the EXEC-PROCSTEP-NAME field. This routine shows how to issue the user-defined
error messages. These messages must be added to the JCLMSG table. Notice how parameters are passed to user-
defined messages.

4000-DD-EXIT:

This paragraph demonstrates how to examine data set information at exit time. In this example, all nontemporary data
sets must be cataloged.

5000-STEP-EXIT:

The end-of-step example illustrates how the read-backward I/O request can be used to ensure that an installation
standard is being met.

5500-STEP-EXIT:

This second end-of-step exit example demonstrates the method for fetching the raw, unaltered, JCL statements and their
substituted text. In this example, the JCL statements are displayed. They may also be routed to a file or printed. Access to
the raw JCL statements is available through these I/O requests:

I-O-REQ-START-AT-JOB
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I-O-REQ-START-AT-THIS-STEP

I-O-REQ-START-AT-STEP-NAME

I-O-REQ-READ-BACKWARD-STMT

I-O-REQ-READ-FORWARD-STMT

I-O-REQ-START-AT-STMT-NUMBER

6000-EOJ-EXIT:

This paragraph demonstrates the ability to retrieve data set information after the data set's DD exit has already been
taken. The data set name is cross-checked with the data set status to determine whether the data set should be deleted.

7000-ERR-EXIT:

Altering the severity or suppressing the issuance of a JCLCheck error message is demonstrated in this routine. Some
JCLCheck messages are issued with a warning level. You can suppress any messages that are not useful to your
organization. However, do not suppress any error level messages issued by JCLCheck without careful consideration. At
least one call to JCLCXIO must be made within this paragraph for the error exit to work properly.

8000-EOF-EXIT:

Close any files and perform any post-processing. After this paragraph executes, the COBOL user exit program no longer
has control.

9900-CALL-JCLCXIO:

All I/O requests, and therefore, all communication with JCLCheck, must be done using the interface module, JCLCXIO.
User-defined copybooks must be added to the USING clause in the CALL statement. Do not delete any copybooks
supplied by Broadcom from this CALL; they are interface areas required by the assembler programs for correctly passing
data to the COBOL exit.

9998-INITIATED-BY-ERROR and 9999-RETURNED-BY-ERROR:

These two paragraphs offer a chance for JCLCheck to continue normal processing in the event that something is wrong
with the invocation or the exiting of the COBOL program. They provide useful information, and can prevent JCLCheck
from abnormally terminating. Do not delete these two routines.

User-specific processing may alter the values of fields in the JOB, EXEC DD, DATA SET information areas through the
use of I/O requests. If current information is obliterated by these actions, but is necessary for proper user processing (in
either the current or a later exit), it is up to your exit code to refresh current JOB, EXEC, DD, or DATA SET information by
issuing the appropriate series of I/O requests to the interface module (JCLCXIO).

A user exit code should never modify the value of the field defined as JCLCheck-FUNCTION-CODE. This data field
contributes to the control of JCLCheck upon exit processing completion. Alteration of its value can produce erroneous
results from JCLCheck.

A user exit process must not issue a CONTINUE-JCLCheck I/O request (request type 0) to the interface module. This
value is reserved for use by the control logic (paragraph named 1500-LOOP-TO-CXIO). Any other use of this Request
Code can produce erroneous results from JCLCheck.

The assembler language user exit facility can be used concurrently with COBOL user exit processing. If JCLCheck
encounters both an assembler and a COBOL user exit at any of the standard exit points, JCLCheck invokes the
assembler exit first. Upon completion of the assembler exit processing, JCLCheck builds the associated interface data
areas and passes control to the COBOL exit program. It is important that the assembler exit restore all registers to their
content on entry to the exit. Use the $JCLRTRN macro in the assembler exit to accomplish this.

Always set the file pointer and file status. When reading backward, as well as forward, always include a check for end-of-
file. When performing UNTIL condition-1, or condition-2, or condition-n, always clear these conditions before entering the
PERFORM structure. For example, include these statements before the PERFORM structure:

MOVE +0 TO JCLCXIO-STMT-TYPE.
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MOVE +0 TO JCLCXIO-REQUEST-STATUS.

This is the PERFORM structure:

PERFORM 9900-CALL-JCLCXIO

  UNTIL JCLCXIO-STMT-TYPE-EXEC

    OR JCLCXIO-END-OF-FILE.

The current end-of-file is always the current statement in process by JCLCheck: it is not possible to read forward beyond
the statement that JCLCheck is currently handling.

Sample COBOL User Exits
This article explains that you can find sample COBOL user exits in two members: CAZ2XCOB and CAZ2XCOS, which is
in CAZ2SAMP.

The source module CAZ2XCOS in CAZ2SAMP is a COBOL exit program that includes some sample exit routines. These
samples implement a hypothetical set of installation standards and are provided merely to familiarize you with the features
of the JCLCheck COBOL exit facility. CAZ2XCOS includes various calls to the JCLCheck I/O interface module, JCLCXIO,
demonstrating the correct framework for transferring control between JCLCheck and user-written code. It also provides
examples of the various types of user message facilities available to the exit.

The source module CAZ2XCOB is provided as a skeleton for coding your own exit program.

Implement COBOL Exits
When using the COBOL exit option, follow these implementation guidelines:

• When running JCLCheck with the IBM COBOL/VS runtime routines, compile the COBOL program with the NODYAM
and resident options. Use JCL AZ2XCOB in the CAZ2JCL as a sample.

• When running JCLCheck with the IBM COBOL II runtime routines, compile the program with the NODYNAM and
resident options. Use JCL AZ2XCB2 in the CAZ2JCL as a sample.

• When running JCLCheck with the IBM LE/370 runtime options, compile the program with the NODYNAM option and
linkedit it using the LE/370 link library CEE.SCEELKED for the SYSLIB. Use JCL AZ2XCEE in the CAZ2JCL as a
sample.

NOTE
When using LE/370 COBOL for the COBOL exit, the SPIE must be turned off. This step can be done by
coding the runtime options module with TRAP(OFF) and linking it into the COBOL exit. This procedure is
documented in the Language Environment for OS/390 Customization Manual. Otherwise, this issue can
create problems, such as S46D ABENDS.

• Place the COBOL load module in a library that is accessible to JCLCheck using the LINK macro.

Define and Store User-Specific Data
The COBOL user exit program stores the data descriptions for all information passed between the exit program and
JCLCheck. The program also includes the call to the I/O interface module. You can specify other data areas within the
designated USER-WORK-AREA (defined as an 01 level at the end of WORKING STORAGE). Values of the fields in the
USER-WORK-AREA are under the complete control of the COBOL exit program. You can use this area as a scratch pad
data area for performing specific analysis at a single exit point. Also, this area can contain data to be saved for evaluation
at later exit points.

Another method for saving statement-specific information from a JOB, EXEC, and DD statement for access by a later exit
process is the use of the JCLCheck USERDATA feature. This feature allows you to specify the storage of up to 20 bytes
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of statement information during the JCLCheck validation of the statement. These data areas are defined in the XJB as
JUSER, EUSER and DUSER fields. (You select the information for storage and completely control it through modification
of the JCLTABLE.)

JCLCheck stores your requested information through the SAVE=common in the $VTB macro.

This 20-byte USERDATA field is part of the standard data provided by JCLCheck with a JOB, EXEC, or DD statement.
Using this feature allows the exit program to store statement information that is not a part of the standard interface data
area. The exit program is then able to obtain such data at both the specific statement exit points and as a result of an I/O
request to the interface module.

Obtain More Information with I/O Requests
JCLCheck maintains its information associated with the current job stream and current execution in memory. The data are
kept in the JCLCheck control blocks that are chained together internally.

JCLCheck provides an interface I/O facility for the COBOL user exit program to gain access to additional data not
specifically supplied at the current exit point by issuing calls to the JCLCheck exit interface module, JCLCXIO. Using a
specific request type code, the specific information is returned to the COBOL program. This facility allows the COBOL
user exit program to navigate its way through the JCLCheck control blocks as necessary to perform its analysis.

NOTE
The data area supplied to the COBOL exit program by the JCLCheck interface module is only a copy of the
appropriate information JCLCheck maintains. This design prevents your exit code from inadvertently altering the
actual JCLCheck control blocks.

Requests to Retrieve or Navigate the JCL Statements
You can have JCLCheck issue the following I/O requests to change the current statement position. The data areas that
JCLCheck loads or refreshes are noted for each Request Code:

START-AT-JOB (Request Code 1)

Repositions the I/O Pointer to the beginning of a current job stream and returns the JOB STATEMENT information.

START-AT-THIS-STEP (Request Code 2)

Repositions the I/O Pointer to the beginning of a current job step and returns the EXEC STATEMENT information.

START-AT-THIS-STEP-NAME (Request Code 3)

Repositions the I/O Pointer to a designated job step and returns the EXEC STATEMENT information for that step.

START-AT-THIS-STMT-NUMBER (Request Code 4)

Repositions the I/O Pointer to a designated statement in the current job stream and returns the information associated
with that statement.

READ-BACKWARD-STMT (Request Code 5)

Requests the information associated with the previous statement of the current job stream (based on the current location
of the I/O Pointer).

READ-FORWARD-STMT (Request Code 6)

Requests the information associated with the next statement of the current job stream (based on the current location of
the I/O Pointer).
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Use I/O Requests to Access Keyword Parameter Data
The majority of the parameters coded on a JOB, EXEC, or DD statement are provided to the COBOL exit program as part
of the standard statement information. You can obtain parameters that are not included in the standard information using I/
O Request Code 13.

RETURN-KEYWORD-VALUE (Request Code 13)

Requests additional keyword parameter data for the current statement.

For example, to obtain the value coded for the TIME parameter on the JOB statement, you must issue an I/O Request
Code 13 as part of user JCLCheck-JOBEXIT processing. Similarly, you can obtain the value of the TIME parameter coded
on the EXEC statement using the same request at JCLCheck-EXECEXIT. This type of request is only applicable to the
current statement and therefore, the information JCLCheck returns is only available at JCLCheck-JOBEXIT, JCLCheck-
EXECEXIT, and JCLCheck-DDEXIT, and only for that specific statement.

NOTE
The maximum length of the parameter data supplied is 100 bytes.

Use I/O Requests to Access Information About Data Sets
Data set information is maintained by JCLCheck in a table ordered alphabetically by data set name (per standard EBCDIC
collating sequence).

All I/O requests (such as FIRST, NEXT, LAST) for data set information reference the order of entries in the data set table,
not the sequence in which a job stream referenced the various data sets.

If the JCLCheck Summary Cross-Reference option (SXREF) is specified, the data set table entries are retained for the
entire execution of JCLCheck (presumably encompassing multiple job streams). Each job stream is assigned a reference
number that is carried as part of the GLOBAL information. This job reference number is also stored with each entry in the
data set table. The values of the job reference number in the GLOBAL information and in the DATA SET information are
compared as part of user exit processing to ensure that the DATA SET entry retrieved pertains to the current job stream
JCLCheck is analyzing.

Use the following I/O Request Codes to navigate through the data set table entries:

DATA SET-NAME-FIRST (Request Code 20)

Requests the information associated with the first data set in the current execution of JCLCheck (lowest in the EBCDIC
collating sequence).

DATA SET-NAME-PREV (Request Code 21)

Requests the data set information for the previous table entry.

DATA SET-NAME-NEXT (Request Code 22)

Requests the data set information for the next table entry.

DATA SET-NAME-LAST (Request Code 23)

Requests the data set information for the last entry in the data set table (highest in the EBCDIC collating sequence).

DATA SET-FOR-THIS-DD (Request Code 24)

Requests the data set information for the data set associated with the DD statement currently defined in the exit program's
DD statement information area.

NOTE
At JCLCheck-DDEXIT, the DD statement for the current statement is supplied. Also, if the DD statement is
defining a data set, the condition name DD-HAS-ASSOCIATED-DATA SET is set, along with supplying the data
set information. When DD statement information is obtained by the exit as a result of navigating through the job
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stream (through I/O Request Codes 4, 5, or 6), the data set information is not automatically provided. You must
use Request Code 24 to return the data set information for the DD statement in this case.

Use I/O Requests to Issue Error Messages or Terminate
STORE-ERROR-MESSAGE (Request Code 41)

Issues a user error message.

TERMINATE-JCLCheck (Request Code 99)

Terminates JCLCheck processing immediately. You should only issue this request under severe error conditions.

Use I/O Requests to Retrieve Raw JCL Statements
The I/O request types 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 return an unaltered, or raw, JCL image for the statement requested. The
80-character image is returned in the data area JCLCXIO-RAW-CARD-CHAR, followed by up to 120 characters of
substituted text, returned in the data area JCLCXIO-RAW-SYM-CHAR. This substituted text begins with the first operand
of the statement, and contains the rest of the statement, with all symbolics expanded. The symbolic area contains blanks
unless the JCL statement uses symbolic parameters.

The CAZ1XCOS program illustrates the storage for and use of the raw JCL statements. In this program, JCLCXI0-RAW-
CARD-IMAGE is a table entry that occurs ten times, allowing for retrieval of up to ten continuation statement lines for one
statement. More statements can be retrieved by making the table larger. Keep in mind that each JCL statement, with its
substituted text, requires 200 bytes of storage.

When printing the raw statement with its symbolic parameters, the 120-byte substituted text area may cause a blank line
to appear between raw JCL statements. Do not shorten this area. To remove the blank line, search the substituted text
area for blanks in your exit, and move only non-blank characters to your print line.

Return Codes for I/O Requests
Data returned from the JCLCheck interface module depends upon the type of request issued and the success of that
request. In all cases, the interface module, JCLCXIO, issues a return code to indicate its level of completion.

REQUEST COMPLETE (value 0)

The I/O request was fully satisfied. The requested starting position was located, requested information was returned,
requested error message was stored, and so forth.

REQUEST INCOMPLETE (value 4)

Although the request was syntactically valid and permitted for the current exit, the request could not be satisfied. For
example, an end-of-file condition was reached, or the requested statement, or parameter could not be found.

REQUEST INVALID (value 12)

The request could not be attempted due to incorrect syntax or the request was not permitted at the current exit point. For
example, an invalid Request Code was given, a parameter required by the request was not supplied, a keyword request
was issued at JCLCheck-EOJEXIT, or the keyword value was misspelled.

Issue User Error Messages
Typically, a user exit is installed to provide additional analysis of a job stream to conform to specific installation standards.
Upon detection of a violation, the exit likely issues an error message for the associated statement so that it appears on the
JCLCheck error report. To do this, the COBOL exit program issues a special STORE ERROR MESSAGE I/O request to
the JCLCheck Interface module.
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Define the error message that you want generated to JCLCheck using the $DMSG Macro. The definition of each error
message includes an associated SEVERITY level, standard message text, and positional variable text. When issuing
an error message, your exit should supply any variable message text with the I/O request. You can include up to five
variable text units (error message parms). Each parameter is designated as alpha (maximum of 44 characters) or numeric
(halfword binary). Prior to printing the error message, JCLCheck inserts the variable information within your message
at the designated locations. When issuing an error message, it is necessary to pass a +0 to the last occurrence of
JCLCEXIT-ERR-PARM-TYPE. For example, if the message includes no variable text units, this statement should be
coded just before the call to JCLCXIO:

 MOVE +0 TO JCLCEXIT-ERR-PARM-TYPE (1).

 

If the error message contains two variable text units, code this statement just prior to calling JCLCXIO:

 MOVE +0 TO JCLCEXIT-ERR-PARM-TYPE (3).

 

This +0 marks the end of the passed parameters to JCLCheck. You can find an example in CAZ1XCOS, paragraph 3010-
TEST-STD-PREFIX.

On Demand Error Messages
Another option available to the COBOL exit is the use of any of the four on demand error messages provided by
JCLCheck:

JCL996I
Informational (severity 0)

JCL997W
Warning (severity 4)

JCL998E
Error (severity 8)

JCL999W
Serious Error (severity 12)

These four error message codes allow you to specify a 120-character error message of any variable text without altering
the JCLMSG member of the JCLCheck CAZ2SRC library. Specify the error message according to the error severity level
that you want.

We recommend that the variable message text include a user-specific error code to assist in classifying the results
displayed on the JCLCheck error report.

Error messages generated by a COBOL user exit process are not subject to JCLCheck-ERREXIT processing.

ERROR Exit Processing
The JCLCheck-ERREXIT (error exit) processing point does not provide updated statement information (JOB, EXEC, DD,
or DATA SET). Rather, this exit point makes specific ERROR INFORMATION available. This information pertains to the
specific statement that causes JCLCheck to issue the error and the message information itself.

Processing at this exit point may include the full range of I/O requests to allow you to perform more job stream analysis
(excluding type 13). However, issuance of an additional error message (request type 41) is not permitted.

The following list details the range of user actions:
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• Modify the severity of the current error.
• Suppress printing (generation) of the current error.
• Take no action.

You cannot alter the number or text of the error message. You cannot direct the message toward a different statement.

Job Control Standards
Job Control Standards (JCS) are rules that enforce site-specific standards for JCL. A site administrator defines these rules
using ISPF panels. The administrator defines the rules by entering relational operators with JCL statement and parameter
types to elicit specific actions.

For instance, suppose your company wants all payroll jobs to process in a specific JOB CLASS. With Job Control
Standards you can define a rule to compare the JOBNAME to the JOB CLASS value. You can define an action, in a rule,
which submits the job if it meets the specified criteria (JOBNAME and CLASS value) or produce an error message if it
does not.

The criteria can be simple (using only one statement and parameter/subparameter type to define a standard action) or
complex (using multiple statement and parameter/subparameter types to define standard actions).

The Job Control Standard panels consist of Selection panels, Update panels, Definition panels, Error Definition panels,
and Confirmation panels that allow you to perform all necessary functions to maintain the standard rules.

NOTE
You can also specify Job Control Standards using the REXX interface.

While the Job Control Standards rules are a fully supported function of JCLCheck, the preferred implementation of Job
Control Standards is through the REXX interface. For more information about JCL elements that are currently supported
by the Job Control Standards rules file, see Parameters Supported by Compliance/Enforcement. Since this list has been
stabilized, any new JCL elements will be added to the REXX interface only.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following topics:

• Process JCLCheck Job Control Standards
• Print Standards on the Database
• The Job Control Standards Panels

Process JCLCheck Job Control Standards
The JCLCheck Job Control Standards Feature (JCS) consists of a VSAM (Standards Rules) database to hold the JCS
rules that the Standards Administrator defines using the JCS ISPF panels. Once the Standards Administrator defines the
rules, a batch job is run to create a series of macros for the rules.

Member AZ1JCSC in your CAZ2JCL library contains JCL that compiles Job Control Standards defined to your Rules
database, and then assembles and links the output as module CAZ1SUSR. This module needs to be accessible to
JCLCheck to invoke Job Control Standards checking. Thus, you should link CAZ1SUSR into the same CAZ2LOAD as
JCLCheck.

Member AZ1JCSC consists of three steps:

• Step 1 invokes proc CAZ1JCS, which executes program CAZ1EVAL to compile the Job Control Standards, creating
assembler source code.

• Step 2 invokes proc CAZ1ASM, which assembles the source code produced in step one.
• Step 3 invokes proc CAZ1LNK, which links the standards as load module CAZ1SUSR.

Specify the JCLCheck runtime option "STANDARD" to activate Job Control Standards checking for the standard name.
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NOTE
For information about installing Job Control Standards, search (Optional) Install Support for Job Control
Standards. For information about the STANDARD runtime option, search STANDARD.

Print Standards on the Database
To print a standard, invoke member AZ1JCSR in your CAZ2JCL library, which executes procedure CAZ1RLST. Print one
standard at a time by specifying the standard name on the PARM on the EXEC statement. The following is the JCL for
AZ1JCSR:

//* PRODUCE A PRINTOUT OF A SPECIFIC STANDARD FROM YOUR

//* STANDARDS DATABASE

//****************************************************************************

//PRTSTD   EXEC CAZ1RLST,

//      CAILOAD='CHQA.J6C0SAMP.CAILOAD',        <== LOADLIB WITH CAZ1RLST PGM   

//      STDNAME='STD00001',                     <== STANDARD NAME TO BE PRINTED 

//      RULES='CHQA.J6C0SAMP.JCLCHK.STDRULE'    <== JCS RULES DATABASE  

The printed out report would look similar to the following report.

 CA                    JOB CONTROL STANDARDS            PAGE

 CA JCLCheck           STANDARD NAME: TS1STD01       mm/dd/yy 10:05:4

 

 *** TS1STD01 JOB/NAME

 

 INITIAL: JOB NAME EQ P001* OR

 INITIAL: JOB NAME EQ P002* ACT00100

   ACT00100: JOB ACCOUNT EQ 40100000 ACT00200

     ACT00200: DD ddname EQ PAYINPUT ACT00300

       ACT00300: DD DSNAME EQ PAYROLL.INPUT.FILE ACT00400

         ACT00400: DD DISP_1 EQ OLD OR

         ACT00400: DD DISP_1 EQ SHR ACCEPT

         ACT00400: DD DISP_1 EL ERROR030

   ACT00100: JOB ACCOUNT NE 40100000 ERROR020

 INITIAL: JOB NAME EL ERROR010

 *** TS1STD01 ERROR MESSAGES

 ERROR010: ERROR SEVERITY: E ERROR MESSAGE #: 010

      ERROR TEXT: INVALID JOB NAME

 ERROR020: ERROR SEVERITY: E ERROR MESSAGE #: 020

      ERROR TEXT: INVALID ACCOUNT

 ERROR030: ERROR SEVERITY: E ERROR MESSAGE #: 030

      ERROR TEXT: INPUT PAYROLL FILE MUST BE PROVIDED

Access Job Control Standards Panels
To access the Job Control Standards (JCS) panels execute CLIST JCKSTD in your CAZ2CLS0 library, enter %JCKSTD at
the TSO READY prompt, or enter %JCKSTD as a TSO command in ISPF.

There are several types of Standard Definition panels (CAZ1RnnP) that only vary in relation to the statement type you
select and the size of its VALUE field. You must END out of each panel to save any information you enter.
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Use JCS Panels

When you enter the Job Control Standards dialog panels, the first panel you see is the Standards Selection panel
(CAZ1RPSP). This panel allows you to access other panels to select, create/edit, copy, rename, or delete standards. The
information you enter on this panel determines the other panels you access.

The Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP) and Related Standards Update panel (CAZ1RXSP) contain statement,
parameter, and subparameter types that you select to define standard rules. JCLCheck evaluates all statement and
parameter types that you select on the Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP) for compliance enforcement.

Standards Definition panels (CAZ1RnnP) allow you to enter relational operators; EQUAL (EQ), NOT EQUAL (NE),
GREATER THAN (GT), LESS THAN (LT), CODED (CO), NOT CODED (NC), ELSE (EL), comparison values, and an
action name. The action conveys the path to follow after JCLCheck compares the operator and value against the JCL it
scans.

The Related Standards Update panel (CAZ1RXSP) allows you to add more statement and parameter type criteria to your
rule to initiate an action. JCLCheck evaluates all the criteria for these continuing rule paths.

The Related Standards Update panel contains a statement and parameter type called Error/Definition. When you select
this statement and parameter type, JCLCheck displays the Error Definition panel (CAZ1REHP). Use this panel to define
an error message for a JCL standards violation. This panel allows you to define the severity code, message number, and
message text.

You use all the panels above to define a rule path. There are also Confirmation panels associated with deleting, updating
and escaping standard rules and a Copy/Rename panel (CAZ1RTCP).

Pressing End to save your work returns you through the panel path until you access the Standards Update Confirmation
panel (CAZ1RUCP). At this point you can update the standard or cancel it.

Parameters Supported by Compliance/Enforcement
The JCS Update panels contain the following JCL parameters for you to use to establish standards compliance/
enforcement.

JCL Statement Parameter Subparameter
DD AVGREC  
DD COPIES  
DD DATACLAS  
DD DCB_1 BLKSIZE
DD DCB_2 LRECL
DD DCB_3 RECFM
DD DCB_4 KEYLEN
DD ddname  
DD DEST_1 NODE
DD DEST_2 USER
DD DISP_1 STATUS
DD DISP_2 NORMAL
DD DISP_3 ABNORMAL
DD DSNAME  
DD EXPDT  
DD FCB_1 NAME
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DD KEYOFF  
DD LABEL TYPE
DD MGMTCLAS  
DD OUTLIM  
DD RECORG  
DD RETPD  
DD SPACE_1 VALUE
DD SPACE_2 PRIMARY
DD SPACE_3 SECONDARY
DD SPACE_4 DIRECTORY_BLKS
DD STORCLAS  
DD SUBSYS  
DD SYSOUT CLASS
DD SYSOUT_2 WRITER
DD SYSOUT_3 FORM
DD UCS_1 CODE
DD UNIT  
DD VOLUME_5 SERIAL_#
EXEC ACCOUNT INFO
EXEC ADDRSPC  
EXEC DPRTY_1 VALUE1
EXEC DPRTY_2 VALUE2
EXEC DYNAMNBR  
EXEC PERFORM  
EXEC PGM  
EXEC PROCNAME  
EXEC REGION  
EXEC STEPNAME  
EXEC TIME_1 MINUTES
EXEC TIME_2 SECONDS
JOB ACCOUNT NUMBER
JOB ADDRSPC  
JOB CLASS  
JOB GROUP  
JOB MSGCLASS  
JOB NAME  
JOB NOTIFY  
JOB PERFORM  
JOB PGMR  
JOB PRTY  
JOB REGION  
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JOB TIME_1 MINUTES
JOB TIME_2 SECONDS
JOB USERID  
OUTPUT FORMS  

** The DD JCL statement ddname parameter is the name of the statement, not the ddname=keyword parameter.

NOTE
In parameters that contain multiple values (that is, Account, Unit, and so forth), JCLCheck validates the first
coded value in that parameter using compliance/enforcement.

Standards Selection Panel (CAZ1RPSP)
The Standards Selection panel lets you access Job Control Standards in the ISPF dialog. It gives the administrator the
ability to access standards to edit/create, delete, copy, rename, or select them. Although you can obtain information about
site standards through the batch program CAZ1RLST, you can use the ISPF dialog to edit a particular site standard.

To access the Standard Selection Menu, enter %JCKSTD on the command line in ISPF.

Enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

CAZ1RPSP ------------CA JCLCHECK:  STANDARDS (SELECTION)  --------------

OPTION ===>

   blank        - Display Standard directory    

   E EDIT       - Edit/Create a Standard    

   D DELETE     - Delete a Standard 

   C COPY       - Copy a Standard   

   R RENAME     - Rename a Standard 

   Masks

      * - Match any String

      ? - Match any Character

   Standard Group Name ==>

This panel contains the following fields:

EDIT/UPDATE
Enter E in the OPTION field and enter a complete name in the Standard Group Name field, and then press Enter
to access the Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP).

DELETE
Enter D in the OPTION field and enter a complete name in the Standard Group Name field, and then press Enter
to access the Standards Delete Confirmation panel (CAZ1RDCP).

COPY/RENAME
Enter C or R in the OPTION field and enter a complete name in the Standard Group Name field, and then press
Enter to access the Standards Copy/Rename panel (CAZ1RTCP).

To select the Directory panel, leave the OPTION field blank and enter a partial name or mask in the Standard Group
Name field, and press Enter to access the Standards Directory panel (CAZ1RSDP). From this list you can select a
standard to edit, delete, copy, or rename.

Notes:
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• The Standards Directory panel (CAZ1RSDP) displays a list of all available standard rules if you leave the Standard
Group Name field blank. If you enter a partial name and mask in the Standard Group Name field, the directory displays
a list that matches that criteria.

• The Standard Group Name field is eight characters in length. A standards name can consist of the letters A through Z,
numbers 0 through 9, or the symbols number (#), dollar ($), or at sign (@).
This name cannot begin with a number.

• If you enter a partial name or mask in the Standard Group Name field (regardless of the letter you enter in the OPT
field), you access the Standards Directory panel (CAZ1RSDP).
If you enter a complete standard name, and press Enter you move directly to the panel specified by the letter entered
in the OPT field.

Standards Directory Panel (CAZ1RSDP)
The Standards Directory panel displays the names of all standards that match the criteria you specified in the Standards
Group Name field on the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RPSP). This panel allows you to view the standards rules that
already exist. You can also use this panel to edit/create, delete, copy, or rename standards rules.)

To access this panel, do one of the following:

• When you are in the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RPSP), leave the OPT field blank.
• Enter a letter option (E, D, C, R) on the COMMAND line and a partial name or mask in the Standard Group Name field,

and press Enter.

Enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

Enter a letter option; E (edit), D (delete), C (copy), or R (rename) in the OPT field preceding the standard name that you
want access to, and press Enter.

CAZ1RDSP --------- CA JCLCheck:  STANDARDS (DIRECTORY)   -----------------

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===>

  OPT: E - Edit a Standard

       D - Delete a Standard

       C - Copy a Standard

       R - Rename a Standard

       OPT      STANDARD-GROUP            UPDATED          USER ID

                STD00001                  92/01/16  15:12  USERO01

                STD00002                  93/09/17  09:22  JOHNO01

                STD00003                  92/01/15  15:26  USERO01

                STD00004                  93/09/09  17:00  USERO07

                STD00005                  93/09/08  11:00  USERO07

                STD00006                  93/09/17  09:36  JOHNO01

  **************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************************

These letter options display the following panels:

E
Displays the Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP).

D
Displays the Standards Delete Confirmation panel (CAZ1RDCP).

C or R
Displays the Standards Copy/Rename panel (CAZ1RTCP).
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UPDATED
Displays the date and time the standard was last updated.

USER ID
Displays the user ID that last updated the standard.

Press End to return to the previous panel.

Standards Update Panel (CAZ1RTSP)
Use this panel to select statement, parameter, and subparameter types to define site standard rules. All statement and
parameter types appear below the divider line (========) until you select them to define a standard. Once you select
them, you access the Standards Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP) for that statement, parameter, and subparameter type. You
can only select one statement and parameter type at a time. If you access this rule again to update it, the active statement
and parameter type appears above the divider line (========).

NOTE
JCLCheck evaluates all statement and parameter types that you select on this panel for standard compliance
enforcement.

To access this panel, do the following:

1. On the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RPSP), enter E in the OPTION field. In the Standard Group Name field enter
a Standard Group Name.

2. On the Standards Directory panel (CAZ1RSDP), enter E in the OPT field preceding the Standards Group name that
you want to update.

Enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

 CAZ1RTSP-----------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (UPDATE)  -------  ROW 46 OF 61

 COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   STD00001    

    To select a Statement Type :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press ENTER

    To return to previous Panel:  Press END

  CMD   TYPE    PARAMETER   SUBPARAMETER    

        EXEC    TIME_2      SECONDS 

        JOB     ACCOUNT     NUMBER  

        JOB     ADDRSPC 

        JOB     CLASS   

        JOB     GROUP   

        JOB     MSGCLASS    

   S    JOB     NAME    

        JOB     NOTIFY  

        JOB     PERFORM 

        JOB     PGMR    

        JOB     PRTY    

        JOB     REGION  

        JOB     TIME_1      MINUTES 

        JOB     TIME_2      SECONDS 

        JOB     USERID  

***************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************************
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This panel contains the following field:

CMD
Enter S in the CMD field preceding the statement type and parameter that you want to use to define a standard.
This displays the Standards Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP) that coincides with the statement and parameter type
you select.

NOTE
In the panel ID (CAZ1RnnP), nn represents the number that coincides with the specific statement and
parameter type you select.

Press End to return to the previous panel.

Sample Standards Definition Panel (CAZ1RnnP)
This panel is a sample of the various Standards Definition panels (CAZ1RnnP) that you use to define the criteria for a
standard. You enter an operator, value, and action name that invokes a specific action when JCLCheck checks the JCL
statement type identified on this panel in the JCL submitted for standard compliance.

There is a Standards Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP) for each statement type, where nn is the number for the specific
statement type panel. There is a list for all statement and parameter types under the topic named Parameters Supported
by Compliance/Enforcement. The format of these panels is basically the same, regardless of the statement type you
select for definition. The only difference is in the length of the VALUE field on the panel, which varies depending on the
statement type you select. The panel shown previously is for the JOBNAME parameter on the JOB statement.

NOTE
If, during evaluation, a statement type does not meet any of the criteria you specify for a standard, JCLCheck
accepts that statement type.

For example, suppose you submit JCL against the following standard criteria for JOBNAME:

CMD     OPER            VALUE   ACTION  

 EQ     PR*             DD00001 

 EQ     PS*             DD00002 

If your JOBNAME begins with JR, JCLCheck accepts that name because the criteria only takes action on names that
begin with PR or PS. The value for JOBNAME did not meet the criteria.

To access this panel when you are in the JCLCheck Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP), enter S in the CMD field
preceding the standard and parameter type you want to edit.

 CAZ1R01P-------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (RULE DEFINITION)  -----  ROW 1 OF 1

 COMMAND ===>                                               SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    STANDARD GROUP NAME :   STD00001    CMD Field Usage:    

    STATEMENT TYPE      :   JOB          R - Replicate Line, Press ENTER    

    PARAMETER TYPE      :   NAME         I - Insert Line, Press ENTER   

    SUB PARAMETER TYPE  :                D - Delete Line, Press ENTER   

    ACTION NAME         :   INITIAL      S - Select Existing Action, Press ENTER    

             Press END Returns to Previous Panel    

    CMD    OPER    VALUE      ACTION  

     EQ    PR*     DD00001 

     EQ    PS*     DD00002 
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  *******************************BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************

Enter the field values and options you want to take effect when you invoke JCLCheck.

To define new standard criteria (or a new action) enter a relational operator in the OPER field, a value in the Value field,
and an action name in the ACTION field. Continue defining these fields until your standard criteria is complete, and press
End to display the JCLCheck Related Standards Update panel (CAZ1RXSP).

You can access an existing action by entering S in the CMD field preceding the action you want. JCLCheck displays
another Standards Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP).

NOTE
Select only one action at a time. You cannot select an OR, AND, or ACCEPT action.

To Add a Line:

Enter I in the CMD field to insert a single blank line or I followed by a number (for example, I2) for multiple blank lines
(maximum of 10).

To Replicate a Line:

To use an existing entry as a skeleton, enter R in the CMD field next to the entry you want to replicate or R followed by a
number (for example, R4) for multiple replications (maximum of 10).

To Delete a Line:

Enter D in the CMD field next to the line to be deleted. You can only delete one entry at a time.

NOTE
JCLCheck does not delete a line on the Definition panel if that line refers to a related action. You must delete
related actions first to ensure that the integrity of the standards path is not corrupted.

To Update a Line:

Type over an existing entry with the updated information and press Enter.

To Select an Existing Action:

Enter S in the CMD field preceding the action, and press Enter to display a JCLCheck Standards Definition panel
(CAZ1RnnP).

NOTE
If you enter criteria for a new action, leave the CMD field blank and press End. The action is automatically
selected, and you access the JCLCheck Related Standards Update panel (CAZ1RXSP) to continue standard
definition.

To End a Standards Definition:

Press End to return to the previous panel. If you do not define any actions, the Related Standards Update panel appears.

OPER
Enter a relational operator EQ, NE, GT, LT, CO, NC, or EL.
EQ (EQUAL)

If the value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field is equal to the value in the VALUE field,
JCLCheck performs the specified action.

NE (NOT EQUAL)
If the value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field is not equal to the value in the VALUE field,
JCLCheck performs the specified action.

GT (GREATER THAN)
If the value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field is greater than the value in the VALUE field,
JCLCheck performs the specified action.
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LT (LESS THAN)
If the value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field is less than the value in the VALUE field,
JCLCheck performs the specified action.

CO (CODED)
If a value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field exists, JCLCheck performs the specified
action.

NC (NOT CODED)
If there is no value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field, JCLCheck performs the specified
action.

EL (ELSE)
If the value for the parameter in the PARAMETER TYPE field does not match any of the previous
standard rule path criteria for the parameter type, JCLCheck performs the specified action.

Limits: The VALUE field must be blank when using CO, NC, or EL.
VALUE

Enter a value in the VALUE field that identifies the statement and parameter type value for which you are defining
your criteria. You can use an asterisk (*) as a mask character anywhere within the value. The length of this field
varies depending on the statement type.
Limits: The VALUE field must be blank when using CO, NC, or EL as the operator. The parenthesis (), comma (,),
or quote (') characters are not allowed in the value field.

ACTION
Enter an action name. You can enter or, and, accept, or an action name (up to eight characters). Action name
characters can be any of the letters A through Z, numbers 0 through 9, or the symbols number (#), dollar ($),
ampersand (@), or underscore (_).

NOTE
The first character of an action name cannot be a number.

JCLCheck performs syntax validation of all rules entered on the panel when you press End. It does not perform syntax
validation when you press Enter.

Sample Standards Definition Panel (CAZ1RnnP) for a Specific Type
This panel is another sample of a Standards Definition panel (like the previous panel). Use this panel to define a standard
for a specific statement type. This panel is displayed when defining a standard for a DD statement type. As you can
see, it is very similar to the panel that defines the JOB statement standard on the Standards Rule Definition panel. The
difference is the length of the VALUE field. This panel defines a standard for the DSN parameter of a DD statement.

To access this panel when you are in the Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP), enter S in the CMD field preceding the
DD/DSNAME statement and parameter type.

 CAZ1R11P ---------- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DEFINITION) --------------------

COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> 

 

   STANDARD GROUP NAME  : STD00001      CMD Field Usage:    

   STATEMENT TYPE       : DD             R - Replicate line, press ENTER    

   PARAMETER TYPE       : DSNAME         I - Insert line, press ENTER   

   SUB PARAMETER TYPE   :                D - Delete line, press ENTER   

   ACTION NAME          : DD000001       S - Select existing Action, press ENTER    

            Press END to return to previous panel   

 

   CMD      OPER     VALUE      ACTION  

    NE      CAI.*    AND    
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    NE      CACT.*   ERR0002 

 

Use this panel as you would the previous Standards Definition panel.

There is a Standards Definition panel for all statement and parameter types listed under the topic Parameters Supported
by Compliance/Enforcement.

Related Standards Update Panel (CAZ1RXSP)
Use this panel to define further criteria for a statement type standard. This panel lists statement, parameter, and
subparameter types to use with the statement types selected on the Standards Update panel (CAZ1RTSP).
JCLCheck checks the statement and parameter types that you select on this panel for standard compliance enforcement.
It also checks all criteria associated with the selected statement and parameter type (except an EL (ELSE) condition),
which is an action taken when all other criteria for that statement and parameter type have been evaluated and rejected.

To access this panel when you are in the JCLCheck Standards Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP), enter a new action, and
press End.

CAZ1RXSP ------  CA JCLCheck: RELATED STANDARDS (UPDATE)  ------  ROW  1 OF 55

COMMAND ===>                                                 SCROLL ===> PAGE    

   To select a Statement Type  :  Enter 'S' in CMD field, press ENTER

   To return to previous Panel :  Press END

   STANDARD GROUP NAME :  STD00001       ACTION : DD00001    

  CMD   TYPE      PARAMETER       SUBPARAMETER    

        ERROR     DEFINITION      FAST PATH   

        JOB       NAME    

        ======    ============    ================    

         DD       AVGREC  

         DD       COPIES  

         DD       DATACLAS    

         DD       DCB_1           BLKSIZE 

         DD       DCB_2           LRECL   

         DD       DCB_3           RECFM   

         DD       DCB_4           KEYLEN  

         DD       ddname  

         DD       DEST_1          NODE    

         DD       DEST_2          USER    

         DD       DISP_1          STATUS  

   S     ERROR    DEFINITION  

************************** BOTTOM OF DATA **********************************

Initially, all statement and parameter types appear below a divider line (========). Enter S in the CMD field preceding
the statement and parameter type that you want, and press Enter to select it. The statement and parameter type appear
above the divider line (========). Select the statement and parameter type again to access another Standards Definition
panel (CAZ1RnnP).

Standards Error Definition Panel (CAZ1RERP)
Use this panel to define an error message for various standards violations.
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To access this panel when you are in the Related Standards Update panel (CAZ1RXSP), enter S in the CMD field
preceding the ERROR/DEFINITON statement and parameter type.

CAZ1RERP --------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (DEFINITION)  -----------------

 COMMAND ===>                                          SCROLL ===> PAGE    

        Delete Indicator:

        To delete Error enter D and press END

   STANDARD GROUP NAME  :  STD00001 

   STATEMENT TYPE       :  ERROR    

   PARAMETER TYPE       :  DEFINITION   

   ACTION NAME          :  ERR0002  

   SEVERITY  :  (I - INFORMATIONAL, W - WARNING, E - ERROR, S - SEVERE) 

   MESSAGE#  :

   TEXT      :

 -           :

If you want to delete this message, enter D in the Delete Indicator field, otherwise leave this field blank.

If you want to create an error message, enter a severity value ((I)nformational, (W)arning, (E)rror, or (S)evere) in the
Severity field, a message number in the MESSAGE# field, and the text you want associated with this message in the
TEXT field.

NOTE
If you use the single-quote character (') within the text, you must specify it twice (''). If you use the double-quote
character ("), you only need to specify it once.

Press End to update the standard and return to the previous panel.

Standards Update Confirmation Panel (CAZ1RUCP)
Use this panel to update the standard rule on the Rules database after you define all the standards and actions.

To access this panel, press End from any panel when defining the rule path to access this panel.

CAZ1RUCP -----------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  -------------

 COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE    

        Standard Name : STD00001    

 Press END to update the above standard on the rule database

 Use   CANCEL command to cancel the request

Once you define all the rules and actions, JCLCheck displays this Confirmation panel. Press End to update the Rules
database.

Enter the CANCEL command, and press Enter to cancel the update request.
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Standards Delete Confirmation Panel (CAZ1RDCP)
Use this panel to delete a standard.

To access this panel, do the following:

1. Enter D on the command line of the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RPSP), enter a complete or partial name in the
Standard Group Name field. If you enter a complete name you go right to this panel. If you enter a partial name, you
access the Standards Directory panel (CAZ1RSDP) from which you can select the standard group name.

2. Enter D in the OPT field preceding the standard group name that you want to delete.

CAZ1RDCP -----------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (CONFIRMATION)  -------------

 COMMAND ===>                                            SCROLL ===> PAGE    

    Standard Name : DEMO@01 

 Press ENTER to delete the above standard from the Rule database

       END to cancel the request

To delete a standard, press Enter. To cancel the delete request, press End.

Copy/Rename Panel (CAZ1RTCP)
Use this panel to copy or rename a Standard Group.

To access this panel, do one of the following:

• On the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RTSP), enter R or C in the OPTION field. In the Standard Group Name field
enter a standard group name.

• On the Standards Directory panel (CAZ1RSDP), enter R or C in the OPT field preceding the standard group name that
you want to rename or copy.

CAZ1RTCP ------------- CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS (COPY/RENAME)  ------------

COMMAND ===>

        From

           Standard Group Name:

        To

           Standard Group Name ===>

To copy or rename a standard group, enter a standard group name (up to eight characters) in the To Standard Group
Name field.

Press End to return to the previous panel.

Standards Escape Confirmation Panel (CAZ1RQCP)
If you are editing a standard and decide that you want to exit the edit session without saving your entries, use the
ESCAPE command. You can only enter this command on the command line in any Rules Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP) or
the Error Definition panel CAZ1RERP).
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Entering this command displays the Standards ESCAPE Confirmation panel (CAZ1RQCP), where you can confirm your
request to escape or cancel it. Use this panel to exit this standard edit session without updating the Rules database.

To access this panel, enter ESCAPE on the command line from any Standards Definition panel (CAZ1RnnP) or Error
Definition panel (CAZ1RERP).

CAZ1RQCP ----------  CA JCLCheck: STANDARDS  ESCAPE (CONFIRMATION)  --------

 COMMAND ===>                                              SCROLL ===> PAGE    

      Standard Name: DEMO@01

 Press ENTER to ESCAPE from the Standards Dialog

       END to cancel the request

       Note: If you choose to ESCAPE all your changes on this screen

             and all previous screens will be lost.

             The Rules Database will NOT BE UPDATED.

To escape this session, press Enter. To cancel the escape request, press End.

If you confirm the escape, you return to the Standards Selection panel (CAZ1RPSP), and JCLCheck does not update the
Rules database.

REXX for JCLCheck and JCLNeat
The REXX interface is another method that a Standards Administrator can use to enforce data center standards.
R(estructured) EX(tended) (e)X(ecutor) is a programming language that includes a variety of environment commands and
a host of mathematical functions. It provides a high degree of flexibility, which gives the Standards Administrator a number
of variables to use to build logical decisions.

The advantages of using REXX for standards control are:

• The ability to do complex logical analysis
• Full Boolean IF statement capability
• Isolation from JCLCheck internal changes
• Recoding of exits is not required for subsequent versions
• Use of a structured programming language
• SAA compatibility
• Ease of debugging/testing
• Support for both upper and lowercase message text

REXX programs are known as EXECs. You need to have a fundamental understanding of the programming language
to create these EXECs. (If you are unfamiliar with REXX, you may be able to replicate the coding convention using
the sample REXX EXEC supplied in the CAZ2CLS0 library). REXX standards run under both TSO/E and non-TSO/E
environments.

WARNING
For information regarding the various REXX function calls used in the REXX programming language, see
functions in the TSO Extensions Version 2 Procedures Language MVS/REXX Reference Manual.
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JCLCheck and JCLNeat provide you with sample REXX EXECs (programs). Use these EXECs as templates to create
your own standard REXX EXECs. The EXECs in the CAZ2CLS0 library for JCLCheck are CAZ1REX2 and CAZ1REXX.
The EXECs in the CAZ2CLS0 library for JCLNeat are CAZ1NRX2 and CAZ1NREX. 

The samples CAZ1REX2 and CAZ1NRX2 are recommended as they have been updated to run more efficiently. Samples
CAZ1REXX and CAZ1NREX are still available for clients that have already created exits based on these exits.   

NOTE

• All other references to CAZ1REXX and CAZ1NREX will be changed to CAZ1REX2 and CAZ1NRX2.
• You must use the sample EXEC initially to design your EXEC because the REXX interface keeps track of

certain conditions throughout execution (that is, calling the appropriate subroutines based on statement type)
that are defined to JCLCheck (or JCLNeat) execution.

Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following topics:

• The REXX EXEC
• Use CAZ1REXX or CAZ1NREX
• Variable List for JCLCheck
• Variable List for JCLNeat
• REXX Data Stack Usage by JCLNeat
• Change JCLNeat Options from REXX
• Subroutines for JCLCheck
• Subroutines for JCLNeat
• Using Compiled REXX Routines

The REXX EXEC
JCLCheck sample REXX EXEC is in member CAZ1REXX or CAZ1RX2, provided in CAI.CAZ2CLS0.

The JCLNeat Sample REXX EXEC is in member CAZ1NREX or CAZ1RX2, provided in CAI.CAZ2CLS0.

The JCLCheck REXX EXEC is made up of nine subroutines. These subroutines are:

• Initialization (one time logic) and the main DO WHILE loop
• $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine for issuing error messages
• Initialization processing subroutine
• JOB statement processing subroutine
• EXEC statement processing subroutine
• DD statement processing subroutine
• Message processing subroutine (JCLCheck only)
• EOS (End of Step) processing subroutine
• EOJ (End of Job) processing subroutine
• RAW (Raw Data) processing subroutine

The JCLNeat REXX has these, plus additional subroutines:
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• NJB statement processing subroutine
• IF statement processing subroutine
• PRO (PROC) statement processing subroutine
• JCL (JCLLIB) statement processing subroutine
• OUT (OUTPUT) statement processing subroutine
• DPR (DPROC) statement processing subroutine
• SET statement processing subroutine
• INC (INCLUDE) statement processing subroutine
• ELS (ELSE) statement processing subroutine
• END statement processing subroutine
• SCH (SCHEDULE) statement processing subroutine
• EXP (EXPORT SYMLIST) statement processing subroutine
• NOT (NOTIFY) statement processing subroutine

When a user specifies the JCLCheck STDREXX option or the JCLNeat REXXMEM option and submits a JCL member for
JCLCheck processing, the REXX interface analyzes the initialization and DO WHILE loop, which pulls in one statement
type variable at a time and checks the variable against the IF logic in the statement type subroutine for that specific
statement type. The initialization variables set up the necessary JCLCheck or JCLNeat external functions and the DO
WHILE loop initiates the processing of each statement type through each subroutine until it reaches the RAW (Raw Data)
subroutine.

To have JCLCheck or JCLNeat issue a REXX standards error message, the site administrator can call the
$CAJCL_ERROR subroutine within a statement type subroutine and provide a message number, severity code, and
message text.

WARNING
The only action you can specify using the REXX interface is to issue an error message and to change the
message severity (if the REXXMSG option is specified). Other than the message severity, you should not add
code that updates our supplied type variables.

JCLCheck turns control over to the REXX EXEC every time it encounters one of the following:

• JOB statement
• EXEC statement
• DD statement
• Message (if the REXXMSG option is specified)
• EOS (End of Step)
• EOJ (End of Job)
• RAW (Raw Data)

The JCLNeat REXX is called for these additional statements:
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• NJB statement
• IF statement
• PROC statement
• JCLLIB statement
• OUTPUT statement
• DPROC statement
• SET statement
• INCLUDE statement
• ELSE statement
• END statement
• SCHEDULE statement
• EXPORT SYMLIST statement
• NOTIFY statement processing subroutine

Processing Using a REXX EXEC

After you create the REXX EXEC, copy it into the installation default library. Typically, this library is the SYSEXEC DD data
set name (under both TSO and non-TSO environments). This name can be unique if the site systems programmer has
modified the IBM default options module. These modules are IRXPARMS (for non-TSO/E), IRXTSPRM (for TSO/E), and
IRXISPRM (for ISPF).

Once the REXX EXEC is in the proper library, you invoke the REXX interface using the JCLCheck STDREXX option (or
the JCLNeat REXXMEM option). To specify either one of these options, enter it in the default options module or in the
JCLCheck/JCLNeat runtime options. The format for the JCLCheck STDREXX option is STDREXX(rexx exec member
name), where member is the name of the REXX EXEC in the installation default library. The format for the REXXMEM
option is REXXMEM=rexx exec member name.

The REXX EXEC in the STDREXX option (or REXXMEM option) performs processing according to the instructions in the
EXEC (program) subroutines.

Use CAZ1REXX or CAZ1NREX
The following pages provide the purpose and a line-by-line description of the coding conventions for the CAZ1REX2 and
CAZ1NRX2 EXECs. The EXEC is broken down into its major subroutines to give you a better understanding of how the
EXEC works.

If you are using the REXX EXEC under the TSO/E environment, all functions are available to TSO/E users.

If you are using the REXX EXEC in batch (or non-TSO/E) environments, only REXX-specific functions are available.
(See the TSO Extensions Version 2 Procedures Language MVS/REXX User's Guide, or the TSO Extensions Version 2
Procedures Language MVS/REXX Reference Guide.)

WARNING
When you invoke JCLCheck (or JCLNeat) under ISPF and use the REXX interface, you use the ADDRESS
instruction to invoke any ISPF services.

All variables used in this interface are stem variables. The stem prefix indicates the statement type (for example, JOB in
JOB.CLASS). The suffix indicates the parameter type. If the variable is a subparameter, the subparameter name appears
after an underscore (for example, DD.DISP_NORMAL). A complete list of variables appears within the comment sections
of the specific statement type subroutines in the REXX EXEC template.

You can code any variable name that does not conflict with the variables that start with $CAJCL.

Values of all variables are retained throughout execution of the REXX EXEC. When the EXEC terminates (encounters an
EOJ (End of Job statement)), the variable contents for that statement become null.
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Processing is performed at the statement level. This means that information in the variables is set as JCLCheck (or
JCLNeat) encounters the statement type defined in the REXX EXEC.

For example, every time JCLCheck (or JCLNeat) encounters a JOB statement, the JOB stem variable becomes part of
the REXX EXEC and undergoes processing according to the IF logic in the subroutine for that statement type.

You can only access data for the current statement from the bottom up. You can look back, but not forward (that is, from
DD to EXEC to JOB, but not from JOB to EXEC to DD). For example, at the JOB level you cannot access EXEC or DD
variable data. At the EXEC level you can access JOB data, but not DD data. At the DD statement level you can access
JOB, EXEC and DD data.

NOTE
The REXX interface generates only one pool (JOB/EXEC/DD/MSG) at a time. You can save values into any
name variable you want for subsequent retrieval.

WARNING
Do not remove any lines in the REXX EXEC that appear in uppercase text. All variables prefixed with $CA are
required.

Variable List for the JCLCheck CAZ1REXX Program
The following list contains REXX variables that you can use in the JCLCheck CAZ1REX2 and CAZ1REXX programs for
standards checking and enforcement.

JOB Statement Variables

 JOB.ACCT

 JOB.ACCT_INFO

 JOB.ADDRSPC

 JOB.BYTES_ACTION

 JOB.BYTES_COUNT

 JOB.CARDS_ACTION

 JOB.CARDS_COUNT

 JOB.CLASS

 JOB.COND

 JOB.DSENQSHR

 JOB.GROUP

 JOB.JOBNAME

 JOB.JRD

 JOB.LINES_ACTION

 JOB.LINES_COUNT

 JOB.MSGCLASS

 JOB.MSGLEVEL_1

 JOB.MSGLEVEL_2

 JOB.NOTIFY

 JOB.PAGES_ACTION

 JOB.PAGES_COUNT

 JOB.PASSWORD_1

 JOB.PASSWORD_2

 JOB.PERFORM

 JOB.PROGRAMMER

 JOB.PRTY

 JOB.REGION

 JOB.RESTART_1

 JOB.RESTART_2

 JOB.SCHENV
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 JOB.SECLABEL

 JOB.SYSTEM.0                    

 JOB.SYSTEM.1                    

 JOB.SYSTEM.10                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.11                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.12                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.13                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.14                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.15                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.16                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.17                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.18                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.19                    

 JOB.SYSTEM.2                    

 JOB.SYSTEM.20                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.21                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.22                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.23                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.24                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.25                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.26                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.27                   

 JOB.SYSTEM.28

 JOB.SYSTEM.29

 JOB.SYSTEM.3

 JOB.SYSTEM.30

 JOB.SYSTEM.31

 JOB.SYSTEM.32

 JOB.SYSTEM.4

 JOB.SYSTEM.5

 JOB.SYSTEM.6

 JOB.SYSTEM.7

 JOB.SYSTEM.8

 JOB.SYSTEM.9

 JOB.TIME_MINUTES

 JOB.TIME_SECONDS

 JOB.TYPRUN

 JOB.USERID

 

EXEC Statement Variables

 EXEC.ACCT

 EXEC.ADDRSPC

 EXEC.COND

 EXEC.DPRTY_1

 EXEC.DPRTY_2

 EXEC.DYNAMNBR

 EXEC.ERD

 EXEC.PARM

 EXEC.PARMDD

 EXEC.PERFORM

 EXEC.PGM

 EXEC.PROC
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 EXEC.PROCSTEP

 EXEC.PROCTYPE

 EXEC.REGION

 EXEC.STEPNAME

 EXEC.TIME_MINUTES

 EXEC.TIME_SECONDS

 

DD Statement Variables

 DD.AMP_AMORG

 DD.AMP_BUFND

 DD.AMP_BUFNI

 DD.AMP_BUFSP

 DD.AMP_CROPS

 DD.AMP_OPTCD

 DD.AMP_RECFM

 DD.AMP_STRNO

 DD.AMP_SYNAD

 DD.AVGREC

 DD.BLKSIZE

 DD.BURST

 DD.CHARS1

 DD.CHARS2

 DD.CHARS3

 DD.CHARS4

 DD.CHKPT

 DD.CNTL

 DD.DATACLAS

 DD.DCB_PATTERN

 DD.DDNAME

 DD.DDSTAT (see note 1)

 DD.DEST

 DD.DEST_USERID

 DD.DISP_ABNORM

 DD.DISP_NORMAL

 DD.DISP_STATUS

 DD.DSN

 DD.DSNTYPE

 DD.DSORG

 DD.EXPDT

 DD.FILEDATA

 DD.FLAG3 (see note 3)

 DD.FLASH_COUNT

 DD.FLASH_OVERLAY

 DD.FREE

 DD.GDGORDER

 DD.GDGRGEN

 DD.HOLD

 DD.KEY_LENGTH

 DD.KEY_OFFSET

 DD.LABEL_EXPDT

 DD.LABEL_INPUT

 DD.LABEL_PASSWORD
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 DD.LABEL_RETPD

 DD.LABEL_SEQNUM

 DD.LABEL_TYPE

 DD.LIKE

 DD.LRECL

 DD.MEMBER

 DD.MGMTCLAS

 DD.MODIFY_NAME

 DD.MODIFY_TRC

 DD.OUTLIM

 DD.PATH

 DD.PATHDISP_ABNORM                    

 DD.PATHDISP_NORMAL                     

 DD.PATHMODE                           

 DD.PATHOPTS                           

 DD.PDS_DIR_BLKS

 DD.PROTECT

 DD.RECFM

 DD.RECORG

 DD.REFDD

 DD.RETPD

 DD.RLS

 DD.SECMODEL_1

 DD.SECMODEL_2

 DD.SEGMENT

 DD.SPACE

 DD.SPACE_ALX

 DD.SPACE_CONTIG

 DD.SPACE_MXIG

 DD.SPACE_PRIMARY

 DD.SPACE_RLSE

 DD.SPACE_ROUND

 DD.SPACE_SECONDARY

 DD.SPIN

 DD.STEPNAME

 DD.STORCLAS

 DD.SUBSYS

 DD.SYMBOLS                            

 DD.SYMLOGDD              

 DD.SYSOUT_CLASS           

 DD.SYSOUT_COPIES

 DD.SYSOUT_FCB

 DD.SYSOUT_FORMS

 DD.SYSOUT_PGM

 DD.SYSOUT_UCS

 DD.UNIT

 DD.UNITTYPE

 DD.UNIT_AFF

 DD.UNIT_COUNT

 DD.UNIT_DEFER

 DD.VOLUME

 DD.VOLUME_COUNT

 DD.VOLUME_PRIVATE
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 DD.VOLUME_REF

 DD.VOLUME_RETAIN

 DD.VOLUME_SEQ

 

INCLUDE Statement Variables

 INCL.INCLNAME

 INCL.MEMBER

 

Message Variables

 MSG.NUMBER

 MSG.SEVERITY

 MSG.MESSAGE

 

Raw Data Variables

 $CA.RCOUNT

 $CA.RSTYPE (see note 4)

 $CA.RECORD.n 

JCL Symbolic Variables

 SYM.symbol_name 

 SYM.OK.symbol_name

 SYM.PROC.symbol_name

 SYMBOL.COUNT

 SYMBOL.NAME.n 

 (see note 6)

 

Miscellaneous Variables

 $CA.IDSNAME

 $CA.IMEMBER

 $CA.ITYPE (see note 2)

 $CA.NESTLVL

 $CA.USERDATA

 

Note 1. DD.DDSTAT Values:

x'80'
Special ddname(JOBLIB,JOBCAT)

x'40'
Hasp /*priority card

x'20'
Statement is an override

x'10'
Statement has been overridden

x'08'
Statement came from a Procedure (Cataloged or Instream)
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x'04'
Statement from instream PROC

x'02'
Statement is 'DD *'/'DD DATA'

x'01'
Statement is unnamed DD

x'F1'
Statement is DD DUMMY

x'0C'
Statement came from an Instream Procedure

Note 2. $CA.ITYPE Values:

SEQ
Sequential File

PDS
Partitioned Data Set

LIB
Librarian

PAN
Panvalet

Note 3. DD.FLAG3 Processing:

To determine whether a DD statement is a SYSOUT file, use the following REXX statements:

 SYSOUT = SUBSTR(X2B(C2X(DD.FLAG3)),6,1)

 IF SYSOUT THEN SAY 'THIS IS A SYSOUT FILE'

 

Note 4. $CA.RSTYPE VALUES:

COMM
COMMENT Card

CNTL
UTILITY Control Card

DD
DD Card

ELSE
ELSE Card

ENDIF
ENDIF Card

EXEC
EXEC Card

IF
IF Card

INCL
INCLUDE Card

JES2
JES2 Card
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JOB
Job Card

MISP
Misplaced Card. Misplaced JCL statement gets error CAY6011S MISPLACED STATEMENT.

OPTS
Available in the Raw_Processing_Routine before the JCL is read so $CA.USERDATA may be evaluated.

OUTP
Output Card

OVRD
OVERRIDING DD Card

OVRD
Overridden Card

PROC
PROC Card

Note 5. These rules apply for message variables:

• The message processing routine is only called, if the REXXMSG JCLCheck option is specified by the user and only
when JCLCheck displays messages.

• The MSG.NUMBER variable is always a 3-byte character number, for example, `072'.
• The MSG.SEVERITY variable can only be reset if the REXXMSG JCLCheck option is specified. MSG.SEVERITY can

only be set to one of these values (2 characters only):
 -1        Suppress the message

 00 - 03   Informational severity

 04 - 07   Warning severity

 08 - 11   Error severity

 12 - 15   Serious error severity

 

• The MSG.MESSAGE variable is the fully-formatted, unchanged message from JCLCheck. The message severity in
the message is the original message severity set by JCLCheck.

• While processing a message, the following order of precedence is used to establish the message severity:
a. JCLMSG (out of the box or as modified by USERMOD MZ2C023)
b. JCLCheck program that issues the message
c. MCOSYS (if option specified)
d. MCOUSR (if option specified)
e. CAZ1REXX or REXX EXEC specified in the STDREXX option (if REXXMSG option is specified)
f. CAZ1XERR (if option specified; out of the box retains all messages or as modified by USERMOD MZ1C030)
Additionally, you can elect to use the current Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL) to disable this option.

Note 6. These rules apply for symbolic variables:

• The symbolic name is used to construct the stem variables. The symbolic name is indicated in the variables as
‘symbol_name’.

• The symbol names are defined in JCL using the SET statement, or as procedure symbols.
• The variables contain the following values:

SYM.symbol_name          Contains the values for the symbolic "symbol_name"          

SYM.OK.symbol_name       Set to 1 if the symbolic is defined. If undefined, the value is unpredictable    

                 

SYM.PROC.symbol_name     If the variable is from a proc, this contains the procedure name, otherwise blank.
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List variables:                 

SYMBOL.COUNT             The number of symbol_names defined                          

SYMBOL.NAME.n            List of symbol_names. n is a number starting at 1 to the numeric value in

 SYMBOL.COUNT 

• Sample JCL
//     SET  RUNSYS=TESTSYS

//INPUT DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYSA.&RUNSYS..LOADLIB

Rexx stem variables created

SYM.RUNSYS             value: TESTSYS

SYM.OK.RUNSYS          value: 1, set to 1 to indicate the symbolic is defined 

SYM.PROC.RUNSYS        value: blank.  This is only set if the symbolic is a proc variable.

SYMBOL.COUNT           value: 1 (if only variable defined)

SYMBOL.NAME.1          value: RUNSYS

NOTE

For information about the Option Exclusion List feature (CAZ2JOEL), see Installation Options. For information
about the user exit CAZ1XERR, see User Exits.

For more information about using the REXX Interface routine and the accompanying output reports, see How to
Use the JCLCheck REXX Programming Interface.

Variable List for the JCLNeat CAZ1NREX Program
The following list contains REXX variables that you can use in the JCLNeat CAZ1NRX2 and CAZ1NREX program for
standards checking and enforcement.

JOB Statement Variables:

 JOB.ACCT

 JOB.ACCTINFO

 JOB.ACCTNUM 

 JOB.ADDRSPC

 JOB.BYTES_ACTION

 JOB.BYTES_COUNT

 JOB.CARDS_ACTION

 JOB.CARDS_COUNT

 JOB.CCSID

 JOB.CLASS

 JOB.COND

 JOB.DSENQSHR

 JOB.GROUP

 JOB.JESLOG

 JOB.JOBNAME

 JOB.JOBRC.1

 JOB.JOBRC.2

 JOB.LINES_ACTION

 JOB.LINES_COUNT

 JOB.MEMLIMIT

 JOB.MSGCLASS

 JOB.MSGLEVEL.1

 JOB.MSGLEVEL.2

 JOB.NOTIFY
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 JOB.PAGES_COUNT

 JOB.PAGES_ACTION

 JOB.PASSWORD.1

 JOB.PASSWORD.2

 JOB.PERFORM

 JOB.PROGRAMMER

 JOB.PRTY

 JOB.RD

 JOB.REGION

 JOB.RESTART.1

 JOB.RESTART.2

 JOB.SCHENV

 JOB.SECLABEL

 JOB.SYSAFF.1 through JOB.SYSAFF.32

 JOB.SYSTEM.1 through JOB.SYSTEM.32

 JOB.TIME_MINUTES

 JOB.TIME_SECONDS

 JOB.TYPRUN

 JOB.UJOBCORR

 JOB.USERID

 

EXEC Statement Variables:

 EXEC.ACCT

 EXEC.ADDRSPC

 EXEC.CCSID

 EXEC.COND

 EXEC.DPRTY_1

 EXEC.DPRTY_2

 EXEC.DYNAMNBR

 EXEC.MEMLIMIT

 EXEC.PARM

 EXEC.PARMDD

 EXEC.PARM_COUNT

 EXEC.PARM_NAME.1 through EXEC.PARM_NAME.25

 EXEC.PARM_VALUE.1 through EXEC.PARM_VALUE.25

 EXEC.PERFORM

 EXEC.PGM

 EXEC.PROC

 EXEC.PROCSTEP

 EXEC.PROCTYPE

 EXEC.RD

 EXEC.REGION

 EXEC.RLSTMOUT

 EXEC.STEPNAME

 EXEC.TIME_MINUTES

 EXEC.TIME_SECONDS

 

DD Statement Variables:

 DD.ACCODE

 DD.AMP_ACCBIAS
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 DD.AMP_AMORG

 DD.AMP_BUFND

 DD.AMP_BUFNI

 DD.AMP_BUFSP

 DD.AMP_CROPS

 DD.AMP_FRLOG 

 DD.AMP_MSG     

 DD.AMP_OPTCD

 DD.AMP_RECFM

 DD.AMP_RMODE31        

 DD.AMP_SMBDFR

 DD.AMP_SMBHWT

 DD.AMP_SMBVSP

 DD.AMP_STRNO

 DD.AMP_SYNAD

 DD.AVGREC

 DD.BLKSIZE

 DD.BLKSZLIM

 DD.BURST

 DD.CCSID

 DD.CHARS.1

 DD.CHARS.2

 DD.CHARS.3

 DD.CHARS.4

 DD.CHKPT

 DD.CNTL

 DD.DATACLAS

 DD.DCB_BFALN

 DD.DCB_BFTEK

 DD.DCB_BLKSIZE

 DD.DCB_BUFIN

 DD.DCB_BUFL

 DD.DCB_BUFMAX

 DD.DCB_BUFNO

 DD.DCB_BUFOFF

 DD.DCB_BUFOUT

 DD.DCB_BUFSIZE

 DD.DCB_CPRI

 DD.DCB_CYLOFL

 DD.DCB_DEN

 DD.DCB_DIAGNS

 DD.DCB_DSORG

 DD.DCB_EROPT

 DD.DCB_FUNC

 DD.DCB_GNCP

 DD.DCB_INTVL

 DD.DCB_IPLTXID

 DD.DCB_KEYLEN

 DD.DCB_LIMCT

 DD.DCB_LRECL

 DD.DCB_MODE

 DD.DCB_NCP

 DD.DCB_NTM
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 DD.DCB_OPTCD,  

 DD.DCB_PCI1

 DD.DCB_PCI2

 DD.DCB_PRTSP

 DD.DCB_RECFM

 DD.DCB_RESERV1

 DD.DCB_RESERV2

 DD.DCB_RKP

 DD.DCB_STACK

 DD.DCB_THRESH

 DD.DCB_TRTCH

 DD.DDDDNM

 DD.DDNAME

 DD.DDSTAT (see Note 1)

 DD.DEN

 DD.DEST

 DD.DEST_USERID

 DD.DISP_ABNORM

 DD.DISP_NORMAL

 DD.DISP_STATUS

 DD.DLM

 DD.DSID

 DD.DSN

 DD.DSN.0

 DD.DSN.1 through DD.DSN.22

 DD.DSNTYPE

 DD.DSNTYPE_NUM

 DD.DSORG

 DD.EATTR

 DD.EXPDT

 DD.FILEDATA

 DD.FLASH_OVERLAY

 DD.FLASH_COUNT

 DD.FREE

 DD.FREEVOL

 DD.GDGORDER

 DD.HOLD

 DD.KEYENCD1

 DD.KEYENCD2

 DD.KEYLABL1

 DD.KEYLABL2

 DD.KEY_LENGTH

 DD.KEY_OFFSET

 DD.LABEL_NUMBER

 DD.LABEL_OPEN

 DD.LABEL_PASSWORD

 DD.LABEL_RETEXPDT

 DD.LABEL_TYPE

 DD.LGSTREAM

 DD.LIKE

 DD.LRECL

 DD.MAXGENS

 DD.MEMBER
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 DD.MGMTCLAS

 DD.MODIFY_NAME

 DD.MODIFY_TRC

 DD.OUTLIM

 DD.OUTPUT

 DD.PATH

 DD.PATHDISP_NORMAL

 DD.PATHDISP_ABNORM

 DD.PATHMODE

 DD.PATHOPTS

 DD.PDS_DIR_BLKS

 DD.POSITIONAL

 DD.PROTECT

 DD.QNAME

 DD.RECFM

 DD.RECORG

 DD.REFDD

 DD.RETPD

 DD.RLS

 DD.SECMODEL_NAME

 DD.SECMODEL_GEN

 DD.SEGMENT

 DD.SPACE

 DD.SPACE_PRIMARY

 DD.SPACE_RLSE

 DD.SPACE_SECONDARY

 DD.SPIN

 DD.STORCLAS

 DD.SUBSYS

 DD.SUBSYS_NAME

 DD.SUBSYS_STR

 DD.SYMBOLS.1

 DD.SYMBOLS.2

 DD.SYMLIST.1 through DD.SYMLIST.15

 DD.SYSOUT_CLASS

 DD.SYSOUT_COPIES

 DD.SYSOUT_FCB

 DD.SYSOUT_FCBA

 DD.SYSOUT_FCBV

 DD.SYSOUT_FORMS

 DD.SYSOUT_PGM

 DD.SYSOUT_UCS

 DD.SYSOUT_UCSF

 DD.SYSOUT_UCSV

 DD.TERM

 DD.TRTCH

 DD.UNIT

 DD.UNIT_AFF

 DD.UNIT_COUNT

 DD.UNIT_DEFER

 DD.UNIT_SEP

 DD.UNIT_SMSHONOR

 DD.VOLUME
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 DD.VOLUME_COUNT

 DD.VOLUME_PRIVATE

 DD.VOLUME_REF

 DD.VOLUME_RETAIN

 DD.VOLUME_SEQ

 

NJB Statement Variables:

 NJB.ACCT

 NJB.ACCTINFO

 NJB.ACCTNUM

 NJB.ADDRSPC

 NJB.CLASS

 NJB.GROUP

 NJB.MSGCLASS

 NJB.NJBNAME

 NJB.NOTIFY

 NJB.PERFORM

 NJB.PROGRAMMER

 NJB.PRTY

 NJB.REGION

 NJB.SCHENV

 NJB.SECLABEL

 NJB.TIME_MINUTES

 NJB.TIME_SECONDS

 NJB.TYPRUN

 NJB.USERID

 

PROC Statement Variables:

 PROC.PARM_COUNT

 PROC.PARM_NAME.1 through PROC.PARM_NAME.99

 PROC.PARM_VALUE.1 through PROC.PARM_VALUE.99

 PROC.PROCNAME

 

DPROC Statement Variables:

 DPROC.PARM_COUNT

 DPROC.PARM_NAME.1 through DPROC.PARM_NAME.99

 DPROC.PARM_VALUE.1 through DPROC.PARM_VALUE.99

 DPROC.PROCNAME

 

SET Statement Variables:

 SET.PARM_COUNT

 SET.PARM_NAME.1 through SET.PARM_NAME.99

 SET.PARM_VALUE.1 through SET.PARM_VALUE.99

 SET.PROCNAME

 

IF Statement Variables:

 IF.EXPRESSION1 through IF.EXPRESSION.20
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 IF.IFNAME

 

INCLUDE Statement Variables:

 INCLUDE.INCLNAME

 INCLUDE.MEMBER

 

OUTPUT Statement Variables:

 OUT.ADDRESS1

 OUT.ADDRESS2

 OUT.ADDRESS3

 OUT.ADDRESS4

 OUT.AFPPARMS

 OUT.AFPSTATS

 OUT.BUILDING

 OUT.BURST

 OUT.CHARS1

 OUT.CHARS2

 OUT.CHARS3

 OUT.CHARS4

 OUT.CKPTLINE

 OUT.CKPTPAGE

 OUT.CKPTSEC

 OUT.CLASS

 OUT.COLORMAP

 OUT.COMPACT

 OUT.COMSETUP

 OUT.CONTROL

 OUT.COPIES

 OUT.DATACK

 OUT.DEFAULT

 OUT.DEPT

 OUT.DEST

 OUT.DPAGELBL

 OUT.DUPLEX

 OUT.FCB

 OUT.FLASH

 OUT.FORMDEF

 OUT.FORMLEN

 OUT.FORMS

 OUT.FSSDATA

 OUT.GROUPID

 OUT.INDEX

 OUT.INTRAY

 OUT.JESDS

 OUT.LINDEX

 OUT.LINECT

 OUT.MAILBCC

 OUT.MAILCC

 OUT.MAILFILE

 OUT.MAILFROM
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 OUT.MAILTO

 OUT.MODIFY

 OUT.NAME

 OUT.NOTIFY

 OUT.OFFSETXB

 OUT.OFFSETXF

 OUT.OFFSETYB

 OUT.OFFSETYF

 OUT.OUTBIN

 OUT.OUTDISP

 OUT.OUTLNAME

 OUT.OVERLAYB

 OUT.OVERLAYF

 OUT.OVFL

 OUT.PAGEDEF

 OUT.PIMSG

 OUT.PORTNO

 OUT.PRMODE

 OUT.PRTATTRS

 OUT.PRTERROR

 OUT.PRTOPTNS

 OUT.PRTQUEUE

 OUT.PRTY

 OUT.REPLYTO

 OUT.RESFMT

 OUT.RETAINS

 OUT.RETAINF

 OUT.RETRYL

 OUT.RETRYT

 OUT.ROOM

 OUT.SYSAREA

 OUT.THRESHLD

 OUT.TITLE

 OUT.TRC

 OUT.UCS

 OUT.USERDATA

 OUT.USERLIB1 through OUT.USERLIB8

 OUT.USERPATH1 through OUT.USERPATH8

 OUT.WRITER

 

JCLLIB Statement Variables

(range from ORDER1.xx - ORDER9.xx and ORDERA.xx - ORDERF.xx for 361 variables):

 JCL.PROCLIB

 JCLLIB.JCLLNAME

 JCLLIB.ORDER1 through JCLLIB.ORDER1.22

 JCLLIB.ORDERF through JCLLIB.ORDERF.22

 OUT.COPYCNT

 OUT.DDNAME

 OUT.MERGE

 

Raw Data Variables:
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 $CA.RCOUNT

 $CA.RECORD.n

 $CA.RSTYPE

 

Miscellaneous Variables:

 $CA.DELFLG

 $CA.IDSNAME

 $CA.ITYPE (see Note 2)

 $CA.MEMBER

 $CA.NEATRC (see Note 3)

 $CA.OPTRESET

 $CA.OPTS

 

Note 1: DD.DDSTAT Values:

x'08'
Statement is DD DUMMY (different from STDREXX)

x'04'
Statement from instream PROC

x'02'
Statement is 'DD *'/'DD DATA'

x'01'
Statement is unnamed DD

Note 2: $CA.ITYPE values:

SEQ
Sequential file

PDS
Partitioned Data Set

LIB
Librarian

PAN
Panvalet

Note 3: $CA.NEATRC

$CA.NEATRC can be set to control the return code that the JCLNeat program issues on completion. If unchanged or
set to a non-numeric value, JCLNeat completes with a return code based on normal processing. If a numeric value is
specified, such as $CA.NEATRC=5, then the specified value overrides any processing return codes. If $CA.NEATRC is
changed more than once, then the value that is set when processing completes is used.

A value of 0 can be specified to indicate normal completion. Any number from 0 to 4095 is valid. If a value larger than
4095 is specified, a return code of 4095 is used.

For more information about using the REXX Interface routine and the accompanying output reports, see How to Use the
JCLNeat REXX Programming Interface.

REXX Data Stack Usage by JCLNeat
Dynamic JCL Statement Insertion and Deletion is a JCLNeat feature that uses the REXX data stack to stage JCL
statements that the REXX programs are to insert.
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JCL statements are placed on the stack using existing REXX queue and push functions. JCLNeat retrieves these
statements and places them into the output JCL based on where they were added. The stack elements consist of two
fields: the first field is a 1-byte indicator of either A (after) or B (before) and the second field is an 80-byte JCL record.

• PUSH loc stmt
• QUEUE loc stmt

– loc -- indicates B for before or A for after.
– stmt -- specifies the JCL statement that you want to add.

The indicator bytes place the inserted JCL before or after the statement being processed when the new records are
added. Statements that are added before the current statement are added verbatim with no additional processing.
Statements that are added after are processed by JCLNeat as if they were read in with the initial job stream, except for
any processing by the REXX program. Inserted JCL statements can span multiple 80-byte records.

NOTE
For more details, see the sample REXX program CAZ1NRX2 or CAZ1NREX.

Change JCLNeat Options from REXX
You can dynamically change JCLNeat options from a running REXX program with the JCLNeat feature Dynamic Option
Changes. REXX programs can also reset JCLNeat options back to their initial run-time settings. When JCLNeat options
are changed or reset, the change takes effect immediately on the formatting of the current statement being processed.
The changes remain in effect until changed again, reset, or job termination.

You can specify any combination of supported options simultaneously up to a length of 120 bytes. Options are parsed
and processed as they are when specified at the start of a job; however, not all options are supported dynamically. Invalid
options that are specified dynamically are flagged and ignored, but JCLNeat processing continues.

The following options are not supported: FORMAT, INLIB, JOBF, LINES, MEMBERS, MKW, MQKW, OPTDESC, OUTLIB,
RECOVER, REPORT, REXXMEM, and SIM.

NOTE
For more details, see the sample REXX program CAZ1NRX2 or CAZ1NREX.

Subroutines for JCLCheck
Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following subroutines for JCLCheck:

• The Initialization and DO WHILE Loop for JCLCheck
• $CAJCL_ERROR Subroutine for JCLCheck
• INITIAL Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• JOB Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• EXEC Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• DD Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• EOS Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• EOJ Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• RAW Data Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• Message Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
• Sample JCL for JCLCheck
• Sample Output for JCLCheck
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Initialization and DO WHILE Loop for JCLCheck
The purpose of the initialization and main DO WHILE loop section of the REXX EXEC is to set up the internal and
external function calls for the program. This area moves the arguments passed to the REXX EXEC into variables that
JCLCheck uses for all external function calls. It directs the processing flow throughout execution for each statement type
encountered in the member.

WARNING
Do not modify or remove any lines in the Initialization and DO LOOP subroutine or the $CAJCL_ERROR
subroutine. These routines contain code that is necessary to use this interface.

        /********************************REXX********************************/ 

        /*  CA JCLCheck  REXX Programming Interface                         */      

        /*  CAI.CAZ2CLS0(CAZ1REXX)                                          */  

        /********************************************************************/

        /*  Initialization logic                                            */     

        /********************************************************************/

        A       PARSE ARG $CAJCL_PARM                /* Get argument */      

        /*                                                                  */

        B       CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING              /* Do one time logic */

        /*                                                                  */

        /*      Continually call the appropriate statement subroutine       */

        /*      until there are no more jobs to process                     */

        /*                                                                  */

        C       DO WHILE $CAJCL_REASON ¬= 'EOR'

        SELECT                                                                 

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'RAW' THEN DO                                    

              CALL RAW_DATA_PROCESSING                                             

              $CA.RCOUNT = RIGHT($CA.RCOUNT,5,0)                                   

             END                                                                   

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'DD' THEN CALL DD_PROCESSING                     

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EXE' THEN CALL EXEC_PROCESSING                  

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOS' THEN CALL END_STEP_PROCESSING              

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'MSG' THEN CALL MSG_PROCESSING                   

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'JOB' THEN CALL JOB_PROCESSING                   

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOJ' THEN CALL END_JOB_PROCESSING               

             WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'INC' THEN CALL INCL_PROCESSING                  

             WHEN SYMBOL($CAJCL_REASON) = 'LIT' THEN CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING       

            OTHERWISE DO                                                           

             CALL $CAJCL_ERROR 'S' 'Invalid CAZ1REXX $CAJCL_REASON code ',         

             $CAJCL_REASON                                                         

            END                                                                    

            END                                                                    

        CALL 'CAZ1JRXI' $CAJCL_PARM       /* Call the interface*/

        D        $CAJCL_REASON = RESULT            /* Save result in $CAJCL_REASON  */

        END

        EXIT

      

The following items describe the active lines of code in the sample REXX EXEC.

NOTE
The administrator should not change any lines in this subroutine.
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A
This statement parses the arguments from the JCLCheck internal parameter list.

B
This statement calls the INITIALIZATION processing subroutine.

C
All lines from the DO WHILE loop to the END statement control processing flow throughout JCLCheck execution.
The SELECT/WHEN statements cause processing to proceed to the preferred statement subroutine (JOB/EXEC/
DD/EOS/EOJ/RAW/MSG etc.).

D
The EXIT statement executes when $CAJCL_REASON is equal to EOR, which indicates the end of JCLCheck
execution.

$CAJCL_ERROR Subroutine for JCLCheck
You call this subroutine from the other subroutines (JOB/EXEC/DD/EOS/EOJ) in the REXX EXEC to issue
JCLCheck error messages. All REXX interface messages are prefixed with CAY6341 and can be written in uppercase or
lowercase. The severity and user text appear after the prefix.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Internal subroutine to issue a CA JCLCheck error message        */

      /********************************************************************/

A       $CAJCL_ERROR:

B       PARSE ARG $CAJCL_SEVERITY,$CAJCL_MESSAGE

C         CALL 'CAZ1JRXE' $CAJCL_PARM $CAJCL_SEVERITY $CAJCL_MESSAGE

D       Return

      /*                                                                  */

A
Defines the name of this subroutine.

B
Obtains the values specified on the CALL command from subsequent subroutines to this subroutine.

C
Calls the REXX interface module that issues JCLCheck messages.

D
Returns control to the next statement within the subroutine that called this subroutine.

Before calling this subroutine from a subsequent subroutine, set the message text values. Here, $CAJCL_SEVERITY
contains the severity of message (I=Informational, W=Warning, E=Error, or S=Serious) that you set within the call for this
subroutine in the subsequent subroutines. The condition codes for severity are assigned as follows: I = 0, W = 4, E = 8, S
= 12. This process adheres to normal JCLCheck error severity code standards.

This subroutine is invoked from the remaining subroutines as follows:

Call $CAJCL_ERROR 'E' 'message text';

The 'E' in this line of code would issue a severity 8 error containing the 'message text'. For example, the JOB statement
subroutine contains the following lines of code to define an error message:

Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

'E' 'This class is reserved for Scheduled jobs';
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INITIAL Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
The Initial Processing subroutine allows the Standards Administrator to set the initial value for the user-defined variables
in the EXEC.

      /********************************REXX********************************/

      /*  CA JCLCheck  REXX Programming Interface                         */

      /*  CAI.CAZ2CLS0(CAZ1REXX)                                          */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Initial Processing Subroutine                                   */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*                                                                  */

A       INITIAL_PROCESSING:

       cart_count = 0

      Return

The following item describes the active line of code in the sample REXX EXEC.

A
Sets an initial value for user-defined variables. In this case, this is the variable used in the example to set an initial
value to any user-supplied variables.

JOB Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
Use the JOB processing subroutine to check anything that is specifically related to only JOB statement processing. Only
one JOB statement is active at any one time.

       /********************************************************************/

       /*  Job Card Processing Subroutine                                  */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  The value of all JOB. variables is maintained within a JOB.     */

      /*  When the next JOB statement is encountered the values change.   */

      /********************************************************************/

A       JOB_PROCESSING:

B       SAY 'This line appears in SYSTSPRT DD in batch or on terminal in TSO'

C       If JOB.CLASS = 'P' & JOB.USERID \= 'CASCHED' then

       Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'E' 'This class is reserved for scheduled jobs';

       End

D       Return 

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Illustrates the use of the REXX SAY command within the JOB processing subroutine. This message appears in
the SYSTSPRT sysout data set in batch or on the terminal screen when running under TSO/E.

C
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if CLASS=P and the USERID is not equal to CASCHED
(possible name for site scheduler), JCLCheck issues an error message. The IF statement is also comprised of the
DO and CALL statements, message text lines, and the END statement.
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The CALL statement performs the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine, which causes JCLCheck to generate this
severity code and error message in the associated reports if it encounters this error within the submitted JCL. To
see how JCLCheck displays this message, see Report 6 - Error Messages.

NOTE
You can only use the variables specified in the JOB processing subroutine variables list under the topic
Variable List for JCLCheck to set up the criteria for these IF statements or any user-defined variable that
may be applicable.

D
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

EXEC Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
Use the EXEC processing subroutine to check anything that is specifically related to only EXEC statement processing.
You can still reference the JOB statement variables as needed. Only one EXEC statement is active at any one time.

       /********************************************************************/

       /*  Exec Card processing Subroutine                                 */

       /********************************************************************/

       /*  The value of all EXEC. variables is maintained within a STEP.   */

       /*  IE: The next EXEC JCL statement causes the values to change.    */

       /********************************************************************/

 A       EXEC_PROCESSING:

 B       If (JOB.USERID \= 'SYSUSER') & (EXEC.PGM = 'AMASPZAP') then

        Do

        Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

        'I' 'Only system programmers can use AMASPZAP contact tech-services';

        End

 C       Return

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
When the program being executed is AMASPZAP and the USERID is not a system programmer, JCLCheck
issues an error message. The IF statement is also comprised of the DO and CALL statements and message text
lines.
The CALL statement calls the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine, which causes JCLCheck to generate this severity
code and error message in the associated reports if it encounters this error within the submitted JCL. See the
Report 6 - Error Messages article in this documentation to see how JCLCheck displays this message.

NOTE

You can only use the variables specified in the JOB and EXEC processing subroutines variables list under the
topic Variable List for JCLCheck to set up the criteria for these IF statements or any user-defined variable that
may be applicable.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

DD Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
Use this DD processing subroutine to check anything that is specifically related to only DD statement processing. You can
still reference the JOB and EXEC statement variables as needed. Only one DD statement is active at any one time.
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       /********************************************************************/

       /* Data Definition Processing Subroutine                            */

       /********************************************************************/

       /* The value of all DD variables is maintained across one DD        */

       /* (that is, the next DD JCL statement causes the values to change).*/

       /********************************************************************/

 A       DD_PROCESSING:

 B       If (DD.UNIT = 'CART') then

        Do

        cart_count = (cart_count + 1)

        End

 C       Return

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
All lines between B and C keep track of the total number of cartridge drives referenced by UNIT=CART. When the
UNIT name is equal to CART, the cart_count variable is incremented by 1.

NOTE
You can only use the variables specified in the JOB and EXEC and DD processing subroutines in the
Variable List for JCLCheck to set up the criteria for these IF statements.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

EOS Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
The EOS processing subroutine is invoked at the end of every step in the JCL stream. You can place any logic here
you want. For example, you may want to make a decision based on the total steps or the total number of UNIT=TAPE
occurrences.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate all the same variables as for the DD statement (that is, the last generation of
JOB/EXEC/DD variables). Once again, only one generation of each statement type is active at any one time.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Step End  processing Subroutine                                 */

      /********************************************************************/

A       END_STEP_PROCESSING:

B       If (cart_count > 4) then

C        Do

       Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

       'W' 'Step 'exec.stepname' is using 'cart_count' cartridge drives, please

       reduce utilization';

D        cart_count = 0

       End

E       Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
The IF statement that checks to see that the use of cartridge drives does not exceed four.
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C
When the IF statement is TRUE, these statements are executed. This causes JCLCheck to issue a severity 4
error message to reduce the number of cartridge drives.

D
Causes REXX to set the counter back to zero.

E
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

EOJ Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
The EOJ processing subroutine is invoked at the end of every JOB in the JCL stream. You can place any logic here
you want. For example, you can keep a count of total jobs processed or the number of jobs with specific accounting
information.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate all of the same variables as for the DD and EOS statements (that is, the last
generation of JOB/EXEC/DD variables). Only one generation of each statement type is active at any one time.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job  End  processing Subroutine                                 */

      /********************************************************************/

A       END_JOB_PROCESSING:

      /*     Your job end processing goes here   */

B      Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
This is an example of a processing routine without any active logic. It returns processing to the main DO WHILE
loop.

RAW Data Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
The RAW data processing subroutine is invoked for every statement encountered in the JCL. You can place any logic
here you want. For example, you can keep a count of total jobs processed or the number of jobs with specific accounting
information, and so on.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate all of the same variables as for the DD and EOS statements (that is, the last
generation of JOB/EXEC/DD variables). Only one generation of each statement type is active at any one time.

    /********************************************************************/

    /*  Raw Data processing Subroutine                                  */

    /********************************************************************/

A     RAW_DATA_PROCESSING:

B     $CA.RCOUNT = $CA.RCOUNT + 0

    Say   '  Record Count is:' $CA.RCOUNT

    Say   'Statement Type is:' $CA.RSTYPE

     Do n = 1 to $ca.rcount

      SAY 'Data: ' $CA.RECORD.n

     End

C     Return
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A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Issues a SAY command for each logical input record comprising the statement. The variable $CA.RCOUNT is a
count of the total number of records for this statement and $CA.RSTYPE is a variable that contains a description
of the statement type (for example, JOB/EXEC/DD/COMM (comments)).

C
Returns processing to the main DO WHILE loop.

Message Processing Subroutine for JCLCheck
This processing subroutine is invoked when JCLCheck displays a message, but only if the REXXMSG option is specified.
You can place any message-related logic here you want. You can also change the message severity.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate the message number, message severity, and message text.

    /*****************************************************************/

    /*    Message Processing Logic                                   */

    /*****************************************************************/

A   MSG_PROCESSING:  

    /*                                                                */

B   SEV_CHANGED = 'N    

    /*                                                                */

    /* Suppress the 'SYSIN DD STATEMENT GENERATED' message.           */

C   IF MSG.NUMBER = '073' THEN DO     

       MSG.SEVERITY = '-1'         

       SEV_CHANGED = 'Y'       

       END      

    /*                                                                */

D   IF SEV_CHANGED = 'Y' THEN DO          

       SAY 'Severity of message ' MSG.NUMBER ' set to ' MSG.SEVERITY

       SAY 'The original message: ' MSG.MESSAGE     

       END       

    /*                                                                */

E   Return 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
SEV_CHANGED is a local variable for use in this subroutine.

C
When the message number is '073', it should be suppressed (MSG.SEVERITY is set to '-1').

D
If the message severity was changed, display the message number, new message severity, and message text in
SYSTSPRT.

E
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.
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Sample JCL for JCLCheck
The following is sample JCL used to invoke JCLCheck. Note the line which contains OPTION=. This is the line that calls
the REXX interface for the specified REXX member. In this case the REXX member is CAZ1REX2, which is the standard
REXX EXEC template supplied in CAZ2CLS0.

The SYSIN DD statement supplies JCLCheck with the name of the JCL containing the JOB statement.

 //USERDOEJ  JOB (40100000),'J. DOE',CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=X  

 //Z1EXJ6C0  EXEC CAZ1JCHK,

 //          OPTION='O(OPTS),STDR(CAZ1REX2)'     <-- SAMPLE REXX EXEC    

 //OPTS      DD  *                               <-- YOUR RUNTIME OPTIONS    

 /*

 //SYSIN  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=USERDOE.JCL.CNTL(SB4)  <-- INPUT JCL

 

Sample Output for JCLCheck
This article includes sample output for JCLCheck.

The following is the JCLCheck output showing the options in effect for this run.

JCLCheck            INVOKED AT  3:07:28 PM ON TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 7, yyyy

CALLING  PARAMETERS: O(OPTS),STDR(CAZ1REXX),NOSPIE

OPTS     PARAMETERS: NOSPIE

                     CAY6331E SMS NOT ACTIVE, IMPOSSIBLE TO DERIVE STORAGE GROUP

OPTIONS IN EFFECT: ACTION CTLSCAN FULLLIST JOB LIST(SYSPRINT) NOSPIE OPTIONS(OPTS)

                     PULL PXREF(RPT) SYNTAX RUNTIME STDREXX(CAZ1REXX) XREF

This is a sample of some REXX output under EDCHEK using different JCL.

  EDIT          USERDOE.JCL.CNTL(SB43) - 01.00      LAST CC WAS  12 

  COMMAND ===>                                      SCROLL ===> CSR 

  **************************************** TOP OF DATA ***************************************************

  ==MSG> CAY6000 25 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB "PMK00100" MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 12

  ==MSG>

  ==MSG>

  ==MSG>

  000100 //PMK00100 JOB (40100000),'J. DOE',CLASS=O,MSGCLASS=X,  

  ==MSG> //PMK00100 JOB (40100000),"J. DOE",CLASS=O,MSGCLASS=X,  

  000110 //  MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K,    

  ==MSG> //  MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K,    

  000111 //  PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10),   

  ==MSG> //  PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10),   

  000112 //  NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT,USER=USERDOE    

  ==MSG> //  NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT,USER=USERDOE    

  ==MSG> CAY6341E "CLASS "O" IS RESERVED FOR SECOND SHIFT USAGE, RETRY AFTER 7

  ==MSG>          PM, IT IS ONLY 5:21PM"

  ==MSG> CAY6341S "JOB PMK00100 HAS ENCOUNTERED TOO MANY SITE VIOLATIONS

  ==MSG>          EXECUTION HAS BEEN ABORTED"

  ==MSG>

  000113 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

  000114 //PSDD1    DD  DSN=USERDOE.JCL.CNTL,DISP=OLD
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  000115 //STEP2 EXEC PGM=AMASPZAP,PERFORM=111

  000116 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

  000117 //SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

  000118 //SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

  000119 //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

  ==MSG> //SYSIN    DD DUMMY

  ==MSG> CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL

  ==MSG>          S013 IN EXECUTION

  ==MSG>

  000120 //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,ADDRSPC=REAL

  ==MSG> //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,ADDRSPC=REAL

  ==MSG> CAY6341W "STEP STEP3 IS USING 6 CARTRIDGE DRIVES, PLEASE REDUCE

  ==MSG>          UTILIZATION"

  ==MSG>

  000130 //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

  ==MSG> //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

  ==MSG> CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL

  ==MSG>          S013 IN EXECUTION

  ==MSG>

  000140 //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

  ==MSG> //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)

  ==MSG> CAY6087W BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL

  ==MSG>          S013 IN EXECUTION

Report 2 - Listing of Merged JCL

The following output reports are a result of the JCL submitted to JCLCheck. The reports and the REXX EXEC were
specified as options in either the PARM table, the OPTION='O(OPTS)', or the DD statement.

This report lists JCL that was submitted, step-by-step.

**********************************************************************************************************************

CA                       REPORT 2 - LISTING OF MERGED JCL    

CA JCLCheck              JOB: USERDOEZ    PGMR: CAUSER          TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 7, yyyy   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  STEP    PROCSTEP    ERR  CMNT    

  NUM   NAME    NAME        SEV  COL   STATEMENT TEXT  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   1.                        8         //USERDOEZ JOB (40100000),'J. DOE',CLASS=P,MSGCLASS=X,  00010006    

                                       //    MSGLEVEL=(1,1),PERFORM=255,REGION=5120K,          00011001    

                                       //    PRTY=15,TIME=(357900,10),                         00011101    

                                       //    NOTIFY=IBMUSER,ADDRSPC=VIRT                       00011201    

   2.   STEP1                          //STEP1    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                             00011301    

   3.   STEP1                          //PSDD1    DD  DSN=USERDOE.JCL.CNTL,DISP=OLD            00011405    

   4.   STEP2                          //STEP2 EXEC PGM=AMASPZAP                               00011501    

   5.   STEP2                          //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                  00011601    

   6.   STEP2                          //SYSUT3   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))              00014001    

   7.   STEP2                          //SYSUT4   DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))              00015001    

   8.   STEP2                4         //SYSIN    DD DUMMY                                     00016001    

   9.   STEP3                          //STEP3    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                             00017001    

  10.   STEP3                4         //DD1 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)                         00018001    

  11.   STEP3                4         //DD2 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)                         00019001    
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  12.   STEP3                4         //DD3 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)                         00020001    

  13.   STEP3                4         //DD4 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)                         00030001    

  14.   STEP3                4         //DD5 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)                         00040001    

  15.   STEP3                4         //DD6 DD UNIT=CART,DISP=(,PASS)                         00050001    

  16.   STEP4                4         //STEP4    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                             00060002    

  17.   STEP4                4         //DD1 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00070002    

  18.   STEP4                4         //DD2 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00080002    

  19.   STEP4                4         //DD3 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00090002    

  20.   STEP4                4         //DD4 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00100002    

  21.   STEP4                4         //DD5 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00110002    

  22.   STEP4                4         //DD6 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00120002    

  23.   STEP5                          //STEP5    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                             00130002    

  24.   STEP5                4         //DD1 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00140002    

  25.   STEP5                4         //DD2 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00150002    

  26.   STEP5                4         //DD3 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00160002    

  27.   STEP5                4         //DD4 DD UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,PASS)                         00170002    

Report 6 - Error Messages

This report lists the errors that were encountered in this run of JCLCheck.

****************************************************************************************************************************

CA                      REPORT 6 - ERROR MESSAGES   

CA JCLCheck             JOB: USERDOEZ    PGMR: CAUSER           TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 7, yyyy   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  STMT  MESSAGE 

  NUM   NUMBER      MESSAGE TEXT    

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   1.   CAY6341E    'This class is reserved for scheduled jobs' 

   4.   CAY6341I    'Only system programmers can use AMASPZAP contact tech-services'    

   8.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  10.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  11.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  12.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  13.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  14.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  15.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  16.   CAY6341W    'Step STEP3    is using 6 cartridge drives, please reduce utilization'  

  17.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  18.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  19.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  20.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  21.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  22.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  24.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  25.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  26.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

  27.   CAY6087W    BLKSIZE NOT SPECIFIED FOR NEW OR DUMMY DATA SET - POTENTIAL S013 IN EXECUTION   

CAY6000 20 STATEMENTS FLAGGED IN JOB 'USERDOEZ' MAXIMUM SEVERITY WAS 8

The following statements in the JCL were flagged for standards errors.
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1.
CAY6341E This class is reserved for scheduled jobs.

4.
CAY6341I Only system programmers can use AMASPZAP contact tech-services.

16.
CAY6341W Step STEP3 is using 6 cartridge drives, please reduce use.

Subroutines for JCLNeat
Use the navigation panel to the left to view information on the following subroutines for JCLNeat:

• The Initialization and Main DO WHILE Loop for JCLNeat
• $CAJCL_ERROR Subroutine for JCLNeat
• INITIAL Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• JOB Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• EXEC Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• DD Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• EOS Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• EOJ Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• RAW Data Processing Subroutine JCLNeat
• NJB Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• IF Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• PROC Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• JCLLIB Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• OUTPUT Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• DPROC Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• SET Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• INCLUDE Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
• Sample JCL for JCLNeat
• Sample Output for JCLNeat
• Sample Output from SYSTSPRT

The Initialization and Main DO WHILE Loop for JCLNeat
The purpose of the initialization and main DO WHILE loop section of the REXX EXEC is to set up the internal and
external function calls for the program. This area moves the arguments passed to the REXX EXEC into variables that
JCLNeat uses for all external function calls. It directs the processing flow throughout execution for each statement type
encountered in the member.

WARNING
Do not modify or remove any lines in the Initialization and DO LOOP subroutine or the $CAJCL_ERROR
Subroutine. These routines contain code that is necessary to use this interface.

      /********************************REXX********************************/

      /*  CA JCLCheck       REXX programming interface for JCLNeat        */

      /*  CAI.CAZ2CLS0(CAZ1NRX2)                                          */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Initialization logic                                            */

      /********************************************************************/

A       PARSE ARG $CAJCL_PARM;       /* Get argument */
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      /*                                                                  */

      /*                                                                  */

B       CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING              /* Do one time logic */

      /*                                                                  */

      /*      Continually call the appropriate statement subroutine       */

      /*      until there are no more jobs to process                     */

      /*                                                                  */

C       DO WHILE $CAJCL_REASON ¬= 'EOR'

          SELECT                                                           

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'FET' THEN NOP                             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'BAD' THEN NOP                             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'RAW' THEN DO                              

             CALL RAW_DATA_PROCESSING;                                      

             $CA.RCOUNT = RIGHT($CA.RCOUNT,5,0) /* RIGHT JUSTIFY AND PAD */ 

            END                                                             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'DD' THEN CALL DD_PROCESSING               

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EXE' THEN CALL EXEC_PROCESSING            

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOS' THEN CALL END_STEP_PROCESSING        

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'PRO' THEN CALL PROC_PROCESSING            

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'JOB' THEN CALL JOB_PROCESSING             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EOJ' THEN CALL END_JOB_PROCESSING         

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'IF' THEN CALL IF_PROCESSING               

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'JCL' THEN CALL JCLL_PROCESSING            

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'OUT' THEN CALL OUTP_PROCESSING            

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'DPR' THEN CALL DPROC_PROCESSING           

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'SET' THEN CALL SET_PROCESSING             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'INC' THEN CALL INC_PROCESSING             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'ELS' THEN CALL ELSE_PROCESSING            

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'END' THEN CALL ENDIF_PROCESSING           

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'SCH' THEN CALL SCH_PROCESSING             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'EXP' THEN CALL EXP_PROCESSING             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'NJB' THEN CALL NJB_PROCESSING             

            WHEN $CAJCL_REASON = 'NOT' THEN CALL NOTI_PROCESSING;           

            WHEN SYMBOL($CAJCL_REASON) = 'LIT' THEN CALL INITIAL_PROCESSING 

           OTHERWISE DO                                                     

            CALL $CAJCL_ERROR 'S' 'Invalid CAZ1NREX $CAJCL_REASON code',    

                $CAJCL_REASON;                                              

           END                                                              

           END                       /* FOR SELECT */                       

                                                                  

           CALL 'CAZ1NRXI' $CAJCL_PARM;                                     

 D        $CAJCL_REASON = RESULT;           /* Save result in $CAJCL_REASON  */

         END

         EXIT 

The following items describe the active lines of code in the sample REXX EXEC.

NOTE
The administrator should not change any lines in this subroutine.

A
This statement parses the arguments from the JCLNeat internal parameter list.

B
This statement calls the INITIALIZATION processing subroutine.
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C
All lines from the DO WHILE loop to the END statement control processing flow throughout JCLNeat execution.
The SELECT/WHEN statements cause processing to proceed to the preferred statement subroutine (JOB/EXEC/
DD/EOS/EOJ/RAW etc.).

D
The EXIT statement executes when $CAJCL_REASON is equal to EOR, which indicates the end of JCLNeat
execution.

$CAJCL_ERROR Subroutine (for JCLNeat)
The $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine is called from subsequent subroutines to issue the associated error messages. These
messages carry the prefix CAY6541.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Internal subroutine to issue a CA JCLCheck error message        */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Prior to calling set the values of:                             */

      /*  $CAJCL_SEVERITY must contain the severity of message: I,W,E,S   */

      /*     I=informational, W=warning, E=error, S=serious               */

      /*  $CAJCL_MESSAGE must contain the text of the message, any case   */

      /*  can be specified. (upper/lower). The resultant message is       */

      /*  prefixed with "CAY6541".                                        */

      /********************************************************************/

      $CAJCL_ERROR:

      PARSE ARG $CAJCL_SEVERITY,$CAJCL_MESSAGE;

        CALL 'CAZ1NRXE' $CAJCL_PARM $CAJCL_SEVERITY $CAJCL_MESSAGE ;

      Return

You do not need to modify this subroutine. It calls all the necessary JCLNeat internal functions needed to produce user-
generated error messages for JCL.

NOTE
If you supply an invalid severity code, JCLNeat assumes a severity I (informational).

INITIAL Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The INITIAL Processing subroutine allows the Standards Administrator to set the initial value for the user-defined
variables in the EXEC.

      /********************************REXX********************************/

      /*  CA JCLCheck       REXX Programming Interface                    */

      /*  CAI.CAZ2CLS0(CAZ1NREX)                                          */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Initial Processing Subroutine                                   */

      /********************************************************************/

      /*                                                                  */

A       INITIAL_PROCESSING:

       cart_count = 0

      Return
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A
Sets an initial value for user-defined variables. In this case, this is the variable used in the example to set an initial
value to any user-supplied variables.

JOB Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The JOB processing subroutine checks for anything that is related to only JOB statement processing. Only one JOB
statement is active at any one time.

       /********************************************************************/

       /*  Job Card Processing Logic                                       */

       /********************************************************************/

       /*  The value of all JOB. variables is maintained within a JOB, IE: */

       /*  When the next JOB statement is encountered the values change.   */

       /********************************************************************/

 A       JOB_PROCESSING:

 B        If SUBSTR(JOB.JOBNAME,1,2) = 'PR' THEN

        Do

          If JOB.CLASS ¬= 'P' THEN

           Do

           Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

           'W' 'Class should be P for production work, CLASS value reset';

            JOB.CLASS = 'P'

           End

        End

 C        If SUBSTR(JOB.JOBNAME,1,2) ¬= 'PR' THEN

        Do

          job.notify = '&SYSUID'.

          job.prty = ''

        End

 D        If SUBSTR(JOB.JOBNAME,1,4) = 'TEST' THEN

        Do

          $CA.OPTS = 'BCI=Y,FCC=|,SECC-'

        End

 E       Return

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if job name begins with PR and job class is not equal to P,
issue a warning message and set the job class to P.
The CALL statement performs the $CAJCL_ERROR subroutine, which causes JCLNeat to generate this severity
code and error message in the associated reports if it encounters this error within the submitted JCL.

NOTE
To set up the criteria for these IF statements or any applicable user-defined variable, only use the
variables specified in the JOB processing subroutine in the variables list. For information about the
variables list, see Variable List for JCLNeat.

C
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if job name does not begin with PR, set the values of
the NOTIFY parameter to equal &SYSUID and the PRTY parameter to NULLS, thereby negating any PRTY
parameter coded.
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D
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if the job name begins with a string equal to ‘TEST’, new
options are supplied to JCLNeat.

E
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

EXEC Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The EXEC processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to EXEC statement processing. You can still
reference the JOB statement variables as needed. Only one EXEC statement is active at any one time.

 /********************************************************************/

/*  Exec Card processing Logic                                      */

/********************************************************************/

/*  The value of all EXEC variables is maintained within a STEP.    */

/*  IE: The next EXEC JCL statement causes the values to change.    */

/********************************************************************/

A      EXEC_PROCESSING:

B        IF SUBSTR(EXEC.PGM,1,3) = 'PAY' then

       Do

        exec.time_minutes = 'NOLIMIT'

       End

C        If substr(EXEC.PGM,1,1) = '&' then 

       Do

        SetParm = strip(EXEC.PGM,L,'&')

        SetStatement = '//SET001  SET 'SetParm'=IEFBR14'

        queue B SetStatement

D      End

      Return

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if the program being executed begins with PAY, the TIME
parameter is set to NOLIMIT.

NOTE
To set up the criteria for these IF statements or any applicable user-defined variable, only use the
variables specified in the JOB and EXEC processing subroutines from the variables list. For information
about the variables list, see Variable List for JCLNeat.

You can only change values for the variables of the statement type you are processing. For example, during
EXEC processing you can only change EXEC variables, you cannot change JOB variables.

C
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if the program name begins with &, a SET statement is
added to the job stream before the current EXEC statement.

D
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.
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DD Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The DD processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to DD statement processing. You can still reference
the JOB and EXEC statement variables as needed. Only one DD statement is active at any one time.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Data Definition Processing Logic                                   */  

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  The value of all DD variables is maintained across one DD.      */

      /*  IE: The next DD JCL statement causes the values to change.      */

      /********************************************************************/

   A   DD_PROCESSING:

   B    If SUBSTR(DD.DISP_STATUS,1,3) = 'NEW' then

        Do

        Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

         'I' 'Blocksize reset for system determined value and UNIT nullified';

         DD.DCB_BLKSIZE = '0'

         DD.UNIT        = ''

        End

   C     IF SUBSTR(DD.UNIT,1,5) = 'BOGUS' then

        Do

         Call $CAJCL_ERROR,

         'W' 'An obsolete UNIT name was coded and was removed from the JCL';

         dd.unit = ''

        End

   D     If DD.DSN.0 > 0 then

        Do

         Say 'DSN='||DD.DSN

         Say 'NODES='||DD.DSN.0

         Do I = 1 TO DD.DSN.0

         SAY 'NODE'||I||'='DD.DSN.I 

        End

   E   Return

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if the data set disposition equals NEW, the CALL statement
issues an informational message indicating that the DCB block size and UNIT parameters have been reset.

C
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if the UNIT value contains the characters BOGUS, the CALL
statement issues a warning message that an invalid UNIT name is coded and removed from the JCL.

NOTE
To set up the criteria for these IF statements, only use the variables specified in the JOB, EXEC, and DD
processing subroutines from the variables list. For information about the variables list, see Variable List
for JCLNeat.

D
IF statement that sets up the checking criteria so that if there is a data set name, the parsed data set name nodes
are displayed.

E
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.
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EOS Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The EOS processing subroutine is invoked at the end of every step in the JCL stream. You can place any logic here you
want. For example, you may want to make a decision that is based on the total steps or the total number of UNIT=TAPE
occurrences.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate all the same variables as for the DD statement (that is, the last generation of
JOB/EXEC/DD variables). Once again only one generation of each statement type is active at any one time.

NOTE
JCLNeat variable modification is unavailable from both the EOS Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat and EOJ
Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat. JCLNeat variables are available for interrogation ONLY.

     /********************************************************************/

     /*  Step End  processing Logic                                      */

     /********************************************************************/

A      END_STEP_PROCESSING:

B         SAY ' End Step processing here'

C      Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
The SAY command generates a message on the SYSTSPRT report ddname indicating that END_STEP
processing was invoked.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

EOJ Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
This statement invokes the EOJ processing subroutine at the end of every JOB in the JCL stream. You can place any
logic here you want. For example, you can keep a count of total jobs processed or the number of jobs with specific
accounting information.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate all of the same variables as for the DD and EOS statements (that is, the last
generation of JOB/EXEC/DD variables). Only one generation of each statement type is active at any one time.

NOTE
JCLNeat variable modification is unavailable from both the EOS Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat and EOJ
Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat. JCLNeat variables are available for interrogation ONLY.

      /********************************************************************/

      /*  Job  End  processing Logic                                      */

      /********************************************************************/

A       END_JOB_PROCESSING:

B          SAY ' End Job processing here'

C       Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
The SAY command generates a message on the SYSTSPRT report ddname indicating that END_JOB processing
was invoked.
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C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

RAW Data Processing Subroutine JCLNeat
The Raw Data processing subroutine is invoked for every statement encountered in the JCL. You can place any
logic here. For example, you can keep a count of total jobs processed or, the number of jobs with specific accounting
information, and so on.

You can use the IF statement to interrogate all of the same variables as for the DD and EOS statements (that is, the last
generation of JOB/EXEC/DD variables). Only one generation of each statement type is active at any one time.

To update the RAW DATA records:

1. Place the changed images into the $CA.RECORD.n variables.
2. Set the $CA.RCOUNT variable to the number of JCL images associated with the revised JCL statement.
3. Set the $CA.RSTYPE variable to "UPDA".
4. Return Control to JCLCheck.

Note: Do not set the update ("UPDA") indicator unless the JCL image has been changed as this will cause an endless
loop between the REXX routine and JCLCheck.

     /********************************************************************/

     /*  Raw Data Processing  Logic                                      */

     /********************************************************************/

 A     RAW_DATA_PROCESSING:

 B     $CA.RCOUNT = $CA.RCOUNT + 0

        SAY ' Raw Data Processing logic entered'

        SAY '    Record Count IS:' $CA.RCOUNT

        SAY '       STatement Type IS:' $CA.RSTYPE

        DO n = 1 to $ca.rcount

         SAY 'Data: ' $CA.RECORD.n

        END

 C     Return

 

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Issues a SAY command for each logical input record comprising the statement. The variable $CA.RCOUNT is
a count of the total number of records for this statement, $CA.RSTYPE is a variable that contains a description
of the statement type (for example, JOB/EXEC/DD/COMM (comments)), and $CA.RECORD.n is an array of
variables containing the actual RAW JCL records. There are as many variables as the total of $CA.RCOUNT.

C
Returns processing to the main DO WHILE loop.

NOTE

The $CA.RSTYPE values indicate the type of statement being passed to RAW. The values currently defined are
JOB, EXEC, PROC, DD, COMM, INCL, CTL, and PEND for the traditional raw calls that see the raw statements
before formatting. The $CA.RSTYPE values that start with ‘F’ are calls that occur after the statement has been
formatted. The values currently defined for the formatted calls are FJOB, FEXE, FPRO, FDD, FCOM, FINC,
FCTL, and FPEN. Which types are passed to REXX depends on the setting of option FMTRAW. If FMTRAW=N,
the traditional raw calls are made. If FMTRAW=Y, the formatted RAW calls are made.

Other raw calls are always made. OPTS and CLOS are not affected by FMTRAW.
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The $CA.RSTYPE = 'OPTS' is passed before JCL is read and has $CA.RCOUNT=0 and no $CA.RECORD.n
values. This is called only so $CA.USERDATA can be evaluated before processing starts. Calling
$CAJCL_ERROR with a 'S' or 'E' severity during a OPTS $CA.RSTYPE call will terminate JCLNeat without
processing JCL.

The $CA.RSTYPE = 'CLOS' is passed after the output of the member has been completed and the directory
updated. When the $CA.RCOUNT=0, no records are passed. This call is only used when OUTLIB=PDS option
is specified.

NJB Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The NJB processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to NJB statement processing. You can still
reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one NJB statement is active at any one
time.

/******************************************************************************/

/*  NJB Processing Logic                                                      */

/******************************************************************************/

/*  The value of all NJB variables are only maintained within a given         */

/*  NJB statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change.  */

/******************************************************************************/

A   NJB_PROCESSING:

B   Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

IF Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The IF processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to IF statement processing. You can still reference
the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one IF statement is active at any one time.

/******************************************************************************/

/*  IF Processing Logic                                                       */

/******************************************************************************/

/*  The value of all IF variables are only maintained within a given          */

/*  IF statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change.   */

/******************************************************************************/

A   IF_PROCESSING:

B   Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.
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PROC Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The PROC processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to PROC statement processing. You can still
reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one PROC statement is active at any one
time.

/******************************************************************************/

/*  PROC Processing Logic                                                     */

/******************************************************************************/

/*  The value of all PROC variables are only maintained within a given        */

/*  PROC statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change. */

/******************************************************************************/

A    PROC_PROCESSING:

B     If PROC.PARM_COUNT > 0 then

      Do

        Say 'PROC.PROCNAME is '||PROC.PROCNAME

        Say 'PROC.PARM_COUNT is '||PROC.PARM_COUNT

        Do I = 1 TO PROC.PARM_COUNT

          SAY 'Parm '||I||' 'PROC.PARM_NAME.I'='PROC.PARM_VALUE.I

        End

      End

C    Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement selects PROC statements that have at least one parameter and then lists out all supplied parameters
and their values.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

JCLLIB Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The JCLLIB processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to JCLLIB statement processing. You can still
reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one JCLLIB statement is active at any one
time.

/******************************************************************************/

/* JCLLIB Processing Logic                                                    */

/******************************************************************************/

/* The value of all JCLLIB variables are only maintained within a given       */

/* JCLLIB statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change.*/

/******************************************************************************/

A    JCLL_PROCESSING:

B     If JCL.ORDER1.0 > 0 then

      Do

        Say 'JCL.JCLLNAME is '||JCL.JCLLNAME

        Say 'JCLLIB ORDER 1 DSN = '||JCL.ORDER1

        Say 'NODES='||JCL.ORDER1.0

        Do I = 1 TO JCL.ORDER1.0

          SAY 'NODE'||I||'='JCL.ORDER1.I
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        End

      End

C    Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement selects JCLLIB statements that have at least one ORDER parameter and then lists out that data set
and each individual data set node.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

OUTPUT Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The OUTPUT processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to OUTPUT statement processing. You can
still reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one OUTPUT statement is active at
any one time.

/******************************************************************************/

/* OUTPUT Processing Logic                                                    */

/******************************************************************************/

/* The value of all OUTPUT variables are only maintained within a given       */

/* OUTPUT statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change.*/

/******************************************************************************/

A   OUTPUT_PROCESSING:

B   Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

DPROC Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The DPROC processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to DPROC statement processing. You can still
reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one DPROC statement is active at any one
time.

/******************************************************************************/

/* DPROC Processing Logic                                                     */

/******************************************************************************/

/* The value of all DPROC variables are only maintained within a given        */

/* DPROC statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change. */

/******************************************************************************/

A    DPROC_PROCESSING:

B     If DPRO.PARM_COUNT > 0 then

      Do

        Say 'DPRO.PROCNAME is '||DPRO.PROCNAME

        Say 'DPRO.PARM_COUNT is '||DPRO.PARM_COUNT

        Do I = 1 TO DPRO.PARM_COUNT

          SAY 'Parm '||I||' 'DPRO.PARM_NAME.I' = 'DPRO.PARM_VALUE.I
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        End

      End

C    Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement selects DPROC statements that have at least one parameter and then lists out all supplied
parameters and their values.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

SET Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The SET processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to SET statement processing. You can still
reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one SET statement is active at any one
time.

/******************************************************************************/

/*  SET Processing Logic                                                      */

/******************************************************************************/

/*  The value of all SET variables are only maintained within a given         */

/*  SET statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change.  */

/******************************************************************************/

A    SET_PROCESSING:

B     If SET.PARM_COUNT > 0 then

      Do

        Say 'SET.PROCNAME is '||SET.PROCNAME

        Say 'SET.PARM_COUNT is '||SET.PARM_COUNT

        Do I = 1 TO SET.PARM_COUNT

          SAY 'Parm '||I||' 'SET.PARM_NAME.I'='SET.PARM_VALUE.I

        End

      End

C    Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
IF statement selects SET statements that have at least one parameter and then lists out all supplied parameters
and their values.

C
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

INCLUDE Processing Subroutine for JCLNeat
The INCLUDE processing subroutine checks for anything that is related only to INCLUDE statement processing. You can
still reference the JOB, EXEC, DD, and other statement variables as needed. Only one INCLUDE statement is active at
any one time.

/******************************************************************************/
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/*  INCLUDE Processing Logic                                                  */

/******************************************************************************/

/*  The value of all INCL variables are only maintained within a given        */

/*  INC statement. When another statement is encountered, the values change.  */

/******************************************************************************/

A   INC_PROCESSING:

B   Return

A
Defines the name of this subroutine to the DO WHILE loop.

B
Causes control to return to the main DO WHILE loop.

Sample JCL for JCLNeat
The following is sample JCL used to invoke JCLNeat. Note the line which contains OPTION=. This is the line that calls
the REXX interface for the specified REXX member. In this case, the REXX member is CAZ1NRX2, which is the standard
REXX EXEC template supplied in CAZ2CLS0.

The PDSIN DD statement supplies JCLNeat with the input data set containing the JCL to be reformatted.

//USERDOEJ JOB (40100000),'J. DOE',CLASS=F,MSGCLASS=X

//Z1EXJ6C0  EXEC CAZ1NEAT,

//          OPT='INLIB=SEQ1,OUTLIB=SEQ1,REXXMEM=CAZ1NRX2 <-- SAMPLE REXX EXEC

//PDSIN  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=USERDOE.JCL.CNTL               <-- INPUT JCL

Sample Output for JCLNeat
The following is the JCLNeat output showing the options in effect for this run.

   CA               JCLNEAT OPTIONS 

   CA JCLCHECK                          GENLEVEL=110010AJ600    

PARM FIELD OPTIONS SPECIFIED BY USER:

INLIB=PDS

OUTLIB=SEQ

MEMBERS=INCLUDE

REXXMEM=CAZ1NREX

PARMS IN EFFECT THIS RUN:

BCI=Y

BCS=N

CDEL=0

CEC=35

CECJ=35

CSC=16

DCBS=N

FCC=-

FORMAT=Y

JOBF=Y

ICSC=37
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INCR=10

INLIB=PDS

LINES=55

MEMBERS=INCLUDE

MKW=60

MQKW=10

OPSC=12

OUTLIB=SEQ

PACK=N

RECOVER=Y

REPORT=7

REXXMEM=CAZ1NREX

RSYM=N

SECC=*

SEQ1=10

SIM=N

MEMBERS TO BE INCLUDED BY USER:

NEAT@W96

This is a sample of the JCLNeat Original JCL report.

   CA           JCLNEAT ORIGINAL JCL    

   CA JCLCHECK                          GENLEVEL=110010AJ600    

IN  //PRODJOB JOB (40100000),'J. DOE',CLASS=W,MSGCLASS=X,

IN  //     NOTIFY=USERDOE,PRTY=15

CAY6541W Class should be P for production work, CLASS value reset

IN  //*   PRODUCTION PAYROLL JOB

IN  //S0 EXEC PGM=PAYROLL

IN  //DD1 DD DSN=CAI.PAY.MASTER,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

IN  //   UNIT=BOGUS,SPACE=(CYL,(500,50),RLSE),

IN  //   DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=255,BLKSIZE=16320,DSORG=PS)

CAY6541I Blocksize reset for system determined value and UNIT nullified

The CAY6541 messages in this report are the messages issued from the CAZ1NREX sample subroutines. This is a
sample of the JCLNeat Reformatted JCL report.

   CA           REFORMATED JCL  

   CA JCLCHECK                          GENLEVEL=110010AJ600    

OUT //PRODJOB  JOB (40100000),                                                                      

  00000010    

OUT //    'J. DOE',                                                                                  

 00000020    

OUT //    CLASS=P,                                                                                  

  00000030    

OUT //    MSGCLASS=X,                                                                                

 00000040    

OUT //    NOTIFY=USERDOE,                                                                            

 00000050    
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OUT //    PRTY=15                                                                                    

 00000060    

OUT //**--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* 00000070

OUT //**                                                                                          

  * 00000080  

OUT //*   PRODUCTION PAYROLL JOB                                                                    *

 00000090    

OUT //**                                                                                          

  * 00000100  

OUT //**--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* 00000110

OUT //S0  EXEC PGM=PAYROLL,                                                                          

 00000120    

OUT //    TIME=NOLIMIT                                                                              

  00000130    

OUT //DD1 DD  DCB=(BLKSIZE=0,DSORG=PS,LRECL=255,RECFM=VB),                                          

  00000140    

OUT //    DISP=(NEW,CATLG,                                                                          

  00000150    

OUT //    DELETE),                                                                                  

  00000160    

OUT //    DSN=CAI.PAY.MASTER,                                                                        

 00000170    

OUT //    SPACE=(CYL,((500,50,                                                                      

  00000180    

OUT //    ),RLSE)                                                                                    

 00000190    

Sample Output from SYSTSPRT
The output from any REXX SAY commands or IBM messages appear in the SYSTSPRT report output.

NOTE
See the raw_JCL_processing subroutine in the JCLNeat CAZ1NREX example. This output is produced as a
result of the SAY commands in this routine.

 Raw Data Processing logic entered

    Record Count IS: 2

       STatement Type IS: JOB

Data:  //PRODJOB JOB (40100000),'J. DOE',CLASS=W,MSGCLASS=X,

Data:  //     NOTIFY=USERDOE,PRTY=15

 Raw Data Processing logic entered

    Record Count IS: 1

       STatement Type IS: COMM

Data:  //*   PRODUCTION PAYROLL JOB

 Raw Data Processing logic entered

    Record Count IS: 1

       STatement Type IS: EXEC

Data:  //S0 EXEC PGM=PAYROLL

 Raw Data Processing logic entered

    Record Count IS: 3

       STatement Type IS: DD

Data:  //DD1 DD DSN=CAI.PAY.MASTER,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),
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Data:  //   UNIT=BOGUS,SPACE=(CYL,(500,50),RLSE),

Data:  //   DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=255,BLKSIZE=16320,DSORG=PS)

Compile REXX Routines
JCLCheck provides an interface for REXX procedures with JCLCheck and JCLNeat components. REXX routines are often
used in source form (not compiled) requiring the real time interpretation of each instruction as it is executed. If processing
one job stream, this overhead is generally considered acceptable if it is even noticed at all. However, if processing a large
number of job streams, this overhead can become excessive.

The following procedure describes the process that you can use to compile the REXX routines. This can provide a
noticeable improvement by removing the overhead of interpreting each REXX instruction each time it is executed. The
performance improvement will be limited by the amount of overhead resulting from the elimination of the interpretative
process.

Follow these steps:

1. You must have licensed the IBM Compiler and Library for REXX. This will provide you with access to the REXX
compiler.

2. Use the following JCL to perform the compile:

//REXXCOMP EXEC PGM=REXXCOMP,PARM='XREF'

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=your.rexx.compiler.library,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=A

//SYSDUMP  DD  DUMMY

//SYSPUNCH DD  DUMMY

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=your.rexx.source.library(yourrexx),DISP=SHR

//SYSCEXEC DD  DSN=your.rexx.compiled.library(yourrexx),DISP=SHR

Notes:
– The use of the STEPLIB DD can be eliminated if the REXX compiler library is in the system LINKLIST.
– The use of the SYSIN DD is required to identify the source of input to the compiler.
– The use of the SYSCEXEC DD is required to identify the location in which the compiler will place the Compiled

REXX routine.
This is a PDS file with the following choice of DCB attributes:
F or FB with LRECL greater than 20 and less than 32,760
or
V or VB with LRECL greater than 24 and less than 32,756

3. Modify the JCLCheck or JCLNeat JCL as follows:
Before:

//SYSEXEC DD  DSN=your.rexx.source.library,DISP=SHR

After:

//SYSEXEC DD  DSN=your.rexx.compiled.library,DISP=SHR

//        DD  DSN=your.rexx.source.library,DISP=SHR

Use the preceding for access to both Compiled and Non-Compiled routines. If a routine of the same name exists in
both libraries, the compiled version of the routine will be selected for execution.
After:

//SYSEXEC DD  DSN=your.rexx.compiled.library,DISP=SHR

Use the preceding for access to only Compiled routines.
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Utility Program Table
The JCLCheck recognition of IBM and user utility programs is table driven. The CAZ2SRC data set member JCLUPT
provides source for the utility program table. You might want to modify this table to define other utility programs in use at
your installation.

The utility program table is built using the $UPT macro. The following example shows the $UPT macros as coded in
JCLUPT. To terminate the utility program table, code the $UPT macro without operands.

 JCLUPT    CSECT

       PRINT   GEN

          $UPT   IEBGENER,     IBM SEQUENTIAL COPY UTILITY     -

                 CTL=SYSIN,                                    -

                 VBT=IEBGVBT,                                  -

                 REQ=(SYSPRINT),                               -

                 COPY=(SYSUT1,SYSUT2)

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   IEHPROGM,     IBM CATALOG MANAGEMENT UTILITY  -

                 CTL=SYSIN,                                    -

                 VBT=IEHVBT,                                   -

                 REQ=SYSPRINT

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   IDCAMS,          IBM VSAM UTILITY             -

                 CTL=SYSIN,                                    -

                 VBT=AMSVBT,                                   -

                 REQ=SYSPRINT

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   IEBCOPY,         IBM PDS UTILITY              -

                 CTL=SYSIN,                                    -

                 VBT=IEBCVBT,                                  -

                 EXEPARM=YES,     VALIDATE EXEC PARM           -

                 REQ=SYSPRINT

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   FDR,      INNOVATION BACKUP/RESTORE UTILITY   -

                 REQ=SYSPRINT,                                 -

                 COPY=(DISK1,TAPE1),                           -

                 OPTCOPY=(DISK2,TAPE2,                         -

                 DISK3,TAPE3,                                  -

                 DISK4,TAPE4,                                  -

                 DISK5,TAPE5,                                  -

                 DISK6,TAPE6,                                  -

                 DISK7,TAPE7)

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   IKJEFT01,        IBM DB2                      -

                 CTL=SYSTSIN,                                  -

                 VBT=DB2VBT,                                   -

                 REQ=SYSTSPRT

           $UPT   IKJEFT1A,        IBM DB2                      -

                 CTL=SYSTSIN,                                  -

                 VBT=DB2VBT,                                   -

                 REQ=SYSTSPRT

           $UPT   IKJEFT1B,        IBM DB2                      -

                 CTL=SYSTSIN,                                  -

                 VBT=DB2VBT,                                   -
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                 REQ=SYSTSPRT

           $UPT   IEWL,            IBM LINKAGE EDITOR/BINDER    -

                 REQ=(SYSPRINT,SYSLMOD),                       -

                 CTL=SYSLIN,                                   -

                 VBT=IEWVBT

           $UPT   HEWL,            IBM LINKAGE EDITOR/BINDER    -

                 REQ=(SYSPRINT,SYSLMOD),                       -

                 CTL=SYSLIN,                                   -

                 VBT=IEWVBT

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   XCOMJOB,         CA XCOM                      -

                 CTL=SYSIN01,                                  -

                 VBT=XCOMVBT

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   ADRDSSU,         IBM SMS UTILITY              -

                 CTL=SYSIN,                                    -

                 VBT=DSSUVBT,     VBT table for EXEC PARM=     -

                 UCP=JCLCDSSU,    UTILITY CALL PROGRAM         -

                 EXEPARM=YES,     VALIDATE EXEC PARM           -

                 CALLPGM=YES,     CALL VALIDATION PROGRAM      -

                 REQ=SYSPRINT

           $UPT   ICEMAN,          IBM SORT UTILITY             -

                 CTL=(SYMNAMES-O,DFSPARM-C,SYSIN-C,JNF1CNTL-O, -

                 JNF2CNTL-O),     CONTROL STATEMENT DDNAMES    -

                 UCP=JCLCSORT,    UTILITY CALL PROGRAM         -

                 EXEPARM=UCP,     VALIDATE EXEC PARM VIA UCP   -

                 CALLPGM=YES,     CALL VALIDATION PROGRAM      -

                 REQ=SYSOUT

           $UPT   SORT,            IBM DFSORT UTILITY (ALIAS)   -

                 CTL=(SYMNAMES-O,DFSPARM-C,SYSIN-C,JNF1CNTL-O, -

                 JNF2CNTL-O),     CONTROL STATEMENT DDNAMES    -

                 UCP=JCLCSORT,    UTILITY CALL PROGRAM         -

                 EXEPARM=UCP,     VALIDATE EXEC PARM VIA UCP   -

                 CALLPGM=YES,     CALL VALIDATION PROGRAM      -

                 REQ=SYSOUT

           $UPT   IERRCO00,        IBM SORT UTILITY (ALIAS)     -

                 CTL=(SYMNAMES-O,DFSPARM-C,SYSIN-C,JNF1CNTL-O, -

                 JNF2CNTL-O),     CONTROL STMT DDNAMES         -

                 UCP=JCLCSORT,    UTILITY CALL PROGRAM         -

                 EXEPARM=UCP,     VALIDATE EXEC PARM VIA UCP   -

                 CALLPGM=YES,     CALL VALIDATION PROGRAM      -

                 REQ=SYSOUT

           $UPT   IGHRCO00,        IBM SORT UTILITY (ALIAS)     -

                 CTL=(SYMNAMES-O,DFSPARM-C,SYSIN-C,JNF1CNTL-O, -

                 JNF2CNTL-O),     CONTROL STMT DDNAMES         -

                 UCP=JCLCSORT,    UTILITY CALL PROGRAM         -

                 EXEPARM=UCP,     VALIDATE EXEC PARM VIA UCP   -

                 CALLPGM=YES,     CALL VALIDATION PROGRAM      -

                 REQ=SYSOUT

          SPACE  1

           $UPT   USERPROG,        USER PROGRAM                 -

                 CTL=USERCNTL,    INPUT CONTROL FILE DDNAME    -

                 VBT=DUMMYVBT,    "DUMMY" VERB TABLE           -
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                 REQ=USERPRNT     USERPROG REQUIRED DDNAMES    -

          $UPT,                   END OF TABLE

          SPACE  1

          $JCLUPT,

          END

 

You can tailor JCLCheck to increase its use in your installation. For example, the following $UPT macro defines the
required ddnames for commonly used utility programs at your installation. JCLCheck automatically checks that all required
DD statements are coded.

 $UPT USERPGM,REQ=(SYSUT1,SYSUT2,SYSPRINT,SYSIN)

 

Another use of the $UPT entry is to define control input files to JCLCheck for control statement processing (such as
IDCAMS and IEHPROGM). For example, the following $UPT macro defines the control input file for the SORT utility.
JCLCheck retrieves the control statements and lists them on Report #2.

 $UPT SORT,CTL=SYSIN

 

Use the dummy verb table when you have a program that you would like to list the control cards on reports 1 and 2. The
dummy verb table also allows the control cards to be passed to the STDREXX Rexx program for your analysis. When
using the dummy verb table, JCLCheck does not validate the control cards.

Examples of verb tables to validate user utility control statements are provided in members JCLUTIL and JCLUPT in the
CAZ2SRC library.
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Additional Resources
Additional resources for JCLCheck:

• Product Information:
– JCLCheck™ Workload Automation
– Solution Brief

• JCLCheck™ Workload Automation Product Support
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Support
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Community
• GTS documentation:

– Use GTS
– GTS Messages
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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